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                                                   TYRE AND ZIDON 
 

 

Although different Bible writers had some things to say about the two ancient cities of the east, it 

seems that the Lord laid upon the prophet Ezekiel the main burden for Tyre and Zidon - 

especially Tyre. This story or prophecy is found in the book of Ezekiel, chapters 26 to 28. Some 

are of the opinion that Ezekiel gave the prophecy after the fall of the ancient city Tyre. We can 

quickly see from Ezekiel 28:14 that the prophecy is highly figurative. In order for us to 

understand the prophecy and get the full lesson, we must study it in this light. Although the 

prophecy applies to the civil powers of today, we see after reading chapter 28 that it has a 

religious application also. It predicts not only the final overthrow of all earthly governments by 

the Lord, but the overthrow of all false theories and practices in religion. 

 

In these three chapters of the Bible is prophesied the fate of Tyre or Tyrus (Latin) - the story of 

how "Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon -a king of kings" - would come against her and how she 

would fall and be no more. It is written why she should fall - because she said "aha" against 

Jerusalem (Eze. 26:2) when the king of Babylon took Judah captive. The Lord says: "Whoso 

mocketh the poor reproacheth his Maker: and he that is glad at calamities shall not be 

unpunished." Prov. 17:5. 

 

There is another reason why Tyre should fall - because of her much traffick - dishonest dealing. 

Tyre, as you know, was not a warring city. History tells us she was a gigantic commercial center, 

the greatest of her time. The Bible says that Tyre and Zidon had taken the Lord's silver and gold 

into their own temples; they were very religious, you see. We see that their religion was not after 

the Lord's order, but was after their own making. Also, they have sold the children of Judah and 

Jerusalem to the Grecians. In return, the Lord promises that He will sell their children into the 

hands of the children of Judah and they shall sell them to the Sabeans, a people far off (Joel 

3:4-8); Joel 3:9 says, "Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles." War will surely come. The mighty 

men will wake up, the weak will say, "I am strong," the heathen will come up to the valley of 

Jehoshaphat, and there will the Lord sit to judge them. This is the time of the great harvest, the 

Judgment of the Living (Joel 3:10-14). 

 

Since the Lord is now revealing this great prophecy in Ezekiel, chapters 26 to 28, for the first 

time, it must be that "the day of the Lord is near in the valley of decision." So we see from this 

that Ezekiel's prophecy reaches beyond the destruction of the ancient city of Tyre to the "great 

day" of the Lord - our time. To this most Bible students will agree. 

 

Time and space do not permit giving a detailed explanation of this prophecy, only an overall 

description can be given. But once the student of prophecy has the key he will be able to fill in 

the details. 

 

In studying this prophecy of Tyrus and Zidon we can quickly see that it has a parallel in our time. 

Just as there are three chapters pertaining to the prophecy in the book of Ezekiel, we also see that 

there is a three-step development of the prophecy. Each step is linked to the other, overlapping, 

just as the three chapters of the prophecy are tied together. The prophecy evidently was given in 

three sections as Ezekiel proclaimed in chapter 26:1: "And it came to pass in the eleventh year."  
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(Evidently in the eleventh year of His captivity.) While in chapter 27:1 he says: "The word of the 

Lord came again unto me, saying." Verse 2, "Now, thou son of man, take up a lamentation for 

Tyrus." In chapter 28:1,2, Ezekiel writes: "The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying, 

Son of man, say unto the prince of Tyrus." In verse 12 Ezekiel was admonished to lament for the 

king of Tyrus. The 28th chapter is subdivided into four parts. 

 

In the time of ancient Tyre and Zidon, a city occupied about the same position as does a nation or 

a country today. A city, anciently, was a separate state --- a kingdom. Therefore, Tyre and Zidon 

would parallel in Bible prophecy a nation in our time. 

 

Tyre was not only the center of world trade but was the center of ancient Phoenician religious 

culture. As David and Solomon were a trade ally of Hiram, king of Tyre, just so would God's 

people be on friendly terms with modern Tyre. Just as Tyre of old was known as the "crowning 

city" (Isa. 23:8), so likewise, modern Tyre would be the home of those to be crowned today. As 

the 144,000 are the ones to be crowned, then their home is modern Tyre. Since Tyre of old was a 

descendant and an off-shoot far superior in commercial and religious trade to ancient Zidon; so 

modern Tyre and Zidon must answer to the same description. 

 

We see from this that the 144,000 are mainly of the English-speaking people. Since the church 

has penetrated a large portion of the world, we must conclude that there will be those of other 

tongues among them. 

 

Step 1 "Son of man, because that Tyrus had said against Jerusalem, Aha, she is broken that was 

the gates of the people: she is turned unto me: I shall be replenished, now she is laid waste." Eze. 

26:2. 

 

The only one that could possibly parallel this prophecy saying "Aha" at Jerusalem's calamity 

today, would be when the church said "Aha" when the top of Carmel withered (Amos 1:2). 

Because the church exults over the withering of the top of Carmel, the king of Babylon - a King 

of Kings, Christ - will come upon her and make her like the top of a rock (Eze. 26:7,4). 

 

John said of Jesus, "Whose fan is in his hand, and he will throughly purge his floor, and gather 

his wheat into the garner; but he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire." Matt. 3:12. 

 

Some may apply this Scripture to the second coming of Christ, but the Spirit of Prophecy places 

the "purging of His floor" at the purification of the church. "But the days of purification of the 

church are hastening on apace. God will have a people pure and true.  

 

In the mighty sifting soon to take place we shall be better able to measure the strength of Israel. 

The signs reveal that the time is near when the Lord will manifest that His fan is in His hand, and 

He will thoroughly purge His floor." - Testimonies, Vol. 5, p. 80. 

 

"Those who have rendered supreme homage to 'science falsely so called' will not be the leaders 

then. Those who have trusted to intellect, genius, or talent will not then stand at the head of rank 

and file. They did not keep pace with the light. Those who have proved themselves unfaithful 

will not then be entrusted with the flock. In the last solemn work few great men will be engaged. 

They are self-sufficient, independent of God, and He cannot use them." - Ibid. 
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"In this time the gold will be separated from the dross in the church. True godliness will be 

clearly distinguished from the appearance and tinsel of it. Many a star that we have admired for 

its brilliancy will then go out in darkness. Chaff like a cloud will be borne away on the wind, 

even from places where we see only floors of rich wheat. All who assume the ornaments of the 

sanctuary, but are not clothed with Christ's righteousness, will appear in the shame of their own 

nakedness." - Ibid., p. 81. 

 

The church will be weighed in the balances of the sanctuary. If her moral character and spiritual 

state do not correspond with the benefits and blessings God has conferred upon her, she will be 

found wanting . . . . The knowledge of our state as God views it, seems to be hidden from us. We 

see, but perceive not; we hear, but do not understand; and we rest as unconcerned as if the pillar 

of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire by night, rested upon our sanctuary. We profess to know 

God, and to believe the truth, but in works deny Him. Our deeds are directly adverse to the 

principles of truth and righteousness, by which we profess to be governed." - Ibid., pp. 83,84. 

 

In these statements Sister White explains the condition of the church before the purification. 

They are as unconcerned as if the pillar of cloud by day was resting upon their sanctuary; dead 

formality rests upon them. In other words, while the Bridegroom tarried, all ten virgins 

slumbered and slept. 

 

Isaiah views the church after the purification. "In that day shall the branch of the Lord be 

beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are 

escaped of Israel. And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that remaineth in 

Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even every one that is written among the living in Jerusalem: 

When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged 

the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of 

burning. And the Lord will create upon every dwelling place of mount Zion, and upon her 

assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming fire by night: for upon all the 

glory shall be a defence. And there shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the 

heat, and for a place of refuge, and for a covert from storm and from rain." Isa. 4:2-6. 

 

The Branch of the Lord will be beautiful to the escaped of Israel -those that escape the 

purification. All the escaped ones will be holy -a pure church. After the purging of the blood of 

the daughters of Zion by the spirit of judgment and burning, He will create upon every home of 

Mount Zion a cloud and smoke by day and a flaming fire by night. This shining fire is for a 

defence - the protection of those that dwell in Mount Zion. This flaming, shining fire, very 

evidently, is like the flaming sword that protected the garden of Eden after our first parents were 

driven out. This is conclusive evidence that the first dominion is restored before probation is 

closed; for in heaven or in the earth made new the saints will need no defence. Verse 6 says that 

this place is a place of refuge, a place where God's people can be protected from rain and from 

storm. The earth made new is not a place of refuge from rain and storm for there is none when 

the earth is made new. 

 

At this time the Lord says: "I shall set glory in the land of the living." Eze. 26:20, last part. But 

first, the church must be purified. 

 

"Thus saith the Lord God to Tyrus; Shall not the isles shake at the sound of thy fall, when the 

wounded cry, when the slaughter is made in the midst of thee?" Eze. 26:15. 
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Sister White had visions of just such an event: "Many, I saw, were flattering themselves that they 

were good Christians, who have not a single ray of light from Jesus . . . .And I saw that the Lord 

was whetting His sword in Heaven to cut them down. Oh, that every lukewarm professor could 

realize the clean work that God is about to make among His professed people! Dear friends, do 

not deceive yourselves concerning your condition. You cannot deceive God." - Testimonies, Vol. 

1, p. 190. 

 

"But the general slaughter of all those who do not thus see the wide contrast between sin and 

righteousness, and do not feel as those do who stand in the counsel of God and receive the mark, 

is described in the order to the five men with slaughter weapons." - Ibid., Vol. 3, p. 267. 

 

"Read the ninth chapter of Ezekiel." -Ibid. 

 

"And her daughters which are in the field shall be slain by the sword." Eze. 26:6. 

 

" . . .slay utterly old and young, both maids, and little children, and women: but come not near 

any man upon whom is the mark; and begin at My Sanctuary (Eze. 9:6)." - Testimonies, Vol. 3, 

p. 267. 

 

You see, friends, there is no need to root up the tares, for God's angels with slaughter weapons 

will slaughter them out. Ezekiel tells also what will happen to the princes of this world. 

 

"Then all the princes of the sea shall come down from their thrones, and lay away their robes, 

and put off their broidered garments: they shall clothe themselves with trembling; they shall sit 

upon the ground, and shall tremble at every moment, and be astonished at thee." Eze. 26:16. 

 

The Lord declares through His servant: "The final overthrow of all earthly dominions is plainly 

foretold in the word of truth. In the prophecy uttered when sentence from God was pronounced 

upon the last king of Israel is given the message: 

 

" 'Thus saith the Lord God; Remove the diadem, and take off the crown: . . .exalt him that is low, 

and abase him that is high. I will overturn, overturn, overturn, it: and it shall  be no more, until He 

come whose right it is; and I will give it Him.' Ezekiel 21:26,27. 

 

"The crown removed from Israel passed successively to the kingdoms of Babylon, Medo-Persia, 

Greece, and Rome. God says, 'It shall be no more, until He come whose right it is; and I will give 

it Him.' 

 

"That time is at hand. Today the signs of the times declare that we are standing on the threshold 

of great and solemn events. Everything in our world is in agitation. Before our eyes is fulfilling 

the Saviour's prophecy of the events to precede His coming .... 

 

'. . .Rulers and statesmen, men who occupy positions of trust and authority, thinking men and 

women of all classes . . . .recognize that something great and decisive is about to take place - that 

the world is on the verge of a stupendous crisis." - Education, p. 179. 
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The removal of the crown from the nations and the princes coming down off their thrones must 

evidently be in the time when the Assyrian falls. "For in that day," says Inspiration, "every man 

shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which your own hands made unto you 

for a sin. Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of a mighty man; and the sword, not of 

a mean man, shall devour him: but he shall flee from the sword, and his young men shall be 

discomfited." Isa. 31:7,8. 

 

When the Lord pours out His judgments upon the disobedient among His professed people, the 

kings of the earth will know about it and they will be clothed with trembling and astonishment. 

They will come to realize that if God deals so severely with the sinners in His church, their 

punishment will be far greater. So they tremble and are astonished because fear has seized them. 

 

The slaughter that Ezekiel speaks of in the 26th chapter could not be the time in which the ten 

horns hate the whore and burn her with fire (Rev. 17:16) for verse 12 says that they do not lose 

their crowns for they have not received a kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour 

with the beast. At the destruction of the woman, the kings of the earth do not fall and become 

dismayed; but, rather, they rise up against her and destroy her; whereas, Ezekiel's vision was a 

view of when the diadem was removed from the nations and given back to Israel. So the nations 

in their perplexity are organized into a religio-political system-which is Babylon the great (Rev. 

17). 

 

John the Revelator had a vision of the destruction of that system; whereas, Ezekiel had a vision 

of the beginning of it, and was admonished to take up a lamentation for Tyrus, that art situate at 

the entry of the sea - the beginning of this future religio-political world trade system (Eze. 27:3). 

This incidentally brings us to the second step of the prophecy by Ezekiel. 

 

The Tyrus spoken of in chapter 27 makes the claim of perfect beauty because her builders 

(organizers) have perfected her beauty (verses 3,4). The first part of chapter 27, beginning with 

the 7th to the 25th verse, is written in past tense; whereas, verse 26 and onward is written in 

future tense and shows what is to happen to the future Tyrus. This is a different Tyrus from the 

one in chapter 26 because Tyrus in chapter 26:15 was destroyed by a slaughter, and the princes 

tremble and are astonished at her fall. In comparison, Tyrus of Ezekiel 27:26 is to be broken by 

"the east wind," and they "shall cry bitterly, and shall cast up dust upon their heads." verse 30; 

whereas, in the Revelation, it is written in past tense concerning the destruction of Babylon the 

great: "and they cast dust on their heads and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas that 

great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea." Rev. 18:19. Ezekiel and John 

wrote of the same event. In Ezekiel is the prophecy and in the Revelation is the fulfillment. 

 

Inspiration declares that Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years, but after seventy years she shall 

sing as an harlot. "And it shall come to pass after the end of seventy years, that the Lord will visit 

Tyre, and she shall turn to her hire, and shall commit fornication with all the kingdoms of the 

world upon the face of the earth." Isa. 23:17. 

 

Sister White wrote that if the brethren had accepted the message of Revelation 18:1 when it came 

in 1888 to General Conference, that in two years they would have been in the kingdom. Since 

that time the brethren have decided that there will be no kingdom; whereas, the Bible and  
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Spirit of Prophecy declares there will be. In fact, the very prophecy that we are dealing with in 

Ezekiel 26 to 28 shows the events to take place at the time God sets up His kingdom.    

 

Daniel prophesied: "And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, 

which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall 

break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever." Dan. 2:44. 

 

The Scripture reads "in the days of these kings," while they still exist, will the God of Heaven set 

up His Kingdom; "and the kingdom shall not be left to other people . . . .and it shall stand for 

ever." It shall stand until Jesus comes in the clouds to translate it to heaven. But Jesus inquires 

when He comes to set up His Kingdom, will He find faith on the earth (Luke 18:8)? There will 

be plenty of faith when He comes in the clouds of heaven for all from the least to the greatest 

shall know Him. 

 

"And they teach no more every man his neighbour, and every man his brother, saying, Know the 

Lord; for they shall all know me, from the least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord: 

for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more." Jer. 31:34. 

 

"For finding fault with them, he saith, Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, when I will make a 

new covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah: Not according to the 

covenant that I made with their fathers in the day when I took them by the hand to lead them out 

of the land of Egypt; because they continued not in My covenant, and I regarded them not, saith 

the Lord. For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, saith 

the Lord; I will put my laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts: and I will be to them 

a God, and they shall be to Me a people: And they shall not teach every man his neighbour, and 

every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord: for all shall know Me, from the least to the 

greatest." Heb. 8:8-11. 

 

"The kingdom," Jesus said, "is like hunting for a precious jewel, a pearl of great price" that has 

been lost (Matt. 13:46). It would be hard to find a pearl in a field. Even after you did find the 

treasure Jesus said it would be necessary to go sell all you have and buy the field that contains 

the coveted jewel. In other words, it would not be right to go and dig up a treasure in another 

man's field. So it is with the kingdom message. It runs all through the Bible, but you have to dig 

for it and once you have found it, you will rejoice. It will take all you possess to buy the field . 

Consider, though, dear friends, that once you have the field in your possession you will receive 

"an hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life." Matt. 19:29. 

 

Once you have the key to the kingdom message it becomes quite plain and easy to understand, 

and that key is laid upon Jesus, as we learn from Isaiah. "And the key of the house of David will 

I lay upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut; and he shall shut, and none shall 

open." Isa. 22:22. 

 

Inspiration says, "and I shall set glory in the land of the living." Eze. 26:20. God's glory is to be 

among those that escape the slaughter. How can one escape who does not take Jesus as His 

word? 
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"And he said, It is a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob, 

and to restore the preserved of Israel: I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou 

mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth." Isa. 49:6. 

 

"Thus saith the Lord, In an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in a day of salvation have I 

helped thee: and I will preserve thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people, to establish the 

earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages." Isa. 49:8. 

 

Friends, there are just no desolate heritages in heaven or the earth made new. Please read all of 

Isaiah 49, especially take note of verses 19 and 20. Surely heaven will not be so crowded that the 

people will say there is hardly enough room. It is very doubtful that in the earth made new it will 

be necessary for a person to ask his brother to move over and make room for him, by reason of 

the multitudes there. If Jesus meant that there would scarcely be any faith on the earth when He 

comes in the clouds of heaven, He surely would have instructed Isaiah to write differently. If it 

be true that only a few are saved when Jesus comes in the clouds, Isaiah just had the wrong slant 

on the subject. 

 

Now, not then, Inspiration declares: "Hear, ye deaf; and look, ye blind, that ye may see." Isa. 

42:18. Who is as blind as those that will not see? 

 

God's people are robbed of the wonderful truth of the kingdom and they are spoiled and held in 

prison houses of sin as it were, and none say anything about the restoration of the kingdom. They 

dare not, lest they be disfellowshipped. But, He will magnify the law, and make it honorable. 

 

"Thus saith the Lord God; I will yet for this be enquired of by the house of Israel, to do it for 

them; I will increase them with men like a flock." Eze. 36:37. 

 

The honest, who are not like those who have need of nothing more will inquire of the Lord about 

the kingdom. So we say, praise the Lord, and give thanks to His Holy Name, for His Word is 

true and His promises sure. 

 

' . . .Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years. . .after the end of seventy years shall Tyrus sing as an 

harlot." Isa. 23:15. 

 

"And it shall come to pass after the end of seventy years, that the Lord will visit Tyre, and she 

shall turn to her hire, and shall commit fornication with all the kingdoms of the world upon the 

face of the earth." Isa. 23:17. 

 

Soon the Lord is to visit the religionist of today in judgment and when He does, they will turn to 

their hire, and will reject Him and His message and commit fornication with all the kingdoms of 

the earth. 

 

"And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, We will eat our own bread, 

and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy name, to take away our reproach." Isa. 

4:1. 

 

They prefer their own righteousness to that of the Lord's. They sell themselves for earthly gain,  
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but Isaiah 23:18 tells us that their merchandise shall avail them nothing but will be to the Lord 

for gain and to His people for food and durable clothing. ". . .thy merchandise and all thy 

company in the midst of thee shall fall." Eze. 27:34, last part. 

 

This brings us to Ezekiel 28 and the third step. The prophecy, like the two preceding chapters 

pertain to ancient Tyre and its king; but it is plain to see that it has a latter-day fulfillment. 

 

The Lord admonishes Ezekiel to remind the prince of Tyrus that, although he thinks he is a god, 

in reality he is only a man. Although by his great wisdom and by his traffic he has amassed great 

fortunes, so much so that his heart is lifted up and he thinks he is a god - regardless of how much 

he may think he is a god, he must realize that he is only a man in the hand of Him that "slayeth" 

him. 

 

Verse 12 brings us to the second part of the lesson in chapter 28. 

 

Ezekiel is commanded to take up a lamentation for the king of Tyrus. Though presented as 

mourning for the king, yet some of the statements can hardly be applied to a literal king. Let us 

consider the following: "Thou hast been in Eden." Verse 13. "Thou art the anointed cherub that 

covereth." Verse 14. 

 

Evidently the veil was lifted and Ezekiel saw the unseen; Satan the true ruler of Tyrus, who, in 

actuality, ruled Tyre through a king. Since the prophecy meets its complete fulfillment in our 

time, the prophecy is perhaps analogous to Revelation 13:18. "Thou sealest up the sum, full of 

wisdom, and perfect in beauty." Eze. 28:12. ". . . and when I saw her, I wondered with great 

admiration." Rev. 17:6. The number being made up thus the crowns are removed from all earthly 

kings and they reign one hour with the beast (Rev. 17:12). 

 

Since twelve is the number of God's government, and there are only nine stones mentioned in 

verse 13, there is a possibility that the third row of three stones could be figurative of the angels 

that rebelled in heaven and were drawn to earth by the dragon (Rev. 12:4). Since the number of 

God's government is to be complete and the 144,000 are to replace the vacancy left by the fallen 

angels, there is, therefore, evidence to conclude that the three stones which replace the three 

missing stones are figurative of the 144,000 which are in the three great divisions of the genuine 

Seventh-day Adventist movement (see Life Incidents, by Mrs. E. G. White/James White, pp. 

306, 307). 

 

The dragon which is Satan and the devil, drew the angels of heaven and cast them to earth, but 

the Lord overcame the dragon and cast him out of heaven. Therefore, the Lord Himself is the 

rightful one to restore and refill the vacancy. 

 

"For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." 1 Cor. 15:22. 

 

"Then cometh the end, when he shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father; 

when he shall have put down all rule and all authority and power." 1 Cor. 15:24. 

 

"And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him, with 

which he deceived them that had received the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped his  
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image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone." Rev. 19:20.  

 

"Thou hast defiled thy sanctuaries by the multitude of thine iniquities, by the iniquity of thy 

traffick; therefore will I bring forth a fire from the midst of thee, it shall devour thee, and I will 

bring thee to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all them that behold thee." Eze. 28:18. 

 

As the beast and false prophet were destroyed in the lake of fire, so the prince and king of Tyrus 

are consumed by fire. 

 

This brings us to the third thought of the lesson. Ezekiel is commanded to set his face against 

Zidon and warn her that God is against her and that He will be glorified in the midst of her and 

they shall know that He is the Lord. When God's judgment is accomplished in Zidon, there shall 

be no more a pricking brier unto the house of Israel. When the Lord shall have gathered the 

house of Israel from among the people and is sanctified in them in the sight of the heathen, then 

they shall dwell in their own land. 

 

"And there shall be no more a pricking brier unto the house of Israel, nor any grieving thorn of 

all that are round about them, that despised them; and they shall know that I am the Lord God. 

Thus saith the Lord God; When I shall have gathered the house of Israel from the people among 

whom they are scattered, and shall be sanctified in them in the sight of the heathen, then shall 

they dwell in their land that I have given to my servant Jacob. And they shall dwell safely 

therein, and shall build houses, and plant vineyards; yea, they shall dwell with confidence, when 

I have executed judgments upon all those that despise them round about them; and they shall 

know that I am the Lord their God." Eze. 28:24-26. 

 

They shall dwell safely and build houses and plant vineyards. They shall dwell in confidence 

when the Lord executes judgment upon all that are around about them. 

 

So the fourth thought of the lesson closes the chapter and prophecy with the setting up of the 

kingdom, which is the "ensign to the nations." Isa. 5:26. 

 

All who do not let prejudice bar their minds because of their preconceived ideas, will quickly see 

that some of the church's former ideas about the kingdom are contrary to the revealed Word of 

God. If His people are to move forward under the direction of the Holy Spirit  it may be 

necessary for some to revise their thinking and take only a "thus saith the Lord." This is what the 

Testimonies teach: 

 

"But not all are following the light. Some are moving away from the safe path, which at every 

step is a path of humility. God has committed to His servants a message for this time; but this 

message does not in every particular coincide with the ideas of all the leading men, and some 

criticize the message and the messengers. They dare even to reject the words of reproof sent to 

them from God through His Holy Spirit ." -Life Sketches, p. 324. 

 

"What reserve power has the Lord with which to reach those who have cast aside His warnings 

and reproofs, and have accredited the Testimonies of the Spirit of God to no higher source than 

human wisdom?. . .You cannot neglect God's messages of warning, you cannot reject them or  
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treat them lightly, but at the peril of infinite loss." - Ibid., pp. 324,325. 

 

"The advance of the gospel message must not be hindered by the prejudices and preferences of 

men, whatever might be their position in the church." - The Acts of the Apostles, p. 200. 

 

 

 

 

 

Yours for advancing truth in 

Christ's name, 

 

Ben L. Roden 
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THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS 
 

 

John writes:   " . . . .and out of his mouth went a sharp two edged sword: "  . . . .These things 

saith he which hath the sharp sword with two edges;" Rev. 2:12. "Repent, or else I will come 

unto thee quickly, and will fight against thee with the sword of my mouth." Verse 16:  "And he 

that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations." 

Verse 26. 

 

"And she brought forth a man-child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron:'' Rev. 12:5.  

 

The rod of His mouth and the sword of His mouth are synonymous terms meaning His Word 

(Truth). Therefore, the prophetic term, "There shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse," 

(Isa. 11:1) means a prophetic message. There is no way getting around the fact that the rod is 

symbolical of a prophetic message. Prophetic messages produce prophetic movements.  Jesse, a 

place from whence the rod sprang, is likewise symbolic of a prophetic message and movement. 

This being true, then how can we escape the fact that the BRANCH, which symbolizes Christ 

(first as the Son of God; and second as the BRANCH, the Word of God), is also a message - 

movement - since the other two represents messages and movements? 

 

Here we see the family tree in modern Israel that is to produce the pure unadulterated fruit for the 

Kingdom of heaven - the 144,000 (Rev. 7; EW 15) first fruits (Rev. 14:4). Now since the fruit is 

not to be found on the stem of the tree, nor likewise on the rod of it; in order then for the tree to 

produce fruit it must necessarily grow on the Branch; and that, friends, is the only logical place 

to find fruit - on the branch of a tree. So we see, from the Scripture, that the rod that produces the 

fruit does not come out of the mouth of the stem or the rod, but out of the mouth of the 

BRANCH. (Isa. 11:4); Eze. 19:11-14) - Three steps in all to produce the fruit - Jesse, Rod and 

BRANCH. 

 

Jesse - first step - gathers the 144,000 (Rev. 14:6-12), the Rod - second step - seals the 144,000 

(Rev. 7:1-8), and the BRANCH - third step - marks and delivers the 144,000 (Eze. 9; Rev. 18:1). 

Scripture ref. (Isa. 58; Matt. 25:31-46). 

 

Although we have not known it before now, this is just what the Spirit of Prophecy teaches.  

"The truth and work of God in this movement commencing with the labors of William Miller 

and reaching to the close of probation, is illustrated by these three angels ....These angels 

illustrate the three great divisions of the genuine movement... Seventh-day Adventists hold fast 

the great Advent Movement (of 1844) hence have use for the messages of 1844.  They cannot 

spare these links in the golden chain of truth that connect the past with the present and the future 

and show a beautiful harmony in the great whole ...I repeat it. The three angels messages 

symbolize the three parts of the genuine movement.'' Life Incidents (1886) pp. 305, 307. 

 

"This angel's message of Revelation 7- the angel ascending from the east - is as important as the 

first, second, and third angel's messages of Rev. 14:6-11. It must be understood and given to the 

people at the right time, as also the mighty angel of Rev. 18:1. The loud cry must come at a  
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given time. This angel of Revelation 7, cannot be the third angel, for John's explanation of them 

differ. The three angels of Revelation 14 are flying in the midst of heaven, or where the sun 

stands at noon, but the one of Revelation 7, is ascending from the east, or the rising of the sun. 

The message of this angel has never been understood at any time, nor proclaimed by this 

denomination or any other people, and only theories have been advanced. It is evident that this 

truth, as other truths, must come at the right time. " 1 SR 15:1. 

 

"To get the proper understanding of the third angel’s message, we shall divide it into three 

periods: (1) Beginning of the proclamation of the true Sabbath, Rev. 14:6-11; (2) Reformation, 

and sealing of the 144,000, Rev. 7:1-8; (3) The Loud Cry, Rev. 18:1. The truth of the sealing 

(144,000) being made known, it is evident that we are in the second period. If we had not known 

the commencement of the third angel's message and its beginning, we could have had no 

message.  Therefore, we must know the time of two last two periods when they came, being of 

no lesser importance.  1 SR 32:2 

 

We have proved from the Bible by the symbolism of Isa. 11:1 that the Rod message and 

movement is the second step,  Rev. 7:1-8. The Shepherd Rod message says that we were in the 

time of the second step since we were in the sealing time of the 144,000.  We will quote it again 

from Bro. Houteff's own writings. 

 

The truth of the sealing (144,000) being made known, it is evident that we are in the second 

period, The Shepherd's Rod Vol. 1 page 32, para. 2, lines 4-9. Then he shows that there is 

another period or step - message - after the Rod message. He likewise states that there was one 

period or step before the Rod message which he says is: "(1) Beginning of the proclamation of 

the true Sabbath; Rev. 14:6-11. The first period, then, would be the proclamation of the three 

angels messages fused into one message, the Third Angel’s message - the Judgment of the Dead.   

All who die under the Third Angel's message come forth in a special resurrection. 

 

According to the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy, there are three steps, periods or divisions of 

the genuine Seventh-day Adventist movement to the close of probation, and there is a movement 

before the Rod, and one after.  It is proof enough for any little child who can count three, that the 

Rod is the second. 

 

We can prove this the same way we prove the Sabbath. The Bible says that the preparation for 

the Sabbath is the day before the Sabbath (Mark 15:42), and the first day of the week is the day 

after the Sabbath (Mark 16:1,2). Therefore, any one with a sound mind and not void of reasoning 

would agree that the Sabbath is the day between the preparation day and the first day of the 

week. This is not saying that because the Sabbath is the day in between the other two days and 

the Rod is the movement between the two other periods, or movements of the genuine three, that 

it is the Sabbath. 

 

Just because Bro. & Sr. White and Bro. Houteff proclaimed under Inspiration that the Three 

Angel’s Messages illustrate the three parts, periods, divisions, of the genuine S.D.A. movement 

is no proof that the Rod being the second period, is likewise the second angel. The Bible is the 

final authority. 

  

The Rod shows that it is the sealing angel of Rev. 7:1-8, and Rev. 7 says nothing about the fall of  
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Babylon, which is the second angel's message.  Neither is this saying that because Sr. White was 

in the time of the first period of the three divisions, that true Spirit of Prophecy written by her 

was the first angel's message. Sr. White had nothing to do with the bringing of the first and 

second angel's messages. These messages were brought by the prophet William Miller and his 

helpers.  Sr. White’s message was the third angel's message - the truth of-the heavenly sanctuary 

and the Sabbath - so she says in Early Writings. 

 

"After Jesus opened the door of the most holy, the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the people 

of God were tested, as the children of Israel mere tested anciently, to see if they would keep 

God's law.  I saw the third angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to the 

holiest of the heavenly sanctuary."  E.W. 254:2; 255:0. 

 

This statement explains to us just why Miller and his co-workers kept the first day instead of the 

Seventh-day Sabbath, which the Bible teaches is the true day of worship. It was the third angel’s 

message explained that it was the Sanctuary above that was to be cleansed, instead of the earthly. 

After Jesus opened the door in the most holy place in 1844 to begin judging the dead, Sr. White 

saw in vision the ark of the testament and in it she saw the Ten Commandment Law with a halo 

of light around the fourth which says: "Remember the Sabbath-day to keep it holy." Ex. 20:8. 

 

Yes, Sr. White was given the third angel's message which is the Sabbath and the Heavenly 

Sanctuary truth - health reform, dress reform and drug reform - read the Testimonies. The trouble 

is that the church is following after the world and not following God's instructions given in the 

Testimonies. Our Seventh-day Adventist doctors and nurses have gone out wholesale for drugs 

and sold out to the A.M.A., which is a disgrace to the name Seventh-day Adventist. God is 

dishonored and the truth is made of none effect by neglect of the medium by which true mighty 

angel is to lighten the earth. Our S.D.A. sisters are wearing low-necked, short sleeved dresses 

and spiked heeled shoes, rouge, lipstick, and many other things that are contrary to healthful and 

Christian dress. There’s no denying that many of the S.D.A. ministry are eating meat and some 

of them are eating pork. Some say they cannot get the proper foods they need, so they eat meat. 

To those who would follow this course, if you are the Elijah's you claim to be, the instructions 

are, do without something to eat and let the ravens feed you like they did Elijah of old. It is better 

to lose your life and save your soul.   The un-God-like practice of training the S.D.A. young men 

and sending them into the army where they cannot keep the Sabbath or have a clean diet, is 

murder of the first degree; for they will not only lose their lives in time of war, but they will lose 

their souls. Young men, God calls on you to rise up against such pernicious training and go to 

work for Him and save your soul. Literature ministry is far better. 

 

You say that they go into the army as missionaries. This is a deception of the first order, for what 

little missionary work they would be able to do is made of none effect because they are doing the 

same thing that the other boys are doing, with only slight variations. Besides, their duties as a 

soldier keeps them busy to where they have very little time to serve God, especially so in time of 

war. 

 

Wake out of sleep, brethren, for the Spirit of Prophecy says our young men are not to take part in 

this war. Just think of what could be accomplished for Christ if all the young men that are going 

into the army were spending a hundred percent of their time in spreading the gospel. The mighty  
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angel of Rev. 18 has come down to join the third angel now as it swells to a loud cry. Do not try 

to keep the reins in your own hands as our Brethren did at the General Conference in 1888 at the 

Minneapolis meeting, to the detriment of your salvation, now that Christ is taking charge of the 

flock.   There is another way to prove the Rod message was not the second angel's message.  The 

second angel says, "Babylon is fallen," (Rev. 14:8) which is for that part of the world that 

represents Babylon. Babylon fell in 1844, about eighty-five years before the Rod. The complete 

fall of Babylon (Rev. 18:2 second angel) which is given by the angel of Rev. 18:1 has not taken 

place yet, and won't take place until the Rev. 18: angel lightens the earth with his g1ory.  (T.G. 

1-21-17 – 1947 Edition).   

 

Sr. White says that the second angel of  Rev. 14:8 is repeated, T.M. 59:1, ''This same message is 

to be proclaimed the second time."  Then she quotes a portion of Rev. 18:1, and 2: "I saw another 

angel (message) come down. "  Now, Brother Houteff says that when the second angel's message 

is given again that it is the third angel's message. ''Quoting Testimonies to Ministers p. 59: ''This 

same message (The Third Angel’s) is to be proclaimed the second time. " 2 S.R. 231:0.  Now, 

since the second angel's message says that Babylon is fallen, and the Rod came only to the 

church; then for it to be the second angel, it would have to declare the church to be Babylon. To 

say that the S.D.A. church was Babylon, and fell because they rejected the Rod message, is 

teaching contrary to its message. The Rod proves that the S.D.A. is not Babylon by showing that 

the Black horses of Zech. 6 are in the north country - Babylon - spiritual darkness; whereas, the 

grizzled horses, which represent the Laodicean ministry, are retreating toward the south country. 

There are several statements in the Rod writings, one of which we will quote:  

 

"He foresaw that some movement would arise and claim that the church is 'Babylon', so gave us 

the warning that it was false. Read Testimonies to Ministers, page 49, 53" 1 SR 234:3. 

 

The Rod message proves that it is not the second angel's message, but that it is the first angel's 

message (final phase).  Speaking of S.D.A.:  "What, indeed, if she does not now accept and 

practice the message of very present Truth, the final phase of the First Angel's message, which is 

presently announcing the stealthy approach of judgment upon the living."  W.H.R. 37:1.  

 

Since the Rod is the final phase of the first angel’s message, the very next message and 

movement in the prophetic chain would be the final phase of the second angel's message, which 

2 SR 231 declares to be the third angel's message, given the second time (T.M. 59).  The Rod 

also declares this movement to be the message of Revelation 18. 

 

The eleventh hour message is none other than Revelation 18 - the loud -cry of the third Angel. 

Quoting "Testimonies to Ministers" p. 59:  "This same message (The Third angels’) is to be 

proclaimed the second time.  'And after these things I saw another angel (message), come down 

from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.' This message is 

the LAST that will ever be given to the world and it will accomplish its work." - The Great 

Controversy, p. 390."  2 SR 230:3. 

 

"Thus the message of the third angel will be proclaimed. As the time comes for it to be given 

with greatest power, the Lord will work through humble instruments, leading the minds of those  
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who consecrate themselves to His service. The laborers will be qualified rather by the unction of 

His Spirit than by the training of literary institutions." G.C. pp. 606, 607. 

 

"The eleventh hour call, in reality, is similar to that of the ninth.  The ninth hour call  is repeated 

with additional mention of the corruption in the churches; also might and force is added to it."  2 

S.R. 231:2. 

 

This is all very simple and easy to understand. But it all can be very complicated if you do not 

read with a humble spirit and an open mind. It all depends on what your motive and purpose is.  

If you have a mind and purpose to promote self and your own schemes (there are plenty doing 

this very thing from all directions), then you can take the things that are made plain and simple in 

this article and twist them to mean most anything to suit your purpose. 

 

If you will forget self and come to the study of God's word with a humble and contrite spirit, 

keeping in mind the symbolism we have explained; and if you have a mind that will count to 

five; we will square the subjects of the angel's and movements from William Miller's time to the 

close of probation, according to Life Incidents, by E.G. White, Shepherd's Rod Vol. 1, and Isaiah 

11. 

 

In this study there are four things to remember: (1) We are teaching you Jesus, self is forgotten. 

(2) You are little children, heirs of the kingdom - only such will enter (Matt. 13:3); (3) Our study 

is about nature.  "By the green tree, Jesus represented Himself, the innocent Redeemer .  D.A. 

743; (4) We are studying about His people - His church, and the plan of redemption. 

 

In the family tree of Isaiah 11 there are four parts - roots, stem, rod, and BRANCH. There are 

only three visible parts of the tree - the stem, Jesse, rod David, and BRANCH – Christ.  The 

roots are underneath the surface of the ground, therefore, are not visible. In order to disclose the 

roots of a tree to view, the husbandman must have his laborers dig around and uncover them.  So 

it is with the spiritual tree. The Husbandman must have His laborers, the Spirit of Prophecy, 

uncover the roots and disclose them to view.  

 

None of His former laborers have uncovered the roots of the tree of Isaiah 11. If the time has 

come for the roots to be uncovered, it is the BRANCH’S job to do so, for the BRANCH grew out 

of his roots. The manner in which the roots are disclosed to view will show which is the true 

BRANCH, and which is the false. 

 

In the first place, the root of a tree is the beginning of it; for the tree grows up from its root.  

When the tree is grown the branches are beautiful, if properly cultivated. 

 

"True Christianity is a growth. It is plant-like. Christ Himself is represented as a Branch." (Isa. 

11:1) 2 TG 45:3. 

 

There is something peculiar about the family tree prophesied by Isaiah, and that is, the rod came 

from a stem (stump) and not the roots. This shows that there was a tree which had been cut down  
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before the rod came forth. After the rod, there came forth the Branch. We see, by divine 

revelation, that the stem presents another key to the divine interpretation of this symbolism, as 

we will see. 

 

We have gone into detail to prove that this family tree represents Gods true church in our time, in 

three divisions - three steps. So the tree, Jesse, sometime before the rod came out, was cutback. 

This left only a stump. To make the application in our time: the stem of Jesse represents the 

S.D.A. church after loosing the Spirit of Prophecy, the living voice – Mrs. E.G. White.   Sounds 

fantastic, you say?  We explain by asking you a question. Why are these things in the Bible like 

this, and why do they fit so perfectly?  The answer is that we have found in our study that the 

church is symbolized by a green tree when the living Spirit of Prophecy is guiding her.  When 

the prophet dies, the church is depicted as a stump - a dead tree - until another prophet is raised 

up; for example, the stem of Jesse.  Isa. 11:1. 

 

The fig tree that Jesus cursed represented the Jewish ration (DA 582), and signified that they had 

rejected and slain the prophets, including John Says Jesus: 

 

"The law and the prophets were until John: since that time the kingdom of God is preached, and 

everyone presseth into it."  Luke 16:16. 

 

After Sr. White’s death (in order to revive the church), the Lord sent another message right 

through the Sabbath School Quarterlies in 1929.  One quarter of these lessons, we understand, 

were mainly written by Elder Andreason and consisted of the last thirteen chapters of Isaiah, the 

gospel prophet. These chapters of Isaiah tell of God's kingdom, which Matthew tells us must be 

preached to all the world before Jesus comes in the clouds. 

 

"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; 

and then shall the end come." Matt. 24:14. 

 

The end will not come until the Lord has the kingdom for a witness. 

 

Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord, and my servant whom I have chosen: that ye may know and 

believe me, and understand that I am he: before me there was no God formed, neither shall there 

be after me. 

 

"Behold, I will do a new thing; now it shall spring forth; shall ye know it? I will even make a 

way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert."  Isa. 43:10, 19. 

 

With all the possibilities of war in and around Palestine, there is scarcely any who believe that 

there will ever be a peaceful kingdom there.  This is especially true of Seventh-day Adventists; 

the very people who should have been teaching the wonderful truth of the kingdom since 1929, 

the year the message came to them. 

 

The Jews wanted this peaceful kingdom at Jesus' first coming, but they did not want to pay the 

price in humility. Therefore, He taught then that they would never receive it as a nation.   He later 

instructed His disciples to pray for it (Matt. 6:9-13).  Seventh-day Adventists would accept 

heaven,  but not what Jesus wants them to have, which is the kingdom. 
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So all who do not humble themselves and accept what He so graciously offers, will receive just 

what the Jews received – less than nothing. 

 

Neither His professed people nor the heathen believe that God is able to set up a peaceful 

kingdom in a world where there is no peace. Nevertheless, there are some who believe, for He 

says:  " ...therefore ye are My witnesses, saith the Lord, that I am God .  …. now shall it spring 

forth; shall ye not know it?"  Isa. 43:12, 19. 

 

Both those who go down in the slaughter (Eze. 9:5-11; 3T266-; 5T211-12; 5T503-5T80; IT190) 

and those who receive the seal of the angel of Rev. 7:1-8, and the mark by the man in linen (Eze. 

9:3,4; TM444-5), are witnesses that testify to the world that the Lord is God, who is able to 

perform that which He promises. 

 

"Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be assembled: who among them can 

declare this, and show us former things? Let them bring forth their witnesses. that they may be 

justified: or let them hear, and say, It is true."  Isa. 43:9. 

 

The Lord says to let those that have eyes and cannot see; and have ears and cannot hear (verse 8), 

and all the nations be gathered together, and prove Him wrong: Who is able to keep Him from 

fulfilling His promise of the kingdom to those who are called by His name? 

 

Just as Jesus' first coming was a test to the Jewish nation when He did not set up the earthly 

kingdom then; so the opposite is test to His professed people today. Jesus came in the flesh and 

did not set up the kingdom; but ratified the kingdom by his death on the cross. By the same spirit 

and power that was in Elijah, He comes in His Word - His Truth (The Branch, Isa. 11:1) to mark 

and deliver His people." .... On their foreheads was written, God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious 

star containing Jesus' new name. " EW 15. Saved for eternity: hence, flesh and blood can not 

enter the kingdom of God." 

 

So, just as John the Baptist, came in the spirit and power of Elijah to announce and baptize the 

King of glory; and as John was a layman in Judea; so the Lord laid the message and Spirit in 

1929 upon Bro. V.T. Houteff, a layman Sabbath School teacher in one of the denominational 

churches in California. 

 

Type meets antitype.  John, the type " The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the 

way of the Lord, make his paths straight."   Matt. 3:3; the anti-type: " The Lord's voice crieth 

unto the city, and the man of wisdom shall see thy name: hear, ye the rod, and who hath 

appointed it.  Micah 6:9. "Feed thy people with thy rod, the flock of thine heritage, which dwell 

solitarily in the wood, in the midst of Carmel:" Micah 7:14. 

 

The author of the Shepherd's Rod claimed that these Scriptures applied to the Rod message and 

Davidian S.D.A. movement.  This author makes a comparison between John's message and the 

rod movement.   

 

"True, verse three (Isa. 40) found fulfillment in the work of John the Baptist; but the verses 

preceding and also the verses following, definitely apply to the people in the latter days and only  
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partially to the people in John's day. Therefore the truth stands out boldly that the direct 

fulfillment of this chapter is found in our time, thus making John's work an ensample of our 

work.  John's work the type, ours the antitype.  r1T.G. 36:4.  

 

John proclaimed that one was to come after him. When he baptized Jesus:  " …he saw the Spirit 

of God descending like a dove, and lighting upon him: And lo, a voice from heaven, saying, This 

is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." Matt. 3:16, 17. 

 

The antitypical Elijah, John - the Rod (Isa. 11:1) points out that the Rod movement will decrease, 

and the Branch message (Christ in His Word. Rev. 3:20; DA489:5, 490:0) through His 

messenger will give the increase. 

 

"The message, presented here does not bring any new doctrines, or contradict the ones we have, 

but it does magnify them by showing, their true magnitude and importance. Neither does it call 

for a new movement, but it proves that this same movement would merge into a greater one. 1 

SR 234:2. 

 

"Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change? The BRANCH.   And according 

to Isaiah 11:1-5 the Branch is the Lord the son of David." Rev. 1 Timely Greetings #8:24:3. 

 

These statements from the Lord's servant shows, as does the Bible, that the Rod would not 

complete the revival and reformation, but that the great change could be brought about by the 

Branch. (read Isa. 11:1-5; Zech. 3 Ch. 6:11-14). 

 

The Rod message revealed the rod part of Isa. 11:1; but did not explain the full meaning of the 

BRANCH, nor Jesse, other than Jesse was the father of king David, and that the BRANCH is 

Christ. It is plain to see though, that since the rod means David in the first place and a message in 

the second; it would only be reasonable to conclude that Jesse is the father of David in the first 

place, and the parent message and movement is the second. Likewise, with the BRANCH, which 

means Christ, the Son of David - Son of God - and second, the Word of God - the Branch - 

Christ the word in the beginning, and The BRANCH, the word in the end; hence says Christ: I 

am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending."  Rev. 1:8. "....I am the first and the last." 

Rev. 1:17 . 

 

John says: "...Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the world." John 1:29 .  

"Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change?  The BRANCH" The Lamb of 

God takes away the sin of the world.  The Branch brings the great change. His people must be 

marked for translation.  Flesh and blood cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven.  rTG 8:24.  

Hence, the three great divisions of the genuine S.D.A. movement to the close of probation (Life 

Incidents 306-7): just as Christ revealed the Father (John 12:45), the Son (John 6:35), and the 

Holy Ghost (Luke 4:14; John 20:21, 22), the Trinity (8 Tr. 30:0).  The Branch reveals the Trinity 

in the church - Jesse (S.D.A.), Rod (D.S.D.A.), and the Branch (B.D.S.D.A.). 

 

The Third Angel's message under Sr. White was the former rain of truth to bring up the seed that  

was sown by William Miller.  By watering that seed of the first and second angel's messages 

brought by Bro. Miller with the Third Angel's message, it was multiplied into 144,000 - Spiritual 

wheat. As it takes a latter rain to prepare the wheat for the harvest, so the Red - the latter rain in 
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truth - comes in just before the Spiritual harvest in the church - the 144,000 that stand on Mt. 

Zion (the barn - kingdom Matt. 13:30; Rev. 14:1). 

 

Christ came and cleansed the temple in His day, saved the seed for the great multitude - such as 

should be saved. The Branch message brings about the cleansing of the temple in our day (Eze. 

9); and at the same time sows seed for the great multitude of Rev. 7:9, is the Spirit was poured 

out upon the 120 on the day of Pentecost, so likewise the Holy Spirit  will be poured out upon 

the disciples of the Branch, 144,000 on the antitypical Pentecost. There shall come forth a rod 

out of the stem (stump, margin) of Jesse and a BRANCH shall grow out of his roots. 

 

The Rod grew out of the stump of Jesse. Evidently, the roots (Three Angel's message) of Jesse 

did not completely die when the tree was cut back. When the good Lord began watering the 

roots, a Rod grow up out of the stump.   This signifies that the Rod message sprang right up in 

the church - from her message. 

 

A Branch shall grow out of his roots. The marginal reference of Isa. 11:1 says: "The Branch of 

Jesse's roots."  This is true in one sense of the word, for the Branch is a result of the Three 

Angel's messages.  But there is another hidden truth that we should consider. 

 

Jesus says: "I am the root (singular) and offspring of David." Rev. 22:16. "And in that day there 

shall be a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign of the people." Isa. 11:10. 

 

Jesus is the root of David and He is also the root of Jesse. So the Branch message grew out of the 

root of the Davidian S.D.A. movement and out of the root of the S.D.A. movement. Both former 

messages and movements being Christ's, the Branch grew out of His roots.  Inasmuch as the 

roots of a tree are only visible in the tree itself - the branches - so the root of Jesse, that stands as 

an ensign to the people, and to which the Gentiles seek, is the Lamb of God - the invisible, and 

Christ in His people - the visible Branch. 

 

"In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall 

be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel."  Isa. 4:2. 

 

Isaiah says that after Israel escapes, the Branch is beautiful. By Scripture and the testimonies of 

the prophets, and - by type and antitype, it is plain and simple to see that the Branch message 

comes before the purification of the church. The Branch of Israel is a glorious ensign, and to it 

the Gentiles seek. It is also easy to see that if the Branch message does not come before the great 

change takes place, neither does the Rod, for the Rod says the Branch brings the revival and 

reformation - the great change. Again let us remember that the rod and Jesse represent messages 

- so also does the Branch. 

 

"The wise will not let the enemies of Truth fool them. Rather they will do their level best to 

disillusion these pretended friends, and to encourage them to let the Recruiter anoint their eyes,  

so they may see that, 'In that day shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the 

fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel' (God's 

denomination of today)." WHR 53:2. 

 

The Lord's servant tells us here that God's denomination after the purification is the Branch. So 
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this statement, along with Isa. 62:2; 65:15, shows the Branch is the new name of God's, 

denomination. What more proof do you need for the new name of God's church? For more proof, 

read J.H. Jezreel letter #2.  Every one that is left in the land must be feeding on Branch food. 

(2TG 45:3). 

 

Now to tie William Miller's message in with the “three great divisions” of the genuine. Life's 

Incidents says that the Three Angels Messages began with the labors of Bro. Miller. The Bible, 

in light of the Shepherd's Rod shows that the "and" between the sixth and ninth hours shows the 

Miller and White messages are closely related and cannot be separated.  If we make Sr. White’s 

message the First Angel’s message we would have to remove the "and' between the sixth and 

ninth hours.  We would be guilty of taking away from the Bible, also guilty of moving a block 

and stirring a pin of the Three Angels Messages (E.W. 258:3). Such a course would have the 

Millerite movement dangling, with no place to anchor in the prophetic chain of Truth.   

 

The lineage of Jesus goes back to the Gentiles. Through the descendants of Lot, a Gentile, Ruth 

the Moabitist,  was the mother of Obed, the father of Jesse, the father of David, the father of 

Jesus, Who became a Saviour of the Gentiles. He is also the Saviour of the Jews, through Boaz, 

Obed's father. Lot, the father of the Gentile multitude - a lot, Rev. 7:9. This shows that there are 

two companies – two harvests gathered (144,000 - Israel - S.D.A.) and a great multitude, second 

fruits, of all nations. 

 

William Miller stood in the gap, as it were with the first angel’s message, between the  Gentile 

Sunday and the Jewish, or Bible Sabbath.  Hence, Miller is a type of Obed. There are four 

movements, beginning with Miller, to close of probation, but five angels. Three Angels 

Messages by Bro. Miller and Sr. White, and two additions to the Third Angel's message - The 

Rod and The Branch. 

 

You see, friends, the truth is not so complicated after all.  Each time a tree puts on another limb, 

it is an addition to the tree. Isaiah's family tree, Jesse, was cut back and  Jesse became a stump. 

Out of the stump came forth a rod, and a Branch grew out of his roots.  The Branch grew out of 

the roots of Jesse, because Jesse was a dead stump and the rod had withered, because there was 

no rain to keep it alive.    "....and the habitations of the shepherd's shall mourn, and the top of 

Carmel shall wither." Amos 1:2 "… and the piece whereupon it rained not withered."  Amos 4:7. 

 

The Branch has good firm roots for they are the roots of Jesse. Job explains the situation of Jesse 

in the tree of Isa. 11:1. He says: "For there is hope of a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout 

again, and that the tender branch thereof will not cease. Though the root thereof wax old in the 

earth, and the stock thereof die in the ground; Yet through the scent of water it will bud, and 

bring forth boughs like a plant." Job 14:7-9.  Isaiah adds to Job's explanation of the Branch - type 

and antitype (The Branch, Christ in the flesh and the Branch message - in the Word). 

 

"For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a dry ground: he hath no 

form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him." 

Isa. 53:2.  

 

It is true that these scriptures appertained to Christ, but they also apply to the Branch message. 

Again, brethren, there is just no way around the fact. Since there is a Rod (David) message, and a  
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stem (Jesse) message, there must necessarily also exist a Branch message. This must be true, or 

else we would have no rule of interpretation to prove that the rod and stem are messages. Besides 

all this, the Rod message tells us what the name of the purified church (Isa. 62:2; 65:15) will be.   

 

We repeat: 

 

"The wise will not let the enemies of Truth fool them. Rather they will do their level best to 

disillusion these pretended friends, and to encourage them to let the Recruiter anoint their eyes so 

they may see that 'In that day shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious'  …….(God's 

denomination of today)."  White House Recruiter 53    

 

The Branch brings the revival and reformation, the great change, rTG 8:24; the Branch builds the 

temple, Zech. 6:12; Great Controversy 415:3; 416.  The Branch as man's intercessor," 

"Zechariah, looking forward to the time of the spiritual temple (the last section of the church) 

and its construction, says: 'Behold the man, whose name is the branch'... 'Christ, 'the Branch', 

shall grow up out of His place..." "As this was untrue with the literal temple the words must 

apply to the anti-typical one." Vol. 2 SR 260.  

 

A plant that comes up from the roots while the tree is green and is being watered is nothing but a 

sucker (false) and will be cut down in the purging (John 15). 

 

"The law and the prophets were until John: since that time the kingdom of God is preached, and 

every man presseth into it." Luke 16:16. 

 

It is my earnest and sincere prayer that all will press into the kingdom...and be healed. 

 

In His Name, 

 

 

Ben L. Roden 

 

NOTE: Emphasis in quotations ours. 
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THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS VOL. 1, No. 2. 

 

"BEHOLD, THE BRIDEGROOM COMETH" 

 

THE SIGNS 

 

The signs of the times reveal to us that the end is near. Fire, flood, earthquake, and calamity on 

every side speaks the time. The crisis hour is at hand: prophecy is fast fulfilling (wars and rumors 

of wars, nation rising against nation). The weak nations are claiming to be strong, or are 

strengthening themselves through the aid of the stronger nations. Space-missiles and the talk of 

rockets to the moon and an outer space station are all beacon-lights of prophecy, declaring the 

very last days and the hour of temptation all are soon to meet. The elect of God are soon, very 

soon, to face the most severe trial of their faith. The church has little idea of what is coming upon 

it. Jesus says: "And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's sake: but he that endureth to the 

end shall be saved. Matt. 10:22. 

 

To the weak He says be strong and to the discouraged, have courage; for the Lord your God 

dwelleth in Zion. "Thus saith the Lord; I am returned unto Zion, and will dwell in the midst of 

Jerusalem: and Jerusalem shall be called a city of truth; and the mountain of the Lord of hosts the 

holy mountain." Zech. 8:3. 

 

"And in that day thou shalt say, O Lord, I will praise thee: though thou wast angry with me, thine 

anger is turned away, and thou comfortest me.  Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust and not 

be afraid: for the Lord JEHOVAH is my strength and my song; he also is become my salvation. 

Therefore with joy shall ye draw water out of the wells of salvation. And in that day shall ye say, 

Praise the Lord, call upon his name, declare his doings among the people, make mention that his 

name is exalted.  Sing unto the Lord; for he hath done excellent things: this is known in all the 

earth. Cry out and shout, thou inhabitant of Zion: for great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst 

of thee." Isa. 12. 

 

To know that God is with His people is certainly strength for the feeble knees. Jesus says: "... 

and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world." Matt. 28:20. 

 

"Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none 

of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand." Dan. 12:10. 

 

The signs of the times are fulfilling all around us and yet the unbelieving today, like the 

Pharisees and Sadducees of Christ's time, ask us to show them a sign. Our answer to the doubters 

of today is the same that Jesus gave to those without faith in His day.   "…When it is evening, ye 

say, It will be fair weather: for the sky is red. 

 

"And in the morning, it will be foul weather to day: for the sky is red and lowering. O ye  
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hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky; but can you not discern the signs of the times"? 

 

"A wicked and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given unto 

it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas, and he left them, and departed." Matt. 16:2-4. 

 

In these Scriptures Jesus says in effect that in this adulterous generation, about all the wicked can 

do is to read a barometer, and observe the face of the sky. They pride themselves in being able to 

predict the weather; but the signs of the times they know nothing about. He was talking to His 

professed people when He made these statements. Jesus did not mean that no sign would be 

given His people, but rather, Inspiration states that "Those who walk in the light will see signs of 

the approaching peril".  5T209:2.  

 

Friends, how is your eye of faith; are you a weather prophet, or do you have divine faith as faith 

to read the signs of the times? 

 

The sign of the prophet Jonah is given for "A wicked and adulterous generation." Inspiration 

says that in the days of the coming of the Son of Man it would be like it was in Noah's day. They 

were eating, drinking, marrying, and giving in marriage. They are marrying one another's wives 

today, even among professed Christians, as they were then -- an adulterous generation. 

 

We know that the Spirit of Prophecy teaches that the antitypical Assyria is to fall: Inspiration 

tells us when God's people turn unto the Lord and cast away their idols of silver and gold, the 

Assyrian shall fall by "the sword,... not of a mean man." Isa. 31:6-8. ".... and his princes shall be 

afraid of the ensign, saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem". Verse 9. 

 

Inspiration also tells us that the fire that burned continuously day and night was burning on the 

fat of the peace offering. (Lev. 6:9-13). 

 

The fire is never to go out once it is lighted. Fire is the symbol of the purification of the church 

by the Holy Spirit  and since the land is to become like Eden (Eze. 36:35) then the sword that 

devours the Assyrian and the fire that is in Zion, evidently is the Sword of the Spirit. Just as the 

ancient pair were afraid of the flaming sword at the entrance of Eden; so likewise, the Assyrian 

will be afraid of the fiery sword in our time, once it is lighted in Zion and His furnace is in 

Jerusalem. 

 

Gideon had three hundred men who lapped the water (Judges 7:5) and who also had clay pitchers 

with a fire in them. At the proper time the pitchers were broken and the Midianite army was 

routed. Likewise, the Lord has a few earthen vessels today who are being filled with the extra oil 

(Holy Spirit) and when they fall on the Rock and are broken their light will frighten the Assyrian. 

"...and his young men shall be discomfited." Isa. 31:8. 

 

To get a proper understanding of the work of God and our relation to it, we must first understand 

where we are in the stream of time and must also reach an understanding on that which we 

heretofore have had no light -- that the S.D.A. movement is divided into 3 divisions. 
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These three prophetic divisions (in order to give proper strength to the upbuilding of His 

Kingdom) must be linked together in prophecy as an unbreakable chain. In this fact alone we are 

told where we are today, so says the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

"The history which the great I AM has marked out in His word, uniting link after link in the 

prophetic chain, from eternity in the past to eternity in the future tells us where we are to-day in 

the procession of the ages, and what may be expected in the time to come. All that prophecy has 

foretold as coming to pass, until the present time, has been traced on the pages of history, and we 

may be assured that all which is yet to come will be fulfilled in its order." Education 178:3. 

 

".... Shall we not search the Scriptures, that we may know where we are in this world's history." 

C.O.R. 150:3 (1926 Edition). 

 

In order that we may better understand our position and place, let us first consider four links in 

the prophetic chain -- later the three. These prophetic links we will liken to the Three Angels 

Messages and the angels' (messages) that join them.  Many, if not all, from the time of the 

proclamation of the First Angel's message down to our present times have been somewhat 

confused, from one cause or another, in regard to when these messages began to be proclaimed 

and who was instrumental in starting the work. Let it be known unto you, Brethren, unless self is 

crucified, you will continue to be confused until the recording angel writes against your record 

that irrevocable decree -- found wanting. God is a merciful God, patient and long suffering; but 

His Spirit will not always strive with the hearts of men.  

 

That we may clear all doubts and erase indecision, let us consult the Testimony of the Spirit of 

Prophecy and the Testimony of the Bible that makes our subject as a shining light from the 

bright beams of the Sun of Righteousness upon our pathway. Mind you, only the little (humble) 

ones go in there at. To begin, we shall quote from some of the former publications of the S.D.A. 

church. 

 

"The truth and work of God in this (advent) movement, commencing with the labors of William 

Miller, and reaching to the close of probation, is illustrated by these Three Angels (of Revelation 

14:6-11).  The first was a time message, and related to the Judgment. The second described the 

condition of corrupted Christianity. The Third is a solemn warning relative to what men may not 

do, and what they must do, in order to be saved at the coming of Christ.  These angels illustrate 

the three great divisions of the genuine movement ....  (of 1844). 

 

"Seventh-day Adventists hold fast the great advent movement, hence have use for the messages 

.... They cannot spare these links in the golden chain of truth that connect the past with the 

present and future, and show a beautiful harmony in the great whole... 

 

"I repeat it. The Three Angels Messages symbolize the three parts of the genuine movement." 

Life Incidents pp. 306, 307. 

 

The statement above, as far as we now know, originated with Elder James White. It is not our 

contention that Elder White was a prophet; but rather a minister in the Seventh-day Adventist 

movement and not the author of either one of the Three Angels messages. He was, nevertheless,  
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the husband of the prophetess, Mrs. E. G. White, author of the Third Angel's Message and 

Movement. However, if the statement has a meaning for us today, we are compelled to admit 

that it was inspired. 

 

God has many ways of revealing truth, and we cannot say that it is always through one man's 

mind that all of the truth is revealed. For instance, a Seventh-day Baptist sister called to the 

attention of the early believers that the Seventh-day was the true Sabbath, instead of the first day 

of the week; and they were keeping holy the wrong day of the week. There were prayers offered 

and God confirmed an important fact in the Third Angel's Message to Sr. White in vision. 

 

"After Jesus opened the door of the most holy, the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the people 

of God were tested, as the children of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they would keep 

God's Law.  I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to 

the holiest of the heavenly sanctuary. As they by faith enter the most holy, they find Jesus, and 

hope and joy spring up anew. I saw them looking back, reviewing the past, from the 

proclamation of the second advent of Jesus, down through their experience to the passing of the 

time in 1844. They see their disappointment explained, and joy and certainty again animate 

them. The Third Angel has lighted up the past, the present, and the future, and they know that 

God has indeed led them by His mysterious providence. 

 

"It was represented to me that the remnant followed Jesus into the most holy place, and beheld 

the ark and the mercy seat, and were captivated with their glory. Jesus then raised the cover of 

the ark, and low the tables of stone, with the ten commandments written upon them. They trace 

down the lively oracles, but start back with trembling when they see the Fourth Commandment 

among the ten holy precepts, with a brighter light shining upon it than upon the other nine, and a 

halo of glory all around it. They find nothing there informing them that the Sabbath has been 

abolished, or changed to the first day of the week. The commandment reads as when spoken by 

the voice of God in solemn and awful grandeur upon the mount, while the lightnings flashed and 

the thunders rolled; it is the same as when written with His own finger on the tables of stone: Six 

days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work; but the Seventh Day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy 

God.'"  Early Writings 254:2, 255:0, 1. 

 

We learn from this statement that after the disappointment in 1844, Sr. White was shown the 

third angel pointing the way into the most holy place. We could not say that she was the angel 

(message) - not Early Writings, anymore than we could say she was either the First, Second, or 

Third Angel of Revelation 14:6-9; hers was the message of the Third Angel. The angels are 

heavenly beings, and Sr. White was just a person whom God endowed with the Spirit of 

Prophecy. The angels are messages which develop into a movement. We know this for in 

Revelation 3:14 it is written: "And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write;" The 

Seventh-day Adventist church is the seventh, the last with the wheat and the tares, the saints and 

sinners commingled; and the angel (singular), the ministry feel no need for any more truth or 

prophets. You may at your leisure read the rest of the story regarding the angel of Laodicea in 

Rev. 3:14-19; 1T 141-3, 181-190; 3T 42, 252-59; 4T 87-9; 6 T 77; 8T 301- ; EW 270. 

 

God gave Sr. White many visions pertaining to the plan of redemption. She also had many 

dreams and wrote thousands of pages of instructions in the Third Angel's Message during her  
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more than sixty years of service to the church as an Inspired one. With all of this and much more, 

yet some are so bold as to try to tell us she did not have the Third Angel's Message. We do not 

contend that she had all the light that was to be revealed to God's people. She did not say so 

herself; but rather, she made many statements that there was to be much, much more light 

revealed to the people of God. Sr. .White did not limit the hand of God; why should we?  Brother 

Houteff did not claim to have all the light there was to carry us through to the "Pearly Gates". 

r1TG 11-10:2. 

 

Our dear Saviour gave much instruction for the church through the Testimonies and Timely 

Greetings, but nothing more is heard of that dear Baptist sister that pointed out the Seventh-day 

Sabbath to the Adventists. Balaam could, no doubt, have been greatly benefited by his donkey 

(Numbers 22) had he listened to it. Likewise, the Laodicean angel could have been benefited by 

the donkey movement (DSDA) of today, the foal of an ass." Zech. 9:9. Those who do not hear 

the admonition of the message of The Kingdom and of Christ the Branch (their King) will be 

worse off than Balaam, since his donkey was not a prophet. (Read Isa. 21:5-9). 

 

Just because one finds a statement from the Spirit of Prophecy or the Bible that has a present 

truth meaning, is no ground to believe that he is a prophet. We are admonished that all office 

seekers and self promoters will come to a worse end than did Balaam when the earth opens her 

mouth. (G.C.S. 36) 

 

Only those that are converted and become as little children shall enter the kingdom of. heaven 

(Matt. 18:3). If the beasts of the forest became subject to a little child (Isa. 11:6), brethren; we 

must quit acting like wild beasts of today, and start acting like the converted beasts of tomorrow. 

Those who humble themselves, no doubt, will symbolically ride into Jerusalem on the figurative 

backs of the ass and her foal. A message inspired by the Spirit does not necessarily consist of a 

collection of statements taken from Inspiration. On the other hand it is based on one's inspired 

knowledge of the Angels' messages. "In the Revelation all the books of the Bible meet an end." 

A.A. 585 

 

Therefore, this brings us back to our original statement found in Life Incidents and requoted by 

Elder Francis D. Nichol in the Midnight Cry, page 484. This statement, as you recall, is in regard 

to the Three Angels Messages and the Adventist movements. 

 

Education, p. 178:3, shows us that history, which is marked out in His word is linked together as 

a prophetic chain. Elder White says: " ....They cannot spare these links in the golden chain of 

truth, that connect the mast with the present and future." MC 4.84:2. 

 

In order to know when each of these angels' messages came, we must be able to establish when 

the First Angel's message was given. To do this, we shall first consult the Midnight Cry.  "… 

.But though these early leaders turned their eyes to the future, they did not turn their backs on the 

movement from which they had sprung. On the contrary, they found in their connection with it 

the primary proof that they were carrying on to completion a work divinely foretold in prophecy. 

This was because they believed that God's special message for men in the last days of earth's 

history is symbolically set forth by the messages of the Three Angels, (see Revelations 14:6-11,  
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foot-note) that the first two of these messages began to be preached in a most definite way during 

the Millerite movement, and that the third was to follow immediately. Seventh-day Adventists 

from the days of the pioneers of the movement, have believed that they were the bearers of this 

three-fold message to the world." The Midnight Cry 483:2. 

 

Angels' (messages) produce movements. The Millerite movement (first-day Adventists) was the 

result of preaching the First Angel's Message and Babylon fell because she rejected that 

message. Now to establish the starting point of the Millerite movement (First Angel's Message) 

we read in the Spirit of Prophecy: 'In 1833, two years after Miller began to present in public the 

evidences of Christ's soon coming, (First Angel's Message) the last of the signs appeared which 

were promised by the Saviour as tokens of His second advent.' 2 SR177:2. 

 

This statement shows that the First Angel's Message began to be proclaimed in 1831 by the 

prophet Miller. "...For nine years he waited, the burden still pressing upon his soul, until in 1831 

he for the first time publicly gave the reason of his faith." GC 331:0. 

 

To be certain that we know what Miller's message is, we shall consult the Spirit of Prophecy by 

Mrs. E.G. White. First however, we will read in the Midnight Cry, by F.D. Nichol, "Ellen G. 

White offers a similar testimony regarding the connection between Seventh-day Adventists and 

the Millerite movement." M.C. 484:2.  The "similiar connections" spoken of here by Elder 

Nichol, is the connection that Elder White wrote of in Life Incidents in regard to the Three 

Angels Messages. To be sure just what Miller's message was, that there be no mistakes, we shall 

requote from the pen of the Lord's Servant as found in The Midnight Cry 484:5, 6.  Miller and 

his associates fulfilled prophecy, and gave a message which Inspiration had foretold should be 

given to the world, but which they could not have given had they fully understood the prophecies 

pointing out their disappointment, and presenting another message to be preached to all nations 

before the Lord should come. The first and second angels' messages (of Revelation 14:6-8) were 

given at the right time, and accomplished the work which God designed to accomplish by them'. 

G. C. 405:2. 

 

We shall begin the first link (First Angel's Message) of "the golden chain of truth" with "the 

labors of William Miller". The Spirit of prophecy shows that Miller's labors ended at 1844 and 

then came the presentation of the next message. (Third Angel's). 

 

"The passing of the time in 1844 was followed by a period of great trial to those who still  

held the advent faith. Their only relief, so far as ascertaining their true position was concerned, 

was the light which directed their minds to the sanctuary above .... They had a clearer 

understanding of the First and Second Angels' messages, and were prepared to receive and give 

to the world the solemn warning of the Third Angel of Revelation 14." G.C. 431, 432. M.C. 

434:6. 

 

Although the Millerite movement fulfilled its mission in 1844, proclaiming the First and Second 

Angels' Messages; yet, we see that the truth of them lived on and to those who continued to 

study, light was given, "directing their minds to the sanctuary above", giving them a clearer 

understanding of the first two angels' messages. What was it that gave them a better 

understanding of the messages? It was the Third Angel that pointed them to the sanctuary above. 
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After Jesus opened the door (in 1844) of the most holy the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the 

people of God were tested, as the children of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they would 

keep God's law. I saw the Third Angel (says the Lord's servant, Mrs. E. G. White) pointing 

upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to the holiest of the heavenly sanctuary." Ed. 

254:2. 

 

William Miller was not the First or Second angel. Neither was Sr. White the First, Second or 

Third angel; but she saw the Third Angel pointing the way into the most holy place. The Third 

Angel had a message for Sr. White; therefore, her message to the disappointed ones was the 

Third Angel's Message. The Third Angel gave the message to Sr. White and she in turn gave it to 

the people. Inspiration makes this very clear. 

 

"…. in the second year of Darius, came the word of the Lord unto Zechariah ... saw by night, and 

behold a man riding upon a red horse, ... Then said I, O my lord, what are these? And the angel 

that talked with me said unto me, I will shew thee what these be." Zech. 1:7-9.  Zechariah was 

not the angel, but the angel had a message for Zechariah of the night vision.  Again in Zechariah 

three, the angel of the Lord stood, before Joshua and Satan was standing at his right hand. 

Evidently, the Lord had a message for Joshua and Satan stood at his right hand to hinder Joshua's 

work. Satan knows which hand to hold to, in order to be the most effective. The point is, that 

Joshua is neither of those that are standing by. No matter how much Satan resists, the Lord 

declares that He will bring forth His servant the BRANCH. (Zech. 3:8). 

 

By the Angels' messages we see that prophecy is like a great chain, for the angels' messages 

overlap each other. The prophets die, but the word of the Lord lives on. Says Inspiration: "Your 

fathers, where are they? and the prophets, do they live forever? Zech. 1:5.   ... but my words shall 

not pass away." Mark 13:31. 

 

Since the First and Second Angels' Messages were preached prior to 1844, and the First Angel's 

Message started in 1831, the question may be asked; when did the Second Angel's Message 

commence? For the answer we again turn to Inspiration.  "The Second Angel's message of 

Revelation 14: was first preached in the summer of 1844." G.C. 389. 

 

It was generally believed by Miller and his co-laborers that the 2300 days (years) prophecy of 

Daniel 8:14 would end in 1843, (EW 247:1) and as that time drew near there was a cry at 

midnight of the First Angel's Message, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh". Says the Spirit of 

Prophecy: 

 

"The coming of Christ, as announced by the First Angel's message, was understood to be 

represented by the coming of the bridegroom. The widespread reformation under the pro-

clamation of His soon coming, answered to the going forth of the virgins ... These had gone forth 

to meet the Lord, full of hope in the prospect of immediate reward; but they were not prepared 

for delay and disappointment. When trials came, their faith failed, and their lights burned dim. 

'While the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept'! By the tarrying of the bridegroom is 

represented the passing of the time when the Lord was expected, the disappointment, and the 

seeming delay .... 'They all slumbered and slept'! one class in unconcern and abandonment of  
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their faith, the other class patiently waiting till clearer light should be given. Yet in the night of 

trial the latter seemed to lose, to some extent, their zeal and devotion. The halfhearted and 

superficial could no longer lean upon the faith of their brethren. Each must stand or fall for 

himself. 

 

"About this time, fanaticism began to appear. Some who had professed to be zealous believers in 

the message rejected the word of God as the one infallible guide, and claiming to be led by the 

Spirit gave themselves up to the control of their own feelings, impressions, and imaginations. 

There were some who manifested a blind and bigoted zeal, denouncing all who would not 

sanction their course... (This History is being repeated now.) 

 

"Satan was seeking by this means to oppose and destroy the work of God .... Then his agents 

stood ready to seize upon every error, every failure, every unbecoming act, and hold it up before 

the people in the most exaggerated light, to render Adventists and their faith odious ....  

 

"Satan is 'the accuser of the brethren', and it is his spirit that inspires men to watch for the errors 

and defects of the Lord's people, and to hold them up to notice, while their good deeds are passed 

by without a mention.  He is always active when God is at work for the salvation of souls. When 

the sons of God come to present themselves before the Lord, Satan comes also among them. In 

every revival he is ready to bring in those who are unsanctified in heart and unbalanced in mind.  

... Satan is frequently there upon the most solemn occasions, in the form of those whom he can 

use as his agents. 

 

"The prince of evil contests every inch of ground over which God's people advance in the 

journey toward the heavenly city." G.C. 393:4; 394:0, 1; 395:0-3; 396:0, 1. 

 

The same conditions that prevailed just prior to the end of the 2300 day prophecy are prevalent 

today - fanaticism, those leaping from one fanatical idea to another, claiming to be led by the 

Spirit, giving "themselves up to the control of their own feelings, impressions, and imaginations, 

denying the Spirit of Prophecy and the plain teaching of God's word. 

 

''There were some who manifested a blind and bigoted zeal, denouncing all who would not 

sanction their course'. G.C. 395:1. Every wind of doctrine is blowing upon the church. "The 

enemy is preparing for his last campaign against the church.' 5 T 294:1. "Their doctrines will not 

bear the test of God's word, yet souls will be deceived.' 5T 295:3. 

 

"All manner of false doctrines, heresies, and Satanic deceptions; are misleading the minds of 

men. Without the Spirit and Power of God, it will be in vain that we labor to present the truth. 5T 

158:1. 

 

The Spirit of God pleads for those that are inclined to be unstable, "That we henceforth be no 

more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of 

men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive." Eph. 4:14. ".... But an angel 

marked every insult, every slight, every wrong, which the children of God received from their 

professed brethren." EW 249:1. . 

 

There is safety only in a message that links the angels' messages together as one prophetic chain  
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and places them at the right time, and in their proper setting. Any other will lead men in a path of 

darkness, and they will lose sight of the mark, and of Jesus; their feet will stumble, and they will 

plunge into the abyss below. ".... These messages, (pens Inspiration) were represented to me as 

an anchor to the people of God." EW 256:2. 

 

"... The same evidence which led them to look for their Lord in 1843, led them to expect Him in 

1844, yet I saw that the majority did not possess that energy which marked their faith in 1843.  

Their disappointment had dampened their faith.  As the people of God united in the cry of the 

Second Angel, the heavenly host marked with the deepest interest the effect of the message. 

(History again repeats today.)  

 

"... I saw these angels receive great power and light from Jesus and fly quickly to earth to fulfill 

their commission to aid the second angel in his work. A great light shone upon the people of God 

as the angels cried, 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet Him!' Then I saw those 

disappointed ones rise, and in harmony with the second angel proclaim, 'Behold, the Bridegroom 

cometh, 'go ye out to meet Him!' 

 

"Those who rejected and opposed the light of the First Angel's message, lost the light of the 

second, and could not be benefited by the power and glory which attended the message, 'Behold, 

the Bridegroom cometh!', Jesus turned from them with a frown; for they had slighted and 

rejected Him. Those who received the message were wrapped in a cloud of glory.  They greatly 

feared to offend God and waited and watched and prayed to know His will.  "...The message 

given 'from heaven enraged Satan and his angels, and led those who professed to love Jesus, but 

despised His coming, to scorn and deride the faithful, trusting ones. But an angel marked every 

insult, every slight, every wrong, which the children of God received from their professed 

brethren. 

 

"Very many raised their voices to cry, 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh!' and left their brethren 

who did not love the appearing of Jesus, and who would not suffer them to dwell upon His 

second coming. I saw Jesus turn His face from those who rejected and despised His coming, and 

then He bade angels lead His people out from among the unclean, lest they should be defiled. 

Those who were obedient to the message stood out free and united. A holy light shone upon 

them. They renounced the world, sacrificed their earthly interests, gave up their earthly treasures, 

(some held onto their treasures until it is too late to be used in the work) and directed their 

anxious gaze to heaven, expecting to see their beloved Deliverer. A holy light beamed upon their 

countenances, telling of the peace and joy (Kingdom) which reigned within.  Jesus bade His 

angels go and strengthen them, for the hour of their trial drew on. I saw that these waiting ones 

were not yet tried as they must be. They were not free from errors.  And I saw the mercy and 

goodness of God in sending a warning to the people of the earth, and repeated messages to lead 

them to a diligent searching of heart, and study of the Scriptures, that they might divest them-

selves of errors which have been handed down from the heathen and papists. Through these 

messages God has been bringing out His people where He can work for them in greater power, 

and where they can keep all His commandments." E.W. 247:1, 2; 248:1; 249:1, 2; 250:0. 

 

"The Second Angel's message of Revelation 14 was first preached in the summer of 1844." G.C. 

389:2. "Of this coming of the Lord (for the dead) William Miller was the messenger, and the  
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message of Elijah the prophet - the messenger of the covenant -- is the fore runner for His 

coming with the living saints, both of the same event -- the judgment." 2 S.R. 241:1. This gives 

us a clear understanding of the work under the First and Second angels' messages. - And it places 

both messages in their proper time setting. 

 

To make this plain, that a child may understand, let us restate the time of these messages 

according to the Spirit of Prophecy: 

 

(1) The First Angel's Message started in 1831. The ardent preaching by Miller and his associates 

was climaxed in the "Midnight Cry" in 1843. (E.W. 236:1; 232:2; 247:1; G.C. 398:2) the time it 

was first thought the Lord would come. There was a let down in the work, some were 

discouraged because "they were not prepared for delay and disappointment." ... 'They all 

slumbered and slept' ... the other class patiently waiting till clearer light should come." G.C. 

394:0, 1. 

 

(2) "The Second Angel's message of Revelation 14 was first preached in the summer of 1844." 

G.C. 389:2. "Those who rejected and opposed the light of the First Angel's message, lost the 

light of the second, and could not be benefited by the power and glory which attended the 

message." 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh!" E.W. 249:1. 

 

The Second Angel came in just before the Lord came, to His temple in 1844. The Second Angel 

came with the message, "Babylon is fallen", in the summer of 1844 and at that time: "Very many 

raised their voices to cry, 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh!" and left their brethren who did not 

love the appearing of Jesus.'' E.W. 249:2. 

 

Notice that there was a disappointment in the first angel's message in 1843. Then there was a 

delay and hearts were tried. The second angel followed the first angel in the summer of 1844 

saying, "Babylon is fallen", and many raised their voices to cry, 'Behold, the Bridegroom 

cometh". The Bridegroom came to His temple, to judge the dead, in the fall of 1844 while 

Babylon was falling. (Rev. 14:8). In other words, Babylon fell just prior to His coming to His 

temple. 

 

After the time passed in the fall of 1844, Christ, the Bridegroom, did not come to earth as had 

been expected, therefore, there was a disappointment. But the faithful ones would not be 

discouraged. They continued to study until Ellen G. White was given a vision of the Third 

Angel. The Third Angel's Message explained the disappointment. 

 

"After Jesus opened the door of the most holy, the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the people 

of God were tested, as the children of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they would keep 

God's law.  I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to 

the holiest of the heavenly sanctuary." E.W. 254. 

 

"It was Gabriel, the angel next in rank to the Son of God, who came with the divine message to 

Daniel. It was Gabriel, 'His angel', whom Christ sent to open the future to the beloved John. 

 

"The words of the angel; 'I am Gabriel, that stand in the presence of God', shows that he holds a 

position of high honor in the heavenly courts." D.A. 98:5. 
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Which angel did Sr. White see the Third Angel. Which angel pointed the way to the most holy 

place of the Sanctuary?  The Third Angel. Which angel lighted up the past, present, and future 

for the disappointed ones and gave them a better understanding of why the disappointment?  The 

Third Angel. What was the Third Angel's Message? The Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth. Who is 

the Third Angel?  Sr. White and the Bible indicate that it is Gabriel - Christ's personal angel.  If 

it be true that Gabriel is the Third Angel and the one Sr. White saw "pointing the way to the 

Most Holy Place";  it stands to reason that she was given the Third Angel's Message. 

 

From this point of view the Angel that joins the Third Angel is symbolized by Christ joining His 

personal angel Gabriel in a message to be given to the world. Christ takes the reins in His own 

hands (TM 300). This is also symbolized by Joshua and the Angel (Zech. 6:12; P.K. 584:1; 

587:2). 

 

"The wise will not let the enemies of truth fool them.  Rather they will do their level best to 

disillusion these pretended friends, and to encourage them to let the Recruiter anoint their eyes so 

they may see that "In that day shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the 

fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel. (God's 

denomination of today)."  WHR 53:2. 

 

The Second Angel's message was "Babylon is fallen'; Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out 

to meet Him'.  Evidently the Second Angel's message is of the Bridegroom.   If type meets 

antitype, Babylon the Great is in the process of falling when the Second Angel's message is 

repeated (Rev. 18:2). At that time the earth is lightened by the message, "Behold, the 

Bridegroom cometh". Then, suddenly, the Lord comes to His temple -- the church -- (Mal. 3:1-3) 

to execute judgment upon those who receive not the mark, those: who did not sigh and cry for all 

the abominations in the church (Eze. 9:4-9).  "His church is to be a temple... and the angelic 

architect has brought his golden measuring rod from heaven,  ...Clad in complete armor of light 

and righteousness, she enters upon her final conflict.  The dross, and worthless material, will be 

consumed" T.M. 17:1.  "... In the Scriptures the figure of the erection of a temple is frequently 

used to illustrate the building of the church. Zechariah refers to Christ as the Branch that should 

build the temple of the Lord. He speaks of the Gentiles as helping in the work:" A.A:595:2 

 

In order that we may learn a present truth lesson, and know where we stand in the stream of time 

(how close the separation and purification) let all stand in awe of what Christ has wrought in the 

revelation of Himself, through His Spirit; while we parallel the work of the judgment of the 

living with the work of the First and Second angels', just prior to the judgment of the dead. 

 

"Solemn are the scenes connected with the closing work of the atonement, (Judgment of the 

Living). Momentous are the interests involved therein. The judgment is now passing in the 

Sanctuary above. For many years this work has been in progress. Soon - none know how soon -- 

it will pass to the cases of the living.  In the awful presence of God our lives are to come up in 

review.  At this time above all others it behooves every soul to heed the Saviour's admonition: 

''watch and pray: for ye know not when the time is." Mark 13:33. 'If therefore thou shalt not 

watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee.'  

Rev. 3:3. 
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"When the work of the investigative judgment closes, the destiny of all will have been decided 

for life or death." Probation is ended a short time before the appearing of the Lord in the clouds 

of heaven." G.C. 490:1, 2. 

 

Since the investigative judgment of the living begins at the "house of God" (1 Peter 4:17), 

probation closes for the church before it does for the world. The fact that God announces the day 

and hour of Jesus' coming in the clouds, (G.C. 640:2) tells us that His coming as a thief is at 

another time.  We can only conclude then, that His coming as a thief is when our names come up 

in the investigative judgment. This the Spirit of Prophecy makes plain.  

 

"The righteous and the wicked will still be living upon the earth in their mortal state, -- men will 

be planting and building, eating and drinking, all unconscious that the final irrevocable decision 

has been pronounced in the sanctuary above... Silently, unnoticed as the midnight thief, will 

come the decisive hour which marks the fixing of every man's destiny, the final withdrawal of  

mercy's offer to guilty men. 

 

'Watch ye therefore .... lest coming suddenly He find you sleeping'. Mark 13:35, 36. Perilous is 

the condition of those who, growing weary of their watch, turn to the attractions of the world.  

While the man of business is absorbed in the pursuit of gain, while the pleasure lover is seeking 

indulgence, while the daughter of fashion is arranging her adornments, -- it may be in that hour 

the Judge of all the earth will pronounce the sentence, 'Thou art weighed in the balances, and art 

found wanting.' Dan. 5:-27; G.C.491:1,2. 

 

Now to make things clear that all may understand: "... Write the vision, and make it plain, upon 

tables, that he may run that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end it 

shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry. 

Behold, his soul which is lifted up is not upright in him: but the just shall live by his faith." Hab. 

2:2-4. 

 

To make the vision plain we shall place the starting point; (1) of the First Angel's message with 

the preaching of William Miller in 1831. (G.C. 368:1). (2) The Second Angel's Message coming 

in at the end of the first Advent movement in the summer of 1844 and fixing October 22, 1844, 

for the arrival of the Bridegroom. (3) The Third Angel's Message was given to Sr. White which 

explained to the disappointed ones 'that the Bridegroom did come to the Sanctuary (temple) 

above before the throne of His Father to begin the judgment of the dead, and not to earth as they 

had anticipated. The date was figured correctly but the event that was to take place was what 

they had misunderstood. 

 

You may ask, since Miller was a true prophet, why did the Lord permit him to misunderstand the 

prophecy? To this the Lord's Servant gives the answer. 

 

"The proclamation, 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh', in the summer of 1844, led thousands to 

expect the immediate advent of the Lord.  At the appointed time the Bridegroom came, not to 

earth, as the people expected, but to the Ancient of Days in heaven." GC 427: "Had the disciples 

realized that Christ was going to judgment and to death, they could not have fulfilled this 

prophecy. (Zech. 9:9), GC 405:1. 
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"In like manner, Miller and his associates fulfilled prophecy, and gave a message which 

Inspiration had foretold should be given to the world, but which they could not have given had 

they fully understood the prophecies pointing out their disappointment."  GC405:2. 

 

" ....Miller and his associates preached the message based on Daniel 8:14 and Revelation 14:7, 

and failed to see there were still other messages brought to view in Revelation 14. 

 

"Yet God accomplished His own beneficent purpose in permitting the warning of the judgment 

to be given just as it was. The great day was at hand, and in His providence the people were to be 

brought to the test of a definite time, in order to reveal to them what was in their hearts. The 

message was designed for the testing and purification of the church."  GC 353:1. This history is 

being repeated. 

 

This plainly shows us that God controls the understanding of the prophecies and man, regardless 

of how pious he may be, cannot declare the true meaning of them until the Great I AM sees fit to 

reveal their true meaning. And then only does He give the true understanding to His chosen 

instrumentality. This is done in order to try men's hearts, to see if  they will choose to serve man 

or humble themselves and worship God.  Disregarding the warning, however, there are those 

who run ahead and attempt to declare the truth of the matter out of season. 

 

In the preaching of the First and Second Angels' Messages by Miller and co-laborers the people 

kept the first day of the week for the Sabbath, The door to the most holy being closed, they had 

no knowledge of the binding requirements of the Seventh-Day Sabbath upon Christians. After 

the door to the holiest of the Sanctuary was opened by our Saviour however, Sr. White saw in 

vision, inside the most holy the ark of the covenant and the  ten commandment law with a halo 

around the fourth.  It was not until after 1844 that God revealed the sanctity of the Seventh-day, 

showing it to be still binding upon Christians. 

 

The First and Second Angels' Messages led the people up to the door of the Most Holy in the fall 

of 1844 (First-day Adventist).  After the disappointment, the third angel explained to the Lord's 

servant, Mrs. White, why the disappointment, by pointing the way into the most holy and 

revealing to her that the Seventh-day was the Sabbath instead of the first day of the week.  Since 

then the gospel of the First, Second, and Third Angels' messages have been proclaimed as a 

three-fold message to the world by God's instrumentality, the Seventh-day Adventist 

denomination (the first period of proclaiming the Three Angels Messages, prophesied by 

Zechariah). 

 

"... were there red horses, speckled, and white" (Zech. 1:8), (Millerite verse 11), "they were to 

cry yet" (verse 17), "give their message again". 

 

Those who move the beginning of the First Angel's message from it's starting point in 1831 by 

Miller are moving a block or stirring a pin of these messages; and upon such, woe is pronounced. 

(EW 258:3). 

 

Since the "Bridegroom" did not come to earth in 1844, the Second Angel's Message must be  
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given again, "Behold, the Bridegroom Cometh". This time prophecy reveals that the Bridegroom 

will come to His church to smite the first born, who has not the blood of Christ on the door post 

of his heart. He is coming very soon, dear friends, to smite those who are hindering the marking 

by the man in Linen. Those who are holding minds captive, and draw men to themselves instead 

of Christ also those who are trying to lead the woman away captive by their many winds of 

doctrine; along with the flood of unconverted in the church (GC 385:1), will be swallowed up 

with any who fail to warn his brethren of the soon coming thief.    

 

O friends, this is a sad hour for God's people who do not know the time of their visitation. Soon, 

very, very soon, probation for the church will close and it will be forever too late to warn your 

brethren of the coming destruction upon the sinners in Zion.  Sigh and cry, Brothers, and Sisters, 

let your tears run down, go ye out to meet the Bridegroom and bring others. Why be working for 

position and trying to deceive others by your false winds when you ought to be laboring for 

souls? 

 

The Lord has plainly told us that the Branch is to bring the revival and reformation to build the 

temple. (GC 415:3, 416:0; r1TG 8-24:3; read pp. 22-28; Zech. 6:12; Isa. 11:1; WHR 53:2; PK 

582-592; 5T 467-476). 

 

"Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar force to the experience of 

God's people in the closing scenes of the great day of atonement. The remnant church will then 

be brought into great trial and distress." P.K. 587:2. 

 

The Angel before whom Joshua, clothed in his filthy rags, stands is "Christ Himself". (P.K. 

584:1). The vision applies with peculiar force to God's people in the closing scenes of the 

atonement according to P.K. 587:2. This being true, then when we connect Zechariah 6:12 with 

the closing work of the atonement -- building the temple, the subject of the angels is quite clear.  

 

"Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord;" (Isa. 1:18). Since Joshua says, Behold, 

the "BRANCH" and the BRANCH is Christ, the Bridegroom; and since the Bridegroom has not 

as yet cast out those who have not on the wedding garment that the angel holds out to Joshua, 

(see illustration in PK 582) then there is only one conclusion and that is; the Branch is the 

Second Angel's Message to the living. (Rev. 18:1, 2). 

 

Let us reason yet another step. For those who would defy the name of the BRANCH being the 

new name of the church after the purification, let them present their strong reasons.  Let them 

produce the new name of the church - a six letter word (1 SR 233:3) and prove from the Bible 

and the Testimonies that the name they produce builds the temple, and that it is Christ's new 

name. Is it not a settled fact that the Bridegroom becomes the husband? Only the bride's name is 

changed.  It is an eastern custom that the Bridegroom comes to get the bride and take her to his 

father's house before the wedding takes place. The wedding takes place in the Kingdom, 

according to the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

"The coming of the Bridegroom, here brought to view, takes place before the marriage. The 

marriage represents the reception by Christ of His kingdom." GC 426:2. 
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Is the Shepherd's Rod message the Second Angel's message? For proof we shall establish in the 

mouth of at least two witnesses. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod message claims to be the sealing message for the 144,000 of Rev. 7. The 

angel of Rev. 7 says nothing of the fall of Babylon which is the second angel's message. 

 

(2) "... What, indeed, if she does not now accept and practice the message of very present Truth, 

the final phase of the First Angel's Message."WHR 37:1. 

 

(3) The Shepherd's Rod gave, the "midnight cry" after the type of the cry in 1843 by the second 

Advent movement; but it was not until after the delay that the final cry was made in the summer 

of 1844 by the second angel. 

 

There were two cries made prior to the autumn of 1844 for the judgment of the dead. Therefore, 

there would be two such warning messages before the Bridegroom comes to His temple (the 

church) to execute judgment upon the unbelievers in Zion. This is a sign to all the world that the 

Lord has taken the reins in His hands to judge the living. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod message could not be the final cry before the Bridegroom comes because 

"Shepherd's Rod" is not the name of the Bridegoom. The Bridegroom sends a letter of in-

troduction giving the time of His arrival, that all may prepare and make ready for the wedding 

feast. That there be no mistakes as to His identity, His name accompanies the letter and that 

name is The Branch. Be warned, therefore, that only the overcomer will know the name. (Rev. 

2:17).  When does the bridegroom know his wife? After the marriage, therefore, the remnant 

church receives that name when the sinners are cut off - the pure church. Isa. 62:2; 65:15.  

 

Is not a branch the beginning of a river? Then again Jesus says: "Now learn a parable of the fig 

tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer is nigh: So 

likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know it is near, even at the doors. Verily I say 

unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled." Matt. 24:32-34. 

 

The barren fig tree represented the Jewish nation in Christ's day (D.A. 582:4). We have a fig tree 

today that represents modern Israel, S.D.A. This fig tree has a tender branch (Matt. 24:32) two 

years old. "This generation shall not pass till all these things be fulfilled." When the fig tree has a 

tender branch and begins to put on leaves ("And the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the 

nations" Rev. 22:2) then know the kingdom is even at the doors. 

 

The fig tree that Jesus cursed represented the Jewish nation. But the tree in the parable represents 

modern Israel, S.D.A.; for Jesus said it was a parable. Unlike the tree that He cursed, this fig tree 

has a tender Branch. The generation that sees the tender Branch on the fig tree will not pass till 

all these things be fulfilled. 

 

Sr. White tells that the preaching of the Three Angels Messages (Rev. 14:6-11) began with 

Miller; and Elder White wrote in Life Incidents that they symbolize the three divisions of the 

genuine movement down to the close of probation. (The Midnight Cry, p. 484). 
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Miller had an important part in the great advent movement, inasmuch as he brought about the 

preaching of the First and Second Angels' Messages prior to the judgment of the dead in 1844.  

Since Jesus did not come to earth to cleanse the earthly sanctuary - the church - these angels' (1 

& 2) messages must be repeated for the living. The Millerite movement ceased in 1844. The 

work of the Judgment of the Dead has been proclaimed under the direction of the Third Angel by 

Seventh-day Adventists, and constitutes the first division of the genuine movement. 

 

Sr. White shows in Early Writings p. 258 - "A Firm Platform", that the Three Angels Messages 

are given in three steps and that the third step was the last.  Those who took another step were off 

the platform - no more movements after the third step which put them on the firm platform. In 

other words, walking up to the platform, the third step put them on it and a fourth step taken 

would put them off the platform. This is why the S.D.A. Church says, "no more movements after 

1844." This is why the church is unable to accept any more light unless it comes through the 

General Conference. It is easy to see their point. 

 

This is where the Church needs light. As far as preaching the Judgment of the Dead is concerned, 

they are absolutely right. This is why, after the Third Angel came, those who said the church was 

Babylon were not sent of God - off the platform E.W. 259. The Three Angels Messages are in 

three steps for the judgment of the dead. But she says that the living must be judged before the 

close of probation (T.M. 446:1; G.C. 486:1; 436:0;). This being true, the Three Angels Messages 

must be repeated to the world, the final phase of the First and Second Angels' Messages (that of 

the judgment of the living) must be preached to the church before it goes to the world. 

 

Here is wisdom, here is where the three divisions of the genuine movement come in. Since the 

church is the first judged (1 Pet. 4:17), the final phases of the first two angels - join the Third 

Angel in a message to be given to the world:  "... lightnings and thunderings and voices:" Rev. 

4:5, for the judgment of the dead; but for the living it is in reverse: "Voices, and thunderings, and 

lightnings, Rev. 8:5. In the first instance the Third Angel follows the first two angels, but in the 

latter, the two follow the third. 

 

After the "Voices, and thunderings, and lightnings" there was an earth quake - these are like the 

three steps, three divisions, three periods (first to the church then to the world, 2 S.R. 186) to the 

close of probation. (E.W. 258; L.I. 306, 307; 1 S.R. 32:2). 

 

To illustrate: 

 

(1)  Judgment of the Dead in 1844 Rev. 14:6-11; Seventh-day Adventists. 

 

(2) Pre-judgment of the living in 1930 - sealing of 144,000 Rev. 7:1-8; 1 S.R. 15:0, 1; final phase 

of the First Angel's Message. W.H.R. 37:1; Davidian Seventh-day Adventist - The 

announcement of the Davidian Kingdom (Eze. 37:24; Jer. 30:9; Eze. 34 - 36) and the Judgment 

of the Living, the tentative date of Eze. 9 - executive. 

 

(3) The Judgment of the Living: beginning at the house of God (1 Pet. 4:17); marking of the 

144,000 (Eze. 9); and sealing of the great multitude (Rev. 7:9) - the final phase of the  
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Second Angel's Message: Babylon the great is fallen; Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; correct 

date of Eze. 9. The Revival and Reformation; the great change by The Branch. (r 1 T.G. 8:24; 

G.C. 415:3; Isa. 11:1; Zech. 6:12). 

 

The Third Angel's Message is not repeated under a separate movement or message before 

Michael stands up, because it is the Second Angel who joins the Third Angel in the message to 

be given to the world - The Lord takes the reins in His own hands. (T.M. 300).  After the 

purification, the three angels will again be seen flying in the midst of heaven, but in reverse order 

(Rev. 8:5), proclaiming their messages with power.  Both of the dead prophets, Mrs. E. G. White 

and Bro. V. T. Houteff, will be raised to proclaim their messages to the world. Sr. White was 

given the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth by the Third Angel; (E.W. 255) therefore, she will be 

raised in the Kingdom to continue teaching the Third Angel's Message.  This is according to the 

Testimonies. "... Your work, my work, will not cease with this life. For a little while we may rest 

in the grave, but, when the call comes, we shall, in the kingdom of God, take up our work once 

more." 7T 17:4. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy makes it plain that the work goes forward under the direction of the 

Second Angel as it is given the second time. 

 

"The second angel's message was to go to Babylon (the churches) proclaiming her downfall and 

calling the people to come out of her. This same message is to be proclaimed the second time.  

'And after these things I saw another angel come down (Second Angel) from heaven, having 

great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. And he cried mightily with a strong 

voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen'." T.M. 59. 

 

"Then I saw another mighty angel (Second Angel) commissioned to descend to the earth, to unite 

his voice with the Third Angel, and give power and force to his message… The message of the 

fall of Babylon, as given by the Second Angel, is repeated.  "... The work of this angel comes in 

at the right time to join in the last great work of the Third Angel's message, as it swells to a loud 

cry. And the people of God are thus prepared to stand in the hour of temptation, which they are 

soon to meet." E.W. 277:1. 

 

"In the Revelation John says of the heavenly messenger who unites with the third angel, 'I saw 

another angel (Second Angel) come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was 

lightened with his glory. And he cried mightily with a strong voice'." Rev. 18:1, 2; 6T 60:1. 

 

These statements show conclusively that it is the message of the Second Angel that joins The 

Third in the message to be given to the world and the work goes forward under the direction of 

this angel. 

 

The Lord's servant calls the message of this angel the eleventh hour message - "...The  eleventh 

hour message is none other than Revelation 18 -the loud cry of the Third Angel; quoting 

'Testimonies to Ministers', p. 59: 'This same message (The Third Angel's) is to be proclaimed the 

second time. And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great 

power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.' This message is the last that will ever be 

given to the world; and it will accomplish its work - 'The Great Controversy', p. 390". 2 S.R. 

230-3. 
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Here we are told by one servant of the Lord that the Third Angel's Message becomes the Second 

Angel's Message; and by God's other servant that this message is the last to be given to the 

world. 

 

The Third Angel's Message - (the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth) has been with God's people 

since 1844 and that same message will remain until the end. Yet, there is to be a reorganization 

of our habits, theories, and practices, (C.O.R. 154:4, 1926 edition); and evidently, under the 

leadership of this other angel - the Second Angel. Sr. White admonished God's people in her 

time to prepare to receive this other angel when He came down. 

 

"We are to throw aside our narrow, selfish plan, remembering that we have a work of the largest 

magnitude and highest importance. In doing this work we are sounding the First, Second, and 

Third Angels' messages, and are thus being prepared for the coming of that other angel (Second 

Angel Rev. 18:1, 2) from heaven who is to lighten the earth with his glory." 6T 406:5. 

 

The Second Angel, coming down to join the Third Angel, shows heaven is now uniting with 

earth to finish the gospel of the kingdom, in all the world. To understand about this gospel work, 

it is necessary to identify the second angel in its second phase - Judgment of the Living.  In order 

to place the "Second Angel" it is necessary to identify the First Angel in its final phase. 

 

Seventh-day Adventists have the Third Angel's Message which is proclaiming the Judgment of 

the Dead. Since the First Angel's Message is to be repeated to the Living, we would be safe in 

saying that the first message coming 'after the Third Angel and teaching the judgment of the 

living would necessarily be the First Angel's Message in its final phase. Since the 144,000 (Rev. 

7:1-8) are to proclaim the message of the Judgment of the Living to the world, (but must be 

sealed first) and since the S.D.A. Church did not have the sealing message; then we conclude 

that the sealing message of Rev. 7:1-8 as the First Angel's Message, or the first message to come 

after the Third Angel. 

 

We find just such a message did spring up in S.D.A.'s midst in 1930 that fulfills John's prophecy.  

Read The Shepherd’s Rod Vol. 1 by V.T. Houteff.  This same author claims to have the First 

Angel’s in its final phase.  "What, indeed, if she does not now accept and practice the message of 

very present Truth, the final phase of the First Angel’s Message." W.H.R. 37:1. 

 

There is only one conclusion and that is since the Shepherd's Rod is the very first message that 

fulfills prophecy after the Third Angel's; then, the very next message prophesied after the Rod 

would be the final phase of the Second Angel’s Message, number one, then next, number two. 

The Spirit of Prophecy declares this Truth and the Bible confirms the declaration. 

 

"And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem (stump, margin) of Jesse, and a Branch shall 

grow out of his roots:" Isa. 11:1. Here is symbolized a stump, a rod and a Branch.  The Rod is a 

message - "..The Rod ...must mean God's Word, His Truth." 1 T.G. 31:4. Since the Rod 

symbolizes a message; so, likewise, the Stump and the Branch represent messages: --- 

 

 STUMP -Third Angel - Seventh-day Adventists.  
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         ROD - Final phase of the First Angel - Davidian Seventh-day Adventists –  

                     Sealing of 144,000. 

 

         BRANCH - Final phase of the Second Angel - Branch Davidian Seventh-day Adventists  

                             which embraces the Third Angel's Message - Marking of   144,000. Three  

                             steps, three divisions of the Genuine S.D.A. movement since 1844 to the close  

                             of probation. 

 

"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go Ye out to meet Him." Matt. 25:6.  This is message to the 

church, and all who want to get into the ark of today must 'raise their voices to our brethren - no 

time to lose in quibbling over who is who. The Bridegroom cometh, and those who have scrip 

and no sword, buy one. To those who have neither, let them sell their garment and buy a sword. 

(Luke 22:36). All will need a sword for Judah is preparing to fight at Jerusalem (Zech. 14:14). 

Now is the time to sell all and buy the field. 

 

What is the sign? Listen to the Master’s words: 

 

"Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye 

know that summer is nigh: So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, 

even at the doors." Matt. 24:32. 33. The fig tree in Christ's time represented the Jewish nation 

(D.A. 584). The fig tree in the parable represents His church today. When it has a tender Branch, 

know that the Kingdom is at the doors. Therefore, the sign of Jonas is so plain that even an evil 

and adulterous generation will be able to see it. 

 

 

 

ANGELS' MESSAGES IN  

THE ADVENT MOVEMENT                                                         1955 

                                                                                                          1 - 2 - 3 - 4 – 5 

                                                                                                          T.M. 59:1 

                                                                               1930 

                                                                                1 - 2 - 3 – 4                                    

                                                                                REV. 7:1-8        REV. 18:1, 2 

                                                                                2 S. R. 231:0 

                                                  1844 

                                                1 - 2 – 3                   W.H.R. 37:1       FIRM PLATFORM 

         1 - 2 

         E.W.  232, 237           E.W. 254         1 S.R. 32:2          E.W. 258 

                                                   

                 F.D.A.                        S. D.A.                D. S. D. A.          B. D. S. D. A. 

 

                                         Wake up, wake up, lest coming suddenly He find you sleeping! 

 

 

                  Ben L. Roden 
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Note: Emphasis in quotations ours. 

 

 

 

 

Announcement: regarding your letters for information:  Until further notice send first tithes to the 

Odessa Office, Box 3088. Second tithes and all transportation funds to be kept locally. Continue 

to send General Conference letters to S.D.A. brethren. 
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BRANCH LESSON #1 

 

LESSON NO. 1 

 

Subject: EZEKIEL 9 in the light of the 430 year PROPHECY. 

 

First: Bro. Houteff tells us we will know the exact date of the Judgment of the Living.    

Shepherd's Rod Vol. 2 page 220:3. 

 

"Is there any way whereby we can determine the time of the opening of the seal, and the 

commencement of the judgment for the living? If God so faithfully revealed to the living the 

commencement of the judgment of the dead, it can not be possible that He would keep secret the 

time of the judgment for the living. If He did, we would have no present truth in the time of the 

last seal; neither could there be justice in such secrecy, nor could such judgment be legal. 

Therefore, a revelation of the judgment for the living, is of as great importance as the revelation 

of the gospel itself. For the judgment (blotting out the, sins) is the crowning act in the gospel of 

Christ. Thus we conclude that when the seal is opened, and the judgment for the living begins, 

we must know it. The Day of Atonement in its type proves the Israelites were well informed of 

the event, their duty and the consequence. Also read 2U TG. 11:13:1. 

 

Second: It did not start in 1929-Tract 3:43:3. 

 

"As the cleansings called for in the parables and in Malachi's prophecy have never taken place, 

the… investigative judgment of the living is obviously, then; yet future." 

 

Then: The clue as to when the judgment of the living starts is given in 1SR page 116-at the end 

of the 430 yea, prophecy of Eze. 4. 

 

Note: Chart on page 133 of 1SR says the date of 1500 is not exact.   Read 1SR page 116:2-3. 

 

"We may suppose the 390 year period began in about 1500 A. D., (when Luther found the 

Bible), and ended in 1890 A. D. where the 40 year period began, which would end in 1930. 

However we cannot point out the exact day or month, or even the year, . . . . The prophecy by 

Ezekiel gives the information in detail from the beginning of Luther's reformation to Ezekiel 9, 

marking of the 144,000, and unrolling of the scroll, (not all in regard to this matter is yet 

understood, nor will it be understood until the unrolling of the scroll.)" Volume 6, page l7. 

 

"It makes it clear that there is a 430 period from the reformation by Luther to the purification of 

the church." 

 

So we reason: 

1.   Luther was only a boy of 17 in 1500. 

2.   He had just begun to study for the priesthood in the Catholic Church.  

3.   This date marked the reformation in his personal life. 

4.   The reformation against the Catholic Church did not begin then-1500. 
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Therefore:  We find the first civil act in Luther's life (legal record) which indicated a reformation 

against the Catholic Church, was his marriage to an escaped nun, Katherine Von Bora, in 1525 

(as recorded in "Guiding Lights" by F. E. Cook page 170) at the mature age of 42.  This was 

contrary to the authority and principles of the Catholic Church which forbade either the priests or 

the nuns to marry. 

 

Adding:  430 and 1525 equals 1955-the end of the 430 year prophecy-and beginning of Ezekiel 

9-Investigative-judgment of the living. 

 

Conclusion:  1955 is the beginning of The Judgment of the Living (investigative) to the  

 house of God--The Sanctuary--Davidians who have the greatest light. 

 

"The experience at Sinai is a symbol of the re-organization of the church--God Himself  takes 

charge of the flock." 1SR page 100:0. 

 

Now: What is the Investigation like? (Ezekiel 9.) 

 

Consider: Brother Houteff's comment on Rev. 11:13-Timely Greetings. Unrevised, 2-15:12:1. 

 

He classes: 

1. Rev. 11:13 

2. Isa. 66:16 All equal to Ezekiel 9. 3. E. W. p. 270 

Quote: "A tenth part of the city must represent the Lord's part, the tithe, so to speak.  The 

earthquake therefore represents a shaking in the church of God. The remnant who give glory to 

God, can only be the faithful who survive the shaking. Thus is the church purified. This 

earthquake, then, is symbolical of the slaughter of Ezekiel Nine, and coincides with Isa. 66:16." 

 

". . . . the truth stands out that the shaking takes place before the Gospel work is finished."  

2TG15:12-Before probation closes for the church! 

 

Early Writing, p. 270: 

". . . Some will not bear this straight testimony. They rise up against it, and this is what will 

cause a shaking among God's People." 

 

FOR JUDGEMENT MUST FIRST BEGIN AT THE HOUSE OF GOD. 1 Peter 4:17. 

 

Early Writing, p. 270: 

". . . Some will not bear this straight testimony. They rise up against it, and this is what will 

cause a shaking among God's People." 

 

FOR JUDGEMENT MUST FIRST BEGIN AT THE HOUSE OF GOD. 1 Peter 4:17. 

 

Bro. Houteff places:  

1.  Matt 25 

2.  Eze. 1                 All at Ezekiel 9, see Tract 3:43:3 and 47:3 3. Mal. 3:1-3 
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Quote: 3:43:3. 

"As the cleansings called for in the parables and in Malachi's prophecy have never taken place, 

the investigative judgment of the living is obviously, then, yet future. This investigative work is 

therefore occasioned by the work of separation in the earthly sanctuary (church), as brought to 

view also in Ezekiel 9." 

 

Quote: 3:47:3. 

"Inescapably, therefore, the Lord's coming to His temple (Mal. 3:1-3), His coming with all His 

angels (Matt. 25) and His coming enthroned above the living creatures (Eze. 1), all three 

representing the same event, as has been shown, take place at the beginning of the judgment of 

the living: the time in which the judicial activities of the heavenly sanctuary extend to the earthly 

sanctuary--the church." D. S. D. A. then S. D. A. 

 

All of which: 

BRINGS US FACE TO FACE WITH THE FACT THAT OUR NAMES ARE COMING UP IN 

THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING WHICH STARTED OCTOBER 20, 1955. 

 

"And he who does not reform at the moment he is convinced of the truth will not reform later." 

Ans. Book 2:34:1 

 

THE BRANCH Box 2629 Odessa, Texas 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT: All Branch-Groups are urged to utilize the second tithes locally in 

organizing and promoting Isa. 58 work - taking care of the needy among us first, then those who 

are not of the household of faith. This work is in connection with Ezekiel 9 set forth in Matt. 

25:33-46. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: Branch-Groups desiring to purchase Tape Recorders, send inquiries to 

Miami Branch for discount. 

Send requests for BRANCH Sabbath School Lessons to Miami BRANCH, Secretary, 2575 N. 

W. 52nd St. Miami, Florida. 

All believers having material they wish printed, send Manuscripts to head office, Box 2629, 

Odessa, Texas, before sending to the field, in the BRANCH NAME, please.   The Trumpet is to 

give a certain sound. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Ben L. Roden family is touring the Eastern States and ask that the 

BRANCH mail be sent to Meadows of Dan, Virginia, U. S. A., so that a more speedy reply can 

be made to all correspondence. Thank you. 

ANNOUNCEMENT: Recipes free from all animal products are welcomed as the new and timely 

Cookbook will be --- available to all in the near future. These recipes, accompanied by the 

sender's name and address, will be printed periodically, for the convenience of those who are 

eliminating these products. 
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POEM: Submitted by Nelda Grubbs-Author unknown. 

           

                                                  VICTORY! VICTORY! 

 

When you can lovingly and patiently bear with any disorder, irregularity, and unpunctuality,    

                                                                    That is Victory, 

 

When you are content with any food, any raiment, any society, any solitude and, interruption,  by 

the will of God,                                               That is Victory 

 

When you never care to refer to yourself in conversation, or to record your own good work, 

when you never long for commendation, when you can truly love to be unknown,                                           

                                  That is Victory, 

 

When you can stand face to face with waste, folly, extravagance, spiritual insensibility and 

endure it as Jesus endured,                                    That is Victory, 

 

When your good is evil spoken of, when your wishes are crossed, your tastes offended, your 

advice disregarded, your opinion ridiculed and you take it all patiently and in silence,  

                                                           That is Victory, 

 

When you are forgotten or neglected, or purposely set at naught and you smile inwardly, 

glorifying the insult or the oversight, because thereby counted worthy to suffer for Christ, 

                                                                                            That is Victory, 
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Lesson No. 2.                                                                                 June 20, 1958 

 

Subject: REVIVAL & REFORMATION IN THE LIGHT OF THE 430 

YEARS OF ABRAHAM AND EZEKIEL 4: 
 

 

PURPOSE: To explain the upper half of the enclosed chart and show - 

 

These two 430 year prophecies are designed to point out the cessation of the prophetic gift in the 

church and its re-manifestation in corroboration with the angel's message (E.W. 256:2) and now 

that the 2nd angel is joining "the third angel in a message to be given to the world" T.M. 300, 

there is to be "delay no longer". Rev. 10:6, R.V. margin. 2 uTG 10, 28:3, 29; Ans.#3, 60:2. That 

from the calling of Martin Luther (Revival) to the beginning of the sealing of the 144,000 (Rev. 

7:1-8) in the church is 430 years. (1SR 116). 

 

That it is clear there is 430 years from Luther's reformation to the purification of the church (1 

S.R. 116). 

 

Prophecy by Ezekiel gives information in detail from Luther's reformation to the marking of 

Ezekiel 9 and the unrolling of the scroll. (6T 17). 

 

The typical 430 years of Abraham coincides with our time (1 S.R. 108:2) and runs parallel with 

the 430 years of Ezekiel 4. 

 

The old prophecy (the type) gives details of the third angel's message to the fulfillment of 

Ezekiel 9 (1 S.R. 116). 

 

The 430 prophetic years applied to Abraham and his seed overlap the 430 years of Eze. 4 and the 

perfect fulfillment is yet future, going out of Egypt at the antitypical Passover (slaughter of 

Ezekiel 9; 2 S.R. 275). 

 

GEM THOUGHT: 

 

"From the Crucifixion of Christ to the 'Augsburg Confession', ... constituted a period of 1500 

years... So at the time appointed (1530), their power, Pagan and Papal, was broken... Therefore, 

the reformation by Luther falls under the fifth seal." 2 S.R. 212:1 and page 213:1. 

 

REVIVAL AND REFORMATION: -- TWO DIFFERENT THINGS. 

 

A. Revival - a renewal of spiritual life under the direction of the Holy Spirit   (Amos 

3:7; Hosea 12:13). 

 

                  B. "Reformation signifies a reorganization" C.O.R. 121:4. 
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REFORMATION BLENDING WITH REVIVAL SIGNIFIES REORGANIZATION: 

 

'God calls for a spiritual revival and a spiritual reformation. Unless this takes place, those who 

are lukewarm will continue to grow more abhorrent to the Lord, until He will refuse to 

acknowledge them as His children. 

 

“A revival and a reformation must take place under the ministration of the Holy Spirit . Revival 

and reformation are two different things. Revival signifies a renewal of spiritual life. 

Reformation signifies a reorganization a change in ideas and theories, habits and practices... and 

in doing this work they must blend.”  C.O.R. 121. 

 

                 A. Moses started a revival that delivered Israel from Egyptian bondage, but --- 

 

                 B. Organization came at Sinai, 430 years after Abraham's call to leave Ur. 

                                                                                           (Gal. 3:15-17; P. P. 760:3). 

 

1. "... a symbol of re-organization of the church, - God Himself takes charge of the flock" 1 

S.R. 100:1. The casting out of the antitypical bond woman and her son (Gal. 4:29) and 

giving of the new covenant.  "... after those days (430 years), saith the Lord; I will put my 

laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts;..."  Heb: 8:10 

 

REVIVAL: -- must come before reformation can be established. 

 

 A.   Follow closely the two roads to the kingdom (blue lines) on enclosed chart.. 

 B.   Start on top blue horizontal line: 

 

            1. Revival by Luther when he found the Bible at Erfurt - 1500 A.D., 1 S.R.                        

                    116. 

 

           2. "... 1500 - the time Martin Luther's call came, ... the time he started to  

                     prepare for the work of Reformation."  2 TG 39:18. 

 

Ezekiel 4 Prophecy Divided Into TWO Parts -- 390 and 40 years. 

 

       A.  1500 A.D. + 390 = 1890 - S.D.A. rejects Righteousness by Faith,  

              C.O.R. 42. (follow solid black line under the blue line). 

 

             B.  1890 + 40 = 1930 - this 40 years was one of the church's wandering in the           

wilderness of Scriptural speculation, yet the world was receiving light as Sr. 

White wrote the Conflict Series for the world. 

 

        1.  1930 date - sealing of the 144,000 - Rev. 7:1-8 starts -- a new message, 

              begins in the church - the Lord's vineyard. 

        2.  Thus, after 430 years from the 1st revival (by Luther) God starts another 

                   revival  ...................... 1930 in the S.D.A. Church. 
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                     3. Church  is watered (spiritual light) while the world suffers a drought  

(result of rejecting the S.R. Message of Righteousness by faith by                                              

S.D.A. (1930 - 1955) world fasts 40 years from 1915 to 1955. 

 

               4. As a result, deadly wound was healed in 1929 (1 S.R. 217:1, 2; Rev. 13:3). 

 

REFORMATION: brought by a revival. 

 

   A.   Above blue line, find black line starting with 1525 date on chart. 

 

             1.  Luther's reformation actually began in 1525. 

              

             2.  1525 - date people at Worms accepted Protestantism. See             

                   Funk &Wagnall's  Encyclopedia, under the subject "Worms". 

               

             3.  (civil) historical record (Luther's marriage to Kathryn Von Bora on  

 June 13, 1525) of Luther's reformation.   

 

 

 "This (marriage on June 13, 1525) was the real beginning of the Protestant Parsonage, which 

has showered the world with the choicest blessings.   All the world ... sat up and took notice." 

"Martin Luther" by Dallman, p: 253. 

 

"Dr. Martin shook the foundation of Rome's claims upon his life by two radical steps... 

writing the Ninety-five theses and taking a wife. His mental break with Romanism came 

when he placed the theses on the Castle Church door, but it was not until he married that his 

physical severance became complete.' "  Martin Luther - God's Man of Destiny" by Miller, p. 

106.   

 

"Luther felt that God commanded marriage as being right and honorable among all                                                                              

men and to sever forever his relationship with the Roman system he determined to cut short 

Katie's hood.  Why Martin selected Katie a nun for his partner in this venture can well be 

seen from the fact that for him a former monk to marry a nun would make his testimony 

against the papal order the more decided and severe and the hostility of his enemies the more 

bitter" p. 110, same book as above. 

 

        B.    Luther - papist of the straightest sort in 1517, G.C. 128 also 145-170. See  

                          Funk & Wagnall Enc., articles: "Luther."  Worms 

 

            C.    Luther started a revival in 1500 but it was not until 1525, that the  

              reformation started - Protestantism accepted by the people of Worms, then  

 

1525 + 430 = 1955 -  GOD BEGINS THE REFORMATION THAT IS TO BEING   

                                   EVERLASTING PEACE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS: 
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      D. Reformation (Judgment of the Living) now begins first at the house of God  

         (1 Pet. 4:17), with those who have the greatest light. 

 

1. "The prophecy by Ezekiel gives the information in detail from the beginning of 

Luther's reformation to Ezekiel 9, marking of the 144,000, and unrolling of the 

scroll. ('Not all in regard to this matter is yet understood, nor will it be understood 

until the unrolling of the scroll'  6T17)". 1SR 116. 

 

C. This statement tells us that when the marking starts the scroll unrolls. 

 

THEREFORE: - 1525 + 430 = 1955 - Marking of the 144,000 starts and the scroll unrolls. 

 

MARKING TIME IS JUDGMENT TIME: - The time when we are to know more about  

                                                                         the mark of the Beast (6T 17). 

 

Since 1955 - beginning of marking and the parable of Eze. 24:1-3, we understand more                 

about the mark of the beast. 

 

1.  "The beast is a man" Rev. 13:18; 2 S.R. 151:1; S.R. Jezreel Letter #5:5. 

  

2.   Nebuchadnezzar, minus his reason, was a beast (Dan. 4). 

 

3.   To follow man's interpretation of Scripture is to receive the mark of the beast (man). 

 

4.   The mark of the beast is first in force in the Church and then in the world.  S.R.  

       Jezreel Letter #2:5. 

 

5.    To receive God's mark (pure truth) is to accept the truth of the marking - Ezekiel 9 –  

       His revealed truth.  Even the mark of His Name by the man in Linen.  

 

     a. New Name revealed at the beginning of the Judgment (harvest 1 S.R. 233:3; Isa. 62:2):  

 

     b. "This time of Judgment is also called the time of harvests.  2 S.R. 164:2. 

 

WE ARE SEALED BY THE TRUTH - 3T 267:0. 

 

Three-Fold Seal of Early Writings p. 15 and Revelation 3:12 in prophecy: 

 

1.  GOD - Seal in the Law (Isa. 8:16; Rev. 14:6-11) truth of the Three Angel's Messages. 

 

     A. God's name found in the 4th commandment. 

     B. Shows His dominion and authority. 

     C.  Beginning of the 3-fold seal pointed out at the end of the 2300 day prophecy.             

           (Dan.  8:14; Dan. 9:25) - a time prophecy movement showing when the Sanctuary  

            was to be cleansed - Judgment of the Dead. 

     D.  Judgment message to be repeated for the Living. G.C. 383:0. 
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2. NEW JERUSALEM - Seal- Truth (A.A. 590; Isa. 40:10; Isa. 62:11). 

     

     A.  Seal is in the message of Angel from the East (Rev. 7:1-8). Has truth about the  

           Kingdom to be established in the East - Palestine. 

 

     B.  Angel (anti-typical 1st angel) has 2nd part of 3-fold seal for the 144,000.  Israelites  

           - 12 tribes.(Rev. 7:1-8). 

      

     C.  Beginning of second part of the 3-fold seal is pointed out by the 430 year  

            prophecy of Eze. 4 - which began at the end of the 430 years - in our time. 

 

1. Note black line below "Kingdom Road" (wide blue horizontal line) on enclosed  chart. 

   

           2.   Start with date 1500 - Revival by Luther when he found the Bible at Erfurt (1                                                                                     

                 S.R. 116; 2 TG 38:18). 

 

           3.   ADD: 1500 + 430 = 1930 - time revival. (sealing of Rev. 7:1-8) began -shows   

                 a  time prophecy movement -  announcing the Judgment of the Living,  

                 (brought by the Shepherd's Rod Message). 

 

3. JESUS' NEW NAME - final seal of 144,000. 

      

      A.  The third part of 3-fold seal -  a message revealing Jesus' new  

             name for the 144,000.  E.W. 15. 

  

      B.  The antitypical 2nd angel -- Rev. 18:1 (T.M. 59) reveals message with "new name"  

            "Behold, the Bridegroom (Christ- BRANCH) cometh". 

 

      C.  The beginning of the New Name seal is pointed out by the 430 year prophecy of  

            Ezekiel - in our time. 

 

           1.  Note heavy black vertical line "above "Kingdom Road" (blue line) with date of  

                1525 at top, see enclosed chart.  (1 S.R. 116). 

 

           2.  Start with date 1525 - Reformation by Luther (Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia,  

                 article on "Worms"). 

 

           3.  ADD: 1525 + 430 = 1955 - time the message comes revealing Jesus' new 

                 name which marks one for deliverance during the Harvest, first in the church, then in  

                 the world. 

 

           SHOWING: 

 

               a. The Harvest-Judgment has begun in the house of God, (1 Pet-4:17; SR233:3). 

               b. Harvest is the Judgment ( 2 S.R. 164:1). 

               c. Judgment of the Living (date) made known in prophecy some as the other 2  

                   parts of the 3 fold seal. 
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SUMMARY: Details of the Third Angel's Message. 

 

ACCORDING TO EZEKIEL'S PROPHECY: 390 and 40 years. 

 

1525 + 390 = 1915 - death of Sr. White, God's servant, who had a message to give to the world. 

 

1915 + 40 years (light given for the church while world fasted) = 1955 beginning of the 

movement .......... 

 

The Branch, which is to complete the reformation for the church and proclaim the "Loud Cry" 

(harvest-Rev. 18:1) - first to the church - then to the world. 

 

 ACCORDING TO ABRAHAMS PROPHECY: ……..400 and 30 years. 

 

"We have first, a period of 400 years, and then it was extended to 430 years."  1 S.R. 109:2. 

 

"... the old prophecy (the type) only gives the details from the beginning of the third angel's 

message to the fulfillment of Eze. 9. 1 S.R. 116. You will also note in 1 S.R. p. 222 "... that one 

(Ezekiel) overlaps the other (Abraham)". "... that the 430 prophetic years originally applied to 

Abraham and his seed, OVERLAP the 430 of Ezekiel 4. The 430 years of Ezekiel should 

terminate in 1929, or 1930, but the perfect fulfillment of the prophetic period of Abraham in its 

anti-type is yet in the future (going out of Egypt)". 2 S.R. 275:2. 

 

Take two sticks that are the same length and lay parallel, one on the other, and if the one end 

OVERLAPS or extends beyond the end of the other, it necessarily would be shorter on the other 

end. So it is with the two 430 year prophecies --(Ezekiel & Abraham). For Abraham's prophecy 

(being the same length of time, 430 years), to overlap Ezekiel's, it would have to start at a later 

date. 

 

”... Ezekiel's prophecy is intended to point forward to the announcement of the predicted 

reformation, 

 

(1525 + 430 = 1955 ....................................Read 1 TGr. 8-24:3) ……… and the one through 

Abraham, to its completion (Ezekiel nine)”. 2 S.R. 275:2. 

 

The smiting of the first born (the priest) S.D.A. will release modern Israel from the bondage of 

sin. (Egypt). 

 

"The Passover was to be both commemorative and typical, not only pointing back to the 

deliverance from Egypt, but forward to the greater deliverance... from the bondage of sin.   We 

must appropriate to ourselves the virtue of the atoning sacrifice."  PP 277:1. 

 

"... If it becomes necessary for us to know ahead of time the day and hour of the purification of 

the church, the antitypical Passover, we will be told." 2 TGr.41-3:3. Read also Isa. 31:5; 41:11; 

31:4; Zech. 14:1; Isa. 4:3. 
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It is evident the Lord wants us to know when Ezekiel 9 (antitypical Passover) is, for through the 

430 year prophecies, it is made known by the antitypical 2nd angel Revelation 18:1. 

 

"... The pale horse rider was to have power over a fourth part of the earth. We divide 6,000 into 

four equal parts, and we have 1500 years. Therefore, the cruel and unjust persecution by Rome 

was to lose its power at the end of the 1500 years or the fourth part. That is exactly what 

happened.  At that time Martin Luther arose against the papacy and inflicted the deadly wound, 

by the instrument of truth 'the just shall live by faith'. And the result was that Protestantism came 

on the stage of action in opposition to the papacy. Up to the beginning of the fifteenth century 

the papacy reigned supreme as a king of kings, by the iron arm of the state in the garb of so 

called spiritual authority; but at that time her power was broken. 

 

"From the crucifixion of Christ to the 'Augsburg Confession', a document compiled by Luther, 

constituted a period of 1500 years. This document was signed by the protestant states and 

adopted as their creed, and was a protest against the pope. So at the time appointed (1530), their 

power, Pagan and Papal, was broken...  Thus perfectly fulfilling the symbolical prophecy that 

'power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth'. Here is a truth that overthrows the 

idea that the earth has been in existence for longer than 6,000 years ........ 

 

"The closing of one seal and the opening of the other consumed a period of thirty years.  Thus 

the fourth seal closed in 1530 A.D., up to which period the pale horse rider was to have power. 

Therefore, the reformation by Luther falls under the fifth seal." 2 S.R. 212:1, 2; 213:1.  

 

CONCLUSION:  "Augsburg Confession'' -- infliction of the deadly wound to the Papacy  1530 + 

430 = 1960............................. to the purification of the church (Eze. 9, Passover) - antitypical 

Israel, 144,000 going out of antitypical Egypt, according to the oil from the golden "bowl" (Spirit 

of Prophecy). 2 S.R. 275:2; see also chart on page 270. 

 

The 430 years as it applied to Abraham in the type according to P.P. 760:3 says, "The period of 

four hundred and thirty years dates from the promise given to Abraham when he was 

commanded to leave Ur of the Chaldees. The four hundred years of Gen.15:13 dates from a later 

period ...not only a time of sojourning., but of affliction. This, according to the Scriptures, must 

be reckoned from thirty years later, about the time when Ishmael, 'he that was born after the 

flesh, persecuted him (Isaac) that was born after the Spirit'.  Gal. 4:29”  "We therefore have a 30 

year period to deal with first…   This coincides with Sarah protesting against Agar and Ishmael 

when 'they departed from the house of Abraham, and the assurance of the covenant of promise 

that was made with Isaac." 1SR 109:2.  In the prophecy in its type we have 30 years, (follow 

enclosed chart in upper left hand corner) and 400 years, or 430 years from the call of Abraham to 

leave Ur to the Passover. 

 

"These types were fulfilled, not only as to the event, but as to the time. On the fourteenth day of 

the first Jewish month, the very day and month on which, for fifteen long centuries, the Passover 

lamb had been slain, Christ, having eaten the Passover with His disciples, instituted that feast 

which was to commemorate His own death.  G.C. 399:3.   From the Passover in Egypt to the 

crucifixion is 1500 years.  
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The antitypical-when Israel by promise (144,000) goes out of modern Egypt, the world.  

 

"From the crucifixion of Christ to the Augsburg Confession' (1530), a document compiled by 

Luther, constituted a period of 1500 years." 2 S.R. 212:1. Antitypical  430 years: "We have first 

a period of 400 years, and then it was extended to 430 years." 1 S:R. 109:2. 

 

                                             1530 + 400 = 1930 ……………………….  

 

to the revival in the church - antitypical Luther, (Righteousness by Faith) V.T.H., Prepares for 

the reformation. (6T 21:1). 

 

                                                     1930 + 30 = 1960 ………………………… 

 

antitypical Passover for modern Israel - the church.   “We are repeating the history of  

that people.” 5 T 160:2. 

 

Fold the chart over at the cross and you will find that type and antitype are perfectly fulfilled. 

One side of the prophecy, as to years, perfectly matches the other side - one a perfect reflection 

of the other. 

 

The cross of Christ (see chart) is the dividing line from the call of Abraham to the fulfillment of 

the promises to him. 

 

The command is: “And the Lord answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain upon 

the tables, that he may run that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the 

end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it will surely come, it will not 

tarry.” Hab. 2:2,3. 

 

"And an highway shall be there, and a way, and it shall be called The way of holiness; the 

unclean shall not pass ever it; but it shall be for those: the wayfaring men, though fools, shall not 

err therein." Isa. 35:8. 

 

"There is a great work to be done, and every effort possible must be made to reveal Christ as the 

sin pardoning Saviour, Christ as the sin-bearer, Christ as the bright and morning Star; and the 

Lord will give us favor before the world until our work is done.  While the angels hold the four 

winds, we are to work with all our capabilities.   We must bear our message without any delay... 

Human souls are hanging in the  balance. They will either be subjects for the kingdom of God or 

slaves to despotism  of Satan." 6T 20-21. 

  

                                                              Yours to understand the PERFECT fulfillment                         

                                                               of the 430 years of Abraham & Ezekiel 4. 

 

 

Ben. L. Roden. 

 

Note: 
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Correction on Chart: Under “Egypt” reference is 1 S.R. 107. 

Emphasis and parentheses in quotation ours, unless otherwise designated. 

 

The Wise Shall Understand -- 

 

"We shall advance in true spiritual knowledge, only as we realize our own littleness, and our 

entire dependence upon God;   

 

"It is sometimes the case that men of intellectual ability, improved by education and culture, fail 

to comprehend certain passages of Scripture, while others who are uneducated, whose 

understanding seems weak and whose minds are undisciplined will grasp the meaning, finding 

strength and comfort in that which the former declare to be mysterious, or pass by as 

unimportant. Why is this? -- It has been explained to me that the latter class do not rely on their 

own  understanding. They go to the Source of light, the One who has inspired the Scriptures, and 

with humility of heart ask God for wisdom, and they receive it ..... But our success in finding it, 

does not depend so much on our intellectual ability as on our humility of heart, and the faith 

which will lay hold upon divine aid  "  5T 704:1,2. 

 

“Whenever men are not seeking, in word and deed, to be in harmony with God, then, how ever 

learned they may be, they are liable to err in their understanding of Scriptures, and it is not safe 

to trust to their explanations. When we are truly seeking to do God's will, the Holy Spirit  takes 

the precepts of his word, and makes them the principles of the life, writing them on the tablets of 

the soul.  And it is only those who are following the light already given that can hope to receive 

the further illumination of the Spirit. This is plainly stated in the words of Christ, 'If any man will 

do His will, he shall know of the doctrine.” 

 

"Those who look to the Scriptures to find discrepancies, have not spiritual insight. With distorted 

vision they will see many causes for doubt and unbelief in things that are really plain and simple. 

But to those who take God's word with reverence, seeking to learn His will that they may obey it, 

all is changed. They are filled with awe and wonder as they contemplate the purity and exalted 

excellence of the truths revealed. Like attracts like.  Like appreciates like.  Holiness allies itself 

with holiness, faith with faith.  To the humble heart and the sincere, inquiring mind, the Bible is 

full of light and knowledge. Those who come to the Scriptures in this spirit, are brought into 

fellowship with prophets and apostles. Their spirit assimilates to that of Christ, and they long to 

become one with him." 5T 705:1,2. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

Continue to turn in funds for passage to Holy Land until further notice. 

 

Those going, but who are waiting to collect monies on savings, etc., write explanation so your 

name may be included on the passenger list. 

 

Those sponsoring others on the trip send list and explanation to the Odessa Office. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THOSE WHO ARE DETERMINED TO GO TO THE HOLY LAND 

WHO DO NOT HAVE THE MEANS: 

 

Submit to the Odessa Office the following information: 

 

1. A complete record of tithe paid to the Branch for the past 12 months, 

with signature of Leader and Secretary locally, or from Odessa Office. 

 

2. A complete record of tithes and offerings paid to other than the Branch for the 

past 12 months. 

 

3. A verification of your passport permission to leave the Country. State if you 

have it already. 

 

4. Record of income for the past 12 months. 

 

5. Statement of how much you can send in on fare after everything is sold from 

personal effects. 

 

Rush this information at once to the Odessa Office for consideration. 

 

Note: Those who have paid a faithful tithe will receive first consideration when applying for 

financial help on their fare to the Holy Land. 

 

For all official dates and information consult Branch Literature or contact Odessa Office.  
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Lesson No. 3                                                                        July 10, 1958 
 

SUBJECT: DETAILS OF THE 430 YEAR PROPHECY ACCORDING TO ABRAHAM 

& EZEK. 4 – IN THREE STEPS 

 

PURPOSE: To present the historical facts connected with the Reformation so that we can 

clearly discern these different phases of its growth which are separated into three periods 

beginning with: 

 

1500 - The year Luther discovered the Bible, commencing revival in his own life to prepare him 

for the work of the Reformation. (2TGr.39:18; 1 SR109:1). 

 

1525 - The beginning of Luther's Reformation - when Luther had a following: the city of Worms 

having accepted the Reform faith. (FUNK & WAGNALL'S Enc. under "Worms"). 

 

1530 - The time the Protestant confession of faith was drawn up: The Augsburg Confession - 

when read before the Diet of Augsburg, gave the crushing blow to the Papacy, causing the 

infliction of the "deadly wound". 

 

(1SR109 :2 C: 2SR212-213 ) 

 

THOUGHT: "Dr. Martin shook the foundation of Rome's claims upon his life by two radical 

steps… writing the ninety-five theses and taking a wife. His mental break with Romanism came 

when he placed the theses on the Castle Church door, but it was not until he married that his 

physical severance became complete." (1525). 

                                                       "Martin Luther-God's Man of Destiny", Miller, p. 106. 

 

"This (marriage on June 13, 1525) was the real beginning of the Prostestant parsonage, which 

has showered the world with the choicest blessings." "Martin Luther", Dallman, p. 253. 

 

"The Protest of Spires (1529) and the Confession at Augsburg (1530)...marked the triumph of the 

Reformation in Germany..." Great Controversy, p. 211:1. 

 

In the study of this chart we would first call your attention to the fact that the Reformation in 

Luther's time came in progressive stages. In general terms the whole movement was-called “the 

Reformation,” but it consisted of various phases of development. There was a period of revival 

connected with it in which God chose Luther and prepared him to act his part in bringing a 

message of truth to the people of that day. As the Reformation was plant-like (2TG46:22), it had 

to have its periods of sowing, growth and harvest. 

 

"No one settles upon a raw piece of land with the expectation that it will at once yield a harvest. 

Diligent, persevering labor must be put forth in the preparation of the soil, the sowing of the 

seed, and the culture of the crop. So it must be in the spiritual sowing." Education, p.111:2. 

 

On these starting dates (1500, 1525 and 1530) commence both Ezekiel's and Abraham's 

prophecies of the 430 years. The 1500 and 1525-dates are based on Ezekiel's prophecy, while the  
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1530 date deals with the perfect fulfillment according to Abraham. They run parallel and are the 

same length of time. According to Ezekiel, the time of the unfolding-of the Shepherd's Rod 

message (the sealing of the 144,000) is determined (2TG39:17,18), also the predicted 

reformation (2 SR275:2) or the time of the marking of Ezekiel 9 (1SR116:1). Abraham's 

prophecy overlaps that of Ezekiel (2SR275; 1 SR222:2) and reveals to us the perfect fulfillment 

of  9 (2SR275), the purification of the church (1SR116:2). 

 

The dates 1525 and 1530 are definite and historical, but 1500 is indefinite and is derived from 

coincidences providentially arranged. Notice how Bro. Houteff calculated 1500: 

 

"To find exactly the beginning of the 430 year period we must first find the year the period 

ended ....the year in which the Spirit of Truth unrolled the scroll and brought in an abundance of 

Divinely inspired, pure and unadulterated Truth ...as leaves of Autumn... dropped everywhere 

among the Laodiceans .... 

 

"This message, as some of you already know, began to unfold in 1930. Hence, if we subtract 430 

years from 1930 we are taken back to 1500, the time Martin Luther's call came, the time he 

began to study the Bible, the time he started to prepare for the work of the Reformation..." 2 

TG39:17, 4:1. 

 

"We may suppose the 390 year period began in about 1500 A.D. (when Luther found the 

Bible), and ended  in 1890 A.D. where the 40 year period began, which would end in 1930. 

However, we cannot point out the exact day or month, or even the year, because (1) we do not 

know the exact day, of the call of Luther; (2) prophecy deals with the Jewish, or perhaps the 

Hebrew year, therefore, it is a matter of months that we cannot determine. It may run until 1931, 

or even after..." 1SR116:1. 

 

The.Shepherd's Rod did not commence at a definite time like that of the beginning of the 

Judgment of the Dead on October 22, 1844.   Notice 1930 and 1931 dates on Shepherd's Rod 

charts are not exact, not definite. 

 

"The message in the Shepherd's Rod did not come all at once: it is the result of Bible studies 

for almost two years. These studies were presented to a company of believers from Sabbath to 

Sabbath." Symbolic Code, Vol. 10, No. 7, page 4, May, 1955. 

 

Therefore: 

 

The Shepherd's Rod Movement being based on indefinite time (as was the First Angel's 

Message in Miller's time) laid the ground work for the predicted reformation and prepared the 

people for the coming of the "another angel" (Rev. 18:1), thus being Divinely appointed to 

herald the great and dreadful day of the Lord: the Judgment of the Living. 

 

1525.…and.....1530 - definite starting points of the Reformation, Funk & Wagnall's 

 Encyclopedia, under "Luther and Worms". 

430 …..and…..430    ADD 

1955….and…1960 - DEFINITE termination points of 430 year prophecy. 
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"These types were fulfilled, not only as to the event, but also to the time.  In like manner the 

types which relate to the second advent must be fulfilled at the time pointed out in the 

symbolic service." GC399.   We are thus to give the trumpet a certain sound. 

 

IMPORTANT DATES RELATING TO THE REFORMATION: 

 

1483 - Luther was born in Eisleben, Germany. (Funk & Wagnall's Enc. under "Luther"). 

 

1501 - At the age of 18 he entered the University of Erfurt. (Id: & GC121:4). 

 

"While one day examining the books in the library of the university, Luther discovered a Latin 

Bible. Such a book he had never before seen…. now the deep conviction of his condition as a 

sinner took hold upon him as never before." GC122:2. 

 

1505 - "An earnest desire to be free from sin and to find peace with God led him at last to enter a 

cloister, and devote himself to a monastic life." GC123:1. 

 

"....he sought by his own works to obtain peace and pardon...But with all his efforts his burdened 

soul found no relief. He was at last driven to the verge of despair." GC123:2. 

 

"When it appeared to Luther that all was lost, God raised up...the pious Staupitz …(who) opened 

the word of God to Luther's mind." GC123:3. 

 

1507 - "Luther was ordained a priest..." GC124:1 (Funk & Wagnall's Enc: "Luther"). 

 

"Luther was still a true son of the papal church, and had no thought that he would ever be 

anything else." GC124:2. 

 

1512 - Luther received the degree of Doctor of Divinity at the University of Wittenberg. 

(GC125:2 & Funk & Wagnall's "Luther"). 

 

"During the next four years Luther engaged in a severe mental struggle, seeking peace of mind 

and conscience." Funk & Wagnall's Enc. under "Luther". 

 

1517 - "In 1517 the Dominican monk Johan Tetzel arrived in Wittenberg and began preaching 

the sale of indulgences for the rebuilding of St. Peter's church at Rome." Id. 

 

Luther opposes Tetzel's indulgence sales, posts a paper containing ninety-five theses against the 

sale of indulgences on the door of Wittenberg chapel. (GC129:2). 

 

Many of Luther's congregation buy Tetzel's indulgences. Luther refuses them absolution. They 

demanded their money back.  Filled with rage, Tetzel declared he had orders from the pope to 

burn all opposers, (GC128:3 & 129:0). 

 

Luther still a papist of the straitest sort, (GC128:3). 

 

"Though Luther had been moved by the Spirit of God to begin his work, he was not to carry it  
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forward without severe conflicts. To enlighten and reform the people would be virtually to 

undermine the authority of Rome, to stop thousands of streams now flowing into her treasury... 

For this reason, they refused the knowledge tendered them of God, and arrayed themselves 

against Christ and the truth by their opposition to the man whom he had sent to enlighten them." 

GC 131:2. 

 

1518 - "Only a year had passed since the Reformer posted his theses on the castle church 

...Luther was as yet but partially converted from the errors of Romanism …. Luther was still 

a supporter -of the Roman Church, and had no thought that he would ever separate from 

her communion."' GC 139:1-2.  Even as William Miller had no thought of forming a separate 

denomination. 

 

1520 -  Luther wrote three treatises on reform, attacking abuses in the church and inviting secular 

power to institute reforms. (Funk & Wagnall's "Luther"). 

 

1521 - Judgment is passed upon Luther at the Diet of  Worms. Luther is excommunicated and the 

pope ordered the emperor to 'execute' the sentence. "Instead the emperor summoned Luther 

before the Diet, to defend His works or recant, and on his refusal,  placed him under the ban of 

the empire. F.L W. "Luther (GC 1.5-170). 

 

Majaority of the Diet were against the Reformer. (GC 149:2). 

 

On his departure from Worms Luther was seized at the instigation of his friends and spirited 

away to Wartburg Castle. Here he wrote a treatise on monastic vows, and completed a translation 

of the New Testament from Greek into German. 

 

F. & W. Encyclopedia "Luther"; GC168-170:18. 

 

1525 - The real beginning of the Protestant Reformation… (See Gem Thought). 

 

The City of Worms accepts the Protestant faith, and Luther marries Kathryn Von Bora, a nun. 

(Funk & Wagnall's "Luther"). Here is the actual beginning of Protestantism -- when Luther 

received a following. 

 

1526 - Religious toleration granted by Diet of Spires, gives each state liberty in mat- 

 ters of religion. (GC 197:3). "God's providence had held in check the forces 

 that opposed the truth. Charles V. was bent on crushing the Reformation, but 

 often as he raised his hand to strike, he had been forced to turn aside the blow." 

 Again and again the immediate destruction of all who dared to oppose     

                 themselves to Rome appeared inevitable; but at the critical moment the armies  

                 of the Turk appeared on the eastern frontier, or the king of France, or even the  

                 pope himself jealous of the increasing greatness of the emperor, made war  

                 upon him, and thus, amid the strife and tumult of nations, the Reformation had  

                 been left to strengthen and extend. " GC 197:2.  - 
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1529 - Second Diet of Spires summoned for the purpose of crushing heresy. Papists are 

jubilant, and the Reformers greatly perplexed. GC 198-199:4.  A dark and threatening 

day had come for the Reformation." GC 197:2. The 1526 decree of toleration was 

annulled. (GC 198:2). 

 

1530 -      The triumph of the Reformation. (See Gem Thought). 

 

"To quiet the dissentions which disturbed the empire, Charles V., in the year 

following the Protest of Spires, convoked a Diet at Augsburg... " GC 206:0. 

 

"Great dangers threatened the Reformation...The elector set out, with his 

retinue for Augsburg. All were acquainted with the dangers that menaced him, 

and many went forward with gloomy countenance and troubled heart. But 

Luther, who accompanied them as far as Coburg, revived their sinking faith by 

singing the hymn, written on that journey, 'A strong tower is our God', many 

an anxious foreboding was banished, many a heavy heart lightened, at the 

sound of the inspiring strains." GC 206:2. 

 

 A confession of faith was drawn up in systematic form to be presented before     

 the Diet, and the task of its preparation was given to Luther, Melanchton,  

 and their associates. (GC 206:2). 

 

 "As the Christian princes advanced to sign the Confession,  Melanchton   

  interposed, saying,  ‘It is for the theologians and ministers to propose these  

  things; let us reserve for other matters the authority of the mighty ones of the  

  earth.' 'God forbid,' replied John of Saxony 'that you should exclude me. I am  

  resolved to do what is right, without troubling myself about my crown. I desire  

  to confess the Lord. My electoral hat and my ermine are not so precious to me  

  as the cross of Jesus Messiah,' …thus spoken, he wrote down his    

  name. Said  another of the princes as he took the pen, 'If the honor of my Lord  

  Jesus Messiah requires it, I am ready ...to leave my goods and life  

  behind …(rather), than receive any other doctrine than that which is contained  

  in this Confession.'   Such was the faith and daring of these men of God.”  

  GC207:0. 

 

The deadly wound was inflicted. (2SR212; 1SR109:2). This great work was accomplished by 

prayer. (GC210). It was the boldness of the princes and their self sacrifice that caused the 

principles of Reform to be accepted by the other members of the Diet. (GC203:3). 

 

True Protestantism is what keeps the wound open. (1SR216:1). John saw the whole world 

wonder after the beast (Rev. 13:3). We wonder after the beast when we depart from strict 

obedience to God's Word. (1SR217:2). 

 

The prophet Isaiah tells us of this great apostasy. "And in that day seven women shall take hold 

of one man, saying, we will eat our own bread, and wear our own apparel: Only let us be called 

by thy name, to take away our reproach." Isa. 4:1 (1SR218:1). 
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"While these women are refusing the instructions of Christ through His Word and His 

righteousness, symbolized by the bread and apparel, they wish to be called by His name 

(Christians), but while the world is on the brink of perdition, God immediately gets to work and 

sets things in order, as foretold in the second verse. 

 

"'In that day, shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful ands glorious, and the fruit of the 

earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are, escaped of Israel.” 1SR218:1-2. 

 

"....in the parable only after the third fruitless year would the Lord consider cutting down the 

barren fig tree, and even then He was convinced to wait another year. Thus we see that we are 

given plenty of time in which to make good, plenty of time to begin bearing fruit. There is, 

nevertheless, as in the parable, no fruitless tree to be spared beyond the fourth parabolic 

year."2TG46:22. 

 

At the end of the fourth year the barren fig tree was cut down while those who bore fruit reached 

maturity (beautiful and glorious Branch as in the Reformation). (Ed. 111:2). 

 

In the chart the 430 year Prophecy, according to Eze. 4, there are three dates of particular 

importance: 

 

(1) 1500 (about the time Luther found the Bible) plus 430 = 1930. Shepherd's Rod Vol.l to the 

church (1SR116:1) actually it was 1501, at the age of 18, when Luther entered Erfurt where he 

found the Bible (GC121:4). 1501 plus 430 = 1931, which one may presume would mark the year 

of the printing of Shepherd's Rod Vol. 2.  But the message which developed into the sealing of 

the 144,000, which is known as the Shepherd's Rod, or Davidian Kingdom message, came 

through the S.D.A. Sabbath school quarterlies in 1929. These "different dates" show why the 

Shepherd's Rod author wrote: "As it is impossible to make a time chart without a date to go by, 

we have used these coincidences, and it is stated that the date is indefinite." 2SR275. By the fact 

that the deadly wound was healed the same year the message came to the church through the 

Sabbath school quarterlies, is evidence to prove that the church would reject the message - the 

instrument of truth by which the wound is kept open. 

 

The message that follows the Shepherd's Rod (Branch) is based on definite dates. Just as the 

judgment of the dead began on a definite date (October 22, 1844), just so the Judgment of the 

Living in the house of God (1 Pet. 4:17) must begin at a definite time. (GC353:1).  

 

(2) 1525 - (This is definite. The people of Worms accepted Protestantism, beginning of 

Reformation; Luther marries Kathryn Von Bora) plus 430 = 1955. This date marks the beginning 

of the Judgment of the Living with D.S.D.A. 

 

1526 - (First Diet of Spires) plus 430 = 1956 - Judgment of the Living begins with S.D.A. 

 

"...The church will be weighed in the balances of the Sanctuary." 5T83:2. 

 

"In the balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed." 
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"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventist; who have had great light), which art exalted 

unto heaven (in point of privilege), shalt be brought down to hell: for if the mighty works, which 

have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day." 

Review and Herald, Vol. 70 #31, Tuesday, August 1, 1893, by Mrs. E.G.White. 

 

"Now there arose up a new king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph." Ex. 1:8.  If the first 

Pharoah, who exalted Joseph (Christ), represented the leadership in the days of the Apostles, 

then this new pharaoh must represent the leadership of this present movement at the time this 

subject became known. Note, this new Pharoah knew not Joseph (Christ). This meaning is that 

the leadership of this (S.D.A.)  organization has left following their Master - Christ. Volume 5 

page 217.  1SR77:2. 

 

S.D.A. ministry (King Pharaoh), First to feel the stroke of the wrath of God." 5T211. 

 

Read Eze. 30:20-22: 

 

We taught that at the beginning of 1957, God had caused the sword to fall out of the hand of 

King Pharaoh. At that time we did not know just what this meant, but in 1958 we learned that 

this prophecy had met its exact fulfillment. While we were at Autumn Council in Washington, 

D.C. in October 1956, we attempted to tell the General Conference Brethren (read the General 

Council letters 1-7) that the Judgment of Living would start for S.D.A. October 22, 1956. (This 

date is not based on Jewish calendar but is a parable and is based on our present calendar Eze. 

20:49).  The Conference Committee at the same time, or immediately afterwards, had conferred 

with the editors of the Eternity Magazine and said committee denied the Spirit of Prophecy in the 

S.D.A. Church, the Sanctuary Truth, and the sanctifying sign of the Sabbath (their Sword). 

 

If you do not believe, this send for your copy of an article written by Eternity Magazine, "Are 

Seventh-day Adventists Christians?"  Read chapter three of the Adventist book, "  Questions 

and Answers on Doctrine. Read what Elder Andreasen has to say about this book. The evidence 

is abundant if you wish to know the Truth.  What is your answer, Brethren - do you believe God 

or man? Choose you this day whom you will serve. 

 

Note, 1525 plus 390 (first part of Eze. 4 prophecy) =1915 - death of Mrs. E. G. White. Here 

marks the second portion (40 years) of the 430 years as pertained to the world. The world fasts 

for 40 years, at the end of which a message was to come that would revive the living testimony, 

purge out hypocrites, and turn the church back into favor with God.  However it takes a period of 

time for  God to bring about reformation and the message go to the world The Harvest 

(Judgment of the Living) is a period of time (3Tr. 64:3 :3 ) . Hence, 1915 plus 40 = 1955 -- 

cessation of the latter rain of Truth to the church (Rev. 7:1-8, sealing of the 144,000) and the 

beginning of the reformation, or the coming of that other angel (message) that is to "lighten the 

earth with His Glory," 6T406:5,  Rev. 18:1.  

 

(3) 1530 - date has to do with the purification of the church and is calculated 'by the Abrahamic 

prophecy of 430 years, the "type" (1SR116:1); "Going out of Egypt", 2SR275:2. The Abrahamic  
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prophecy is divided into two parts, 400 and then 30 years (1SR109). (Luther inflicts deadly 

wound at Augsburg) 1530 plus 400 = 1930 (S.R.  message) plus 30 = 1960 -- purification of the 

church, Eze. 9, antitypical Passover, the smiting of the antitypical first born (the ministry) in 

antitypical Egypt, the church (S.D.A.). Those who do not have the final atoning blood of the 

Lamb of God (the Branch, G.C.415) on the door posts of their hearts, which is used by the High 

Priest (Christ) to blot out sins in the final atonement (for the living) in the courts above, will fall 

in the slaughter of Eze. 9 (antitypical Passover). 

 

From the Augsburg Confession (1530) to the purification is 430 years = 1960.  Those who agree 

with the "Dragon” that the full and final atonement was made at the cross go down in the 

slaughter of Eze. 9. This releases God's true people from antitypical Pharaoh's grasp. 

 

Therefore, the final work of placing the three-fold seal (EWl5; Rev. 3:12) is accomplished in 

"four short years. (rTG10:20:1). From the beginning of the Judgment of the Living in the church 

(D.S.D.A.) October 1955 to autumn of 1958 is four years. The BRANCH builds the temple 

(Zech. 6:12 - marks the 144,000). 

 

''... in the parable only after the third fruitless year would the Lord consider cutting down the 

barren fig tree, and even then He was convinced to wait another year .... nevertheless, as in the 

parable, no fruitless tree is to be spared beyond the fourth parabolic year" 2TG46:22. 

 

"Thus, when the wise ones started out to meet the Bridegroom, the lamps of the foolish went out, 

for the Judgment of the Dead had passed. Therefore, it was present truth no more, and thus they 

were left in darkness. At the beginning of the judgment of God they saw their mistake and 

rushed for the ark of safety; but, it was beyond their reach for they knew nothing of the message 

and by the time they acquired it (filled their lamps with oil) there had been a delay; the angel had 

passed though the city, through Jerusalem, the church - the sealing was finished and probation 

for the church had closed - the door was shut.  2TG46:22. 

 

We see that when the judgments of God begin to fall the foolish virgins realize their mistake, and 

rush for the ark of safety (the kingdom), but it is too late - the saints (wise virgins) are sealed and 

probation is closed. The judgments of God start before they rush for the ark and when they get 

there the door is, shut. What a shame, what a tragedy, for one to put off salvation so long - 

almost saved but entirely lost. Friends, do not listen to all the winds that blow, for today is the 

day of salvation; do not put it off.  Revealed truth is your only hope of salvation, therefore, stand 

firm on the rock in a message that shows the past, the present and the future - a message that fits 

into the framework of truth of the former messages to the church. As revealed by the Spirit of 

Prophecy, "The message itself sheds light as to the time when this movement is to take place. It 

is declared to be a part of the everlasting gospel; and it announces the opening of the judgment. 

The message of salvation has been preached in all ages, but, this message is a part of the gospel 

which could be proclaimed only in the last days, for only then would it be true that the hour of 

judgment had come. The prophecies present a succession of events leading down to the opening 

of the judgment. 

 

“The great day was (is) at hand, and in His providences the people were (are) brought to the test 

of a definite time, in order, to reveal to them what was (is) in their hearts." G.C. 355:3; 353:1. 
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It is true that Sister White wrote against the setting of the time of Christ's coming in the clouds, 

but here she says that the gospel reveals the time of the judgment. Since this message is the 

repeating of the Second Angel’s message (TM59 Rev. 18:1), the Judgment of the Living, the 

church would be like a ship at sea, without chart or compass, after the time the message of the 

judgment of the dead is past, if we had no message to point out to us where we are in the stream 

of time. Furthermore, since the Second Angel’s message was not a complete message (Rev. 

10:4-6) in the summer of 1844, but only the setting of the time of the Judgment of the Dead as 

revealed in Rev. 4:5, it remains that the Second Angel's message (the Judgment of the Living) 

must be a complete message as revealed in Rev. 8:5, which is depicted by the thunderings and 

an earthquake. There was no earthquake (Eze. 9) connected with the thunderings of Rev. 4:5. 

Inspiration says that the message proceeded from fire throne, where seven lamps of fire 

(purification) were burning before the throne. This purification or judgment takes place in the 

heavenly sanctuary, but Rev. 8:5 states that the Angel filled the censor with the fire of the altar 

and cast it into the earth. Inspiration reveals that this purification takes place on the earth and we 

know it begins at the house of God.  (1 Pet. 4:17). Also, the four Angels that were bound in 

the river Euphrates (Rev. 9:14), all four had time connected with their message.  

 

A message that does not have time as a part of the message before the command is given to the 

Sixth Angel to loose the four Angels (Eze. 9) is not of God. Since the BRANCH is the last 

message before the slaughter, the four Angels (messages) of Rev. 9:15 are none other than The 

Millerites, S.D.A., Rod and BRANCH, the latter being a fourfold message. 

 

So, friends, do not let the old serpent beguile you with that old familiar discord that there is to be 

time no longer after 1844. Maybe not to that which pertains to the Judgment of the Dead, but not 

so with the Judgment of the Living. If we did not know the time of the purification of the church, 

how would we know when to prepare for it? In the typical service of the Atonement, there was a 

blowing of trumpets, Lev. 23:23-27. Is God a respecter of persons? They knew the time then, 

does it not stand to reason He would tell us now?  He is the same loving, compassionate Saviour 

today as, He was to Ancient Israel.. Inspiration declares: "Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and 

sound an alarm in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of the land tremble; for the day of the 

Lord cometh, for it is nigh at hand." Joel 2:1. 

 

There are four and a half years from the autumn of 1955 to the spring of 1960. But in four short 

years the Lord builds the temple (r1TG10:20:1) according to type.  Therefore, 1959 at the 

Atonement, should mark the final blotting out of sins in the church and also the removing of the 

names of the tares in the church from the book of life. The sinners names are removed from the 

books before Michael stands up or else they would be delivered with the saints.   “...and at that 

time thy people shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in the book.”  Dan. 

12:1. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy says: " ....While the investigative judgment is going forward in heaven, 

while the sins of penitent believers are being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a 

special work of purification, of putting  away of sin, among God's people upon earth."' GC 425. 

 

The warning is that everyone put away his sins that they may be blotted out in the antitypical day 

of Atonement. Inspiration admonishes: "Remember ye the law of Moses, my servant, which I 

commanded unto him in Horeb for all Israel, with the statutes and judgments." 
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"In the time of the investigative judgment we are to remember the laws God gave to Moses. 

 

"Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of 

the Lord." Mal. 4:4,5. 

 

Just before the great and dreadful day of the Lord (Eze. 9) Elijah appears and calls attention to 

the Law of Moses that our sins may be blotted out in the Atonement. 

 

"Once a year in the great Day of Atonement, the priests entered the most holy place for the 

cleansing of the sanctuary. The work there performed completed the yearly round of ministration 

.... Every man was required to afflict his soul while this work of atonement was going forward. 

All business was to be laid aside, and the whole congregation of Israel were to spend the day in 

solemn humiliation before God, with prayer and fasting, and deep searching of heart. 

 

"Important truths concerning the atonement are taught by the typical service. GC419:1, 3; 420:0, 

1. 

 

This is one of the statutes of the children of Israel forever..."throughout your generations in all 

your dwellings. Lev. 23:31. 

 

The atonement this year, according to the Jewish calendar, is September 24. It is a Sabbath of 

rest - "from even unto even shall ye celebrate your Sabbaths." Lev. 23:32. The warning of this 

solemn day goes forth on the first day of the seventh month, which is September 15th this year. 

This is the first day of the new harvest year and is likewise a Sabbath - "a memorial of blowing 

of trumpets ...Ye shall do no servile work therein." Lev. 23:24, 25.  

 

In the enclosed chart (follow closely) we are dealing with the 430 years of Ezekiel 4 and the 430 

to Abraham. The prophecy of Ezekiel shows the revival and reformation in the church. The 

revival that marks the beginning of the 430 years of Ezekiel was when Luther found the Bible in 

about 1500 A.D., which reaches to 1930 - beginning of the Shepherd's Rod message. The 

reformation (COR 154 two different things) had its beginning in 1525, when the people of 

Worms accepted Protestantism and is typical of the message that brings reformation 

(reorganization) in the church. 1525 plus 430 = 1955, coming of the BRANCH (Read Isa. 4:2; 

W.H.R.53).  But the fulfillment of the 430 year prophecy to Abraham is yet in the future, going 

out of Egypt (Eze. 9); (2SR275:2). Now, since the 430 years to Abraham reaches to Eze. 9 

(purification of the church) and since it makes it clear that there is a 430 year period from the 

reformation by Luther to the purification of the church (1SR116); and, also since Abraham's 

prophecy overlaps (extends beyond) the 430 years of Ezekiel, there is only one conclusion, and 

that is, Abraham's 430 years would begin at the most important date of Luther's reformation. 

History tells us that in 1530, when the twelve princes of Germany took their stand with Luther at 

the Augsburg confession against Popery, then the Deadly Wound was inflicted. The absolute 

civil power of the Pope was broken. The 430 years to Abraham not only mark the purification of 

the church, but also the healing of  the "Deadly Wound" the Image beast is set up:  1530 plus 430 

= 1960 - the Dragon makes war on the remnant which keep the commandments of God and have 

the Testimony (led by a live prophet) of Jesus Messiah. Rev. 12:17. 

 

As stated before, there are three dates of particular note: 1500 plus 430 = 1930, (the Rod), 1525 

plus 430 = 1955 (The BRANCH) and 1530 plus 430 = 1960 (Eze. 9, slaughter in the church). 
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Mount Camel (D.S.D.A.) tells us that for 1260 days, 42 months after the cessation of the latter 

rain (death of Bro. Houteff) for the church, there is to be no new movement. "The messages that 

came in this time of rain (before the cessation of the latter rain) are described in Revelation 

10:8-11 and 11:1, and they are the messages that have already come to ripen the "wheat" for 

harvest:  No other message is to come to accomplish this work for no more are prophesied. 

Instead, we are told that those (the Two Witnesses) have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in 

the days of their prophecy! They have power to cause to cease the falling of the rain - that is, the 

latter rain. Then, during the days of Their prophecy (1260 days, or 42 months) there is not to  be 

any new message, any new commission, any new movement. The Symbolic Code, Vol. 11 #5, p. 

6. 

 

In this we see Mount Carmel fulfilling their type (Millerites) perfectly by closing the door. The 

Lord says that that door will remain open and no man can shut it. (Read G.C. 429). They (M.C.) 

did not take into consideration that the command was to be given by another angel to the "Son 

of Man" to thrust in His sickle and reap the harvest of the first fruits (Judgment of Living in 

church), the 144,000 (Rev. 14:15) 2TG44:37. 

 

If the 42 months is literal time and it begins at the death of Bro. Houteff (end of latter rain of 

truth) then that period of time is passed. If it is not literal time (and begins at his death), but 

prophetic, then we have over 1200 years to go yet. If it is symbolic time, it could run for an 

indefinite period of time and we would have no message with which to bring souls to a decision 

for Christ. 

 

Mount Carmel says there is no new movement after the cessation of the latter rain, but the Bible 

and the Shepherd's Rod author says the BRANCH is to harvest the 144,000 first fruits, or build 

the Spiritual temple. You say the BRANCH is Christ. To this we agree. John tells us that Christ 

is the Word. John 1:1-14. This being true, the BRANCH is the Word - Truth. With the Truth, and 

the people taking hold of the work, the Spiritual temple is built in "four short years", 

R1TG10:20:1 fulfilling the type of Zechariah.  “The work of these three movements - Zechariah, 

Moses, and Noah’s - therefore, typifies every phase of our work." r1TG9-12:2: Zechariah's 

(BRANCH); Moses (Rod); Noahs  S.D.A.).  See chart at the 11th Hour, 9th Hour of night and 

9th hour of day. 

 

The code teaches that the 1260 days and the 42 months are the same (S.C.11-5:6), but the Bible 

says that the 42 months has to do with the Gentiles treading the Holy City (Rev. 11:2) and the 

1260 applies to the Two Witnesses (V.3). Since we have a 4 1/2 year period to deal with instead 

of 3 1/2 years and both are before Eze. 9, then the 1260 days must overlap the 42 months.  If the 

42 months, as Mount Carmel says, begins in 1955, then from the beginning of the BRANCH in 

the autumn of 1955 (the year the latter rain stopped) till the city is smitten (Eze. 33:21), there are 

three years. Six months later the Gentiles are to be driven out. If the 1260 years, the period in 

which the Two Witnesses prophecy in sack cloth reach to Ezekiel 9, and the 430 year prophecy 

to Abraham reaches to Ezekiel 9, that ends in the spring of 1960, then count back 3 1/2 years, 

which would be in the autumn of 1956, the year the Elijah message went to antitypical ten 

tribes (S.D.A.). 

 

Let it be remembered that Elijah John the Baptist (Matt. 11:14) came to two tribe Judah and 

likewise Christ, but Elijah the Tishbite, if you remember, came to ten tribe Israel - Samaria, 
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Ahab, Jezebel and the priests of Baal. Now, think, and this is not hard to figure out, but is very 

simple if we remember the types. When the Rod message came the S.D.A. church was Judas, as 

the Rod teaches, and the Rod messenger being slain as was John, we have a perfect type of Elijah 

John. When Jesus came He went to John to be baptized and began to preach, at first mainly to 

John's followers, but later to others, even to the Samaritans and also to the Gentiles. John said 

that he must decrease but Christ must increase. The Rod prophesied that the BRANCH (Christ) 

would bring about the revival and reformation – the great change in the church. Now, since 

Christ is the Word and the BRANCH is Christ, so then, it is easy to see that the Branch is a 

message. The BRANCH message came to antitypical John's followers (D.S.D.A.) first in 

fulfillment of the type. A year later (1956) the message went to S.D.A., antitypical ten tribes 

fulfilling the type of Elijah going to Ahab at Samaria. Some may question the application of 

S.D.A being a type of the ten tribes since the Rod calls the church Judah. But we must remember 

that there are 144,000 - 12,000 from each tribe (Rev. 7:4) in the church. Therefore, when the Rod 

message came it brought about a division, creating Judah and Israel, fulfilling the type of the 

division of the twelve tribes shortly after the death of King Solomon. There is no way to legally 

or Scripturally deny that there are two Seventh-Day Adventist churches - D.S.D.A. (Judah) and 

S.D.A. (Israel). This does not mean to say that only among the Adventist people we find Judah 

and Israel; for surely there is the Jewish people in the Israel State and we must be assured that 

the ten tribes are scattered among the other churches. Since the Seventh-day Adventist are the 

first to be purified the message through type and antitype deals with them first. The sad part is 

that type reveals that Judah (in the church) will again crucify the BRANCH. Since the 

BRANCH is not a person but Christ, Inspiration reveals they crucify Christ by rejecting 

His message - the BRANCH.  This is what Davidians also say:  

 

"Just as Christ was crucified, so the Two Witnesses will be killed. And as Christ was resurrected, 

so the Two Witnesses will be raised...The prophecy of Revelations 11 shows that Christ in our 

day in the form of His Truth, His Word, is to be crucified afresh at the hands of His professed 

people and that the Truth will be raised in glorious exaltation and victory and to the shame of its 

enemies." The Symbolic Code, March 1956, Vol. 11 #5 pp 13, 14. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy teaches the same thing. But the believers themselves will escape out of 

their hands, even as David escaped out of the hands of Saul. 

 

“God's church on earth today is fulfilling the ancient prophecies.” PK 703:1. 

 

We now see that the events connected with the Protestant Reformation are types of that which is 

to come 430 years later. Along with the healing of the wound, we also come to the time of the 

standing up of Michael Dan. 12:1)--''the going out of Egypt, Eze.9”, and the closing up of the 

work for the church: The gospel is then to go to the world to gather the second fruits. As time is 

so short, may we earnestly consider the words found in Luke 21:34-36: "And take heed to 

yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkedness, and 

cares of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares. For, as a snare shall it come on all 

them that dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may 

be accounted worthy do escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the 

Son of Man.”  
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Yours to stand with, the Lamb on Mt. Zion, 

 

Ben L. Roden 

 

Note: All emphasis and parenthesis in quotation ours unless otherwise indicated. 

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:  

 

1. To you, dear believer, who are making the trip and have means to help others go, send monies 

and names of sponsored ones immediately, lest the way be closed for you because you did not 

help your brother when the call was made. If you have no one to sponsor, then those who meet 

the qualifications will be benefited by your contribution. 

 

2. Make preparation for the following allowances on boat or plane, so that whichever you take; 

you will be prepared for either: BOAT—275# plus extras as allowed on plane; PLANE -- 44# 

plus ladies handbag, umbrella or cane, coat, travel rug, reading material. 

 

3. THOSE WHO CANNOT GO NOW: Continue to work and pray for the success of those who 

go to prepare the way that you may come later. Send in as much on your fare as possible. 

Continue to gather names of S.D.A's and Davidians and send them all 7 G. C. letters.  .. 

 

4. Send all tithes and correspondence to Box 3088, Odessa, Texas, until further notice. 

 

5. Correction on Lesson No. 2: on page 1 -- under Purpose #4: add 1 S.R. 116; on page 3, line 4: 

should be V.T.H. Jezreel Ltr.#2, p.5:5; on chart in extreme upper left corner reference should be: 

Ex. l2:40. 

 

6. Insert tenth horn on scarlet beast (lower right corner). Beast which was redrawn and attached 

to original drawing mutilated in photographing. 

 

 

THE BRANCH AT GENERAL CONFERENCE, CLEVELAND OHIO 

 

The every-four-year World Conference of Seventh-day Adventists was held in Cleveland, Ohio, 

U.S.A. from June 19 until, June 29, 1958. Representatives from practically every country on 

earth presented a very international atmosphere. Amidst the colorful mixture of nations and 

tongues, committee meetings and programs -- amidst the great gathering of Modern Israel from 

many lands, there came quietly and prayerfully a small band of Branch, seven in all, passing out 

literature and dropping seeds of Truth to the sincere questioner and scoffer alike. Where the 

"Rod" feared to tread because of the law, The Branch went forth, trusting in the Lord's  promise 

that His Word "shall not return unto me void... and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it." 

Isaiah 55:11. 

 

"Let us not, however, forget that there is an enemy who is determined to keep God's people in 

darkness, in ignorance of timely Truth. (See Testimonies, Vol. 5, pp. 709, 728.) And what more  
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damaging darkness could he seek to keep them in than in ignorance of that which God would 

have them to know while their judgment is pending, while they are being weighed in the 

balances of the Sanctuary?  None, absolutely none. 

 

Consequently it is to be expected that now, more than ever before, all of us are to meet, with the 

fiercest opposition. So called great men having not so much even as a spark of Divine light, will, 

acting like mad men, hastily spread confusion everywhere. This they will do by engendering 

prejudice by exalting baseless theories, by fabricating and propagating falsehood, by hurling 

scorn and ridicule by mongering gossip and hearsay, and by engaging in character assassination. 

But none of this will phase those whose fortress is the Lord, and who heed His priceless, pre-

cious, inspiring counsel in the following passages:  “... Do not be unbelieving.  The more you are 

jostled, misapprehended, misstated, the more evidence you have, that you are doing a work for 

the Master, and the more closely you must cling to your Saviour." --Testimonies, Vol. 3, p. 130. 

 

"All who in that evil day would faithfully serve God according to the dictates of conscience, will 

need courage, firmness, and a knowledge of God and His Word’ for those who are true to God 

will be persecuted, their motives will be impugned, their best efforts misinterpreted, and their 

names cast out as evil.” Gospel Workers 264 

 

"The wrath of man shall praise Thee,' says the psalmist; 'the remainder of wrath shalt 

Thou restrain.' God means that testing truth shall be brought to the front, and become a 

subject of examination and discussion, even if it is through the contempt placed upon it. 

The minds of the people must be agitated. Every controversy, every reproach, every 

slander, will be God's means of provoking inquiry, and awakening minds that otherwise 

would slumber." ---Testimonies, Vol. 5, p. 453. 

 

"Everything that can be done against God's message of today will be done with even a greater 

vengeance than was manifest against Heaven's message in the days of Christ's first advent, for 

the Devil knows that if he loses now, he loses forever --- that he is to have no other chance.   

Unparalleled, therefore, is the urgency that every eleventh-hour church member now 

quickly and solidly brace himself against the enemy's effort to deliver a knockout blow. We 

must be alert, too, to realize that the blow is to come from surprisingly unsuspected foes – from 

professed friends of the gospel, who are no less pious than were priests in Christ's day. It is, 

moreover, but to be expected that the Adversary will employ every agency possible to prevent 

the Lord from disclosing to view His now obscure 144,000 first--fruit servants, who are to go 

gather in the second fruits (Rev. 7:9). The Enemy will try everything conceivable to confuse, 

becloud, and cover up the Truth, especially on the subject, of the 144,000." White-House 

Recruiter pp. 31, 32, 33. 

 

"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch, 

and a King shall reign and prosper, and shall execute judgment and justice in the earth.  

 

"The anger of the Lord shall not return, until he have executed, and till he have performed the 

thoughts of his heart: in the latter days ye shall consider it perfectly." Jeremiah 23:5, 20. 
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"Behold, I will gather them out of all countries, whither I have driven them in mine anger, and in 

my fury, and in great wrath and I will bring them again unto this place, and I will cause them to 

dwell safely: 

 

"And fields shall be bought in this land, where of ye say, It is desolate without man or beast; it is 

given into the hand of the Chaldeans. 

 

"Men shall buy fields for money, and subscribe evidences, and seal them, and take witnesses in 

the land of  Benjamin, and in the places about Jerusalem, and in the cities of Judah, and in the 

cities of the mountains, and in the cities of the valley, and in the cities of the south: for I will 

cause their captivity to return, saith the Lord." Jeremiah 32:37, 43, 44. 

 

"In those days, and at that time, will I cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto 

David; and he shall execute judgment and righteousness in the land.   Jeremiah 33 :15. 

 

"Great is the Lord, and greatly to be praised in the city of our God, in the mountain of His 

holiness. Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is Mount Zion, on the sides of the 

north, the city of the great King God is known in her palaces for a refuge. For, lo, the kings were 

assembled, they passed by together. They saw it, and so they marveled; they were troubled, and 

hasted away.  Fear took hold upon them there, and pain, as of a woman in travail. Thou breakest 

the ships of Tarshish with an east wind. As we have heard, so have we seen in the city, of the 

Lord of hosts, in the city of our God: God will establish it forever. Selah:" White House 

Recruiter. p. 35. 

 

RE-READ ZECHARIAH  6:12 &13. 
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LESSON  4                                                                       April 21, 1958 

 

Subject:  THE NEW NAME --- Isaiah 62:2 

Purpose - To Show: 

(1)   Jesus reveals "new name" before Ezekiel 9:5. 

(2)   New name is one of a three-name seal:  mark of Ezekiel 9. 

(3)   Revelation 7 & Ezekiel 9 are the "same", not "identical". 

(4)   New name rejectors receive "mark of beast". 

Gem Thought: 

"Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of God...and I will write upon 

him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which is New 

Jerusalem,...and I will write upon him my new name." -- Revelation 3:12. 

(1)  New Name Before Slaughter - Mark of Ezekiel 9: 

"Israel is spelled with six letters...had the name been of seven letters, it would denote 

"Close of probation", instead of "beginning of harvest"...Israel, in the time of harvest, 

will receive a new name by the mouth of the Lord...it will be perfect...to finish the 

picture of probationary time...to indicate the end of all the redeemed, or close of 

probation." -- 1 Shepherd Rod, page 233. 

There are three parts to be considered in this statement: 

1.  "Israel is spelled with six letters.." denoting the "beginning of harvest." 

The Lord, the Bridegroom -- the Harvester, introduced Himself to the "10 virgins" as 

THE BRANCH (new name) at the beginning of harvest, Sept. - Oct. 1955, 1-2-3-4-5-

6- six letter name -- B-R-A-N-C-H. 

2.  "...Israel, in the time of harvest, will receive a new  name...." 

Israel, the bride-to-be, finds out the new name at the introduction (the beginning of 

harvest), and in the  time, or during the harvest she accepts the "wooing". 

-- Branch letters, and receives the name first by "promise" -- conditional upon her 

faithfulness in betrothment, (as individuals) and second at the time of the marriage -- 

the promise is fulfilled to the faithful (church as a body receives the New name Isaiah 

4:2). 

3.  "...it will be perfect to finish the picture of probationary time...to indicate the end of 

all the redeemed, or close of probation." 

All the redeemed:  144,000 and the Great Multitude 
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   The Husband.... THE BRANCH.......... ONE name 

   The Wife....... 144,000............. ONE family 

   Children....... Great Multitude..... ONE movement 

 

"...the 144,000 and the great multitude, is but ONE movement, -- ONE family."-- 2 

Shepherd Rod, page 265, paragraph 1, last line. 

The Branch bears one message...to the 144,000 and the Great Multitude, uniting them 

into one movement, the 11th Hour Family. 

"...being the last message...to the world (Great Multitude) and also the last call for 

servants (144,000) ... borne by Elijah."  -- W.H.R. 29. 

Thus it is that THE BRANCH calls His wife first, then together they complete their 

family by calling the Great Multitude -- the children, the end of the redeemed. 

TRAGIC TO SAY, SOME ARE ACCUSING THE LORD OF: 

1.  Immodesty:  courting Israel before the marriage without revealing His true  

     name. 

         2.  Immorality:  expecting Israel to keep company with and be wooed by a  

              stranger -- no name. 

Allegory: 

 1)      The Bridegroom, being a man of sterling morals,  introduced Himself   

           to Israel, 1955, by revealing  His new name, as any proper man even  

           of the world would do. 

  

 2)      He woos her by His words of love -- Branch letters. 

  

 3)      And then in betrothment, she claims His name "by  promise". 

  

 4)      Some break the betrothment -- step off the platform, and reject the  

           Man's name -- BRANCH. 

  

 5)      Then some re-affirm the betrothment -- step back onto the platform,  

           and again take the name "by  promise". 

  

 6)      Finally, THE BRANCH, takes the "proven faithful" in marriage, at  

          which time the name becomes hers forever. 

  

 7)      And, of course, their children (great multitude) are called BRANCH   

          - Father's name. 

Conclusion - Plain to see for God's Servants: 

That the Lord reveals His new name before the slaughter as well as before the marriage:  to save 

the bride from destruction, His new name is placed in her forehead such as was the "blood on the  
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doorpost" anciently (blood of the BRANCH during the atonement for the living in the church 

(G.C. 415:3; 1 Peter 4:17), thus "sealing" --  designating her for the marriage. 

(2) Three Name Seal - Mark of Ezekiel 9: 

"The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united.  On their foreheads was written, 

God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name." -- Early 

Writings, page 15. 

There are three names to be considered in this statement: 

   

1.  GOD    2.  NEW JERUSALEM     3.  Jesus' NEW NAME 

 

We know that Jesus' new name is BRANCH.  These three parts of the complete seal correspond 

with the three genuine divisions of the Advent Message (Early Writings, 258-259), and with the 

three periods (1 S.R.: 32); 3 parts of the Family Tree, (Isaiah 11:1).  Thus: 

   1.  GOD .............Rev. 14:6-11.... S.D.A....1844 

   2.  NEW JERUSALEM ...Rev. 7:1-8.... D.S.D.A....1930 

   3.  BRANCH ..........Rev. 18:1... B.D.S.D.A....1955 

 

Let us consider each of these names: 

1.  GOD 

God's seal-name is received by those who recognize His Law, especially the Sabbath; the 

teaching of the Sabbath restored the "seal" to man and gave birth to Modern Israel -- S.D.A.  The 

3rd Angel's Message sealed the believers as infants -- newly born Israelites.  Read Great 

Controversy, page 452.  But an infant must grow or die. 

2.  NEW JERUSALEM   (Righteousness by Faith) 

New Jerusalem's seal-name is received by those who believe in the Davidian message -- the 

Kingdom (Jerusalem) restored.  This "Rain" gives growth to  the "infant" and seals (designates: 1 

Shepherd Rod, page 27) him as becoming an adolescent. But one must mature. 

3.  Jesus' NEW NAME -- BRANCH  (Righteousness of Christ) 

Branch's seal-name is received by those who accept the Judgment of the Living message in every 

facet.  This third seal-name completes the plan of re-creation --- restoration of all things: 

  3 in Creation....Now name is "perfect..to finish the picture." 

  3 in Re-Creation  1 Shepherd Rod, page 233 

 

The adolescent become mature -- "ripened" by the light of the Sun of Righteousness, the Angel 

of Revelation 18:1. 

 

Thus:  Three Steps to righteousness 

 

"Each of us, you know, in our physical being, naturally passes through three periods:  

(1) Infancy, (2) adolescence, and (3) maturity...we pass through three periods of 

spiritual growth:  (1) righteousness by grace, or spiritual infancy of the born-again  
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person; (2) righteousness by faith, or spiritual adolescence; and (3) the righteousness 

of Christ, or spiritual maturity. And since, as shown in Timely Greetings, Vol. 2, No. 

39, our 'infancy' (SDA) period, the period of righteousness by grace, is now in our 

past, and since we are come into our adolescence period (DSDA), the period of 

righteousness by faith, we must not now fail to attain to full Christian 'maturity' 

(Branch), to the righteousness of Christ if we expect to be rewarded with a home in 

His Kingdom, 'world with- out end.'"  Symbolic Code, Vol. 10, #9, p. 4 

 

Every additional Truth brings an additional timely name. 2 Timely Greetings 34, p. 25.  

Thus it is that there are ONLY three steps, divisions, periods, from the beginning of 

the Seventh-day Adventist movement to the close of probation: each step produces its 

seal-name until the 144,000 are all perfectly sealed (1 Shepherd Rod, page 233) and 

united -- three to create and three to restore -- righteousness. 2 Timely Greetings  39. 

Conclusion: 

Since it is necessary to have the mark to escape the slaying of Ezekiel 9:6, it is easily seen, 

again by God's servants only, that this is the three-fold mark that is placed on them before 

the slaying commences.  (Ezekiel 9:5) 

(3) Revelation 7 & Ezekiel 9: 

The Spirit of Prophecy and the Shepherd's Rod say that the sealing of Revelation 7 and the 

marking of Ezekiel 9 are the "name". 1 Shepherd Rod, page 26. 

 

"Come let us reason together, saith the Lord..." to determine whether or not the sealing 

is "identically" the same as the marking or whether they are the "same" in respect to 

some one event (Judgment). 

 

The mark of Ezekiel 9 -- which we have learned to be threefold, is placed upon the saved before 

the slaughter; if the sealing of the Rod -- Rev. 7:1-8 is the same as the marking of Ezek. 9 then 

the Rod should have revealed the new name.  Since it did not, then they are not "identical" in 

their work.  The first two seals are sufficient for the saints that go into the grave.  But the 

144,000 never die, therefore must have three seals. 

 

Consider the following descriptions: 

  1.  The Angel of Rev. 7 (Rod)... "ascends". 

  2.  Men of Ezekiel 9 ........... "came down" -- "Descends". 

 

Their manner of coming being different, it is quickly seen that they are not precisely "identical".  

 

Let another Angel be brought into the picture:  Rev. 18:1. 

  1.  Angel of Rev. 7  (Rod)......... "ascends". 

  2.  Men of Ezekiel 9............... "come down" plus  

  3.  Angel of Rev. 18:1...BRANCH.... "come down". 

Conclusion: 
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Using the Rod's rule of interpretation (1 Shepherd Rod, page 15), we conclude that since the 

description of #1 differs with that of #2 they cannot be "identical". 

 

By the same rule, we conclude that the last two are "identical": they represent the same message 

-- BRANCH, for they "come Down". 

 

The sealing of Rev. 7 is the "same" as the marking of Ezekiel 9 ONLY in that they both deal 

with Judgment. 

  1.  Rev. 7 - the announcement of Judgment "to come". 

  2.  Rev. 18:1 & Eze. 9:  Judgment "is Come" – 1955. 

 

The Preface of a book is a part of the book, not the story itself.  Yes, the sealing and marking are 

the same in respect to the Judgment, but they are not "identical".  Thus we have harmonized 

White, Houteff, and Branch. 

(4) Mark of Beast - Mark of man:  Rev. 13:18.   

(Read All S.R.  Jezreel Letter #2, p. 5) 

"Those who obey God's judgment message...receive God's mark..." S.R. Jez. #2, p. 5 

God's judgment message is brought by Elijah:  "...the truth stands forth like the light of 

day that Elijah's message is the message of the Judgment of the Living, the last..." 

G.C.S: 26. 

Those who listen to anything else will be led "...blind-folded into perdition." G.C.S.:8. 

The Branch is God's voice.  As it was in Joshua's day so it is now:  it is a test of faith 

to accept Joshua's words as from God.  The Lord of Hosts talked only to Joshua.  P.P 

493:1. 

Those who do not listen to The Branch will not because they choose to listen to a Korah, a 

Dathan or an Abiram, (who said anciently, that the whole congregation was holy - prophets) in 

spite of the presence of Moses, (God's voice) who said "no". 

Conclusion: 

The new name is revealed to all 10 virgins: but only 5 accept it as the identity of their Lord, THE 

BRANCH, and consequently are the ones who go into the marriage and are saved from Ezekiel 

9's destruction.  Sad to say, the others find out too late that BRANCH is the mark necessary to 

escape the slaughter; sadder yet that some who perish with the unbelieving Laodicean, were once 

happy that Branch is the new name!  Will it be you? 

SUMMARY: 

NAME OF ISRAEL in time of Harvest (Loud Cry) - 1 S.R. 233:3) - Six letter word. 

1.   S.D.A. a providential name 'given' by man -- not Christ, not new, not six                                                                                         

      letters -- Seventh-day Adventist 

         2.  D.S.D.A. a providential name given by man -- not Christ's new name -- not   

              six letters -- Davidian Seventh-day Adventist 
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"As you know, there are now hundreds of church names in the world, -- yes, as many 

as there are isms.  All of them are named by the mouth of men, and the names of each 

imply that there are other churches like it although God recognizes but one...Our own 

name, Davidian Seventh-day Adventist shows outright that there is another Seventh-

day Adventist church." -- 1 Timely Greetings (unrevised), page 42:14, paragraph 2. 

3.  Isaiah 62:2 -- name is by the mouth of the Lord (found in the Bible).  

        4.  BRANCH, NAMES BY THE MOUTH OF THE LORD -- IN THE BIBLE   

             -- SIX LETTERS -- NAME OF CHRIST ( God's mouthpiece -- message),  

            Ezekiel 3:17. 

 

The name comes through a message.  God's voice, "Behold, I stand at the door and knock, if any 

man hear my voice and open the door, I will come in to him and will sup with him and he with 

me."  Rev. 3:20 (Remnant Church by E.G. White 52:2). 

 

"Today if you will hear his voice, (mouthpiece, Truth) harden not your hearts."  

Hebrews 4:7. 

 

"We are living in the most solemn period of this world's history.  The destiny of earth's 

teeming multitude is about to be decided.  Our own future well-being and also the 

salvation of other souls depends upon the course which we now pursue.  We need to 

be guided by the Spirit of Truth.  Every follower of Christ should earnestly inquire, 

"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"  We need to humble ourselves before the Lord, 

with fasting and prayer, and to meditate much upon his word, especially upon the 

scenes of the Judgment.  We should now seek a deep and living experience in the 

things of God.  We have not a moment to lose.  Events of vital importance are 

transpiring around us; we are on Satan's enchanted ground.  Sleep not, sentinel of God; 

the foe is lurking near, ready at any moment, should you become lax and drowsy, to 

spring upon you and make you his prey." -- Great  Controversy, page 419:1.  (1884 

Edition). 

 

Prayerfully,  Ben L. Roden 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  All emphasis in quotation ours. 
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LESSON  5                                                                           May 7, 1958 
 

Subject:  THE BRANCH in the Light of Zechariah 1 and 2. 

The 3rd Angel's Message in the light of the four-fold symbolism of Zechariah 1:7-17 and the 

three-fold symbolism of Zechariah 2:1-5. 

Purpose:   

To identify each fold of these two symbolisms and show that the "fourth-fold" and the "third-

fold" represent THE BRANCH as it joins the 3rd Angel of 1844. 

Gem Thought:   

"The  true understanding of these messages are of vital importance.  The destiny of 

souls hangs upon the manner in which they are received." E.W. Pages 250-259.  

Thank God for "These messages (3 Angels) .. an anchor..Those who understand and 

receive them will be kept from being swept away by the many delusions of Satan." 

E.W. 256:2. 

 

Zechariah 1 - Four-fold Symbolism   Verses 7-17 disclose three groups: 

1.  3 horses.........................verse 8 

2.  Zechariah and the angel..........verse 9 

3.  Man on red horse.................verse 8 

Group 1:   

According to "Why Perish" as found in Tract #6, pages 60 - 66. 

Horses represent messages and movements.  Horses "walk" through the earth three times. 

 

First time: Horses represent Millerite movement as it warned (1831-1844)  the earth 

of "the end" and then came to rest,  thinking the work finished. 

Second time: After the disappointment, the horses were told to (1844 - on)  "cry 

again" (Zech. 1:17), or to prophesy again (Rev. 10:11).  "...its (S.D.A.) 1844 

commission, was not 'all' (nations), but simply to 'many'." -- Tract #6, page 66. 

Third time:  "Necessarily, then, it must receive another commission, one to go to 'all 

nations." -- Tract #6, page 66, paragraph 1. 

"There is...another message...to join the Third Angel"--three horses." -- Tract #6, page 

66, paragraph 2. 

E.W. 277 and T.M. 300 describe Angel of Rev. 18:1, who directs 3 horses on their 

third walk. 

Question:  Is the "addition" that joins the "three horses" and subsequently directs their walk to 

all nations, represented in this symbolism of Zechariah 1:7-17? 
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Answer: 

Group 2:   

The Rod is silent concerning these two:  Zechariah & angel.  It is now time to reveal their 

identity. 

 

Zechariah questioned the angel about the horses, vs 9. The angel answered, "I will show thee 

what these be." 

 

Notice:  The chart on page 61 of Tract #6 shows a shepherd's rod in the angel's hand. The angel 

is interested in Jerusalem, vs. 12. 

 

Therefore, the angel represents the Shepherd's Rod message -- new Jerusalem, the Kingdom, and 

Zechariah represents V.T. Houteff. 

 

Yes, the anti-typical Zechariah (V.T.H.) tells us in Tract #6 what the angel told him about the 

horses. 

 

Question:  Does Zechariah and the angel, now identified, hold the reins - direct - the 3 horses on 

their walk to all nations? 

 

Answer:  Evidently not, for the Symbolic Code, Oct-Nov-Dec. Issue, 1930, tells us that the Lord 

did not then have the reins in His own hands, but that at some future time He would. 

 

Further, since the Rod of Rev. 7 ascended, while the "directing" Angel descends (E.W. 277; Rev. 

18:1) then Rod not the Answer. 

 

We must look further into Zechariah's symbolism for the identity of the One who directs the 3rd 

Angel's message in its final "walk". 

Group 3:   

Where the Rod is silent concerning "Man on red horse", The BRANCH now speaks: 

Man riding red horse variously termed:  1. Man, vs. 10; 2. Angel, vs. 11; 3.  Lord, vs. 13. 

Man is very interested in Jerusalem, for He has returned with "mercies" to build and prosper her.  

(verses 14-17) 

 

Man is depicted on chart, Tract #6, page 61, as holding the "reins" of the red horse in His hands. 

Man is the Lord, returned to direct the work and take the "reins in His own hands." 

(T.M. 300; E.W. 277, C.O.L. 79) 

"Christ shall inform His 'citizens' that He is taking the reins in His own hands 'to set 

up His Kingdom." Tract #8, page 71:1.  Read Tract #8, all of pages 70 and 71. 

Revelation 18:1.........."....angel come down...." 

Isaiah 66:15............."For, behold, the Lord will come..." 

Ezekiel 9................Lord comes to threshold of House. 

Isaiah 6.................Lord comes in traveling throne. 
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Revelation 14:14, 15.....Lord comes on cloud to harvest. 

 

THE BRANCH comes to reveal Himself in the Branch Message (October 1955). 

Yes, the Answer:  THE BRANCH joins and directs the 3 horses (3rd Angel's Message) on their 

third walk throughout the earth, beginning at God's House.  (1 Peter 4:17). 

 

"I (THE BRANCH) will send these that escape of them unto the nations. ... And they 

shall bring all your brethren...out of all nations."  Isaiah 66:19, 20. 

 

MAKE NOTE:  The red horse says nothing. 

 

"those … within should know better than to tempt themselves..." to tell THE 

BRANCH how to teach His message.  (G.C.S.  44-45). 

Red Horse.....................Becomes         White Horse........... 

Red - Before Ezekiel 9........      -1-  .....Purity, white..Isaiah 1:18 

Righteousness as filthy rags…  -2-  .....C.O.R..........T.Gr. 1:8:23 

Before purification..................  -3-  .....After purification..Isaiah 4 

Doesn't speak..........................  -4-  .....Speaks.........Revelation 9:17. 

See the Scale Chart:  BRANCH, second Adam rides White Horse.  (Rev. 6:2; P.K. 

725). 

Identity reveals: 

Group 1.  Miller-White...First and Second Phase...3 horses fused one movement (6th 

and 9th hours) or 3rd Angel...W.H.R. 19:3.....9th hr. 

Group 2.  Davidian..Third Phase..Zechariah & Angel..pre-11th hr. 

Group 3.  Branch....Fourth Phase...Man on red horse....11th hr. 

Two Mergers: 

Group 1.  Type -- Judgment of the Dead: 

          The two phases -- 6th and 9th Hour Calls, were "... 

          FUSED into ONE..." White House Recruiter, page 19:3. 

          "...We have walked.." Zechariah 1:11. 

          (They speak as one unit, one purpose:  3rd Angel's Message). 

        Group 2 & 3 Antitype -- Judgment of the Living: 

This same movement (Rod) will merge into a greater one (1 S.R. 234). 

GREATER ONE ..........................The Branch (1 S.R. 233:3). 

 

Shepherd's Rod - antitype of John the Baptist (1 T.Gr. 36:4:1; 1 T.H. 42:19, Unrevised).  Elijah 

John the Baptist (Davidians) must DECREASE and Christ (BRANCH) must INCREASE. 
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"But the work of John was not sufficient to lay the foundation of the Christian church.  

When he had fulfilled his mission, another work was to be done, which his testimony 

could not accomplish.  His disciples did not understand this.  When they saw Christ 

coming in to take the work, (take the reins) they were jealous and dissatisfied.  The 

same dangers still exist."  D.A. 181. 

 

David (Davidians) prepared material for Temple, and Solomon, David's son (Branch) builds the 

Temple.  (Zechariah 6:12; 1 T.Gr. 8:24:3; Tract #8:62:0, 1). 

 

Thus it is: 

 

These two mergers produce groups. 

 

1.  Third Angel's Message in its former phase...For Dead (Rev. 14:6-11). 

         2.  Third Angel's Message (Branch) in its latter phase...for the Living.  (Rev.    

              18:1; Rev. 7:1-8; G.C.S. 41:1; -- Merge - one). 

 

Therefore: 

BRANCH.....................joins.............................3rd Angel. 

And Branch -- 4th phase....joins.......................3rd Angel. 

God's Servants can clearly see that this symbolism, beginning with William Miller, 

reveals The Branch as the 4th phase, joining the 3rd phase. 

Zechariah 2 -- Three-fold Symbolism: 

Verses 1-5 also discloses three groups: 

1.  Young man..................(verses 1, 4). 

1.  Angel that "went forth"....(verse 3). 

3.  Another angel..............(verse 3). 

 

Rod says: 

1.  Young man represents S.D.A. 

    He tries to measure the Kingdom:  limit its inhabitants (1 T.G. 12:16). 

Zechariah talks to the young man (verse 2):  the Rod message has for many years told 

the young man -- S.D.A., through V.T.  Houteff (Zechariah) that there would be at 

least 144,000 in the Kingdom -- Mt. Zion -- Palestine. 

 

Now revealed: 

 

         2.  Angel (who gave Zechariah his information - Shepherd's Rod Message)  

         went forth and was met by another angel -- message (Zechariah 2:3). "...this  

         same movement (angel that went forth) would merge into a greater one  

         (another angel)."  1  S.R. page 234. 
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3.  Another angel runs!  (quick work in church -- harvest shortest time) and tells young 

man not to measure (limit) Jerusalem to only 144,000. 

"Then I saw another mighty angel commissioned to descend to earth, to unite his voice 

with the third angel, ... This message seemed to be an addition to the third message." 

E.W. 277. 

Thus it is:  The "another" angel is THE BRANCH, the Man on the red horse, Who 

runs to the young man (S.D.A. -- 3rd Angel's Message of 1844) - (2nd commission for 

Davidians to give Kingdom message to young man under New Name - Branch). 

 

Hence: 

 

YOUNG MAN .........S.D.A......Received first "addition" of Kingdom News from 

ANGEL who went forth......Davidians......then.....ANOTHER ANGEL.....The Branch 

runs (quick work in church) .... to young man with final "addition" of Kingdom News. 

(G.C.S. 26; Zechariah 2:4). 

Therefore:  It is clearly seen that since The Rod, the angel of Rev. 7, did not 

DESCEND, but rather ASCENDED, another must finish the work and appear 

according to prophecy "...another angel...he DESCENDED..." E.W. 277.  It can't be 

other than CHRIST, THE BRANCH, Who descends from heaven as the Angel 

(Message) of Rev. 18:1; Ezek. 9. 

 

The angel in Zechariah's symbolism, verse 3, and the angel in Early Writings, p. 277, have one 

identifying name that shows they are the same:  ANOTHER. 

 

Identify revealed: 

Young Man...S.D.A....    -1- ...Rev. 14:6-22..."...one..." (3rd Angel of 1844) (W.H.R. 19:3). 

Angel...D.S.D.A.........  -2- ...Rev. 7:1-8...ASCENDED -- went forth with message of the 

Kingdom, sealing of 144,000 to S.D.A. 

 

Another Angel 

Branch D.S.D.A.... -3- ...Rev. 18:1...Judgment of Living first in the church.  (V.T.H. 

Jez. Let. #2:5:5) DESCENDING angel meets angel that went forth - they merge into a 

greater movement and join Third Angel in a message to be given to the world. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

God's Servants further see that this symbolism, beginning with 1844, reveals THE BRANCH 

(2nd angel - Zech. 1:11) as the 3rd Angel of the Judgment of the Living (G.C.S. 41;1, 1950 

edition; 1954 reprint 38:5) joining the 3rd angel of 1844.  And therefore is the 3rd Angel's 

Message. (2 S.R. 231:0; T.M. 59:1). 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Zechariah 1:  Four-fold                     Zech. 2:  Three-fold 
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1 & 2..Miller & White..3 Horses....Rev. 14:6-11..S.D.A...Young man 

3....Davidian...Zechariah & Angel...Rev. 7:1-8... D.S.D.A...Angel 

4....Branch...Man on Horse...Rev. 18:1, Branch D.S.D.A..Another Angel 

 

THREE PERIODS 

in 

________________________ 4 phases & 3 phases______________________ 

                                      

                                   4th & 3rd = BRANCH -- latter phase of 3rd Angel 

 

                                  Thus:  BRANCH in dual role as 4th and 3rd joins  

                                             the 3rd of 1844 -- former phase of 3rd Angel 

 

             Latter plus former = Complete whole:  BRANCH - all in one. 

 

Warning! 

This four-fold phase Truth plus the three-fold phase Truth equals a perfect Truth - 7, 

which if received in the heart will be watered by the Trinity - 3, to produce the 

Universal Church -- the 10th.  (4 plus 3 = 7 plus 3 = 10). 

 "...a solid, immovable platform." E.W. 259. 

 "WOE to him who shall move a block or stir a pin.." E.W. 258; 4 T 17:1. 

 

Yours to see that the reins are in His hands, 

 

Ben L. Roden 

 

Note:  All emphasis in quotation ours. 
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  LESSON NO. 6                                                        May 21, 1958 

 
 

Subject: The Family Tree Isaiah 11:1: 
 

Purpose To show 3 great divisions of the Genuine Movement - (Life Incidents 306-307). 

 

1. Jesse (Stem C.: Roots) 

2. Rod 

3. Branch 

 

Gem Thought; Jesus depicted as a green Tree. (D.A. 743). 

 

1. Jesse - Roots & Stem - Foundation of Tree. 

  

        a. First-day Adventist  Rev. 14:6-8  1st & 2nd Angel  William Miller.        

        b. Seventh-day Adventist Rev. 14:9-11  3rd Angel       Ellen Harmon. 

 

These were: 

 

Fused into one - Seventh-day Adventist ... Rev. 14:6-11 ... Judgment of Dead. 

 

"…work of William Miller and that of Sr. White deeply rooted in the 'more sure 

word of  Prophecy.'... "  Tract #6, 69:2, (6th and 9 hours). 

 

 Three in one …………………………..As the 3rd Angel's Message of 1844. 

 

2. Rod.-- Shoots up from the Stump. 

 

a.  Angel from the East -- Rev. 7:1-8 -- Type of John the Baptist. 1 TG  

     42-19:2.  

b.  John: 

1.  Last of the Old Testament prophets. , 

2.  Received no priestly training in Rabbinical schools (D.A. 101:3). c. John 

     baptized the Christ, (Lamb of God) - out of the common order of                             

     things --- not authorized by the Sanhedrin. 

 

"The work of John was not sufficient to lay the foundation of the Christian 

Church." D.A. 181:5. 

 

d. V.T. Houteff (Elijah-John, in antitype, Unrevised 1 TGr 42-19:2; 1 TG 

36-4:1) received no training in S.D.A. or other theological schools- 

 

Only: 1. -- - Layman Sabbath-school teacher . 

                              2. -- - Like John the Baptist he was called as a reformer. 

                    3. -- - And ... like John, was denounced as false by leaders.  
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A Comparison: 

 

John: "Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the  

                   world."  John 1:29. 

 

V.T.H.: "Who is to bring this ... great change? - The BRANCH - 1 TG  

                      8-24, 25:3. 

 "...Joshua is in charge, not the angel of Laodicea." Para. 2. 

 

"Joshua ... (authorizes) his helpers whom the Lord names ... Here is seen 

an organization having a leader and an under leader - the Lord 

(BRANCH) and Joshua." 1 TGr 8-26:2. 

 

John: "He must increase but I must decrease." D.A. 182; John 3:30. 

 

                    V.T.H.: " ..... this same movement would merge into a greater one." 1 S.R. 234:2. 

                                 "…..let the Recruiter anoint their eyes" …that 'In that day the Branch                     

                                 "…. (God's denomination of today)".  W.H.R. 53:2. 

 

John's work: "not sufficient to lay the foundation of the Christian Church." Desire 

of Ages 181:5. 

 

 V.T.H.'s work -     S.R. Message: Not sufficient to lay the foundation of the 

                                Kingdom Church. 

 

For: The BRANCH builds the temple, (Zech. 6:12; G.C. 415:3). 

 

John: Brought about no purification -- only reform. 

 

V.T.H: Brought about no purification -- only reform. 

 

"Church ... led and preserved by a prophet, she can continue on in no other way 

from here on. Unrevised 2 TG 26-25:1; 2 TG 26-23:3. 

 

"Shintoism ... Nothing less than making the dead prophets God's last word." 

Unrevised 2 TG 26-24:2; (2 TGr 26-22:0). 

 

"Worshiping the dead prophets and killing the living ones, is a brutal effort to block 

the progress of Truth, to deceive self and others. 2 TGr 26-23:1. 

 

3.  Branch - grows out of his roots - (Roots of Rod and Jesse). 

 

That is, the Branch message has its roots in both the Rod and S.D.A. Messages and 

movements. 

 

Branch repeats truths of former messages with the addition truth – the judgment of the 

living. (Rev. 18:1). 
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It is to be expected that the new message will make its way against opposition and will be 

denounced as false. (G.C.S. 7:2). 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 1.  JESSE  ................... The Stump  .................... Judgment of the Dead  Revelation 14:6-11. 

 

a. Third Angel's Message - Threefold message - S.D.A. 

b. Three horses (red, speckled, and white, Zech. 1:8, 11, 17, see chart). 

b. Young man -- Zechariah 2:1, 2. 

d. Eagle - cropped off twigs from cedar of Lebanon and planted it in a fruitful  

        field by great waters and set it as a willow tree - grew - became low  

        spreading vine with roots under him. Eze. 17:1-6. (Cropped suggests first  

        harvest – judgment of the dead).  

 

e.      First lion whelp learned to catch the prey - devoured men -- taken captive  

                       by Egypt. Eze. 19:1-4 (Read 5T 217). 

 

 2.  ROD ............. Out of the Stump  .................. Pre-judgment of the Living  ......................  

      Revelation 7:1-8. 

 

a.  First Angel's Message repeated - For Judgment of the Living. (W.H.R. 37:1).  

b.  Angel ascends from the East - Revelation 7:1-8. 

             c.  Angel with shepherd's rod in his hand -- talked to Zechariah - Zech. 1:9, (see  

                  chart). 

             d.  Angel that talked with me went forth - Zech. 2:3. 

             e.  "Another great eagle ... this vine did bend her roots toward him, he watered it        

                   in the furrows of her plantation (reform in the church - water - no harvest) ...  

                   great waters that might bring forth branches ... bear fruit, that it might be a  

                   goodly vine. 

f.   Shall it not utterly wither, when the east wind toucheth it shall, wither (top 

     of Carmel shall wither - Amos 1:2) in the furrows where it grew. (Eze.            

     17:7-10) pre-judgment of the living. 

 

The symbolism here depicts a church wide, not world wide movement - it withers where 

it started -- within the S.D.A. Church. 

 

"And also I have witholden the rain ... yet three months to the harvest: and I 

 caused it to rain upon one city, and caused it not to rain upon another 

 city: the place whereupon it rained not withered." Amos 4:7  Top of  

 Carmel - withered in 1955.  Davidians admit -Latter Rain stopped -- Symbolic   

 Code V11 #1, p. 14 (November 1955). 

 

g. "Now when she saw ... her hope was lost, then she took another of her whelps, and 

made him a young lion." Eze. 19:5-11. 

 

"... learned to catch the prey ... he knew their desolate places (hunting them out of the  
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rocks and mountains - 1 TGr 9-11:0; V.T.H. Jezreel Letter #4:5; Jer. 16:16).  "... the 

nations - set against him ... he was taken in their pit."  
 

"... in chains, and brought him to the king of Babylon: that his voice should no more be 

heard upon the mountains of Israel." Eze. 19:5-9. 

 

This is a figurative prophecy. If it had an application to ancient Israel it has a more 

direct application to the church at this time. "Satan's snares are laid for us as verily as 

they were laid for the children of Israel just prior to their entrance into the land of 

Canaan. We are repeating the history of that people."  5T 160:2. 

 

Lioness – Millerite. 

1st lion whelp -- S.D.A. -- "Judah is a lion's whelp" - Gen. 49:9.  

2nd lion whelp -- Davidian S.D.A. 

 

 3.  BRANCH ............. Out of the Rod ……Judgment of the Living…….Revelation 18. 

 

a. Second Angel (Judgment of the Living) descends - (Rev. 18:1). 

 b. Man on red horse holding reins - Zech. 1:8, 11, 12, (see enclosed chart on  

         Zech. 1).  

c. "... another angel (message - Branch) went out to meet him (to meet the  

angel with shepherd's crook that talked with Zechariah and that went forth). 

 

"And said unto him (said to the angel that talked to Zechariah - Zech. 1:9 - the angel 

with the shepherd's crook) run speak to this young man (Zech. 2:1,2  - S.D.A. Brethren) 

saying, Jerusalem shall be inhabited as towns without walls for the multitude of men and 

cattle therein." Zech. 2:3,4. 

 

The Davidians (symbolized by the angel holding the shepherd’s rod - follow enclosed chart on 

Zech. 1: read Tract #6:61) have been telling the church about the sealing of the 144,000 for over 

25 years, and now, that it is about time to start sealing the great multitude they are to run, tell the 

S.D.A. about the marking by the Branch and the time of the slaughter by Ezekiel 9. 

 

TIME IS SHORT: "WHAT IS DONE MUST BE DONE QUICKLY." E.W. 118. 

 

There may be some who have not studied "Why Perish" -- Tract #6. 

 

All should weigh the evidence herein presented. There are a number who can see at a glance that 

it is not the Shepherd's Rod movement that sets up the kingdom. Anyone can readily see that the 

reins (to set up the kingdom) are not in the hands of that movement (angel with rod, Zech. 7:9) 

and never have been.  Brother Houteff told us that the Lord did not have the reins to set up the 

kingdom in his day - Code Oct.- Dec. 1938. This simply means that the Lord would call someone 

after Brother V.T. Houteff to rule for Him. (Tract #8:71.) . 

 

THERE ARE OTHER REASONS: 

 

1. The man on the red horse has the reins. 

2. This symbolism depicts another message -- movement after the Rod. Tract 6:61.    
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3. That the man on the red horse is an Angel (Zech. 1:11), which signifies a  

         message. 

4. There are two angels in the entire symbolism Tract 6:61. The Second Angel is on 

the red horse - (The Branch). 

5. It is the second angel (Rev. 18:1) -that joins the 3rd angel by-which the Lord takes 

the reins in His own hands. T.M. 59:1; 2 S.R. 231:0. 

6. The Symbolism of the Man on the red horse depicts the Branch message 

        movement. 

 

THERE ARE FOUR POINTS TO WHICH ALL SHOULD TAKE PARTICULAR NOTICE: 

 

1. That angels represent messages. 

2. The Lord uses one messenger through whom he unfolds the 3rd Angel's message. 

Judgment of the Living - G.C.S. 41:1, also pages 34 and 35. 

3. Anyone who attempts to give an explanation of the symbolism of the man on the red 

horse, other than the interpretations the Branch gives, is claiming Inspiration and is 

therefore a false prophet. 

4. The Branch has a chain of prophecy to prove authority to interpret this symbolism. 

 

LORD TAKES THE REINS See Tract #6:61. 

 

Second angel (Zech. 1:11; Zech 2:3) joins 3rd angel in message to be given to the world. (T.M. 

300). 

 

"Christ shall inform His 'citizens' that He is taking 'the reins in His own hands' to set up His 

kingdom . . . they upon hearing the announcement shall refuse to submit themselves the one 

through whom He is to rule." Tract #8:71:1 - "And they all with one consent began to make 

excuse." Luke 14:18. 

 

Note: Reins not in hand of angel with the shepherd's rod in his hand. Are in the hands of man 

(the Lord - the BRANCH) on red horse. 

 

This represents a great challenge to S.D.A's and Davidians, ("… both houses of Israel 

  …. Isa. 8:14). 

 

Three-Fold Seal: 

(1) Sabbath seal by S.D.A. 

(2) Kingdom seal by Davidian S.D.A. 

(3) New Name seal by the Branch (E.W. 15; Rev. 3:12). 

 

EZEKIEL 17:22-24: 

 

Represents 2nd harvest -- Judgment of the Living. "... the Lord God ... take of the highest 

branch of the high cedar (the cedar that came up as a result of the water of the second eagle 

verse 7).  I will "crop" (harvest) off from the top of his young twigs a tender one. 
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"In the mountain of the height of Israel will I plant it and it shall bring forth boughs and bear 

fruit, and be a goodly cedar: and under it shall dwell all fowl of every wing;" (Gentiles grafted 

into Branch). 

 

"And all the trees of the field, (Isa. 2:3; D.A.583:1) shall know that I the Lord 

have brought down the high tree (the tree that came up as a result of -the labors 

of the 2nd eagle) have exalted the low tree (low willow tree verse 5 - 3rd angel's 

message) have dried up the green tree, (Amos 1:2; 4:? - Davidian movement to 

the church only) and have made the dry tree to flourish." (loud cry of the 3rd 

angel’s message by the 144,000 guileless servants). 

 

A DESCENDENT OF ISRAEL: "THY MOTHER LIKE A VINE IN THY BLOOD.” Ezekiel 

19:10. 

 

John baptized Christ. The Rod says the "BRANCH" brings the great change. "And according to 

Isa. 11:1-5, the Branch is the Lord, the Son of David." 1TGr. 5-24:3. The rod represents David 

the son of Jesse in the first place- and God's word in the second - the Davidian message - a 

message of David's Kingdom. Therefore, Jesse the stem would represent the father of David and 

also a message or parent movement - S.D.A. . 

 

Likewise, the "BRANCH" would represent Christ, the Son of David. Since Jesse and the rod 

have double applications, then it is obvious that the Branch means a message that reveals Christ 

and His truth - the Word of God. (1TGr. 16-29:l). 

 

"And she, had strong rods (strong Scriptures, and princes of the house of David) ...that bare rule,  

.... the east wind dried up her fruit: her strong rods were broken and withered; the fire consumed 

them ... And now she is planted in the wilderness, in a dry and thirsty ground." (Latter Rain 

Stopped) Eze. 19:11,12,13. 

 

"And fire (symbol of the Holy Spirit ) is gone out of a rod (a spirit filled message, out of one of 

the members of the house of David - out of Davidian S.D.A.) ... which has devoured her fruit, ... 

she hath no strong rod (Scripture or prince) to be a scepter to rule.   This is a lamentation…." 

(Eze. 19:10-14, (no strong leader now). 

 

The symbolism under observation here depicts in each instance the three great divisions of the 

genuine S.D.A. movement, all climaxing in the Third, by the revelation of Christ’s new name 

"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh". This movement is to climax in the revelation to the world that 

Christ, the hope of glory, has come in the flesh.  (Saviours -  Obadiah 1:21). 
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ONE TREE TWO PHASES    THREE      FOUR MOVEMENTS            

 

FIVE ANGEL’S               

MESSAGES 

 

Roots     1.Judg. of Dead.     Steps           1.First-day Adventist      1. Rev.14:6,7. 

 Rod                                     Divisions     2. Seventh-day Adv.       2. Rev. 14:8. 

 Branch     2. Judg. of Living    Periods       3. Davidian S.D.A.         3. Rev. 14:9. 

                                                               ……….       4. Branch D.S.D.A.        4. Rev. 7:2. 

1. Rev. 14:6-11                                     5. Rev. 18:l. 

2. Rev. 7:1-8 

3. Rev. 18:1 

(1) (2)                        (3)                     (4)                 (5) or - 

 

FIVE – Christ in word – produces the White house - 144,000 guileless servants.  

Yes, God's servants in three steps. WHITE HOUSE RECRUITER! 

 

Yours to let the Lord have control  

of the reins, 

 

     

    Ben L. Roden  

 

Note: All emphasis in quotations ours. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

Have passage booked for 100 so far.  Fare: For adults, one way, $400. from embarkation point; 

for children under 12, one-half fare, $200; and children under 2 yrs., ten percent or $40. 

 

For the States: Send 25% of fare for reservations by June 10, to the Odessa Office, Box 3088. 

Foreign: Make arrangements for passage locally - exact destination will be announced later. 

 

The Publishing work is increasing daily. Those who wish to share the burden are invited to 

respond according to their abi1ity, 30,000 Present Truth Charts are available for your mailing 

lists. Send requests for amount needed immediately. 

 

Continue to send ALL correspondence to Box 3088. Odessa, Texas  

We appreciate the spontaneous response to the needs of the hour from those in the field. 

 

"Deliver thyself O Zion." Zechariah 2:6,7. 

 

"Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom. 

Sell that ye have . . . For where your treasure is there will your heart be also."  

Luke 12:32-34.   Read also, Luke 12:29-36; C.O.L. 115:1, New Edition. 
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LESSON NO. 7                                                                         May 25, 1958 

 

 

Subject:  

THE BRANCH—Revelation l8:l. 

 
Purpose: To show that Rev. 18:1 - 
 
             1.   Comes to the church before the slaughter. 

              

             2.   Is first to the church, then to the world. 

              

             3.   Incurs "mark of beast", first in the church. 

   

             4    Same as Rev. 18:2 & antitypical 2nd angel of Rev. l4:8. 

  

             5.   Antitypical 3rd angel of Rev. l4:9. 

  

             6.   Is the BRANCH --- a time prophecy movement. 
 
Gem Thought: 

 

 “These messages were represented to me as an anchor to the people of 

God.  Those who understand and receive them will be kept from being 

swept away by many delusions of Satan.”  Early Writings, p. 256. 

 

I. Revelation 18:1 comes to the church before the slaughter. 

 

To this the Spirit of Prophecy attests: 

 

A. "In 1888 in the General Conference held at Minneapolis, Minn., the angel  

       of Revelation 18 came down to do his work, and was ridiculed,         

       criticized, and rejected and when the message he brings again will swell  

       into a loud cry, it will be ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by  

       the majority." E.G.W.  "In taking up a Reproach." 

 

Them are 3 main factors to consider in this 

statement. 

 

1.  Revelation 18:1 was rejected in 1888. 

2.  Rejected by the majority when he returns. 

3.  The message of Revelation 18:1 comes and swells to a  

      loud cry. 

 

"The Kingdom is here again shown to start with something small, 

but that little thing is to be like yeast in a loaf of bread. What could the  
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leaven be but an unpopular message… put into the Church, the loaf."  

2 TG 11:6:2. (2 TG 44:44). 
 
Kingdom …starts ... with ... leaven  ...   rising …in loaf. 

Kingdom …starts ... with ... Rev. 18:1.. swelling ... in church. 
 
Consider the typical Ceremonial Harvest: 
 

Two loaves of bread baked with leaven were presented before the  

Lord in the Sanctuary, signaling the completion and close of the  

firstfruit harvest. 

 

(Lev. 23:17; Tract #3, pp. 75-77). 

 

                       Antitypically: Revelation 18:1 (leaven) prepares Judah and 

                        Israel  (two loaves of bread). 

 

Leaven prepares bread to  "stand". 

 

                       "Then I saw another mighty angel ... descend to the earth … 

                         The work of this angel comes in at the right time ... And the people 

                         of God are thus prepared to stand in the hour of temptation…..."  

                         E.W. 277. 

 

Revelation 18:1 prepares the 144,000 to stand without an intercessor. 

                        Speaking of the finished product, the 144, 000 (produced by the "Leaven"  

                        that Sr. White said “will swell”) Inspiration describes them as:  "..only  

                        those who have withstood temptation in the strength of the  Mighty One,  

                        who will be permitted to act a part in proclaiming it when it shall have  

                        swelled into the Loud Cry."  R&H: Nov. 11, 1908. 

 

1. Will swell: time of first-fruit harvest -- Rev. 18:1, first in the church. 

2. Shall have swelled: ready for second-fruit harvest, Rev. 18 for the world. 

 

"With the completed judgment-message during the eleventh-hour, the angels are to separate the 

people of God from the people of the world." W.H.R.34:2. 

 

            NO REJECTORS IN THE CHURCH AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

B. "The prophet declares, 'And after these things I saw another angel come down from 

heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.  ... God has light for His 

people, and all who accept it will see the sinfulness of remaining in a lukewarm condition." 

R. H. April 1, 1890. 

 

Revelation 18:1 brings light to AWAKEN the sleepers -- Laodiceans. 

 

"...the Laodiceans themselves are if possible to be awakened by the prophet Elijah..." G. C. S. 

42-43 (1950 Edition). 
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"...without his message we would die in our ignorance and in our sins..." G.C.S. 22. 

 

           NO AWAKENING IN THE CHURCH AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

C. "In the manifestation of that power which lightens the earth with the glory of God, they will 

see only something which in their blindness they think dangerous ... and they will brace 

themselves to resist it.  Because the Lord does not work according to their expectations and 

ideas, they will oppose the work. 'Why, they say,  should we not know the Spirit of God, when 

we have been in the work so many years?" R. H.  Nov. 7, 1918 Reprint. 

 

 It is obvious that those spoken of are the "ancient men". 5 T 211, para. 2.  

1. "They will oppose the work." Work: Revelation 18:1. 

 "... scoffed at, laughed at, ridiculed and scorned by men... it is 

   certainly expected that the new message and messengers, too, will be 

  received and treated no better but even worse." S.R. Jezreel Letter #2:1:7 

 

        NO OPPOSITION FROM "ANCIENT MEN" AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

D.    Now follows a picture of the church swept by Reformation: Revelation 18:1. 

"In visions of the night representations passed before me of a great reformatory movement 

among God's people.  Many were praising God.  THE SICK WERE HEALED, and other 

MIRACLES were wrought.  A spirit of intercession was seen, EVEN AS WAS 

MANIFEST BEFORE, the great day of Pentecost.  Hundreds and thousands were seen 

visiting families, and opening before them the word of God... On every side doors were 

thrown open to the proclamation of the truth ...and there seemed to be a reformation such as 

we witnessed in 1844." 9 T 126. 

 

1.    A great reformatory movement. 

 

   "… ’revival and reformation’ ... is ‘purifying' time ..." Tract#7:76.  

   "… harvest is ... the purification..." S.R. Jezreel Letter #3:1:5. 

 

Therefore:  "Revival and Reformation is Harvest: 

"... eleventh-hour … is ... (2) the harvest..." W.H.R. 10:1  

 

Likewise: Revival and Reformation is Revelation 18:1. 

 

"The eleventh-hour message is none other than Rev. 18." 2 S.R. 230-31 

 

Hence:  Revival and Reformation is Revelation 18:l. 

Conclusion: This movement is 18:1 and 

 

2. "... even as was manifest BEFORE the great day of Pentecost." 9 T.126. 

 

 Before Loud Cry to the World. 

 

3. Many were seen studying with families. 
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 "...that while the church, Jerusalem and Zion, is asleep and naked... 

  awakening cry, a message comes urging her to arise..." 2 TG 44:43. 

 

4.  "...the eleventh-hour finds its laborers standing idle, in the  

 market place' (the church) ...  W.H.R. 16:3. 

 

 "…the first fruits are to be gathered 'one by one'"... 1 T.G.r 9:11. 
 
NO REVIVAL AND REFORMATION AMONG LAODICEANS AFTER THE SLAUGHTER 

 

E.   "... while the work goes forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel 

in the message to be given to the world. God will use ways and means by which it will be seen 

He is taking the reins in His own hands. The workers will be surprised by the simple means that 

He will use to bring about and perfect His work of righteousness." T.M. 300. 

 

1. Rev. 18:1 joins the third angel of 1844 and directs and perfects the work.  

2. God takes the reins from the workers-- ancient men, and gives them to  

3. "... the antitypical David (the ‘simple means’)..." Tract #8:71. 

 

                 NO SURPRISED WORKERS AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

"While the investigative judgment is going forward in heaven, while the sins of penitent 

believers are being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a special work of purification ... 

among God’s people upon earth." G.C. 425:1. 

 

 "The harvest …. the purification …" S.R. Jezreel Letter #3 :1: 

 

Thus: Purification is Harvest  

"….eleventh hour .....is ..., the harvest" W.H.R. 40:1. 

 

Thus: Purification brought by Revelation 18:1. 

 

NO PUTTING AWAY OF SIN AMONG GODS PEOPLE AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

The "Shepherd’s Rod" also places Revelation l8:l before the slaughter: 

 

A. "The eleventh-hour message is none other than Rev. 18: -- the loud cry of the Third  

           Angel." 2 S.R. 230. 

 

          “…only those who give ear to the eleventh-hour call are to be spared in the  

           separation..." W.H.R. 37. 

 

The facts are plain: 

 

1. Rev. 18:1 is the 11th Hour Call. 

2. Only those who listen to it are to be saved from death. 
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NO CHANCE TO BE SPARED IF REV. 18:1 COMES AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! - ONLY 

 

B. "... the announcement of the separation of the saints from the sinners originates with the 

eleventh-hour servants ... they are to cry aloud and say, "Awake, awake . . . O Zion . . ." 2 

TG 43:11. 

 

Yes, more plain facts: 

 

1.  No "Awake, awake O Zion" after the slaughter. 

2.  Rev. l8:l - 11th hour Call (2 S.R. 230) imperative, lest the Church go on sleeping  

          forever. 

 

NO SLEEPING CHURCH AFTER THE SLAUGHTER TO GIVE REVELATION 18:1  

 

TO: 

C. "... the eleventh-hour finds its laborers ‘standing idle’, in the market place (the church), 

doing nothing..." W.H.R. 46. 

 

1.   Would the servants be ‘doing nothing’ after the slaughter? 

2.   After the slaughter the servants are the church. 

i.e. Those left are the wheat only: Pure - Church Triumphant. 

3.   Before the slaughter the laborers are in the church. 

i.e. Bidden remnant, wheat mixed with tares: Church Militant. 

 

Conclusion: 

11th Hour -- Rev. 18:1 (2 S.R. 230) finds laborers (144,000) in Church 

(mixed with tares). 

 

NO IDLERS AFTER THE SLAUGHTER! 

 

Since all ten had oil in the lamps, but only half of them had the oil in the vessels, the symbolism 

clearly discloses that, as always, the whole church membership did not accept the message of 

the Judgement for the living ...... 

 

Finally, after the necessity for It became imperative, they began to search for It (before the 

slaughter) they were too late..." 1rTG21:7. 

 

1. Extra Oil--Judgment of the Living message. 

 

              Judgment is 11th Hour (WHR40). 

              11th Hour is Rev: 18:1 (2SR230). 

 

2.  Thus, when it was too late, the 5 foolish began to search for the message of Rev. 18:1.  

 

The question is: Will the 5 foolish virgins be searching for the oil--Rev. 18:1-- after the slaying? 

 

They answer is obviously NO. 
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While STILL living THE TARES SEARCH FOR REV. 18:1 

 

Conclusion: 

Hear and blazing as a summer sun's light is the fact that the Judgment of the Living—11th Hour 

Call: Rev. 18:1, must be appropriated by the "virgins"--the servants, before the slaughter, lest 

"Zion... be left sleeping forever..." Yes,  Rev. 18:1 must be appropriated before the slaughter, 

before the 7th seal opens: 

 

" ....the SIXTH SEAL, the time in which the Lord sits upon the Throne of His glory … 

whereupon the Judgment work begins (to church)..." 1rTG5:11:1. 

 

"...and the four beasts had six wings … They are to point out the seal under which the judgment 

begins - the sixth seal - therefore six wings". 2SR195:2; 196:0.   

 

II. Rev. 18:1 is first to the church, then to the world. (1 Pet. 4:17). 

 

A. "The message of Elijah that restores all things is indeed an addition to the Third Angel's 

message, and it shall certainly swell into a loud cry.  It shall gather God's people from the 

four corners of the earth AND bring them out of Babylon as the earth is lightened with the 

glory of the angel (Rev. 18:1-4). See E.W. 277. 2TG31:8-9. 

 

Elijah's message is Rev. 18,  the addition.  It gathers: 

 

God s people from:       1. 4 corners of earth .... (144,000). 

               2.  Babylon . . . . . . . (Great Multitude). 

 

B. "...the ...the time of harvest ....the period in which the earth is lightened with the glory of the 

angel (Rev. 18:1)... It commences in the church and ends in Babylon." 2TG44:32. 

 

Rev. 18:1---- Commences:  with 144,000 and ends with Great Multitude. 

 

C. "...the Eleventh-Hour Movement must triumph, for, being the last, the one to garner, in the 

harvest, then should it fail, every one in the world today would forever remain lost." Ans. 

#1:68. 

 

Everyone:   1. 144,000 

                   2. Great Multitude 

 

III.  Rev. 18: incurs "mark of the beast",  first in church: 

 

A.  "The enemies of the Judgment message in the church and the enemies of the judgment 

Message in the world are both imbued with the spirit of the beast both doing the same kind 

of work against God's people first in the church then in the world." Jezreel 2:5:5. 

 

B. "...the same satanic power NOW working-will soon fully manifest itself, in consolidation with 

the beast, within the churches in Babylon, there to oppose the marking of the second fruits as it is 

now in Laodicea opposing the marking of the first fruits." Tract #9:63. 
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C ."...the surest way of erring and losing out is to give ear to the voice of men (or women) in the 

place of the voice of God." WHR 46:2 . 

 

God: 1. Elijah's voice of truth the ONLY ONE now. (G.C.S. 8)    

Men: 2.  Sanballats, Shemamiahs, Korahs "chiming in". 

 

D. "The beast we are told is a man... The demand to worship, obey the beast’s command 

therefore, is a demand to worship (obey) man in place of God. Both marks are for no other 

purpose but for to define who is who -- who is for God and who is for the beast." Jezreel #2:5. 

 

Whose mark do you have? 

 

Sanballat's? Shemandah's? Korah’s? MEN: Beasts. 

 

or The God of Elijah's? 

 

Where does the beast go? ...Perdition? 

 

"Nevertheless, one's only safety will be in the teaching of Elijah, for there will be no other voice 

of timely Truth and authority to whom one may turn. Any others will lead their victims 

blind-folded into perdition." GCS 8.  

 

IV. Rev. 18:1 same as 18:2 and antitypical Second Angel of Rev. 14:8. 

 

A. Rev. 18:1 same as 18:2. 

 

"...I saw another angel come down from heaven..." verse 1. 

 

". . . he cried with a loud voice, Babylon is fallen..." verse 2. 

 

He of verse 2 refers to the angel in verse 1. 

 

B. Rev. 18:1-2 antitypical Second Angel of Rev. 14:8. 

 

1. "The Second Angels message was to go to Babylon . . . This same message is to be 

proclaimed the second time. And after these things I saw another angel come down from 

heaven... And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon is fallen, is fallen . . ." TM 

59:1. 

 

Inspiration tells us here that Rev. 18:1-2 repeats Rev. 14:8 the second time: 

 

2."...the final phase of the First Angel’s message..."WHR 37 is the Shepherd’s Rod. 

 

first phase of First Angel  Rev. 14:6, 7 (J of D) First Day Adventist 

final phase of First Angel  Rev. 7; Rev. 14:6, 7; Rev. 7:1-8, D.S.D.A. 

" ..the final phase... announcing stealthy approach of Judgment of the Living.." WHR 37. 
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Just as 2 follows 1, then the next message after the Rod would be the final phase of the Second 

Angel.  What is the next message after the Rod? Answer: Judgment of the Living: Rev. 18:1, 

follows Rod. 

 

C. Judgment of Dead and Living in Type and Anti-Type: 

 

TYPE 

 

Two “Midnight  Cries" for Judgment of Dead: 

 

a. First "Midnight Cry" 

 

     (a)   First Angel's message: "Behold the Bridegroom (Christ) Cometh". 1831 (GC333:1) to  

            1843  (E.W. 232:2). 

     (b)   A lot of enthusiasm. G.C. 368:1. 

     (c)   INCORRECT DATE for the Judgment of the Dead. 

 

b. Second "Midnight Cry" 

 

     (a)   Second Angel's message, Rev. 14:8: "Behold the Bridegroom (Christ) 

            cometh". Summer 1844. G. C. 389:2. 

     (b)   Not so much enthusiasm; many went back into the churches. G.C. 394, last paragraph 

     (c)   CORRECT DATE, October 22, 1844. 

 

ANTITYPE 

 

Two "Midnight Cries" for Judgment of Living: 

 

a. First "Midnight Cry " - 2SR.182.1 

  

       (a)   First Angel's Message repeated, Rev. 7:1-8; 14:6,7, announcing that the Bridegroom is  

               to have a new name. 1SR.233:3; u.T.G.42:14, 15; 1TGr.8-24:3; W.H.R. 53:2. 

       (b)   "Provisional in setup, as well as in name, the Davidian Seventh Adventist       

                Association exists"...See preface of the Leviticus of D. S. D. A.:  

       (c)    Name - D. S. D. A. - provisional until new name comes.  

       (d)    Name, D.S.D.A., comes repeating First Angel's message - 1930 to 1955. 

       (e)    DATE INDEFINITE (of Eze. 9) Read: 2SR.275; 1SR.116 ; see charts pages 133, 221.  

 

b.  Second "Midnight Cry" 

   

  (a)   Second Angel's Message - Rev. 18:1; Eze. 9. "Behold the Bridegroom (Christ –  

          new name, BRANCH) cometh" 

       (b)   Not so much enthusiasm in 1955.  Many went back into the S.D.A. and other  

               churches. 

       (c)  CORRECT DATE - of Eze. 9. 

 

CONCLUSION: Rev. 18:1 (Judgment of Living) comes before Slaughter of Eze. 9. 
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"The five foolish virgins are they who had been confiding in men... They saw no  necessity for 

more light - prophets, truth or message... 

 

"The knowledge of present truth, which the five foolish virgins possessed in 1844 is the 

judgment of the dead, and was the only oil in their lamps. When the Judgment of the Living, 

commenced and the  "cry was made", they were found without this extra oil in their vessels .... 

Thus, when five wise ones started out to meet the Bridegroom the lamps of the foolish went out 

for the Judgment of the Dead had passed. Therefore, it was present truth no more, and thus 

they were left in darkness. 2SR185:3. 

 

Judgments of God start before Eze. 9 Slaughter. 

 

"...At the beginning of the judgments of God they saw their mistake and rushed for the ark of 

safety (Kingdom), but it was beyond their reach for they knew nothing of the message". Id. 

 

"...As the message of the Judgment for the Dead was the present truth since 1844, at the 

beginning; of the Judgment for the Living (when the cry was made), it became present truth no 

longer. Consequently, their lamps went out. 2SR183:0. 

 

Typical:   Second Angel's message in summer of 1844 prepared saints to be "taken" 

                 --Judgment.  

                 Second Angel's message came before Judgment "convened" for dead. 

Antitypical: 

                 Second Angels message, Rev. 18:1-2 (TM59) prepares saints so they won't 

                 be "taken"--Slaughter-Judgment. 

                 Second Angel's message comes before Judgment for living "re-convenes". 

                 "The work of this angel comes in at the right time... and the people of 

                 God are thus prepared to stand in the hour of temptation..." E.W.  277. 

 

     - Yes, Rev. 18:1-2, antitypical Second Angel, prepares. 

 

V.  Rev. 18:1-2 is the antitypical Third Angel of Rev. 14:9. 

 

      A. "The eleventh-hour message is none other than Rev. 18--the loud cry of the 

             Third Angel. Quoting "Testimonies to Ministers," p. 59: "this same message 

             (the Third Angel's) is to be proclaimed the second time. "And after these things 

              I saw another angel come down..." 2SR231. 

 

                               1.   11th Hour Call 

Rev. 18:1 is:           2.   Loud Cry 

                               3.  Third Angel's message repeated, under  

                                    direction of Second Angel. Rev. 18:1,2. 

 

"The eleventh hour call ...is similar to that of the ninth ...the ninth hour call is repeated ..."  

2SR231:2. 

 

      B. "The Third Angel’s message” in its former  phase, the Judgment of the Dead... 
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    "…in its latter phase, the Judgment of the Living…"  GCS 41:1. 

 

The Third Angel's Message: 

 

                   (former phase) 1. Type: Judgment of Dead 

                   (latter phase)    2. Anti: Judgment of Living 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Rev- 14: 6-11 7 Rev. 18:1 

 

We have seen that Rev. 18:1 comes to the church before the slaughter and effects an awakening, 

a reformation, a filling the lamps with oil, a special work of putting away sin. (Section I.D.). 

 

We have seen that Revival and Reformation also mean harvest, eleventh-hour, purification: 

all, the message of Rev. 18:1 (Section I.D.). 

 

We have seen that Rev. 18:1 meets the "beast" in the church, as well as in the world. (Section 

III.). 

 

We have seen that Rev. 18:1-2 repeats the Second and Third Angel's messages of Rev. 14. 

(Section IV and V). 

 

One point remains: To prove that -  

 

VI. Rev. 18:1 is the BRANCH -- a time prophecy movement (before the slaying). 

 

1.  What is the Harvest? 

 

       a.  ".. harvest is ... Rev. 18:1..." 1SR104:1. 

       b.  ".. the judgment is likened to a 'harvest' but that the cleansing itself is likened to a  

                separation."  2 TGr 42-31:2. 

 

"A harvest /Rev. 18:1/… 'the gathering of a crop' ... SO rather than the year's toil being finished 

at the beginning of the harvest, the heaviest labor of the year just then begins. And though 

harvest time is the shortest of all the periods of the harvest year, the work of reaping is not done 

in a moment; it takes time... FIRST, the sickle is put to the grain ...NEXT, the grain is bound into 

sheaves, THEN threshed, AFTER which it is put into the barn; and THEREAFTER the chaff 

and the tares are destroyed... the harvest is a SEASON OF TIME.  So it must be with the 

spiritual harvest..." Tract #3:64-65. 

 

NOTE: Rev. 18:1 or Harvest is a period of time before destruction: 

             NOT DONE IN A MOMENT 

 

First: sickle put to grain 

Next: grain bound into sheaves 
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Then: grain threshed, then After: put into the barn  

Thereafter: chaff and tares destroyed 

 

Precisely this, Inspiration declares: 

 

"...time of harvest… period in which the earth is lightened with the glory of the angel (Rev. 

18:1)... It  /Rev. 18:1/ commences in the church..."  2 TG 44:32. 

 

The Harvest - Rev. 18:1. - Judgment: Elijah's massage: GCS 40:3. 

 

"...Elijah's message of revival and reformation ...will place the burden of saving souls primarily 

where it belongs." 2 TG 8:17 

 

Harvest, the period of Rev. 18:1, (the 11th Hour Message - 2 SR230:3 ), or the time of revival 

and reformation (synonomous terms: WHR30, Tr 7:76) is brought by the antitypical Elijah to 

awaken (GCS 36, 42-43 1950E) and to save Laodicea from dying in her sin and ignorance (GCS 

22 '50E) that: 

 

1. "...only those who give ear to the eleventh- /Rev. 18:1/ hour call are TO BE spared in the 

separation..." WHR 37. 

 

 2.  "Then is the harvest  /Rev. 18:1/ of the first-fruits past /marking time/, the fruits garnered in, 

and the tares shut out unto destruction /slaying/... to wail...''The harvest /Rev. 18:1/ is past, the 

summer is ended, and we are not saved." Jer. 8:20  WHR 38:0. 

 

YES, DEAR ONES, HARVEST, REV.  18:1 IS THE TIME OF SALVATION, TO SPARE 

YOU FROM THE SLAUGHTER AND FROM THAT AWFUL TIME OF WAILING. 

 

2.  When is the Harvest? 

 

The foregoing proof as to What is the Harvest  plainly shows when it is, namely before 

destruction.  Inspiration clinches tight this proof by the following statement: 

 

"...the time of the SIXTH seal, the time in which the Lord sits on the throne, of his glory 

...whereupon the Judgment /Rev. 18:  W.H.R. 40:1/ BEGINS ...Joel declares ...''the harvest is 

ripe..." 1TGr 5-11; 1,2. 

 

1. 6th Seal: time of marking, bundling, threshing, thereafter  (Tr3:64-65)  

       comes the 

            2.   7th Seal: time of destruction. 

 

3.  Who brings the Harvest-Rev. 18:1? 

 

A. The Rod? "...the Third Angel's message ...divide it into three periods: 

 

 (1)  ....................Rev. 14:6-11 

 (2)  ………….. Rev.  7:1-8 

 (3)  ....................Rev. 18:1, the Loud Cry 
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                            It is evident that we /Rod/ are in the second  period." 1SR32:2 

 

                           "...Revelation 7, the one in which we are most interested at the present  

                              time.” Id.22:1. 

 

"...The Shepherd's Rod' has arrived just before the Judgment for the Living 

/Loud Cry, Rev. 18:l WHR 40/ commences..." Jezreel #4:1:1 (first printing). 

 

      "…Judgment of the Living is obviously, then yet fixture..." Tract 3:43  

        :3 (‘53 Edition). 

 

                "...we /Rod/ have come almost to the time of the harvest /Rev. 18:1/ ..."  

                             1TGr21-19:2. 

 

   "Pre-Eleventh Hour Extra" Title-Cover Tr. 1. 

 

Rod  Rev. 7:1-8  "...This message /Rod/...is to prepare ...for the Judgment..." 

Not                       1TGr5-7:1. 

Rev. 18:1 

                             Logic: Elijah's message (Judgment of Living GCS26:0) "Future" from 

                             Rod Tr3:43:3. 

 

Elijah, then future also. 

 

Rule: Elijah and message inseparable: GCS25:1  ‘50 Ed. "they... restore all things."  S.R. Jezreel 

9:1:5. 

 

Inspiration confirms our logic: 

"...Malachi three...its antitypical fulfillment is now...imminent ..." Jezreel 9:1:6. 

 

Webster: imminent--impending, threatening to occur immediately. 

 

"...we have come almost  /threatening to occur/ to the time of harvest ...we are now plainly 

shown that these are the closing hours of the pre-harvest period..." 1TGr 21-19:2. 

 

Conclusion:  "Rod", antitype of John the Baptist, was herald of Judgment of the 

                       Living to Modern Israel as was John herald of Judgment to ancient 

                       Israel. 

 

"John the Baptist was given a work similar to ours, ...he had no  assurance that he would 

continue living, yet he heroically finished his work." Unrevised 1 TG 42:19:2. 

 

ROD heralds Christ--The BRANCH. 

 

B. The Lord speaks 

 

"Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change?--The BRANCH…." 
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1.  Revival and Reformation 

 

"revival and reformation... caused by... Testimony of the True Witness to the Laodiceans..." 

Tr7:76:4. 

  

True Witness:   Jesus    ……………….3T257. 

Jesus:  ………..Angel of Rev. 18:1 ...He... C.O.L.79:3. 

 

thus:  True Witness is Angel of Rev. 18:1 and the light thereof that causes reformation in  

           Laodicea is His Testimony. 

 

2.  The BRANCH 

 

".. the Branch is the Lord." 1TGr8:24. 

 

thus:  The Lord, the BRANCH, the Angel of Rev. 18:1, The True Witness: Jesus "come down" 

to bear light to His church. 

 

"What can all this mean? ...Here is seen an organization having a Leader and an under 

leader--the Lord and Joshua."1TGr8:26. 

 

"Thus it is that whatever is to be bound on earth is also to be bound in Heaven (Matt 16:19)." Id. 

 

1.  Matt. 16:19--The Keys of the Kingdom 

     "...the Keys...are in the message..." Ans.#4:39:2. 

      hence: Joshua has the keys or a message. 

 

2.  Joshua and the Key 

 

"Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar force to the experience of 

God's people in the closing up of the great day of atonement."  5T472:2 

 

a.   Closing up: closing work for church. 

b.  "Closing work" is harvest...Jezreel 3:1:5. 

b. Harvest is 11th hour-Rev. 18:1 Loud Cry ... WHR40. 

 

thus:  Joshua's “keys” are the "closing work"--Rev. 18:1. given him by Jesus the BRANCH, the 

True Witness. 

 

''Joshua crowns (authorizes his helpers ...to engage in the work. So Joshua is responsible to the 

Lord but his helpers are responsible to Joshua.” 1TGr 8:26. 

 

Joshua... ..and........co-labors 

 

"The third angel's message in its former phase, the Judgment of the Dead, was unfolded to the 

Denomination by one person, the founder ...and that one directed other co-laborers.  So must it  
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be with respect to the message in its latter phase, the Judgment of the Living." GCS 41:1. 

 

Elijah ....and ..........co-labors Id. 35:0. 

Therefore:  Joshua and Elijah antitype-same (purification), 

 

Joshua's work: Closing work 

Closing work is harvest Jez#3:1:5, harvest is  

 Judgment WHR40. 

 

 thus: closing work is Judgment work. 

 

Elijah's work: Judgment or closing work GCS26:0. 

 

Again Elijah and Joshua antitype same-(purification). 

 

"....one's only safety will be in the teaching of Elijah, for there will be no other voice of timely 

truth and authority to whom one may turn." GCS 8:1. 

 

ONE VOICE: God-through Joshua-Elijah. 

 

"Who are the true Seventh-day Adventists...those who resist the closing work for the church? or 

those who put their heart and soul  into it?...  Only those who repent and promote the message 

of the hour rather than fight it will stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion." 1TGr8:28. 
 

Rev. 18:1--The Branch and on time. 

 

           1.  "The loud cry must come at a given time." 1SR15:1. 

 

                  Isa. 11:1   "…a Branch shall grow out of his roots ...". 

 

                   Roots:  S.D.A.                       1844 

                   BRANCH prophecy ... Isa.     111 

 

                   Growing begins..............…   1955 

 

2. "In the year that king Uzziah [V.T. Houteff 1955] died, I saw also 

       the Lord sitting on a throne ...and his train filled the temple." Isa. 6:1. 

 

                  "...the Lord's coming to His temple...takes place at the beginning  

                    of the judgment of the living..." Tract 3:17-48. 

 

3. "The prophecy by Ezekiel gives the information in detail from the beginning  

       of Luther's reformation to the marking of Ezekiel 9…" 1SR116:1. 
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1. Beginning of Luther's reformation 

 

"This marriage in 1525 the real beginning of the  

Protestant parsonage ...all the world ...sat up and took 

 notice." Luther, by Dallman, p. 258. 

 

                                     Beginning: 1525 

 

2. To Ezekiel 9 

 

                                      1525 + 430 yrs. of Ezek. 4 = 1955 

 

                                      1955: Ezek. 9’s marking  begins. 

 

                                               note: marking time is bundling time--Harvest-- 

                                                         Judgment  Jezreel Letter 2:5:5. 

 

   Explanation of 40 yr. Fast: 

                                              1915 to 1955 - 40 year fast for world. 

                                                                (Rod-only to church)  

 

Conclusion: 

 

"...harvest is ...Rev. 18:1..." 1SR104.  

"It commences in the church and ends in Babylon." 2TG44:32-33. 

 

Let no man who worships God in Spirit and in Truth, make the Laodicean  

mistake of thinking that Harvest for the 144,000 begins with a slaughter.  

Does the Harvest for the Great Multitude begin with a slaughter.  Of course not.   

Harvest is always a period of time, at the end of which the tares are destroyed. 

 

Brethren, cease magnifying the time of the Branch--Rev. 18:1, as it is only after the slaughter, 

and, at this late hour, recognize the overwhelming weight of evidence as to The Branch's 

existence before the slaughter. 

 

Remember:  The typical Brass Mountain Church had its beginning with the diversified, 

material in the raw--the 12 and others... 

 

             NO TYPE, NO TRUTH 

 

Therefore, the antitypical Brass Mountain Church, the Loud Cry-Rev. 18:1 BRANCH 

Church also has its beginning with "material in the raw"--YOU AND ME. 

 

Typically, Jesus came to prepare his disciples for a glorious Pentecost. 
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TODAY, Jesus, the BRANCH, the Angel of Rev. 18:1 has come to prepare YOU AND 

ME to be that "beautiful and comely" Branch. 

 

"IT IS NOW LEFT OFF TO EVERY INDIVIDUAL MEMBER OF THE CHURCH TO 

EITHER TAKE HEED TO GOD'S JUDGMENT MESSAGE AND RECEIVE HIS MARK OF 

DELIVERANCE, OR TO GIVE HEED TO MEN'S VAIN TALK AND DIE UNDER THE 

SLAUGHTER WEAPONS OF THE ANGELS." Jezreel 2:5:5. 

 

"My brethren: these words are not against you, for it is God speaking through His word of truth 

to save you from the bottomless pit. Will you not let Him work for you and for His people?   

WILL YOU NOT BE HIS SHEEP?  

 

2 Shepherd’s Rod 258. 

 

"Let us once and forever realize that the Devil is more shrewd than we can imagine. He is not 

particular what you believe so long as he can keep you ignorant of revealed Truth. This is what 

he is NOW doing...using men of influence, men who can put on the BEST FRONT, men who 

are clever, who know how to gain the confidence of the people, men who can easily and quietly 

lead the Church away from God's messages for today, the message of the Judgment for the 

Living... Satan is doing as good a job now as he did in Christ's time." 2TG30:15-16. 

 

"IF THEY ARE HONEST SEARCHERS FOR THE TRUTH, THE FATHER HIMSELF WILL 

REVEAL IN THEIR HEARTS THAT THIS IS THE ELEVENTH HOUR MESSAGE." 2 

TG29:5:2. 

 

"...only those who give ear to the eleventh-hour call /Rev. 18:1- Loud Cry WHR40:1/ARE TO 

BE SPARED in the separation..." WHR37. 

 

Yours, to lay hold on the Lamb of God 

(Christ) /BRANCH/...and secure... /your/ . . .life." 2SR164:0 

 

                                                      Ben L. Roden 

 

Note: Emphasis in quotations ours. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Final date for deposit on reservations - June 15: 

 

$400.00 adults; $200.00 children under 12; $40.00 children under 2. 

25% of fare must accompany reservations, balance by June 25 

 

Those able a to help others, send funds immediately to Odessa Office. 
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SUBJECT: Revelation 18:1 
 

AIM:   To show from the Spirit of Prophecy that Rev. 18:1 is a message that unites  

             with the Third Angel to finish the work. 

 

GEM THOUGHT: "When the books of Daniel and Revelation are better understood, believers 

will have an entirely different religious experience." T.M. 114. 

 

A.   "We are to throw aside our narrow, selfish plans, remembering that we have a work of the 

largest magnitude and highest importance. In doing this work, we are sounding the first, 

second, and third angel's messages, and are thus being prepared for the coming of that other 

angel from heaven who is to lighten the earth with his glory.  6T406. 

 

Inspiration here declares: 

 

1. Seventh-Day Adventists have a very important work. 

2.   This work is the proclamation of the Three Angel's Messages. 

3.   The Third Angel's Message prepares for "that other angel"---Rev. 18:1. 

 

B. Yes, the 3rd Angel prepares the world for the repetition of the 2nd Angel's Message 

of Rev. 14:8 by the Angel of Rev. 18:1 -- 

 

"The second angel's message was to go to Babylon (the churches) proclaiming her downfall, and 

calling the people to come out of her, This same message is to be proclaimed the second time, 

'And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power and the 

earth was lightened with his glory," T.M. 59. 

 

Plain facts are these: 

 

1.  Rev. 14:8 is to be repeated the second time. 

2.  It is to be repeated by the Angel of Rev. 18:1— "...another angel ..." (message). 

 

C. "But God still has a people in Babylon; and before the visitation of His judgments, these 

faithful ones must be called out, that they 'partake not of her sins, and receive not of her plagues.'  

Hence the movement symbolized by the angel coming down from heaven lightening the earth 

with his glory ...  In connection with his message the call is heard  'Come out of her, My people.'  

These announcements, uniting with the third angel's message constitute the final warning..." G.C. 

604. 

 

God's servant, E.G. White makes clear that: 

 

1.  The Angel of Rev. 18:1 symbolizes a movement: "Hence the movement..." 

2.   He has a message: "...his message..." "...unites with the third..." 
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D. "...when the work goes forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel 

in the message to be given to the world ....The workers will be surprised by the simple means, 

that Lord will use to bring about and perfect His work..." T.M. 300. 

 

The True Witness speaks: 

 

1.  Rev. 18:1 directs the last work of the Third Angel. 

2.  The workers will be surprised at the "...simple means..." 

 

In short, Brethren: 

 

"Furthermore, in the eighteenth chapter of the Revelation in a message which is yet future, the 

people of God are called upon to come out of Babylon." Greet Controversy, p, 383, 1889 Edition 

(underlined now omitted) 

 

(NOTE: The S.D.A. Church is not Babylon as some teach) 

 

Part II. 

AIM : To identify the Angel of Revelation 18:1. 

GEM  THOUGHT: "And the earth shall be lightened with His glory," C.O.L.  79:3. 

 

A.  "…the one hundred and forty-four thousand ... they feel most deeply the wrongs of God's 

professed people." 3T266. 

 

"Those who receive the pure mark of truth, wrought in them by the ...man in linen, are those that 

sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the church... Read the ninth chapter of 

Ezekiel." Id. 267. 

 

Pointed facts we must face: 

 

1.  144,000 receive "pure mark of truth" because they lament sins in the church   

2.  Those who do not 'sigh and cry' are unmarked--lost, shut out to "wail". 

 

Of what does the "pure mark of truth" constitute? 

 

"The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united. On their foreheads was written, God, 

New Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name." E.W.  15. 

 

144,000 marked (sealed) UNITED by 3 truths, 3 messages: 

 

1.    GOD --- represents Third Angel's message, the Sabbath: ------------- SEAL #1 

      "The seal of God's law is found in the 4th commandment," G.C. 452:1. 

 

2.    NEW JERUSALEM  --.represents message of Rev. 7:1-8, the Kingdom: --- SEAL #2.   

 

3.    Jesus' NEW NAME -- represents the message of Rev. 18:1: ---------  SEAL #3. 
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Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God ...and I will write 'upon him 

the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God ,..and I will write upon him my new 

name." Rev. 3:12. 

 

1.    144,000 -- overcomers receive new name. EW15. 

2.    "Only those who have withstood temptation (overcome) in the strength of the Mighty     

        One will be permitted to act a part in proclaiming it when it shall have swelled into  

         the Loud Cry." Review & Herald, Nov. 11, 1908. 

 

then: 

 

"Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, the church (overcomers, 144,000 united by 3 seals, 

3 messages) is to enter upon her final conflict. 'Fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as 

an army with banners,' she is to go forth into all the world, conquering and to conquer." P.K. 

725. 

 

"And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness,  and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called 

by a new name, which the mouth of the Lord shall name."  Isa. 62:2 (also Isa. 65:15). 

 

C.  'What is this NEW NAME, the identity of the He--angel, of Rev. 18:1? 

 

" Then speak to him (Joshua) saying, Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying, Behold the man 

whose name is The BRANCH , ..and he shall build the temple (144,000) of the Lord:" 

Zechariah 6:12. 

 

Note: "Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar force to the experience 

of God's people in the closing-up of the great Day of Atonement." 5T472. 

 

1. Closing-up of atonement--Judgment for Living. 

"The bottles of God's wrath (plagues) cannot be poured out to destroy the wicked ...until all the 

people of God have been judged...living as well as the dead. T.M. 446. 

2. Closing work: ---sealing time of 144,000. 

"...closing work for church --- sealing time of 144,000 ..... "  3T266. 

3. "The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him whose name is The BRANCH.  GC415. 

 

THUS WE SEE ZECHARIAH'S VISION OF JOSHUA THE ANGEL (".... Christ Himself... " 

5T469), The Branch (Isa.11:1) ALLIES (?) TO THE CHURCH NOW, CLOSING TIME. 

 

Yes, brethren, THE BRANCH builds ("work of Christ" G.C. 415) the temple of the Lord: 

144,000. 

 

The BRANCH is the Lord, the Angel of Rev. 18:1 Whose glory shall fill the whole earth, and 

Who has now come to join the 3rd Angel to direct the work and surprise the workers by the 

simple means that He will use to bring about and perfect perfect His work of righteousness. 

(T.M. 300). 

 

Yes, dear Brothers and Sisters and young people, "When the books of Daniel (Dan. 2:44) and the  
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Revelation (Rev. 18:1) are better understood, believers will have an entirely different 

religious experience.'' T.M. 114. 

 

SUMMARY:  Mark these points with care unto your salvation: 

 

                       Rev. 18:1 lightens the earth with His glory …………… 6T406; EW277. 

                       Rev. 18:1 re-proclaims 2nd angel's message of Rev. 14:8…….TM59.   

                       Rev. 18:1 is a message  and a movement …………..…………GC604. 

                       Rev. 18:1 directs the last work of the 3rd angel ………………TM300. 

                       Rev. 18:1 is a message future from Sr. White ..……….GC383  89’Ed.. 

                       Rev. 18:1 Angel is He – Jesus ……………….…… COL79. 

                       Rev. 18:1 The BRANCH "FINISHES THE WORK"……. Zech. 6:12 

                                                                                                               5T472; TM300.  

Rev. 18:1 is Jesus, The BRANCH – (His New Name) 

 

"Some have asked me if I thought there was any more light for the people of God. Our minds 

have become so narrow that we do not seem to understand that the Lord has a mighty work to 

do FOR US; for "the path of the just is as the shining light, that shineth more and more unto the 

perfect day," Counsels to Writers and Editors, p. 34-35. 

 

"Jesus (The BRANCH) is coming in to give the individual members of the church the richest 

blessing (His New Name, Rev. 3 :12), if they will open the door to Him." Remnant Church, p. 

52. 

 

"BEHOLD, I (The Branch) STAND AT THE DOOR, AND KNOCK:…" Revelation 3:20,  

 

                                                                                            Yours  to "open the door", 

         

 

 

                                                                                                    Ben L. Roden 
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A WARNING REJECTED. 

 

"The truth and the approval of God, in order to form an unlawful alliance with the world. The 

message of Revelation 14 announcing the fall of Babylon, must apply to religious bodies that 

were once pure and have become corrupt. Since this message follows the warning of the 

Judgment, it must be given in the last days, therefore it cannot refer to the Romish Church, for 

that church has been in a fallen condition for many centuries. Furthermore, in the eighteenth 

chapter of the Revelation, in a message which is yet future, the people of God are called upon, 

to come out of Babylon. According, to this scripture, many of (God's people must still be in  

Babylon. And in what religious bodies are the greater part of the followers of Christ now to be 

found? Without doubt, in the various churches professing the Protestant faith. At the time of their 

rise, these churches took a noble stand for God and the truth, and his blessing was with them. 

Even the unbelieving world was constrained to acknowledge the beneficent results that followed 

an acceptance of the principles of the gospel. In the words of the prophet to Israel, "Thy renown 

went forth among the heathen for thy beauty; for it was perfect through my comeliness, which I 

had put upon thee, saith the Lord God." But they fell by the same desire which was the curse and 

ruin of Israel, -- the desire of imitating the practices and courting the friendship of the ungodly. 

"Thou didst trust in thine own beauty, and playedst the harlot because of thy renown." 

 

Many of the Protestant churches are following Rome's example of iniquitous connection with 

"the kings of the earth;" the State churches, by their relation to secular governments, and other 

denominations by seeking the favor of the world. And the term Babylon-confusion-may be 

appropriately applied to these bodies, all professing to derive their doctrines from the Bible, yet 

divided into almost innumerable sects, with widely conflicting creeds and theories. 

 

Besides a sinful union with the world, the churches that separated from Rome present other of 

her characteristics. 
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THE BRANCH                                                                                                  April 14, 1959 

 

THE ATONEMENT 

and 

PASSOVER FEAST 
 

Dear Brethren: 

 

As we study the Bible and see the prophecies unfolding for the closing hours of earth's history 

we can see that we are living in a most critical time.  Since we are living in the crisis hour, it 

behooves one and all to cast away his idols whether they be lands, riches, pride, idols that speak, 

or what ever they be.  For, as soon as God's people cast away their idols the Assyrian will fall.  

Then they can be delivered. 

 

"... Watchman," excitedly the inquirer asked, "what of the night?"  The Watchman said, "The 

morning cometh, and also the night; if ye will inquire, inquire ye: return, come."  Isa. 21:11, 12.  

The Watchman says to those who will inquire, that it is now time to return.  Yes, the answer is to 

return when yet the morning and the night are in the future.  The morning is coming but all know 

that night comes before the morning. 

 

In Ezekiel we are admonished to take our stuff and go into captivity before it gets dark, (Eze. 

12:6).  While we are yet in the "twilight" we will be able to see.  But when "darkness shall cover 

the earth and gross darkness the people." Isa. 60:2, His people will have to flee and leave their 

possessions behind.  Some "prevented (go before) with their bread him that fled." Isa. 21:14.  

They even bring water to the thirsty.  Here God assures us that our bread and water will be sure. 

 

We notice also that the inquirer was told to return.  The door evidently was still open when he 

enquired.  We know that some will wait to enquire after it is too late.  It will be a most dreadful 

day for the late comers - a sad day beyond words.  Will it be you, Brother, Sister?  Why not 

enquire now?  Why put it off until it is too late? 

 

"Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, Because ye despise this word, and trust in 

oppression and perverseness, and stay there on:  Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a 

breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking cometh suddenly ("when they 

say, peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh." 1 Thess. 5:3) at an instant.  And He shall 

break it as the breaking of the potters' vessel that is broken in pieces; he shall not spare: ("go ye 

after him through the city, and smite: let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity." Eze. 9:5) so 

that there shall not be found in the bursting of it a sherd to take fire from the hearth, or to take 

water withal out of the pit, for thus saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel; In strength: and 

ye would not.  But ye said, no...."  Isa. 30:14-16.  In Isa. 30:19 the Lord is saying since His 

people refuse to return in quietness and in rest, nevertheless, when they cry He will be very 

gracious unto them - those who wait for Him.  He gives opportunity to return in time of peace, 

but they would not enquire.  Inspiration says, however they will enquire (Eze. 36:37).  When will 

this happen?  Evidently it is when the Assyrian smites with a rod.  (Isa. 10:24).  When trial and 

affliction come upon His people, they will seek for a place of refuge. 
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We see by the most recent Symbolic Codes from Mt. Carmel that they take a definite stand on 

the Codes and teach the 42 months for the Gentiles to tread the holy city (Rev. 11:2 should end 

some time this spring and the 1260 days (Rev. 11:3) for the Two Witnesses to prophesy with 

power (authority) in sack cloth, ends at the same time (14 SC 6-5:4).  According to the 

Shepherd's Rod Vol. 2, p. 216:3; pp. 277, the only time the earthquake - slaying the hypocrites in 

the Adventist church (14 SC 6-9:1) would be at Passover time, which this year is Wednesday, 

April 22, at even.  This is the same night of the week Jesus ate the Passover with His disciples in 

the upper room.  Ezekiel 9 slaughter is an antitype of the death angel slaying the first born in 

Egypt and took place on the night of the 14th day of the first Hebrew month.  Ezekiel 9, 

antitypical Atonement, is the blotting out the sins of the righteous and the names of the wicked 

which happens at the Atonement period (Lev. 23:27-32).  The Lord's servant makes this very 

clear. 

 

"That part of the Investigative Judgment of the living, by which is determined who are to have 

their sins blotted out and, as a result, be given eternal life, is paralled on earth by the work of the 

angel with the 'writer's inkhorn', who is charged to 'mark' (seal) everyone who sighs and cries for 

all the abominations in Judah and Israel - the church.  And the work of the five others who 

follow on to slay all who have not the 'mark' (seal), is paralled in heaven by the blotting out of 

the sinners' names from the Book of Life..." (parenthesis theirs) 

 

"Thus we see that this dual prophetic work of separating the names of the sinners from the names 

of the righteous in the sanctuary, and separating the sinners from the righteous in the church, is 

the same as the work decreed in the parables:  separating the tares from the wheat (Matt. 13:30); 

the bad fish from the good (Matt. 13:48; those who have not the wedding garment from those 

who have it (Matt. 22:1-13); those who have not improved their talents from those who have.  

(Matt. 25:20-30). 

 

"As all these equivalent separations take place during the Investigative Judgment, before the 

wedding, the coronation, the reception of the kingdom (Dan. 7:9, 10, 13, 14).  It is evident that 

the harvest and the Judgment are counterparts, and that they take place before probation closes - 

when the Lord suddenly comes to His temple to 'purify the sons of Levi'. Mal. 3:1-3.  And as the 

Judgment of the dead is followed by the Judgment of the living, so the Judgment of the church is 

followed by the Judgment of the world.  And 'if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them 

that obey not the gospel of God?' (1 Pet. 4:17) - when the Great Judge sits upon the throne of His 

glory, when all the nations gather before Him, when as a shepherd He divides His sheep (Matt. 

25:31-46). 

 

"Is the slaughter of Ezekiel nine literal?"  Question No. 25:" 

 

"Answer:  The five agents that destroy the wicked in the church are not forces of nature but men 

with slaughter weapons in their hands.  They are supernatural beings, not natural elements.  

Hence they cannot fittingly represent earthquakes, famines, or the like. 

 

"Neither can they be the seven angels with the seven last plagues, for these angels are seven in 

number, not five.  Furthermore, they do not have 'slaughter weapons' in their hands, but vials.  

Still further, the plagues fall in Babylon (Rev. 18:4), whereas the slaughter of Ezekiel 9 takes  
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place in Judah and Israel.  (Ezek. 9:9).  (S.D.A. and D.S.D.A.).  Ezekiel 9, whether literal or 

figurative, effects a separation between the good and the bad, the tares and the wheat, in the 

church (Judah and Israel), just as the plagues finally do in Babylon (Rev. 18:4), and as the plgues 

are literal, then how can the slaughter be any less literal?  Parenthesis theirs. 

 

"The angel with the writer's inkhorn is to place a mark upon the foreheads of all who sigh and 

cry for the abominations, then the destroying angels are to slay both old and young (Ezek. 9:4-

6)."  Answer Book 2:41-43. 

 

"'The church - the Lord's sanctuary,' is 'the first to feel the stroke of the wrath of God..." 5T 211." 

2A 43:4. 

 

"With the judgment of the dead, however, the work of separation takes place in the books in the 

heavenly sanctuary; whereas with the judgment of the living, the separation takes place among 

the people in the church as well as among their names in the books in the heavenly sanctuary, 

thus showing that both sanctuaries will finally be cleansed." 2 TR 47:2. 

 

"As the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary is a work of cleansing the books by blotting from 

then the names of both the backsliders and the tares, and as at the 'time of trouble, such as never 

was since there was a nation,' the only ones who 'shall be delivered are those whose names are 

found written in the book, the cleansing of the books, therefore, obviously takes place before the 

resurrection, and before the time of trouble such as never was.  Thus, the unfaithful dead will be 

left in their graves at the first resurrection, and the unfaithful living will be left without 

deliverance from the coming trouble.  But were their names allowed to remain in the books then 

according to the records either the wicked dead would have to be resurrected with the righteous, 

and the living wicked delivered with the living righteous or else both the righteous dead and 

righteous living would have to be forsaken with them - alternatives both of which, of course, are 

impossible; thus again making mandatory an absolute separation, as instanced in type of Joshua's 

time." 3 Tr 50:3; 51:0. 

 

These statements tell us that the names of the unrighteous in the church will be blotted out of the 

books before the time of trouble begins.  Inspiration says the time of trouble begins when 

Michael stands up (Dan. 12:1).  If the slaughter of Ezekiel 9 is at the half-hour silence (Rev. 8:1) 

and the half-hour silence in heaven is at the time of the Passover, and if Michael stands up at the 

half-hour silence:  we conclude that the slaying takes place at the time of Passover, as it did 

when Israel was delivered from Egypt.  If then, the names of those who are slain are blotted out 

before they are slain, (they are slain at Passover when Michael stands to deliver His own) and 

before Michael stands up, then there is only one conclusion to make, and that is their names have 

come up in the Investigative Judgment, and have been found wanting.  Therefore, the five men 

(Eze. 9:5) have blotted their names from the books on the Antitypical Day of Atonement before 

Michael stands. (See Lev. 23:27).  "Only the holy ones ... those whose names are left written in 

the Book escape the destruction that falls upon the wicked in the church.  Only they constitute 

'the remnant,' the ones that are left.  When is this to be? - The Lord Himself has the answer:" 1 

TGr 6:38. 

 

"What is the reason for books?" 
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Fundamental to a current concept of the judgment is a correct understanding of the nature of it 

and of the reason for the books. ... 

 

"And I saw the dead, small and great stand before God; and the books were opened: and another 

book was opened, which is the Book of Life: and the dead were judged out of those things which 

were written in the books,' Rev. 20:12." 

 

"Unquestionably, therefore, the books contain both the names and the records of all who are to 

be judged.  And naturally these names and records were entered while each person was living.  

'Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being imperfect; and in Thy book all my members were 

written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them.' Ps. 139:16.  

'The Lord shall count, when He writeth up the people, that this man was born there.' Ps. 87:6. 

 

"Thus does Inspiration reveal that each one's deeds are chronicled with terrible exactness in the 

books of heaven, and that in the reason for the books inheres the 'Reason for the Judgment'. 

 

"That not every name that has been entered in the Lamb's books will be retained there, is borne 

out with sad conclusiveness by the following Scripture:  'And the Lord said unto Moses, 

Whosoever hath sinned against Me, him will I blot out of My book'. Ex. 32:33.  'And if any man 

shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of 

the Book of Life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book'. 

Rev. 22:19. 

 

"So, there must come a day of reckoning, when the names of those who are found unworthy of 

eternal life will be blotted out of the Lamb's Book of Life - a proceeding for which the only 

correct term can be, 'investigative judgment'." 

 

"And now that the 'time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God ...', 'thou therefore 

endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Messiah.' (2 Tim. 2:3), for if it (the judgment) first 

begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?' 1 Pet. 4:17)."  

Parenthesis theirs. 

 

"... For in the investigative judgment the books are opened and the deeds done in the flesh are 

brought to light for a final reckoning before the Ancient of days.  All who have stood fast to the 

end will then forever have their sins blotted from the books, and their names retained therein; 

while all who are not overcomers will then forever have their sins retained in the books and their 

names blotted therefrom." 3 Tr 6-9. 

 

"The angels who are round about the throne in the heavenly sanctuary during the judgment of 

Daniel 7:9, 10 and Revelation 5:11 shall, as the parables explain, descend with 'the Son of man 

when He comes to His temple' (His church) to separate by judgment 'the wicked from among the 

just,' and to purge as gold and silver those 'who may abide the day of His coming ... that they 

may offer unto the Lord and offering in righteousness.' Mal. 3:2, 3."  Parenthesis theirs. 

 

"In graphic demonstration that He will come to earth with all His angels to execute judgment 

upon the living, the Lord revealed Himself prophetically to Ezekiel as being brought enthroned 

to earth by four living creatures just before the slaughter of the hypocrites in the church takes  
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place.  And as each of the living creatures has the face of a lion, the face of a calf, the face of a 

man, and the face of an eagle (Ezek. 1:10), - the same judicial insignia as have the beasts who are 

before the throne in the heavenly sanctuary (Rev. 4:7) in the time of the judgment of the dead, - 

and as they descend to earth, they thereby symbolically show that the work of the mediatorial - 

judicial throne which convenes and presides over the judgment of the dead is extended to earth. 

 

"This extension, so far as we are able to know now, must take place at the opening of the seventh 

seal, (Rev. 8:1), for at that time the celestial voices, which opened the judgment of the dead, 

cease in the heavenly sanctuary and begin, after the half hour's silence, to sound on earth. ... there 

were 'lightnings and thunderings and voices' (Rev. 4:5), likewise on earth at the opening of the 

judgment of the living, there are voices, and thunderings, and lightnings and an earthquake.' Rev. 

8:5. 

 

"With the judgment of the dead, however, the work of separation takes place in the books in the 

heavenly sanctuary; whereas with the judgment of the living, the separation takes place among 

the people in the church as well among their names in the books in the heavenly sanctuary, thus 

showing that both sanctuaries will finally be cleansed." 3 Tr 46:47. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy by E.G. White explains this extension of the throne in the following terms 

which all Seventh-day Adventists understand:  "... 'Watch ye therefore; for ye know not when the 

master of the house cometh, ... lest coming suddenly he find you sleeping ...' What time is here 

referred to?  Not to the revelation of Christ in the clouds of heaven to find a people asleep.  No, 

but to his return from his ministration in the most holy place of the sanctuary when he lays off 

his priestly attire, and clothes himself with garments of vengeance, and when the mandate goes 

forth, (at the half hour silence, Rev. 8:1) ... This is the time of reckoning with his servants.  To 

those who have neglected the preparation of purity and holiness, which fits them to be waiting 

ones to welcome their Lord, the sun sets in gloom and darkness, and rises not again. ... If such 

had known that the work of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary would close so soon, how 

differently would they have conducted themselves!  How earnestly would they have watched!" 

2T 190-1. 

 

These statements from the pens of God's inspired ones show plainly that the purification of the 

church takes place before Christ comes in the clouds when every eye shall see Him.  At this time 

He comes enthroned in His judicial throne, having on garments of vengeance to reckon with His 

servants - To reckon with those in the church who are supposed to be serving Him.  This is only 

the close of probation for the church, not for the world.  This takes place just before the time of 

great trouble, and just before the "Loud Cry". 

 

We are now in the time of the "Investigative Judgment" the time in which it is decided whose 

names are blotted from the books and whose names will remain therein.  This part of the 

judgment takes place in the Atonement, but the executive judgment takes place at the time of the 

Passover, at which time the tares are bodily removed from the church by the angels.  There are 

two such cleansings recorded in the Bible.  One when Israel came from Egypt and one when our 

Savior instituted the Lord's supper.  Therefore, the names of the tares are blotted out ... before the 

time of trouble such as never was." 3 Tr 51. 
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"As to the cleansing of the church on earth, it is to be accomplished first by casting out the 

abomination, second by restoring the truth, and third by taking away the tares.  But as to 

cleansing of the sanctuary above, it is now being accomplished by removing from the Book of 

Life the names of those who are found wanting; then by placing them in the book which contains 

the names of those who are to come up in the resurrection of the wicked after the thousand years 

(Rev. 20:5); thereby leaving in the Book of Life the names only of those who have gained the 

victory over sin .. (both dead and living)." 3Tr 50:1.  Solemn thought; in which book is your 

name, Brother, Sister? 

 

You may ask, how does God decide in which book our names are to be placed?  If you will but 

think for a moment you will be able to answer this question for yourself.  For instance, in which 

book will the names of the millions who have rejected the Third Angel's message be placed?  So 

it is with those in the church who reject the message which joins the third angel in a message to 

be given the world (TM 300; EW 277; TM 59) (Rev. 18:1).  God has down through the ages sent 

messages to test His people as well as the world.  So we see that Seventh-day Adventists are no 

exception.  The right thing to do, according to the Spirit of Prophecy, is to accept the message 

and respect the messenger. 6T 420:3. 

 

"Always man's greatest test, and on which has ever involved almost an instantaneous decision, 

has been in the unrolling of the scroll - in the eclipse of a past message by a new one, - present 

truth.  On every such occasion each one has had to decide:  Shall I heed the new and unpopular 

truth and walk in its light, joining with those who are despised by nearly every religious leader in 

the land? or shall I allow myself to be deterred by the decision and council of the ministry in my 

church? ... When the generation of Christ's first advent is weighed in the balances of the 

sanctuary, a whole nation will be found wanting and their names will be wiped from the book. 

..." 3T 9:1, 2. 

 

"Accordingly, 'when a message comes in the name of the Lord to His people, no one may excuse 

himself from an investigation of its claims' - Testimonies on Sabbath School Work, p. 65.  Lay 

aside all prejudices, self-opinions, and ideas of men who bear not the mark of Inspiration, and 

who say in effect by their actions:  'I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of 

nothing' (truth or prophets).  Rev. 3:17."  3T 10:1. 

 

"The Lord sends messages of warning and correction to test His people and find out who are 

sinners for it is the sinners who reject Him (His Truth).  The sinners in the church now are the 

ones whose names will be blotted from the Book of Life unless they repent of their sins. ... Since 

none of the wicked shall understand in the day of the Lord, it shows that the truth will become 

deeper and deeper until finally the wicked will not be able to comprehend it.  The point where 

they first lost out or became blinded, however, was when they met their Idol and refused to tear 

themselves from it.  The things we love and esteem more than God's Kingdom are our Idols." - 

Sermon by V.T. Houteff, Symbolic Code, April-May, 1957, p. 17-18. 

 

Note, in Rev. 4:5 lightenings, thunderings, and voices proceeded from the throne when the seven 

lamps of fire were burning which are the seven Spirits of God.  Coming from the throne means 

coming from God's throne and seven Spirits means the complete Spirit of God.  These three, 

lightenings, thunderings, and voices are symbolic of the three angel's messages.  The first two  
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represent the first and second messages of the Millerite movement.  The last one, "Voices", 

(three voices) is figurative of the third angel's message or the Seventh-day Adventist Message 

and movement.  Rev. 4 and 5 describe the judgment scene in heaven (Rev. 4:6).  The beasts and 

elders being around the judgment throne and the slain Lamb (Rev. 5:6) standing in their midst 

shows that this scene takes place during probationary time.  Since the scene here mentioned takes 

place in heaven only, it is obvious that John had a vision of the judgment of the dead.  The three 

voices coming out from the throne (Rev. 4:5) shows that this judgment Truth is declared on 

earth. 

 

All of this, of course, we, as Adventists, understand.  There is, however, the judgment of the 

living, about which scarcely anyone understands.  The Lord's servant, Mrs. White, warned that 

although judgment of the dead was going on in her day, that soon (she did not know when) the 

scene would pass to the living (GC 490:2).  If we have a perfect knowledge of the three angel's 

messages of the Judgment of the Dead (red horses, speckled and white, Zech. 1:8) we will be 

able to understand the three angel's messages of the Judgment of the Living.  (3 colors of horses, 

the angel that talked to Zechariah and the man on the red horse, Zech. 1:8, 9). 

 

The Lord warned by His servant, however, of "woe" to those who will "stir a block or move a 

pin" (EW 258) of the three angel's messages.  Please note in EW 259:0, Sister White says:  "I 

was again brought down through these (three angels) messages."  Evidently the second time the 

Lord's servant viewed the judgment scene and the three angel's messages it was in reference to 

the judgment of the living.  But since Sister White died before she explained the messages of the 

Judgment of the Living (Dan. 12; Rev. 8:1-5; Zech. 2) it is evident that God would in due time, 

raise up some one who could explain the greatest message of all - the Judgment of the Living, 

since all the world is to be judged by it. 

 

In other words the three angels of Rev. 4:5 explained the judgment that has been going on since 

1844 in the books in the courts above; also the time it was to start, and (Rev. 14:6-12) includes 

the Sabbath Truth.  In this case it would not be necessary to raise up another people to explain 

that portion of the third angel's message but only as it applied to the message of the Judgment of 

the Living - the addition to the third angel (The Sabbath and Sanctuary Truths remain the same).  

This is why John saw in vision the three angel's messages given to the world in reverse order - 

"Voices, thunderings, and lightenings" Rev. 8:5.  The Judgment of the Living, therefore, is the 

last sealing message - the seventh, the "Loud Cry" of the Third Angel. 

 

The first two angel's messages pointed out the time of the judgment of the dead and constituted 

the entire messages of the Millerite movement which was brought by the prophet, William 

Miller.  (EW 232; 249; GC 389). 

 

The Third Angel's message was, of course, brought by Mrs. E.G. White (EW 255:0; 260:1).  

Now, since the two angel's messages only gave us the time of the judgment of the dead, were 

God's people ever to know the time of the Judgment of the living, the first and second angel's 

messages would have to be given again after the third angel, to give the time of the judgment of 

the living. 

 

There are two messages, two additions to the Third Angel's message which shows quickly that  
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there will likewise be two messengers, inspired ones, to give the messages.  This is clearly set 

forth in the Bible, the Spirit of Prophecy, the Shepherd's Rod, and the Branch message.  This is 

indicated from the fact that God sent Elders Waggoner and Jones in 1888 with these same 

messages.  Because the messages came, but did not develop, is evidence that some time later 

they would.  The fact the messages came to God's church then, shows that they are repeated both 

will be given to God's church, Seventh-day Adventists, prior to being given to the world.  The 

fact that the majority of the General Conference rejected the messages in 1888 shows the 

majority in the church would reject these messages when they were given the second time.  

Rejection of Truth once, prevents the working of the Holy Spirit  to enlighten the mind.  "We 

roar all like bears, and mourn sore like doves: we look for judgment but there is none; for 

salvation, but it is far off from us.  For our transgressions are multiplied before Thee, and our 

sins testify against us: for our transgressions are with us; and as for our iniquities, we know 

them; In transgressing and lying against the Lord, and departing away from our God, speaking 

oppression and revolt, conceiving and uttering from the heart words of falsehood.  And judgment 

is turned away backward, and justice standeth afar off: for truth is fallen in the street, and equity 

cannot enter." Isa. 59:11-14. 

 

Here we see clearly that there are five angels messages from the beginning of Miller's labors to 

the finishing of the work instead of only three.  The facts are that there are five angel's messages 

recorded in Rev. 14 instead of only three, as we have always throught.  For after the dead are 

blessed (Rev. 14:13) we see that there are two more harvests which evidently is for the living in 

the church and one for the world.  The first fruits (Rev. 14:4; Rev. 7:4) and the second fruits 

(Rev. 7:9; Isa. 2:2; 66:19-21; 60:1, 3, 11, 12).  The Word to the Little Flock also teaches this 

same truth.  Pg. 11. 

 

Some may be confused by the fact that there are five angels messages in Rev. 14, but only four 

bound in the great river Euphrates (Rev. 8:14).  Since the Bible is its own expositor we turn to 

Holy Writ for the explanation of what an angel in this capacity represents "... and the house of 

David shall be as God, as the angel of the Lord before them." Zech. 12:8.  Here God likens the 

house of David, His church, to an angel.  Therefore, the four angels bound in the river Euphrates, 

which the sixth angel was commanded to loose, are the four houses of David, God's movements 

on earth.  These four movements then, bring us up to the time of the seventh seal at which time 

they are to be loosed.  The seventh and last seal is the one which seals the Great Multitude (Rev. 

7:9).  This is the Loud Cry of the Third Angel.  The four movements are (1) First-day Adventists, 

(2) Seventh-day Adventists, (3) Davidian Seventh-day Adventists, (4) Branch Davidian Seventh-

day Adventists.  When the sixth angel sets free these four angels at the half hour silence (Eze. 9), 

the three angels messages will go to the world in a loud cry.  Why three angels, seeing that there 

are four bound in the river?  The answer is because the First-day Adventist movement was 

designed to exist only until the judgment started, at which time God started another 

denomination, or the ninth hour call (Matt. 20:5).  The Seventh-day Adventist denomination is 

the last and when the tares are removed by the five men with slaughter weapons, the name of the 

remnant will be changed to Branch (Isa. 4:2), and will become God's kingdom church.  Then it is 

that the Third Angel's message will go forth with power.  This, you see, is the reason for only 

three. 

 

If the sealing of the 144,000 is over, the winds (Rev. 7) of persecution should begin and Michael  
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should stand up this Passover time to deliver His saints.  If the sealing is not over, the 

Investigative Judgment is not over and the names of the tares are still in the books in the courts 

above.  When the sealing is over and the names of the tares are blotted out, the four winds of 

Rev. 7 will start blowing at which time Jacob's trouble begins - before the 144,000 stand on 

Mount Zion with the Lamb.  To better understand the time of Jacob's trouble we turn to the Spirit 

of Prophecy. 

 

"Jacob's night of anguish, when he wrestled in prayer for deliverance from the hand of Esau, 

represents the experience of God's people in the time of trouble. ..."  As Satan influenced Esau to 

march against Jacob, so he will stir up the wicked to destroy God's people in the time of trouble.  

And as he accused Jacob, he will urge his accusations against the people of God.  He numbers 

the world as his subjects; but the little company who keep the commandments of God are 

resisting his supremacy.  If he could blot them from the earth, his triumph would be complete.  

He sees that holy angels are guarding them, and infers that their sins have been pardoned; but he 

does not know that their cases have been decided in the sanctuary above." GC 616:2; 618:2. 

 

We see from this statement that when the time of Jacob's trouble comes, the cases of the saints 

have been decided in the sanctuary above.  Evidently, the names of the tares have been removed 

from the books, for when Michael stands up all will be delivered whose names are in the Book.  

(Dan. 12:1). 

 

We do not expect to see Ezekiel 9 to take place in the Seventh-day Adventist Church this 

Passover.  The reason is that if the calling of Abraham and the deliverance of Ancient Israel from 

Egyptian bondage is a shadow (type) (1SR 67, 68; 107; R & H Oct. 10, 1929; Certainties of the 

Advent Movement, by W.A. Spicer) of the reformation by Luther and the deliverance of Modern 

Israel (Seventh-day Adventists), Ezekiel 9, antitypical Passover, will not take place until 1960.  

From the call of Abraham to the Passover in Egypt was 430 years.  From the Passover in Egypt 

to the crucifixion of Christ was 1500 years (GC 399:3).  From the crucifixion to Luther's 

reformation (Augsburg Confession) in 1530 was 1500 years (2 SR 212).  From 1530 to 1960 is 

430.  Fold these two periods of time at the cross and you will have the call of Abraham to the 

Passover in Egypt a perfect shadow of the work of Modern Abraham (Martin Luther, 1 SR 109) 

to the Passover in Modern Egypt.  As Ancient Israel was delivered from Egypt the night of the 

Passover, Spiritual Israel (5T 160 - the Seventh-day Adventist church) will be delivered from 

modern Egyptian bondage - sin and sinners in the church (5 T 217) - at Passover 1960.  For a 

more detailed study on this subject read Branch lessons and charts numbers 2 and 3. 

 

We see by this that is the Davidians at Mt. Carmel are expecting Ezekiel 9 to take place in the 

Seventh-day Adventist camp this Passover time (April 22 at midnight), 1959 they are doomed 

for a disappointment.  However, this Passover is very significant inasmuch as this is the end of 

the 42 months, the time in which the Gentile's treading of Spiritual Jerusalem, Mt. Carmel 

Center, Waco, Texas, is to cease. 

 

As to the Passover this year the day of the week on which the Feast takes place is exactly as it 

was when Christ ate the Passover lamb with His disciples.  That very night He first instituted the 

Lord's supper which commemorated His death.  That same Wednesday night after He had gone 

to the Garden with His disciples to pray, the traitor, Judas Iscariot (after betraying Him to the  
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Jewish Priests) came to get Him with that wicked mob, and they laid hands on Him and took 

Him a prisoner.  The following Thursday morning when it was day (Matt. 27:1), began His 

official trial by the Sanhedrin which brought about His crucifixion and death.  The Spirit of 

Prophecy explains the significance of slaying the Passover Lamb. 

 

"The slaying of the Passover lamb was a shadow of the death of Christ.  Says Paul, 'Christ our 

Passover is sacrificed for us'. 1 Cor. 5:7.  The sheaf of first fruits, which at the time of the 

Passover was waved before the Lord, was typical of the resurrection of Christ.  Paul says, in 

speaking of the resurrection of the Lord and of all His people:  'Christ the first fruits; afterwards 

they that are Christ's at His coming.' 1 Cor. 15:23.  Like the wave sheaf which was the first ripe 

grain gathered before the harvest, Christ is the first fruits of that immortal harvest of redeemed 

ones that at the future resurrection shall be gathered into the garner of God." GC 399:2. 

 

Here the Lord's servant says that Christ came forth to be offered on the fourth day of the seven-

day Passover festival.  Just as the priest waved the first ripe grain before the Lord on the first day 

of the week (the next day after the Sabbath), so Christ came forth from the grave early Sunday 

morning (Mark 16:2) and was offered in the heavenly courts as a wave sheaf, or first ripe grain 

offering pointing forward to the great resurrection day when the righteous will hear His voice 

and come forth from the grave. 

 

"These types were fulfilled, not only as to the event, but as to the time.  On the fourteenth day of 

the first Jewish month, the very day and month on which for fifteen long centuries the Passover 

lamb had been slain, Christ, having eaten the Passover with His disciples, instituted the feast 

which was to commemorate His own death as 'the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of 

the world.'  That same night He was taken by wicked hands to be crucified and slain.  And as the 

antittype of the wave sheaf our Lord was raised from the dead on the third day, the first fruits of 

them that slept ..." GC 399:3. 

 

From the Passover in Egypt to the crucifixion is "fifteen long centuries", also writes the Lord's 

servant.  Christ not only fulfilled the event as type, but as to time also - "On the fourteenth day of 

the first Jewish month, the very day and month", the lamb was slain.  Christ that night was taken 

by wicked men to be crucified.  This was on Wednesday, the 14th day at even, or the beginning 

of the fifteenth day of the Hebrew month.  The fourteenth day of the first Jewish month this year 

is Wednesday, April 22.  The Passover begins with the going down of the sun which according 

to the Bible is the beginning of the fifteenth day of the first month.  The first Passover feast day 

this year then, is Thursday, April 23rd, which beings at sunset Wednesday, April 22nd.  This is a 

Sabbath of rest, no work, to be done (Lev. 23:5-8). 

 

"In like manner the types which relate to the second advent must be fulfilled at the time pointed 

out in the symbolic service.  Under the Mosaic system the cleansing of the sanctuary, or the great 

Day of Atonement, occurred on the tenth day of the seventh Jewish month (Lev. 16:29-34), when 

the high priest, having made an atonement for all Israel, and thus removed their sins from the 

sanctuary." GC 399:4. 

 

Here we see that the sins of the people are removed when the high priest makes atonement for 

them.  So it is with Christ's second coming; these types must be fulfilled when Christ, our high  
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priest, makes atonement for us.  In the atonement either the names are removed from the books 

and the sins remain, or the sins are removed and their names remain.  At the time of Passover, 

however, the ones are removed from the congregation whose sins were not atoned for in the 

atonement service.  This is why that those in the church who believe that Christ made full 

atonement at the cross will not have the blood on the door post of their hearts in the antitypical 

atonement and will, therefore, have their names blotted out instead of their sins forgiven.  This 

class will go down in the slaughter of Ezekiel 9. 

 

The year 1959 is one year short of 1960 the number of years it takes to complete the antitypical 

deliverance of Israel from Egypt.  The Passover this year would have no real significance to the 

Seventh-day Adventist church as far as their deliverance from Egyptian bondage is concerned.  

Since the Passover this year is exactly like it was in Christ's day as to the day of the week on 

which it begins, The Branch message is an antitype of Christ's message at His first advent (2 SR 

260:1; Isa. 7:14).  The Davidian Seventh-day Adventists are the antitypical house of David (Isa. 

7:13), and Mt. Carmel is Spiritual Jerusalem (Eze. 23:2, 4).  April 23-29 evidently has a very 

significant meaning to Davidian and Branch believers. 

 

Should these antitypes be carried out to their fullest extent according to the type of Christ's day, 

the Branch message after 3 1/2 years would ride into antitypical Jerusalem (Mt. Carmel Center) 

astride the ass (Spirit of Prophecy by Mrs. E.G. White and the Third Angel's message of SDA), 

and upon a colt, the foal of an ass (the Shepherd's Rod, the angel that ascends from the East, Rev. 

7:1-8 and the Davidian Seventh-day Adventist movement).  Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; 

shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy King cometh unto thee: he is just, and having 

salvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass.  Zech. 9:9. 

 

Going back to the type of Christ and applying the Branch message as the antitype, history would 

repeat itself and the Sanhedrin (Executive Council) at Mt. Carmel (Jerusalem) would crucify the 

Lord by rejecting the Truth - the Branch.  But on the third day the Branch Truth - the Word of 

God should spring forth from the grave, so to speak, to lighten the earth.  As to the fulfillment of 

the antitypical resurrection after the type of those who came forth on the same day Christ was 

raised, we have received no enlightenment.  Although we have had night visions of Bro. V.T. 

Houteff being raised from the grave, we have had no instructions to date as to the time of his 

resurrection.  If we are to know the time he is to come forth, before it takes place the Lord would 

necessarily inform us.  But until such a time we receive instructions, we shall keep silent.  We 

may know for sure the days of miracles are just upon us.  We can be assured that it the Lord's 

name can be glorified and He sees fit to raise those at Mt. Carmel who have been sleeping in the 

grave He has the power to do so.  We believe the ascending of the two witnesses is the exaltation 

of the Truth. 

 

As for Mt. Carmel calling the antitypical priests of Baal (SDA ministers) upon antitypical Mt. 

Carmel, they absolutely have no type for their claims.  In the first place, the Executive Council at 

Mt. Carmel is not an antitype for the men who slew the priests on typical Mt. Carmel, because 

Elijah was one not a multitude of preachers.  (G.C.S. 34:3; 35:2).  Neither could Bro. Houteff be 

an exact antitype, for Elijah of old went up and Bro. Houteff, like John the Baptist, went down.  

The Timely Greetings say Elijah restores all things  
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and all things include the kingdom.  The comment on Mal. 3:1; 4:5 says: 

 

"Here the Scriptures point out that someone in the spirit and power of Elijah the prophet is first 

to appear, and will not only prepare the way but will restore ALL things."  2 TGr 31-4:1.  "... we 

must remember that when the last prophet comes he will have the greatest opposition to meet, for 

Satan well knows that if he loses now, he loses forever.  What makes Elijah's work especially 

hard is that Christendom has long been drilled in the idea that no prophet is to come, that there is 

no necessity for one, that it has enough revealed Truth to carry it inside the Pearly Gates."  

G.C.S. 7:1. 

 

Satan implants in the minds of the majority that there is no need for more Truth or a prophet.  

Then he has a deception for some leaders, especially S.D.A.s and D.S.D.A.s, causing them to 

believe that the organized leadership is inspired and that they are the Elijah.  Even though the 

Spirit of Prophecy says no, still, they hold to their pet theories. 

 

We are not to regard the General Conference as the voice of God as we once thought it to be. 

 

If the General Conference is not the voice of God then would not the same rule apply to the 

Executive Council?  "That as the Elijah of Christ's first advent was one person, and also as the 

Elijah of Mt. carmel of old was one person, not a multitude of priests, then by parity of resoning 

the Elijah of today must be one person, not a multitude of ministers. ... To say that Elijah is not 

an individual but a group of people, in the face of the fact that the types, and the prophecy as 

well, besides Heaven's law and order, disallow such thing. ... Again, if anyone should possibly 

entertain the idea that this promise of a prophet means a multitude of preachers, then as surely as 

your soul lives, that one is fooling himself as badly as those misled followers of Korah, Dathan 

and Abiram fooled themselves." G.C.S. 34:3; 35:1, 2, 1950. 

 

Elijah the Tishbite was a prophet to ten tribe Israel, not two tribe Judah.  Therefore, Bro. Houteff 

could only be a type of Elijah, John the Baptist.  Since Elijah is one person not a group of 

preachers, Mt. Carmel has absolutely no authority to impersonate Elijah the Tishbite by calling 

the Adventist ministers to Waco.  Besides all this, they contend that the ten tribes are the 

Protestant denominations, not SDA.  Friends, why give the trumpet such an uncertain sound?  

Since Mt. Carmel has no type for their actions, they have no Truth, (2S 10:2; 255:2; 266:5).  

Therefore, what they expect to happen will not happen, but rather right the opposite. 

 

If you really want to know what the Elijah message for today is, do not look to General 

Conference, or the Executive Council, but rather, look to the writings of the prophets.  If you 

really are interested in knowing the Truth of the Elijah message look for the following sign. 

 

"It is therefore only to be expected that the predicted Elijah will be denounced as a false prophet, 

perhaps even as the anti-Christ, or what not."  G.C.S. 7:3. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod author has been termed a false prophet, but not so much the anti-Christ.  The 

Branch is called anti-Christ because of the title.  At the same time, we contend that the 

BRANCH is Christ, not man, and the Branch message is a message of Him.  The council is, we 

contend, between the two, The BRANCH (Christ) and the messenger, Zech. 6:13.  This is one 

sure way to prove from the Bible that we are not anti-Christ. 
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We do, however, make the claim that the Branch is the Elijah message because as the Branch, it 

is sent by the Lord to instruct the Davidians (DSDA), two tribe Judah, and as a type of Elijah's 

message, it is sent by the Lord to correct the Laodiceans (SDA), ten tribe Israel.  The 144,000, 

twelve tribes, are divided into two SDA movements; so God sends a message that will eventually 

join the two tribes and the ten tribes - Seventh-day Adventists - into one movement, 144,000, 

Judah.  After which efforts will be made to join two tribe Judah, the Jews, and ten tribe Israel, 

who are among the Protestant churches, into the kingdom by the loud voice of the Third Angel's 

message. 

 

Outside of the two groups of deceived professed children of God, there is yet another group that 

is just as badly, if not worse deceived by Satan.  This group represents those who profess to have 

the very latest knowledge and revealed Truth.  They make loud professions of believing the 

Spirit of Prophecy, the Shepherd's Rod, and some even profess to believe the Branch; but they go 

about establishing their own righteousness and eating their own bread (Isa. 4:1).  Of this latter 

group Inspiration says, 

 

"Also, thou son of man, the children of thy people still are talking against thee by the wells and 

in the doors of the houses, and speak one to another, every one to his brother, saying, Come I 

pray you, and hear what is the word that cometh forth from the Lord." Eze. 33:30. 

 

Yes, they make loud claims of believing the Truth, but they still put their private interpretations 

on the Scriptures saying, "Look what the Lord has shown me.  It just cannot be any other way".  

When reminded by others that their ideas are not in harmony with the Spirit of Prophecy, they 

just remark that they do not care what the Spirit of Prophecy says and refuse to give up their 

private opinions.  This class, unless there be a change made, will wind up going off on a tangent 

like the Yahwehs or Friday Sabbath or the "church is Babylon", or one of the other delusions and 

finally wind up in the same place where Korah, Dathan, and Abiram found themselves.  Think 

this over Brothers and Sisters, before you put an interpretation on a Scripture be sure it is in 

harmony with the Spirit of Prophecy, lest you confuse others as well as yourself. 

 

"And they come unto thee as the people cometh, and they sit before thee as my people, and they 

hear thy words, but they will not do them:  for with their mouth they shew much love, but their 

heart goeth after their covetousness." Eze. 33:31. 

 

These individuals come and sit in the congregation as God's people and they hear the words of 

Inspiration but they will not do what they hear.  They go after their covetousness - private 

interpretations.  What they hear sounds good to them, but they are not about to do what they 

hear.  V. 32. 

 

"AND WHEN THIS COMETH TO PASS, (LO, IT WILL COME) THEN SHALL THEY 

KNOW THAT A PROPHET HATH BEEN AMONG THEM."  V. 33. 

 

The very presence of this delusion of private interpretation among God's people today proves 

that God has ONE, (not more) inspired interpreter.  This evil of private interpretation has done 

more to disorganize, disrupt, and retard the progress of Truth than all the other evils put together.  

These so called professors of Truth, need to realize that they are not fighting for God but against 

Him.  Finally, brethren. 
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"What made one group eligible to cross the Jordan? - It was their trust in God, knowing that He 

was their Chief Leader.  They recognized Moses and Joshua as the ones through whom God was 

communicating with them.  They did not look upon them as being anyone either than who they 

actually were.  They were satisfied with their lot.  They took orders as the orders were given.  So 

it was that they were the only ones who entered into the land.  Having those ensamples before us, 

this picture to go by, I can confidentially tell whether I am headed for the Kingdom or whether I 

am headed for the bowels of the earth (Rev. 12:16)." 1 TGr 7:12, 13. 

 

Since Bro. Houteff and the Shepherd's Rod is a type of Moses and his rod, ( 1SRPE 6:2; 71; 

1SRPE 244; The Leviticus of DSDA 3:1) what is the message that follows the Shepherd's Rod to 

lead Israel into the kingdom as typified by Joshua, the one God appointed to succeed Moses? 

 

Answer:  "And he showed me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of the Lord, and 

Satan standing at his right hand to resist him.  Zech. 3:1.  Then the angel, who is Christ Himself, 

(The BRANCH) the Saviour of sinners, puts to silence the accuser of His people, declaring, 'The 

Lord rebuke thee, O Satan' ... Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar 

force to the experience of God's people in the closing scenes of the great day of Atonement." 

P.K. 584:1; 587:2. 

 

"... Behold the man whose name is The BRANCH; and he shall grow up out of his place, and he 

shall build the temple of the Lord. ...and the counsel of peace shall be between them both." Zech. 

6:12, 13. 

 

"Only when we have done all we can to comply with the requirements of the message for today, 

not of yesterday, shall we be sealed and stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion." 1 TGr. 7:13:3. 

 

It is plain to see from these statements of Inspiration just what message to follow; if God's people 

want to put away their pride of opinion and have a home in the Kingdom.   

 

Anyone with any Spiritual vision at all can see that if Bro. Houteff should come up from the 

grave he would not any more lead Israel into the Kingdom than did Moses of old.  It is the 

BRANCH and Joshua who build the temple, not Moses and the Rod.  It is Present Truth with 

which God leads His people, not past-Present Truth.  God did not give the Branch message to 

Sister White or Bro. Houteff so even if they come up from the grave, how would they lead the 

church without the very Present Truth - Rev. 18:1, seeing that their messages were respectively, 

Rev. 14:9 and Rev. 7:1-8? 

 

" ... An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign, and there shall no sign be given to it, 

but the sign of the prophet Jonas." Matt. 12:39. 

 

Type and antitype teach that Mt. Carmel is sure to be disappointed, for it was not the first angel's 

message, their type, that gave the correct date of the Judgment of the Dead; but rather, it was the 

Second Angel's message, type of the Branch message, that gave the correct date in 1844. 
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                                                            THE SUMMARY 

 

There are five angels messages beginning with Miller's labors to the close of probation.  Rev. 14, 

W.L.F. 11 - Three for the Judgment of the Dead, Rev. 14:6-12, and two for the additions to the 

third angel, Rev. 14:14-20; 7:1-8; 18, for the Judgment of the Living. 

 

There are four angels (movements) found in the river Euphrates.  Jeremiah 8:7 illustrates:  "Yea, 

the stork (F.DA.) in the heaven knoweth her appointed times; and the turtle (S.D.A.) and the 

crane (D.S.D.A.) and the swallow (BDSDA) observe the time of their coming; but my people 

know not the judgment of the Lord." 

 

When the Judgment of the dead opened in heaven there proceeded from God's throne the Three 

Angels Messages - "lightnings, and thunderings, and voices". Rev. 4:5.  When the seventh seal 

opens at the half hour silence fire is cast into the earth and there are "voices, (three angel's 

messages, and the additions to the Third Angel's message) thunders, and lightnings, and an 

earthquake." Rev. 8:5.  This is figurative of the Judgment of the living and purification of the 

church. 

 

There is an Investigative Judgment and a blotting out of names of the tares from the books in 

heaven before Michael stands up.  Michael stands up at the antitypical Passover to deliver His 

saints and take away the tares, (Eze. 9 in the church) whose names are not in the Book of Life.  

The call of Abraham and the deliverance of Israel from Egypt is a shadow (type) of the 

reformation of antitypical Abraham - Martin Luther and the deliverance of modern Israel, 

144,000.  The shadow reaches to 1960 Passover, at which time the tares are bodily removed from 

the church, therefore, clean books and clean people. 

 

In order to get into the Kingdom God's people must put away pride of opinion and private 

interpretation and follow Very Present Truth instead of past-Present Truth. 

 

"Always man's greatest, and one which has ever involved almost an instantaneous decision, has 

been in the unrolling of the scroll - in the eclipse of a past message by a new one - present truth." 

3 Tr. 9:1. 

 

This Passover feast begins on the very same day of the week as it did when Christ was crucified.  

Christ was crucified on the second day of the feast, rose the third day and was offered as a wave 

sheaf on the fourth day of the feast in the courts above.  The earth turning clockwise on its axis, 

and the moon orbiting clockwise around the earth marks the months and seasons.  The first new 

moon on or after the vernal equinox marks the beginning of the first month, Hebrew calendar.  

Fourteen days later at even is the Passover.  As the moon circles the earth each day it becomes 

visible a little later.  This year the new moon appeared sickle-like a short before sunset on 

Wednesday, April 8th.  The first day of the Bible calendar was at the end of the 8th of April or 

Thursday, April 9th.  The Passover then would be fourteen days later at even, or April 23.  By 

using the Jewish calendar this year, we are able to refute the Friday Sabbath theory.  The moon 

was created on the fourth day of the creation week, Gen. 1:14-19.  The new moon being visible 

on Wednesday, the fourth day caused the Passover to fall on Wednesday, April 11 at even and 

the Passover this year being the same as it was when Jesus was crucified reveals the  
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fact that type met antitype at the cross and creation was renewed in recreation.  The Branch 

message being the antitype of Christ, reveals the fact that the restoration of the first dominion is 

certain and death is swallowed up in victory.  Therefore, there is a true saying, the BRANCH 

builds the temple.  The new moon appearing Wednesday, the fourth day of the week, shows that 

creation began on Sunday the first day of the week and, therefore, Saturday, the seventh day of 

creation week is truly the Sabbath of the Lord our God.  "And God blessed the seventh day, and 

sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his work, which God created and made."  

Praise be to His name. 

 

Yours to keep holy not a seventh day, but the Seventh day - the Sabbath, 

 

Benjamin L. Roden 
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THE THREE HARVEST FEASTS 

of 

Exodus 23:14-19; Lev. 23 
 

 

The Feasts:  No. 1      August 27, 1959 

 

Subject: The Passover and Wave-Sheaf Ceremony 

 

Aim:  To show:   

 

  1.  The three feasts are typical of the great harvest of Matt. 13; Zech. 14; Rev. 22:17. 

 

    2.   The 144,000 are the first increment of the harvest. 

 

    3.  These feasts should be observed today: 

        

    a. PASSOVER Feast with Wave-sheaf 

            Ceremony. (The Bride, holy city 

            Jerusalem.  Isa. 62:5; 2 Cor. 11:2; 

            Rev. 19:17; G.C. 426-7). 

 

        b.  PENTECOST Feast with Wave-loaf 

              Ceremony.  (144,000 first increment. 

              Rev. 14:1). 

 

        c.  Feast of TABERNACLES (second Fruit 

              Harvest, Zech. 14:16-19). 

 

Gem  Thought:  

 

 "As the WAVE-SHEAF and the wave-loaves are typical, then also the Feast of  

  Tabernacles must be typical." 3 Tr 81:2. 

 

 "A close study of the type is the only possible way to clear the truth..." 2 SR 266:5 

 

 "Thus, through patriarchs and prophets, as well as through TYPES and SYMBOLS God 

spoke to the world concerning the coming of a Deliverer from sin." PK 697. 

 

 "Christ was the foundation of the Jewish economy, THE WHOLE SYSTEM OF TYPES 

AND SYMBOLS WAS A COMPACTED PROPHECY OF THE GOSPEL, a presentation in 

which were bound up the promises of redemption." A.A. 14:1. 

 

Introduction: 
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True children of God will have an earnest desire to put away sin, all preconceived ideas and 

prejudices with an unction by the Holy Spirit  to do all God has commanded.  They will be 

seeking for Truth as for hidden treasure, accepting Christ's Righteousness (His Truth) in place of 

their own righteousness which is but filthy rags.  Study Isa. 4:1. 

 

They will likewise hear the Lord when He says "And I will put my spirit within you, and cause 

you to walk in my statutes, and ye shall keep my judgments and do them.  And ye shall dwell in 

the land that I gave to your fathers; and ye shall be my people and I will be your God." Ezek. 

36:27, 28. 

 

"Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all 

Israel, with the statutes and judgments." Mal. 4:4. 

 

"When this gospel shall be presented in its fullness to the Jews, many will accept Christ as the 

Christ...As the Old Testament Scriptures are blended with the New in an explanation of 

Jehovah's eternal purpose, this will be to many of the Jews as the dawn of a new creation, the 

resurrection of the soul...their slumbering faculties will be aroused, and they will recognize 

Christ as the Saviour of the world." A.A. 380-1. 

 

Inspiration declares:   

 

1.  The Lord will be our God when His Spirit causes us to walk in His statutes and keep  

      His judgments. 

 

2.  Then His people will possess the land that He gave to their fathers. 

 

3.  When we keep the commandments He gave to Moses "with the statutes and  

      judgments", blending then with the New Testament, many of the Jews will 

      accept Christ as the Christ. 

 

Conclusively, Brethren, the feasts are to be "statutes forever throughout your generations."  Lev. 

23:14, 21.  "Wherefore ye shall do my statutes, and keep my judgments, and do them; and ye 

shall dwell in the land in safety." Lev. 25:18. 

 

"Your obeying 'all the commandments, and the statutes, and the judgments' of the moral law of 

Moses, you see, is your evidence that you have been born again,..." 2 TG 37-24:3. 

 

Yes, when we present the gospel in its fullness, blending the Old Testament Scriptures with the 

New, many Jews will be able to "recognize Christ as the Saviour of the world." 

 

Adding the keeping of the feasts to the Third Angel's Message according to the Old Testament, 

in harmony with the New Testament is what constitutes the gospel in its fullness. 

 

This "addition" of the feast observance truth is brought by the Angel (message) that joins the 

Third Angel's Message in a message to be given to the world.  (T.M. 300; E.W. 277)  This is, in 

fact, the Judgment of the Living - the Righteousness of Christ. 
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Therefore, "Three times thou shalt keep a feast unto me in the year." Ex. 23:14. 

 

1.  "Thou shalt keep the feast of unleavened bread." (PASSOVER) Id. 23:15; P.P. 277 

2.  "And the feast of harvest, the first fruits of thy labors, which thou hast sown in the  

      field." (PENTECOST) Id. 23:16,  first part. 

3.  "...and the feast of ingathering, which is in the end of the year..." (FEAST OF  

      TABERNACLES) Id. 23:16, last part. 

 

Reason for the feasts:  "As a means of education, an important place was filled by the feasts of 

Israel....three times a year seasons were appointed for social intercourse and worship." Education 

41:5. 

 

-PART ONE- 

 

The Passover feast and Wave-Sheaf Ceremony 

 

I.  The Passover Feast: 

 

"In the fourteenth day of the first month at even is the Lord's Passover.  And on the fifteenth day 

of the same month is the feast of unleavened bread unto the Lord: seven days ye must eat 

unleavened bread." Lev. 23:5, 6. 

 

"The Passover was to be both commemorative and typical, not only pointing back to the 

deliverance from Egypt, but forward to the greater deliverance which Christ was to accomplish 

in freeing his people from the bondage of sin." P.P. 277. 

 

Note:  "...the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which the Passover 

had been a type." P.P. 539:3. 

 

"In observance of the Passover, the Lord commanded Israel to celebrate that occasion seven 

days. (See Lev. 23:5-8).  Surely no one would say that God commanded His people to 

commemorate that event seven days with no object in view.  Israel after the flesh going into 

Egypt, then out of Egypt to Mount Sinai, the Passover in Egypt on the night when the death 

angel smote the first born of man and beast at the departure of Israel, are TYPES of the church at 

the present time -- the church going out of Egypt - worldliness, the purification of the church, the 

separation of the tares from the wheat -- the fulfillment of Ezekiel 9." 2SR 216:3. 

 

"I am, however, certain that God will not keep us ignorant of the things we ought to know.  If it 

becomes necessary for us to know ahead of time the day and hour of the purification of the 

church, the antitypical Passover, we will be told." 2TG 41-3:3 (Send for literature explaining the 

time of antitypical Passover). 

 

"The Lord's Supper was ordained in remembrance of the Lord's sacrifice, not to cleanse the 

partakers of it from their sins but to cleanse them from sinners, as is seen from the Passover in 

Egypt and from the fact that thereafter Judas no longer walked with the disciples.  Plainly, then, 

the celebration of the ordinance brought blessing to the eleven, but damnation to the one." 1TGr 

3-3:4. 
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"Furthermore, no one seems to know when and how to observe the sacrament.  Some observe it 

every Sunday or every Sabbath, some occasionally, some every quarter and so on.  It seems 

logical to say that when God commands us to observe it anew He will tell us also how and when 

to observe it properly." 1TGr 3-6:2. 

 

"The message, moreover, teaches that we should remain in the mother church and work strictly 

for her salvation.  The conclusion then is that as long as we stay with her there seems to be no 

need for ordaining the Lord's Supper privately among ourselves, perhaps not before the hour 

comes for the penitent to be separated from the impenitent, as taught by the TYPES, by the 

PASSOVER in Egypt, and by the PASSOVER on the night when Judas was to go out, never 

again to walk with the twelve." 1TGr 3-6:1. 

 

SUMMARY:  In the foregoing statements we plainly see: 

 

1.  Passover is commemorative, pointing back to ancient Israel's deliverance from Egypt: also 

typical, pointing forward to a greater deliverance when Christ (THE BRANCH) frees His people 

from sin and sinners. 

 

2.  The Lord's Supper was instituted as antitypical Passover, to  be observed once a year at 

Passover time. 

 

Note:  A seven-day affair:  religious, social, and education (the same as in the type except for the 

sacrifice of the Lamb.  Lev. 23:5-8).  Observed at the going down of the sun on the fourteenth 

day of the first month Abib, the first and seventh days are holy with a total of three holy days 

including the weekly Sabbath which came between the first and seventh days. 

 

3.  Passover in Egypt and the smiting of the first born is  typical of the church at the present time:  

going out of Egypt - worldliness, purification, separation of the tares from the wheat, Ezek. 9 

slaying. 

 

4.  Passover not designed to cleanse sinners of their sins, but sinners from among His people, i.e. 

Judas no longer walked with the twelve. 

 

5.  God through Inspiration will reveal the time of the antitypical Passover. 

 

6.  Logical to say, when God commands us to observe Passover anew, He will tell us how and 

when to observe it properly. 

 

II.  The Wave-Sheaf Ceremony (Read Lev. 23:9-12). 

 

"The Wave-Sheaf, Wave-Loaves, and the Feast of Tabernacles.  Illustrating our salvation in 

completeness, the harvest rites of the ceremonial system must therefore corroborate both the 

testimonies of the prophets and the parables concerning the harvest, for all are inextricably 

bound up together.  The ceremonies of the first and second fruits of grain must accordingly 

unfold the truth concerning the first and second fruits of humanity." 3Tr 75:2. 

 

"Here we see commanded the observance of three harvest rites: 
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(1)…the...wave-sheaf, at the beginning of the first harvest; 

(2)…the...wave-loaves, at the close of the first harvest; 

(3)…the feast of tabernacles, at the close of the second harvest." Id. 76:1. 

 

"Being of cut stalks of grain, the wave-sheaf signified fruits to be harvested.  And as the sheaf 

was to be offered before the sickle was put to the grain and gathered into sheaves, it obviously 

pointed forward to a spiritual harvest of first fruits to be gathered." Id. 76:2. 

 

"Barley was the earliest grain in Palestine, and at the opening of the feast it was beginning to 

ripen.  A sheaf of this grain was waved by the priest before the altar of God, as an 

acknowledgement that all was his.  Not until this ceremony had been performed was the harvest 

to be gathered." P.P. 539:4. 

 

SUMMARY:  The clear-cut facts are: 

 

1.  The first and second fruits of grain unfold the first and second fruits of humanity. 

 

2.  Three harvest rites with wave-sheaf offered at beginning of first fruit harvest which signified 

fruits to be gathered. 

 

3.  Conclusively, then, since the wave-sheaf is barley, the first ripe grain, first of the first fruits 

(Ex. 23:19), and is offered at Passover which is at the beginning of the harvest of the first fruits; 

and since these harvest rites are a figure of soul harvests; and also since those that arose with 

Christ became a typical living wave-sheaf presented as trophies before the Father in heaven 

(3Tr 79:2); we conclude that since the mediatorial-judicial throne of Ezekiel 1 extends to 

the earthly sanctuary (church) (2Tr 46-47) there must be an antitypical living wave-sheaf 

offered before God's traveling throne on earth at that time - (Passover). 

 

Special Note: 

 

The church is judged (names investigated in the books in heaven, 3Tr 50-51; 54:1; 2TG 42-31:2; 

5AB 30:1) in the time of the six seal (1TGr 5-11: 1), the time in which the 144,000 are sealed 

(2SR 165:2). 

 

Since the 144,000 first fruits are judged (counted) in the time of the seventh seal (2SR 220:1,2) 

all that the Lord could possibly have at the time of His arrival in His judicial throne to start the 

counting of the 144,000 (judging, inspecting the "wedding guests") would be the wave-sheaf 

who are to gather the 144,000 wave-loaves. 

 

Therefore "...when the Son of man cometh, shall he find (little: wavesheaf) faith on the earth?" 

Luke 18:8. 

 

III.  Who is the Wave-Sheaf of the Living in our day?: 

 

ANSWER: 

 

"...it (D.S.D.A. Assn.) purports itself to be the first of the first fruits of the living, the vanguard... 

With the emergence of this vanguard and its army, the first fruits, from which are elected the  
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12,000 out of each of the twelve tribes of Jacob, 'the 144,000' ... who stand on Mount Zion with 

the lamb... the reign of antitypical David begins."  Leviticus of D.S.D.A. 3:2. 

 

Note Carefully: 

 

1.  The Davidian Assn. is the first of the first fruits - wave-sheaf, vanguard, NOT wave-loaves - 

144,000, army; VANGUARD:  That which preceeds the army. 

 

2.  Wave-sheaf - vanguard - is offered at beginning of the first fruit harvest at Passover time. 

 

3.  Wave-loaves - army - 144,000 is offered at end of the first fruit harvest at Pentecost. 

 

4.  With the offering of the wave-sheaf and the wave-loaves antitypical David's reign begins.  

(David is anointed prior to his reign.  Isa. 10:27). 

 

IV.  Who is to inform the Davidian Wave-Sheaf of the time of her ceremonial offering, that she 

may ready herself for that event - "beginning of harvest"? 

 

"Note until this ceremony (offering of barley - wave-sheaf) had been performed was the harvest 

to be gathered." P.P. 539:4. 

 

"I am, however, certain that God will not keep us ignorant of the things we ought to know.  If it 

becomes necessary for us to know ahead of time the day and hour of the purification of the 

church, the antitypical PASSOVER, we will be told." 2TG 41-3:3. 

 

God declares:   

 

1.  No harvest of 144,000 - wave-loaves, army -  without first a wave-sheaf offering. 

 

 

2.  God will, when necessary, make known the time of the wave-sheaf offering, the antitypical 

Passover, so that the wave-sheaf may prepare; for "Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but the 

revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets." Amos 3:7. 

 

"Here is the Bible's own answer, which says that there is to be a people who will have the 

Testimony of the Jesus Messiah at the time the earth swallows up the flood (Passover, going out 

of Egypt), the hypocrites.  And since this incident is yet future, it shows that there is to be a 

prophet in the Church ..." 2TG 24-23:1. 

 

"...God has given his church eyes which he requires them to amoint with wisdom, that they may 

see clearly; but many would put out the eyes (seers, prophets, 1TGr 5-18:1) of the church if they 

could; for they would not have their deeds come to the light, lest they should be reproved." 4T 

88:2 

 

"...worshipping the dead, a form of Shintoism.  (spiritualism)  Worshipping the dead prophets  
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and killing the living ones, is a brutal effort to block the progress of Truth to deceive self and 

others."   2TGr 26-23:1. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

So you see, Brothers and Sisters, by "killing the prophets", by "putting out the eyes of the 

church", you deprive yourself of the Living Spirit of Prophecy - the eyes of God in our midst. 

 

Without God's "prophet-eye" to inform His people of the Passover there would be none, for God 

does nothing but He reveals the event to His servants the prophets.  Without the Passover there 

would be no antitypical wave-sheaf offered and consequently no opening of the earth's mouth 

(Rev. 12:16), nor harvest of the first fruits (Rev. 14:1-5), nor Pentecost, nor harvest of second 

fruits (Rev. 7:9; Isa. 60:3), nor Feast of Tabernacles, nor even a necessity for the second coming 

of Jesus to receive the saints. 

 

What nonsense!  Resist those who commit the crime of prophet-murder, for such, there will be 

no deliverance from antitypical Egypt - sin (Isa. 11:16) for "...by a prophet the Lord brought 

Israel out of Egypt and by a prophet was he preserved." Hosea 12:13. 

 

Therefore, Inspiration (The BRANCH) COMMANDS THE INSTITUTION OF THE LORD'S 

SUPPER AT PASSOVER (statute forever, Lev. 23:14), after which begins the first fruit harvest, 

"gathered 'one by one", Isa. 27:12." 1TGr 9-11. 

 

"Those who keep God's solemn 'feasts' and perform their vows shall have ... peace.  None others 

shall." 2TG 42-41:2. 

 

V.  Since Davidians are the antitypical Wave-Sheaf, we must check to see if we are a "Laodicean 

or Davidian - Which?" 1TGr 8. 

 

"...angel of Laodicea? - He is lukewarm... The Lord recommends that he be either cold or hot, - 

uncomfortable, in search of something better rather than stay lukewarm... increased with goods 

(with Truth). -parenthesis theirs- Not knowing that he is spiritually poor (etc.)...If the Lord's own 

warning fails to change his mind, then the only thing left for the Lord to do is to spue him out of 

His mouth...He thus deceives himself that he has the whole truth to carry him right through the 

Pearly Gates, that he needs nothing more...their so-called increase is not an increase of Truth, but 

worthless, uninspired interpretations not tried in the fire.  The angel of Laodicea is naked, too.  

He has not the wedding garment on - he has not the righteousness of Christ." 1 TGr 8-17, 18. 

 

"You, yourself can now answer the questions as to whether you are a Davidian or still a 

Laodicean.  If you are satisfied with yourself, with your spiritual attainments, with your man-

made program; if you think that the Lord is speaking to you by whatever happens to 'click' in 

your mind; if you think you have all the Truth, and that you have need of nothing more; if you 

think that everyone who does not have your stamp of approval on his belief, is a false prophet; 

and if you are in fear that someone is everlastingly trying to deceive you because he teaches 

something new; if you never give it a thought that you may be slamming your door against a 

Truth-bearer who may be bringing to you the Lord's 'eyesalve' and the 'wedding garment' - if you  
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do all these or any part of them, then you must be as good a Laodicean as you can possibly be, 

not a Davidian. 

 

"...if you are all for God and not at all for self or for the world, then, of course, you either are, or 

are beginning to be, a Davidian...then keep advancing in the light, and for certain you shall 

finally stand on Mt. Zion with the Lamb." 1TGr 8-28. 

 

"Provisional in set-up as well as in name, the Davidian Seventh-day Adventist Association exists 

solely to accomplish a divinely appointed work within the Seventh-day Adventist denomination, 

wherein it therefore strictly confines its activities.  As its work there within draws to a close, and 

the 'servants of our God'...are sealed, its name will be changed." Leviticus of D.S.D.A. Preface 

 

"Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change? --The BRANCH." 1TGr 8-24:3. 

 

"Since, as has already been pointed out, Christ ('Immanuel') did not live in the time of such a 

confederacy, it must be that not only Israel, Syria, and Assyria are types, but Christ Himself is 

also a type.  We learned that Immanuel (meaning, 'God with us') could represent only His true 

followers, the born-again Christians." 12 S. Code 1:5, 6  (For a complete explanation of this 

statement read Branch 'Confederacy of Isa. 7 & 8' No. 1). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Since Immanuel means Christ, "God with us", and The BRANCH is Christ, and since Christ is a 

type; therefore, The Branch message is the antitype of Christ's message. 

 

Now since Christ was a Davidian (Matt. 22:42) and The Branch believers are Davidians, they are 

therefore the antitypical Immanuels (Isa. 7:14). 

 

Furthermore, since Christ the Davidian (P.P. 539:4) and those Davidians He took to heaven with 

Him as trophies of His victory over death, became the living wave-sheaf, TYPE (3Tr 79:2), it is 

plain to see that The Branch believers are the only 100% Davidians (1Tr 8-28:1) and the 

antitypical first of the first fruits - barley, wave-sheaf, vanguard - (Leviticus 3:2) who are to be 

offered before God's traveling throne (Ezek. 1) on earth at Passover Time. 

 

Says the prophet:  "Saviors (Branches) shall come upon the mount Zion to judge the mount of 

Esau." Obadiah 21. 

 

"I AM the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman.  Every branch in me that beareth not fruit 

he taketh away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more 

fruit.  Now ye are CLEAN through the WORD which I have spoken unto you." John 15:1-3. 

 

Since all are Branches, be a real Branch by accepting the message of His new name - BRANCH, 

and be cleansed. 

 

By obedience to the Truth we are made whole - cleansed. 
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"The thought that the righteousness of Christ is imparted to us, not because of any merit on our 

part, but as a free gift from God, is a precious thought.  The enemy of God and man is not willing 

that this truth should be clearly presented; for he knows that if the people receive it fully, his 

power will be broken." G.W. 161. 

 

"...saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch, and...shall execute judgment 

and justice in the earth (seat of two-horned beast)...and this is his name (Branch) where HE shall 

be called, THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." Jer. 23:5, 6 

 

"If the church (wave-loaves) will put on the robe of Christ's righteousness (The Branch 

message), withdrawing from all allegiance from the world there is before her the dawn of a 

bright and glorious day." A.A. 601:1. 

 

"Those who keep God's solemn 'feasts' and perform their vows 

                                                              

shall have---peace.  None others shall."  2 TG 42-41:2  Notice 

                                          Notice especially GC 399:4.....................Read G.C. 484-485 

 

Let the command now go forth:  THE BRANCH INSTITUTES THE LORD'S SUPPER AT 

PASSOVER TIME & WAVE-SHEAF IS OFFERED! 

 

"GET READY! (BDSDA)  GET READY! (DSDA)  GET READY!  (SDA)...."  E.W. 199:1 

 

SUMMARY OF LESSON 

 

"The subject of the sanctuary and the investigative judgment should be clearly understood by the 

people of God.  All need a knowledge of themselves of the position and work of their great High 

Priest.  Otherwise it will be impossible for them to exercise the faith which is essential at this 

time or to occupy the position which God designs them to fill." G.C. 488:2. 

 

DAVIDIANS, AT THIS POINT, SHOULD CLEARLY UNDERSTAND THAT: 

 

The ceremonies of the harvest typify redeemed humanity...3Tr 76. 

The wave-sheaf rite precedes the harvests............P.P. 539:4. 

The wave-sheaf in Christ's day typifies one in our day..3Tr. 79,81-3. 

The wave-sheaf of today are the Davidian S.D.A.'s...Lev. DSDA 3. 

The true Davidians are "advancing in the light".....1TGr 8:28:2. 

The "advancing light" is The Branch, Rod-Latter Rain, ceased............11 S.Code 1:14. 

The true wave-sheaf is offered to God at Passover time......... Lev. 23:5-11. 

The time of Passover is revealed to Elijah...'50GCS12-13;37;Amos 3:7. 

The Elijah is "in the church" at Passover - Ezek. 9, slaying..........2TGu 24-23:1, 2. 

The Elijah declares, "keep the feast", "have peace"..........'50GCS 13:1; 37; 2TG 42-41:2. 

The wave-sheaf "keep the feast", are peacefully "tare-free"...Rev. 12:16; 1TGr 3-3:4. 
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In keeping with the above summarized points of saving Truth, may God help each Davidian to 

understand the wave-sheaf truth so that he fail not "...to occupy the position which God designs 

them to fill." 

 

Brothers, Sisters, Youth, and Children: God wants you to "have peace", to be "tare-free" and 

thus, trouble free - Jesus' WAVE-SHEAF OFFERING before the great throne of Omnipotence. 

 

Yours to be a LIVING Wave-Sheaf, 

 

Benjamin Roden 

 

Note:  Emphases & Parentheses in quotations ours unless otherwise indicated. 

 

In a recent visit to Mt. Carmel and an inspection of the Revised manuscript in longhand which 

Sr. Houteff says Bro. Houteff finished before his death, the writing appears the same as 

published in 2TGr 24-23, 24 1956.  Therefore, we should not say it is uninspired.  However, 

from weight of evidence in Bro. Houteff's writings that show a prophet - the living Spirit of 

Prophecy at work before Ezek. 9, even referring to his work, we must conclude that the true 

understanding of the reference in question does not mean what the enemy of Truth would imply, 

in order to refute the existence of the living Spirit of Prophecy, now, since the death of VTH. 

 

The true understanding of the statement in the 1956 reprint shows "that the church as a whole" .. 

are not led by the living Spirit of Prophecy, before the earth opens her mouth, "but as 

individuals" only.  The remnant that is left after the earth opens her mouth to swallow up the 

"...'flood' (private interpreters of the Scriptures and their sympathizers who are about to sweep 

her away)" will have the living Spirit of Prophecy in their midst.  It is brought to them by a man, 

antitypical Eliajh (TM475) who comes just before the great and dreadful day of the Lord - before 

the earth opens her mouth. 
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THE THREE HARVEST FEASTS 

of 

Exodus 23:14-19; Lev. 23 

 

 

The Feasts, No. 2                 September 22, 1959 

 

Subject:   PENTECOST and the WAVE-LOAF ceremony. 

 

Aim to show:  The 144,000 are the antitypical WAVE-LOAVES. 

 

They are to be waved at the END of the first fruit harvest on the day of the antitypical 

PENTECOST. 

 

The sealing is over when the winds are let loose. The harvest (judgment) for the 144,000 is after 

the sealing (2SR 220) and after the wave-sheaf is offered. 

 

They are, therefore, the "first increment" of the harvest, (WHR 33) the first to be "added" to the 

wave-sheaf (PP 539:4). 

 

Likewise, they are the first contingent of commandos for Christ THE BRANCH (WHR 61) in 

the  great harvest - Loud Cry of the Third Angel's Message. 

 

Gem thought: "As the wave-sheaf and the WAVE-LOAVES are typical, then also the Feast of 

Tabernacles must be typical." 3Tr 81:2. 

 

"...the PENTECOST after the resurrection was for the ingathering of those who were to die, there 

must, correspondingly, be a PENTECOST for the ingathering of those who are to be translated.  

And by the same token of logic, the WAVE-SHEAF and the WAVE-LOAVES must have a 

double application, each to the dead and to the LIVING, together comprising the total fruits of 

the antitypical harvest. 

 

"The apostolic Pentecost in providing the power for the ingathering of second fruits up to the 

beginning of the judgment of those who are now dead, FORE-TOKENED the FINAL 

PENTECOST, which is YET FUTURE, and which is to bring the power for the ingathering of 

the second fruits of the LIVING, those who shall never die." 3Tr. 82-3. 

 

"By prayer and confession of sin we MUST CLEAR the King's highway.  As we DO this, the 

POWER of the SPIRIT will come to us.  We need the PENTECOSTAL energy.  THIS will 

come; for the Lord has promised to send HIS SPIRIT as the all-conquering power." 8T 297-8 

 

Introduction: 

 

Many today are clamoring for this great gift of the Spirit without meeting the conditions.  One 

marvels at the presumption of these so-called pious ones who think God will fill their souls with  
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His SPIRIT without their first clearing the King's highway by crucifying self, putting away sin, 

and in deep humiliation accepting Christ's Righteousness (Branch message) instead of their own 

private theories - self-righteousness (Isa. 4:1). 

 

"The angel (Rev. 18:1) who unites in the proclamation of the third angel's message is to lighten 

the whole earth with his glory.  A work of world-side extent and unwonted power is here 

foretold... 

 

"The work will be similar to that of the Day of PENTECOST." G.C. 611. 

 

"...A spirit of intercession was seen, even as was manifested before the great day of 

PENTECOST..." 9T 126. 

 

Inspiration declares:  

 

1.  The Spirit will come when the way is cleared by putting away sin. 

 

2.  The angel of Rev. 18:1 unites with the third angel's message to lighten the earth with  

       his glory. 

 

3.  The believers have a spirit of intercession similar to the one before the Day of  

      Apostolic Pentecost. 

 

Notice:  "Both the wave-sheaf and the WAVE-LOAVES were thank offerings for the FIRST 

fruits.  One was dedicated at the BEGINNING of the harvest; the other at the COMPLETION of 

it.  In contrast to the wave-sheaf of cut stalks of grain, perfiguring fruits to be gathered after the 

sheaf was offered, the WAVE-LOAVES, being a finished product, signified fruits previously 

gathered." 3Tr 78:1. 

 

"This system of worship, therefore, is truly the Righteousness by faith that brings the 

righteousness of Christ in the people of God..." 1TG 37:24. 

 

"Awake, awake; put on thy strength, O Zion; put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the 

holy city." Isa. 52:1. 

 

"When THIS GOSPEL shall be presented in its fullness to the Jews, many will accept Christ as 

the Christ." G.W. 398. 

 

"History, commandments, prophecy, statutes...store it in your mind, and study it at your leisure.  

Yes, be convinced of the TRUTH which I have tried to present to you, for IT is your LIFE, your 

PROSPERITY, your HEALTH and HAPPINESS, your ETERNITY." 2TG 37:25. 

 

"The principles taught in the schools of the prophets were the same that molded David's 

character and shaped his life.  The word of God was his instructor.  'Through Thy PRECEPTS,' 

he said, 'I get understanding...I have inclined mine heart to perform Thy STATUTES.'  It was  
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this that caused the Lord to pronounce David, when in his youth He called him to the throne, 'a 

man after Mine own heart'." Ed. 48. 

 

"In the records of sacred HISTORY were traced the footsteps of Jehovah.  The great truths set 

forth by the TYPES in the service of the sanctuary were brought to view, and faith grasped the 

central object of all that system, -the Lamb of God, that was to take away the sin of the world." 

Ed 47. 

 

History, commandments, and prophecy, plus the statutes and judgments are the addition to the 

third message and will join it as it swells to the Loud Cry.  This  is the loud cry message - the 

Righteousness of Christ. (E.W. 277). 

 

Therefore, "Three times in the year all thy males shall appear before the Lord God." Ex. 23:1. 

 

1.  "In the fourteenth day of the first month at even is the Lord's Passover." Lev. 23:5. 

 

2.  "Ye shall bring out of your habitations two WAVE-LOAVES of TWO tenth deals:  

       they shall be of fine flour; they shall be baked with leaven; they are the FIRST  

       FRUITS unto the Lord." Lev. 23:17. 

 

3.  "...The fifteenth day of this seventh month shall be the feast of tabernacles for seven  

      days unto the Lord." Lev. 23:34. 

 

"Wherefore ye shall do my statutes, and keep my judgments, and do them; and ye shall dwell in 

the land in safety." Lev. 25:18. 

 

Besides the yearly feasts which are in reality statutes forever throughout the generations of 

Israel, there is a yearly fast - Atonement.  The Lord says that in the Kingdom He will put His 

Spirit within His people and cause them to walk in His statutes and judgments and do them (Eze. 

36:27).  Since the statutes are so important in the Kingdom, it is likewise important that we keep 

them now. 

 

Feast of Pentecost and WAVE-LOAF Ceremony 

 

1.  The Pentecost: 

 

"And thou shalt keep the feast of weeks, unto the Lord thy God with a tribute of a free-will 

offering of thine hand, which thou shalt give unto the Lord thy God, according as the Lord thy 

God hath blessed thee...in the place which the Lord thy God hath chosen to place his name there.  

And thou remember that thou wast a bondman in Egypt; and thou shalt observe and do these 

statutes." Deut. 16:10-13. 

 

"...Hundreds and thousands were seen visiting families, and opening before them the word of 

God.  Hearts were convicted by the power of the Holy Spirit , and a spirit of genuine conversion 

was manifest..." 
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"Yet some refused to be converted.  They were not willing to walk in God's way, and when, in 

order that the work of God might be advanced, calls were made for free-will offerings, some 

clung selfishly to their earthly possessions.  These covetous ones became separated from the 

company of believers." 9T 126. 

 

"The first half of the prayer Jesus has taught us, is in regard to the NAME and KINGDOM and 

WILL of God, - that HIS (new) NAME may be honored, HIS KINGDOM established, His WILL 

performed." M.B. 110. 

 

"The people were surrounded by fierce, warlike tribes, that were eager to sieze upon their lands; 

yet three times a year all the able-bodied men, and all the people who could make the journey, 

were directed to leave their homes, and repair to the place of assembly, near the center of the 

land.  What was to hinder their enemies from sweeping down upon those unprotected 

households, to lay them waste with fire and sword?  What was to prevent an invasion of the land, 

that would bring Israel into captivity to some foreign foe? - God had promised to be the protector 

of His people  'The angel of Jehovah encampeth round about them that fear him, and delivereth 

them.'  While the Israelites went up to worship, divine power would place a restraint upon their 

enemies.  God's promise was, 'I will cast out the nations before thee, and enlarge thy borders; 

neither shall any man desire thy land,when thou shalt go up to appear before the Lord thy God 

thrice in the year'." P.P. 537. 

 

'Wherefore ye shall do my statutes, and keep my judgments, and do them; and ye shall dwell in 

the land in safety." Lev 25:18. 

 

"This Scripture (Joel 2:23, 28, 29) shows, moreoever, that the manifestation of that Spirit in the 

second Pentecost, is to be much greater than the former, that in comparision the former was but a 

sample." 2TG 19:10 (G.C. 611). 

 

SUMMARY:  In the statements above Inspiration points out: 

 

1.  Israel was commanded to keep the feast of weeks (Pentecost) with a tribute of free- 

     will offering, according as the Lord had blessed. 

 

2.  They were to observe it in the place where God had chosen to place His name. 

 

3.  His name is to be placed - Hallowed, in the Kingdom.  Matt. 6:9, 10. 

 

4.  Hundreds and thousands were seen visiting families as doors were thrown open.   

      

Hearts were converted by the power of the Holy Spirit . 

 

5.  Some refused to be converted and walk in God's ways.  They held onto their earthly  

     possessions and their selfishness separated them from God. 

 

6.  God's restraining power protected Israel on their feast days against aggression of the  

     heathen nations round about them. 
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7.  Through their keeping the feasts, God's people were promised safety.  (Lev. 25:18). 

 

8.  In the second Pentecost the Spirit's power is to be much greater.  The first Pentecost is  

      only a sample. 

 

II.  The WAVE-LOAF Ceremony (Lev. 23:16, 17). 

 

"Here we are commanded the observance of THREE harvest rites: (1) the ceremony of the 

WAVE-SHEAF, at the beginning of the first harvest; (2) the ceremony of the WAVE-LOAVES, 

at the CLOSE of the first fruit harvest; and (3) the feast of tabernacles, at the close of the second 

harvest.  Being TYPICAL, these two grain harvests (judgments, 2TG 42:31) with their  three 

LITERAL sacraments, accordingly foreshadow two soul harvests (2TG 44:33) with three 

spiritual rites, the first of which is the FIRST FRUITS with WAVE-SHEAF and WAVE-

LOAVES." 3Tr 76. 

 

"...In contrast to the WAVE-SHEAF of cut stalks of grain, prefiguring fruits to be gathered 

AFTER the SHEAF was offered, the WAVE-LOAVES, being a finished product, signified fruits 

previously gathered." 3Tr 78. 

 

"Here you see that the announcement of this long-expected event is to be made by SOMEONE'S 

publications.  Moreover, he publishes peace and thus announces the RESTORATION of the 

KINGDOM.  This is ONLY peace that the world can have.  There is to be NO other.  Those who 

keep God's solemn 'FEASTS' and PERFORM their VOWS shall have this peace. None OTHERS 

shall." 2TG 42:41. 

 

"...The CEREMONIES of the FIRST and SECOND fruits of the grain MUST accordingly 

UNFOLD the TRUTH concerning the FIRST and SECOND fruits of humanity." 3Tr 75:2. 

 

"Just as Christ arose on the very day the SHEAF was to be offered, likewise the Holy Spirit  fell 

upon the 120 disciples on the very day the WAVE-LOAVES were to be presented before the 

Lord.  The apostolic Pentecost was accordingly the prototype of the ceremonial Pentecost (the 

day the WAVE-LOAVES were offered).  And since the WAVE-SHEAF was a figure of Christ 

and of those who arose with Him as the first of the first fruits of the dead, hence the WAVE-

LOAVES were a figure of the 120 Spirit-filled disciples who were the full complement of first 

fruits of the dead and who were gathered in after the resurrection." 4Tr 80. 

 

"...as ones raised from the dead, they are the first fruits of the dead, whereas as ones ever living 

before the Father, they are (a type of:  3Tr 79:2; 81:1; 83:0; Lev. of DSDA 3:2) the living wave-

sheaf of the first fruits of the living, the 144,000 servants of God, who sequentially precede The 

Second Fruits and the Feast of Tabernacles." 3Tr 80. 

 

"...those who arose with Christ...became a living TYPE..." 3Tr 79:2. 

 

"...the wave-sheaf and WAVE-LOAVES are TYPICAL..." 3Tr 81. 
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"...the wave-sheaf and the WAVE-LOAVES must have a DOUBLE application, each to the dead 

and to the living." 3Tr 83. 

 

"...it (DSDA Association) purports itself to be the FIRST of the first fruits (WAVE-SHEAF) of 

the living." The Leviticus of DSDA 3:2  (Ex. 23:19). 

 

"Being of cut stalks of grain the wave-sheaf signifies fruits to be harvested.  And as the SHEAF 

was to be offered before the sickles was put to the grain and gathered into sheaves, it obviously 

pointed forward to a spiritual harvest of first fruits to be gathered." 3Tr 76:2. 

 

"...Not until this ceremony had been performed was the harvest to be gathered." PP 539:4. 

 

"It is evident by this Scripture that this glorious church is to be established at the close of this 

world's history when the earthly kingdoms shall come to their end.  While interpreting 

Zechariah's vision, the angel spoike of Zerubbabel, saying:  'The hands of Zerubbabel have laid 

the foundation of this house; his hands also shall finish it.' (Zech. 4:9).  That is, the founders of 

the anti-type which were typified by Zerubbabel, laid the foundation in 1844.  Zerubbabel being 

'a signet' to the anti-type (by laying the foundation and finishing the house), denotes that the 

finishing of the spiritual house (the completeness of the church of God - numbering of the saints) 

is to be accomplished in one generation (in life of a man, commencing in 1844)." 2SR 280, all 

parenthesis theirs. 

 

SUMMARY:  The plain facts are: 

 

1.  There are THREE Harvest Rites: 

 

    a.  The WAVE-SHEAF at the BEGINNING of the first harvest (judgment) 

    b.  The WAVE-LOAVES at the CLOSE of the first fruit harvest (judgment) 

    c.  The Feast of Tabernacles, at the close of the SECOND fruit harvest (judgment) 

 

2.  Wave-sheaf, cut stalks of grain, prefigure fruits to be  gathered AFTER the sheaf is  

     offered. 

 

3.  The three harvest rites of the ceremonial system with their two grain harvests unfolds  

      the truth concerning the First (Rev. 14:1) and Second fruits of humanity.  (Rev. 7:9;  

      Isa. 60:3, 14). 

 

4.  The Spirit fell on the 120 disciples on the very day the WAVE-LOAVES were to be  

     offered, therefore, the Spirit-filled 120 were the full complement of the first fruits of  

     the dead, who were gathered in after the resurrection. 

 

5.  The 144,000 are called FIRST FRUITS (Rev. 14:4), therefore, they are the antitypical  

     WAVE-LOAVES of the living.  And as the Spirit fell on the 120 first fruits on the  

     Day of Pentecost at the end of the first harvest for the dead, the Spirit will likewise fall  

     on the 144,000 first fruits of the living on the future Pentecost at the end of the first  

     fruit harvest (judgment) for the living. 
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6.  "...the founders of the antitype which were typified by Zerubbabel, laid the foundation  

      in 1844 (Ellen Harmon's first  vision - the 144,000).  Zerubbabel being a signet...   

      denotes  ...(the completeness of the church of God - numbering of the saints) – 

      parenthesis theirs- is to be accomplished in one generation in the life of a man, (Gen.  

      6:3 - commencing in 1844). -parenthesis theirs-." 2SR 280. 

 

7.  The WAVE-LOAVES signifies fruits previously gathered. Clearly, then, after the  

      resurrection of the two witnesses, (Rev. 11) there will be an antitypical Pentecost. 

 

III.  Who will be the WAVE-LOAVES of the living in our day? 

 

"...the WAVE-LOAVES were a figure of the 120 Spirit-filled...first fruits of the dead. 

 

"...the spiritual conditions of the 120 before the apostolic Pentecost is clearly seen to TYPIFY 

the spiritual condition of the 144,000 before the future Pentecost. 

 

"The first fruits of the dead (120) being a numbered company, and the second fruits of the dead 

(the multitude gathered after Pentecost) being an unnumbered company, so correspondingly must 

it be with the first and second fruits of the LIVING.  Hence the sealing of the 144,000 first fruits; 

and hence 'after this,' says John, 'I beheld, and lo, a great multitude, which no man could 

number...' Rev. 7:9." 3Tr 80:1; 86:0, 3, all parenthesis theirs. 

 

"The virgins were called to meet Him, and thus by faith go in with Him to appear before the 

Father...The seal is the PERMIT; it places their names in the Lamb's book of Life, and thus it 

grants to them the right to appear before the Father in the judgment; not in person, but in figure; 

thus having their sins blotted out." 2SR 184:4. 

 

"The confederacy (Isa. 8)...commences BEFORE the Loud Cry and BEFORE the slaughter of 

Ezekiel 9.  It is not the Image of the Beast, for this association precedes the Image of the Beast, 

and the confederacy is formed when the nations are girding themselves for war.  Put another 

way, the confederacy will commence AFTER the sealing and perhaps just BEFORE the 

slaughter of Ezekiel 9." 13 S. Code 3&4:10. 

 

"This prophecy (Isa. 8:15) declares that the confederacy will be a snare--a trap--and that many 

will fall and be taken in it.  It will be a fearful trap and will separate God's people.  Thus is the 

Lord going to test all His people and let them reveal just how much faith each of them has." 13 

S. Code 3&4:9. 

 

Those who escape this trap evidently will be "These 144,000 'servants of God,' being the first 

increment of the harvest (judgment), are called FIRST FRUITS." WHR 33. 

 

"...'the remnant,' the 'escaped of Israel' (Isa. 4:2), -parenthesis theirs- the first contingent of 

commandos for Christ." WHR 61. 

 

SUMMARY:  Important facts: 
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1.  The 120 were the WAVE-LOAVES of the dead; they TYPIFY the 144,000 who are to  

      be the WAVE-LOAVES of the living. 

 

2.  The seal is the permit that grants them the right to appear  in the judgment. 

 

3.  When the confederacy of Isa. 8 commences, the sealing is over.  It commences before  

      the Loud Cry and before the slaughter of Eze. 9.  This is not the Image of the Beast. 

      The confederacy begins when the nations are girding for war.  This is a fearful trap  

      AND WILL SEPARATE GOD'S PEOPLE.  Many are taken in the trap. 

 

Special Note:      

 

4.  The escaped ones are the "first increment" of the harvest.  The Branch is beautiful and  

      glorious to the escaped of Israel in that day. 

 

               a.  INCREMENT - that which is added; -Webster's 

                   Dictionary- an added amount.  ADDED to what? 

                   ANSWER:  They, 144,000, first fruits, are 

                   added to the Branch, wave-sheaf - first of the 

                   first fruits.  (Ex. 23:19)  (The Leviticus of 

                   D.S.D.A., PREFACE, and page #3:2). 

 

"The 144,000...are the first fruits (WAVE-LOAVES), the FIRST to be GATHERED unto J U D 

A H." 1TGr 15-10:1. 

 

"...In that battle (Zech. 14:2) the nations will defeat the rulers of the Promised Land.  Then it is 

that the house of Judah commences to be set up. 

 

"...but since all are not cut off from the city, it must be that the WICKED are taken away and the 

righteous LEFT to join the house of Judah. 

 

"At the time Jerusalem, that now is, falls, the Lord's feet shall stand upon Mount of Olives 

and...remove the obstacles and hindrances, and thus prepare the land for the returning of His 

people. 

 

"...(1) Note that the Lord's feet stand on the mount in the day of the war in which Jerusalem is 

taken by the wicked nations. 

 

"...surprisingly confuses the wicked that they begin to act like mad men.  At the time the Lord 

brings this to pass, he protects the house of Judah. 

 

"When the Lord smites the armies of the nations (with blindness, Zech. 12:4), He also makes the 

rulers of Judah like an hearth of fire among the wood.  Thus shall they with the 'everlasting 

gospel' devour all the heathens round about, and thus shall Jerusalem be inhabited safely by 

God's faithful people." 1TGr 19:3-4. 
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Note Carefully :  "Here the prophet predicts that Assyria's capital city will be emptied, and her 

palace dissolved.  Clearly, then, the KINGDOM of JUDAH is set up in TIME of WAR..." 1TGr 

24:13. 

 

Those who have known this message for years and who do not have enough faith to go to Israel 

now in time of peace, while the way is open for them, may not be able to go in time of war, and 

therefore, be too late to take part in removing the obstacles and hindrances and setting up the 

Kingdom.  Those who are called to be the vanguard, first of the first fruits - wave-sheaf (Ex. 

23:19) and do not now move forward in faith while the Lord is making the call, may find the way 

forever closed, later.  The command is go forward in faith.  COME UP TO THE ATONEMENT 

(Lev. 23:27) AND RECEIVE THE SEAL, PERMIT TO APPEAR BEFORE THE GREAT 

JUDGE!  Holy Convocations - Oct. 2, at even.  Oct. 11 at even, a day of fasting and affliction of 

soul! (G.C. 490). 

 

CONCLUSION:  The WAVE-LOAVES, 144,000 first fruits, are the "first increment", "the first 

to be added to the FIRST of the first fruits - Branch, WAVE-SHEAF - Tents of Judah. 

 

PART #3 TO FOLLOW. 

 

Yours to clear the King's highway, 

 

Benjamin Roden 

 

Note:  Emphases & Parentheses in quotations ours unless otherwise indicated. 
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THREE HARVEST FEASTS 

OF 

Exodus 23:14-19; Lev. 23 
 

 

The Feasts:  No. 3                                October 5, 1959 

 

Subject:  The Feast of Tabernacles 

 

Aim to show: 

 

1.  The Feast of Tabernacles is a symbol of gathering of the great multitude (Rev. 7:9)  

     from among the Gentiles.  Isa. 62:2. 

 

2.  That they are the antitypical second fruit harvest gathered in before Christ comes in  

     the clouds of heaven.  Zech. 14:16-19. 

 

3.  They seek unto God's ensign - The Branch.  Isa. 62:2. 

 

4.  The three feasts are to be kept today by God's true people as symbols of the Harvest,  

     ingathering of humanity - those who are to be translated without seeing death.  3Tr 81. 

 

Gem Thought:  "As the wave-sheaf and wave-loaves are typical, then also the FEAST of 

TABERNACLES must be typical." 3Tr 81:2. 

 

"Thus, through patriarchs and prophets, as well as through TYPES and SYMBOLS, God spoke 

to the world concerning the coming of a Deliverer from sin."  PK 697. 

 

"Like the Passover, the FEAST of TABERNACLES was commemorative, in memory of their 

pilgrim life in the wilderness....Well would it be for the people of God at the PRESENT time to 

have a FEAST of TABERNACLES."  PP 540. 

 

Introduction: 

 

By prayer, supplication, and a careful study of the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy, through the 

unction of His Spirit, we see that Inspiration plainly teaches that God's true people should keep 

His statutes and judgments and do them, as well as the commandments.  Since the grain harvests 

are symbols of the soul harvests (3Tr 75:3, Matt. 13:38-43).  When, in order to have a first fruit 

harvest of the living, -in harmony with the law of the grain harvest- there must first be a wave-

sheaf of living souls.  If we are consistent in one phase of the harvest law, it is logical that we 

should be consistent in all points, or else forget the whole thing.  A part truth will not land us on 

Mt. Zion with the Lamb.  (Rev. 14:1; A.A. 591; P.K. 591). 

 

If we contend that those who arose from the dead with Christ as the wave-sheaf of the dead and 

ascended with Him and were offered before the Father in heaven; if we contend they are the 
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living wave-sheaf for the 144,000 first fruits, and not a Living TYPE, giving no place for an 

antitype; then, we must conclude that the harvest began for the 144,000 immediately after they 

(wave-sheaf) were offered before the Father in heaven:  for, according to type, the first fruit 

harvest begins as soon as the first of the first fruits are offered.  Therefore, there must be a living 

wave-sheaf offered before the harvest of the 144,000 living first fruits begins. 

 

"...The slumbering faculties of the Jewish are to be aroused.  The Old Testament scriptures, 

blending with the New, will be to them as the dawning of a new creation or as the resurrection of 

the soul.  Memory will be awakened as Christ is seen portrayed in the pages of the Old 

Testament.  Souls will be saved from the Jewish nation, as the DOORS of the New Testament 

are UNLOCKED with the KEY of the OLD TESTAMENT....The predictions of prophecy WILL 

be fulfilled." Evangelism 578-9. 

 

Consequently: 

 

If there are no living first of the first fruits offered, there can be no harvest of the 144,000 first 

fruits and, likewise, no second fruit harvest.  Since Inspiration teaches there is to be a first and a 

second fruit harvest for the living, we must, henceforth, keep the three harvest feasts in harmony 

with Inspiration.  In this way we show our faith - by our works. 

 

Let us think, and use our own mind a little, rather than listen to those who are trying to confuse 

us by saying there is no living wave-sheaf on earth.  The Lord's servant says we will have to put 

our minds to the utmost stretch to grasp the truth.  But if God's sheep -His little ones- think just a 

very little on the subject of the living wave-sheaf, they will be able to see that if there are no first 

of the first fruits (wave-sheaf), then who will awaken the virgins, (Matt. 25), 144,000, first 

fruits?  Yes, someone must give the "Cry" at midnight, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh" and 

that someone is not the 144,000 dozing virgins.  Now you see how simple the whole subject 

becomes when you quit listening to man and start following the Spirit that guides into all Truth. 

 

Now as to the little "ones":  Rachael, Jacob's second wife died at the birth of Benjamin.  

Therefore, she is a type of the second prophetic Seventh-day Adventist movment since 1844, 

which, of course, is the D.S.D.A. movement.  But at the birth of the Branch (Eze. 24:18), 

Rachael died.  Therefore, the Lord, after His shepherd (VTH) was smitten, turned His "hand 

upon the little ones", Zech. 13:6, 7.  Inspiration says of Benjamin:  "And we said unto my lord, 

(Joseph) We have a father, (Jacob) an old man, and a child of his old age, a 'little one'; 

(Benjamin) and his brother is dead, (they thought) and he (Benjamin) alone is left of his mother, 

and his father loveth him." Gen. 44:20. 

 

Evidently, the "little ones" are the born again, "butter and honey" eating Immanuels - Branches.  

(Isa. 7:14, 15) But remember there are little goats also.  Those who are listening to the "hireling 

shepherd" (John 10:12) are not God's little ones but are those who are feeding on hay and stubble 

and not on the green Branches.  (Branch Food - Truth, 2TG 41:3).  In the stubble there is death, 

but in Branch-food there is life.  Therefore choose the life-giving food and live.  Since we are 

what we eat, if those who have been following the false shepherds will not, at once, change their 

diet from the hay and stubble and start feeding on the leaves of the Branch tree, which are for the  
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healing of the nations (Rev. 22:2), they will be able to survive the cutting off the names of the 

tares at the atonement for destruction.  Why be a goat for destruction?  Be a sheep for the Branch 

Kingdom.  So you see, friends, "Lord, Lord" is not the pass word to the Kingdom.  But rather, it 

is BRANCH.  (GC 415; GC 485; PK 585, 592, 599, 605; A.A. 598; 5T 475; 1TGr 8-24:3; 8Tr 

45-47). 

 

The light is crystal clear that the Branch, wave-sheaf, has the key to the first fruit harvest of the 

144,000 virgins and, hence, the key to the second fruit harvest and the FEAST of 

TABERNACLES. 

 

"Remember ye the law of Moses My servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all 

Israel, with the statutes and judgments." Ma. 4:4. 

 

"Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great an dreadful day of the 

Lord.  And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children and the heart of the children to 

their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse." Mal. 4:5, 6. 

 

"Assuredly, Brethren, not a one need be in uncertainty.  All may for a surety know both 'the day' 

and the Elijah as he proclaims it, because to our surprise he will point out that all the prophets 

describe the day and also tell what the Lord would have us do while it is approaching and 

subsequently while we are going through it, and because NO one but Elijah can proclaim the 

DAY." GCS 13. 

 

"The sinners, we know, have always been and are still among God's people.  That the fulfillment 

of this Scripture (Isa. 52:1), therefore, is in the very near future, is shown from the fact that the 

truth of this chapter is now unsealed and carried to the church, endeavoring to awaken the people 

of God and to impress them with the fact that soon the HARVEST will commence - first 

separating the first fruits, 144,000 from 'the house of God' then to be followed by the second 

fruits from all nations (Rev. 7:9);..." -parenthesis theirs- 1TGr 38:22-3. 

 

"True enough, the Spirit of God causes people to become one thing, and the spirit of Satan 

causes them to become another thing, but the difference is discernible only as the HARVEST 

time approaches - when the Truth of the harvest is revealed." 1TG 21-12:4. 

 

"...Now, when the great work of judging the living is about to begin, shall we allow unsanctified 

ambition to take possession of the heart, and lead us to neglect the education required to meet the 

needs in this day of peril?  In every case the great decision is to be made whether we shall 

receive the mark of the beast or his image, or the seal of the living God."  6T 130. 

 

So says Inspiration: 

 

1.  We are admonished to remember the laws of God, the ten commandments, the yearly  

     feasts etc., which are statutes forever throughout the generations of His people. 

 

2.  Someone is to call to our attention the laws of God before the great and dreadful day 

     of the Lord.  Inspiration calls him Elijah.  (Mal. 4:5; TM 475; 2TG 7-11:2). 
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3.  God's Spirit will cause some to become one thing and Satan's another. 

 

4.  When the great work of judging the living is about to begin, we are not to let anything  

     keep us from getting the required education and the seal of God so that we will not  

     receive the mark of the beast. 

 

Conclusively, Brethren, the FEASTS are to be "STATUTES FOREVER throughout your 

generations" Lev. 23:14, 21.  "Wherefore ye shall do my statutes and keep my judgments, and do 

them; and ye shall DWELL in the LAND in SAFETY." Lev. 25:18. 

 

"...Keeping the COMMANDMENTS and the STATUTES in the Lord, then, is the LIGHT and 

SHIELD of your LIFE...This SYSTEM of WORSHIP, therefore, is truly the Righteousness by 

faith that brings the righteousness of Christ in the people of God." 2TG 37:24. 

 

Yes, as the doors of the New Testament are unlocked with the KEY of these feasts which is 

found in the Old Testament "the slumbering faculties of the Jewish people are to be aroused".  

Accepting this type of worship is the Righteousness by faith and doing them (Eze. 36:27) is the 

Righteousness of Christ. 

 

This is the "addition" that joins the third angel's message in a message to be given to the world 

(TM 300).  "The work of this angel (message, Rev. 18:1) comes in at the right time to join in the 

LAST great work of the third angel's message as it swells to a loud cry.  And the people of God 

are thus prepared to stand in the hour of temptation, which they are soon to meet.  I saw a great 

light resting upon them, and they united to fearlessly proclaim the third angel's message." E.W. 

277. 

 

Therefore:  "Three times thou shalt keep a feast unto me in the year." Ex. 23:14. 

 

1.  "Let the children of Israel also keep the passover at his appointed season."  Num. 9:2. 

 

a.  "...the Lord's supper was instituted as a MEMORIAL of the same event of which the Passover 

had been a type.  The Passover followed by the seven days' feast of unleavened bread." P.P. 539. 

 

2.  "And thou shalt observe the feast of weeks, of the first fruits of WHEAT harvest,..." Ex. 

34:22. 

 

a.  "Fifty days from the offering of firstfruits, came the Pentecost, called also the feast of harvest 

and the feast of weeks." P.P. 540. 

 

b.  "In vision of the night representations passed before of a great REFORMATORY 

MOVEMENT among God's people....A spirit of intercessions was seen, even as was manifested 

before the great day of PENTECOST." 9T 126. 

 

c.  The work will be similar to the Day of Pentecost. (G.C. 611). 

 

3.  "Thou shalt observe the FEAST of TABERNACLES seven days, after that thou hast   
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gathered in thy corn and thy wine:" Deut. 16:13. 

 

a.  "...Well would it be for the people of God at the present time to have a FEAST of 

TABERNACLES,..." P.P. 540:6. 

 

Reason for the Feasts: 

 

"As a means of education, an important place was filled by the feasts of Israel." Ed. 41  "At these 

yearly assemblies the hearts of the old and young would be encouraged in the service of God, 

while the association of the people from the different quarters of the land would strengthen the 

ties that bound them to God and one another." P.P. 540. 

 

1.  The Feast of Tabernacles: 

 

"Also in the fifteenth day of the seventh month, when ye have gathered in the fruit of the land, ye 

shall keep a feast unto the Lord seven days: on the first day shall be a sabbath, and on the eighth 

day shall be a Sabbath." Lev. 23:39. 

 

"In the seventh month came the Feast of Tabernacles, or of ingathering.  This feast 

acknowledged God's bounty in the products of the orchard, the olive grove, and the vineyard.  It 

was the crowning festal gathering of the year. 

 

"Like the Passover, the FEAST of TABERNACLES was COMMEMORATIVE.  In memory of 

their pilgrim life in the wilderness, the people were not to leave their houses, and dwelling 

booths or arbors, formed from the green branches 'of goodly trees'... 

 

"...Well would it be for the people of God at the PRESENT time to have a FEAST of 

TABERNACLES, -a joyous commemoration of the blessings of God to them.  As the children of 

Israel celebrated the deliverance that God had wrought for their fathers, and his miraculous 

preservation of them during their journeyings from Egypt, so should we gratefully call to mind 

the various ways he has devised for bringing us out from the world, and from the darkness of 

error, into the precious light of his grace and truth... 

 

Note:  "The FEAST of TABERNACLES was not only commemorative, but TYPICAL.   

 

It not ony pointed back to the wilderness sojourn, but, as the FEAST of HARVEST, it celebrated 

the ingathering of the fruits of the earth, and POINTED FORWARD to the great day of FINAL 

INGATHERING when the Lord of the harvest shall send forth his reapers to gather the TARES 

together in BUNDLES for the FIRE.  And to gather the WHEAT into his GARNER."  PP 540-1 

(Matt. 13:38-43). 

 

"Plainly, therefore, since the first and the second fruits of the literal harvest and its attendant rites 

FORESHADOWED a SPIRITUAL HARVEST of FIRST (144,000, Rev. 7:4-8) and SECOND 

(great multitude, Rev. 7:9) FRUITS, they are to be CLIMAXED by the ANTITYPICAL Feast of 

Tabernacles." 3Tr 82:1. 
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"And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy GLORY: and thou shalt be called 

by a NEW NAME, which the MOUTH (mouthpiece, instrumentality) of the Lord shall name." 

Isa. 62:2. 

 

"...and his GLORY shall be seen upon THEE...and the GENTILES shall come to thy LIGHT, 

and KINGS to the brightness of THY rising....because the ABUNDANCE of the SEA (waters - 

people, Rev. 17:15) shall be CONVERTED unto THEE, the FORCES (riches) of the GENTILES 

shall come unto THEE." Isa. 60:2, 3, 5. 

 

SUMMARY:  In the above statements we plainly see: 

 

1.  The Feast of Tabernacles is commemorative of God's bountiful goodness and  

      watchcare over His people. 

 

2.  It is also typical, pointing back to the wilderness wandering, but as a feast of harvest,  

     it points forward to the final ingathering of souls. 

 

3. When God's glory arises upon His kingdom church that has Jesus' new name, (Rev. 3:12;  

     E.W. 15) the Gentiles will come to her light. 

 

II.  THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES - antitypical second fruit harvest - Zech. 14:15,19. 

 

"Verse - 'And it shall come to pass, that every one that is left of all the nations which came 

against Jerusalem shall even go up from year to year to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and 

to keep the FEAST of TABERNACLES.' 

 

"This sentence of Scripture emphatically implies that all who at that decisive moment refuse to 

be converted to the Lord, shall perish; only those who worship the Lord at Jerusalem on the 

FEAST of TABERNACLES, shall be spared. 

 

"Verse 17 - 'And it SHALL be, that whoso will not come up of all the families of the earth unto 

Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, even upon them shall be no rain. 

 

"The 'rain" will be withheld from all who do not then worship the King, the Lord of hosts, in 

order that they may fully realize their mistake.  Moreover, not only those who shall fight against 

Jerusalem, but even all the families of the earth shall be thus sifted." 1 TG 20-13. 

 

"Again we see the necessity of forsaking our preconceptions of the final work of the gospel.  No, 

the Lord will not drop upon the world like a bolt from the sky.  He will first magnify His Word, 

His power, His righteousness, and His church or people.  He is also to have, as it were, an ark of 

safety into which to gather His elect and shield them.  All these facts, you see, are vividly borne 

out in this prophecy." 1TGr 20-14:4. 

 

"And it shall come to pass IN the LAST days, that the mountain of the Lord's house SHALL be 

established in the top of the mountains, and SHALL be EXALTED above the hills; and all 

NATIONS SHALL flow unto it....for out of Zion SHALL go forth the law, and the word of the  
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Lord from Jerusalem." Isa. 2:2,3. 



 

"...The barriers separating believer from believer will be broken down, and God's servants will 

speak the SAME things.  The Lord will co-operate with His servants.  All will pray 

UNDERSTANDINGLY the PRAYER Christ taught His servants:  'Thy KINGDOM come.  Thy 

will be done on EARTH as it is in heaven.' Matt. 6:10." 8T 251 

 

"...for they shall see eye to eye, when the Lord shall bring again Zion." Isa. 52:8 

 

SUMMARY:  The clear facts are: 

 

1.  After all nations fight against Jerusalem, all nations - the remaining nations -  and all  

     the families of the earth are commanded to go to Jerusalem to worship the King, the  

     Lord of hosts (the King that has a kingdom) and to keep the FEAST of  

     TABERNACLES. 

 

2.  The Lord will not drop upon the world like a bolt from the sky as we formerly  

     believed, but He will first magnify His Word, power, righteousness, and people. 

 

3.  Believers will see eye to eye when the Lord brings again His people to Zion. 

 

4.  Then they will pray understandingly the prayer He taught His servants, "Thy Kingdom  

     come...on EARTH..." 

 

5.  The law will go forth from Zion and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem. 

 

III.  The Ensign: 

 

"And he will lift up an ENSIGN to the NATIONS from far, and will hiss unto them from the end 

of the earth: and, behold, (see) they SHALL come with speed swiftly:" Isa. 5:26. 

 

"And he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and 

gather together the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth." Isa. 11:12. 

 

"All ye inhabitants of the world, and dwellers on the earth, SEE, ye, when he lifteth up an 

ENSIGN on the mountains (of Israel); and when he bloweth a trumpet, hear ye." Isa. 18:3. 

 

"One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one; at the rebuke of five shall ye flee: till ye be left as 

a beacon upon the top of a mountain, and as an ENSIGN on a hill." Isa. 30:17. 

 

"A little one shall become a thousand, and a small one a strong NATION: I the Lord will hasten 

it in his time." Isa. 60:22. 

 

"...his (Assyrian) princes shall be afraid of the ENSIGN, saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, 

and his furnace in Jerusalem." Isa. 31:9. 
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"And the Lord their God shall save them in that day as the FLOCK of his PEOPLE: for THEY 

shall be as THE STONES (Christ - BRANCH) of a crown, lifted up as an ENSIGN upon HIS 

LAND." Zech. 9:16. 

 

"Behold, (look)  the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch, 

and a king shall reign and prosper, and shall execute JUDGMENT (time of judgment of living) 

and JUSTICE in the earth (land of two-horned beast). 

 

"In his days Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely: and this is HIS (new) NAME 

(BRANCH) whereby HE shall be called, THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." Jer. 23:5, 6. 

 

"Behold, (see) the days come, saith the Lord, that I will perform that good thing which I have 

PROMISED unto the house of Israel (SDA) and to the house of Judah (DSDA).  In those days, 

and at that time, will I cause the Branch of righteousness to GROW up unto David; and he shall 

execute JUDGMENT and RIGHTEOUSNESS in the LAND, (holy land).  In those days shall 

Judah be saved, and Jerusalem shall dwell SAFELY: and this is the (new) NAME wherewith 

SHE (church) shall be called, The Lord our Righteousness." Jer. 33:14-16. 

 

SUMMARY:  Clearly, then, 

 

1.  God is going to exalt a standard (ensign) before all the nations. 

 

2.  The nations will seek unto the ensign when God's glory is seen upon His people. 

 

3.  The Assyrian is afraid of the ensign.  He flees from the fire that is in Zion and the  

      furnace in Jerusalem. 

 

4.  His people are as the stones (Branch) and they are lifted up as an ENSIGN upon His  

      land. 

 

5.  BRANCH is the new name for the kingdom church, an ensign for the nations in the  

      judgment for the living.  "...for I will bring forth my servant the BRANCH." Zech.  

      3:8. 

 

IV.  The three harvest rites are symbolical of the soul harvest of first and second fruits. 

 

"The Wave-sheaf, Wave-loaves, and the Feast of Tabernacles. 

 

"Illustrating our salvation in completeness, the harvest rites of the ceremonial system must 

therefore corroborate both the testimonies of the prophets and the parables concerning the 

harvest, for all are inextricably bound up together.  The ceremonies of the first and the second 

fruits of grain must accordingly unfold the truth concerning the first and second fruits of 

humanity."  3Tr 75. 
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Note: 

 

(1) "...the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which the Passover 

had been a type." PP 539  (2) "The work will be similar to that of the Day of PENTECOST." GC 

611  (3) "The Feast of Tabernacles was not only commemorative, but typical....and pointed 

forward to the great day of final ingathering." P.P. 541. 

 

Assuredly, Brethren, the THREE feasts are Statutes "forever throughout your generations in all 

your dwellings." 

 

"Your obeying 'all the commandments, and the statutes, and the judgments' of the moral law of 

Moses, you see, is your evidence that you have been born again..." 2TG 37-24. 

 

Special Note:   "...the Lord's Supper being a memorial of the Passover : ..."simply means His 

people are to remember their  deliverance from Egypt and that He died on the cross to save us 

from sin.  Israel was not liberated from Egypt once a week but only once on the 15th day of the 

first Hebrew month.  Jesus was not slain every Sunday or every three months.  The Passover 

feast is not a one-hour service but a one-week feast.  It means more than partaking of the 

emblems representing His broken body and spilt blood for us.  But the Passover is also 

educational.  It is meant to represent a week of feasting upon Him - the Word of God. 
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[Note: This short study is not signed by Ben Roden.  It is signed only as "the Voice".  Since the 
Branch Message is quoted in the study with the tone and style of Branch messenger and in harmony 
with the teachings of The Branch Message, the compiler has determined that it was probably written 
by Ben Roden from Israel in the early 1960s and therefore included it in this reproduction series. The 
Compiler] 
 

 

                                                     THE LORD`S DECREE 
 
"How does Christ subdue His chosen people to Himself? It is by the power of the Holy Spirit : for 
the Holy Spirit  through the Scriptures speaks to the mind, and impresses truth upon the hearts 
of men." Selected Messages, page 134. 
 
"When the power of God testifies as to what is truth, that truth is to stand forever as truth.  No 
after suppositions contrary to the light God has given are to be entertained." S.M. page 161. 
 
"Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation not desired. Before the decree bring 
forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon you, 
before the day of the Lord's anger come upon you." Zephaniah 2:1,2. 
 
According to the verse that follows, this undesirable nation's gathering together is a sign post to 
God's people. (T.G., Vol. l, No.22, page 24.) 
 
We who believe the Rod will quickly see that this great sign post for us has been accomplished 
and since 1948 Israel has fulfilled this prophecy. 
 
As we examine the first two verses, we recognize that the gathering is only the first step of three 
to bring a people, the Jews, to their land and then cleanse those that will be cleansed, the 
others to be slain or driven out to make way for the house of Judah to be set up. 
 
After the undesired nation is gathered, a decree goes forth to them and the Rod points out that 
this is the Lord's decree. 
 
The next step naturally causes us to ask: "What does this decree mean, and what is it, for it is 
from the Lord?" 
 
Behold, my servant shall deal prudently, he shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high. As 
many were astonied at thee" his visage was so marred more than any man, and his form more 
than the sons of men." Isa. 52:13,14. 
 
"These verses, as you know, have long been applied to the Lord, He nevertheless does not do 
all these personally, but He does them through His messengers. 
 
The people will be made to know that it is He speaking, not an enemy, as they are made to 
believe: that the message of the kingdom of God is a message of comfort', that His faithful 
servants shall exalt His message (the voice)." T.G. Vol. 1, No.38, page 28,30. 
 
This before Zion and Jerusalem awake: for when they awake, they shall see eye to eye. 
 
The BRANCH wave-sheaf after Passover 1960 were given this name, and are representing the 
Lord as it states above, for they are the BRANCH HE - the purified church. 
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Our loving Saviour desires that every one shall wear His pure white robe of Righteousness, and 
we can have the robe at the cost of our own filthy garments. 
 
Adding the keeping of the feasts to the Third Angels Message according to the Old Testament, 
in harmony with the New Testament, is what constitutes the gospel in its fullness. 
 
"This 'addition' of the Feast observance truth is brought by the Angel (Message) that joins the 
Third Angel's Message in a message to be given to the world. (T.M. 300: E.W. 277). This is in 
fact the Judgment of the Living - the Righteousness of Christ." The Feasts, No. 1, page 2. 
 
We are told in these few verses how we may show our faith in what has been wrought out for 
us.  We do not earn the robe, it is a gift, but we must put it on and we show we have been born 
again when we do these things. 
 
Now, to have a robe, we would certainly be expected to keep the Feasts on the correct day. 
Otherwise, we would be wearing our own robe and not the Lord's. 
 
The correct way to determine when to keep the New Moon Feast from month to month is to 
secure the exact scientific time as to when the new moon arrives in your area.  (Write to the 
U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C.) 
 
The New Moon Feast is to be observed beginning at the first going down of the sun after the 
arrival of the new moon on that month.  For example: for March, 1966, the new moon will arrive 
on the 22nd day of March, 02 hours, 46 minutes, Israel time.  (U.S. Naval Observatory). The 
first going down of the sun after the arrival of the new moon will be the evening of the 22nd and 
the day of the 23rd of March . Should the new moon arrive after sun-down, then one would wait 
until the next going down of the sun to start keeping the New Moon Feast, in order to keep a full 
New Moon Sabbath. Knowing the exact scientific time eliminates the uncertainty of seeing the 
new moon with the naked eye, because of climatic conditions, etc. 
 
Since the determining of the correct day on which to observe the Passover and the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread depends upon the correct observance of the New Moon Feast on or after the 
Vernal Equinox, we find that the correct date for Passover for 1966 is April 6th. 
 
The Jewish calendar shows the New Moon to be on the 22nd of March, which is one day early.  
This cannot be, since the new moon does not arrive until 2 AM, and they will be observing the 
new moon before it arrives. This is because of traditions of men. 
 
This false calculating for the new moon in March results in a false calculation for the Passover, 
which also falls a day early on the Jewish calendar. 
 
The Lord's decree is that the Jews and all who are assenting to this false calculation must now 
quit following traditions and follow the voice of the Lord or suffer the third step - the fierce anger 
of the Lord. 
 
Here in the Holy Land those who have and are seeking meekness and righteousness will be hid 
for they are His people, His church. (T.G. Vol. 1, No. 22, page 24). 
 
This interpretation by the Rod leaves no doubt as to where this takes place, - in God's holy land 
- Israel of today. 
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Now, the statement that the Lord is to destroy all the inhabitants (T.G. Vol. 1, No.22, page 2 6) 
and then set up the House of Judah in it, shows that the nation now called Israel is not the 
Judah of today , but is the undesired nation on Whom the fierce anger of the Lord is to fall. 
 
Her only hope is the same as it is for all as individuals to accept the righteousness of Christ, by 
doing away with the traditions and keeping the feasts correctly. AIl who do not do this will be 
either slain or driven from the land, to make room for His righteous nation, the 144,000, the 
BRANCH SHE.   
 
This renewal of the ancient kingdom of Judah is to be a real thing, not something imaginary.   Its 
subjects are to be real people, not ghosts.  Now we can see the common expression "going to 
heaven" means first going to the promised land, there to be fitted for the society of the pure and 
eternal. (T.G. Vol. 1, No. 22, page 28.) 
 
Just before entering the kingdom at the close of the 40 years of wilderness wandering, the 
people were still murmuring, so God permitted the serpents to destroy them, until Moses was 
instructed to erect a brazen serpent on a pole. Everyone who would look on this brazen serpent 
would live. But some were too stubborn to believe. 
 
Now, we must hear the Voice of God telling us to keep the feasts correctly so that we can have 
Christ's Righteousness, and we will have eternal life. But some, now, too, will be too stubborn to 
obey God's Voice and will perish eternally. Truly, evil is a mystery. 
 
"The light is crystal clear that the Branch wave-sheaf (has the key to the first fruit harvest of the 
144,000 virgins and hence the key to the second fruit harvest and the FEAST of 
TABERNACLES. " The Feasts, No. 3, page 2. 
 
"Yes, as the doors of the New Testament are unlocked with the KEY of these feasts which is 
found in the Old Testament, the 'slumbering faculties of the Jewish people are aroused'. 
Accepting this type of worship is the Righteousness by faith, and doing them (Ezek.26:27) is the 
Righteousness of Christ."  The Feasts, No. 3, page 30. 
 
This will be the simple means of causing the division of those who will follow the 
commandments of God and those who will follow the traditions of men. Simple, but wonderful, 
the way our Heavenly Father works. 
 
This is certainly the Lord's decree and it brings His wrath on all who will not obey but peace and 
eternal Iife to those who wiII.  

                                                                                 The Voice 
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SIGNS AND WONDERS IN MODERN ISRAEL 
 

 

The Confederacy: part 1. 

 

Subject:  Isaiah 7 and 8----The Confederacy---Immanuel--- Mahershalalhashbaz 

 

Purpose:  To identify the "children" and the "confederates". 

 

Gem:     "Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath given me Thought:  are for signs and 

wonders in Israel from the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion." 

 

Introduction: 

 

Isaiah 7 and 8 are very enlightening Scriptures regarding the development of Christianity 

beginning with Christ our Saviour who was born of a virgin in Bethlehem.  (See Tract 14:34)  

Since these Scriptures give information on the general development of Christendom it is possible 

that they, if properly understood, are capable of giving light to God's children to the supreme 

development of His church. 

 

The Lord's servant has taken pains to lay out step by step [Isaiah 8:1--man's (VTH) pen (Rod 

message)] the development and progress of Christendom from the virgin birth of Christ to 1955--

read the Rod publications; therefore, we will not go into that portion of these prophecies.  Since 

these chapters of Holy Writ give His people information of the progress of the church of God to 

its purified state, we shall confine our lesson mainly to the very latest developments of these 

wonderful Bible truths so that His people may (1) be warned of the traps of the devil and (2) 

march on with the Truth as it is in Messiah Jesus. 

 

This lesson will deal specifically with detailed events of the development of the church, 

beginning with the time of the coming of the BRANCH, to the time of the purification of the 

church; also the confederacy against Judah. 

 

I.  The Confederacy against Judah:  Isaiah 7:1; 5-10. 

 

    "And it came to pass in the days of Ahaz...king of Judah, that Rezin the king of Syria, and 

Pekah...king of Israel, went up toward Jerusalem to war against it, but could not prevail against 

it."  verse 1. 

 

     Here we see:   Ahaz, king of Judah--two tribes 

                     Pekah, king of Israel--ten tribes 

                     Rezin, king of Syria--heathen nation 

 

     Making a present day application of each, we find Pekah, king of Israel (S.D.A.--leadership) 

confederating with Rezin, king of Syria (U.S. Gov't) to make war (verses 5-10) on two tribe 

Judah (Davidian S.D.A.). 
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     Note--  JUDAH - The fact that the 144,000 represent all 12 tribes reflects a division in the 

church from whence they came, namely:  Judah--2 tribe and Israel--10 tribe.  If S.D.A. were 

Judah, the other 10 tribes would have to come from the fallen churches: this cannot be.  

Therefore, our only right conclusion is that Judah is Davidians and Israel S.D.A.  As illustrated 

in 1SR 62:1; 63:1; 5T 160:2. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

            Our only honest one is that of all the offshoot and upshoot bodies of the Advent       

movement before 1955, there is only one born of inspiration:  the Davidian Seventh-day   

Adventists--created by the unrolling of the scroll or giving of the Law, hence, Judah, the 

Lawgiver. 

 

             ISRAEL -- Pekah, king of S.D.A. boast of his confederacy with the U.S. Gov't--the 

Selective Service, Civil Air Patrol, etc., as well with the A.M.A. and the N.R.A.. 

 

II.  Immanuel:  Isaiah 7:10-14. 

 

     "Moreover the Lord spake again unto Ahaz, saying, Ask thee a sign of the Lord my God; ask 

it either in the depth, or in the height above.  But Ahaz said, I will not ask, neither will I tempt 

the Lord.  And he said, Hear ye now, O house of  David; Is it a small thing for you to weary men, 

but ye weary my God also!" verses 10-13. 

 

Here we see    1-Ahaz, king of Judah, house of David--ians 

                        2-Ahaz, super-Laodicean:  "I will not ask" 

 

     It is plain that Ahaz will not ask a sign (truth) of the Lord because he thinks: 

 

     "I am rich (have all the light) and increased with goods (Spirit of Prophecy and Shepherd's 

Rod) and have need of nothing..."  Truth or prophets.  Door closed. 

 

     "Therefore, the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a 

son, and shall call his name Immanuel." verse 14. 

 

Here we see:   

 

         1- Immanuel -- "...Syria, Judah, Israel, and Assyria are types, so also Immanuel must be." 

Tract 14, page 34. 

 

         "...it must be that not only Israel, Syria, and Assyria are types, but Christ Himself is                       

also a type.  We learned that Immanuel  (meaning 'God with us') could represent only His true 

followers, the born-again Christians."  Symbolic Code, 12:1:6. 

 

         "...virgin-birth prophecy...the birth and development of Christendom." Tract 14,  

 page 34. 
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         Thus it is that Immanuel typifies Christendom and since "...modern Assyria  reaches to our 

day..."  14 Tract 34,  likewise Immanuel reaches down to our day and typifies those who are 

being weaned from Laodiceanism. 

 

           2- Mary--the Virgin-Mother of Immanuel 

 

          Since Immanuel is a type of born-again Christians today, then logically Mary must                        

represent-typify, the movement that gave birth to the "Immanuels". 

 

A. The Virgin Mary, WHO DOES SHE TYPIFY? 

 

     1- S.D.A. could not be the present-day "Virgin" movement for she is represented in Hosea 

2:2, as a mother. 

 

     2- Hosea 2 shows that the mother's children (laity) stay home and plead with her to return to 

God their Father. 

 

        Yes, the children stay home to plead with mother: 

 

        "...the Davidian Seventh-day Adventist Association exists SOLELY to accomplish a 

divinely appointed work WITHIN the Seventh-day Adventist denomination, wherein it therefore 

STRICTLY confines it activities."  Leviticus, Preface. 

 

ANSWER: 

 

        The Virgin Mary typifies Davidians (1930-1955) who stay at home to plead with her mother 

(S.D.A.).  So it is clearly seen that it could be said of Davidians only, that she is the one 

movement this side of the cross that is a perfect antitype of Mary.  Davidians remained a virgin 

to stay at home to help her Mother reform. 

 

B.  The Immanuel, son of the Virgin (Davidian), WHO IS HE TODAY? 

 

     1- Just as Christ followed Mary, Joshua followed Moses, just so Immanuel typifies that which 

follows the virgin Davidians. 

 

        "...this same movement (virgin-Mary--Davidians) would merge (give birth) into a greater 

(Christ-Immanuel-- BRANCH)." 1 SR 234:2. 

 

        "Who bring this revival and reformation, this great change?--The BRANCH." 1TG 8:24. 

 

        "...here (The BRANCH) is seen an organization..." ID. page 26. 

 

ANSWER: 
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        Today's Immanuel is the BRANCH, an organization made up of individuals who have 

opened the "shut door" to Christ, the BRANCH. 

 

        Davidians have given birth to no other child (movement) who can show the date of his birth 

from the Bible as can THE BRANCH: 

 

            1525  Beginning (birth) of Protestant Reformation. Luther by Dallman, page 253. 

            +430  Eze. 4 

            1955  Birth of Immanuel's Reformation 

 

            October 10, 1955:  Eze. 24:1--10th day, 10th month, 9th year. 

 

C.  Another type. 

 

    "Our own name; Davidian Seventh-day Adventist shows outright that there is another 

Seventh-day Adventist Church." 1TG     42:12. 

 

      1.  Seventh-day Adventists..........a church. 

 

      2.  Davidian S.D.A..................another church. 

 

          "Let Leah represent the true church of Christ, Seventh-day Adventists..." 1SR 62:1. 

                 Leah...................S.D.A. 

 

          Thus:  Rachel........Davidian S.D.A. 

 

                 (Jacob had two wives) 

 

          Leah.................S.D.A..............10 tribe Israel  

          Rachel.............D.S.D.A................2 tribe Judah 

 

Note:  Rachel died at the birth of Benjamin. 

 

           "Again in the ninth year, in the tenth month, in the tenth day of the month, the word of the 

Lord came unto me saying, Son of man, write thee the name of the day, even of this same day:  

the king of Babylon set himself against Jerusalem this same day.  And utter a parable unto the 

rebellious house... 

 

           "So I spake unto the people in the morning: and at even my wife died..." Eze. 24:1-3, 18. 

 

           Ezekiel delivered his message to Mt. Carmel on October 10, 1955. 

 

           That same day, Davidians (Rachel) gave birth to The BRANCH (Benjamin) and "at even" 

she died. 

 

           It is interesting to note that Benjamin means "son of my right hand" which of course 

Immanuel-The BRANCH is. 
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           Davidian's inspired work was finished, so like Rachel, she died:-------- 

 

           "Because it is a trial, and what if the sword contemn even the rod---(Rachel-Davidians) it 

shall be no more  (Rachel-Davidians die), saith the Lord God." Eze. 21:13. 

 

           "and the top of Carmel--Rachel-Davidians--shall wither (die)..." Amos 1:2. 

 

    A Family Portrait of Mothers and Sons: 

 

           Mary.....................Rachel...................Davidians 

           Immanuel.............Benjamin...............The BRANCH 

 

III.  Mahershalalhashbaz  Isaiah 8:3-4. 

 

      "And I went unto the prophetess; and she conceived, and bare a son.  Then said the Lord to 

me, Call his name Mahershalalhashbaz.  For before the child shall have knowledge to cry my 

father, and my mother..." 

 

Here we see:   

 

 1- Mahershalalhashbaz, an orphan in his own sight  

 2- The Prophetess, his mother          

            3- Isaiah, his father 

 

A.  Mahershalalhashbaz, WHO IS HE TODAY? 

 

         1.  Since "...Immanuel manifestly represents the 'born-again Christians... whereas... 

Mahershalalhashbaz can only symbolize these not 'born-again'--that part of  the church 

membership which cannot be represented by Immanuel..."  Tract 14, page 35. 

 

thus:     Immanuel.........'born-again' Christians ….. Mahershalalhashbaz, not 'born-again'  

            Christians 

 

         2.  "...both were to be born into Judah the Church...living at the same time." Id. 

 

Note:  Since the unconverted in S.D.A. know who their mother (church) is,                          

           Mahershalalhashbaz could not be applied to them. 

 

       Davidians, being "...another S.D.A. church..." (1 TG 42:14), shows that                               

Mahershalalhashbaz could not be applied to them. 

 

ANSWER: 

 

     Today's Immanuel's "...must necessarily feed on spiritual food, on such as The BRANCH 

itself was fed... Butter and Honey..." 2TG 45:3. 
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     Who is eating "BRANCH" food today? - the Branches! 

 

     Who is refusing "BRANCH" FOOD TODAY? - Mt. Carmel Davidians! 

 

     Clear it is that Mt. Carmel Davidians are Mahershalalhashbaz, those who refuse to be 'born-

again' -  that is, accept the message of The Branch. 

 

     B.  The Prophetess, mother of Mahershalalhashbaz, WHO IS SHE TODAY? 

 

 Come, and let us reason together, saith the Lord......Judah, the house of David---the Jews 

in Christ's day, refused to be 'born-again' - accept new light - because they listened to their leader 

who opposed Christ-Immanuel- The Branch. 

 

         So Today:  The house of David-ians--the Judah of today, refuses the 'born-again' --

accepting-new-light-experience--because the "prophetess" tells him, Mahershalalhashbaz, that 

there is "no more light, no more prophets".  She does this to counteract the possibility that 

Mahershalalhashbaz might be influenced  to become an Immanuel - a "butter-eating Branch". 

 

IV.  Butter and Honey:  Isaiah 7:15; 21-22. 

 

     "Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the evil, and choose the 

good...And it shall come to pass in that day, that a man shall nourish a young cow, and two 

sheep; And it shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that they shall give he shall eat 

butter: for butter and honey shall every one eat that is left in the land." 

 

Here we see:  1- Butter, honey and milk. The Word (Tract 6:29) 

                       2- Man who nourishes.......V.T.H.   (Id. p. 44) 

                       3- Young cow....Spirit of Prophecy  (Id. p. 30) 

                       4- Two sheep....Old and New Test.   (Id. p. 30) 

 

     It will be noted that "a man", not a woman, nourishes these animals. 

 

     thus: The prophetess, not being a man, is not bringing forth the "butter" NECESSARY TO 

MATURE the Immanuels. 

 

     vice-      The messenger of The Branch being a man, not a woman, could not be the          

     versa     prophetess who feed Mahershalalhashbaz uninspired fleshly doctrines of men. 

 

     Come, and let us reason together, saith the Lord-----Some may make a shipwreck of their 

faith by insisting that Bro. V.T. Houteff is the only man this side of the purification who can 

nourish these symbolic animals.  Let the Lord's servant speak for himself:  "...this very restricted  

representation (the Rod) of the 'additional message'..."  (W.H.R. 39:1) coupled with the 

declaration that Elijah (who never dies) is "imminent", meaning future, (Jezreel Ltr.  #9:1:6), 

shows that the "butter" of the Rod was limited--restricted, and that more "butter" would come 

with the future appearing of Elijah.  Tract #8:1, states that God will "continue to speak (give 

butter) to her (His church)" until she is purified. 
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       thus:  A man, V.T.H., gave us "very restricted" "butter",  leaving much "cream" to be yet 

made into "butter". 

 

       Another man, The Branch messenger, shakes-- interprets, the "cream" of the Rod and now 

we have the "butter" that gives us our spiritual maturity. 

 

       "Woe to him who may think all these wonderful designs in the beauty of perfection are just a 

chance, or an accident." 1 SR 233: bottom. 

 

       further:  "...John's work the type, our (Davidians), the antitype." 1 TGr 36:4. 

 

          "But the work of John was not sufficient to lay the foundation of the Christian church.  

When he had fulfilled his mission, another work was to be done, which his testimony could not  

accomplish."  D.A. 181-182. 

 

                 type:  John's message....."butter"    INSUFFICIENT 

 

                 anti:  V.T.H.'s message..."butter"    INSUFFICIENT 

  

 

SUMMARY OF LESSON 

 

 

Mahershalalhashbaz--Mt. Carmel Davidians!  Awake!  Awake!  Arise!  Eat of the "butter and 

honey" that Immanuel The Branch has presented in this timely and revealing lesson. 

 

Awake to the fact that you are Mahershalalhashbaz, the "42 Month Prophecy" child conceived 

not by the Holy Spirit  as you think, but by your uninspired prophetess, Sr. V.T. Houteff.  It is a 

tragedy that you have not realized that your mother is Sr. V.T. Houteff; but God holds mercy a 

little longer, so that you may yet see you are following flesh, not the Spirit.  

 

Arise!  Arise!  If you "be left in the land", you must take God's counsel that you "...MUST 

NECESSARILY FEED ON SPIRITUAL FOOD, ON SUCH AS THE BRANCH ITSELF WAS 

FED...BUTTER AND HONEY..." (BRANCH FOOD). 2 TG 45:3. 

 

Mahershalalhashbaz---Mt. Carmel Davidians:  you will soon need the strength that only THE 

BRANCH BUTTER can give you.  Pekah, king of S.D.A., has formed a confederacy against 

you, and you shall not stand unless you are "born-again". 

 

Tract #14:34, commenting on Isa. 7:14, says:  "...Wherefore, the virgin-birth prophecy does not 

refer alone to the birth of Christ, but even more significantly to His followers--the birth and 

development of Christendom."  Also, "...it must be that not only Israel, Syria, and Assyria are 

types, but Christ Himself is also a type. 
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We learned that Immanuel (meaning 'God with us') could represent only His true followers, the 

born-again Christians." 12 Symbolic Code #1:6. 

 

Christ is a TYPE.  Immanuel means not only the development of "Christendom", but is easy to 

see that the above study is designed to point out the development of Present Truth--

(Christendom).  This unrolling of the scroll comes to God's people to teach all that God is still 

leading His people the same way He has always led them--by the Spirit of Prophecy (Hosea 

12:3), and that He will continue to lead them in this very same manner. 

 

Please let it be understood that this lesson is not meant to slander, speak evil or lightly of, or 

minimize the efforts of others.  Christ died for all.  The Sabbath keepers lot is a hard one as he 

faces the world with this glorious Sabbath Truth, but it is a coveted one.  So, rather than attempt 

to face Laodiceanism divided, let us unite our forces under the banner of the Inspired Revelations 

of God's word, laying aside our own opinions, whatever they may be.  It is our prayer that all, 

from the highest to the lowest, will catch the vision of this solid and all important fact. 

 

Yours to follow the LIVING Voice, rather than "private opinions", that ALL may be saved, 

 

Benjamin L. Roden 
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SIGNS AND WONDERS IN MODERN ISRAEL 
 

Part 2    6/26/59 

 

Subject:  Parallel Development of the Confederacies, Immanuel & Mahershalhashbaz. 

 

Aim:      Review of the three phases of this parallel development, Isa. 7 & 8 and Rev. 17. 

 

Gem Thought:  "While the enemy has succeeded in confusing the written Word, God lightens the 

earth with His glory by these symbolic revelations; and by which He discloses the entire Truth 

and uncovers the traps of the devil!  Thus through types and symbols He makes wise the simple 

and confounds the prudent by showing that were there is no  type there is no truth." 2SR page 

10:2. 

 

          "...there is a type for every incident of vital  interest to the church of God..." Id. p. 255:2. 

 

          "A close study of the type is the only possible way to clear the truth..." Id. p. 266:5. 

 

          "A great searchlight by the power of the Spirit shining through the types, is the only 

medium that can remove the obstruction and clear the way to an understanding..." Id. p. 267:0. 

 

Introduction: 

 

Since the pen of a man (V.T. Houteff), Isa. 8:1, has recorded in detail the development of the 

Confederacy, Immanuel and Mahershalalhashbaz up until 1955, and since the confederacy 

prophecies in Isa. 7 & 8 have proven the up-to-the-minute identity of Syria (U.S.A.), Judah 

(D.S.D.A.), Immanuel (The Branch) and Mahershalalhashbaz (Davidian since Nov. 9, 1955), we 

shall confine our study to their three-phase development: 

 

   (1) The Local Confederacy.....Syria (U.S.A) and Israel (S.D.A.) Isa. 7:2. 

   (2) The Western Confederacy.....Assyria (U.S.A., England & Allies) Isa. 8:7-9. 

   (3) The East-West Confederacy.....U.S.A. and Russia-all nations. Rev. 17:12, 13. 

         (and the corresponding growth of Immanuel & Mahershalalhashbaz). 

 

PHASE I.  The Local Confederacy------Syria (U.S.A.) and Israel (S.D.A.) 

 

"And it came to pass in the days of Ahaz...king of Judah, that Rezin the king of Syria, and 

Pekah...king of Israel, went up toward Jerusalem to war against it... And it was told the house of 

David, saying, Syria is confederate with Ephraim..." Isaiah 7:1-2. 

 

        clearly:  The name "Davidian Seventh-day Adventist" is mute proof as to the identity of the 

present day House of David. 

 

Israel (S.D.A.) is strengthening her alliance with Syria (U.S.A.) by preparing her young men for 

war despite the counsel of the Lord.  1T 361:2. 
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I.  While Seventh-day Adventists prepare for war, God says to Davidian: 

 

A.  "Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy God; ask it either in the depth, or in the height above.  But 

Ahaz (Mt. Carmel leaders after death of V.T.H.) said, I will not ask, neither will I tempt the 

Lord.  And he said, Hear ye now, O house of David; Is it a small thing for you to weary men, but 

will ye weary my God also?  Therefore, the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin 

shall conceive, And bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel." Isa. 7:10-14. 

 

TYPE:  "...Syria, Judah, Israel and Assyria are types, so also Immanuel must be...."  Tract 14:34. 

 

       "...Immanuel (Christ in the person of His people)..." Id. 35. 

 

ANTITYPE:  Strictly speaking, the virgin Mary would have to be a type of that which gives birth 

to the Immanuels of today.  The only virgin movement today who stayed at home to "plead with 

Mother" (Hosea) is the Davidian Seventh-day Adventists. 

 

"...exists solely to accomplish a divinely appointed work (pleading with mother) within the 

Seventh-day Adventist denomination, wherein it therefore strictly confines its activities."  

Leviticus, Preface of D.S.D.A. 

 

 Therefore:  As the events of 1955 show, Davidians (Mary) gave birth to the Immanuel of 

today, The Branch, on October 10, 1955 (Eze. 24:1-2). 

 

The following month, Sr. V.T. Houteff, the prophetess, of Isa. 8:3, having told the Lord they 

(leaders) of Mt. Carmel (House of David) did not want a sign (more Truth--butter), gave birth to 

her own child, Mahershalalhashbaz on Nov. 9, 1955.   This child is born of the flesh and 

represents those Davidians who lean upon "an arm of flesh", instead of upon the Spirit of the 

Lord.  Sr. V.T. Houteff's "arm of flesh" pressed the "42 month theory" of "no more light, no 

more prophets" upon  the Davidians to counteract the "sign" (Truth) that the Lord brought with 

the birth of Immanuel, The Branch.  The lack of a Biblical "birth record" for Nov. 9, 1955, 

shows beyond doubt that Mahershalalhashbaz is not of the Spirit, but of the flesh.  

 

 Note:  "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous 

Branch...and this is His name whereby HE shall be called, THE LORD OUR 

RIGHTEOUSNESS." Jeremiah 23:5-6. 

 

TYPE:  As in the type, before the purification of the twelve, Jesus Messiah revealed Himself to 

the House of David, the Jews, so that they might take hold of His righteousness and be saved. 

 

ANTITYPE:  So today, Jesus Messiah reveals Himself before the purification, Eze. 9, that we 

might take hold of Him, The Branch and be covered with His righteousness. 2 Ans. Book 34:1. 

 

After the purification, those left become the Lamb's Bride, as God, as the angel of the Lord 

(Zech. 12:8), and then of her it is said: 
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 "...I will cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David... and this is the name 

wherewith SHE shall be called, The LORD our righteousness...." Jeremiah 33:15-16. 

 

         Conclusion:  The "searchlight" shining through the type shows that even though the 

followers of Christ were not called "Christians" until after Pentecost (at Antioch, A.A. 157:1), 

the name "Christ" was revealed long before that time.  So today, the new name "Branch" that the 

Bride receives when she becomes as the angel of the Lord, is revealed long before that time, 

even before the purification of the antitypical Judases.  Thus "HE" is The Branch, Christ in the 

Word, while the virgins are getting  the extra oil--"righteousness of Christ", then after the 

marriage "SHE" becomes "one" with Christ The Branch, His righteous Bride. 

 

  B.  "Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the evil and choose good..." Isa. 

7:15. 

 

 "And it shall come to pass in that day, that a man shall nourish a young cow, and two sheep; 

And it shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that they shall give he shall eat butter: for 

butter and honey shall every one eat that is left in the land." Id. 21-22. 

 

       TYPE:  John the Baptist brought a limited amount of "butter" to the Jews, but it was Christ 

who brought the abundance of "butter" that matured the Apostles for their gospel commission.  

"But the work of John was not sufficient to lay the foundation of the Christian church...another 

work was to be done, which his testimony could not accomplish." D.A.  181:5. 

 

       ANTI:  "John the Baptist was given a work similar to TYPE:  ours..." uTG1:42:19. 

              "John's work the type, ours (Rod) the antitype." 1TGr 36:4:1. 

 

The Rod (Rev. 7:1-8---2nd. period of 3rd. angel) is a "...very restricted representation...of the 

judgment of the living..." (Rev. 18:1---3rd. period, 1SR 32:2) W.H.R. 39:1. 

 

        clearly:  Bro. Houteff, as antitypical John, brought a very restricted amount of "butter", 

which, as pointed out in the type, not sufficient to lay the foundation, i.e., finish the call of the 

144,000. 

 

       Conclusion: 

 

Brother V.T. Houteff, now dead in the grave, is perfectly typified by John the Baptist and not of 

Elijah the Tishbite, who was translated without seeing death.  Having received just a restricted, 

insufficient amount of "butter", yet knowing that Elijah is to "...open to our understanding ALL  

the prophecies...pertaining to the...day of the Lord..."  G.C.S. 21:1 1950, we see clearly that Bro. 

Houteff, as was John, is followed by one who will bring an abundance of "butter".  The Rod 

confirms this in It's declaration that the Elijah who restores all things is "imminent" or future 

from Bro. Houteff's time.  See Jezreel Letter #9:1:6.  The type points out that from the work of 

John clear through Pentecost, there was an ever-unfolding interpretation (butter) of the 

Scriptures; so today, as the type demands, beginning with V.T. Houteff--John, "...God will 

continue to  speak (give butter) to her until she become...light in all the world..." Tract #8:3:1.  

With V.T.H.--John dead, with nothing restored, with God's declaration we "still have" a  
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prophet when Ezekiel 9 comes (uTG2:45:9 & uTG2:24:23), even perhaps now many 

Mahershalalhashbazes will cast the "arm of  flesh", (private interpreters) from him and accept 

THE BRANCH, the organization that brings the "revival and reformation". (1TGr 8-24:3; 26:3). 

 

What happens to the S.D.A.--U.S.A. Confederacy? 

 

"For before the child (Immanuel) shall know to refuse the evil, and choose the good, the land that 

thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings.  The Lord shall bring upon thee...even the 

king of Assyria." Isaiah 7:16-17. 

 

"For before the child (Mahershalalhashbaz) shall have knowledge to cry, My father (God), and 

my mother (the church), the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be taken away 

from before the king of Assyria." Isa. 8:4. 

 

TYPE:  History points out that ancient Assyria overthrew the Syrian-Israel confederacy and 

scattered the Israelites. 

   

ANTITYPE:  The above quoted Scriptures bear out the truth revealed in the type that modern 

Assyria (U.S. & allies) will overthrow the local alliance between U.S.A. AND S.D.A..  The 

merging of the Western nations into one solid "bloc" will be brought about by the lamb-like 

beast in his dragon-like phase and the false prophet, and will replace all local church and state 

powers (kings).  Hence, the "riches" of Damascus (Washington D.C.), which has made her a 

"king" and the "spoil" gained by Samaria (S.D.A.) from being American born, which made her 

also a "king", are taken away as the individual nations and churches yield up their powers to the 

Assyrian church-state confederation. This happens before Immanuel becomes completely Christ-

like; before Mahershalalhashbaz realizes fully that he has been following the prophetess, not 

God. 

 

What happens to Immanuel during the U.S.A.--S.D.A. confederacy? 

 

"...prepare thee stuff for removing, and remove by day in their sight; and thou shalt remove from 

thy place (Texas, California, Florida, Oregon, Canada, et.) to another place  

(Palestine) in their sight; it may be they will consider, though they be a rebellious house." 

Ezekiel 12:3. 

 

"...for I have set thee for a sign unto the house of Israel..." Ezekiel 12:6. 

 

         we see:  Immanuel (wave sheaf section) "removes" or journeys back to Palestine "in their 

sight"--everyone in S.D.A. is to have knowledge of this unusual move. 

 

As the "vanguard" (Leviticus, of D.S.D.A., page 3:2), Immanuel--wave-sheaf--goes before 

(Webster: vanguard--front of army) as a sign to Judah and Israel. 

 

"Say, I (wave-sheaf--vanguard) am your sign: like as I have done, so shall it be done unto them: 

they shall remove and go into captivity." Eze. 12:11. 
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          Note:  God is now calling for His vanguard, those who are willing to push forward into 

Palestine so that the army of first-fruits, 144,000, may follow. 

 

PROOF:  "...the first of the first fruits (wave-sheaf Ex. 23:19) of the living, the vanguard from 

among the present-day descendants of those Jews who composed the Early Christ Church.  With 

the emergence of this vanguard and it's army, the first fruits...the 144,000..."  Leviticus of 

D.S.D.A. 3:2.  "...the Lord's feet...prepare the land for  the returning of His people (army-

144,000)." 1TGr 19:4:3. 

 

What happens to Mahershalalhashbaz at the end of the U.S.A.--S.D.A. confederacy? 

 

"For before the child shall have knowledge to cry, My father, and my mother the riches of 

Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be taken away before the king of Assyria." Isaiah 8:4. 

 

 we see:  Despite the efforts of Immanuel to share his butter and honey with 

Mahershalalhashbaz, Mahershalalhashbaz refuses to believe that the prophetess, and not the 

Holy Spirit , has conceived and nurtured him.  Not until the Assyrian period of war, famine and 

pestilence does Mahershalalhashbaz-Davidians, wake up to the awful truth that Sr. V.T. Houteff, 

(and Ahaz-Ex-Council), has indeed been their mother.  Remember the fate of Hagar and Ishmael. 

 

"Forasmuch as this people (Davidians) refuseth the waters (message) of Shiloah (Christ, The 

Branch)...behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them...even the king of Assyria..." Isaiah 8:6-7. 

 

PHASE II.  The Western Confederacy---Assyria (U.S.A., England & Allies). 

 

"Associate yourselves, O ye people...gird yourselves...gird yourselves...take counsel together..." 

Isaiah 8:9. 

 

TYPE:  Ancient Assyria broke up the Syrian-Israel confederacy. 

 

ANTI TYPE: Today those whose "ear is on the ground" can hear the deep rumblings of 

"confederation" as the Western nations led by U.S. and England, through fear of Communism, 

move to "associate" "gird" and "counsel together".  The emergence of a Western bloc church-

state confederation will bring to an end the local alliance (U.S.A. & S.D.A.) and usher in the 

Assyrian period, which is after Eze. 9. (See Harvest Period & Close of Probation chart). 

 

What happens during this Assyrian period? 

 

A.  "O Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and the staff in their hand is mine indignation." Isaiah 

10:5. 

 

"...the Assyrian...which smote with a rod." Isaiah 30:31. 

 

 we see:  Assyria, the-2-horned-beast-U.S. makes an image to the beast and "smites God's 

people, Jacob, with a "rod"--Sunday law. 
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"Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: it is even the time of Jacob's trouble:..." 

Jeremiah 30:7. 

 

Read "Time of Trouble", Early Writings, page 282-285. 

 

 Note:  "And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; 

and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.  And he opened his mouth in 

blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name (BRANCH), and his tabernacle, and them that 

dwell in heaven.  And  it was given unto him to make war with the saints..." Rev. 13:5-7.  (the 

42-mo. period is the Assyrian period)--Time of Jacob's trouble, time of war. 

 

B.  "...and he (Assyrian) shall pass through Judah; he shall overflow and go over, he shall reach 

even to the neck; and the stretching out of his wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, O, 

Immanuel." Isaiah 8:8. 

 

"...I will break the Assyrian in my land, and upon my mountains..." Id. 14:25. 

 

"And he shall pass over to his (Assyrian) stronghold..." Id. 31:9. 

 

 we see:  These Scriptures clearly indicate that the Assyrian-U.S., England & Allies, are 

brought into Immanuel's land, Palestine.  There is war among the nations. 

 

PROOF:  "For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem..." Zech. 14:2. 

 

What happens to Immanuel during the Assyrian period? 

 

"For thus saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel; In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in 

quietness (no war or Sunday laws) and confidence shall be your strength: AND YE WOULD 

NOT...But ye said, No; for we will flee..." Isaiah 30:15, 16. 

 

"THEREFORE saith the Lord God of hosts, O my people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of 

the Assyrian: he shall smite thee with a rod, and shall lift up his staff against thee...for yet a very 

little while (42 mos. Rev. 13:5)..." Isaiah 10:24, 25. 

 

 we see:  Immanuel, 144,000 section, the army of the vanguard, will not return with the 

Immanuel-wave-sheaf-van-guard section in a time of "rest", "quietness", and "confidence".  They 

tell the Lord "No", they want to go when they have to "flee"--time of war.  So the Lord brings 

the Assyrian's "rod" (Sunday law) upon him. 

 

Then "...in that day every man (144,000) shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, 

which your own hands have made unto you for a sin." Isaiah 31:7. 

 

What happens to Mahershalalhashbaz? 
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"The beast we are told is a man, Rev. 13:18.  The demand to worship, obey the beast's command, 

therefore, is a demand to worship, obey, man in place of God." Jezreel Letter #2 page 5:5. 

 

 we see:  Those Davidians who refuse to accept the Branch "butter" in place of the 

prophetess' with her advisors' private theories, will receive the mark of the beast instead of the 

mark of God. 

 

"And I will send the sword, the famine, and the pestilence, among them, till they be consumed 

from off the land that I gave unto them and to their fathers." Jeremiah 24:10. 

 

What happens to the Assyrian confederacy? 

 

"Associate yourselves...and ye shall be broken in pieces...gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken 

in pieces.  Take counsel together, and it shall come to nought; speak the word, and it shall not 

stand..." Isaiah 8:9, 10. 

 

"That I will break the Assyrian in my land, and upon my mountain tread him under foot: then 

shall his yoke depart from off them, and his burden depart from off their shoulders." Isaiah 

14:25. 

 

"For through the VOICE OF THE LORD shall the Assyrian be beaten down, which smote with a 

rod." Isaiah 30:31. 

 

"Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of a mighty man; and the sword, not of a mean 

man, shall devour him: but he shall flee from the sword, and his young men shall be discomfited.  

And he shall pass over to his strong hold for fear, and his princes shall be afraid of the ensign..." 

Isa. 31:8-9. 

 

 we see:  Plainly, the period when the Assyrian--U.S., England, and allies, unite Church & 

State, the land is forsaken of both her kings (Isa. 7:16), ...taken away before the king of 

Assyria...." Isa. 8:4. 

 

"...the Assyrian will control the land just so long as God's people continue in idolatry.  But, just 

as soon as all idols are cast aside, yes, as soon as the great revival and reformation (The Branch 

brings it--1TGr 8:24) takes place in the hearts of the people.--then the Assyrian...shall certainly 

fall..." 1TGr 33:4, 5. 

 

 NOTE:  History points out that ancient Babylon became a world power after ancient 

Assyria overthrew the ancient Syrian-Israel confederacy.  So today, the daughter of Babylon will 

take over when the Assyrian yoke is broken.  God puts it in the hearts of the ten horns (the kings 

of the earth) to give their power to the beast (Revelation 17:12). 

 

"But there is another thing that is to happen between the setting up of the confederacy (Assyrian) 

of Isaiah 8:9 and the rise of Babylon: it IS THE SETTING UP OF GOD'S KINGDOM.  God's 

people are to be taken to their own land and made free." Symbolic Code 12:1:7. 
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PHASE III.  The East-West Confederacy...All nations--Babylon the Great. 

 

"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but 

receive power as kings one hour with the beast.  These have one mind, and shall give their power 

and strength unto the beast...For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and 

give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled." Revelation 17:12, 

13, 17. 

 

 we see:  Plainly, the period when the Assyrian--U.S., England & Allies, Russian & 

Satellites. 

 

"...they (10 kings) shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks: 

nation shall not lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more." Micah 4:3. 

 

But these 10 kings of one mind (at peace among themselves): 

 

"...shall make war with the Lamb...", "...and there shall be a time of trouble (for the great 

multitude), such as never was since there was a nation..." Revelation 17:14; Daniel 12:1. 

 

Immanuel during the period of Babylon the Great: 

 

"...the house of David shall be as God, as the angel of the Lord before them." Zechariah 12:8. 

"...and this is the name wherewith SHE (Lamb's Bride) shall be called The Lord our 

righteousness." Jeremiah 33:16. 

 

"And saviours shall come upon mount Zion to judge..." Obadiah, verse 21. 

 

"And they (144,00) shall bring all your brethren (great multitude, Rev. 7:9)" 

"...out of all nations.. to my holy mountain Jerusalem..." Isa. 66:20; Rev. 18:4. 

 

"...the Lamb shall overcome them (Babylon the Great)..." Revelation 17:14. 

 

 SUMMARY:  Bro. Houteff's chart, "The Harvest period and the Close of Probation", 

shows that the federation of churches (woman sitting on heads) comes after the sealing of the 

144,000 and slaughter of Eze. 9.  Then the church-state rule of two-horned beast and false 

prophet (fall of Assyria) comes next, (Rev. 13:11, last part).  The fall of Assyria is like the fall of 

Babylon the Great, for at his fall (spiritual), he comes into existence and overflows Immanuel's 

land (Isa. 8:8).  After 42 months. (Rev. 13:5) of treading Jerusalem, during the war of Zech. 

14:1-3, his yoke is broken and he is driven out by the Voice of the Lord, (Isa. 30:31).  The 

Kingdom is then set up--(12 S. Code 1-7:3) after which time Babylon the Great falls.  Then after 

a short period of time (Rev. 17:10 last) the horns (nations) destroy Babylon the Great (Rev. 

17:16).  Shortly then, Jesus comes in the clouds. 

 

During the Assyrian period there is a gigantic war.  In the time of Babylon the Great there is no 

war among the nations (Micah 4:1-4), for they unite to make war on the Lamb "...the Lamb shall 

overcome them: for he is Lord of lords and King of kings..." Revelation 17:14. 
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In chart "The World's History in Prophetic Symbols", the Church Federation (woman sitting on 

heads) is after the two horned beast.  This shows us that we are in the period when the two-

horned beast is still lamb-like; whereas, chart "The Harvest Period and Close of Probation", 

shows the two-horned beast is dragon-like after the woman sits on the seven heads.  This aspect 

gives Davidians and all, a new look at these two charts.  Study prayerfully. 

 

Heretofore, the Branch lessons and charts have been dealing with Spiritual Jerusalem (D.S.D.A). 

 

This present lesson, however, is dealing with literal Jerusalem, Palestine, which is the time of the 

Assyrian in his second phase, the time after his fall, church-state rule.  (Daniel 11:31; Matthew 

24:15). 

 

This present lesson also proves that Russia does not drive Assyria out of Jerusalem as some have 

privately interpreted "FOR through the VOICE OF THE LORD shall the Assyrian be beaten 

down, which smote with a rod." Isaiah 30:31.  "The period we are now in is antitypical Assyria." 

12 Symbolic Code no. 1:7--first phase. 

 

Yours to hear the "Voice of the Lord" and with power proclaim His glorious new (BRANCH) 

name, 

 

Benjamin L. Roden                                                 
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                                                                                                      December 8, 1959 
 
Dear fellow-believer, 
 

       This special appeal is sent out to urge you to,  first,  seriously consider your position before 

God and the position of Mt. Carmel since last spring’s disappointment. Secondly, seriously and 

candidly weigh the evidence in this special appeal.  Ever remember that it is only after a 

thorough investigation of a message that one can honestly say it is false. 

 

       I realize that you have been prejudiced against The Branch by the Mt. Carmel leaders, 

whether you realize it or not, the same as our S. D. A. brethren were prejudiced against the 

Shepherd’s Rod. The History of the gospel is being repeated, for, when a message comes, the 

majority listen to the leadership and fail to investigate for themselves. When Christ came the 

leadership – the Priests, Scribes, and Pharisees - were chief among those who said, “We know 

that God spake unto Moses: as for this fellow, we know not from whence he is. “ John 9:29 

 

       The truth of the matter is the Jews did not accept all of Moses’ writings, or else they would 

have recognized and accepted Christ. Our  prayer is, Brother, Sister, - that you will not let the 

Mt. Carmel leaders confuse you with modern Moses’ writings - The Shepherd’s Rod, which 

prophesies of The Branch. 

 

       “Always man’s greatest test, and one which has ever involved almost an instantaneous 

decision, has been in the unrolling of the scroll - in the eclipse of a past message by a new one, - 

present truth.” 3Tr.9:1  

 

       You say that Brother Houteff was a type of Joshua, not Moses, and Sr. White was the type of 

Moses. To this we say, “. . . hear ye the rod. Micah 6:9 ‘”Plain it is, therefore, that the birth of 

Moses, the hope of ancient-Israel, finds its counterpart in the birth of the First Testimony, the 

hope of modern Israel-.” 1SR P. Ed, p.68 

 

       The writings of Mrs. E.G. White are a counterpart of the first 40 years of Moses’ life, 

beginning with his birth.   The First Testimony was published in 1850. The second 40 years of 

Moses’ life was spent herding sheep which coincides with S. D. A.’s wondering in the 

wilderness from 1890 to 1930. (1SRPE68).   After 40 years of herding sheep, Moses was sent 

back to Egypt to deliver ancient Israel. This coincides with the publishing of the Shepherd’s Rod 

Vol.1 in 1930. (1SRPE69:2).  

 

       Here Bro. Houteff shows that the church starts on its second period of wondering in the 

wilderness which is from 1930 until the Kingdom.  Just as ancient Israel wondered in the 

wilderness with ancient Moses, so, modern Israel wonders in the wilderness with the antitypical 

Moses, the Shepherd’s Rod. Ancient Moses with the shepherd’s rod died on the border of the  

Kingdom and modern Moses with the Shepherd’s Rod died just before modern Israel is delivered 

into the Kingdom. Type and antitype are convincing. Here is the statement: 

 

       “Purporting to be the ANTITYPE of the first exodus, The Shepherd’s Rod takes its name 

from Moses’ rod. “ 1S.R. P.Ed. 6  
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       This statement from the pen of the author of the Shepherd’s Rod shows conclusively that 

Bro. Houteff and his work are an antitype of Moses and his work. If we can depend on type and 

antitype to teach the truth, (2SR10:2; 153:0;255:2; 266:5) the honest are forced to conclude that 

V. T. Houteff with the Rod, instead of Sr. White with the Testimonies, would be the antitype of 

ancient Moses with the rod. 

 

       Therefore, the  weight of evidence is on the side that proves Bro. Houteff is NOT the 

antitype of the Joshua who led ancient Israel into Canaan. Hence, if God’s people are to reach 

Canaan’s land today through an inspired leader, they must look for the Joshua who is Heaven’s 

appointed leader, (1T.G.r 8:26:3) and no longer look to antitypical Moses and the grave. 

 

Question - Is Bro. Houteff and The Shepherd’s Rod to set up the Kingdom? For the answer we 

say, “Hear ye the rod” Micah 6:9. Says God’s servant, “... I cannot say that I have a sufficient, 

knowledge of the Bible to carry me clear inside the pearly gates. “ 1T.G.r 13:8:0 

 

        “…. futile it is to make yourselves believe that a leader can keep on leading and take you 

further after he is dead and buried. He cannot do good neither can he do evil. God’s advice to 

you is that you learn not the ways of the heathen, but that you know that the dead are dead. 

 

       “Shintoism, you now see, is nothing less than refusing to advance beyond the light of the 

dead prophets.  Nothing less than making the dead prophets God’s last word.” 2TG 26:24 

unrevised. 

 

        Since  Bro. Houteff has told us that he is not the one to lead us home, the next question 

poses itself.  Is Mt. Carmel as a group of ministers without the prophetic Gift to lead us into the 

Promised Land? (“they do not claim the gift of interpretative Inspiration”  Report and Analysis 

of the GC Committee’s Hearing of the S. Rod. p39:0).  The answer to this question is from the 

Lord’s servant. “. . . And there is no doubt that since the church from creation till today has been 

led and preserved by a prophet, she (including Mt. Carmel) can continue in no other way from 

here on. “ 2T.G.u 26:25 Since antitypical Moses (V.T.H.) is in the grave, we must look for 

another Inspired one - an antitypical Joshua.  

 

       For further proof Sr. White shows three sealing truths for the 144,000. (EW 15:1)  (1) The 

Sabbath and Sanctuary, the third Angel’s Message by Sr. White  (2) New Jerusalem - The 

Kingdom message by Bro. Houteff  (3) Jesus' new name - The Branch.  An identical statement in 

meaning is found in 1SR32:2. (1) Period proclaiming the true Sabbath Rev. 14:6-ll by Sr. White 

(2) Sealing of . 144,000, -Rev. 7:1-8 by Bro. Houteff (3) The Loud Cry, Jesus new name Branch 

Rev. 18:1.  

 

       After studying and weighing the evidence of this letter, we may be sure that the honest will 

say with the wise from many parts of the U. S. and foreign lands, that the evidence is 

overwhelmingly plain that the Shepherd’s Rod message and movement is number two and not 

number three. Since God’s word demands that we follow present truth –number three- we, the 

honest, resolve to no longer be mislead by the leadership of #1 or #2, but will, with John, say, 

“Once I was blind, but now I see. “ Hence, we are constrained by the love of Christ to follow 

God’s Voice and accept Jesus New Name, #3. 
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       Says Inspiration, “The True Witness says ,’Behold, I stand at the door and knock.’ Rev. 

3:20. Every warning, reproof and entreaty in the word of God or through His messengers is a 

knock at the door of the heart. It is the voice of Jesus asking for entrance.  With every knock 

unheeded, the disposition becomes weaker. The impressions of the Holy Spirit  if disregarded 

TODAY, will not be as strong tomorrow. The heart becomes less impressible, and lapses into a 

PERILOUS ‘unconsciousness of the shortness of life, and of the great eternity beyond. Our 

CONDEMNATION in the JUDGMENT will not result from the fact we have been in ERROR, 

but from the FACT that we have NEGLECTED HEAVEN SENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

LEARNING WHAT IS TRUTH. D. A. 489 –0  

 

        Dear Brother, Sister will you hear Heaven’s knock and open your heart’s door to this 

Message of Him whose name is the BRANCH – Christ? 

 

                                                                                      Signed 

 

                

                                                                                      Benjamin Roden 
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                                                  THE JUDGMENT 
 

 

Subject:  The Oil in the Lamps and the Oil in the Vessels.                            May 5, 1960 

 

Aim to show:             1.  The oil in the Lamps is the Judgment of the Dead, - Sabbath and  

                                         Sanctuary Truth – Three Angels Messages of Rev. 14. 

 

                                    2.  Oil in the vessels represents the Judgment of the Living- the  

                                          light on the Feasts - the Statutes and judgments of Moses. Mal. 

                                          4:4. 

  

                                    3.  The message of the Judgment of the Living is in two steps - two  

                                          additions to the Third Angel's message. 

 

                                       a. The Kingdom Truth - the Sealing of the 144,000, Rev. 7:1-8  

                                       b. The Truth of the King - Jesus' new name, marking of the  

                                           144,000.  Eze. 9; Rev. 18:l; read G.C. 483-4. 

 

Gem             "After Jesus opened the door of the most holy (in 1844), the LIGHT of the 

Thought:          SABBATH was seen, and the people of God were tested, as the children  

                        of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they would keep God's Law, I saw  

                        the THIRD ANGEL pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the  

                        way to the HOLIEST of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY ... Jesus then  

                        raised the cover of the ark.  . . . they (remnant) see the Fourth  

                        Commandment among the Ten holy precepts, with a brighter light shining  

                        upon it than upon the other Nine, and a halo of glory all around it."  E.W.  

                        254-5. 

 

Introduction: 

 

In studying Matthew 25 we find it is divided into three parables: (1) The ten virgins (2) The 

talents (3) The Lord sitting on the throne of His glory to judge the nations. 

 

The first two parables (verses 1-30) apply directly to the Laodicean church ". . . the church that 

shall live JUST before His second corning." COL 406.  These parables explain the judgment of 

the living in the church. This parallel with the harvest of Rev. 14:14-16. But verses 31-34 deal 

more directly with the Judgment of the Living in the world - "all nations". verse 32 . This 

judgment is parallel with the harvest of Rev. 14:17-19. When the Lord sits on His throne (Rev. 

3:21) to judge all nations, we may sit with Him in His throne on the earth ("Thy will be done in 

earth as it is in heaven") if we overcome - have the extra oil, even as He overcame and sat down 

with His Father in Heaven. 

 

This study, however, is only dealing with the parable of the ten virgins which is the Judgment of 

the Living - the harvest in the church. 
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The Loud Cry (Judgment of the Living) of the Third Angel's message will be given to the world 

after the Judgment of the Dead is finished, and after the 144,000 have been judged and stand 

with the Lamb on Mount Zion (Rev. 14: 1). It is easy to see that Rev. 14 is chronological in its 

final phase.  Please note that the Three Angels Messages in their former phase - the judgment of 

the dead- are depicted as coming out from the judgment throne in heaven, from the seven 

(complete) Spirits of God (Rev. 4:2-5). The three messages, "lightnings and thunderings and 

voices", "are three only in the order of their rise. But having risen, they go on together, and are 

inseparable" (GC 693).   The Three Angels Messages are indicated by the word voices, meaning 

three voices and represent the "oil" in the lamps of the virgins of Matthew 25 since 1844. 

 

The last two angels' messages of Rev. 14 you will note, are messages of the Judgment of the 

Living, for they speak of harvesting the earth, in two sections.  First in the church (Rev, 14: 1.4-

16) and then in the world (Rev. 14:17-19).   These two harvest angels must rise and the messages 

be given to the Church before it can in turn give the message of the Loud Cry to the world. For it 

is easy to see that the church could not give to the world something of which they had no 

knowledge.   This is represented in Matthew 25:4 as "oil" in the vessels of the wise virgins, or in 

other words, an extra supply of oil (Truth), other than that which was in their lamps. 

 

The Loud Cry, therefore, is symbolized by Voices, (Three Angels Messages, "oil" in the lamps) 

and the two additional messages, - thunderings and lightenings (Rev. 8:5) which are represented 

by the extra oil in the vessels. The foolish virgins failed to acquire this extra supply of oil. While 

the wise were more zealous in that they did not take man's word, that the messages were false, 

but instead studied for themselves and overcame on every point; therefore, they had the extra 

"oil" to give them light to the Kingdom. This extra "oil" indeed is the Judgment of the Living, 

which proves who are the wise and who are the foolish in the church. 

 

I.   The Oil in the Lamps,( Rev. 14:6-11) Matthew 25. 

 

". . . He told His disciples the story of the ten virgins, by their experience illustrating the 

experience of the church that shall live just before His coming."  C.O.L. 406. 

 

". . . By the lamps is represented the word of God.... The oil is a symbol of the Holy Spirit ." 

(revealed truth) C.O.L.  406-7 

 

". . . Without the ENLIGHTENMENT of the SPIRIT, men will NOT be able to distinguish 

TRUTH from error." Id. 408 

 

Thus: 1. The parable of the virgins represents the experience of the church in our day,  

                just before Jesus comes. 

 

            2. The oil is a symbol of the Holy Spirit . 

 

Conclusion: 

Since it takes the aid of the Holy Spirit  for one to distinguish truth from error, the oil actually is 

a symbol of truth revealed by the Holy Spirit . What good is a lamp, the word of God, without 

the Holy Oil to enlighten our path? Does not the whole world have the Bible, but yet do not  
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understand the third angel's message? Therefore, the Lord's servant is telling us that this parable 

in Matthew 25 is a symbol of the church that has a Spirit enlightened message and since it 

represents oil in the lamps of the virgins, we understand it represents oil in use, present truth. 

 

The parable also shows that the "oil" in the lamps, present truth, goes out when the virgins start 

out to meet the Bridegroom. But five, (half of ten) the wise, obtained additional oil, another 

message, Spirit revealed truth, and placed it in their vessel as a reserve to be used when the time 

should come that the oil in their lamps would be used up, cease to be present truth. The foolish, 

however, saw no need in-obtaining this extra oil until it was too late to avail salvation. 

 

"We are to throw aside our narrow, selfish plans... In doing this work we are sounding the first, 

second, and third angels' messages, and are thus being prepared for the COMING of that 

OTHER angel (message) from heaven who is to LIGHTEN the EARTH with his GLORY." 6T 

906. 

 

"... I was shown three steps - the first, second, and third angels' messages. Said my 

accompanying angel, 'Woe to him who shall move a block or stir a pin of these messages. The 

true understanding of these messages is of vital importance. The destiny of souls hangs upon the 

manner in which they are received. " E.W. 258. 

 

"And out of the throne proceeded lightnings and thunderings and voices. " Rev. 4:5 

 

Therefore: 

               1. By putting aside selfish plans, we are sounding the Three Angels Messages 

                   and being prepared for the other mighty message and movement that is to  

                   give the Loud Cry, - lighten the earth with God's glory. 

 

               2. Woe to those who shall move a block of these Three Angels Messages. The  

                   TRUE understanding of them is vitally important. The destiny of souls is  

                   involved in receiving them in the proper manner. 

 

               3. The three messages coming from God's judgment throne in heaven is  

                   symbolic of the Three Angels Messages beginning in 1844 - the Judgment of  

                   the Dead. 

 

Hence:    We are taught by the Three Angels Messages - the Sabbath and Sanctuary truth,  

                that the seal of God is the keeping of the ten commandments. Therefore, God  

                (EW 15) is # 1 seal for the 144,000, - oil in the lamps, Judgment of the Dead. 

 

II. Oil in the Vessels 

 

Gem     "Your obeying 'all the commandments; AND the STATUTES, and the  

Thought:   JUDGMENTS' of the moral law of Moses, you see, is your EVIDENCE that  

                 you have been BORN AGAIN, that you HAVE been ENDOWED with  

                 POWER from ABOVE, that you are ENABLED TO CHOOSE the GOOD and  

                 to REFUSE the EVIL, that you ARE the CHILDREN of God. Keeping the  
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                 commandments AND the statutes in the Lord, then, is the LIGHT and  

                 SHIELD of YOUR life. It is the OUTWARD SIGN that by the LIFE of Christ  

                 you have OVERCOME the ENEMY of your soul and body. This SYSTEM of  

                 WORSHIP, therefore, is TRULY the Righteousness by FAITH that BRINGS  

                 the righteousness of Christ IN the PEOPLE of God. 

 

                 ". . . Yes, BE CONVINCED of the TRUTH which I have tried to present to  

                 you, for IT IS your LIFE, your PROSPERITY, your HEALTH and  

                 HAPPINESS, your ETERNITY." 2TG 37-24, 5. 

 

"AGAIN the people were REMINDED of the sacred obligation of the SABBATH, Yearly 

FEASTS were appointed, at which all the men of the nation were to ASSEMBLE BEFORE the 

Lord, bringing to him their OFFERINGS OF GRATITUDE, and the FIRST-FRUITS of his 

bounties. The OBJECT of all these regulations was stated: they proceeded from NO EXERCISE 

of mere ARBITRARY sovereignty; ALL were GIVEN for the GOOD of Israel. The Lord said, 

'Ye shall be HOLY men unto me,' - WORTHY to be ACKNOWLEDGED by a HOLY God. 

 

"These LAWS (yearly feasts - statutes and judgments) were to be RECORDED by Moses (laws 

of Moses), and CAREFULLY treasured as the foundation of the national law, AND, WITH the 

TEN precepts which they were given to ILLUSTRATE, the condition of the FULFILLMENT of 

God's PROMISES TO Israel. The message was now given them from Jehovah." P. P. 311. 

 

Here are the important facts: 

             

 1.  The yearly feasts were for the men to assemble before the Lord to show their  

                 gratitude for His goodness. 

             

            2.   These yearly feasts were not an arbitrary measure. They were given for the  

                  good of Israel.  

             

            3.   Two sets of laws: (1) Yearly feasts to be the foundation of the national law (2)  

                  The ten precepts showing the condition of fulfillment of God's promises. 

 

QUESTION:  We understand that the 144,000 will be kings and priests when they stand  

                         on Mount Zion with the Lamb, and they will observe these yearly feasts  

                         (national laws) then, since they will have the new heart ( Eze. 36:26, 27),  

                         but why observe them now? 

 

ANSWER: Ancient Israel were to prepare for the Kingdom by observing these laws as  

                        they should be kept then, in order to learn how to govern the nation, when  

                        they had not yet entered Canaan. Modern Israel (144,000) need to be  

                        taught how to observe these national laws as they should be kept in this  

                        dispensation before entering the Kingdom. Along with history, prophecy, 

                        and the ten precepts, these laws are our light, prosperity, POWER and  

                        LIFE. 
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This is the SIGN God sets among them to separate the tares from the wheat. This is the "extra 

oil" - the judgment of the living. "And I WILL set a SIGN among them, and I WILL send 

THOSE that ESCAPE of THEM unto the nations." Isa. 66:19. 

 

Hence, those who observe the yearly feasts which are statutes forever "throughout your 

generations" (Lev. 23:14, 21, 41) and overcome on all points will escape and be sent to the 

nations (GC 483), Those who see no light in observing them now, will, like Judas, go  

from us to fight against the Truth - they will be swallowed by the earth. 

 

These enemies of the truth will no doubt, be God's bitterest enemies. It is to be expected that 

Satan will run out his greatest champions against this Truth (WHR 32).   The fire will wax hot. 

The gold will be tried. The sieve is now turning and it will sift the people. But amidst all this 

conflict, the Branch (Jer. 23:5) will prosper. 

 

"And five of them were WISE, and FIVE were FOOLISH. They that were FOOLISH took their 

lamps, and took NO oil with them: But the WISE took OIL in their VESSELS with their 

LAMPS.... And the FOOLISH said unto the WISE, Give us of your OIL; for our LAMPS are 

gone OUT. Matthew 25:2-4, 8. 

 

"As the books of record are opened in the judgment, the lives of all who have believed on Jesus 

come in review before God. Beginning with those who first lived upon the earth, our Advocate 

presents the cases of each successive generation, and CLOSES with the LIVING." G.C. 483. 

 

The facts are plain: 

 

               1. The foolish had lamps that gave them light for a while, but the supply of oil  

                    in their lamps went out. Evidently, the message they understood and believed  

                    ceased to be present truth. 

 

               2. The living are the last to be judged. 

 

"The knowledge of present truth, which the five foolish virgins possessed since 1844 is the 

judgment of the dead, and was the only oil in their lamps. WHEN the JUDGMENT of the 

LIVING COMMENCED, and the cry was MADE, they were found WITHOUT this EXTRA oil 

in their vessels; they had neglected their Lord's command: 'Watch therefore, for ye know neither 

the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man cometh.' Thus when the wise ones started out to 

meet the bridegroom (Judgment of the Living) the lamps of the foolish went out, for, the 

Judgment of the Dead HAD passed (half hour silence). Therefore, it was present truth NO 

MORE, and thus they were left in darkness. At the BEGINNING of the JUDGMENTS of God 

(after the half hour silence - Antitypical Passover; 2SR 216) they saw (still alive) their mistake 

and RUSHED for the ARK of safety (Kingdom),but it was beyond their reach for they knew 

nothing of the message, and by the time they acquired it, (filled their lamps with oil), -

parenthesis theirs- there had been a delay, the angel had passed 'through the city, through 

Jerusalem, the church - the sealing was finished, and probation for the church had closed- the 

door was shut. Thus they were left out." 2SR 135-6. 
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Facts are facts: 

 

             1. The only oil in the lamps of the foolish virgins since 1844 is the truth of the  

                  Judgment of the Dead. 

      

             2. The foolish virgins go to get the oil after the Judgment of the Living  

                 commenced. The judgment of the 144, 000 commences after the half hour  

                 silence, the Antitypical Passover. (2SR 216). 

  

             3. They go to get the oil, but they find that the sealing is over and the door shut. 

                  

"That part of the Investigative Judgment of the living, by which is determined who are to  

have their sins blotted out and, as a result, be given eternal life, is paralleled on earth by the work 

of the angel with the 'writer's inkhorn'. . . . And the WORK of the FIVE others who follow on to 

slay all who have not the 'mark' (seal) -parenthesis theirs- is paralleled in heaven by the 

BLOTTING OUT of the sinners' NAMES from the BOOK of LIFE." 2A 41. 

 

"If such HAD ONLY KNOWN THAT THE WORK OF CHRIST in the heavenly sanctuary 

would close SO SOON, how differently would they have conducted themselves!" 2T 191. 

 

Thus:    1. The close of probation for the church comes as a surprise. 

             

               2. Had they realized the close of probation would come so soon, their actions  

                    would have been different. 

 

"The phrase, 'all saints,' has reference to all the living who are to be judged. Evidently this is 

done under the seventh seal. If 'all,' then it is definite that all the living saints are counted under 

the seventh seal. Thus, with the opening of the last seal, commences the judgment for all the 

living saints.... The 144,000 are sealed BEFORE the silence 'of half an hour,' or AT the 

OPENING of the SEAL, but they are JUDGED (counted IN the PERIOD of the SEVENTH seal, 

for the prayer was for "ALL" saints - the LIVING. 

 

... Therefore, a revelation of the Judgment for the Living, is of as great importance as the 

revelation of the gospel itself. For the judgment (blotting out the sins) -parenthesis theirs- is the 

CROWNING act in the gospel of Christ (time of refreshing G.C.415). Thus we conclude that 

when the SEAL is OPENED, and the judgment for the living (144,000) begins, we must know it. 

The Day of Atonement in its type proves the same, for the Israelites were well informed of the 

event, their duty, and the consequences." 2SR 220. 

 

". . . and with them (144,000) the Judgment for the Living commenced. " 2SR 165. 

 

"The virgins were called to meet Him, and thus by faith go in with Him to appear before the 

Father - the Great Judge. The SEAL is the PERMIT (CC 483); it PLACES their NAMES in the 

Lamb's book of Life, and thus it GRANTS to them (Five wise) the RIGHT to appear before the 

Father in the judgment; NOT in person, but in FIGURE (G. C. 427; 482:3); thus having their sins 

blotted out."  2 SR 184. 
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Therefore: 

             1.  Putting these statements together, it appears that if the statement in 2 SR 185  

                  means judgment for the 144,000, the foolish virgins (tares) do not fall dead in  

                  the time of the half hour silence (Antitypical Passover), as many have be- 

                  lieved. For when the judgment of the living commenced the foolish go get the  

                  oil. Mind you, it is after their lamps (judgment of dead passed) went out 

                  that they go get the oil.  (Matt. 25:8) 

 

             2.  The 144,000 are judged in the period of the seventh seal, after they have been  

                  sealed in the sixth seal. In this case it must be that after the man with the  

                  writer's inkhorn went through the church and marked the 144,000; the five  

                  men followed and blotted tares names from the Book of Life (2A 41). Hence,  

                  during the judgment of the living, the tares are bundled, separated to be  

                  burned. 

 

". . . These angels (reapers) are NOT those who shall 'come' with Christ at His second coming, 

but rather those whom He 'shall SEND forth'. THEY are LIKE the THREE angels (messages) of 

Revelation 14:6-11." 3Tr 66-7. 

 

".. . When Truth cannot save, it kills. " 2TG 15-10. 

 

". . . for the former (wheat) are to be gathered, not directly to heaven, but first into 'the barn,' the 

kingdom on earth; and the latter (tares) are NOT to be destroyed immediately 'in the time of 

harvest,' but first are to be gathered into bundles, and then destroyed." 3Tr 67. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

                1. The "silence of half an hour" is one week (Antitypical Passover) between the  

                    Judgment of the Dead and the Judgment of the Living. It marks the end of  

                    one phase of the Judgment, that of the Dead, and the beginning of another,  

                    the Judgment of the Living - first for the 144,000 (Rev. 7:1-8;14:1). ". . .  

                    another church emerges of which Joshua is in charge, not the angel of  

                    Laodicea."  1 TGr 8-24. 

 

                 2. A church must emerge which has the Truth that judges the 144,000. 

                  

                 3. The wheat is put into the "barn," kingdom, in the time of harvest. 

 

                 4. The tares are separated (bundled) in the time of harvest and destroyed later. 

  

                 5. The Judgment of the Dead message is the teaching of the Ten  

                     Commandments - the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth, oil in the lamps. 

 

                 6. The Judgment of the Living message is the teaching of the national laws –  

                      the laws of the feasts - Statutes and judgments, oil in the vessels. 
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         HOW PLAIN! HOW SIMPLE!! BUT, ONLY THE WHEAT HAVE EYES,  

         TARES  HAVE NO SPIRITUAL VISION. And what light they do have will  

         become darkness to them, for they say "our lamps are GONE out." (ceased  

         burning). Matt. 25:8. 

 

Note:    Since the 144,000 are to be judged by the Judgment of the Living message, the  

 light of Truth that they are to be judged by must be revealed before they are judged. 

 

III. The Judgment of the Living in Two Steps 

 

Gem          ". . . I was again brought down through these messages, and saw how     

Thought:      dearly the people of God had purchased their experience, it had been  

                     obtained through much suffering and severe conflict. God had led them  

                     along STEP by STEP (two more steps after the three steps of Rev. 14:6-11),  

                     until He had placed them upon a solid, immovable platform." E. W. 259. 

 

A. Step #1 - The Kingdom message, Sealing of the 144,000. 

 

Gem         "IN (not after) the TIME of the END, EVERY Divine INSTITUTION is to  

Thought:       be RESTORED. The breach made in the law at the time the Sabbath was  

                     changed by man, is to be repaired. God's remnant people, standing (on Mt.  

                     Zion) before the world as reformers...are to present the necessity of  

                     obedience to all the precepts of the Decalogue. . . they are to cooperate with  

                     Him in building up the waste place (the Kingdom - Eze. 36:33-38). " P. K.  

                     678. 

 

"And I saw ANOTHER angel ascending from the EAST, having the SEAL of the living God." 

Rev. 7:2. 

 

Please         This angel (message) is not the same as the Three Angels Messages which                      

Note:           come from the judgment throne in heaven, which bring to earth the Judgment  

                    of the Dead. This angel ascends from the east, the holy land - Palestine. He  

                    brings the Kingdom message to the church that is giving the three angels'  

                    messages. This message of Rev. 7:2 seals the 144,000 who are to stand on  

                    Mt. Zion with the Lamb. 

 

Example:    In giving the second angel's message (Rev. 18:4) since 1844, the people in  

                   the other churches that had the moral fall (GC 389) were supposed to come  

                   out and join the SDA church. So when the second angel's message proclaims  

                   that Babylon the Great (Rev. 17) is fallen and the Loud Cry call is given to  

                   come out of her, we conclude that all the righteous are to come out because  

                   the seven last plagues are to fall on Babylon the Great. 

 

Question:    Who is Babylon the Great? 

Answer:      All the fallen churches (7 heads) united with all the fallen nations (ten                   

                    horns). 
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Question:    Where will the people in Babylon the Great go when they are called out of  

                     the Babylonian nations ? 

Answer: ". . . to my holy mountain Jerusalem, saith the Lord." Isa. 66:20. 

 

Special      This is why there must be an earthly kingdom before Jesus comes in the  

Note:         clouds of  heaven. The children can understand this, for it is so simple. 

 

B.        Step #2 - Jesus' new name - marking of 144,000. 

 

Gem      "The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united. On their foreheads was  

Thought:    written, God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new  

                   name."  E.W. 15. 

 

"Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: 

and I will write upon him the NAME of my God, and the NAME of the CITY of my God, which 

is NEW Jerusalem... and I will WRITE upon him my NEW name." Rev. 3:12. 

 

Look !   Jesus will write upon the overcomer (1) The name of His Father (2) The  

               name of  His Father's City - New Jerusalem (3) His own new name. 

 

It is a well established fact that the 144,000 are sealed by the Truth - message. Please note that 

the 144,000 have three seals written on their foreheads. 

 

Question:   What are the three messages with which the 144,000 are sealed? 

 

Answer:     1.  God's name is in the Sabbath. Therefore, Seal #1 is the Sabbath and  

                       Sanctuary Truth - the Judgment of the Dead - the Three (Third) Angels'  

                       Messages of SDA. 

                   

                  2.  New Jerusalem the angel's message which tells about the building of the  

                       New City in Palestine - the Kingdom, the 144,000 also accept this Truth  

                       and are sealed by it. Seal #2, Davidian SDA. 

 

                  3.  Jesus' New Name is to be the new name of the Loud Cry church  

                        which lightens the earth, from New Jerusalem. The 144,000 are marked by this   

                       name, Branch DSDA, Seal #3. 

 

The man in linen (Eze. 9) comes down from the sides of the north which is from the throne. This 

angel is the same as Rev. 18:1. He comes down from the throne of God to place the mark of 

Jesus) new name on the foreheads of those who sigh and cry against the sins in the "house of 

Israel AND Judah."  Eze. 9:9. 

 

We have shown what the 144,000 are to be judged by. The next important step is to show when 

their judgment is pending. 

 

". . . Why would God make a double prophecy for the same thing? - because the old prophecy 

(the type) -parenthesis theirs- only gives the details from the beginning of the Third Angel's  
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Message to the fulfillment of Ezekiel 9. The prophecy by Ezekiel gives the information in detail 

from the beginning of Luther's reformation to Ezekiel 9, marking of the 144,000, and unrolling 

of the scroll. ('Not all in regard to this matter is yet understood, nor will it be understood UNTIL 

the UNROLLING of the SCROLL' Volume 6 page 17). -parenthesis theirs- (The old prophecy, 

the type, is the 430 years to Abraham).  "It makes it clear that there is a 430 year period from the 

reformation by Luther to the purification of the church." 1SR 116. 

 

STEP #1 OF THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING 

 

The first step of the judgment of the living- message begins 430 years after the time Luther was 

called to study the Bible, which was in about 1500 A. D. 1500 + 430 = 1930, the final phase of 

the First Angel's Message. (WHR 37). This is the Elijah message to the church GC5 25, 1950 Ed. 

"This is the pre-harvest period." 1TG 21:19. 

 

STEP #2 OF THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING 

 

The second step of the judgment of the living message begins 430 years after the establishing of 

Luther's reformation, the Augsburg Confession in 1530 A. D. 1530 + 430 = 1960, the year of the 

Antitypical Passover time to leave Egypt, - worldliness. (2SR 216:3) This is the Second Angel's 

Message. (TM 59; 446; EW 277; 6T 406; GC 390:604) the Elijah message to the 144,000 and 

the great multitude. (Rev. 7:9: Isa. 60:1-5; Luke 14:21, last part, 22, 23; GCS 31:0, 1954 reprint). 

This is the harvest period. Harvest, Judgment of the Living. (1TG 21:13). 

 

"The prophet Jeremiah's prediction that the Jews were to spend seventy years in Babylonian 

captivity had ended although they were still in Babylon. But since THIS symbolical prophecy 

finds its fulfillment IN OUR DAY INSTEAD of in Zechariah's DAY,    '. . . If the people of God 

had gone to work as they should have gone to work right after the Minneapolis meeting in 1888, 

the world could have been warned in TWO years and the Lord would have come.' General 

Conference Bulletin.  1892" 1TGr 11-7, 8. 

-underscoring theirs-. 

 

Look !   1888 + 2 = 1890 + 70 = 1960, the third decree to leave Babylon, Zech. 2:7. 

 

". . . typical Elijah was to do away with the prophets and priests who served Baal instead of God, 

those who led ancient Israel (ten tribes)... antitypical Elijah's ("messenger of the covenant" 2SR 

241) work, being in the spirit and power of typical Elijah.., in itself is the separating of the chaff 

from the wheat - the work of the Judgment for the Living." GCS 30-1, 1954 ed. It rained not on 

Ahab's kingdom for a period of 3 1/2 years and then came rain. 

 

Look !   From October 1956 (Eze.29:1-8; 1SR 77 read General Conference Letters) plus the 3 

1/2 years of the Antitypical Elijah's message to the ten tribe division (SDA) of the 144,000 

would bring us to the purification of the church,  - Judgment of the Living – 1960. 

 

"In the year 1840 another remarkable fulfillment of prophecy excited widespread interest. 

 

Two years before, Josiah Litch, one of the leading ministers preaching the second advent,  
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published an exposition of Revelation 9, predicting the fall of the Ottoman Empire. According to 

his calculations, this power was to be overthrown 'in A. D, 1840' .... At the very time specified, 

Turkey, through her ambassadors, accepted the PROTECTION of the ALLIED powers of 

EUROPE, and thus placed herself UNDER the CONTROL of CHRISTIAN nations." G. C. 334-

5. 

 

This date (1840) seems to be significant, considering the trouble Turkey is having at the present 

time and the peace conference coming up in May. She may again in the life span of a man place 

herself under the protection of the so-called Christian nations. In fact, things will be 

accomplished in the confederacy (Isa. 8) which will be a step toward setting woman upon the 

back of the scarlet colored beast of Rev. 17, but this is not yet the Image to the Beast. These are 

eventful days. 

 

". . . Besides being a place of refuge to God's faithful ones, He is also to be a rock of offense to 

BOTH the HOUSES of Israel --Judah, and Israel--and a gin and a snare to the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem. Jerusalem was the ruling city of Judah. From this it is plain that through this 

confederacy (Isa. 8) God is to be a GIN and a SNARE (verse 14) to antitypical Judah. 

 

"This prophecy (Isa. 8:15) declares that the confederacy will be a SNARE --a TRAP-- and that 

MANY will FALL and be TAKEN in it. It will be a FEARFUL trap and will SEPARATE God's 

PEOPLE, Thus is the Lord going to test ALL His people and let them reveal just how much 

FAITH each of them has:  

 

"The confederacy... commences BEFORE the Loud Cry and BEFORE the slaughter of Ezekiel 9. 

It is not the Image of the Beast, for this association PRECEDES the Image of the Beast, and the 

confederacy is formed when the nations are girding themselves for war. Put another way, the 

confederacy will COMMENCE AFTER the SEALING and perhaps JUST BEFORE the 

slaughter of Ezekiel 9. Moreover, it is in the TIME when the Christian nations are UNITED that 

the WOMAN 'Babylon' will SIT on the seven 'heads' (Rev. 17:9), -parenthesis theirs-  depicting 

also the union of the churches under Babylon." 

 

"All those who are not expecting the confederacy, but instead are expecting next the reassertion 

of Roman church supremacy or the battle of Armageddon or something else, are going to fall 

into this SNARE, for it will appear to them harmless and perhaps even a good thing. But it will 

be their TRAP." 13 S. Code No. 3, 4:9, 10. 

 

Here we see:  

              1.  The Lord is a rock of offense to BOTH houses of Israel (SDA and DSDA),  

                    Judah and Israel.  He is also a gin and a snare to His people. 

 

              2.   On the other hand, the confederacy of the nations is a fearful trap to those  

                    who will not permit themselves to be snared by the Lord. 

 

              3.  This is the separation, those who see no light in the Judgment of the Living –  

                    the extra oil of national laws of Israel- will fall into the trap set for them by  

                    Satan through this association of the Christian nations. Here is a test for His  
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                    people, either serve God by keeping all His commandments, statutes and  

                    judgments, or serve man and his laws. Which side will you be on Brother,  

                    Sister? 

 

              4.   The confederacy commences after the sealing and before Ezekiel 9. It is not  

                    the Image of the Beast in its beginning. This is a more fearful trap for the   

                    church than the Image of the Beast would be at this time, and Satan knows  

                    this for many are looking for the reassertion of the Roman church  

                    supremacy. This is why they fall into the trap formed by the confederacy of  

                    nations. It appears to be harmless and perhaps even a good thing. 

  

               5.  This confederacy commenced a few months ago, and since it is to separate  

                    God's people, we are to conclude that it will, and not something else. Let us  

                    beware, lest we fall into the trap. 

 

Conclusion: 

              Those who are eating the butter and honey (Isa. 7:22) will be left. We may not  

               have a full knowledge yet (Isa.7:16) even when there is an abundance of cream  

               to him who nurses a young cow and two sheep, (Isa. 7:21). As the shaking of  

               the cream continues, the butter will float to the top. This butter and honey may  

               be added to the manna (Rev. 2:7) and those who continue to partake of it may  

               be left in the land - kingdom (Isa. 7:22).  Butter and honey on bread, - manna. 

 

Therefore: 

           1.  Fall of the Turks in 1840 + 120 years in this generation = 1960, the coming of  

                 that which is to separate - the confederacy of the nations. 

 

           2.  Also the coming of that which is to save, the Judgment of the Living - the  

                 national laws. 

 

"Now that time and Truth have locked arms and are hastening on together, we must quickly take 

hold and follow on, too." WHR 30:1. 

 

". . . The world's condition of today is the only condition that meets the challenge of these 

prophecies (Zeph. 1, etc.). Since this is true, then this is the day in which the Lord is to SEARCH 

Jerusalem with CANDLES. This is the day, in which he is to CLEANSE His PEOPLE FROM 

SIN and SINNERS. It is the 'GREAT and DREADFUL DAY of the Lord'." 1TGr 21:18,19. 

 

"At the time LABOR and CAPITAL are in a CLASH, THEN it is that JERUSALEM (the church 

-parenthesis theirs- shall be SEARCHED, as it were, with CANDLES. " Id. 20 

"...'I will search (Jerusalem, 'not carelessly and in darkness, but carefully with CANDLES of 

LIGHT." 2A 37. 

 

The plain facts are:  

           1.  In the great and dreadful day of the Lord, in the judgment of the living, the  

                Lord will search the church with candles of light (2 Pet. l9). The center  

                reference on day star means Branch. Read G. C. 415:3 ; Rev. 22:16. 
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           2.  The church being searched with candles suggests that the work is done at night,  

                in the dark part of the day (Isa. 60:1, 2), The use of candles suggests that the  

                church is to be searched with the light of the Sanctuary Truth - the Judgment of  

                the Living - since candles were used in the sanctuary service. 

 

SUMMARY: 

                   1.  Augsburg Confession in -                  1530 A. D. = 1960 

                        Prophecy to Abraham (the type) -      +430 years 

 

                   2.  The three decrees to build the temple: 

                        70 years in our day. First decree:            1888 + 2 = 1890 A. D.  

                        Second 40 years in wilderness -              + 40 years  =1930 + 30 = 1960 

 

                   3.  Elijah type to ten tribes in SDA church - 1956 autumn    = 1960 spring 

                        No rain to ten tribes in SDA -                   +   3 1/2 years 

 

                   4.  Fall of the Turks -                               1840 A. D. 

                        In this generation -                              +120 years = 1960, confederacy 

 

Separation of the wheat and tares; Association of the Christian nations, a trap to separate God's 

professed people, (the tares). 1960. 

 

The extra oil is the establishing the national laws (Mal. 4:4) of the Kingdom (Eze.36:26-28), and 

is a stumbling stone to both houses of Israel (SDA and DSDA); it is a gin and a snare to the 

righteous, wheat. 

 

Note: The 2300 year prophecy pointed out the beginning of the judgment of the dead. Here is 

pointed out that it providentially so happens that four times as many prophecies point to the time 

of the purification of the church, the beginning of the Judgment of the Living, (the 144,000) than 

pointed to the time of the judgment of the dead in 1844. 

 

". . . While interpreting Zechariah's vision, the angel spoke of Zerubbabel, saying: 'The hands of 

Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house: his hands also shall finish it' (Zech. 4:9).  That 

is, the founders of the ANTI-TYPE ["are here"? "were here"? - not legible] TYPIFIED by 

Zerubbabel, LAID the FOUNDATION in 1844.  Zerubbabel being 'a signet' to the ANTI-TYPE 

(by laying the foundation and finishing the house), denotes that the finishing of the spiritual 

house (the COMPLETENESS of the CHURCH of God - NUMBERING of the SAINTS) is to be 

accomplished in ONE generation (in the LIFE of MAN, COMMENCING in 1844.)" 2SR 280. 

 

". . . My spirit shall not always strive with man,' for that he also is flesh: yet his DAYS shall be 

an HUNDRED and TWENTY years. " Gen. 6:3. 

 

These statements tell us: 

          1.  The foundation of the antitypical house was laid by antitypical Zerubbabel in  

               1844. 
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          2.  The house is to be completed and the saints numbered in the life of a man,  

               which is 120 years (Gen. 6:3). 

 

          3.  But since none of the founders in 1844 of the Spiritual house are living to-day,  

               then, for Zerubbabel to be a signet and for his hands to finish the house, there  

               would necessarily have to be some one in our day who is an antitype of Zerub- 

               babel who is building on the foundation.  His hands shall finish it. 

 

". . . In the Scriptures the figure of the erection of a temple is frequently used to illustrate the 

building of the church. Zechariah refers to Christ as the Branch that should BUILD the TEMPLE 

of the Lord. He speaks of the Gentiles as helping in the work." A. A. 595. 

 

Here we see: 

         1.  That the hands of the Branch movement is to finish the house and number the  

              saints in this generation, in the life of a man - 120 years from 1844. 

 

         2.  The harvest period for the 144,000 is four years from the time of the offering 

              of the wave-sheaf in 1960, which points forward to the harvest of the first fruits,  

              (PP 539-40) the 144,000 (AA590-1). After this the Gentiles will help in the  

              work. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

Since the scroll has unrolled we understand more in regard to the purification of the church (1 

SR 116). Therefore accept the national laws along with the ten precepts so that you may become 

part of the nation of kings and priests, which stands with the Lamb on Mt. Zion (Rev. 14:1). For 

only can your sins be blotted out by the Passover Blood of Christ in the antitypical atonement by 

our high priest, - the BRANCH. (G.C. 415).  

 

"...Hence the MOVEMENT symbolized by the ANGEL (message) coming down from heaven 

(Rev. 18:1 - harvest).... In connection with his MESSAGE (Judgment of the Living)... uniting 

with the third angel's message (Sabbath and sanctuary truth), constitute the final warning to be 

given to the inhabitants of the earth." G. C. 604. 

 

Emphases and parentheses ours, unless otherwise indicated. 

 

 

 

                                                                                  Dear ones, shun the trap of the devil,  

                                                                                  and prepare to stand on Mt. Zion with  

                                                                                  the Lamb, 

 

 

                                                                                BENJAMIN RODEN 
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NOTE: The second Passover (Num. 9:10, 11) is May 12, on Thursday, beginning Wednesday 

night at sundown. This is the same day of the week as it was in Christ's day. What significance 

this may have to us, we have no light at present. 

 

"Here you see that the announcement of this long expected event is to be made by someone's 

publications. Moreover, he publishes peace and thus announces the restoration of the Kingdom.  

This is the only peace that the world can have. There is to be no other. Those who keep God's 

solemn 'FEASTS' and perform their vows shall have this peace. None others shall."  2TG 42-41. 
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                                                                                                     August 17, 1960 

 

Dear Heritage of God, 

 

 We have recently returned from the Eastern, Northeastern, and Midwestern states where 

we spent several weeks in visiting camp meetings in an effort to acquaint our brethren with the 

awakening message of Christ Our Righteousness.  Rev. 18:1; Rev. 14:16, 17. 

 

 This is one reason why you have not heard from us in quite some time.  In our failure to 

serve you as we would like, and in a manner in which you deserve, we are reminded of the same 

problems the Lord's servant encountered in the past. 

 

 "A large number of Code readers are wanting to know why they are not receiving the 

code regularly, and why we are not visiting or writing to them more often.  Doubtless others are 

asking this same question....There is a twofold reason for our not now being able to do more than 

we are for the believers, and that is because on the one hand the work is getting heavier each day, 

while on the other hand, we do not have the help we urgently need....Therefore we appeal to all 

Present Truth believers to cry aloud to God for faithful laborers, for the harvest is ripe, but the 

laborers are few." The Symbolic Code, January-June, 1939. 

 

 Jesus says:  "And as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son 

of man." Luke 17:26. 

 

 Noah was 120 years building the ark and preaching about the destruction to be wrought 

by the flood.  At the end of the 120 years Noah and his family (8 souls) went into the ark and the 

door was shut.  As it was in Noah's day, so it is in our day.  God is preparing a place (ark) of 

safety from the time of trouble.  And when the antitypical 120 years ends, antitypical Noah and 

his family will go into the ark of safety (the Kingdom) and the door will be shut to the foolish 

virgins. 

 

 Eight souls saved in the ark signified a new order in Noah's day.  So the eighth church, 

the one after the seven churches that are co-mingled with wheat and tares, signifies a new order 

in our day - a pure church, a Theocracy in the Kingdom. 

 

 So, our Father in heaven keeps His promise that He will never again destroy the earth 

with a flood, since the earth opens her mouth and swallows up the flood (Rev. 12:15, 16) of 

unconverted (G.C. 385:1) in the church. 

 

 "Say not ye, There are yet four months, and then cometh harvest:  behold I way unto you.  

Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest." John 4:35. 

 

             Four months, using thirty days to the month in Bible prophecy, equals 120 days (4 x 30 

= 120); 120 days, using a day for a year (Eze. 4:6), equals 120 years.  In 1844 antitypical Noah 

begins to preach (see the S.R. Chart, The 11th Hour).  Adding 120 years to 1844 would bring us 

to 1964.  This is a simple mathematics, and is not the least bit complicated. 
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 Jesus says for us not to fold our hands and wait until the time of the loud cry harvest to go 

to work for Him, but rather look upon the field (the church, C.O.L. 70, 1941 edition), for the first 

fruits (Rev. 14:4) are all ready to be harvested. 

 

 In 1840, four years before 1844, when the cleansing of the sanctuary for the dead and the 

ingathering of the first fruits of the living (Rev. 14:4) was to begin, Josiah Litch, an Advent 

preacher predicted that the Ottoman Empire would fall that year.  The prediction came true (G.C. 

335).  "Turkey placed herself under the control of the Christian nations." 

 

 In 1960, just four years before the end of the antitypical 120 years, and the beginning of 

the loud cry (Judgment of the Living) for the second fruits (Rev. 7:9; Isa. 2:1-3; 60:1-5; 66:19, 

20), the Branch predicted that Turkey would again "place herself under the control of the 

Christian nations" (The Judgment, p. 8, para. 2) when at the same time it looked to many as 

though she might go Communist. 

 

 The prediction came true.  The significance of these parallels will not be overlooked by 

the candid mind.  Another prophecy injects itself here.  The seventy years of the captivity of the 

Jews in Babylon by Jeremiah.  "But...this symbolic prophecy finds its fulfillment in our day 

instead of in Zechariah's day." 1TGr 11:7. 

 

 "...'If the people of God had gone to work as they should have gone to work right after the 

Minneapolis meeting in 1888, the world could have been warned in two years'..." Id. page 8. 

 

 Therefore, 1888 + 2 = 1890 + 70 = 1960 + 4 = 1964.  According to these figures there are 

four years left for the exiles who today are in Babylonian captivity to return to their homeland. 

 

 "The happy and surprising result was that within four short years the stately spiritual 

edifice was quickly finished, whereas all the previous and strenuous efforts of kings and people, 

covering a period of over thirty years, completely failed." 1TG 10:20. 

 

 The 430 year prophecy of Ezekiel four, beginning with Luther's reformation in 1500 

would bring us to 1930.  See 2TG 39-19:2.  Hence:  1930 + 30 = 1960 +4 = 1964. 

 

 "You will also note on page 222 (of SR) that the 430 prophetic years originally applied to 

Abraham and his seed, OVERLAP the 430 years of Eze. 4.  The 430 years of Ezekiel should 

terminate in 1929 or 1930, but the perfect fulfillment of the prophetic period of Abraham to its 

anti-type is yet in the future (going out of Egypt)." 2SR 275. 

 

 "From the crucifixion of Christ to the 'Augsburg Confession', a document compiled by 

Luther, constituted a period of 1500 years."  Augsburg Confession was in 1530 A.D., see 

Concordia Encyclopedia.  1SR 212. 

 

 1530 A.D. + 430 years = 1960 A.D.  The thirty years that the 430 year prophecy to 

Abraham overlaps the 430 year prophecy to Ezekiel coincides with the thirty years from 1930 to 

1960 of the Davidian Association's efforts and failure to build the temple - the 144,000 on Mount 

Zion.  
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            Add four short years to 1960, and this gives us 1964, the year for the finishing of the 

spiritual house, numbering of the saints, - 144,000. 

 

 "The work of restoration and reform carried on by the returned exiles, under the 

leadership of Zerubbabel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, presents a picture of a work of spiritual 

restoration that is to be wrought in the closing days of this earth's history." PK 677 

 

 The work of Zerubbabel - "...that is, the founders of the anti-type which were typified by 

Zerubbabel, laid the foundation in 1844." 2SR 280.  Sr. White and helpers are typified by 

Zerubbabel. 

 

 The work of Ezra - "Born of the sons of Aaron..." PK 608.  Ezra was a Levite, a 

priest...even a scribe of the words of the commandments of the Lord, and of His statutes to 

Israel." PK 610.  V.T. Houteff is the author of The Leviticus of DSDA, which contains the 

reorganizational plans (COR 154, 121) for the Loud Cry church.  Therefore, V.T. Houteff is the 

Levite, the priest, and the scribe of the law of God (PK 610), and certainly has played an 

important part in the restoration and reform of Israel today. 

 

 The work of Nehemiah - "...Nehemiah bare a ROYAL (ruler) commission requiring the 

inhabitants to cooperate with him." PK 637. 

 

 Nehemiah (1) met the challenge of the rulers of the nations around Jerusalem who were 

enemies to the work of restoration (PK 635); (2) He obtained permission from the Persian king 

for the return of the exiles and also secured means to finance the return; (3) He encountered 

trouble from a) The tekoite nobles, "who put not their necks to the work of the Lord', b)  The 

pretended friends and believers of the movement who had money but who used their means to 

oppress the poor and hinder the work, and also other false-hearted among them; (4) "He looked 

constantly to God the great Overseer of all for the success of the work; (5) He dealt with the 

inter-marriages of the people with idolaters and cleansed the camp of the heathen; (6) He 

restored true Sabbath worship, cleansed the chambers of the temple, encouraged the people to 

pay a faithful tithe, to which they readily responded, and outside of the tithe, pledged to 

contribute a yearly stated sum for the support of the sanctuary, he re-established the fund for the 

poor, set tried and faithful men over the treasuries of the Lord, so that they might distribute to the 

needs of their brethren.  He brought again the vessels of the house of God, and returned those 

who had formerly labored in the temple and who had gone out to labor elsewhere, see P.K. 628-

678; (7) He was the first one mentioned on the list of those who sealed the covenant (Neh. 10:1, 

29).  The command was given in all the cities to: "...Go forth unto the mount, and fetch olive 

branches, and pine branches, and myrtle branches, and palm branches and branches of the thick 

trees to make booths as it is written." Neh. 8:15. 

 

 "Nehemiah's efforts to restore the worship of the true God had been crowned with 

success.  As long as the people were true to the oath they had taken,...so long would the Lord 

fulfill His promise by pouring rich blessings upon them" PK 668. 

 

 Therefore it is easy to conclude that in type and antitype:  (1) Zerubbabel represents 

S.D.A., (2) Ezra, DSDA, and (3) Nehemiah, the Branch DSDA.  It is clear that the antitype of  
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Nehemiah, #3 the Branch, is to restore all things. 

 

 The counterpart of Noah's work is found in the S.D.A. movement from 1844 - 1964, 120 

years.  The SDA church is to be reorganized in the Kingdom (ark of safety), and will be a pure 

church of kings and priests, a holy nation, the Theocracy; the Branch of the Lord, Zech. 3:9; Isa. 

4:2; Jer. 33:15, 16. 

 

 "And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three-hundred days; then shall the 

sanctuary be cleansed." Dan. 8:4. 

 

             Unto 2300 days, evenings and mornings (margin), shall the sanctuary be cleansed.  

Using thirty days per month:  2300 + 30 = 76 months and 20 days, or six years, four months, and 

20 days.  Subtracting six years from 1964, which is 120 years from 1844, will bring us back to 

Sept. - Oct., 1958 -- four months equals May-June, -- 20 days, brings us back to the last of April 

and first of May, 1958, which is the starting point of the 2300 days.  We think it was significant 

that the announcement of our return to the Holy Land was given in the Lessons #4 and #5, also 

information of the New Name and The Branch. 

 

 "ANNOUNCEMENT:  Prepare for trip to Holy Land by July.  Contact local District 

Clerk and secure passports.  More details to follow." Quoted from Branch Lesson #4, "The New 

Name", Apil 21, 1958. 

 

 "ANNOUNCEMENTS:  Continue to prepare for the trip to the Holy Land by July." 

Quoted from Branch Lesson #5, May 7, 1958; "The BRANCH in the light of Zechariah 1 and 2." 

 

 Therefore, from April-May, 1958 + 6 years = April-May, 1964 + 4 mo. = Aug.-Sept. + 20 

days = Sept.-Oct., 1964.  Unto 2300 days, then shall the sanctuary be cleansed. 

 

 "Know therefore and understand that from the going forth of the commandment to restore 

and rebuild Jerusalem....the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous times." 

Dan. 9:25. 

 

 Friends, no one just thought up this arrangement of things ahead of time; no, not at all, 

the light on the 2300 days came out in the process of the writing of this letter.   

 

Information as to the time we should begin our return to the holy land was obtained from another 

angle and from other Scriptures.  But it is all inclusive, and it fits perfectly together in the chain 

of Truth.  This is nothing new to God, our Father in Heaven, and His Son who planned this 

before the foundation of the world, before, "the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 

waters." Gen. 1:2. 

 

 "...Woe unto him who may think all these wonderful designs in the beauty of perfection  

 

are just a chance or an accident.  Such a one is denying the Master Mechanic of all creation.  He 

is paying homage to evolution (chance)." 2SR 233-4. 
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 These bright beams of glory from the Sun of Righteousness shining ever so brightly, will 

open the eyes of the blind and cause him to exclaim that, "whereas I was blind, now I see." John 

9:25.  This soothing balm of Gilead will cause the "tongue of the dumb (to) sing." Isa. 35:6. 

 

Friends, why linger in doubt, disbelief, and uncertainty?  Open your eyes and look upon the 

fields for they are white already to harvest.  Let your loins be girt about with the truth, having on 

the breastplate of righteousness, being shod with the preparation of the gospel, let all who love 

the Truth take up the shield of faith and the sword of God and go out quickly to the streets and 

lanes of the city and bring in hither the poor, the maimed, the halt and the blind, for a quick work 

will the Lord make in the earth.  "But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of Righteousness 

arise with healing in his wings."  Let us work while it is yet day, for the day is almost gone, night 

is coming when no man can work. 

 

 Many are asking what happened last Passover, April 11. What was supposed to have 

happened; what did the Branch letters say would happen; and what is the official stand the 

Branch now takes on the 1960 Passover? 

 

 In the first place, various things could have happened and perhaps some things did 

happen unseen by human eyes.  But one thing that we know for certain that did happen is that 

The Branch movement ordained the Lord's Supper at the Passover time according to the national 

laws of Israel and the reason we ordained it is that it was commanded to be one of the statutes 

and judgments "throughout your generations".  The Spirit of Prophecy states "...the Lord's 

Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which the Passover had been a type." 

PP 539. 

 

 Here, we have type and antitype.  The typical Passover in Egypt was a sign of Israel's 

deliverance and the birth of the nation in Moses' day when they were not yet in the land of 

promise.  The lamb represented the Lamb of God.  The Lord's Supper was instituted by our Lord 

on the same night as the Passover in Egypt (14th day of the 1st month), and the bread and wine 

represented the Lamb of God and signified deliverance from the bondage of sin and sinners (PP 

277) and the birth of a new nation in Christ's day. 

 

 The Timely Greetings say that the Davidians had no need to institute the Lord's Supper as 

long as they were in the S.D.A. Church, and the Leviticus of DSDA states that when the 

Davidian's work is finished for the church, their name is to be changed.  Lev. of DSDA, preface.  

By the fact that their work was to be strictly confined within the SDA church (Id. preface), we 

see that they should never ordain the Lord's Supper (become a new church).  But since the 

Branch is an offspring of the Davidian Association and an upshoot from the roots of Jesse (Isa. 

11:1), SDA, and is the new name of the Kingdom church, the truth stands out boldly that 

knowledge would be given the Branch as to how and at what time the Lord's Supper should be 

instituted.  Therefore, this message and movement, the Branch, is to join the third angel's 

message as it swells to a loud cry (GC 611). 

 

The Davidians gave notice to the world in 1959 that if God did not purify the church by slaying 

the tares, God was no longer leading them, or in other words so much as said that 1959 was their 

last year to work for the church if their predictions did not happen that year.  The Davidians 

placed the Shepherd's Rod message on the altar with their predictions and further confirmed their  
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mistake when they invited the General Conference brethren to take over the meetings at Mt. 

Carmel.  The Davidian's work was completed when in turn they went before only a seven man 

committee at the General Conference headquarters in Takoma Park, Washington, D.C.  Now it 

can be said by the General Conference that the Davidians were given every opportunity to prove 

their message, but failed.  Therefore, they find it to be false.  This was the "clincher". 

 

 This was our cue to ordain the Lord's Supper.  Because in 1956 the General Conference 

made a similar commitment in some respects to the Sunday-keeping Protestants.  Therefore, 

since the church, both SDA and DSDA have drifted out to sea without chart or compass, the 

Branch seized Heaven's appointed time, pointed out by circumstances and the Creator's prophetic 

Timepiece, to do Heaven's bidding and command that we should keep God's statutes and 

judgments "throughout your generations". 

 

 Some are saying that we instituted the Lord's Supper one year too soon, that actually 

1962 is the correct date.  But 1960 was the correct date as you can well see from the antitypical 

fulfillment of the many prophecies brought out in this letter.  The year of 1961 does not fit into 

the picture.  If we did wait until 1961, we would be one year behind the schedule of 1960.  

Therefore, we have chart and compass, and we know where we are going.  We are headed for the 

Kingdom and those who are waiting until 1961 are only fooling themselves and making noise to 

be heard.  But their folly will not last long, and they will be greatly embarrassed if they do not 

desist from pursuing the wrong course.  What the Branch letters said would happen did happen, -

that some would go from us to walk no more with us even as Judas went out on the night of the 

Passover in Christ's day.  The lessons also taught that the Passover in 1960 could be after the 

type of the one in Egypt, but plainly stated that we did not know for certain which type would be 

fulfilled since there were two types, the one by Moses and the one by Jesus.  What we did know 

was that the 430 years would end in 1960 the same as Brother Houteff knew that the 430 year 

prophecy to Ezekiel would end in 1930 with the possibility that Eze. 9 would occur at that time. 

 

The official stand of the Branch as we approached 1960 and as we now view the situation is the 

same; and that is, that the 144,000 were sealed by the atonement in 1959.  They are the antitype 

of the 7,000 who had not bowed the knee to Baal in Elijah's day.  This is indicated by the fact 

that the Davidians completed their work, that of the angel of Rev. 7:1-8, for the church when 

they went before a committee of only seven men of SDA brethren in Washington, D.C.  Since 

the Passover in 1960 we are in the harvest period (judgment of the living) for the first fruits, 

144,000.  The harvest for the 144,000 begins after they are sealed (2SR 184).  The gathering of 

the harvest is the shortest period of the harvest year, and is the hardest work, and in four short 

years the Branch should build the temple in these troublous times.  See 3T 64-5; 1TG 10-20, 

para. 1. 

 

 We have shown that the SDA and DSDA movements have been weighed in the balance 

of the sanctuary and found wanting (8T 247; 5T 83).  The 144,000 are standing idle in the market 

place, a church - with wheat and tares co-mingled.  "'...in the time of harvest I will say to the 

reapers, Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them: but gather the 

wheat into my barn.' Matt. 13:30.  The 'harvest' (Rev. 18:1) ...commences in the church and ends 

in Babylon." 2TG 44:33. 
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 Friends, remember that since 1844, harvest means judgment.  In 1844 the judgment 

started for the dead in the books in the most holy place in heaven and the SDAs started sowing 

the seed that would produce the 144,000.  The judgment always comes at the beginning of the 

seventh month, at atonement time, and its called former rain.  In the Holy Land there are two 

rains, one in the autumn to bring up the seed, and one in the spring to ripen the grain for harvest.  

Jesus was baptised in Jordan in the seventh Hebrew month and started sowing the seed after His 

wilderness temptation that would produce the Christian church.  His message is called the former 

rain and the judgment. 

 

 But Jesus says:  "...I came not to judge the world, but to save the world.  He that rejecteth 

me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have spoken, the 

same shall judge him in the last days."  John 12:47-48.  Jesus' words are to judge the 144,000 in 

the harvest (judgment) time for the first fruits, which comes after the church has been weighed in 

the balances of the Sanctuary in heaven, and after the 144,000 have been sealed.  Says the Lord's 

servant:  "The seal is the permit; it places their names in the Lamb's book of life, and thus it 

grants to them the right to appear before the Father in judgment; not in person, but in figure; thus 

having their sins blotted out." 2SR 184 

 

 Here we see the church is judged while the 144,000 are being sealed, in the period of the 

sixth seal.  (2SR 165).  But the judgment for the 144,000 is in the period of the seventh seal, a 

separate and distinct period or phase of the judgment.  The sealing angel of Rev. 7:1-8 (DSDA) 

has finished his work and the commission has been given us (Rev. 18:1) to go out quickly to the 

streets and lanes of the city (church) and bring in hither the poor, etc. (Luke 14:21).  Therefore 

the message we have is the judgment of the living that judges (or harvests) the first fruits, 

144,000.  Since the Branch is to build the temple, 144,000 (AA 595, 601; GC 415; Zech. 6:12, 

13), and we have four short years left in the 120 years in which to build the antitypical temple, 

the weight of evidence forces us to conclude that we are now in the harvest (judgment) for the 

first fruits, 144,000. 

 

 Now we must quickly reorganize the church, Davidian Association, under the new name, 

Branch, in order to quickly complete the final phase of the hunting campaign for the 144,000, 

(Jer. 16:16) which is the Judgment of the Living. 

 

 "We have come to a time when every member of the church should take hold of medical 

missionary work....Before the true reformer, the medical missionary work will open many 

doors." C.H. 425.  "Take up the work for which you are held responsible." Id. 

 

 "God has shown that health reform is as closely connected with the third angel's message 

as the hand is to the body." C.H. 73.  Some may say it is too late to start teaching health reform 

now.  It should have been done years ago.  It is partly true what some say, but this all-important 

work is a must for those who will stand on "Mt. Zion with the Lamb".  "God wills that a voice 

shall be heard arousing his people to action." 5T 709. 

 

 We need to move our headquarters to the country where medical missionary workers can 

be trained.  We need a place where our people and our children can be trained along agricultural 

lines because this is "the A, B, and C of education in our schools.  This is the very first work that 

should be entered upon." 6T 175.  God's people need to learn how to grow food that is free from  
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poisonous sprays and grown without commercial fertilizer.  There must be a program to fully 

carry out all the reforms advocated by the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

 Just a few people cannot accomplish the great task before us.  Let all the reformers, the 

Davidians, and the conference brethren, unite in one great effort to bring God's instrumentality in 

the world up to the standard of her high calling.  The Davidians have a suitable place for a 

training school for this worthy cause and all-important project, and with a change in their way of 

thinking in regard to health reform, great good for the advancement of the Kingdom could be 

accomplished.  It is true that Brother Houteff pronounced silence on the subject of health reform 

in his day because the doctrine was the most important then, but some were trying to make health 

reform the most important.  This they should not have done; therefore he pronounced silence on 

the subject of health reform.  But in no wise did he advocate silence forever on the subject, no 

more than Sr. White advocated silence forever on the subject of the 144,000; to do so would be a 

denial of the Testimonies and God's protection over His people.  Says Inspiration, "Present truth 

lies in the work of health reform as verily as in other features of gospel work.  No one branch 

when separated from others can be a perfect whole....When the third angel's message is received 

in its fullness, health reform will be given its place in the councils of the Conference, in the work 

of the church; in the home, at the table, and in all the household arrangements.  Then the right 

arm will serve and protect the body." 6T 327. 

 

True, the SDA brethren and the Davidian brethren have a goodly portion of the body, which is 

Bible doctrine.  But when the Gen. Conf. brethren went before the beast power in 1956 (Martin 

and Barnhouse) with a broken arm (health reform, Eze. 30:20-22), they dropped their sword 

(Sabbath and Sanctuary truth).  When the Davidians went before the Laodicean angel (GC 

Brethren, Rev. 3:14-18 without an arm (health reform) they had no protection.  The G.C. 

brethren are telling that the Davidians asked them not to use Sr. White's writings against their 

interpretation of Rev. 11. 

 

 In 1956 we were at the autumn council in Takoma Park and asked the Gen. Conf. 

brethren to hear us, but received no response.  At the beginning of 1957 we began to teach 

Ezekiel 30:20-22 (see also 5T 217; 372; 1SR 106), but at the time we knew nothing of the 

meetings of a G.C. committee with the Sunday-keeping Protestants, and it is reported that they 

practically promised not to proselyte other churches in the future. 

 

 In 1956, a series of seven Branch letters were written to the SDA brethren at autumn 

council, explaining the possibilities of their possessing the ark of God during the loud cry and the 

conditions that would have to be met in order for them to possess it.  The possibility of their 

having the ark depended upon their efforts to reform on diet, drugs, military, etc.  They made 

light of the warning and about a year later we understood the true meaning of the prophecy of 

Ezekiel 30:20-22.  Since Mt. Carmel is without arms and G.C.'s arms are broken and cannot be 

healed, they should cooperate with the Branch, which has both hands (medical missionary 

program) and arms (health reform), in bringing about these reforms in the church.  "...the 

medical missionary work is to be to the work of the third angel's message as the right hand to the 

body.  The right hand is used to open doors....A body without hands is useless."  NBL "the health 

work is an entering wedge....the right arm will serve and protect the body." 6T 327  "Arouse your 

associates to work under some name." 6T 267  "The people need to be aroused to the dangers of 

the present time.  The watchmen are asleep.  We are years behind." 5T 715. 
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Let us reform, that we may quickly finish the task which God has given us. 

 

 

Benjamin Roden 
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THE MARRIAGE OF THE KING'S SON 
 

The Wedding Supper #1                                                                      February 22, 1960 

 

Subject:  The Kingdom of Heaven, Matthew 22 

Aim to show:  

 

1.  That there are three prophetic divisions of the genuine S.D.A. movement from 1844 to  

     the close of probation. 

 

2.  All three divisions come into existence before the purification of the church and 

     the loud cry of the third angel's message to the world.  That casting out the guest 

     without the wedding garment is figurative of the purification of the Church. 

 

3.  That it is the third division that brings about purification in the church (Matt. 22:11)  

       and gives the Loud Cry, Luke 14:23. 

 

4.  The Loud Cry church is a pure church without spot or wrinkle.  A.A. 525; T.M. 373,  

      382. 

 

Gem Thought: 

 

"In the parable it was those that had oil in their lamps that went in 

to the marriage.  Those who with a KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH 

(oil in vessel) from the Scriptures, had also the Spirit and GRACE 

(not just a theory of the truth) of God, and who, in the night of 

their bitter trial, had patiently waited, SEARCHING the Bible for 

CLEARER light - these SAW the TRUTH concerning the 

sanctuary in heaven and the Savior's change of ministration, and by 

faith they followed Him in His work in the sanctuary above.  And 

ALL who through the testimony of the Scriptures ACCEPT the 

SAME TRUTHS, following Christ by faith as He enters in before 

God to perform the LAST work of MEDIATION, and at its 

CLOSE to RECEIVE His kingdom - ALL these are 

REPRESENTED as GOING in to the marriage.   

 

"In the parable of Matthew 22 the SAME figure as the 

MARRIAGE is INTRODUCED, and the INVESTIGATIVE 

JUDGMENT is clearly represented as taking place BEFORE the 

marriage.  PREVIOUS to the WEDDING the king COMES in to 

see if ALL are ATTIRED in the wedding garment, the SPOTLESS 

robe of character washed and made white in the BLOOD of the  

LAMB.  Matthew 22:11; Revelation 7:14.  He who is found 

wanting is CAST OUT, but ALL who upon EXAMINATION are 

seen to have the wedding garment on are accepted of God and  
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accounted worthy of a share in His kingdom and a seat upon His 

throne.  This work of examination of character, of determining 

who are prepared for the kingdom of God, is that of the 

investigative judgment, the closing work in the sanctuary above. 

 

"When the work of investigation shall be ended, when the cases of 

those who in all ages have professed to be followers of Christ have 

been examined and decided, then, and not till then, probation will 

close, and the door of mercy will be shut.  Thus in the one short 

sentence, 'They that were ready went in with Him to the marriage 

and the door was shut,' we are carried down through the Savior's 

FINAL ministration, to the time when the great work for man's 

salvation shall be completed."  G.C. 427-8.   

 

"...His hand is still stretched out to save, while the door is closed to 

those who would NOT enter." 9T 97  "It will be noticed that the 

CLOSE of PROBATION for the CHURCH and the one for the 

WORLD are TWO DIFFERENT events.  The FORMER is a 

MINIATURE representation of the LATTER."  2 SR 186. 

 

Introduction: 

 

In the parable of Matthew 22 where the figure of the marriage is introduced, the Spirit of 

Prophecy applies it to the Jewish people, and then to the GENTILES (COL 307).  But in 

Testimonies Vol. 4, p. 307 the parable of the wedding garment is applied to the church when 

Jesus appears. 

 

In this Testimony is shown many that have called themselves Adventists that have been setting 

time for Christ to come; this has hurt the message, "...Because the times repeatedly set have 

passed the world is in a more decided state of unbelief." 

 

Although the servant of the Lord shows how "Time-setters" in the past have failed, yet on page 

308 of Vol. 4 of the Testimonies she shows that "In Noah's day the inhabitants of the old world 

laughed to scorn what they termed the superstitious fears and forebodings of the preacher of 

righteousness....'As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of 

man'....Noah preached to the people of his time that God would give them one hundred and 

twenty years in which to repent of their sins, and find refuge in the ark; but they refused the 

gracious invitation....The merciful warning of God was rejected with sneers, with mockery and 

derision; and they were left in darkness....But their unbelief did not hinder the predicted event.  It 

came, and great was the wrath of God which was seen in the general ruin." 

 

Since the Loud Cry (Judgment of the Living) has not as yet been given to the world and the 120 

years since 1844 is nearly passed we do not anticipate the coming of Christ in the clouds in 1964, 

the end of a 120 years.  Now since there were eight souls saved in the ark and the figure eight 

prefigures a change, a new order, we do anticipate the setting up of the Kingdom (Eze. 36; 

37:22-28) by that time, and the beginning of the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's Message to the 

world. 
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Note that the Loud Cry message is given by a pure church (PK 725).  Therefore if the new order 

comes at the end of 120 years since the beginning of the Judgment of the Dead in 1844, the 

purification of the church should start before 1964.  The church and the Holy Land are both to be 

cleansed.  Logically it appears that the cleansing of the church brings about the cleansing of the 

Holy Land.  Read Isaiah 31:7-9. 

 

Zechariah's message was to the two tribe Judah and Moses' message to the 12 tribes of Israel and 

Noah's message to the world.  "The work of these three movements - Zechariah's (the Branch 

DSDA 1 TGr 8-24, 26), Moses' (Davidian SDA 1SRPE 6:2; 69:2; 1TGr 9-11:2; Leviticus of 

DSDA p4), and Noah's (SDA) - therefore, typifies every phase of our work."  1TGr 9-12:2. 

 

So it is in the parable of Matthew 22, there are three movements recorded in the parable by 

Christ: (1) Those that were bidden to the marriage (2) The FIRST CALL of those who had 

previously been bidden, and (3) The SECOND CALL (again other servants Matt. 22:4) after 

which the King comes in to inspect the wedding guests. 

 

Inspiration's Interpretation of the Parable of Matthew Twenty-Two 

 

I.  There are three Prophetic divisions of the Genuine Movement. 

 

 "The kingdom of heaven is like unto a certain king, which 

     made a marriage for his son." Verse 2. 

 

Here we see:   

 

1.  The Kingdom of Heaven represents His gospel church. 

 

2.  The king is the Heavenly Father. 

 

3.  The son is our Saviour. 

 

4.  "The MARRIAGE represents the reception by Christ of 

       His Kingdom."  GC 426. 

 

      "And sent forth his servants to call them that were bidden 

       to the wedding: and they would not come." Matthew 22 verse 3. 

 

The facts are:    

          

1.  As Seventh-day Adventists we understand that all S.D.A.s have been BIDDEN 

to the marriage since the judgment of the dead started in 1844.  Says the Lord's 

servant:  "In the parable of Matthew 22 the same figure of the marriage is 

introduced, and the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT is clearly represented as  

taking place before the marriage."  G.C. 428. 

 

2.  A warning message (call), is sent by the King through His servants to them  
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that had been previously bidden to come to the wedding.  But they would not 

come.  Now since those that had been bidden would not take heed to the gospel 

call, they are none other than the Laodiceans of Rev. 3:14-19, the church.  They 

are those who have need of nothing more. 

 

Therefore:  The Laodiceans that would not hear the King's servants represent one 

division of the S.D.A. church, and those who were sent to them with a message by 

the King, represent another division of the movement.  Furthermore, since the 

message of the Laodiceans is the Judgment of the Dead, and a different message 

is sent to them, and since the living are to be judged as well as the dead (T.M. 

490), this call to them represents a warning of the coming judgment upon the 

living. 

 

II.  "AGAIN, he sent forth OTHER servants, saying, tell them which are bidden, 

Behold, I have prepared my dinner: my oxen and my fatlings are killed, and all 

things are ready: come unto the marriage." Verse 4. 

 

Note: 1. The second group of servants (the second call, "Again...other servants,") 

were sent with a message to those who had been bidden, saying that really now 

had come time to proceed to the wedding. 

 

 2.  Please take note that at the FIRST CALL the wedding feast was not 

prepared, whereas the SECOND group of servants were commanded to say that 

now the feast is prepared.  "In both parables the feast is provided with guests, but 

the second shows that there is a preparation to be made by all who attend  the 

feast.  Those who neglect this preparation are cast out."  C.O.L. 308. 

 

Conclusion: Since this parable is applicable to the purification of the church 

and the setting up of the Kingdom, and there are TWO CALLS (messages), TWO 

different GROUPS of servants sent to those who had been bidden, it is plain to 

see that there are three divisions.  

 

1.  The ones that had previously been "bidden".   Those already in the   

      gospel church, S.D.A.  Matt. 22:3. 

 

2.  The servants the King sent at supper time (Davidian SDA) to warn  

      those who had been bidden to prepare for the wedding.  Verse 3. 

 

3.  The OTHER servants (The Branch) that were sent to tell those who  

      were "bidden" that the wedding supper is prepared, and all things are   

      ready.  Id.  Verse 4. 

 

Therefore, there are two calls (angel's messages, Rev. 14:6-8) to those who were bidden, the 

church before 1844, and before the beginning of the judgment of the dead.  There are likewise 

two calls (angel's messages, Rev. 7:1-8; 18:1) before the judgments of God fall upon the living, 

which begins at the house of God - the church (1 Peter 4:17). 
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"But they made light of it, and went their ways, one to his farm, another to his merchandise; And 

the remnant took his servants, and entreated them spitefully, and slew them.  But when the king 

heard thereof, he was wroth: and he sent forth his armies, and destroyed those murderers, and 

burned up their city.  Then saith he to his servants, The wedding is ready, but they which were 

bidden were not worthy."  Matt. 22:5-8. 

 

The plain  

facts are: 

 

1.  The remnant, those who did not accept the message, spitefully entreated and slew the  

      messengers.  Inspiration says:  "Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer."  1 John  

      3:15.  

2.  Such actions on the part of the REMNANT caused the King to be wroth with them, so  

      he sent forth His armies and destroyed those murderers and burned up their city. 

 

 We see:     

      

This same thought is expressed in the confederacy chapter of Isaiah 8:6, 7.  "Forasmuch as this 

people refuseth the waters (Truth) of Shiloah that go softly, (a small stream) and rejoice in Rezin  

and Remaliah's son (the government and the leaders of the church); Now therefore, behold the 

Lord bringeth upon them the waters of the river (nations), strong and many, even the king of 

Assyria and all his glory..."  "The prophecy (Isa. 8:15) declares that the confederacy will be a 

snare--a trap--and that many will fall and be taken in it.  It will be a fearful trap and will separate 

God's people."  13 S. Code 3:9. 

 

Few:   "And when the king came to see the guests, he saw there chosen a man which had not 

on a wedding garment: And he saith unto him, Friend, how camest thou in hither not having a 

wedding garment?  And he was speechless.  Then said the king to the servants, Bind him hand 

and foot, and take him away, and cast him into outer darkness; there will be weeping and 

gnashing of teeth.  For many are called, but few are chosen." Matt. 22:11-14. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Verses 9, 10, and 14, represent the preaching of the third angel's message to the world since 

1844, (G.C. 39:2) and will be applicable again after the purification of the church, when the 

Loud Cry goes forth from Zion and Jerusalem (Isa. 2).  In the last work of the third angel's 

message, however, only the righteous will be gathered into the Kingdom.  Verses 11-13 show 

that now the initial phase of the judgment, the Judgment of the Dead, (GC 390:2) has been 

preached and only a few, a 144,000 first fruits have on the wedding garment.  The tares are cast 

out. 

 

This coming is what the Lord was talking about when He said:  "And shall not God avenge his 

own elect, which cry day and night unto him, though he bear long with them?  I tell you that he 

will avenge them speedily.  Nevertheless when the Son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the 

earth?" Luke 18:7, 8. 
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"...What time is here referred to?  Not to the revelation of Christ in the clouds of heaven to find a 

people asleep.  No; but to his return from his ministration in the most holy place of the heavenly 

sanctuary, when he lays off his priestly attire, and clothes himself with garments of 

vengeance....This is the TIME of RECKONING with his SERVANTS." 2T 190-1; S.S. Quarterly 

Feb. 13, 1960 p. 25. 

 

We see:  

  

The coming here recorded is not His coming in the clouds of heaven but His coming in judgment 

to find a people asleep.  This is when He puts on garments of vengeance and reckons with His 

servants who refuse the call - the tares in the church. 

 

III. 

  "The truth and work of God in this (advent) movement commencing with the  

           labors of William Miller, and reaching to the close of probation, is illustrated by  

           these three angels (of Revelation 14:6-11)... 

 

          "I repeat it.  The three messages symbolize the THREE PARTS of the GENUINE  

            movement." Life Incidents 206-7; The Midnight Cry 484. 

 

Therefore:  

 

Three angel's messages from 1844 (lightenings, thunderings, and voices, Rev. 4:2-5) up to the 

purification of the church.  And three PARTS (voices - three - and thunderings, and lightenings, 

Rev. 8:5) beginning with the message of the purification, to the close of probation. 

 

IV.  SUMMARY: 

 

Illustration #1:  First vision of three angel's messages: "I was shown three steps - the first, 

second, and third angel's messages." EW 258; Rev. 4:5.  Her second vision of three messages:  "I 

was AGAIN brought down through these  messages (3 voices)...God had led them along step 

by step." EW 259  Two more steps represent two additional messages, - Rev. 7:1-8 and Rev. 

18:1. 

 

Illustration #2:  "Feed thy people with thy rod...in the midst of Carmel...Bashan and Gilead." 

Micah 7:14.  "...The  verb 'feed' is to be understood as spiritual food, and that food (truth) is 

found in the 'Rod'...('Feed thy - God's - people).  Carmel (DSDA), Bashan (SDA), and Gilead 

(Branch DSDA) are used as SYMBOLS (three) of good SPIRITUAL pasture." 1SR 243. 

 

Illustration #3:  "There shall come forth a rod out of the  stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall 

grow out of his roots:"  Isa. 11:1, "Jesse (the father of David), the rod (David), and the Branch 

(Christ)..." 8Tr 45. 

 

"...Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you with a Rod  (Shepherd's Rod) to show you that 

you need a higher experience before you can be fitted for connection with the  family above?" 8T 

69:2. 
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"These verses (Isa. 11:3, 4), I am sure, need no comment  save to mention that 'the ROD of His 

mouth'...must mean   God's Word, His Truth." 1TGr 31:4. 

 

Illustration #4:  "The earth mourneth and languisheth:  Lebanon is ashamed and hewn down: 

Sharon is like a wilderness; and Bashan and Carmel shake off their fruits.  Isa. 33:9. 

 

Millerite Movement  1.  Lebanon - the temple built of the First Angel: cedars of Lebanon.  The 

Lord suddenly comes to His temple.  Mal. 3:1; G.C. 426.  "...the hour of his judgment is come."  

Rev. 14:7. 

 

Second Angel:  2.  Sharon is become a wilderness. Babylon is fallen. 

 

Here we see that the shaking starts first in Bashan, the S.D.A. church (EW 270) Isa. 33:1.  The 

shaking is caused by the message (Rev. 7:1-8) that follows the Adventist message.  This is the 

first call of Matthew 22:3 to those (SDA) who had been spoiling Babylon, the wilderness.  The 

shaking is extended to Carmel, Davidian S.D.A., by the message (Rev. 18:1) that follows theirs.  

This is the second call of Matt. 22:4, - the other servants.  Therefore Bashan (SDA) and Carmel 

(DSDA) both lose their fruits to the spoilers, Gilead - the Branch. 

 

Note: "And his feet like unto fine brass..." Rev. 1:15.  On  the metal image of Daniel 2, brass is 

the third metal - gold, silver, and brass.  Therefore the Branch, being the third division since 

1844 is the Brazen serpent, while we are yet in the wilderness (land of the Gentiles).  If all who 

are bitten by the old serpent,  the devil, will look upon the Brazen Serpent, the Branch, as Israel 

did in the days of Moses, they too,  will be healed.  (GC 415:3). 

 

Illustration #5:  "Out of him came forth the corner, out of  him the nail, out of him the battle 

bow, out of him every oppressor together." Zech. 10:4  "The Lord Himself chooses from Judah 

the 'corner' stone (founder), the 'nail'  (organizer), the 'bow' (the Truth, or instrument by which to 

gain the victory over the Enemy), and every 'oppressor' (ruler).  With these He builds the house 

of Judah." 1TGr 17-8. 

 

The facts are:   

 

1.  "Corner" stone, founder - Mrs. E.G. White and S.D.A. founding fathers 

 

2.  "Nail" organizer - the Shepherd's Rod and V.T. Houteff, modern Moses with the Rod,  

        see the Leviticus of D.S.D.A.  

 

3.   "Oppressor", ruler - The Branch follows the Rod (nail organizer) and therefore is the 

        ruler. 

 

"Joshua is well instructed that the burden and the ingenuity  for building this spiritual temple, 

belongs to Him Whose name is 'the BRANCH'.  He is to grow out of His place.  To Him be the 

glory.  He alone is to be exalted.  He is to build the temple of the Lord." 1TGr 8-27.  "...Here is 

seen an organization having a Leader and an under leader - the Lord and Joshua."  Id. 26:3. 
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Illustration #6:  There are three sealing messages for the 144,000, beginning in 1844.  Hence, 

"...God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name." E.W. 15: Rev. 3:12; 

Read also 1SR 32:2. 

 

(Seal #1 – SDA) GOD "The sign, or SEAL, of God is revealed in the observance of the Seventh-

day Sabbath, the Lord's memorial of creation." 8T 117 (Isa. 8:16). 

 

(Seal #2 – DSDA) NEW JERUSALEM "And I saw another angel ascending from the EAST, 

having the SEAL of the living God ..." Rev. 7:2 Ascending from the east (Palestine) shows His 

message is about the New Jerusalem – the Kingdom. 

 

(Seal #3 – BRANCH) Glorious STAR containing Jesus' NEW name.  Jesus is represented as the 

ANGEL with the KEY to the  bottomless pit.  (Rev. 20:1)  He was represented as the STAR to 

whom the KEY of the bottomless pit  was given (Rev. 9:1), at the opening of the fifth trumpet, -

read Rev. 22:16.  The burning STAR that fell from heaven at the opening of the third trumpet is 

the Bible - manna. 

 

The glorious STAR containing Jesus' NEW name represents a message of the glorious Truth 

about His new name – The BRANCH.  This is the third division of the genuine movement. Three 

signifies the number of the Trinity in the church.  8 Tr 30. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

"A sin-hating God CALLS upon those who profess to keep his law to depart from all iniquity.  

Neglect to repent and obey his word will bring as serious consequences upon God's people today 

as did the same sin upon ancient Israel.  There is a LIMIT beyond which he will no longer 

DELAY his judgments." 4T 166-7. 

 

"My accompanying angel cried out with awful solemnity, 'Get ready!  get ready!  get ready!  for 

the fierce anger of the Lord is SOON to come...'" E.W. 119. 

 

All things are now ready, come to the marriage, 

 

 

Benjamin Roden 
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                                   THE GREAT SUPPER 
 
 
The Wedding Supper # 2                                                                       March 1, 1960 
 
Subject:           The Kingdom of God; Luke 14. 

 

Aim to show:           1.   That there are three calls to supper after many are bidden 

                                       by S.D.A. before Jesus comes in the clouds. 

                                 2.   The third angel’s message is divided into THREE move- 

                                        ments, three parts, three periods. 

        3.   The last call is given with power from Zion and Jerusalem 

              after the Kingdom of God is established. 

        4.   A timely truth reveals a timely name; it unrolls the scroll 

                                       and names its people. 

 

Gem Thought:  

 

“Unless we understand the importance of the moments that are swiftly passing into eternity, and 

make ready to stand in the great day of God,  we shall be unfaithful stewards. The 

WATCHMAN is to know the  TIME of night.  Everything is now clothed with SOLEMNITY 

that all who believe the TRUTH for this time should realize.  They should act  in reference to the 

DAY of GOD.  The JUDGEMENTS of God are ABOUT to FALL upon the world (church also), 

and we need to be preparing for the GREAT day.   Our TIME is precious.  We have but few, 

VERY FEW, days of probation in which to make ready for the future, immortal life.  We have 

no time to spend in haphazard movements.  We should FEAR to SKIM the SURFACE of the 

WORD of God.”  6T407.  

 

Introduction: 

 

In this study we shall point out how Seventh-day Adventists and Davidian S.D.A.s have made 

the mistake thinking that theirs is the last message and movement.  It is easy to see how each 

succeeding movement from the very beginning has thought that their message was the very last. 

But this is not necessarily so with the founders of each movement; for all the prophets have 

prophesied of following messages, even though they did not fully understand how the change of 

events would come about. 

 

Moses knew that Joshua was to lead Israel into Canaan. (Dent. 31:23) Isaiah and the prophets 

told of the Christ that was to come and be rejected by His people. At the same time they all 

related how His glorious Kingdom would be established before probation should close for the 

inhabitants of the earth. Isa. 2:1-3; Eze. 36; Hosea 3:4, 5. 

 

John the Baptist told of Jesus (John. 3:30).  Paul understood that Jesus would not come till there 

should come a falling away first, and the man of sin be revealed (2 Thess. 2:3).  
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Sr. White prophesied of two other prophetic messages, or movements, to follow her message, 

that of the third angel. Read 6T 406:5; TM300; 59:1; 475:3; EW15; 277; GC390:2; 604:1; 611:1; 

8T69:3. 

 

Bro. V. T. Houteff would not teach or permit the field workers to teach that he was the 

antitypical David. Eze. 37:24; Luke 19:12-27; Read 8Tr 71. He told of another movement that 

should come after the Davidian when he wrote that the third angel's message is divided into three 

periods, (#1 Rev. 14:.6-11;  #2  Rev.7:1-8; #3 Rev. 18:1, Read 1SR 32:2) his message was the 

second period (#2 Rev. 7:1-8), and the third period (#3 Rev. 18:1) was yet to follow. 

 

Now when we consider the statement  “… It (Rev. 18:1) commences in the church and ends in 

Babylon.” 2TG 44-33, it is plain to see that the movement represented by the angel of Rev. 18:1 

commences before the Loud Cry to the world. 

 

The Leviticus of DSDA preface shows three prophetic movements. (1) The Davidian 

Association (2) The S.D.A. church wherein the Davidians strictly confine their work (3) the 

church after the name is changed.  In order to explain the third prophetic movement, we quote: ". 

. . her name must express the truths she advocates .... every additional timely Truth brings an 

additional timely name . . .  you who are not tied to any man, but to Christ, cannot help going on 

with the Spirit of prophecy Who UNFOLDS THE TRUTH and NAMES Its people. " 2TG 34:25. 

 

Therefore the interpretation of the prophecies in the Shepherd's Rod writings shows conclusively 

that it is not the Davidian Association and the Rod that bring the great change. True, there was a 

revival of the Spirit of Prophecy by the Shepherd's Rod, but the revival and reformation that 

brings that great change is brought by the Branch and Joshua. Read 1TGr 8:24-26. 

 

With the aid of a few Bible and Spirit of Prophecy references, we shall prove that Christ's 

parable of Luke 14:15-24 projects the same three movements mentioned above. 

 

 Inspirations View of the Parable of Luke 14:15-24 in its present setting 

 

I. There are three periods of the third angel's message. 

 

            A.  Beginning of proclaiming the Sabbath and sanctuary Truth, Rev. 14:6-11. 

            B.  Sealing of the 144, 000 Rev. 7:1. 

            C.  Revelation 18:l first to the church, then to Babylon. 

 

". . . Blessed is he that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God. Then said he unto him, A certain 

man made a great supper, and bade many: And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that 

were bidden, Come; for all things are now ready." Verse 15 last part, 16, 17. 

 

Here we see:  

 

1. The parable of Matthew 22 is also told in Luke 14. Matthew gives one aspect, and             

     Luke, another. Between the two we get a complete present truth lesson.  

 

2.  The climax of this earth's history and the intermediate fulfillment of God's great  
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     promise to Abraham and his seed, is the setting up of God's kingdom                                

     in Palestine in the days of these kings. (Dan. 2:44, 45). 

 

3.  Blessed (holy, Isa. 4:3) is everyone that partakes of the Bread of life in His Kingdom. 

 

4.  "A certain man" is symbolical of God, our Father.  

 

5.  The great supper is the great wedding supper of the Son of God in the Kingdom  

     during the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's message (Rev. 22:17). 

 

6.  True, many were “bidden” from the death of Christ to 1844 for the Great Supper in  

     Heaven since 1844 many have been "bidden". All S.D.A.s who are saved, dead or  

     alive, will take part in the Great Supper in the Kingdom. 

 

MANY BIDDEN: 

 

". . . Human souls are hanging in the balance. They will either be subjects for the KINGDOM of 

God or slaves to the despotism of Satan. All are to have the privilege of laying hold of the hope 

set before them in the gospel; and how can they hear without a preacher."  6T 21. 

 

". .. The last message of mercy is now going forth. It is a token of the long-suffering and 

compassion of God. Come, is the invitation now given. Come, for all things are now ready. This 

is mercy's last call. Next will, come the vengeance of an offended God."  2T 225. 

 

"By camp-meetings held in the cities, thousands will be called out to hear the invitation to the 

feast, 'Come; for all things are now ready.' Luke 14:17."  6T72. 

 

The plain facts are:  

 

 1.   Souls in the balance will be subjects for God's kingdom or slaves to Satan.   How can  

       they decide for the kingdom without a preacher? 

 

2. Thousands CALLED OUT (Rev. 14:8) to HEAR the CALL when God sends His  

       servant at supper time shows definitely two calls:  

  

        (1)  BADE MANY - S. D. A:  

        (2)  And later sends His SERVANT to them that had previously been bidden. 

 

Note: Where Vol. 2 of the Testimonies says, "This is mercy's last call", does, not mean to say 

that the message S.D.A.s were giving to the world was the very last.  Rather; Vol. 6 p.72 shows 

that the Advent message was to call many out where they could hear the invitation (message) at 

supper time. In other words, the Testimonies are saying that the parable of Luke 14 represents 

mercy's last call; of which the message beginning in 1844 was one phase that was to bring us to 

another phase. The second phase is the message of the Kingdom of God at supper time: 
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FIRST CALL:   "And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that were bidden,     

                            Come; for all things are now ready." 

 

"In this parable it is made known that in the closing hours of probationary time (at supper time, 

about the end of the day), Heaven is to send a message to them that are bidden, to them that 

already know the Gospel of Christ, to the members of the Church. The servant is to inform them 

that everything is now ready, that they should now come in for the great and long expected 

supper, - a supper which they are to eat in the Masters mansion (the Kingdom), not in their own." 

2TG11:8, 9. 

 

"And they all with one consent began to make excuse... So THAT servant came, and shewed his 

lord these things." verses 18, 21 first part. 

 

Here we see: 

 

 1.  Those who had been bidden because of worldly gain excused themselves from  

       partaking of the great supper in the Kingdom. 

                          

2.   The first part of verse 21 shows that the servant that was sent (verse 17) did as he was       

      commanded, he had finished his work with no apparent results. Those in the gospel  

      church, the ones who knew the gospel message (they had been bidden) were too busy  

      to accept the Lord's invitation. 

 

Note:   Here in fact is a message (call) to the rich. Read also Rev. 3:14-22.  "Under the parable of 

the great supper our Saviour shows that many will choose the world above himself, and will, as a 

result lose Heaven." 2T 39. 

 

"For I say unto you, That none of those men which were bidden shall taste of my supper." verse 

24. 

 

Conclusion:  ". . . The master of the house is angry; and turns from those who have thus insulted 

his bounty  offered them, and he invites a class who are not full, who are not in possession of 

lands and  houses, but who are poor and hungry." 2T39,40. 

 

SECOND CALL TO SUPPER 

 

". . . Then the master of the house being angry said to his servant, Go out quickly into the streets 

and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, and the maimed, and the halt, and the blind. 

And the servant said, Lord, it is done as thou hast commanded, and yet there is room. " verses 

21, last part, and 22. 

 

We can plainly see: 

 

 That, whereas the rich were too busy to accept the first servant's message (verses 17-21, first 

part), the poor, maimed, halt and blind did accept the next servant's message. (verses 21, last 

part, and 22).  
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Therefore:   

 

 And Jesus said, For judgment I am come into this world, that they which see not might see; and 

that they which see might be made blind. "John 9:39. 

 

"God will not be trifled with. If those who have the light reject it, or neglect to follow it out, it  

will become darkness to them .... Jesus will carry out the figure in the parable; such shall not 

taste of his glory, but the invitation will be extended to another class." 2T 40. 

 

"Yet there is room" shows that after the first fruits were gathered from the street; and lanes of the 

city, the church, there was room left for the second fruits to be gathered from the nations. 

 

It is not until after the Master gets angry with those who asked to be excused that the first fruits 

are gathered from the church. This shows that all the efforts to gather the 144,000 guileless first 

fruits (Rev. 14:4) into one place to themselves, away for the tares will fail until after the Master 

gets angry with those who refuse His invitation to the great supper. 

 

II.  Hence, there are three movements, the first of which began in 1844: 

 

(1) Those who had been bidden, but refused the invitation, the church. (2) The servant who was 

sent to the rich to invite them that were previously bidden into the Kingdom of God. (3) The 

servant who gathers into the Kingdom the poor, the maimed, the hungry, and the blind. 

 

Conclusively, the evidence as a constant light, not clear, then dark, (Zech. 14:6) but steady, is 

that there are THREE divisions of the genuine S.D.A. movement beginning in 1844 (Life 

Incidents 306-7) to the close of probation. 

 

It is the third message and movement that brings purification of the church and ushers in the 

Loud Cry. 

 

"And it shall come to pass, that in all the land, saith the Lord, TWO parts therein shall be cut off 

and die; but the THIRD shall be left therein. And I will bring the THIRD part through the fire, 

and will REFINE them as silver is refined, and will TRY them as gold is tried: they shall call on 

my name, and I will hear them: I will say, It is my people: and they shall say, The Lord is my 

God." Zech. 13:8, 9. 

 

THIRD CALL: 

 

"And the lord said unto the servant, Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to 

come in, that my house (Isa. 2:1-3; Micah 4:1-3) may be filled."  Luke 14:23. 

 

"The third call to the FEAST represents the giving of the gospel to the Gentiles (Isa. 60:1-3; 

62:2). The king said, 'The wedding is ready, but they which were bidden (the Laodiceans) were 

not worthy. Go ye therefore into the highways, and as many as ye shall find, bid to the 

marriage."' C. O. L. 309. 
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Here we see: 

 

1.  After the poor are gathered from the streets and lanes of the city, the church, (Rev.  

     14:1) the servant is then sent to the Gentiles. (Rev. 7:9). 

 

2.  This makes a total of four calls in Luke 14:13-23 (1) The time when many were  

      bidden by the S. D. A. church, verse 16 (2) The servant that was sent to them that  

      were bidden came and showed his lord these things. Verses 17 and 21, first part. (3)  

      The servant that gathers the 144,000 from the streets and lanes of  the city. (4) The  

      highways and hedges. 

 

". . . the 144, 000, and the great multitude, is but ONE movement - one family." 2SR 265. 

 

Therefore:  There are four calls in the parable of Luke 14 beginning in 1844. But there are only 

three movements, beginning with the SDA movement in 1844, for the gathering of the 144,000 

of Rev. 7:1-8, and the great multitude of Rev. 7:9. 

 

Illustration:     

  

"I lifted up mine eyes again, and looked, and behold a man with a measuring line in his hand . . .  

To measure Jerusalem... And, behold, THE ANGEL that talked with me went forth, and 

ANOTHER angel went out to meet him, And said unto him, Run, speak to this YOUNG MAN, 

saying, Jerusalem shall be inhabited as TOWNS without walls for the multitude of men and 

cattle therein." Zech. 2:1-4. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

1.  The young man in Zech. 2:1, 2 represents the Laodicean angel, SDA who think there are only  

     144,000 living saints to be translated when Jesus comes in the clouds.  

     This is the same as Luke 14:16, and also Matt. 22:3 last part. 

 

2.  The angel that talked with Zechariah (verse 3 first part) and went forth represents the  

     S. Rod message and movement. (Luke 14:17; Matt 22:3 first part). 

 

3.  The angel (message Zech. 2:3 last part) who went out to meet the angel of verse three  

     first part, instructed him to "run" and tell the young man (verse 1, 2) that there is to be  

     a multitude of men and cattle in Jerusalem. This is the same as Luke 14:21 last part,  

     22, 23. 

 

Special Note:    

 

A.  The angel of Zech. 2:3 who went forth (Davidians) receives the second commission  

       to go to the "young man" (SDA). The last is to be a quick work, - "run", verse 4.  

 

B.   The second commission is given by another angel (message movement) which would  

       necessitate a new name. Read 2TG 34:25; Leviticus of DSDA preface and page 12:1. 
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 C.  The angel that went out to meet the angel that had previously gone forth, has the  

        message of the great multitude, verse 4. Read Rev. 7:9. This is the Branch, the  

        second angel. (Zech. 1:11; 2:3 last part; Rev. 18:1) and it joins the third angel's  

        message as it swells to a loud cry (EW277;TM300). 

 

". . . the revival and reformation of Zechariah's time is to repeat in our time. 

 

". . . in our day, He is to send antitypical Zechariah (interpreter of Zechariah's prophecies) to the 

nations." 1TGr 10-24:1; 24:2. 

 

III. A TIMELY TRUTH REVEALS A TIMELY NAME 

 

". . . Go out into the highways and hedges.'' Luke 14:23. 

 

"The third call to the feast (AT SUPPER TIME) represents the giving of the gospel to the 

Gentiles."  C.O.L. 309. 

 

"But in the LAST days it SHALL come to pass, that the MOUNTAIN of the HOUSE of the Lord 

SHALL BE established in the TOP of the mountains and many NATIONS shall come .... for the 

law shall go forth of ZION, and the word of the Lord FROM Jerusalem .... And he shall JUDGE 

among many people, and rebuke. STRONG nations AFAR OFF."  Micah 4:1-3. 

 

''. . . to it (ensign) shall the GENTILES seek. '' Isa. 11:10  "he shall bring forth JUDGMENT to 

the GENTILES. " Isa. 42:1  ". . .Behold, I will lift up my hand to the GENTILES., . and they 

shall BRING thy SONS in their arms." Isa. 49:22.  ". . .and thy seed shall inherit the GENTILES, 

and make the DESOLATE cities to be INHABITED. " Isa. 54:3 "And the GENTILES shall 

COME to thy light .... because the abundance of the sea shall be converted unto thee, the 

FORCES of the GENTILES shall come unto THEE .... that men may bring unto THEE, the 

FORCES of the GENTILES, and that their KINGS may be brought." Isa. 60:3,5,11. "And I will 

set a SIGN among THEM, and, I will send THOSE that ESCAPE of THEM unto the nations ..... 

and they shall declare MY GLORY among the GENTILES. And they shall bring all your 

brethren for an offering unto the Lord OUT of all NATIONS ....(to where?) to my holy mountain 

JERUSALEM, saith the Lord. " Isa. 66:19, 20.  

 

"Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, the church is TO ENTER UPON her FINAL 

conflict.  'Fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners, SHE is to go 

forth into ALL the WORLD, conquering and to conquer. " P.K. 725. 

 

". . .Christ is coming to establish His KINGDOM on the EARTH." 9T 63. 

 

"... The sick were healed, and other miracles were wrought. A spirit of intercession was seen, 

even as was manifested before the great day of Pentecost.  Hundreds and thousands were seen 

visiting families, and opening before them the word of God. Hearts were convicted by the 

POWER of the Holy Spirit , and a spirit of genuine conversion was manifested." 9T 126. 
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Here we see: 

 

That the Loud Cry of the third angel's message will be heard from ZION and JERUSALEM 

rather than from Takoma Park D. C. or Mount Carmel Center. 

 

IV. 

 

"The Davidians are the upshoot from decadent Seventh-day Adventism prophetically envisioned 

in Ezekiel, chapter nine. Its members are in the main those who have been cast out and deprived 

of the fellowship of their Seventh-day Adventist churches: Thus being separated from their 

church and denied its name because of their having given heed to the voice of the Rod, the voice 

of the Good Shepherd, they are called by the NAME imbedded in the work of the Rod, 'Davidian 

Seventh-day Adventists, ' UNTIL the TIME when they shall be 'called by a NEW NAME, which 

the MOUTH of the Lord shall name Isa. 62:2. 

 

"Thus raised of necessity, not of choice, this Association within the Seventh-day Adventist 

organization is ordained to the work of a threefold end: (1) It is to go to the house of 'Israel and 

Judah' (Eze. 9:9), and 'say to them that were bidden, Come; for all things are now ready. ' Luke 

14:17. And though they who first hear the call may excuse themselves (verses 18-20), 'the poor, 

and the maimed, and the halt, and the blind' from 'the streets and lanes of the city' (verses 21, 22) 

will respond. (2) Accordingly, it is to implement that 'great reformatory movement' and purifi-

cation; called for 'among God's people'.  Testimonies for the Church, Vol 5 page 80; Vol. 9, page 

126. With the consequent fruits of this work, the first of the harvest, it is to usher in the Kingdom 

(Mic. 4:1, 2). (3) Then with a loud cry it is to 'go into the highways and hedges' (Luke 14:23) ".  

Lev. of DSDA 12, 13 - All parentheses theirs. 

 

It is easy to see from this statement, how the Davidians at New Mount Carmel would think their 

leadership is to finish the work, that their message is the very last, and Bro. Houteff is the last 

Inspired messenger. 

 

However, the death of Bro. Houteff and the unrolling of the scroll throws a vastly different light 

on this particular statement than has before been seen by the Davidians. With the explanation 

already given of the parable of Luke 14, it is easy to see that Bro. Houteff is merely giving an 

over-all view of the things to transpire from the beginning of his work to the end of the gospel 

work, without filling in all the details. 

 

Special Note: 

 

The key to the understanding of the above statement in the Leviticus is found where it shows that 

the Davidian SDA name is to be changed to a new, name, given by the mouth (Inspiration) of the 

Lord. 

 

Conclusion:  "Now you see that every additional timely Truth brings an additional timely name... 

you who are not tied to any man, but to Christ, cannot help going on with the Spirit of Prophecy 

Who UNFOLDS the TRUTH and NAMES Its people." 2TG 34:25. 
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LOOK!!!   

                              1. Third Angel's message, Rev. 14:6-11, Seventh-day Adventist, 

                                   a timely truth and a timely name. These are those bidden from  

                                   Babylon, 1844. 
                                              

                             2.  The Sealing angel from the East, Rev. 7:1-8; 14:15, Davidian   

                                  Seventh-day Adventists, - a timely truth and a timely name, 1930. 

 

                             3.  The BRANCH - Eze. 9; Rev. 18:1; 14:16-20. The Branch Davidian  

                                  Seventh-day Adventists, 1955. Unrolling of the Scroll, the name  

                                  found in the Bible; hence, named by the Mouth of the Lord. 'Every  

                                  timely Truth brings an additional TIMELY name and NAMES Its  

                                  people." 

 

The Millerite movement before 1844 also brought a time Truth and a timely name - 2,300 year 

prophecy and the second coming of Christ; First-day Adventist. 

 

Note: "ISRAEL is spelled with SIX letters.  Had the NAME been of SEVEN letters, it would 

denote 'close of probation', instead of 'beginning of harvest'. ISRAEL, in Time of HARVEST, 

will receive  a NEW name by the MOUTH of the Lord. Read Isa. 62:2.   

 

Whatever that NAME may be, we are sure it will be perfect, to finish the picture of probationary 

time, as well as to, indicate the end of all the redeemed, or close of probation. Woe to him who 

may think all these wonderful designs in the beauty of perfection are just a chance or an accident. 

Such a one is DENYING the MASTER MECHANIC of all creation. He is paying HOMAGE to 

EVOLUTION (chance)" 1SR 233-4,  parenthesis theirs. 

 

THINK:  

 

1.   The name of ancient Israel is spelled with six letters, therefore the new name of Israel  

      the true, 144,000 is spelled with six letters, not seven or five   "... the SIXTH part of  

      an ephah (vessel, church), and the THIRD part of an hin (measurement) of oil, to  

      temper with fine flour."  Eze. 46:14. 

 

2.   The name is received by the church in the TIME of the HARVEST, but had                                                                                                                                                                     

       previously been revealed by the MOUTH of the Lord.   

               3.   

3.    The NAME is perfect to finish probationary time. It indicates the END of the 

       redeemed, -  the first and second fruits. 

 

Since our Saviour is the end of all the redeemed, the NAME is His name.  The marriage is His 

marriage. The holy city, New Jerusalem is to be His wife. 'In that day shall the BRANCH, (six 

letters) of the Lord be, beautiful and glorious .... and he that remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be 

called HOLY."  Isa. 4:2, 3. 
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". . , Behold the man whose NAME is The BRANCH... he shall build the temple of the Lord." 

Zech. 6:1-2 !  "for, behold, I will bring forth my SERVANT the BRANCH." Zech.3:8".  "..I will 

raise unto David a righteous Branch ... and this is HIS name." Jer. 23:5, 6. 

 

Note:  The Branch HE is called THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS by the first fruits,  

the 144,000. 

 

" ... In the Scriptures the figure of the erection of a temple is frequently used to illustrate the 

building of a church. ''Zechariah refers to Christ as the Branch that should build temple of the 

Lord.  He speaks of the Gentiles as helping in the work.'' A. A. 595. 

 

"The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him 'whose name is the Branch'." GC 415.  

 

"In those days', and at that time will I cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David, . 

. . and this is the NAME wherewith SHE shall be called. " Jer. 33:15,16.  This is the Loud Cry 

church (Zech. 12:8) which gathers in the great multitude. 

 

Emphatically, the NEW name of Jesus is the six letter word BRANCH and this do the NEW 

name wherewith the church SHE shall be called. 

 

Here we see: 

 

 1.  The Branch She is called the Lord our Righteousness by this great multitude of 

      Gentiles. 

 

2.   Salvation is promised to all who join the church in the time of the Loud Cry. 

 

Consequently: 

 

" . . . hear, O earth, the words of MY MOUTH.  My DOCTRINE shall drop as the RAIN, my 

SPEECH shall distill (fall in drops) as the dew (refreshing at evening),  "as the small RAIN upon 

the tender herb, and as the showers upon the grass (people Isa. 40:7): Because I will PUBLISH 

the NAME of the Lord . . . . He is the Rock, his work is perfect: for all his ways are judgment."  

Deut. 32:1-4. 

 

"I will declare thy NAME unto my BRETHREN:"  Ps. 22:22. 

 

"HE shall come down like RAIN up on the mown grass: as showers that water the 

earth."  Ps: 72:6. 

 

". . . The WORK of this ANGEL comes in at the right time to join in the LAST great WORK of 

the third angel's message as it swells to a loud cry.  And the people of God are thus prepared to 

stand in the hour of temptation, which they are soon to meet ..." EW 277. 
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". . . There will be those among us who will always want to control the work of God, to dictate 

even what movements shall be made when the work goes forward under the direction of the 

ANGEL who JOINS the third angel in the MESSAGE to be given to the world. " TM 300. 

 

Here we see: 

 

l.  The doctrine (message) of the (new) name of the Lord will be published. 

         2.  

This angel (message) comes in at the right time to direct the work in a message to be  

     given to the world.  Rev. 18:1; See R & H Nov, 1960. 

            3. 

The call to the poor (Luke 14:21, 22) is the second call at supper time or the third call  

    in the over-all parable. 

 

"And there were set there SIX waterpots of STONE, after the manner of the PURI- 

FYING of the Jews, `containing two or THREE firkins apiece. " John 2:6. 

 

Note:                          1. SIX is the number of purification of the Jews. 

 

                                   2. SIX is the number signifying harvest. 

 

                                   3. Israel, a SIX letter word; is the name of God's people who  

                                       returned from Egypt.  

                                    

                                   4. BRANCH, the name of the Christ, is a SIX letter word and is 

                                       to be the NEW NAME of the remnant, purified Israel who           

                                       return from Assyria and all countries to the land of their fathers              

                                       (Isa. 11:11-16). 

 

                                   5. Every stone (1 Peter 2:5) container or Branch must be filled with     

                                       this Branch water (message) so that when it is poured out and  

                                       served to the wedding guests, it will be the best wine (Truth) of  

                                       them all: for the Bridegroom has save the best wine until the  

                                       last.  

 

                                   6. The hyssop used in sprinkling the blood was the symbol of  

                                        purification.  A. A. 280.    

   

                                       A. Hyssop and Branch, are symbols of purification. 

    

                                       B. The SIX waterpots are symbols of purification. 

                                                               

                                       C. SIX is the number of purification. 
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The wedding feast at Cana was a great feast. Each of the six waterpots contained approximately 

27 gallons of water.  27 x 6 = 162 gallons, not even considering the command to fill them up to 

the brim. 

 

Inspiration declares: "...Yea, every POT in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holiness unto the 

Lord of hosts." Zech 14:21. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Matthew 22 shows two movements (calls) to those that had been bidden before the Lord 

becomes wroth with the remnant, verses 1-4, whereas Luke 14 shows the ones bidden and His 

servant who proclaimed his message to the rich at supper time (verses 16-21, first part) before 

the Lord gets angry. Then the other servant is sent to gather the poor (first fruits) and then he is 

sent out into the highways and hedges to gather in the great multitude. 

 

Please note that the Lord sends a servant (V.T. Houteff) to the rich, the Laodicean church, - 

S.D.A., but he is refused.  Another servant is sent to the poor which they accept.  One call is to 

the rich at supper time and when the servant shows his Lord "these things" (finishes his work), 

the Lord sends forth another servant to the poor.  Therefore there are two servants sent, two calls 

to them that had been bidden, the church:  One whom the rich refused and one whom the poor 

accept. 

 

Putting Christ's parable of Matthew 22 and Luke 14 together shows that the message of the 

second servant, Luke 14:21 last part and 22, actually started before the day of the Lord's anger 

(Zeph. 2:3).  But the 144,000 will be gathered in the great and dreadful day of the Lord. 

 

COMPARISON OF THE TWO PARABLES 

 

1.  Matt. 22:2 - The Kingdom of Heaven Luke 14:15 - The Kingdom of God Matt.  22:2 -   

     "a marriage for his son" Luke  14:16 - "a great supper". 

 

2.  Matt.22:3- "sent forth his servants to call them that were bidden."  Luke  14:17 - "sent 

      his servant at supper time to say to them that were bidden." Matt. 22:3 -  "they would  

      not come."  Luke 14:18 - "all with one consent began to make excuse." 

 

3.  Matt.  22:4 - "Again he sent forth other servants."  Luke 14:21, "Said to his servant,  

     Go out quickly into the streets and lanes." (last part & 22). 

   

  

4.  Matt.  22:7 -  "he sent forth his armies, and destroyed those murderers, and burned up  

     their city."  Luke  14:24 - "none of those men which were bidden shall taste  

     of my supper." 

 

Here we see:   
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The Lord sends his armies (Isa. 8:6,7) to destroy the city of the remnant who hate and cast out 

their brethren.  Read Isa. 66:5. 

 

"This prophecy (Isa. 8:15; Matt. 22:7) declares that the confederacy will be a snare -- a -- trap 

and that many will fall and be taken in it.  It will be a fearful trap and will separate God's people.  

Thus is the Lord going to test all His people and let them reveal just how much faith each of 

them has ...   The confederacy ... commences before the Loud Cry and before the slaughter of 

Eze. 9.  It is not the Image of the Beast, for this association precedes the Image of the Beast, and 

the confederacy is formed when the nations are girding themselves for war.   Put another way, 

the confederacy will commence after the sealing and perhaps just before the slaughter of Eze. 9."  

13 S. Code 3, 4:9, 10. 

 

"....We are enter into no CONFEDERACY with the WORLD, supposing that by so doing we 

could accomplish more.”   6T 17:2. 

 

Questions for thought:    

 

1.  Are the 144,000 sealed? 

        

2.  Has the confederacy commenced? 

        

3.  Are the nations talking peace and girding for war? 

           

4.  Do the terrible earthquakes that have been occurring, the airplane and train disasters,  

     the new Sunday laws the states are passing, and the  great nations defying the great  

     nations of the earth ("...let the weak say I am strong'' Joel 3:10) indicate that the  

     angels (Rev. 7) are letting the winds loose? 

 

LOOK !      The antitypical Passover comes after the sealing, after which commences  

                   the harvest, judgment counting of the 144,000 first fruits. 

 

". . .If it becomes necessary for us to know ahead of time, the day and hour of the purification of 

the church, the antitypical Passover, we WILL be told. YES, we SHALL KNOW at least as 

much in ADVANCE as Moses knew about the Passover in his day." 2TG 41:3. 

 

From the call of Abraham to the Passover in Egypt was 430 years (P.P. 760; Ex.12:40; Gal. 3:15-

17), From the Passover in Egypt to the crucifixion to Christ is fifteen long centuries." G.C. 

399:3.  From the crucifixion to the establishment of the Protestant reformation, the Augsburg 

Confession in 1530 A.D. is 1500 years.  From 1530 A.D. to 1960 is 430 years.  The pale horse 

rider (Rev. 6:8) was given power over the fourth part of the earth, -1500 years (2SR 212), from 

the crucifixion of Christ to 1530. 

 

Therefore:  1960 (April 11 at even the end of the day) is the year of the Antitypical 

                   Passover. 

 

Question:   What is the ANTITYPICAL Passover? 
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Answer:  ". . . the Lord's Supper was instituted as a MEMORIAL of the same event  

                        of which the Passover had been a type." P.P.  539. 

 

Here we see:            

 

1.  Slaying of the "Passover lamb was a symbol of the deliverance of ancient Israel from  

     Egypt and a type of the slaying of the Son of God, the lamb which taketh away the  

     sins of the world. 

 

2.  The broken unleavened bread represents the Saviour's broken body and the pure un-  

     fermented wine of the grape represent the blood He spilt for us. 

 

3.  The Lord's Supper is a symbol and a memorial of the deliverance of modern Israel  

     from modern Egypt, the world and the bondage of sin. 

 

Type and Antitype:  

 

"The Passover was to be both COMMEMORATIVE and TYPICAL, not ONLY pointing  

BACK to the DELIVERANCE  from Egypt, but FORWARD to the GREATER deliverance 

which Christ was to accomplish in FREEING his people FROM the BONDAGE of SIN." 

P.P.277. 

 

". . . But wilt thou know O vain man that faith without works is dead? Your obeying ALL the 

COMMANDMENTS, and the STATUTES and the JUDGMENTS of the moral law of Moses, 

you see, is your evidence that you have been BORN AGAIN, that you have been endowed with 

power from above; that you are enabled to choose the good and to refuse the evil; that you are 

the children of God. Keeping the commandments and the statutes in the Lord, then, is the LIGHT 

and SHIELD of your LIFE: It is the outward sign that by the life of Christ you have overcome 

the Enemy of your soul and body. This SYSTEM of WORSHIP, therefore, is truly the 

Righteousness by faith that brings the righteousness of Christ in the people of God. " 2TG 37:27. 

 

Therefore: 

 

The Lord's Supper after sundown the fourteenth day of the first Hebrew month is 

commemorative of modern Israel's deliverance from modern Egypt, the world, and a sign that 

God will free His people from sin and sinner.  

 

"On the fourteenth day of the seventh month, at even, the Passover was celebrated, its solemn, 

impressive ceremonies commemorating the deliverance from bondage in Egypt, and pointing 

forward to, the sacrifice that should deliver from the BONDAGE of SIN.  When the Saviour 

yielded up his life on Calvary, the significance of the (typical) Passover ceased, and the 

ordinance of the Lord's Supper was instituted as a MEMORIAL of the SAME event (14th day at 

even) of which the Passover had been a type. 

 

"The Passover was followed by the seven days' feast of unleavened bread. The FIRST and the 

SEVENTH, day were days of HOLY convocation (from even 14 even), when NO servile WORK  
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was to be performed. On the second day of the feast the first-fruits of the year's harvest were 

presented before God. BARLEY was the earliest GRAIN in Palestine and at the opening of the 

feast it was beginning to ripen A SHEAF of this GRAIN (barley) was WAVED by the PRIEST 

before the altar of God, as an acknowledgement that ALL was His.  NOT UNTIL this 

CEREMONY had been PERFORMED was the HARVEST to be GATHERED."  P.P. 539. 

 

The facts are plain: 

 

1.  That when the Saviour yielded up His life the ordinance of the typical Passover lamb ceased 

and the ordinance of the Lord's SUPPER (offering of the antitypical Passover Lamb) was 

instituted as a MEMORIAL of the type.  MEMORIAL - anything which preserves, or serves to 

preserve the memory of something: Webster 

 

2. The Lord's Supper - Antitypical Passover on the 14th day of the first month is a memory of the 

SAME event of which the Passover was a type. 

 

Example:       The Sabbath is a MEMORIAL of creation, and is to be observed on the  

                       seventh day of the week. It is not to be observed on the first day of the  

                       week or once every three months, but on the day that stands as a memorial  

                       of creation. This is a sign that God is our Creator. 

 

Notice:   1.      The Passover in ancient Egypt at the end of the 430 years stands as a sign  

                        to ancient Israel that God delivered them from Egypt. 

 

               2.      The Antitypical Passover - the Lord's Supper at the Passover time, at the  

                        end of the antitypical 430 years (April 11, 1960 at even) beginning with  

                        the establishment of Luther's reformation at the "Augsburg Confession"  

                        in 1530 A.D. is a sign to modern Israel that God will deliver them from        

                        modern Egypt, 

 

               3.     The waving of the sheaf of barley grain is the type signified that all was  

                       His, also, that the wheat harvest of first fruits was to begin.  So it is in  

                       the antitype. 

 

Those who see the light of Truth herein shining ever so brightly and participate in the Lord's 

Supper at Passover, and who continue on with us are considered as the wave sheaf (Vanguard L. 

of DSDA-3). They will surely gather the first fruits (wave-loaves, 144,000, army) during the 

harvest time (judgment for the living, Eze. 9, Luke l4:21 last part, and verse 22). The Judases 

who go out from us will not eat bread in the Kingdom of God.  Hence, we see that the antitypical 

Passover is the separation, the cleansing of the church, Eze. 9. Ancient Israel was numbered after 

the Passover so likewise, modern Israel, the 144,000 will be judged, numbered after the 

antitypical Passover. (1SR 216). 

 

"It has been made clear that Israel after the flesh is a photograph of Israel by the promise. In the 

exodus movement all the tribes went out of Egypt.  If this is a photograph of Israel by the 

promise, then all the twelve tribes must come out now as well. Twelve tribes must escape the  
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ruin of Eze. 9 (death of the firstborn), and Isaiah 63 ( The Red Sea).  The number of them is said 

to be from each tribe, making a total of 144,000.  

 

Since Israel is scattered throughout antitypical Egypt, the Passover may be observed in each 

individual home by the priest of the household, - the father, if he has been baptized; or it may be 

observed in groups with a regular ordained minister or local Elder. Where there are only women 

and children and no one to meet with, they may observe the time of the Passover without 

partaking of the ordinances. The first born son may act as priest in the absence of his father.  All 

who by faith partake of the antitypical Passover testify that the blood of the Lamb of God is on 

the doorposts of their hearts. They testify that Christ the BRANCH (GC 415) intercedes in the 

atonement with His blood in their behalf in the most holy place of the Heavenly sanctuary above; 

All leaven is to be put out of our houses on April 11 until after the 18th of April. 

 

Let each one beware lest he partake of the Passover unworthily. (1 Cor 11:29) "For by GRACE 

are ye SAVED through FAITH; and that not of yourselves: it is the GIFT of God." Eph. 2:8. 

 

Therefore, from this time on, God's sheep, His little ones, the poor and hungry are not to eat and 

drink with the drunken (Matt. 24:49) once a week, once a month, or every three months. But 

rather His sheep are to observe the antitypical Passover once each year on the 14th day of the 

first Hebrew month, at even. This is the separation, the cleansing, purification, harvest 

(judgment) of the first fruits, 144,000, in the streets and lanes of the city -the church- house of 

God. (1 Pet. 4:17; Eze. 9). 

 

"Do you not know He would have us labor ON, and ON, and ON, knowing that VICTORY lies 

AHEAD?" L.S. 441. 

 

"Agitate, agitate, agitate ! The subjects which we present to the world must be to us a LIVING 

reality." G.W. 299; 5T708. 

 

"It was early in December, 1914, also, that she testified to hearing voices in the night season, 

crying out: 'Advance! Advance! Advance!' Press the battle to the gate!'" L.S. 441. 

 

Now you can see: 

 

That the admonitions given us in sets of three shows the trinity in the church; the third angel's 

message is in three sections, three periods, or steps. 

 

Example: 

                          1.  LABOR ON (SDA), and ON (DSDA), and ON (BDSDA). 

                          2.  Agitate!         "         Agitate!       "       Agitate !      " 

                          3.  Advance!      "         Advance!     "       Advance!     " 

 

". . . as the chariot rolled upward... the retinue of holy angels around the cloud cried, 'Holy, holy, 

holy, Lord God Almighty!' " E. W. 287-8. 
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" .  . . And then He imparted to Moses, in the form of a prophecy, a knowledge of His purpose 

concerning the FINAL TRIUMPH  of Israel .... It was concerning the FUTURE fulfillment of 

this prophecy that Isaiah had heard the shining seraphim singing before the throne, 'The whole 

earth is full of His glory'. . . . TODAY this prophecy is meeting RAPID fulfillment." P.K. 313.  

 

".  .  . Jesus said to His disciples, 'Ye are clean, but not all.' One was not. In spite of the fact that 

Judas was unworthy, the ordinance could no longer have been put off.  Albeit as soon as he had 

partaken of the sacrament, he arose, went out, and did his devilish work . . . . The other disciples, 

though, were as ready, or as worthy for the sacred service as they could have been up to that 

time. 

 

"The Lord's Supper was ordained in remembrance of the Lord's sacrifice, NOT to CLEANSE the 

PARTAKERS of it FROM their SINS but to CLEANSE them from SINNERS, as is seen from 

the `PASSOVER in EGYPT and FROM the FACT that thereafter Judas no longer walked with 

the disciples.  Plainly, then, the celebration of the ORDINANCE brought BLESSING to the 

ELEVEN, but DAMNATION to the ONE. 

 

"Verses 27-30 (1Cor 11) - 'Therefore whosoever shall eat this bread, and drink this cup of the 

Lord, unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord. But let a man examine 

himself, and so let him eat of that bread, and drink of that cup. For he that eateth and drinketh 

UNWORTHILY eateth and drinketh  DAMNATION to HIMSELF not discerning the Lord's 

BODY.  For this cause MANY are WEAK and SICKLY among you, and MANY SLEEP.' 

 

"The Lord's bread and cup are to be taken by a people ONLY after they have examined 

THEMSELVES, and have seen to it that they are NOT causing TROUBLE; that their meeting 

together IS for the BETTER, NOT for the WORSE.  Now if we have reached that standard of 

righteousness, then we should by all means ordain the Lord's Supper among us.  But if we have 

not come to that point as yet then our instituting the ORDINANCE of humility among ourselves 

would only be to our own damnation, not to our salvation. 

 

"Our chief duty right now (in Bro. Houteff's time) is NOT to urge the observance of the Lord's 

Supper, but rather first to come up to the standard of perfection which the message today, along 

with the message of yesterday urges. The Lord never calls for 'revival and reformation' when the 

church is enjoying good spiritual life.  The Lord's Supper, therefore, is never to be ordained at 

the beginning of such a revival and reformation, but after its completion.  Jesus did not institute 

the ordinance at the beginning of His ministry, but did so at its close.  

 

"We cannot lead the Lord. He is to lead us. We of ourselves never know what is right and what is 

wrong UNLESS we are TOLD.  EASY enough, IF we DO whatever we are TOLD to DO, no 

MORE and NO less, we shall be ACCOUNTED WORTHY.  So far, our God-sent (Davidian) 

message has NOT (August  17, 1946)  brought to our attention the ordination of the Lord's 

Supper, but it is pleading with us to depart from the abominations, to cast aide all our idols, to 

PUT AWAY all our PRIVATE IDEAS, and OPINIONS, to WHOLEHEARTEDLY RETURN 

to the Lord. 

 

"The message, moreover, teaches that we should remain in the church and work strictly for her 

salvation. The conclusion then is that as long as we stay with her there seems to be no need for  
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ordaining the Lord's Supper PRIVATELY among OURSELVES, perhaps not BEFORE the 

HOUR comes for the PENITENT to be SEPARATED from IMPENITENT, as TAUGHT by the 

TYPES - by the PASSOVER in EGYPT, and by the PASSOVER on the NIGHT when Judas 

was to go out, NEVER again to WALK with the TWELVE.  

 

"Furthermore, NO ONE (in 1946) seems to know WHEN and HOW to OBSERVE the 

sacrament. Some observe it EVERY Sunday or EVERY Sabbath, some occasionally, some every 

quarter and so on. It seems LOGICAL to SAY that WHEN God COMMANDS us to ORDAIN it 

ANEW He will tell us also HOW and WHEN to OBSERVE it PROPERLY." 1TGr 3:3-6. 

 

The facts are plain: 

 

1.  That the time Jesus instituted the ordinance of humility, not all were clean, but none of  

     the disciples were excluded from the service. 

 

2.  The ordinance was not ordained to cleanse the partakers from their sins, but to cleanse                 

     them from sinners as also is seen by the Passover in Egypt. 

 

3.  It was not the chief duty of Bro. Houteff to urge the observance of the Lord's Supper.  

     This should come at the completion of the revival and reformation by the Davidians. 

 

4.  The God-sent Davidian message had not at that time brought to our attention the  

     ordination of the Lord's Supper. The primary purpose then was to cast aside our idols,  

     and put away PRIVATE ideas and opinions. 

 

5.  The Davidian message teaches us that we should stay in the mother church, SDA, and  

     work strictly for her salvation. And so long as we do this, there would be no need to  

     ordain the Lord's Supper privately among ourselves (Davidians), - not until the hour  

     comes for the penitent to be separated from the impenitent. 

 

6.  There are two types of the Passover. One in Egypt and the other when Jesus ordained   

      the Lord's Supper.  In Egypt the firstborn was slain by the death angel where there was  

      no blood on the door posts.  At the  time of Christ, Judas went out and hanged Himself.   

      In both cases there was a separation. 

 

Please Note:        

 

The Davidian Association was to exist solely to accomplish a divinely appointed work within the 

SDA Denomination wherein it was to strictly confine its activities.  When their work was to 

draw to a close and God's servants sealed, the name of the Association was to be changed. (The 

Leviticus of DSDA preface). 

 

Now think:  

 

We are told that John's work was a type of the work of the Davidians. (1TGr36:4). Since this is  
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true, can you not see, that the Davidian Association could never know when to ordain the Lord's 

Supper, for in the type John did not. Furthermore, Bro. Houteff, being the antitype of John, 

would not be the one to do this work. Therefore, the mounting facts witness that the Lord's 

Supper would be instituted under another name and by Inspiration, by an instrumentality other 

than Bro. Houteff. 

 

LOOK! !    

 

John was considered as an apostate, offshoot, by the Jewish leaders, so was Bro. Houteff  by the 

SDA leaders.  Therefore, another movement, by another name, would necessarily, according to 

type, have to spring up from the so called offshoot (not from the SDA Denomination) that would 

know the time to ordain the Lord's Supper in its proper order and according to the Scripture.                    

Now, since Bro. Houteff did not know how and when to observe the Lord's Supper properly, and 

since the antitypical Passover is before the special resurrection it is plain to see that the Lord's 

Supper would be ordained after Bro. Houteff went into the grave and before he comes up.  This 

is why we contend that since the parable in Luke 14  has a latter-day application (LD                  

12:2) we must conclude that there are two servants with inspired messages depicted in verses 17-

22. This is obvious since one is sent to the rich and another to the poor.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

BRANCH is the new name of Jesus and we have come to the end of the antitypical 430 years 

(since 1530), and Inspiration has instructed us at what time of the year to observe the Lord's 

Supper.  We must conclude this is the year and April 11 after sundown is the time.  

 

Says the Lord's servant: 

 

"The WATCHMAN (servant) IS to KNOW the TIME of NIGHT." 6T 407. 

 

It is plain that we have come to sundown for the tares and the dawning of a new day for the 

wheat.  But let it be remembered that the salvation of the church does not hang on this time for 

her destiny has already been decided in the most holy place, in the Courts above. The Passover is 

a sign that the church has already been weighed in the balances of the Heavenly Sanctuary (5T 

83). Says the Lord's servant:  "This is what happened: As soon as they excused themselves, 

probation closed for them, they had no other chance of tasting His supper." 2TG 11:11. How sad 

for those who have not made the proper preparation, sadder words than these were never spoken. 

 

It will be seen, now, who have watched. Therefore, the antitypical Passover is a sign that the 

harvest, judgment, counting, is to begin for the 144,000.  

 

For says Inspiration: "And I will SET a SIGN among THEM, and I will send THOSE that 

ESCAPE of  them unto the NATIONS. " (Luke 14:23) Isa. 66:1.9.  Now we can see, if we have 

not before, that the  antitypical Passover is the SIGN He sets among His people. 

 

"And the Lord answered  me, and said, Write the vision and make it plain upon tables, that he 

may run that readeth it.  For the VISION is yet for an APPOINTED time, but AT the END it  
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shall SPEAK and NOT lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it WILL surely COME, it will 

NOT TARRY. " Hab. 2:2, 3. 

 

Yours to prepare to meet thy God, Israel. (Amos 4:12). 
 
 
Benjamin Roden 
 
 
Please continue to send all correspondence to Box 3088, Odessa, Texas. 
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                       REVIVAL AND REFORMATION 

 

 

January 25, 1960 

 

 

Subject:  Revival of the Spirit of Prophecy, Purification; Reorganization 

 

Aim: To show: 1.  Reason for revival and reformation and purification. 

 

                         2.  Inspiration places revival before reformation. 

 

                         3.  Without the active prophetic office (revival of Spirit) reformation is  

                               doomed to failure. 

 

                         4.  History of the Exodus of Ancient Israel is to be fulfilled by modern  

                              Israel - the church. 

 

             5.  In this last movement purification precedes reorganization of God's  

                  church. 

 

Gem               "God calls for a spiritual revival and a spiritual reformation. Unless this 

Thought:         takes place, those who are lukewarm will continue to grow more abhorrent            

                        to the Lord, until He will refuse to acknowledge them as His children. 

                        

"A revival and a reformation must take place under the ministration (direction) of 

the Holy Spirit . Revival and reformation are two different things. Revival 

signifies a renewal of spiritual life, a quickening of the powers of mind and heart, 

a resurrection from spiritual death. Reformation signifies a REORGANIZATION, 

a change in IDEAS and THEORIES, HABITS and PRACTICES. Reformation 

will not bring forth the good fruit of righteousness unless it is connected with the 

REVIVAL of the SPIRIT (active Spirit of Prophecy). Revival and reformation are 

to do their appointed work, and in doing this work they must blend. " Christ Our 

Righteousness 154, 1926 ed. ; 121, 1941 ed. 

 

Introduction: 

 

Down through the years there have been numerous well-meaning people in various parts of the 

Seventh-day Adventist world who have started, what they called, a "revival and reformation".  

Although regardless of their sincerity and zeal, not one has been able to accomplish a thing 

worthy of note. The reason for their miserable failures is that all have disregarded the instruction 

given by Inspiration. They have made great efforts to bring about reformation without the Holy 

Spirit 's direction, without the active Spirit of Prophecy in their midst. 
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Reformation is not to be found in the hall of learning or the minds of zealous individuals, but 

rather it is brought about as a result of the revival of the Spirit and is found in the pages of Holy 

Writ.  All reformations (reorganizations) that are attempted without the prophetic office directing 

is doomed to fail and will come to naught.' 

 

The words of Inspiration that "God is leading, not stray offshoots; one here and one there, but a 

people", (TM61) will ever stand the test of time. There are those calling themselves 100% Rods 

who are trying to bring about a reorganization in the Davidian S. D. A. movement, yet at the 

same time admit that they are not led by the active Spirit of Prophecy. They even claim that they 

are not led by the revival of the Spirit, but it is because of their superior knowledge and by their 

deep study of the Davidian message that they are to effect reorganization - bring in a new 

association. They are saying that revival of the Spirit comes later. They do not take into account 

that the booklet they use to prove their theory proclaims that one cannot "vote in" the active 

Spirit of Prophecy, but the office is filled by the Lord's own appointment. 

 

Therefore: We read in The Leviticus of the Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist - Article IV - 

Officers and Their Duties; Section 1 pp 5, 6 

 

"(a) The regular officers of this Association shall be a president, a vice-president, a secretary, 

and a treasurer. 

 

"(b) The president shall be called and chosen in accordance with the procedure set forth in 

Exodus, chapter three, verses ten, fifteen, and sixteen; chapter four, verse seventeen; Ezekiel, 

chapter three, verse seventeen; and Luke, chapter six, verse thirteen. 

 

"(c) All other officers of this Association shall be appointed in accordance with the procedure set 

forth in Numbers, chapter eleven, verses sixteen, seventeen, twenty-four, and twenty-five, and in 

Acts, chapter six, verses one to seven and chapter thirteen verses one to three. 

 

"Section 2   The president shall, as typed in Exodus, chapter four, and in Numbers, chapter 

sixteen, verses twelve and twenty-five to thirty-two, act as CHAIRMAN of the Executive 

Council, as chief administrator of the affairs of the Association, and as a worker and minister in 

the general interest of the Association. 

 

"Section 3  The vice-president shall, in accordance with the example recorded in Exodus, chapter 

seven, verses one and two, assist the president in administering in the affairs of the Association." 

 

Conclusively the facts are: After reading the Scripture references given in the Leviticus of D. S. 

D. A. section (b) page 6, we find that the same method for selecting the president for the 

Davidian Association is to be used as was used in selecting Moses to lead the first Exodus. The 

president is to be God's appointed, not man's elected. (c) All other officers of the association are 

to be appointed to office in the same manner that Moses appointed the 70 men. (Be sure to read 

the above Bible references). 

 

Section 2  The PRESIDENT is to act as CHAIRMAN. Therefore, the chairman of the association 

is God's appointed, NOT elected by man. Even the vice-president is chosen in the same manner 

that Aaron was chosen to help Moses.  
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Let it be remembered that Moses not only appointed the vice-president (Aaron) and the 70 men 

(whom God named), but he also appointed his successor (Joshua) whom the Lord named. 

Therefore, the modern Moses with the Shepherd's Rod, the Rod of God that Speaks (Micah 6:9) 

has named his successor - Joshua and the Branch. 1TGr 8-24:3; p 26:3, p27:1, 3.  Also read GC 

415; AA595:2; Zech. 6:12, 13; 3:8. 

 

Elder M. L. Andreason is calling to the attention of General Conference and the people the fact 

that some of the brethren in G. C. are bringing in false teachings on the atoning blood of Christ. 

(TM 48:1) He is perfectly within his rights as an ordained Elder. If he were a layman, it would 

still be legitimate so long as he does not separate from the church in order to start another 

denomination or organization, since S. D. A. is the seventh and last.  For says (TM61) 

Inspiration: ". . . He is leading, not stray offshoots, not one here and one there, but a people." 

 

However, if this brother should have the prophetic gift to bring out things new and old, and even 

though he be disfellowshipped from the church, he would be perfectly within his rights to use his 

pen and voice in order to bring "revival and reformation" to God's people and to enlist others to 

help him. 

 

This is true, for we have the example of John the Baptist and also our Saviour. Although Jesus 

and John were prophets, neither started building other synagogues. Not until the Jewish nation 

fully rejected the Apostles' teachings, of Christ as the Christ was the apostolic church 

established.  Jesus did, however, bring in a new order by instituting the Lord's supper. This, of 

course, was perfectly legitimate because it was prophetic. 

 

Note:   The Branch movement, being the development of Christendom (14Tr 34) and    

             being a counterpart of the Gospel in Christ's day, is perfectly within its rights in  

             changing the ordinances from a quarterly basis to the yearly MEMORIAL, as set  

             forth in the Bible (Lev. 23) and Spirit of Prophecy: (P. P. 539). 

 

Special      This revival and reformation will bring purification. "Your obeying all the  

 Note:        commandments, and the statutes, and the judgments of the moral law of 

                  Moses, you see, is your evidence that you have been born again. "2TG37-24. 

 

I. THE REASON FOR REFORMATION 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy through Sr. White tried to effect a reformation in the S. D. A. church at 

General Conference session in 1901. This attempt failed because the leading brethren refused to 

carry out Sr. White's instructions. 

 

She wrote: ". . . the General Conference is itself becoming CORRUPTED with WRONG 

sentiments and principles. " TM359 – 1895. 

 

"God gave to Moses special direction for the management of his work. He directed Moses to 

associate men with him as counselors, that his burdens might be lightened . . . . ‘This COUNSEL 

IS FOR US... ‘The president of our General Conference has been left to gather to himself 

burdens which God has not laid upon him, and the things that he has tried to do could not be 

done wisely and well... 
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"Moses said, 'When they have a matter, they come unto me; and I judge between one and 

another, and I do make them know the statutes of God, and His laws.  ‘This WORK is STILL to 

be DONE, and if the men who bear responsibilities will NOT do it, then it MUST be 

COMMITTED to OTHERS .... They are to be able men, such as fear God, men of truth, hating 

COVETOUSNESS.’ The Lord's COUNSEL has been STRANGELY neglected .... many of our 

most RESPONSIBLE men have LOST FAITH in the MESSAGE coming from Sister White. 

Thus the rejectors of light have been strengthened in their unbelief, feeling that they had quite a 

strong confederacy . . . . ‘'Truth is fallen in the street, and equity cannot enter'. The MALARIA 

of UNBELIEF has been DIFFUSING its DEATHLY atmosphere throughout the ranks, nigh and 

afar off. All this has been STATED PLAINLY, yet for years the MATTERS have been left 

UNCHANGED." TM341. 

 

"AS A PEOPLE we should STUDY God's PLAN FOR CONDUCTING His work .... For years 

God has been DISHONORED."  TM 342-3. 

 

"The ancient men … who had stood as guardians of the spiritual interests of the people, had 

betrayed their trust." 5T 211.  

 

"That THESE MEN should stand in a SACRED PLACE to be as the VOICE of God to the 

people, as we ONCE believed the General Conference to be, - THAT IS PAST. What we want 

now is REORGANIZATION. " Gen. Conf. Bulletin, 34th Session, Vol 4 Extra No. 1, April 3, 

1901 page 25, Columns 1, 2. 

 

"To place men where God should be placed does not honor or glorify God. Is the president of the 

General Conference to be the god of the people?" TM 375. 

 

'The spirit of DOMINATION is EXTENDING to the presidents of our conferences. "Id362. 

 

"Whole conferences are becoming leavened with the same perverted principles. 'For the rich men 

thereof are full of violence, and the inhabitants thereof have spoken lies, and their tongue is 

deceitful in their mouth'. The Lord will work to purify His church. I tell you in truth, the Lord is 

about to turn and overturn in the institutions called by His name .... He will thoroughly purge His 

floor." TM 3 72-3. 

 

"God will NOT vindicate any device whereby man shall in the SLIGHTEST DEGREE RULE or 

OPPRESS his fellow men. " TM 366. 

 

SUMMARY of facts: 

 

1.    The General Conference was becoming corrupted with wrong principles as early as 

        1895. 

 

2.    The instructions God gave Moses for choosing workers is counsel for the church  

        now. 

 

3.   Men chosen for the work should be "such as fear God, men of truth, hating  

       COVETOUSNESS.  
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4.   "The Lord's counsel has been strangely neglected. IT is YET to be DONE. 

 

5.   Many of the most responsible Conference men have no faith in Sr. White's message.  

       The rejecters of light are strengthened in this strong CONFEDERACY. 

 

6.   The Malaria of unbelief has been diffusing its deathly atmosphere throughout the      

       ranks. 

 

7.   The matters after years, are left unchanged. For years God has been dishonored. 

 

8.  The ancient men (leaders) have betrayed their trust. Whole conferences are becoming  

      leavened with perverted principles. 

 

9.    General Conference is not the voice of God as we once thought it to be. 

 

10.   God will work to purify the church. What we want now is REORGANIZATION.'           

       

11.   He will thoroughly purge His floor.” 

 

12.   Since the G.C. is an organization led by men and not by the Lord through a prophet,   

        S.D.A. as it is today cannot be the remnant spoken of in Revelation 12:17. 

 

Therefore: Revival and reformation bring purification and reorganization of the church under a 

new name. 

 

II. REVIVAL FIRST, THEN REFORMATION 

 

Inspiration places revival first: "Revival and reformation are two different things. . . Reformation 

will not bring forth the good fruits of righteousness unless it is connected with the revival of the 

Spirit... Revival and reformation... must blend. " COR 154 & 121. 

 

"I have been shown that the Lord is REVIVING the LIVING, pointed TESTIMONY, which will 

DEVELOP CHARACTER and PURIFY the church." 1T 216:1. 

 

"I was shown that the POINTED TESTIMONY must LIVE in the church. THIS ALONE will 

ANSWER to the MESSAGE to the Laodiceans. " 3T 260:1. 

 

"God designs that there shall EVER be a LIVING testimony in the church."  3T 360:2. 

 

"Prophecy MUST be fulfilled. The Lord says: 'Behold; I will send you Elijah the prophet before 

the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord'. Somebody is to come in the spirit and 

power of Elijah, and when he appears, men may say: 'You are too earnest, you do not interpret 

the Scriptures in the proper way. Let me tell you how to teach your message. " TM 475. 

 

"When we have men as devoted as Elijah, and possessing the faith which he possessed, we shall 

see that God will reveal himself to us as he did to holy men of old." 4T 402. 
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"Do you realize that this time of trouble is in 'the great and dreadful day of the Lord,' the day 

which the promised prophet Elijah announces?: . . Do you see that the prophet appears in a day 

he can restore all things, everything that was lost through sin, even the Kingdom?" 2 TG 7 -11: 3 

 

"Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the 

PROPHETS." Amos 3:7. 

 

"Believe in the Lord your God, so shall ye be ESTABLISHED; believe his PROPHETS, so shall 

ye PROSPER."  2 CHRON. 20:20. 

 

"And by a PROPHET the Lord brought Israel out of EGYPT, and by a PROPHET was he 

PRESERVED. " Hosea 12:13. 

 

So Says Inspiration: 

 

1.  Revival is one thing and reformation (reorganization) is yet another. But the two must  

     blend; for unless reorganization (reformation) is connected with the revival of the  

     Spirit, it will not bring forth the good fruits of  righteousness. 

 

2.   The Lord's servant was shown that the Living Testimony (active Spirit of Prophecy)  

      which would develop character would also purify the church. 

 

3.   The pointed testimony must live in the church. This alone will answer to the message  

       (counsel) to the men in the most responsible positions - the Laodicean angel. 

 

4.   The Living Testimony will continue to reside in the church. 

 

5.   Somebody is to come in the spirit and power of Elijah. He has a message, he is an  

      interpreter because men say you do not INTERPRET the Scriptures in the proper  

      way. Let me tell you how to teach your MESSAGE." 

 

a.  This somebody -antitypical Elijah- is to come before the great and dreadful day of the 

Lord (Matt 4:5) and proclaims to the Laodiceans the purification of the church. 

 

b.  When men are as devoted as was Elijah, God will reveal Himself to His people as     

      of old. 

 

      c.   Elijah restores all things, even the kingdom that was lost by sin. 

 

 

6. God will do nothing without first revealing His secrets to "His servants the prophets." 

 

7. Believe in God's word and be established, believe also in His prophets in order that you may 

be prosperous, for the Lord leads and preserves Israel by a living prophet. 

 

Therefore, the purification and reorganization will be brought by revival of the living, active 

Spirit of Prophecy and not just through the writings of the dead prophet. (Rev. 12:17). 
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III. WITHOUT THE LIVING, ACTIVE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY, ATTEMPTED 

REORGANIZATION WILL FAIL. 

 

“... sacred history proves that nothing has ever prospered in God's work without the living 

Spirit of Prophecy in its midst. 

 

"For example, Moses understood from childhood up that his lot it was to deliver the 

children of Israel from Pharaoh's brickyards. And when he was fully grown up and 

thoroughly trained in the courts of Pharaoh, and saw himself STRONG AND CAPABLE, 

he quickly undertook to deliver the enslaved Hebrew host: killed one Egyptian, got into 

an argument with a Hebrew, then deserted everything, and without hope of ever coming 

back he fled the country in complete defeat. Forty years later, after God endowed him 

with the Spirit of Prophecy, he returned and triumphantly led the Hebrew captives out of 

Egypt! 

 

"These special incidences make crystal clear that no matter how hard MEN may  

try to bring about REVIVAL and REFORMATION (reorganization) among God's 

people, their efforts are doomed to failure even before they start if God does not Himself 

through His PROPHETS take charge of the work." 1TGr 10-20, 21. 

 

"Since Zechariah's prophecy met only partial fulfillment in the days the Jews returned from 

Babylon to Jerusalem,… the revival and reformation of Zechariah's time is to repeat in our time. 

The builders' failure to continue with the work and to bring revival and reformation before 

Haggai and Zechariah were called to the prophetic office, and their success after God through the 

prophets took over, perfectly demonstrates that without the LIVING SPIRIT OF PROPHECY in 

the midst NO revival and reformation efforts can succeed, and that is why they all heretofore 

have failed . . . .  It is, therefore, useless to agitate revivals and reformations while one knows not 

what and how actually to revive or to reform... it certainly is not in God's order for one to 'work 

up' something and to call, it revival and reformation. 

 

". . . (1) That a work and movement similar to those of Zechariah's day is successfully to bring 

revival and reformation among God's, people of today (Who is to bring this revival and 

reformation, this great change? - The BRANCH 1 TGr 8-24:3) that those who expect the 

promised blessings must whole-heartedly enter into it. (2) That without the living Spirit of 

Prophecy in our midst, there can be no success in any revival and reformation, and that the 

sooner WE KNOW IT THE QUICKER we shall ACHIEVE our GOAL. " 1 TGr 10-27. 

 

SUMMARY 

 

1. Moses by his own wisdom and without the Spirit of Prophecy failed to liberate Israel. But 

forty years later after had been endowed with the Spirit of Prophecy and by not using his own 

wisdom, he successfully led Israel from Pharaoh's brickyards and bondage. 

 

2. Unless God takes charge of the work through His prophets, regardless how hard men may try 

to reorganize the work, "their efforts are doomed to failure even before they start. 

 

3.   A work similar to that of Zechariah's day will successfully bring revival and reformation. The 

      BRANCH is to bring the great change. 
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4.    The sooner God's people realize that the work will not be finished without the living  

 

       Spirit of Prophecy in their midst, the quicker they will achieve their goal. 

 

Therefore:  The living Spirit of Prophecy is not the writings of the dead prophets. The Jews in 

Christ's day made the sad mistake of believing that Moses was the last of the prophets and his 

writings were all-sufficient.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

". . . . Let us beware that we do not refuse the light God sends, because it does not come in a way 

to please us. Let not God's blessing be turned away from us because we know not the time of our 

visitation. If there are any who do not see and accept the light themselves, let them not stand in 

the way of others. Let it not be said of this highly favored people, as of the Jews when the 

GOOD NEWS of the KINGDOM was PREACHED to them, 'They entered not in themselves, 

and them that were entering in they hindered'. 

 

"We are taught in God's word that this is the time, above all others, when we may look for light 

from heaven. It is now that we are to expect a refreshing from the presence of the Lord . . . ,God 

cannot glorify his name through his people while, they are leaning, upon man, and making flesh 

their arm."  5T 728-9. 

 

Therefore: The work is to go "forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel 

in a message to be given to the world." TM 300. 

 

"Obviously, then, as a result, of this revival and reformation within the Laodicean church, 

another church emerges of which Joshua is in charge, not the angel of Laodicea . . . . Who is to 

bring, this revival and reformation, this great change? - The BRANCH. " 1TGr 8-24:23. 

 

" . . . . Here is seen an organization having a Leader and an under leader the Lord (BRANCH) 

and Joshua. " Id. 26:2. 

 

IV. ANCIENT ISRAEL'S HISTORY IS REPEATED BY MODERN ISRAEL - THE CHURCH 

 

"The principles of God's dealing with men are ever the same. The IMPORTANT MOVEMENTS 

of the present have their parallel in those of the past, and the experience of the church in former 

ages has LESSONS of GREAT value for OUR OWN TIME. " Great Controversy 343:1. 

 

"The history of ancient Israel is a striking illustration of the past experience of the Adventist 

body. " Id. 457:2. 

 

"Jerusalem is a representation of what the church will be if it refuses to receive and walk in the 

light that God has given. . ."  8T 67. 

 

". . . By rejecting God's warnings in this our day, men are repeating the sin of Jerusalem. " 8T 

68:1. 
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". . . When I study the Scriptures, I am alarmed for the Israel of God in these last days .... The 

marks of distinction between Christ's professed people and the world have almost disappeared. 

Like ancient Israel, they follow after the abominations of the nations around them. " 1 T 277:1. 

 

". . . We are repeating the history of that people. '' 5T 160. 

 

The plain facts clearly show that: 

 

1.   The Creator's principles of dealing with His people are ever the same. 

 

2.  The important (prophetic) movements have their parallel (type) in those of the past,  

     and like ancient Israel, God's professed people of today are going after the  

     abominations of the nations. We are repeating their history. The Israel of God (the  

     church) is in an alarming condition. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

". . . The church will be weighed in the balances of the sanctuary. " 5T 83. 

 

"In the balances of the sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed. " 8T 247. 

 

". . . Said the angel, 'God is weighing his people'. " 1T 186. 

 

V. PURIFICATION  PRECEDES  REORGANIZATION. 

 

". . . The Lord will work to purify His church. I tell you in truth, the Lord is about to turn and 

overturn in the institutions called by His name. Just how soon this refining process will begin, I 

cannot say, but it will not be long deferred. He whose fan is in His hand will cleanse His temple 

(church) of its moral defilement. He will thoroughly purge His floor. God has a controversy with 

all who practice the least injustice; for in so doing they reject the authority of God, and imperil 

their INTEREST in the ATONEMENT... " TM 373. 

 

". . . therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvelous work among THIS PEOPLE, (the 

church) even a marvelous work and a wonder: for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and 

the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid. " TM 382. 

 

". . . The time has come for earnest and powerful efforts to rid the church of the slime and filth 

which is tarnishing her purity. The church of Christ is called to be a holy, powerful people, a 

NAME and PRAISE in all the earth. " TM 450. 

 

". . . The time has come when Jerusalem is being searched as with lighted candles. God is at 

work investigating character, weighing moral worth, and pronouncing decisions on individual 

cases. " TM 448. 

 

"He will purify His church, even as Christ purified the temple during His ministry on earth. " A. 

A. 525. 
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". . . . But the days of purification of the church are hastening on apace. God will have a people 

PURE and TRUE. In the MIGHTY sifting SOON to take place, we shall be better able to 

measure the strength of ISRAEL (church). The signs reveal that the time is near when the Lord 

will thoroughly purge His floor." 5T 80. 

 

". . . And I saw that the Lord was WHETTING his SWORD in Heaven to cut them down. Oh 

that every lukewarm professor could realize the clean work that God is about to make among his 

professed people!" 1T 190. 

 

"When TREES without fruit are CUT down as cumberers of the ground, when MULTITUDES 

of FALSE brethren are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ones will be 

REVEALED to view, and with hosannas range under the banner of Christ. " 5T 8. 

 

" 'God is sifting his people. He WILL have a CLEAN and HOLY church. . . ' " 1T 99. 

 

"For Zion's (the church 2T 446) sake will I not hold my peace, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not 

rest, until the righteousness thereof go forth as brightness, and the salvation thereof as a lamp 

that burneth. And. the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt 

be called by a NEW NAME, which the MOUTH of the Lord shall name. 

 

"And ye shall leave YOUR NAME for a curse unto MY CHOSEN: for the Lord God SHALL 

SLAY THEE, and call his SERVANTS by ANOTHER NAME:" Isa 62:1,2; 65:15. 

 

" 'A NEW NAME' Indicative of the new experience they have passed through, which is the 

SEPARATION, or SIFTING as explained. God Himself with His own mouth gives the NAME 

so it can not be COUNTERFEITED. The time the name is received (by the church) is at the end 

of the 430 year period as explained on the chart on pages 112-13. Thus, the church is reorganized 

under a NEW NAME. The OLD NAME, being polluted could no longer be retained. There is no 

one to go by the old name, for the ones who were NOT worthy of having the NEW NAME have 

perished under the figure of the five men with the slaughter weapons of Ezekiel 9. The name 

only remains for a curse.'' 1SR 155. 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

1.   The Lord will have a pure holy church. He was seen whetting His sword to cut down  

      the lukewarm professors. When lukewarm professors are cut down as cumberers of  

      the ground the hidden ones will be disclosed to view.  

 

2.   Then the righteous with hosannas range under the banner of Christ. As they go forth  

      as brightness and as a lamp that burneth, the Gentiles shall see their righteousness and  

      ALL kings their glory, in the time the"Loud Cry". 

 

3. When the Lord slays the wicked in the church, He will call His servants by a NEW  

       name. The old (Seventh-day Adventist)' will remain for a curse. The church is  

       reorganized under a NEW NAME at the 430 years. The new name can NOT be  

       counterfeited for God Himself gives the name with His own mouth. 
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Therefore:  There will be no organization, no new association until after the purification at which 

time the church will go forth under another name. David did not take over asking of Israel until 

after Saul and Saul's son, Jonathan, were slain (II Sam 1:17). Likewise, the antitypical David 

(Eze 37:24) will not take over the S. D. A. denomination, nor the Davidian Association, until 

after antitypical Saul (G. C. leadership 8Tr 48) and Jonathan (D. S. D. A. leadership) are slain. 

Those who by their subtlety are trying to do so before the purification are not antitypical David. 

 

"Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, the church is to enter upon her final conflict. 'Fair as 

the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners, ' she is to go forth into all the 

world, conquering and to conquer. " PK 725. 

 

"Provisional in SET-UP as WELL as in NAME, the Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist 

Association exists SOLELY to accomplish a divinely appointed work within the Seventh-Day 

Adventist denomination, WHEREIN it therefore STRICTLY confines its ACTIVITIES. As its 

WORK there within draws to a close, and the 'servants of our God' (Rev. 7:3) are sealed, its 

NAME (Davidian Seventh-day Adventist) will be changed (Isa 56:5; 62:2; 65:15) and its 

purpose and its work will become all-embracing to the gospel (Matt 17:11; Acts 3:21; Isa 

61:4-7). THEN its CONSTITUTION and BY-LAWS as HEREIN CODIFIED will become 

FULLY operative. "The Leviticus of D. S. D. A. – preface. 

 

Facts easily seen:  

 

1.  The Davidian Association set-up and name is "provisional", only to do a work within  

     the S. D. A. church where it STRICTLY confines its activities. It is, therefore, only  

     church-wide,  not world-wide. 

  

2.  The name of the Davidian Association will be changed. Then its Constitution and  

     By-Laws will become fully operative. 'Thus the church is REORGANIZED under a  

     new name. " 1SR 155. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

"Israel is spelled with six letters" 1SR 233 "Thou, Israel, art my servant" Isa. 41:8 ". . . I will 

bring forth my servant the (six letters) BRANCH."  Zech. 3:8. 

 

"The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him 'whose NAME is the BRANCH'."  G.C. 415. 

 

"In that day shall the BRANCH of the Lord be BEAUTIFUL and GLORIOUS... for them that 

are ESCAPED of ISRAEL." (the church)  Isa 4:2. 

 

" . . I will raise unto David a righteous BRANCH: . . . He shall be called, the LORD OUR 

RIGHTEOUSNESS" Jer. 23:5, 6. 

 

"In those days, and at that time, will I cause the BRANCH of righteousness to grow up unto 

David .... SHE shall be called, the Lord our righteousness. " Jer. 33:15. 
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"And it shall be to me a name of joy, a praise and an honor before all nations of the earth."  Jer. 

33:9. 

 

"In that day shall the Lord defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem; and he that is feeble among them 

at that day shall be as David; and the house of David (righteous Branch) shall be as God (and 

have His name), as the angel of the Lord before them (great multitude Rev 7:9). " Zech. 12:8. 

 

"Praise ye the Lord. Praise, O ye servants of the Lord, praise the NAME of the Lord!" Ps. 113:1. 

 

Box 3088,  Odessa,  Texas                                                                      Benjamin Roden 
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                        THE LIVING TESTIMONY REVIVED 
 

"Again: we are forewarned that there would be false prophets in the last days, and the Bible 

gives a test by which to try their teachings, in order that we may distinguish between the true and 

the false. The grand test is the law of God, which is applied both to the prophesying and to the 

moral character of the prophets. If there were to be no true prophesying in the last days, how 

much easier to have stated the fact, and thus cut off all chance for deception, than to give a test 

by which to try them, as if there would be the genuine as well as the false .... The only standard 

by which to determine whether their fruits are good or bad, is the law of God." E.W. 138:1, 2. 

 

"I have been shown that the Lord is reviving, the living, pointed testimony, which will develop 

character and purify  the church." 1 T 216:1. 

 

"I was shown that the pointed testimony must live in the church. This alone will answer to the 

message to the  Laodiceans." 3 T 260:1. 

 

"God designs that there shall ever be a living testimony in the church." 3 T 360:2. 

 

"This cannot be accomplished (unity) without a clear, pointed, living testimony in the church." 3 

T 361:3. 

 

"... God had a message for the church that was sacred and important. If received, it would make a 

thorough reformation in the church, revive the living testimony that would purge out 

hypocrites and sinners, and bring the church again into favor with God. E.W. 228:2. 

 

"In doing this work we are sounding the First, Second, and Third angels' messages, and are thus 

being prepared for the coming of that other angel (message) from heaven who is to lighten the 

earth with his glory."  6T 406:5: 

 

"In a message yet future" 1889 Ed. of G.C. 383:0, see facsimile on this page to the left. 

 

"There will be those among us who will always want to control the work of God, to dictate even 

what movements shall be made when the work goes forward under the direction of the angel 

(message) who joins the third angel in the message to be given to the world. God will use ways 

and means by which it will be seen that He is taking the reins in His own hands. The workers 

will be surprised by the simple means that He will use to bring about and perfect His work of 

righteousness." T.M. 300. 

 

.. I saw another mighty angel (message) commissioned to descend to the earth, to unite his 

voice with the third angel, and give power and force to his message. Great power and glory were 

imparted to the angel, and as he descended, the earth was lightened with his glory ....... 

 

"The work of this angel comes in at the right time to join in the last great work of the third 

angel's message, as it swells to a loud cry ... This message seemed to be an addition to the third  
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message..." E.W. 277:1, 2. 

 

"The second angel's message was to go to Babylon (the churches) proclaiming her downfall, and 

calling the people to come out of her. This same message is to be proclaimed the second time. 

'And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the 

earth was lightened with his glory."  T.M. 59.  Parenthesis in quotation theirs.   

 

"God saw that many of His professed people were not building for eternity, and in His mercy He 

was about to send a message of warning to arouse them from their stupor... This warning is 

brought to view in Revelation 14.  Here is a threefold message represented as proclaimed by 

heavenly beings... This message is declared to be a part of (not all) the "everlasting gospel." 

G.C. PP. 311, 312. 

 

"The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united. On their foreheads was written God, New 

Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name." E.W. 15; 1 T 59. 

 

Sealed - by mark of pure truth: 

 

"Those who receive the pure mark of truth, wrought in them by the power of the Holy Ghost, 

represented by a mark by the man in linen, are those 'that sigh and that cry for all the 

abominations that be done  'in the church." 3T 267:1. 

 

THREE-FOLD SEAL: - A Three-Fold Message - A Three-Fold Truth. 

 

(1)  Sabbath seal by S.D.A. (Rev. 14:6-11; Isa. 8:16). 

 

(2)  New Jerusalem seal of the 144,000 (Rev. 7 :1-8). 

 

(3)  New Name seal (E.W.15; Rev. 3:12). 

 

The 144,000 must have Jesus' New Name seal in their foreheads to be eligible for 

translation. 

 

Yours to know and accept 

Jesus' New Name, 

 

Ben L. Roden 

Box 3088 

Odessa, Texas 

 

Notes Emphasis and parenthesis in quotation ours, unless otherwise designated. 
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THE HARVEST 
 

 

April 5, 1960 

 

Subject:  The Judgment                         

 

Aim to show:  The different phases of the judgment: 

 

1.  The forerunner (message) pointing to the coming judgment of the dead, - "at an hour". 

    

2.  The Judgment of the Dead, - "at a day". 

 

3.  The forerunner (message) pointing to the judgment of the living, - "at a month". 

   

4.  The Judgment of the Living, - "at a year". 

        a)  for the church.         

        b)  for the world. 

 

5.  The four angels bound in the river Euphrates are symbolic of these four movements. 

           a)  At an hour - Rev. 14:6-8. 

           b)  At a day - Rev. 14:6-12. 

           c)  At a month - Joel 2:23; Rev. 7:1-8. 

           d)  At a year - Isa. 63:4; Eze. 24:1-3; Rev. 18:1. 

 

Gem Thought: 

 

"The same angel who visited Sodom is sounding the note of warning, 'Escape for thy life.'  The 

bottles of God's wrath cannot be poured out to destroy the wicked and their works until all the 

people of God have been judged, and the CASES of the LIVING as well as the dead are decided.  

And even after the saints are SEALED with the seal of the living God, His elect will have trials 

individually.  Personal afflictions will come; but the furnace is closely watched by an eye that 

will not suffer the gold to be consumed.  The indelible mark of God is upon them.  God can 

plead that His own name is written there.  The Lord has shut them in.  Their destination is 

inscribed - 'GOD, NEW JERUSALEM.'  They are God's property, His possession."  T.M. 446. 

 

Introduction: 

 

The investigative judgment, though it is the crowning act of our salvation and of the setting up of 

the Kingdom of God, it is, nevertheless, one of the most mystified, least understood and 

confused Bible subjects of our time.  There is only one way to clear away the haze of mysticism, 

confusion, and speculation of the many winds of doctrine blowing; and that way is through the 

angel's messages.  Through the revelation of one phase of the gospel, we are enabled to 

understand another phase.  In this way God leads His people step by step. 
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1.  Pre-Judgment of the Dead, - at an hour. 

 

"As God sent His servant to warn the world of the coming Flood, so He sent chosen messengers 

to make known the nearness of the FINAL JUDGMENT.  And as Noah's contemporaries 

laughed to scorn the predictions of the preacher of righteousness, so in Miller's day many, even 

of the professed people of God, scoffed at the words of warning." G.C. 339. 

 

"To William Miller and his co-laborers it was given to preach the warning in America.  This 

country became the center of the great advent movement.  It was here that the prophecy of the 

first angel's message had its most direct fulfillment....Far and wide spread the message of the 

everlasting gospel:  'Fear God, and give glory to Him; for the HOUR of His judgment is come.' 

 

"....Like John the Baptist, the FORERUNNER of Christ, those who preached (Miller) this 

solemn message felt compelled to lay the ax at the root of the tree,... 

 

"Thousands wer led to embrace all the truth preached by William Miller, and servants of God 

were raised up in the spirit and power of Elijah to proclaim the message....'Fear God, and give 

glory to Him; for the HOUR of His JUDGMENT is come'."  EW 233. 

 

"Of this coming of the Lord (for the dead) William Miller was the messenger, and the message 

of Elijah the Prophet - the MESSENGER of the COVENANT - is the FORERUNNER for His 

coming with the living saints, both of the same event - the JUDGMENT." 2SR 241. 

 

The facts in these statements are plain: 

  

1.  Miller and his co-laborers were chosen of God to make known the nearness of the final    

      judgment. 

 

2.  It was in America that the prophecy of the first angel's message had its most direct  

     fulfillment - "the hour of His judgment is come." 

 

3.  As John the Baptist was the FORERUNNER of Christ's first Advent, Miller was the  

     FORERUNNER of His second advent. Miller, like John laid the ax at the root of the  

     tree. 

 

4.  Miller was a type of Elijah.  Thousands accepted the message "the hour of His  

      judgment". 

 

5.  Elijah, in the type, is the messenger of the covenant, the FORERUNNER of the Lord  

     coming to judgment with His saints, both the dead and the living. 

 

Conclusion:  

 

William Miller was given a prophetic message of the coming judgment to declare to the 

churches.  He was a type of Elijah the prophet. 
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Note:  

 

1.  Miller had no desire to start another movement. 

 

2.  "...Adventists were for a short time united in the belief that the door of mercy  

        was shut." Spiritual Gifts Vol. 4 p27.  Read Zech. 1:11; GC 435. 

 

II.  The Judgment Day - at a day. 

 

"After Jesus opened the door of the most holy, the light of the Sabbath was seen, and the people 

of God were tested, as the children of Israel were tested anciently, to see if they would keep 

God's law.  I SAW the THIRD angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to 

the holiest of the heavenly sanctuary....The third angel has lighted up the past, the present, and 

the future." E.W. 254-5. 

 

"The coming of Christ here described (Dan. 7:13) is not His second coming to the earth.  He 

comes to the Ancient of Days in heaven to receive dominion and glory and a kingdom, which 

will be given Him at the close of His work as a MEDIATOR.  It is this coming, and not His 

second advent to the earth, that was foretold in prophecy to take place at the termination of the 

2300 days in 1844.  Attended by heavenly angels our great High Priest ENTERS the HOLY of 

HOLIES and there APPEARS in the PRESENCE of God to ENGAGE in the LAST ACTS of 

His MINISTRATION in BEHALF of MAN - to PERFORM the WORK of INVESTIGATIVE 

JUDGMENT and to make an ATONEMENT for ALL who are SHOWN to be ENTITLED to its 

BENEFITS." GC 480. 

 

Here we see: 

 

 1.  At the end of the 2300 years, Jesus opened the door  

      between the holy and most holy places making them one 

      combined apartment, then the truth of the Sabbath was 

      seen. 

 

 2.  Sr. E.G. Harmon (White) had a vision of the third angel 

      pointing upward to the holiest of the heavenly sanctuary.   

                 She was given the THIRD angel's message. 

 

 3.   The investigative judgment and atonement in the holy of 

                  holies in behalf of man are the LAST ACTS of Christ's 

       ministration. 

 

History of the great Seventh-day Adventist movement and the most wonderful works of Mrs. 

E.G. White are sufficient testimony for any candid mind.  A message that does not incorporate 

the works of this instrumentality and those of Miller into their message is not from above.  A 

message may have some or lots of truth, and all do, more or less.  But a message arising after 

William Miller's message that does not link its truth with that of the instrumentalities mentioned 

above, is designed only to lead men astray. 
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"A Threefold Message - Revelation 14:6, 7 foretells the proclamation of the first angel's 

message.  Then the prophet continues:  'There followed another angel, saying, Babylon is 

fallen....And the third angel followed them....The three messages are but one threefold message:  

They are three only in the order of their rise.  But having risen, they go on together, and are 

inseparable." G.C. 692:3. 

 

The facts are: 

  

1.  The three angel's messages of Rev. 14 are three separate and distinct messages, one  

      rising of the other, but  having risen, they go on together. 

  

2.  The three messages combined make one threefold message. 

 

Illustration:  "...I was shown three steps - the first, second and third angel's messages.  Said my 

accompanying angel, 'Woe to him who shall move a block or stir a pin of these messages.'" E.W. 

257. 

 

Thus:  

 

1.  There are three steps.  One message follows the other. 

 

2.  Woe is pronounced upon anyone who would move a block (foundation) or stir a pin  

      (waymark) of these messages from where they belong. 

 

"...The announcement, 'The HOUR of His JUDGMENT is come, points to the closing work of 

Christ's ministration for the salvation of men....The work of JUDGMENT which began in 1844 

must continue until the cases of all are decided, both of the living and the dead....In order to be 

prepared for the JUDGMENT, it is necessary that men should keep the law of God.  That LAW 

will be the STANDARD of CHARACTER in the JUDGMENT." G.C. 435-6. 

 

Therefore: 

 

1.  The announcement of the hour of His judgment points to 

     Christ's work in the most holy place. 

 

2.  The judgment work that began for the dead in 1844 must 

     continue until the living are judged as well. 

 

3.  Those who are prepared for the judgment must keep God's 

     law.  Read Eccl. 11:9; 12:13, 14. 

 

Thus far in this study, we have pointed out the three angel's messages of Rev. 14, which proceed 

from the throne of God (Rev. 4:2-5).  "They are three only in the order of their rise.  But having 

risen, they go on together, and are inseparable." G.C. 693. 

 

These three angel's messages were constituted in two movements.  (1) The forerunner, First-day  
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Adventists declaring that the HOUR of His judgment is come, - "at an hour".  This is the first 

phase, pre-judgment of the dead.  (Rev. 14:6-8; GC 311) (2) The third angel's message arising 

immediately after 1844, the Seventh-day Adventists (Laodicean church), to proclaim the great 

DAY of God's judgment is here, the day in which God will judge the dead, - "at a day".  This is 

the second phase of the judgment hour message. 

 

Therefore: 

 

The Laodicean angel (movement - SDA) and the First-day Adventists are symbolized by the first 

two of the four angels, movements that were to arise in Babylon (bound in Euphrates).  Rev. 9:14 

 

"All classes of second advent believers agree, that the angel brought to view in the 6th and 7th 

verses of this chapter (Rev. 14), represents the advent message, to the church and world.  If this 

is true, then ALL FIVE of the ANGELS brought to VIEW in this chapter represent FIVE distinct 

MESSAGES, PRIOR to the ADVENT or we ARE left WITHOUT a RULE to INTERPRET this 

chapter." W.L.F. 10, 11 

 

Therefore: 

 

1.  There are five angel's messages in chapter 14 of the Revelations. 

 

2.  Millerite and SDA movements, - three angel's messages.  Where 

     are the other two messages to be found and what are they? 

 

III.  Hence, The Forerunner of the Judgment of the Living, at a 

        month. 

 

"This warning is brought to view in Rev. 14.  Here is seen a threefold message (SDA)  

represented as proclaimed by heavenly beings and immediately followed by the coming of the 

Son of man to REAP the HARVEST of the earth." G.C. 311. 

 

"...What, indeed, if she (SDA) does not accept and practice the message of very present Truth, 

the FINAL PHASE of the FIRST Angel's Message, which is presently ANNOUNCING the 

stealthy APPROACH of judgment upon the living..." WHR 39. 

 

LOOK, the key to Rev. 14. 

 

1.  After the three angel's messages have permeated the earth in 

     the time of Judgment of the Dead, the Son of man comes to 

     HARVEST the earth. 

 

2.  Harvest - Judgment of the Living. 

 

3.  The Shepherd's Rod declares itself to be the final phase of 

     the first angel's message, -the forerunner of the judgment 

     of the living. 
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"Let both (wheat and tares) grow together until the harvest (judgment of the living): and IN THE 

TIME of HARVEST (atonement, judgment) I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together FIRST 

the TARES, and bind them in BUNDLES to burn them: but gather the WHEAT into my BARN 

(kingdom)." Matt. 13:30. 

 

"...the harvest (judgment) is (in) the end of the world." Matt. 13:39. 

 

"And ANOTHER angel (message WLF 10, 11) came out of the temple, crying...reap; for the 

harvest of the earth is ripe." Rev. 14:15. 

 

Please Note: 

 

1.  In the time (not after) of the judgment, the tares are bundled and bound together to  

     burn, but the wheat is put into the Kingdom (barn). 

 

2.  This time of judging the living is in the end of the world. 

 

3.  After the third (threefold) angel's message has been given to the world another angel  

     (message) came from the Temple in heaven crying with a LOUD (strong) voice  

     (message) that it is time to judge the living - the harvest of the earth. 

 

"For the time is come that judgment (harvest) must begin at the house of God: (the church." 1 

Pet. 4:17. 

 

Note: 

 

The church (house of God) is the first to be judged after the third angel's message has been given 

to the world. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Rev. 14:15 is a message to the church announcing the judgment of the living.  This is the 

forerunner or pre-harvest of the living and is the same as Rev. 14:6, 7 in its second phase. Please 

notice that in this verse, in speaking of the first angel, the term "another angel" is used. This 

denotes that the first angel proclaims a message in more than one period.  IT is obvious and 

logical that from the evidence here presented Rev. 14:6,7, the first angel's message in its double 

application is the forerunner announcing the judgment of the dead in its first phase and 

forerunner to the judgment of the living in its second phase. 

 

Special Note :  

 

(1)   The first angel in its first phase is symbolized by the first angel of Rev. 9:14 bound in  

        Euphrates (Babylon).  

(2)   The third angel in its first phase is the second movement (angel) bound in Babylon   

        (Euphrates).  
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(3)   The first angel in its SECOND phase (forerunner for judgment of living) is the THIRD  

        movement (angel) bound in the river (nations Isa. 8:7).    

         

(4)   The Judgment of Living at the house of God is the FOURTH angel, movement bound  by    

        Babylon's river.  Four angel's, four movements bound in Babylon's river – Euphrates. 

 

The four angels are to be loosed from the control of the river.  This simply means God's people 

will be taken out of the river that has them bound.  Since Babylon "The Great" represents all the 

nations (Rev. 17:12, 13) and the churches (Rev. 17:3) united with them and since God's true 

people are to be loosed from their control; where, then will they be?  Certainly not in Heaven yet, 

for the Loud Cry is to be given to Babylon.  (Rev. 18:4). 

 

Answer:    "But ye, O mountains of Israel (holy land), ye SHALL shoot forth your branches, and 

YIELD your FRUIT to my PEOPLE of Israel of Israel; for THEY are at HAND to COME." Eze. 

36:8. 

 

Come to where? 

 

"...To my holy mountain Jerusalem saith the Lord." Isa. 66:20  "...and all nations (all the 

righteous from the nations, Babylon the Great) shall flow unto IT....for out of Zion (Mt. Zion) 

shall go forth the law (God's ruling headquarters), and the word (Truth) of the Lord from 

Jerusalem."  Isa. 2:2, 3. 

 

We see in Rev. 14 that after the three angel's messages had been given to the world the Lord 

judges (harvests) the church - separates the wheat from the tares in the church (Rev. 14:15, 16; 1 

Pet. 4:17; Luke 14:17-22).  

 

Note:  

 

After the reaping in the church there is to be a reaping in the world.  (Rev. 14:17-19; Matt. 25:31; 

Luke 14:23).   These two messages are also depicted in Rev. 7:1-9; Rev. 18:1-4; Rev. 7:9.  These 

two angel's messages of Rev. 14:15, 17 which are the same as the last two angels, movements, 

that are bound in the river Euphrates, Rev. 9:14. 

 

Question:  

 

How can we identify two more prophetic movements coming after the SDA movements and 

where are they to be found in Babylon's river, since there are hundreds of  movements saying 

they have the truth for the church? - every wind of doctrine is blowing. 

 

Answer:  

 

They are identified by the messages they are bearing and the work they are doing.  The two 

messages are better illustrated by the angel ascending from the East.  (Rev. 7:1-8) and the one 

who descends.  (Rev.  18:1). 
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Illustration:  "MY FIRST VISION" 

 

"The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united.  On their foreheads was written, God, New 

Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' NEW NAME." LS 65; EW 15. 

 

THREE SEALS 

 

 SEAL #1 GOD - Seal in the law - (Isa. 8:16), Rev. 14:6-10. 

   

1.   The fourth commandment....contains the SEAL of God, affixed to his law as evidence  

      of its authenticity  and binding force."  P.P. 307. 

 

2.  "The SEAL of God's law is found in the fourth commandment.  This only, of all the 

       ten, brings to view BOTH the NAME and TITLE of the Lawgiver.... Aside from this         

       precept, there is nothing in the Decalogue to show by whose authority the law is        

       given." G.C. 452. 

 

3.  The SIGN, OR SEAL, of God is revealed in the observance of the seventh-day  

       Sabbath, the Lord's MEMORIAL of creation." 8T 117. 

 

 SEAL #2 NEW JERUSALEM - Rev. 7:2; 3:12. 

 

1.  "...the bride represents the Holy City." G.C. 427. 

 

2.  "...The close and sacred relation of God to His people is represented under the figure  

       of marriage." P. P. 306. 

 

3.  "Very close and sacred is the relation between Christ and His church, - He the  

        bridegroom, and the CHURCH (New Jerusalem) the bride." Ed. 268. 

 

4.  "...I saw that WHILE Jesus was IN the MOST HOLY place He would be married  

        to the NEW JERUSALEM."  E.W. 251. 

 

5.  "...The marriage represents the reception by Christ of His Kingdom.  The Holy City,  

       the New Jerusalem, which is the CAPITOL and representative of the KINGDOM, is  

      called the 'bride, the Lord's wife'." G.C. 426. 

 

6.  "...But if our life is hid with Christ in God, we shall see of His grace and salvation.   

      Christ is coming to ESTABLISH His kingdom ON the EARTH." 9T 62-3; Read Isa.  

      40:10, 11. 

 

7.  "...What time is here referred to?  Not to the revelation of Christ in the clouds of       

      heaven to find a people asleep.  No; but to His return from His ministration in the        

      most holy place of the heavenly sanctuary....This is the time of reckoning with his  

      servants....If such had only known that the work of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary  

      would close for the church so soon, how differently would they have conducted  
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      themselves!" 2T 190-1. 

 

8.  "In that day shall the BRANCH (wife) of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the  

      fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are ESCAPED of Israel  

      (church).  And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that  

      remaineth in (new) Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even everyone that is written  

      among the LIVING in Jerusalem:  When the Lord shall have...purged the blood of  

      Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the spirit of judgment (of living)....And the Lord  

      will create upon every dwelling place of mount Zion...a CLOUD and SMOKE by  

      day, and the shining of a flaming fire by night: for upon all the GLORY shall be a  

      DEFENSE....and for a covert from storm and from rain." (no storm and rain in the  

      new earth, nor in heaven) Isa. 4:2-6. 

 

The plain fact is: 

  

The angel (movement) teaching the message about the Earth (Rev.7:2), the establishment of 

God's kingdom, "in the days of these kings." Dan. 2:44 is also bound in Euphrates. 

 

Plainly, there are four angels (movements) bound in Euphrates (Rev. 9:14).  But there are only 

three sealing messages for the 144,000.  The four angels that are bound represent movements and 

begin with the Millerite movement, - at an hour.  The three sealing messages are represented by 

five angels of Rev. 14.  There are three angels in the first seal and one each in the last two. 

 

IV.  Therefore, the Judgment of the Living, - at a year. 

 

"...If 'ALL', then it is definite that ALL living saints are COUNTED under the SEVENTH 

SEAL'....The 144,000 are sealed BEFORE the SILENCE 'of an half an hour', or at the opening 

OF THE SEAL, but they are JUDGED (counted) in the period of the SEVENTH seal, for the 

prayer was for 'all' saints - the living. 

 

"Therefore, a revelation of the judgment for the living, is of as great importance as the revelation 

of the gospel itself.  For the judgment (blotting out the sins) - parentheses theirs - is the crowning 

act in the gospel of Christ." 2SR 220. 

 

Please Note: 

 

1.  The 144,000 are sealed at the opening of the 7th seal, -before the half an hour silence,  

     but judged afterwards. 

 

2.  Their sins are blotted out in the judgment.  This is the crowning act. 

 

3.  We are to expect that while the 144,000 are receiving their crowns in preparation to  

     ruling the earth (kings and priests) the nations will be losing theirs. (Ed. 179). 

 

4.  In the statement above, three subjects are presented: 
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A. Sealing;  B. half an hour silence;  C. the judgment. 

 

These three subjects are the most important in all the Bible, for the central figure in each is our 

Redeemer, the Messiah.  We shall deal with each subject separately, (although they are very 

closely bound together) and sum up in a few words all that has been written. 

 

In the first part of this study we dealt with the movements pertaining to the judgment of the dead.  

But that which is to follow deals with the living and the time of each event. 

 

SEALING OF 144,000 

 

"...the 144,000 are those who are sealed in the judgment for the church...When this number is 

sealed, probation will close for the church." 2SR 165. 

 

"...the period of the sixth seal, in the days of the sealing of the 144,000." 1TGr 35:20. 

 

"So in the time between the 'latter rain' of truth (at a month) and the 'outpouring' of the Spirit's 

power, there will be sealed a consecrated number who will escape from among 'the slain of the 

Lord'." 1A 91. 

 

"The sealing time is very short and will soon be over." E.W. 58. 

 

"...It will be noted that the 144,000 are called 'first fruits', denoting that they are sealed at the 

beginning of 'the harvest' -the commencement of the time to separate 'the tares' from 'the wheat'." 

5Tr 74. 

 

"When the marking (sealing) is finished, the five men with the slaughter weapons begin with the 

ancient men which were before the house....see Volume 3, pages 266, 267, and Volume 5, pages 

210-212." 1SR 29-30. 

 

"The seal is the permit; it places their names in the Lamb's book of Life, and thus it grants to 

them the right to appear before the Father in the judgment; not in person, but in figure; thus 

having their sins blotted out." 2SR 184:4. 

 

Here we see: 

 

"The 144,000 are sealed in the time of the judgment for the church...Since the 144,000 are sealed 

before the silence of half an hour, this judgment could not be the judgment for the 144,000 which 

comes after the silence.  The judgment spoken of here is the judgment for the church, not for the 

144,000.  This sealing period is very short (EW 53).  It comes at the end of the latter rain of truth 

or "in the time between the 'latter rain' of truth (S. Rod message) and the 'outpouring of the 

Spirit's power'." 

 

Note: 
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The "latter rain" of truth at a month ceased in 1955 at the passing of the messenger.  Read 

November S. Code Vol. 11-1:14.  This year (1955) also marked the beginning of the Branch 

message - the judgment of the living in the church and sealing of the 144,000 which we have 

understood would be accomplished in four short years (1TGr 10-20:1) - a very short period of 

time (EW 58).  But do not confuse this judgment for the church with that of the 144,000 after the 

half hour silence as some have in the past.  This phase of the judgment will be explained under 

the topic of "The Judgment".  The end of this period should bring us to the time of half an hour 

silence, the antitypical Passover. 

 

B.  The Half an Hour Silence: 

 

"What made the silence?  As the judgment opened, John states:  'And out of the throne 

proceeded...voices....'(Rev. 4:5, 8).  The voices continuous day and night while the judgment (of 

the dead) is going on.  But SOMETIME after the SEVENTH SEAL was opened these voices 

were silenced for about half an hour....Evidently the judgment, for some reason, had stopped, and 

half an hour later it resumed. 

 

"What made the interruption and brought the change?...We conclude that the half an hour or 

seven days stands for the purification of the church, pointing forward to the fulfillment of 

Malachi 3:1-6.  But we have a more definite proof, which will clear all doubts. 

 

"In observance of the Passover, the Lord commanded Israel to celebrate that occasion seven 

days....Israel after the flesh going into Egypt, then out of Egypt to Mount Sinai, the Passover in 

Egypt on the night when the death angel smote the first born of man and The beast at the 

departure of Israel, are types of the church at the present time - the church going out of Egypt - 

worldliness, the purification of the church, the separation of the tares from the wheat - the 

fulfillment of Eze. 9." 2SR 216.  Read P.P. 277. 

 

"...On the fourteenth day of the first Jewish month, the very day and month on which for fifteen 

long centuries the Passover lamb had been slain, Christ, having eaten the Passover with the 

disciples..." G.C. 399. 

 

"....the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which the Passover had 

been a type."  P.P. 539. 

 

"...The conclusion then is that as long as we stay with her (the church), there seems to be no need 

of ordaining the Lord's Supper privately among ourselves, perhaps not before the HOUR 

COMES for the PENITENT to be SEPARATED from the IMPENITENT, as taught by the 

TYPES - by the Passover in Egypt, AND by the Passover on the night when Judas was to go out, 

never again to walk with the twelve." 1TGr 3:6. 

 

"...If it becomes necessary for us to know ahead of time the day and hour of the purification of 

the church, the ANTITYPICAL Passover (Lord's Supper), we will be told." 2TG 41:3. 

 

"...the 430 prophetic years originally applied to Abraham and his seed, OVERLAP the 430 years 

of Ezekiel 4.  The 430 years of Ezekiel should terminate in 1929, or 1930, but the PERFECT 
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fulfillment of the prophetic period of Abraham in its ANTI-TYPE (Lord's Supper) is yet in the 

future (going out of Egypt)....Ezekiel's prophecy (430 years) is intended to point forward to the 

announcement of the predicted reformation, and the one through Abraham, to its completion 

(Ezekiel nine)." 2SR 275. 

 

We plainly see: 

 

1.  The half hour silence is seven days between the judgment of the dead and the  

      judgment of the living. 

 

2.  The half an hour silence stands for the purification of  the church - the Passover in its  

      antitype, - the church  going out of worldliness - Egypt; separation of the wheat from  

      the tares. 

 

3.  The Lord's Supper is the antitypical Passover and is observed at Passover time.  It is  

      instituted when the time comes to separate the tares from the wheat. 

 

4.  The harvest or judgment for the 144,000 living saints begins after the Lord's Supper or  

     antitypical Passover is instituted, and it comes at the end of the 430 year prophetic  

     period of Abraham which overlaps Ezekiel's 430 years. 

 

Note: 

 

From the calling of Abraham to the Passover in Egypt is 430 (PP760), plus fifteen long centuries 

brings us to the crucifixion (G.C. 399).  From the cross to 1530, Luther's reformation - the 

Augsburg Confession, is 1500 years.  The pale horse rider was to have power over a fourth part 

of the earth, -1500 years.  (2SR 212).  1530 + 430 = 1960. 

 

Some seem to think the 430 years would not end until June 25, 1960, since it was at that time in 

1530 that Luther came before the Diet of Augsburg for his confession.  Here is where the princes 

of Germany signed the article by Luther, called the Augsburg Confession.  However, there was a 

Diet held in Augsburg on April 8, 1530 (see the Concordia Encyclopedia) in which an article of 

faith was requested from the Protestants. 

 

We have here a matter of a few days.  If we wait until 1961 to institute the Lord's Supper among 

us, since there is no type for a Passover in June, there would be a lengthening of days.  But 1960 

seems to be a shortening of days or does God reckon from the April 8 date?  Was it the princes 

that broke the power of the pope on June 25, or was it the article that was based on the Word of 

God prepared by Luther prior to June 25 which brought the victory for the Protestants? 

 

Our SDA ministers tell us it was the French army's taking the pope prisoner in the 1790s that 

broke his power.  But Luther, Sr. White and Bro. Houteff testify that it was the words of Truth - 

"The just shall live by faith" that rendered the pontiff powerless before General Berthier. 

 

The S. Rod messenger tells us that he did not know when to observe the Lord's Supper, but that 

when the time comes for us to observe it right, the Lord would show us how and when to observe 

it correctly. 
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Although we may not know all there is to know about observing the ordinances at Passover, 

nevertheless, we do have a thus saith the Lord for the time.  It must be that since we have this 

knowledge, it is time.  For, what is knowledge worth to one if he does not make a right use of it?  

One thing is certain:  to him that knoweth to do good and doeth it not, to him, is is sin. 

 

This does not mean that we believe the Kingdom will be set up in 1960.  We have never taught 

that or even believed the 144,000 would stand on Mt. Zion this year.  We have understood for 

quite some time that after the antitypical Passover, the harvest would begin for the 144,000.  And 

harvest means Judgment, a period of time.  (3Tr 65).  But we do believe they will stand there at 

the end of the 120 years.  (type of Noah)  See 2SR 280. 

 

To illustrate: 

 

#1 "Jesus saith unto them, My meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish his work.  

Say not ye, there are yet four months, and then cometh harvest?  behold, I say unto you, Lift up 

your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest.  And he that reapeth 

receiveth wages, and gathered fruit unto life eternal: that both he that SOWETH and he that 

REAPETH may rejoice together.  And herein is that saying true, One soweth, and another 

REAPETH.  I sent you to reap that wherein ye bestowed no labor: other men labored, and ye are 

entered into their labors." John 4:34-38. 

 

The facts are plain: 

 

1.  We are to finish the work He has given us. 

 

2.  We are not to wait for the great harvest that is coming at the end of the four months  

     (120 years), but we are to look up, for the 144,000 are already to be harvested. 

 

3.  The SDA church has been sowing for many years and also DSDA.  But the Branch,  

     the Reaper, Man in Linen (Eze. 9:3), receiveth the wages, gathers in the precious grain  

     from the fields where we never labored. 

 

#2 "Behold...the plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that soweth 

seed; and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills shall melt.  And I will bring 

again the captivity of my people Israel, and they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them." 

Amos 9:13, 14. 

 

Here we see: 

 

1.  The plowman, the ones that prepare the soil.  DSDA overtakes the reaper, SDA, in the  

     time of the judgment of the dead. 

 

2.  While SDA and DSDA are engaged in sowing the seed, the Branch comes and begins  

     to tread the grapes so that there will be plenty of pure sweet wine for the wedding  

     feast. 
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3.  Then the Lord will bring again Israel and they will build up the waste (spiritually  

     desolate) cities and they will inhabit them. 

 

C.  The Judgment 

 

"...The judgment, therefore, is to determine who are the 'wheat' and who are the 'tares', and to 

designate the future of each....And as the congregation of the dead as well as the congregation of 

the living are commingled with the good and the bad, the judgment takes place among both, first 

among the dead, then among the living.  In the judgment the decision is made as to who are 

worthy of eternal life, and who of eternal death...who are to come up in the first resurrection 

(Rev. 20:6), and who in the second; also who are to translated when Jesus comes...and who are to 

perish at the brightness of His coming:...This is the FIRST ASPECT of the judgment, and being 

ONLY a BOOK WORK (Dan. 7:10), a work that does NOT disturb wither the dead in the grave 

or the LIVING in the church, IT takes place in heaven." 5A 30. 

 

Thus:  

 

1.  The church is judged (book work) in the time of  the sixth seal after the "latter rain" of  

     truth had ceased and before the half hour silence. This is the work of judging the  

     living church.  At the end of the sixth seal and opening of  the seventh, the 144,000 are  

     marked (sealed 2SR 220).  Their names are placed in the Lamb's book of life, which  

     grants them the right to be judged (2SR 184). 

 

2.  After the silence of half an hour, there will be a harvest, judgment, counting or  

     gathering of the 144,000.  Evidently, at the atonement the time of the offering of the  

     incense, is when the angel offers the prayers for all living saints.  It necessarily would  

     have to be, or else they would go down with tares at the silence of half an hour. 

 

"The second aspect is not a book work but an actual separation of the dead on the resurrection 

day, and of the living on the day of purification....whereas the worthy living are judged to live 

on, and the unworthy judged to die.  And this is the simple reason for the judgment." 5A 31. 

 

The facts are: 

 

1.  The first phase of the judgment is a book work only for the dead and the living. 

 

2.  The second aspect is not a book work, but rather an actual separation. 

 

Note: 

 

This is the aspect of the judgment we promised to explain. This is the work of investigative 

judgment the BRANCH (Christ) started after the "latter rain" of truth ceased in 1955.  This is 

when the new name came at the beginning of harvest but in the time of the harvest (1SR 233), 

after the half an hour silence, the church on her way home will receive a new name (2TG 10:30).  

Bro. Houteff shows that this book work did not begin for the church in his day. 
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"If I whet my GLITTERING sword, and MINE hand take hold on JUDGMENT; I will render 

vengeance to mine enemies, and will reward them that hate me." Deut. 32:41. 

 

"That all flesh may know that I the Lord have drawn forth my sword out of his sheath: it shall 

not return any more." Eze. 21:5. 

 

Special Note: 

 

There are two types of the Passover that brought a visible cleansing for our example.   

 

One in Egypt and one when the twelve were cleansed (1TGr 3:6).  Which ever type is to be 

fulfilled at this Passover we will soon know.  The final results are the same. 

 

SUMMARY:  

 

 (1) Rev. 14:6-8 Millerite movement, - the forerunner of the judgment of the dead; first and 

second angels, -at an hour; (2) Rev. 14:0, 10 SDA, the third angel; the three angels fused into 

one; the seal of God, -at a day; (3) Rev. 7:1-8 final phase of the first angel, - the forerunner of the 

judgment of the living, DSDA; former and latter rain in first month.  Zech 2:2, 3; (4) Rev. 18:1, 

final phase of second angel, - the Branch, Judgment of the Living (a) at the house of God (b) in 

Babylon after the Kingdom. 

 

Brother, Sister, pour the extra oil into your lamps for they are going out!! 

 

 

BENJAMIN RODEN 
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THE ARM OF THE LORD 
 

 

PART  1         March 27, 1961 

 

       "Hearken unto me, my people; and give ear unto me, O my nation: for a law shall proceed 

from me, and I will make my judgment to rest for a light of the people.  My righteousness is 

near; my salvation is gone forth, and mine arms shall judge the people; the isles shall wait upon 

Me, and on mine arm shall they trust." Isa. 51:4, 5. 

 

       Brother Houteff commenting on these Scriptures says:  "We are asked to hearken to the Lord 

because a law and a judgment are to proceed from Him.  These are to be a light to the people." 

1TGr 37:13. 

 

       In the parable of Matt. 25 we find that the church (COL 406) is asleep.  "God wills that a 

voice shall be heard arousing his people to action." 5T 709.  The Bible says, "He that sleepeth in 

harvest is a son that causeth shame." Prov. 10:5.  The message the church has been giving to the 

world since 1844 is the Judgment of the Dead, but the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy say the 

church is asleep.  Since the closing work by our Lord in the courts above is to judge the living, 

and the church is unaware of this fact, and since judgment begins at the house of God, it is easy 

to see that it is the message of the Judgment of the Living (Rev. 18:1), which will awaken the 

church. 

 

       "While the investigative judgment is going forward in heaven, while the sins of penitent 

believers are being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a special work of purification, of 

putting away of sin among God's people upon earth." GC 425. 

 

       Sr. White states:  "Beginning with those who first lived upon the earth, our Advocate 

presents the cases of each successive generation, and closes with the living.  Every name is 

mentioned, every case closely investigated.  Names are accepted, names rejected.  When any 

have sins remaining upon the books of record unrepented of and unforgiven, their names will be 

blotted out of the book of life, and the record of their good deeds will be erased from the book of 

God's remembrance.  The Lord declared to Moses:  'Whosoever hath sinned against Me, him will 

I blot out of My book.' Exodus 32:22." GC 483. 

 

       Here we see the closing work and message, which, according to the Spirit of Prophecy, is the 

Judgment of the Living.  This work according to 1 Pet. 4:17 begins with the church.  When this 

judgment work for the church is finished the foolish virgins of Matt. 25:3 will say, "The harvest 

(Judgment of the Living) is past....and we are not saved." Jer. 8:20.   ( ) ours- 

 

       How is the church to know the time of the Judgment of the Living?  They are to know the 

time because "The watchman is to know the time of night." 6T 407:1  Although the church is 

asleep, there is someone who is not asleep, and the Spirit of Prophecy calls him the "watchman" 

(a voice).  "Our time is precious.  We have but few, very few days of probation in which to make 

ready for the future, immortal life." 6T 407.  Since the Judgment of the living and the Harvest are  
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synonymous terms, (Matt. 13:30) it is easy to see that the Harvest message is to awaken the 

sleeping saints. 

 

       "To say, 'My righteousness is near,' and 'My salvation is gone forth,' is to say that salvation 

has been here, but righteousness is about to come.  And how true!  (read Isa. 51:5). 

 

       Awake, O Arm!  "What is the Lord's 'arm' that judges the people?  This we shall see as we 

read - 

 

       "Verse 9 - 'Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord; awake, as in the ancient days, 

in the generations of old.  Art thou not it that cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon?  Art thou not 

it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the great deep; that hath made the depths of the sea a 

way for the ransomed to pass over?' 

 

       "How illogical it would be for God to be trying to awake Himself, as though He, or His own 

arm, is asleep!  This verse shows that He calls the Exodus Movement His arm.  Rightly so, 

because God does His work with His servants.  His servants, therefore, are His arm, and they 

shall judge (rule) -parenthesis theirs- the people, and the people shall trust on them. 

 

       "If His people were not asleep, then what need would there be for calling them to awaken?  

We are glad that God Himself is arousing us and plainly telling us that as our forefathers did 

great things, we, too, as the Lord's 'arm,' can and shall do even greater things than they." 1TGr 

37:14-16 

 

       Here we plainly see just what the Lord's "Powerful Arm" is.  Now since we have no 

evidence of such a people on the earth, and especially since the church of God is asleep, the next 

question is how are we to attain to this high calling?  The Spirit of Prophecy by Mrs. E.G. White 

gives the answer.  Hence: "The hand of the Gospel" "Medical missionary work is the right hand 

of the gospel.  It is necessary to the advancement of the cause of God....As the right hand of the 

third angel's message, God's methods of treating disease will open doors for the entrance of 

present truth." Notebook Leaflets, Vol. 1, #43, p.2:4. 

 

       "We have been instructed by the Lord that the medical missionary work is to be to the work 

of the third angel's message as the right hand to the body.  The right hand is used to open doors 

through which the body may find entrance.  This is the part the medical missionary work is to 

act.  It is to largely prepare the way for the reception of the truth for this time.  A body without 

hands is useless.  In giving honor to the body, honor must also be given to the helping hands, 

which are agencies of such importance that without them the body can do nothing....Medical 

missionary work brings to humanity the gospel of release from suffering.  It is the pioneer work 

of the gospel.  It is the gospel practiced, the compassion of Christ revealed." Id. Vol. 1, #43, p. 

1:1, 5 

 

       Medical missionary work is the pioneer work.  It is to be connected with the gospel ministry.  

"Then, in after years, the light was given that we should have a sanitarium, a health institution, 

which was to be established right among us.  This was the means God was to use in bringing His 

people to a right understanding in regard to health reform....We were to have an institution where  

the sick could be relieved of suffering, and that without drug medication.  God declared that He 

Himself would go before His people in this work." Id. Vol. 1, #42, p. 2:7, 1. 
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       To have a hand attached to the body without an arm as an extension, the hand would be quite 

limited.  Therefore the arm must connect the hand to the body in order to give it far reaching 

power.  Hence a vital necessity, for the arm of power.  "The Lord has given His people a 

message in regard to health reform....He is displeased when His servants act in opposition to the 

message upon this point, which He has given them to give to others.  Can He be pleased when 

half the workers laboring in a place, teach that the principles of health reform are as closely 

allied with the third angel's message as the arm is to the body, while their coworkers, by their 

practice, teach principles that are entirely opposite?  This is regarded as a sin in the sight of 

God."  C.H. 561-2 

 

"TO BE AN ENTERING WEDGE 

 

       "The gospel of health reform has able advocates, but their work has been made very hard 

because so many ministers, presidents of conferences, and others in positions of influence, have 

failed to give the question of health reform its proper attention.  They have not recognized it in 

its relation to the work of the message as the right arm of the body." CE 72. 

 

       "The health reform, I was shown, is a part of the third angel's message, and is just as closely 

connected with it as are the arm and hand with the human body.  I saw that we as a people must 

make an advanced move in this great work.  Ministers and people must act in concert.  God's 

people are not prepared for the loud cry of the third angel.  They have a work to do for 

themselves which they should not leave for God to do for them.  He has left this work for them 

to do.  It is an individual work; one cannot do it for another.  'Having therefore these promises, 

dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting 

holiness in the fear of God.'  Gluttony is the prevailing sin of this age.  Lustful appetite makes 

slaves of men and women, and beclouds their intellect and stupefies their moral sensibilities to 

such a degree that the sacred, elevated truths of God's word are not appreciated.  The lower 

propensities have ruled men and women." 1T 486. 

 

       Here we see that health reform is the right arm of the gospel and medical missionary work is 

the right hand.  These two departments of the gospel work should be as closely connected to the 

third angel's message as the hand and arm is to the body.  There are some of the Advent people 

who are diligent in practicing the principles of health reform, and who are carrying forward the 

medical missionary work.  But on the other hand, there are many in the church who disregard 

this all important work.  Through perverted appetite men and women are fueled by the lower 

propensities, their intellect is beclouded, their moral sensibilities are stupidified to such a degree 

that they have no appreciation for the sacred, elevated truths of God's work.  Ministers, 

presidents of conferences, and others in positions of influence have failed to give the question of 

health reform its proper attention, and therefore the work of those who advocate the gospel of 

health reform has been made very hard.  God has left this work for us to do and each individual 

must do it for himself.  Let all cleanse themselves from all filthiness of the flesh and the spirit, 

perfecting holiness in the fear of the Lord. 

 

       "Get ready!  Get ready!  Get ready!  for the fierce anger of the Lord is soon to come.  His 

wrath is to be poured out, unmixed with mercy, and ye are not ready.  Rend the heart, and not the 

garment.  A great work must be done for the remnant." EW 119. 
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       Who will be among the first to rally to the great need of the gospel message at this time by 

practicing the principles of health reform and encouraging others in the faith of the third angel's 

message to do likewise?  The day is far spent; the night cometh on.  Today is the accepted time; 

for the time of trouble is coming.  Then things in the congested cities will be made very hard for 

the faithful.  Why hesitate, tomorrow may be too late.  God's people should make concentrated 

efforts to move out of the larger cities, for some of the cities, and even some of the states have 

already begun enforcing the Sunday closing laws. 

 

       Says the Revelator:  "And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two 

horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon....Here is wisdom, Let him that hath understanding 

count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred 

threescore and six." Rev. 13:11,, 18.  Who is the 666? 

 

       "His rising up in 1844, was to shut the door, and come to His Father, to receive His 

kingdom, and power to reign; but Michael's standing up, is to manifest his kingly power, which 

he already has, in the destruction of the wicked, and in the deliverance of his people.  Michael is 

to stand up at the time that the last power in chap. 11, comes to his end, and none to help him.  

This is the last that treads down the true church of God: and as the true church is still trodden 

down, and cast out by all Christendom, it follows that the last oppressive power has not 'come to 

his end;' and Michael has not stood up.  This last....I saw that the number (666) of the Image 

Beast was made up;" says the Spirit of Prophecy.  "(p)" The footnote referred to here says the 

"Image Beast" is "Rev. 13:18" and that it was the beast that changed the Sabbath, and the Image 

Beast had followed on after, and kept the Pope's, and not God's Sabbath." A Word to the Little 

Flock, pp. 8, 19. 

 

       All Seventh-day Adventists know that the two-horned beast applies to the United States 

which began to emerge about 200 years ago with lamblike principles, denoted by the two horns.  

Says the servant of the Lord, "'The beast' mentioned in this message, whose worship is enforced 

by the two-horned beast, is the first, or leopardlike beast of Revelation 13 - papacy.  The 'image 

to the beast' represents the form of apostate Protestantism which will be developed when the 

Protestant churches shall seek the aid of the civil power for the enforcement of their dogmas.  

The mark of the beast still remains to be defined." GC 445.  Therefore the U.S. is the 'image 

beast' and the President, in his submission to the monarch of Vatican city, becomes the 666. 

 

       "'Are we not living her life over again?  And what do we see just ahead?  Another general 

council!  A world's convention!  Evangelical alliance, and universal creed!' - Sermon on 'The 

Bible a sufficient Creed,' delivered at Fort Wayne, Indiana, Feb. 22, 1846.  When this shall be 

gained, then in the effort to secure complete uniformity, it will be only a step to resort to force." 

G.C. 445:0  One can imagine what will take place at Pope John's ecumenical council in 1962. 

 

       The World Council of Churches has been organized for some years, but this "Evangelical 

alliance, and universal creed" has really begun to take on force since the pope called his 

ecumenical Council in Europe in 1960.  Such words as the following appeared in the new  

Associated Press:  "In the realm of religion, mark down the year 1960 as a paradox of turmoil 

and tranquility. This was the year of 'the religious issue,'...It also was the year Christianity visited 

Rome....and...rabbis preached sermons in 400 Methodist churches by invitation.  It also was a  
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year of personal accomplishment.  John F. Kennedy buried the notion a Roman Catholic could 

not be elected president of the United States. 

 

       "Eugene Carson Blake, stated clerk of the United Presbyterian Church of the U.S.A., who 

proposed a merger of Methodists, Episcopalians (in England, Anglican and Catholic), 

Presbyterians and members of the United Church of Christ. -parenthesis ours- 

 

       "W. F. Albright, senior editor of a group of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish scholars began 

working together to translate from original manuscripts a Bible acceptable to all. 

 

       "But no names produced more startling religious news in 1960 than those of Angelo 

Guiseppe Roncalli, Pope John XXIII; and Geoffrey Francis Fisher, archbishop of Canterbury.  

Their Dec. 2 meeting in the Vatican was the first time heads of the two ancient churches had sat 

down together in 500 years, and marked the high point of a year sprinkled with other expressions 

of growing cordiality in the Christian community. 

 

       "Also in 1960 leaders of 171 Protestant, Eastern Orthodox and Angelican churches gathered 

in St. Andrews, Scotland, for the 11th annual meeting of the World Council of Churches.  Their 

chief topic was church unity, and among other moves they drew a code of behavior which would 

prohibit proselytizing one another's members....What threatened to be the most divisive episode 

of 1960 -- the religious issue in the presidential campaign -- may result in more understanding  

between Catholics and Protestants." 

 

"Week in Religion  

 

       "Two Roman Catholic Biblical scholars have proposed that Catholics adapt the Protestant 

revised standard version (RSV) of the Bible into a Catholic edition as a means of furthering 

Christian unity....Some Catholic scholars believe that less than a score of textual changes would 

be necessary in the RSV Bible conform to Catholic theology and scriptural usage, they reported. 

 

       "If Catholics and Protestants accept the same version of the Bible, a long step would be 

taken toward the reunion of Christendom, the priest believe...Patriarch Alexei of Moscow, 

supreme leader of the Russian Orthodox church, has accepted an invitation from the Evangelical 

church in Germany (EKID) to spend next Easter in west Germany....Meanwhile, a five-man 

Russian Orthodox church delegation arrived in west Germany for a three-week visit as guests of 

the EKID, which sent representatives to Moscow in 1958. 

 

       "The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the nation's largest Jewish service 

organization, has told Pope John XXIII that his recent deletion of specific mention of Jews and 

Moslems from a Catholic prayer will help to produce even a closer understanding and 

cooperation between the Catholic and Jewish communities in the United States.'" Read GC 588. 

 

        What does the uniting of the various religious organizations, along with all the world strife, 

mean to the student of prophecy?  It means just this:  the "Four angels standing on the four 

corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow on the 

earth..." Rev. 7:1 are letting the winds loose.  (Angels represent messages.)  These four angels on 

the earth are  
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represented by four great reformatory messages of the sixteenth century by Luther:  the Just shall 

live by Faith; Knox:  Gift of the Holy Ghost; Wesley: the message of Grace; Campbell and 

Calvin: Baptism by immersion.  Since the Protestants are no longer protesting against 

Catholicism, which is shown by the fact that they elected a Catholic for President of the U.S., the 

four (earth-wide) angels (Protestants), are letting the winds loose. 

 

         For instance, Martin Luther put forth the message, the sword of Truth, at the Diet of 

Augsburg in 1530, called the Augsburg Confession, and which was signed by twelve governors 

of west Germany.  This act took away the civil power of the pope; hence the wounding of the 

papal head on the leopard-like beast, symbolized by the cutting off the horn (civil power of the 

pope).  After 400 years, in 1929, the pope was given back his civil power, by the authority of the 

Premier of Italy who declared the pope to be the sovereign of Vatican City.  In the first quarter of 

1929, God, through the Sabbath School Department, sent a message of deliverance to the SDA 

church.  The message in the 1929 S.S. Quarterly is on the last 13 chapters of Isaiah, which tell of 

God's everlasting Kingdom.  It is said that Elder Andreason compiled this quarterly, and many 

believe that a S.S. teacher by the name of V.T. Houteff was given an Inspired interpretation of 

the lessons.  Thus the birth of a new movement with the SDA church, the Davidian SDA, and a 

new message entitled the Shepherd's Rod.  This message the author says is the final phase of the 

first angel's message. (WHR 37 ; 2SR 181:2). 

 

         The Spirit of Prophecy by Mrs. E.G. White says that prophetic time ceased in 1844, and 

that the third angel's message is not hung on time.  However the S. Rod messenger says his 

message is not the third angel's message (1SR 15), but rather it is the final phase of the first 

angel's message.  He points out that the 430 prophetic years of Ezekiel 4, represents a period 

from 1500 to 1930, the time for the coming of the Shepherd's Rod which announces the 

judgment of the living. (4JL1:4; 2:1).  Any fair-minded person can plainly see that there is 

another message in Rev. 14:15, which comes after the three angels of Rev. 14:6-9.  In fact there 

are two angels (messages) in Rev. 14:15-17, which come after the Three Angels Messages and 

before the outpouring of the Holy Spirit  in Rev. 14:18 and the Loud Cry of the Third Angel of 

Rev. 14:18-20.  The S.R. is the fourth angel's message in Rev. 14, and it comes to announce the 

fifth angel, the harvest of the first fruits, -144.000.  Count the angels (messages) of Rev. 14, and 

you will find there are five.  The angel that has power over the first of Rev. 14:18 represents the 

purification of the church and the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit  as on Pentecost.  Then will 

begin the Loud Cry for the second fruits.  The candid mind can plainly see that the Judgment of 

the Living (Rev. 18:1) is the most important.  For this message deals directly with the living 

themselves.  It begins with the church (1 Pet. 4:17; Rev. 14:16, 17) producing the first fruits of 

Rev. 14:1-5, and the second fruits of Rev. 7:9; Isa. 60:1-5; 62:1, 2; 66:20.  In these scriptures is 

seen the result of the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's message.  Read "A Word to the Little 

Flock", pp. 10, 11.  The fifth angel's message of Rev. 14 is the same as the second angel of Rev. 

18:1, 2; Eze. 9:3, 4; Zech. 3:8; 6:12; TM 300; EW 277.  Under this message, "The work of Christ 

as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah concerning Him 'whose 

name is the Branch.'" G.C. 415. 

 

       Since Christ went into the Most Holy in 1844 to begin the atonement for the dead, and since 

His last atonement work is for the living, He gives light on the Scriptures, in the form of a 

message, to show when He begins the atonement for the living in the church first, and then in the 

world in the Loud Cry. 
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       Christ is the BRANCH, and the reason the message is called the Branch is because it tells 

what He is doing.  As the message makes its way through the church telling of what the 

BRANCH is doing for them in the Most Holy place, and they fall on the Rock and are broken, 

He will pardon their transgressions and the man in linen of Eze. 9 will mark them.  (3T 266-7; 

5T 210:2).  These humble followers of Christ will see that their own righteousness is as filthy 

rags and they will exclaim that (Mr.) "BRANCH...is his name whereby he shall be called, THE 

LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." Jer. 23:5, 6. 

 

       When the 144,000 are marked (3T 266), then "the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and 

all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called by a new name, which the mouth of the Lord shall 

name." Isa. 62:2.  After the marriage the Gentiles will see that (Mrs.) "Branch (the pure church -

144,000)....is the name whereby SHE shall be called (by the Gentiles), The Lord our 

righteousness." Jer. 33:15, 16. 

 

       Yes, friends, when the BRANCH, Christ, marries the Holy City, the New Jerusalem (His 

pure church; GC 426-7), "In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious....and 

he that remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called holy." Isa. 4:2, 3.  This is the stone that is cut ot of 

the mountain (church) of Laodicea, without hands and becomes a great mountain, and all nations 

flow unto it (Isa. 2:2).  Here is depicted the Loud Cry church, the remnant that keep the 

commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus (Rev. 12:17). 

 

       Think for a moment:  the stone represents Christ, and the Branch is Christ.  Peter tells us that 

His people are lively stones.  Therefore, Christ's followers are Branches (John 15:1-5; Jer. 

33:15).  Hence the stone that is cut out of the mountain of Dan. 2, is none other than the 144,000 

Branches, men wondered at (Zech. 3:8; 5T 476).  "In the Scriptures the figure of the erection of a 

temple is frequently used to illustrate the building of a church.. Zechariah refers to Christ as the 

Branch that should build the temple of the Lord. AA 595.  "We may look back through the 

centuries, and see the living stones of which it (the temple) -parenthesis ours- is composed, 

gleaming like jets of light through the darkness of error and superstition....The flashing light of 

these polished stones reveals the strong contrast between light and darkness, between the gold of 

truth and the dross of error." AA 598-9. 

 

       "Through the promised Seed, the God of Israel was to bring deliverance to Zion. 'There shall 

come forth a Rod out of the stem of Jesse and a Branch shall grow out of his roots'....'And in that 

day there shall be a Root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign of the people; to it shall the 

Gentiles seek'....That which God purposed to do for the world through Israel, the chosen nation, 

He will finally accomplish through His church on earth today." PK 695, 713-4.  "'And I looked, 

and lo, a Lamb stood on the Mount Sion, and with Him a hundred forty and four thousand, 

having His Father's name written in their foreheads'....The vision of the prophet pictures them as 

standing on Mount Zion, girt for holy service, clothed in white linen, which is the righteousness 

of the saints." AA 590-1. 

 

      It is true that Christ's church, His nation, the lively stones, began to emerge at the end of the 

sixty-nine weeks of Dan. 9:25.  Since then there have been many churches.  There are the seven 

church period of Revelation, when the tares are commingled with the wheat, Laodicea being the 

last.  The church we are writing about here, is His kingdom church, the remnant of Laodicea, the  
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one without tares in its midst, -144,000, who stand on Mt. Zion with the Lamb, and who say 

"Come out of her my people." Rev. 18:4. 

 

       The message that gathers this church, however, is Rev. 18:1, which says "Behold, the 

Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him." Matt. 25:6.  In other words the Lord stands at the 

door of Laodicea and knocks (Rev. 3:20).  But Laodicea is sound asleep and will not admit her 

honored guest, as He comes to awaken her with the message of Christ our Righteousness, just as 

the church failed to accept the message when it was brought to the General Conference in 1888 

by Elders Waggoner and Jones (TM 91-2; COR 47).  This message came to these brethren as a 

revelation (COR 56-7) in 1888 and was rejected.  The Spirit tells us that when this message of 

the angel of Rev. 18:1 comes again it will be rejected by the majority. 

 

       Nevertheless, it is written:  "The work of this angel comes in at the right time to join in the 

last great work of the third angel's message, as it swells to a loud cry." COR 57; EW 277.  "There 

seemed to be a great movement - a work of revival - going forward in many places.  Our people 

were moving into line, responding to god's call.  My brethren, the Lord is speaking to us.  Shall 

we not heed His voice?" TM 515. 

 

       Quite a number of reform-minded Seventh-day Adventists are teaching Christ our 

Righteousness as a theory of what came to Elders Waggoner and Jones as a revelation in 1888.  

This message must be taught as a new revelation and not just a theory.  In many parts of the 

world, where the message of the Branch is being taught, those who are teaching it are known as 

Branch Seventh-day Adventists.  In some places the Gentiles call our people Branches.  Yes, 

Jeremiah proclaimed "In those days, and at that time, will I cause the branch of righteousness to 

grow up unto David....and this is the name wherewith SHE shall be called, The Lord our 

righteousness." Jer. 33:15, 16.  Here is revealed to Jeremiah that the loud cry church, which 

comes into being after the marriage will be called The Branch; she is the Lord our righteousness.  

This, friends, is a revelation, and not just a theory. 

 

       Those who wish to meet the "Bridegroom" must go out just as the people were admonished 

to in 1844.  And where are we to meet the Bridegroom?  "I looked, and, lo, a Lamb (bridegroom) 

-parenthesis ours- stood on the Mt. Sion and with him an hundred forty and four thousand." Rev. 

14:1  "The coming of the bridegroom, here brought to view, takes place before the marriage.  

The marriage represents the reception by Christ of His kingdom." GC 426. 

 

       "And all who through the testimony of the Scriptures accept the same truths, following 

Christ by faith as He enters in before God to perform the LAST work of mediation, and at its 

close to receive His kingdom - all these are represented as going in to the marriage.  In the 

parable of Matt. 22, the same figure of the marriage is introduced, and the investigative judgment 

is clearly represented as taking place before the marriage.  Previous to the wedding the king 

comes in to see the guests, to see if all are attired in the wedding garment....This work of 

examination of character, of determining who are prepared for the kingdom of God, is that of the 

investigative judgment, the closing work in the sanctuary above." GC 427-8.  Remember, the 

closing work is the Judgment of the Living. (GC 483). 

 

       "Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar force to the experience of 

God's people in the closing scenes of the great day of atonement.  The remnant church will then  
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be brought into great trial and distress." PK 579.  "Then the Angel, who is Christ Himself, the 

Saviour of sinners, puts to silence the accuser of His people.' PK 584. 

 

 

Yours to put on Christ's Righteousness 

and to be a part of His "Powerful Arm", 

 

Benjamin Roden 

 

 
Announcements:  The Passover this year is April 1, beginning at sundown Friday, March 31.   
The Branch Organic Agricultural Association has been organized despite much opposition, and  
is officially recognized in Israel, and is calling for experts in this field, who are willing to bend  
all their efforts in restoring the old waste places. 
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                                        BLOW YE THE TRUMPET  
                                              IN ZION 
 
SEP. 10, 1961 
 
 
       The Scriptures say Christ's followers are branches. Some bear fruit and some do not. Those 
who do not, His Father will destroy. The branches who bring forth fruit, He will purge that they 
bring forth more fruit. (John 15) Brother and Sister, what kind of branches are you?   Are you 
bearing fruits unto holiness and winning souls for His everlasting Kingdom? 
 
       George, my eldest son and I recently returned from a trip visiting camp meetings in 
Laodicea. In the five weeks we were gone we covered over 10,000 miles with an average of 
2,000 miles and sometimes better a week. We went as far east as Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as far north 
as Portage, Wisconsin, then south to Arkansas, west to Colorado, and other states. 
 
       We contacted many SDA brethren and gave out several thousand of our truth-filled literature 
which is short, to the point, and easy to be understood; and God's dear sheep will have no trouble 
understanding it. We wish to announce also that we found many of the Lord's sheep hungry for 
the truth, and they gladly took the literature and eagerly read it. However, there were a few who 
weren't courteous. We found two or three in all our rounds that were discourteous: but even some 
of these came around later and apologized for their wrong actions. 
 
       One Sabbath morning while on this trip we heard a brother from General Conference, who 
had spent several years in the foreign mission fields, preach on the Judgment of the Living. He 
showed conclusively from the Scriptures that Christ's coming as a thief in the night (and when 
He asked if He would find faith on the earth) had reference to His coming in judgment for the 
living and not His coming at the beginning of the one thousand years. He showed that the 
judgment of the living would begin with the SDA church, and stated that for all he knew, we 
could be in that time now, but that none would know just when their name would come up in the 
judgment.  Therefore, all should get ready now by confessing and putting away their sins.  Since 
this is in harmony with what we are teaching, this brother's sermon was an encouragement to us. 
He spoke the next morning after we had-put out the Branch leaflets which point out the judgment 
of the living. We feel that this sermon by this brother was providential, since he stressed the 
message the leaflets teach. 
 
       We wish to thank all of you for your faithfulness in supporting the work with the means the 
Lord has given you in order to make this work possible. There were others also covering camp 
meetings in various parts of the United States and other countries, and we are very grateful to all 
who had a part in this literature ministry. However, as we continue to labor, doing all possible at 
the present for the Master, and since time is so short, let all take a great part in an effort to get the 
message of Present Truth to the honest Laodiceans. 
 
      The Lord is angry with the conditions in the Laodicean church because of their refusal to 
hear the Shepherd's Rod of Micah 6:9, and now the command to the Branch is "go out quickly, 
into the streets and lanes of the city, (the church) and bring in hither . . . . " Luke 14:21. This will 
be done (Id. verse 22). Then we will "Go out to the highways and hedges" (the world), and with 
the power of the Holy Spirit , "compel them to come in, that my house may be filled." v. 22. 
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       We have many new truths to publish for this work. All who would cover their area with 
literature or more and also those who wish to help otherwise, please notify us here at 
headquarters at your first opportunity that we may quickly organize the work and move rapidly.  
Helpful suggestions are appreciated. "Every energy of the soul should be awake, for what is done 
must be done quickly."  E.W. 118:0. 
 
       While praying over the possibility of making this trip to the camp meetings, I was given a 
vision (EW 78:1) and saw in a northeasterly direction a very large field of corn which was in the 
fresh ear stage. The angel said that the Harvest of the first fruits was ripe, but the laborers are 
few. 
 
       A year ago while in prayer in regard to taking a trip to California in behalf of the message, 
the Lord showed me in vision what I should do which was contrary to my former plans. I seemed 
to be somewhere in the mid-northwestern states of the U. S. and in the east end of a field of 
sparsely growing clover, which seemed to be nearly three feet tall. The atmosphere around me 
and over this whole vast area was hazy, similar to the time after sunset and just before dark, but 
yet the sun was shining through the haze. As I continued to gaze out upon this large field of 
which I could not see to the far end nor beyond either side, I wondered what this field was good 
for. Then I began to examine the field more closely, and to my amazement, I saw many sheep as 
they raised their heads from grazing in the field. There was also a ram at the head of the flock 
leading them as they traveled toward the east. 
 
       From this I understood that we had a work to do in the northwest before going to California. 
We have never regretted our trip to this area, for on this trip we made many friends and passed 
out many Branch leaflets. Even though we encountered some pretty stiff trials, the Lord 
gloriously blessed on each event. Before starting out on this endeavor, we had just returned from 
an extensive trip in the eastern, northern, and central states. As a result of sleeping in the car and 
traveling days and nights, contacting people in behalf of the message and giving studies on the 
Bible, all without a balanced diet, our resistance was lowered to a point that we were practically 
exhausted and nearly sick. After a short period of rest at home although we were not sufficiently 
recovered from the previous trip, we started on our mission to the northwest.  Another week or 
two of exhausting labor and trying circumstances left us in a worse condition than before. We 
had considered returning home but decided to continue on, and after calling on a good brother 
and his family, not Branch believers, we were invited to visit with them for a few days and rest. 
This experience proved to be a blessing to us, for after a few days of wholesome food, rest, fresh 
air, and sunshine we were sufficiently able to continue our missionary journey.  We appreciate 
the hospitality of these friends who have shown a true Christian spirit of benevolence.    We are 
praying to the end that soon these good folk will be one with us in getting the message of the 
Branch to God's sheep. 
 
       To say the least we are glad we did not give up when difficulties arose but continued to press 
forward, for we had several studies with a minister as well as others who are continuing to study 
the Lord's message for this time. As a result of our labors on this tour of the middle northwestern 
states one brother was convinced by reading our literature that we have the present truth for this 
time, and wrote in saying that he was now working for the message also sending us many names 
and addresses for our files. Many other fine experiences we could relate as a result of this trip, 
but will refrain from doing so because of the limited time and space. Let us say, though, that 
when our strength and resources are exhausted for His sake the Lord will step in and take the 
occasion to bless our efforts. 
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       This is the first letter we have written to the field telling of our activities. However, since 
several have asked us to write out some of our experiences we consented to give you some idea 
of our activities and the activities of our people. When there are others who can go, then we can 
remain at home and therefore have more time to carry on our neglected correspondence and put 
out a little more information on the progress of the work. At one time we had a former Davidian 
minister and also an SDA minister to help us, but for one reason or another, they both left the 
Branch.  Now these two have joined forces along with a third, another Davidian minister.  These 
three shepherds have gotten together and have now formed a new council and from what I can 
gather of what I read, they are hoping to force the Davidian council, the SDAs and others to 
accept their theories, which are only ideas of men. Just what these three ministers will do and 
how far they will go in their deception remains to be seen. And this brings us back to our recent 
trip to the camp meetings. While on our travels we contacted several Davidians who had two 
main questions which they asked us. (1) Is the "Pro-Tem" council and reorganization of a new 
council that is propagated at Carmelita Drive, Los Angeles, California, leadings of the Holy 
Spirit  or is it just the works of zealous individuals who wish to control the work of God ? (2) 
Did Sr. Houteff have the Godgiven right to call a meeting of the Executive Council at Mt. 
Carmel after the death of Bro. V. T. Houteff ? 
 
       In the first place, the Spirit of Prophecy told us in 1902 that the work must be reorganized. 
(COR 154, 1926 ed).  If this attempt of reorganization in Los Angeles by the "100% Rods only", 
is under the direction of the Holy Spirit , then by all means and whatever the cost, as Christ's 
followers we should go all out for it. But, if it be the works of man, then, as true Christians we 
must shun it as one would the leprosy. To be plain, though, this council in Los Angeles of those 
who claim to be 100% Rods, does not meet the requirements of the organizational "By-Laws" of 
the Leviticus of the Davidian Seventh-day Adventists by V. T. Houteff or the Spirit of Prophecy 
by Mrs. E.G. White since they have elected a vice-president by majority vote of the 
congregation.  In neither of their writings is provision made for the election of the president of 
the Remnant Church (Rev. 12:17) by commission; in fact, both allow the vice-president and all 
the council members to be appointed by Inspiration and none are to be elected by popular vote of 
the people. The Leviticus by V. T. H. does not allow for a second phase of the Davidian 
Association without Inspiration, and to elect a vice-president by acclamation and say that V. T. 
Houteff is president since he was appointed by Inspiration as I understand they claim, is the 
height of ignorance and deception, what nonsense. What can a dead man do as the president of 
anything, especially of God's organization? Who is there to commune with one deceased in order 
to receive instructions of Inspiration. 
 
       There is only one example that we know of in the Bible where such a communication was 
carried on and that was when Saul went to the witch of Endor so that he might commune with 
the prophet Samuel. Where is there such a witch today? Inspiration says, "a living dog is better 
than a dead lion .... the dead know not anything." Eccl. 9:4, 5.  The Leviticus provides that when 
the first phase of the Davidian Association draws to a close, its name will be changed. (LD 
preface) In other words the messenger and president of the first phase of the association is layed 
away and another is raised up by Inspiration through whom Inspiration changes the name.  Here 
we see that in the changing of the names from the Davidian Association and the 7th-day 
Adventist Church to Christ's own name, Branch, is the fulfillment of Prophecy. (1TGr 8:24, 
GC415) "In the Scriptures the figure of the erection of a temple is frequently used to illustrate the 
building of the church. Zechariah refers to Christ as the Branch that should build the temple of 
the Lord. " AA595:2. "Then its Constitution and By-Laws as herein codified will become fully 
operative."  LD preface. 
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       In Zechariah, chapter two, there are illustrated three movements, (1) The young man; (2) 
The angel that talked with Zechariah in chapter one; (3) The angel with the message of the 
multitude. To identify the young man and these two angels is to identify the movements they 
represent. We read in 1TGr 12:18 that the young man represents the Laodicean angel who 
attempts to measure or limit the translated church to only 144,000, - identity of #1 SDA. In 
6Tr61 the chart shows that the angel that talked to Zechariah in chapter one, has a shepherd's rod 
in his hand, hence the Davidian SDA message, which went forth before number three comes out 
to speak to him, - identity of #2 DSDA.  Bro. Houteff's chart of the family tree, "The Kingdom 
Illustrated" shows that the Gentiles or multitude of men are grafted into the Branch; Tr 8:45 
therefore gives us the identity of movement #3 BDSDA. Read 2SR160:1; 12 S Code 1:8. Also 
for additional proof, let us read the Spirit of Prophecy by Mrs. EG White. 
 
       "There will be those among us who will always want to control the work of God, to dictate 
even what movements shall be made when the work goes forward under the direction of the 
angel who joins the third angel in the message to be given to the world." TM 300.  Testimonies, 
Vol. 6 p.60 shows that the angel which joins the third angel is Rev. 18:1, 2. The Bible says that 
the angel of Rev. 18:1 lightens the earth with his glory (see EW277), and 6T19:1 shows that the 
message of Christ's Righteousness, is the glory of God which closes the work of the third angel. 
Jer. 23:5, 6 shows that the Branch "He" is the Lord our Righteousness for the church before the 
Loud Cry to the world. When the 144,000 get their names changed to Branch in the Atonement 
for the living to the church (1 Pet. 4:17), they will be the Branch "SHE" (Jer. 33:15, 16) the Lord 
our Righteousness for the loud cry to gather in a multitude that no man can number. This is the 
message which will fill the Whole earth with His glory. 
 
       Therefore, the truth stands out boldly that there are two harvests, one for the 144,000 first 
fruits of Rev. 7:1-8; 14:1, 16, 17 and the harvest (atonement) of second fruits,- Zech 2:4; 14:16-
20; Isa. 62:2; Rev. 7:9; Rev. 14:18, 19, when the great multitude will get their names changed to 
Branch.  Teaching the two fruit harvests is the only way one can harmonize the New Testament 
with the Old. For instance, in the Old Testament there are three harvest rites; with the harvest of 
two fruits consummated: the two wave-loaves of first fruits on the day of Pentecost (Lev. 23:16, 
17); and a feast of second fruits on the Feast of Tabernacles. (Lev. 23:34; see PP540:1) The wave 
sheaf is offered at the beginning of the first fruit harvest (Lev23; PP 539).  Therefore, #l SDA 
church, Sabbath and Sanctuary truth, judgment of the dead; #2 DSDA, pre-judgment of the 
living, and the message of New Jerusalem (the Kingdom sealing of the 144,000 (Rev7:1-8); 3 
The Branch DSDA the Judgment of the Living, marking of the 144,000 (Eze. 9:3, 4) or changing 
the name of the church in the atonement for the living. When a young lady gets married, she does 
not keep her old name, but rather takes the name of her husband. Therefore in this case, the 
church will receive the new name, Branch.  In the loud cry to the world, the children, the 
Gentiles, will get the name, Branch (Isa. 62:2). 
 
       Our work is to teach a thus saith the Lord from the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy in order 
that the honest may know what is truth and what is error that they may follow it and be 
sanctified. Let it also be remembered that the tares will not follow the Truth. Therefore, let our 
Lord's words be true, "Let both grow together until the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will 
say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them: but 
gather the wheat into my barn." Matt. 13:30.  Hence the rejecters of Truth will be bound in 
bundles subject to Heaven's fires and the Truth will put the wheat into God's everlasting 
Kingdom.   Since we are in the investigative phase of the judgment, the tares are being put into 
bundles to be burned. 
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       Consequently, let everyone be fully persuaded, in his own mind as to what is truth and what 
is error, and learn how to distinguish between God's organization and the institutions of man. 
The Bible standard for testing all organizations is "to the law and to the testimony: if they speak 
not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them." Isa. 8:20. "And the man that 
will do presumptuously, and will not hearken unto the priest that standeth to minister there 
before the Lord thy God, or unto the judge, even that man shall die: and thou shalt put away the 
evil from Israel.”  Deut. 17:12.  “Only be thou strong and very courageous, that thou mayest 
observe to do according to all the law, which Moses my servant commanded thee: turn not from 
it to the right hand or to the left, that thou mayest prosper withersoever thou goest.”  Joshua 1:7.  
“Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all 
Israel, with the statutes and judgments.  Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet before the 
coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.”  Mal.4:4,5 see TM475.  “Behold my servant, 
whom I uphold; mine elect, in whom my soul delighteth; I have put my spirit upon him: he shall 
bring forth judgment to the Gentiles.  He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set 
judgment in the earth: and the isles shall wait for his law.  I the Lord have called thee in 
righteousness, and will hold thine hand, and will keep thee and give thee for a covenant of the 
people, for a light of the Gentiles.” Isa 42:1,4,6. 

 

       Therefore, let us put any movement to the test by Inspiration’s own standard, to the law and 

the testimony; to the law: the Seventh-day Sabbath.  To the testimony: does the one who is 

promoting a movement have a prophetic message like that of Enoch, Noah, Moses, Daniel, John, 

Christ and the Apostles, Miller, White, and Houteff, or are they just working up something of 

their own and calling it Inspiration? 

 

        Beginning with Christ, the name of a movement has a very definite meaning; as you can 

see,  “And the disciples were called Christians first in Antioch.”  Acts 11:26.  The Apostles were 

prophets and their name (Christian) taught a prophetic truth.  The Millerite movement, First-day 

Adventists.  The name teaches a prophetic truth; the second coming of Christ which they 

believed to be at the end of the 2300 days.  Although God held His hand over parts of the 

prophecy, nevertheless, Miller was a true prophet, and his message came on time, even though 

the name of his movement shows he was a first day keeper.  The Sabbath truth that had been lost 

sight of in the dark ages was to be restored after 1844.  The Lord’s Servant, Sr. E.G. White, saw 

in vision the Ark of the Testament in the Most Holy in Heaven (EW 252) and by this they 

understood that they should keep holy the seventh day of the week instead of the first day.  This 

was all designed to teach the inhabitants of the earth that the investigative judgment had started 

which began with the dead, (GC 490) and that all are judged by the Ten Commandment Law.  

Hence, the Seventh-Day Adventist church is a prophetic movement with its name teaching the 

prophetic truth of the investigative judgment, the seventh day Sabbath, and the second coming of 

Christ.  This is proof positive that S.D.A. is ordained of God, which was established by the 

prophetess, Mrs. E.G. White and her helpers, under God’s special directions.  Too bad the whole 

world did not accept the message God was so gracious to send.  Nevertheless, the church has 

accomplished its purpose in the world in its first phase by gathering the 144,000 first fruits of the 

twelve tribes of Israel in its midst, although there are tares commingled with the wheat (Matt. 

13:25), bad fish with the good (verse 47).  The loud cry church (Rev. 14-18) will be free of tares 

(PK 725; 8T 250) God’s people are cleansed in the judgment for the living (GC 425, 483; TM 

234:2).  The judgment begins with the church (1 Pet. 4:17; Matt. 25:1-30; Eze. 9:1-11; 3 T 267),  
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and ends with the world (Matt. 25:31-33; Rev. 14:18, 19; 18:4; Zech. 14-16-21).  Since the 

message the church has borne to the world since 1844 is the judgment of the dead, and since the 

living are to be judged, and the church is the first to be judged, there must be a message of 

present truth of the judgment of the living calling her to repentance, and admonishing all to 

forsake their sins and lay hold of the Lamb of God, Christ.  “Behold the bridegroom cometh; go 

ye out to meet Him,”  “…and yet as a people we are asleep.  God wills that a voice shall be heard 

arousing His people to action.”  (G.W. 300). 

 

      The Shepherd’s Rod came in 1929 in fulfillment of the 430 year prophecy of Eze. 4, and was 

later called Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist.  The name shows they believe all the tenets of faith 

of the two former movements by Miller and White plus the Davidic kingdom truth of Ezekiel, 

chapters 36 and 37.  The author was a Seventh-Day Adventist Sabbath School teacher and the 

“Shepherd’s Rod”, a symbol of correction, was prophesied by the Lord’s servant; hear ye the 

Testimony of the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

       “Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you with a rod to show you that you need a higher 

experience before you can be fitted for connection with the family above?”  8T 69.  “His church 

is to be a temple built after the divine similitude, and the angelic architect has brought His golden 

measuring rod from heaven, that every stone may be hewed and squared by the divine 

measurement, and polished to shine as an emblem of heaven, radiating in all directions the 

bright, clear beams of the Sun of Righteousness.”  TM 17.  “A Warning and an Appeal” “The 

Lord’s voice crieth in the city (church)”… ‘The Lord’s voice crieth unto the city, and the man of 

wisdom shall see Thy name: hear ye the rod and who hath appointed it.’  “Special Testimonies 

Series B, #7, pp 17, 18.  If the church would follow the instructions the Lord has given in the 

Shepherd’s Rod message it would do for the church just what the Spirit of Prophecy says the rod 

should do, and just as the message of 1888 would have done should they have taken hold of the 

message of righteousness by faith then.   While Moses held up the rod of God when he held up 

his hands toward heaven, Israel prevailed over Amalek, and when he let it down Amalek 

prevailed.  (Spiritual Gifts, vol. 4 pp 258).  Like Moses of old, if God’s people Israel today 

would stretch forth their hands unto Heaven with the Rod of God in them we can prevail over 

Amalek, for the Word says Israel must fight against Amalek from generation to generation.  

“These are no idle tales, but truth.  Again I ask, on which side are you standing?”  (3 T 68). 

 

         However, Israel of today has done just like all of God’s people have done in the past.  The 

majority in the church have rejected His mercy by rejecting His messengers and messages of 

mercy and correction He sends.  Today the leaders and the majority in His church have rejected 

the message of righteousness by faith in the Shepherd’s Rod, just as the world has the message of 

the righteousness by Grace in the third angel’s message, and the same as the General Conference 

leaders and majority of members did the message of righteousness by faith in 1888.  

Nevertheless, there is hope for the 144,000 and those with them.  There is another prophetic 

message now being proclaimed to the church, the Israel of today, which you can readily see and 

it will triumph gloriously. 

 

         Just because the church has failed twice by rejecting the message of righteousness by faith, 

once in 1888 and again in 1930 isn’t sufficient proof that this last message of the righteousness 

by Faith and the Righteousness of Christ (Jer. 23:5,6; 33:15, 16) will fail.  For, says the Spirit of 

Prophecy “He will prove them where they have formerly failed; he will try them, and if they fail  
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under the trial the second time, he will bring them around to the same test again.” (5T 623).  

Here we see the third time the test is brought it will succeed because the Lord’s servant shows no 

more tests for the church after the third.  This is also what the prophecies of the Bible show:  

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Zechariah, Matthew, Luke, John, and the Revelations, just to 

name a few.  In fact, all books of the Bible teach this same truth, including the Spirit of Prophecy 

by Mrs. E.G. White and the message of Righteousness by Faith of the Shepherd’s Rod by V.T. 

Houteff.  (2 TG 39).  Now let us prove what we are saying here by the messages of 

righteousness.  There are three periods, steps, messages of righteousness; the two by White and 

Houteff and the third one which is the Righteousness of Christ by the Branch.  The last one is our 

final test.  We need the Lord’s righteousness when our names come up in atonement because our 

righteousness is as filthy rags.   

 

        The Bible tells us the name of the message for the atonement of the living is the Branch.  

This we found out by reading Jer. 23:5,6 which says that the Branch is “The Lord our 

Righteousness.”  His people receive His name in the investigative judgment of the living, which 

is the special work of purification for the church.  Read GC 425.  This is the message of “Behold 

the Bridegroom cometh go ye out to meet him.”  (Matt. 25)  Read GC 427.  “In the balances of 

the sanctuary the Seventh-Day Adventist church is to be weighed.”  (8T 247)  “In the balance of 

the sanctuary, the individual members of the Christian church will be weighed.”  (TM 450)  

“Satan will sorely harass the faithful, but, in the name of Jesus (the Branch) SHE Jer. 33:15, 16), 

appear ‘fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners.’” (5 T 82:0).  

“And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings glory and thou shalt be called by a 

new name which the mouth of the Lord shall name.” (Isa. 62:2). 

 

         You may talk of the atmospheric nuclear tests by Russia and mention the under ground 

tests of the United States, but where will the sinners in Zion find refuge when God’s timed Atom 

explodes in the church?  “Read the ninth chapter of Ezekiel.”  (3T 267).  Yea, where will the 

sinners among the nation find shelter when His second Atomic Warhead explodes to the world?  

You know the answer, then why not do something about it, since salvation and redemption or 

eternal destruction are at hand?  Can the church save you in that day any more than the rocks and 

the mountains save the heathen in the day of their destruction?  Branches that do not bring forth 

fruit God will destroy, but the branches that bring forth fruit God will purge so that they may 

bring forth more fruit.  (John 15) 

 

         The four angels bound in the river Euphrates (Rev. 9-13-15).  In the time of the 6th seal and 

before the 7th seal opens are the four prophetic movements with the five angels, (prophetic) 

messages mentioned above which are bound, or that have found their origin in the United States, 

antitypical Babylon (Euphrates).  Please tell me then how can one be bound outside of the U.S. 

or more than four in the U.S. when the Bible says there are but four bound inside and makes no 

mention of any being bound outside of the U.S.? 

 

         "All classes of second advent believers agree, that the angel brought to, view in the and 7th 

verses of this chapter (Rev. 14), represent the advent message to the church and world.  If this is 

true, then all five of the angels brought to view in this chapter represented five distinct messages, 

prior to the advent, or we are left without a rule to interpret this chapter." A Word to the Little 

Flock pp10,11.  You say, how can one make five angels four?  Let us think, the four angels  
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bound in the Euphrates represent the four prophetic movements beginning with the Millerite 

movement, and reaching down to the opening of the seventh Seal which should open at or 

shortly after the 120 years (Matt. 2-1:37; John  4:35), beginning in 1844, and the five angels 

messages of Rev. 14 represent the five messages of the four prophetic movements.  As all 

Seventh-day Adventists know, two of these angels' messages came before Oct. 22, 1844 in the 

Millerite movement, and as all the honest SDAs will know, three of these angels' messages have 

come since 1844. The third angel's message began to unfold with Ellen Harmon White and was 

followed by the Shepherd's Rod and the Branch messages making a total of five angels' messages 

but only four movements.  Problems that are complicated for the human mind, you see, are made 

simple by inspiration. 

 

         Therefore, beginning with the prophet, William Miller, and reaching down to the opening 

of the seventh seal there are four prophetic movements and only four prophetic messengers. 

When the seventh seal opens and the loud cry begins for the world there will be 144,000 

prophets (Joel 1:28). Hence no room is left for the many SDA and DSDA reformers being 

prophets or having a prophetic message all of their own until the seventh seal opens and thereby 

making it impossible for them to go to the "two olive trees" Rev. 11:4; Zech. 4:11; "the 

Scriptures of the Old and New Testament" GC 267, to get the oil of present truth to lighten the 

candle stick, the Church.  Being ministers, not prophets, they must necessarily get their oil of 

truth from the golden bowl (Spirit of Prophecy in order to lighten the church (candlestick Rev. 

2:1-5).  As long as the reform ministers bring admonitions for the church from the Bible as it is 

revealed by the Spirit of Prophecy, they have God's sealing approval. However, those reformers 

who go to the two Olive Trees, without the Spirit of Inspiration, but rather through the halls of 

higher learning or some other means other than Inspiration, and attempt to bring out things new 

and old which is the spurious and not the true oil, and dispense it to the candlestick are claiming, 

by their actions, to be prophets, but are termed by the Bible as false prophets. 

 

         There is a dangerous trend among the reformers, by claiming that all are prophets. This is 

the devil's deal, and if this urge to prophesy is not repressed by them, it will surely lead into 

fanaticism, and hence bring about the fulfillment of the latter day prophecy by Jer. 23:20. "I have 

not sent these prophets, yet they ran: I have not spoken them, yet they prophesied." Jer. 23:21.  

 

         Beginning with the Third Angel's Message after 1844, and before the seventh seal opens, 

there are three prophetic steps of the message of righteousness; which are: (1) Righteousness by 

Grace in the third angel's message of the atonement for the dead by Mrs. E. G. White - SDA.  By 

keeping the Sabbath since 1844, God's people received the assurance of His righteousness 

through His grace. (2) Righteousness by Faith came in 1888, but it was rejected by the General 

Conference and the people, and produced no movement. See COR 87:2, 70:2. Sr. White wrote 

"thus the Lord, did for the children of Israel, thus He has done with his people in all ages. He will 

prove them where they have formerly failed." 5T623:1. The people rejected the message in 1888 

and the ministers, Waggoner and Jones did not persevere and consequently no prophetic 

movement resulted from the message therefore, the message of 1888 completely failed. We may 

be sure, though, that the Lord's truth is not to fail but on the other hand is to triumph, and since 

this is true then the message of righteousness by faith would necessarily have to be sent back to 

the church again.  This is just what happened in 1929, the Lord sent the message of righteousness 

by faith through the Sabbath School Quarterly which developed into the Shepherd's Rod 

message, and which has tried the faith of every Seventh-Day Adventist since it came into  
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existence. 

 

         Yes, it is true that the denomination claims the Shepherd's Rod is false. "The Jews refused 

to receive Christ, because He did not come in accordance with their expectations.   The ideas of 

finite men were held as infallible, because hoary with age." TM64:2.  We are not to go by what 

the church says, for the church has rejected the messages He sends through His delegated 

messenger in all ages.   If God's people would ever learn to stay with the Spirit of Prophecy 

rather than listen to fallible men they would be safe.  Actually, the message of 1888 was in a 

sense sent to announce the Shepherd's Rod, and although the Shepherd' Rod did not bring that 

great reformation in the church anticipated by its believers, yet it taught a great prophetic truth. 

 

       The  movement that follows the Davidian movement, the Branch, is the message of the Lord 

our Righteousness of Zech. 6:12,13; Jer. 23:5, 6, which is the investigative judgment of the 

living for the church (I Pet. 4:17), and is the message and revival that brings the reformation 

(reorganization) in the church before the loud cry for the world. Do you not want to be one of, or 

one with, the 144,000  first fruits? We need the Righteousness of the Branch in the Atonement. 

Hear Inspiration, "The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy 

of Zechariah concerning Him whose name is the Branch."  GC415.  "Hear ye the Rod" ; "Who is 

to bring this revival and reformation, this, great change ? - the BRANCH.  And according to 

Isaiah 11:1-5, the Branch is the Lord." 1TGr 8-24:3. The Lord is bringing the revival and 

reformation in His own name, and when this revival and reformation is completed which is the 

marriage of the Lamb (Matt. 25:10), the Lamb's wife (Rev. 14:1) will have His name (Jer. 33:15, 

16).   Therefore there are three steps of righteousness, SDA (Grace), DSDA  (Faith), BDSDA 

(Righteousness of Christ).  O! for the height and depths of the wisdom of God and His ways past 

finding out until at the right time when He reveals His secrets to His servants the prophets.  You 

can see, the Lord through Inspiration make's His truth so plain and simple that none can gainsay.  

However, men turn to their own righteousness in order that they may have a following who will 

bow to them instead of the Lord. These false teaches may as well know now that God will 

surprise them at their unholy feast. 

 

         So you see, friends, there is no possible way to brush the Lord's message aside, for "he will 

try them, and if they fail under the trial the second time, He will bring them around to the same 

test again." 5T 623:1.  Since the Lord's people failed the second time to receive the message of 

righteousness by faith through the Shepherd's Rod He is now bringing them around to the same 

test again through the Branch, and this time it will triumph to the glory of the Lord.   Do you not 

want to triumph in His glory? 

 

         Any movement that meets this Divine blue print in these last days,  you may be sure, is 

ordained of Heaven, and you can be safe in putting your all into it, even to all you have, all you 

are, and all you hope to be.  This is Heaven's chart and compass and you certainly will not go 

wrong following it. Compare any movement by the above blue print and if the organization does 

not meet the specifications and requirements laid down here you will know to leave it alone, for 

it is the spurious, not the true, and will surely bring you to a bad end. The only profitable thing to 

do is to put your time, energy and means into the genuine which will bring you joy, happiness 

and everlasting peace. Do not get contaminated by the false which will only bring everlasting  
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destruction.  There is no time to lose, why dabble with that which is not bread, why not be 

overcomers and partake of the true Bread which cometh down from Heaven, the hidden Manna? 

(Rev. 2:17). 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

      I.  The five angel's messages:  

           a. Rev. 14:6-8 prior to Oct. 22, 1844 - Millerite, originating in eastern New York. 

           b. Rev. 14:9 after 1844 - The Testimonies, Portland, Maine. 

           c. Rev. 14:15 after 1844 - The Shepherd's Rod, Los Angeles California. 

           d. Rev. 14:16, 17 after 1844 -The Branch "He'' The Lord Our Righteousness for  

               the 144,000, Odessa, Texas. 

 

           1. Rev. 14:18 is the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit . 

           2. Rev. 14:18, 19 is the Loud Cry -.the Branch "SHE", the Lord Our  

               Righteousness for the great multitude. 

       

II. Four Angels Bound in Euphrates (Babylon) GC 389-90; at an hour, day, month, and 

year.   

           First-day Adventists -the hour of His judgment.  Rev.14:6, 7. 

                 Seventh-day Adventists; Day - great judgment day beginning Oct. 22, 1844. 

                 Davidian Seventh-day Adventists; Month - the latter rain of truth in first                                                        

                 month.  Joel 2:23. 

                 Branch Davidian Seventh-day Adventists Year - year of the redeemed. These  

                 four are summed up in the Branch.  See 5Tr 87.  The four angels find their  

                 origin in Euphrates (United States). 

 

    III.       Three steps of Righteousness during the time of the Atonement. 

                 a. Righteousness by Grace - judgment of the dead (GC 483, 490) SDA. 

                 b. Righteousness by Faith - pre-judgment of living (2TG 39) Davidian SDA. 

                 c. Righteousness of Christ - judgment of the living Branch DSDA (1TG39:5;  

                 6T 19). 

 

         Finally Brethren, "Through faith in His name, He imputes unto us His righteousness, and it 

becomes a living principle in our life."  R&H July 12, 1892.   The Atonement this year is Sept. 

20 (Sept. 19 at even). Lev. 23:27, 8. The Feast of Tabernacles is Sept 25 - Oct. 2  First and eighth 

days are holy convocations.  

 

                                                                                         BENJAMIN RODEN 

 

 

The BRANCH of Davidian and Seventh-day Adventists 

 Box 3088 Odessa, Texas 
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THE ATONEMENT DAY 

 

September 27, 1962 

 

GEM THOUGHT:  "When we submit ourselves to Christ, the heart is united with His 

heart, the will is merged in His will, the mind becomes one with His mind, the thoughts are 

brought into captivity to Him; we live His life.  This is what it means to be clothed with the 

garment of His righteousness." C.O.L. 312:0. 

INTRODUCTION:  The signs of the times tell us it is high time all awake out of sleep; 

for our redemption draweth nigh.  It is evident that some of God's people in the church (the 

virgins, Matt. 25) are beginning to realize that God has a message for them in this crucial hour, 

that will prepare them for the Loud Cry of the third angel's message.  It is our prayer that every 

honest soul in the church will awaken out of sleep before it is too late. 

God's righteous character is disclosed to view in the law of ten commandments.  "He who 

becomes a partaker of the divine nature will be in harmony with God's great standard of 

righteousness, His holy law..." C.O.L. 314. 

 

While on earth Jesus said, "I have kept My Father's commandments." John 15:10  

"Righteousness is right doing...and it is by their deeds that all will be judged." C.O.L. 312:2. 

 

All who have broken the ten commandments have sinned.  "...for sin is the transgression 

of the law." 1 John 3:4.  Hence, all must die.  "Because the law worketh wrath." Rom. 4:15  "For 

all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God." Rom. 3:23. Let us remember that the 

Sabbath and Sanctuary truth of the third angel's message that began in 1844, is the judgment of 

the dead.  (G.C. 490). 

 

However, Paul says in 1 Cor. 15:51 that some never die.  And the Spirit of Prophecy by 

Mrs. White says, "...our Advocate presents the cases of each successive generation, and closes 

with the living." G.C. 483:1.  Therefore, those who are to be translated must be judged by the 

Judgment of the Living message - the addition to the Third Angel's message (Rev. 14:14-18; 

18:1-4; EW 277; 6T 406; GC 406).  "Remember ye the law of Moses...for all Israel, with the 

statutes and judgments." Ma. 4:4. 

 

By keeping the ten commandments and also God's statutes and judgments (feasts, etc.) we are 

promised health (Ex. 15:26; Deut. 7:15), wisdom (Deut. 4:5), prolonged life, and that we will 

increase mightily in the land flowing with milk and honey.  Truly this is the mark of God by the 

man in linen (Deut. 6:1-8; Eze. 9:3,4).  Peace with rain and abundant crops are also promised.  

(Lev. 26:1-6).  What more should one ask for, in this day when all the nations have need of these 

blessings.  But they cannot have them unless they keep God's statutes and judgment and  
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commandments, neither can we. 

 

Therefore, let God's people keep the Seventh-day Sabbath instead of Sunday, which is 

not Scriptural for:  "In 321, under Constantine the Great, the first Sunday law was enacted." 

National Encyclopedia, Vol. 9, p2 Art. Sabbath.  We must also keep the statutes and judgments 

which includes the Passover (Lord's Supper) just as Jesus instituted it) Matt. 26:17-30), which 

was changed to Easter by "The Council of Nicea" (324 A.D.). Id. Vol. 4 p8 Art. Easter. 

 

Tithing and the law of clean and unclean meats are a part of the Levitical law God gave 

to Moses (Mal. 4:4) as found in the New Testament (1 Cor. 5:7, 8) harmonizing with the Old 

Testament (Nah. 1:15; P.P. 539-4; Evangelism 579:0).  This is the testimony of Jesus.  (Isa. 8;20)  

Therefore, the correct place for God's true people to pay their tithes and offerings into God's 

storehouse of Present Truth (Mal. 3:10).  The place where God's people "keep the 

commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus, which is the Spirit of Prophecy." Rev. 

19:10 

 

Under the initial phase of the third angel's message -- the judgment of the dead (G.C. 

490) since 1844, God did not reveal the necessity of observing the holy feast laws of Lev. 23:23-

32.  However, under the message of the angel of Rev. 18:1, the message that joins the Third 

Angel's message (E.W. 277), which is the message of the Judgment of the Living.  Inspiration 

reveals God's requirement of observing His holy fast day of the Atonement, as well as the feast 

days and the Seventh-day Sabbath.  Hence, we see God reveals by Inspiration to His people their 

privilege and duty in our day just as He did through the holy prophets of old to His ancient 

people. 

 

All who wish to have their sins pardoned, follow the Lord into the Most Holy at the going 

down of the sun, Sunday, Oct. 7, as he pleads your cases with His spilt blood before our 

Heavenly Father.  Sunday night at sundown, Oct. 7, till Monday night, Oct. 8, sundown, is the 

day that we are to fast and afflict our souls.  The first day of the 7th month is likewise a Sabbath.  

Lev. 23:23-25).  This year it falls on Sabbath, Sept. 29. 

 

NOTE:  Atonement services this year will be held in Ft. Davis, Texas; Oct. 8.  Those who 

wish a home in Israel now or in the future write in for applications.  A house and land awaits 

your occupancy.  There will be a political and religious asylum in Palestine for those who keep 

the Sabbath and God's solemn feasts. 

 

Yours to keep all of God's commandment, statutes, and judgments.      

 

 

 

 

Benjamin Roden 
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                                                      THE KINGDOM 
 

 

 

May 14, 1962 

 

Dear Kingdom-Bound Saints, 

 

         We wish to thank all who labored to make our meetings a success at Fort Davis during the 

Passover feast days.  We greatly appreciate the efforts of those who sacrificed time and means to 

come to the meetings, and also the letter from those who have written in expressing their regret 

for not being able to be with us on the solemn feast days.  In giving you a partial report of our 

Passover meeting held at Fort Davis, April 18-22, we wish to share with you just a few ideas of 

some of the things which were discussed in the unfolding of the Truth.  In the first place our 

seasons of study and prayers together were attended by the Holy Spirit  as we received blessings 

from the throne of Grace.  The time spent in recreation and business planning was also profitably 

spent. 

 

         In our study we learned that the Passover feast days this year were on the same days of the 

week as they were at the time our Saviour was crucified for our sins, and the same as at the 

Passover in 1959 and also at the second Passover in 1960.  Through Holy Writ, we find that we 

are pointed to God the Father by the Ten Commandment Law which is the unerring rule of His 

righteousness, the transcript of His character, the glory of His countenance.  It is the law of 

creation and the foundation of God's government and by the ten precepts, immensity of creation 

is governed and judged.  By this law is the knowledge of sin (Rom. 3:20).  "All have sinned" 

Rom. 5:12.  "The soul that sinneth, it shall die." Eze. 18:4. 

 

Therefore: 

           Under the ten commandment law no one that has sinned can escape the grave because the 

death penalty is pronounced upon all who have sinned, and all have sinned.  Since the sanctuary 

truth combined with the Ten Commandment Law is the third angel's message, (E.W  p. 254) we 

see that, with nothing added, the first phase of the 3rd message beginning in 1844 is the 

judgment of the dead (GC 490). 

 

Consequently: 

         Since Paul in 1 Cor. 15 states that when Jesus comes in the clouds of heaven some of the 

living will be translated without seeing death, logic compels us to see there must be another law 

that gives us life, one which must be added to the 3rd angel's message whereby the living can be 

judged righteous.  Therefore, such a law would necessarily be a message for the Judgment of the 

Living. 

 

QUESTION: 

          What is the law that through faith the condemned sinner may receive everlasting life 

without passing through the grave? 
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ANSWER: 

          The law that gives us life is the law of the Son of God.  The feast laws were added because 

Israel broke the moral law of ten commandments (Rom. 3:19).  If we keep these laws we show 

our faith in a risen Christ and He will deliver us from sin and the grave.  That law is the law of 

the sacrifice of the Lamb of God (John 1:29) that taketh away the sins of the world. This law 

Paul says is what cleanses the church: "Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new 

lump, as ye are leavened.  For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us: Therefore let us keep 

the feast, not with the old leaven." 1 Cor. 5:7, 8. Surely God would not tell us to keep the feast if 

He did not mean it.  God always means what He says. 

 

           Paul kept the feast of unleavened bread. It is written, "I must by all means keep this feast 

that cometh in Jerusalem." Act. 28:21.  However, Paul was detained and "sailed away from 

Philippi after the days of unleavened bread." Act 20:6. After this Paul had decided to be in 

Jerusalem for Pentecost. "For Paul had determined to sail by Ephseus, because he would not 

spend the time in Asia: for he hasted if it were possible for him, to be at Jerusalem the day of 

Pentecost." Acts 20:16.  But the Spirit (Acts 21:4) said for him not to go up to Jerusalem for 

Pentecost.  "But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost." 1 Cor. 16:8.  Pauls says, "Be not 

deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. Awake to righteousness, and sin not; for 

some have not the knowledge of God: I speak this to your shame." 1 Cor. 15:33, 34. Again Paul 

says, "That which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die?"  "Behold, I shew you a mystery; 

We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the 

last trump:...we shall be changed." 1 Cor. 15: 36, 51, 52.  What is it then that gives us the 

privilege to be among those who never die?  This we need to know that we may be among the 

144,000 first fruits (Rev. 14:1-5) who never die. 

 

Hear Inspiration: 

 

         "When the Saviour yielded up His life on Calvary, the significance of the Passover ceased, 

and the ordinance of the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which 

the Passover had been a type." P.P. 539.  "Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us." 1 Cor. 5:7.  

Type meets antitype.  Jesus instituted the Lord's Supper the night of the Passover. See Matt. 

26:18-28.  Let us therefore by faith keep God's feasts and die to self. 

 

           The Davidian messenger in 1953 says, "So far, our God-sent message has not brought to 

our attention the ordination of the Lord's Supper...The message, moreover, teaches that we 

(Davidians) should remain in the mother (SDA) church and work strictly for her salvation. The 

conclusion then is that as long as we stay with her, there seems to be no need for ordaining the 

Lord's Supper privately among ourselves (in the Davidian movement), perhaps not before the 

hour comes for the penitent to be separated from the impenitent, as taught by the types - by the 

Passover in Egypt, and by the Passover on the night when Judas was to go out, never again to 

walk with the twelve.  Furthermore, no one seems to know when and how to observe the 

sacrament.  Some observe it every Sunday or every Sabbath, some occasionally, some every 

quarter and so on. It seems logical to say that when God commands us to ordain it anew He will 

tell us also how and when to observe it properly." 1TGr 3, page 6. 

 

           The Davidian author said in 1953 that ordaining the Lord's Supper at the proper time was 

a secret with the Lord which He had not revealed, but at the right time the Lord would tell us  
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how and when to observe it. How does the Lord reveal secrets? "Surely the Lord God will do 

nothing, but he revealeth his secret to His servants the prophets." Amos 3:7. The Lord only 

reveals His secrets through Inspiration. Since God did not reveal the secret of instituting the 

Lord's Supper that would bring the separation of the wheat and tares to Sr. White or V.T. Houteff 

in their life time, and since the Lord never reveals anything to the dead, we can be sure that God 

would bestow this knowledge upon a living person. 

 

           Only through type and antitype (AA 14, 2SR 10, 255) can God's people know for sure 

where the truth is.  Therefore, since the Davidian message is the antitype of John the Baptist 

(1TGr 36, p 4) there must be someone to fulfill the antitype of Christ's movements (12 S. Code 1 

p6). The fulfillment of this antitype means that someone with a message must ordain the Lord's 

Supper at Passover time. The correct time for this event would be at the end of the 430 years 

(2SR 275). The period begins in 1530 at the time Luther with the sword of Truth wounded the 

head on the Leopard beast (of Rev. 13). The 430 years brings us to 1960, the year the wound was 

healed in the land of the two horned beast.  Now that we are under church and state rule, the two-

horned beast (the 666) is making an image to the Leopard beast and antitypical Jacob is sending 

His battering rams, vanguard on ahead to console brother Esau and work out a compromise so 

that all of Jacob's house may enter the Promised land. 

 

           Hence the kingdom is restored in three steps, and those who expect to enter the Kingdom 

must keep the Passover.  "Those who keep God's solemn 'feasts' and perform their vows shall 

have this peace.  None others shall." 2TG 42, p 41.  Therefore the Kingdom in three steps: 1)  

The Branch twig planted in the top of the mountains of Israel (Eze. 17:22, 23).  (The name of the 

vegetarian village where the Branch twig has been planted in Israel means the top of a tree in 

Hebrew). 2)  The second step, the Lord's feet will stand on the Mount of Olives.  (Zech. 14:4). 3)  

The third, step, the 144,000 stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion. (Rev. 14:1).  "We know the 

Branch to be Christ.  A branch is a part of a tree, and in this instance, the tree represents the 

kingdom of David and which is to come from the stem of Jesse." 12 S. Code 6, 7, p15. 

 

            Keep the feast and have peace, for this is the Judgment of the Living. "History, 

Commandments, Prophecy, Statutes....Yes, be convinced of the truth, ...for it is your life, your 

prosperity, your health and happiness, your eternity." 2TG 37, p 25. 

 

Conclusion: 

          

          There are two laws whereby the living are judged:  1)  The moral law of God the Father, 

the Ten Commandments.  2)  The ceremonial law of God the Son.  The first points out sin and 

the second is the remedy for sin. On these laws hang all the law and the prophets. Jesus said, 

"Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to 

fulfill. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise 

pass from the law, till all be fulfilled."  Matt. 5:17, 18.  Jesus did not destroy the law. He only 

gave Himself, the perfect sacrifice, in place of the imperfect sacrificial lamb, which could make 

none perfect.  Therefore let us by faith in Christ and His Righteousness, the perfect sacrifice, 

keep the Lord's Passover Supper, on the night of Abib 14, which is the memorial of our 

deliverance from this world and the bondage of sin. 
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             The Passover cleansed the church twice before; on that historical night in Egypt and 

again on that eventful night in Jerusalem when Judas separated himself from the church. The 

Lord's Passover Supper is again for the third and last time separating the wheat from the tares.  

Let all who will, be purified by the cleansing blood of the Passover Lamb. By following His 

example, His people can become a pure holy people. "Purge out therefore the old leaven that ye 

may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened.  For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us: 

Therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven." 1 Cor. 5:7, 8. "Repent ye therefore, and be 

converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of refreshing shall come." Acts 

3:19. 

 

             From the atonement in 1844 to atonement in 1964 will be 120 years (Gen. 6:3).  See P.P. 

p 102.  Afterwards, the Loud Cry will begin for the world. There are only two years left of the 

120 years from 1844 to prepare ourselves and tell modern Israel (SDA) that there will be 

political asylum in Palestine with other Sabbath keepers, during the great time of trouble (Dan. 

12:1). 

 

            "Lift up your eyes, and LOOK on the fields (of first fruits, Rev. 14:1-5); for they are 

white already to harvest." John 4:35.  TWO YEARS! - Type meets antitype! "...If the 

people...had gone to work...after...1888...the world (could have been)...warned in TWO years." 

G.C. Bulletin, 1892. "And ABOUT the eleventh hour he...saith unto them, Why stand ye here all 

the day idle....Go ye also into the vineyard; and whatsoever is right, that shall ye receive." Matt. 

20:6, 7. 

 

             Do not hesitate, some other time might be too late. Keep the feasts and tell others of this 

law which is the Message of the BRANCH - THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS. Enter into 

the NEW COVENANT with the Lord and accept the law that He is writing on the hearts of those 

who love Him, is our prayer. 

 

Yours to keep the feasts, receive a crown and have peace, 

 

        Benjamin Roden 
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HEAVEN'S FLYING SAUCER 

GOD'S TRAVELING THRONE 
 

Isaiah 6 
 

 

December 16, 1963 

 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy by Ellen G. White tells us, "Let God's workmen study the sixth chapter of 

Isaiah, and the first and second chapters of Ezekiel." T. M. 213. 

 

At this time, therefore, let us study Isaiah 6 in order to find out what Inspiration would have us 

know about this prophecy. 

 

Verses 1-4 "In the year that king Uzziah died I saw also the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and 

lifted up, and his train filled the temple. Above it stood the seraphims: each one had six wings; 

with twain he covered his face, and with twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly. 

And one cried unto another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts: the whole earth is 

full of his glory. And the posts of the door moved at the voice of him that cried, and the house 

was filled with smoke." Isa. 6:1-4. 

 

Here Isaiah visits the temple and as he stood under the portico, "Suddenly the gate and inner veil 

of the temple seemed to be uplifted or withdrawn, and he was permitted to gaze within, upon the 

holy of holies, where even the prophet's feet might not enter. There rose up before him a vision 

of Jehovah sitting upon a throne high and lifted up, while the train of His glory filled the 

temple."  P.K. 307. 

 

The prophet sees the Lord sitting on His throne and His train, or retinue, filled the temple. By the 

fact, "The posts of the door moved at the voice of him that cried, and the house was filled with 

smoke," is shown outright that this is a traveling throne. If you will note Ezekiel had a similar 

experience of seeing the Lord on one of His thrones by the river of Chebar in the land of the 

Chaldeans. (Eze. chapters 1, 2, & 10). 

 

However, unlike the throne of the Lord that came to Ezekiel with the four living creatures, 

underneath the throne (Eze. 1:26), each having four wings, Isaiah views the seraphim, above the 

throne, each having six wings. Two wings to cover their feet, two to cover their faces and two 

with which to fly. 

 

In the beauty of His Holiness God comes with the shining seraphim above His throne, to Isaiah 

with a message for His people. As we shall see, the message was not only for Isaiah and Israel in 

his day, but the prophecy is recorded in Holy Writ for our admonition, learning, and 

encouragement. Mrs. White wrote, "To-day this prophecy is meeting rapid fulfillment." P.K. 

313. 
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Since the prophecy of Isaiah 6 was present truth in Mrs. White's day, and the Third Angel's 

message has not been given to the world in a loud cry, also as Isaiah waxed 'bolder and still 

bolder in his predictions of the future triumph of the church," P.K 310, we can only conclude that 

this prophecy of Isa. 6 is present truth today and is the message of the third angel that will fill the 

earth with God's glory. (by the angel Rev. 14:17, 18; 18:14). 

 

In other words, there are five angel's messages in Revelation 14 instead of only three as we 

Seventh-day Adventists have taught in the past. ". . . all five of the angels brought to view in this 

chapter represent five distinct messages, prior to the advent, or we are left without a rule to 

interpret this chapter .... The last two angels are messages . . We shall, no doubt, better 

understand them at their fulfillment." A Word to the Little Flock,  p. 11. 

 

As a people, we must teach all five of the messages in Revelation 14, or God will be forced to 

call another people to do that which it is our privilege as Seventh-day Adventists, if we will only 

take hold of the arm of the Lord and go forward. 

 

We have been taught that the Scripture (Rev. 14:14) represents the second coming of Jesus, and 

so it is, in its final fulfillment. However, "We can not say that a Scripture means just this, and 

that a broader meaning cannot be attached to it." R. & H. Oct. 21, 1890. ". . . new meaning will 

flash out of familiar texts. Every page will be illuminated by the Spirit of truth."  T.S.S. 30. 

 

The fact an angel (message) comes out, after the Lord is seen on the cloud, is positive proof that, 

in the final analysis, Rev. 14:14 is not, in its first application, Jesus' second coming. Furthermore, 

after the Lord is seen on the cloud the angel of Rev. 14:15 comes out of the temple with a loud 

voice announcing the first harvest, of Rev. 14:16. Then a second angel (message) Rev. 14:17 

comes out and announces the second-fruit harvest of grapes (great multitude, Rev. 7:9). See Rev. 

14:18; Joel 3:13-14. 

 

Let us by logic and the weight of evidence prove that there are five angel's messages in 

Revelation 14 and at the same time tie in the prophecy of Ezekiel chapters one and two with 

Isaiah six. To do this let us consider: 

 

God's Two Stationary Thrones 

 

John said, "And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the 

throne of God and of the Lamb." Rev. 22:1. Out of the throne of God and the Lamb flows the 

living water. 

 

The Apostle Paul visualized this same throne, "Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our 

faith; who... is set down at the right hand of the throne of God." Heb. 12:2. "I beheld till the 

thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of days did sit, . . . " Dan. 7:9. "I saw the Father rise up 

from the throne, and in a flaming chariot go into the holy of holies within the veil, and sit down. 

Then Jesus rose up from the throne, . . . Then the cloudy chariot, with wheels like flaming fire, 

surrounded by angels, came to where Jesus was. He stepped into the chariot and was borne to the 

holiest, where the Father sat."  E. W. 55. 
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"And immediately I was in the spirit: and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the 

throne .... and before the throne there was a sea of glass like unto crystal: and in the midst of the 

throne, and round about the throne, were four beasts full of eyes before and behind .... and the 

four beasts had each of them six wings about him." Rev. 4: 2, 6, & 8. 

 

Here is God's administrative throne from which He and His Son, Jesus, rule the Universe. This 

throne has been from eternity. From this throne William Miller understood that Jesus would 

descend to earth to receive His waiting saints at the end of the 2300 days (years) Dan. 8:14. 

 

Through William Miller, through the gift of Inspiration, proclaimed the correct date of the end of 

the prophecy of Dan. 8:14, God held His hand over the message in such a manner as to keep 

Miller and his associates from knowing just what was to happen Oct. 22, 1844, and the people 

were tested. 

 

Why was it that Miller did not read and understand the third angel's message of Rev. 14:9 -12 

when he was teaching about the first and second angel's messages of Rev. 14: 6- 8? The answer 

is obvious. God withholds light and reveals it at the proper time. It was with the Seventh-day 

Adventists as it was with the First-day Adventists. The Pioneers of this movement understood 

there are five angel's messages in Rev. 14, but they said, "We shall, no doubt, better understand 

them at their fulfillment." W. L. F. page 11. 

 

In the days of Miller and the Advent movement there was the one stationary 

throne--Administrative. October 22, 1844, God  established His judicial throne and began the 

investigative judgment of the dead (G. C. 490), and closes with the judgment for the living (G. C. 

483) - all whose names are found written in the books in heaven. 

 

Beginning in 1844, Ellen G. Harmon, a girl of seventeen, was endowed with the gift of Prophecy 

(Rev. 12:17; 19:10) and through her, God revealed the prophetic message of the third angel. 

There are some of Ellen G. (Harmon) White's testimonies that need to be interpreted by 

Inspiration, as many are prophetic. 

 

Therefore, beginning in 1844, three angels each having two wings, began to sound the hour of 

God's judgment Day and His righteousness through grace, which is all-sufficient for those who 

die in the Third Angel's message. Therefore there are two stationary thrones: one administrative 

and one judicial. 

 

                                                   God's Two Traveling Thrones 

 

After this, was to sound the fourth angel's message of Rev. 14:14, 15. The Spirit of Prophecy 

says to study the first and second chapters of Ezekiel. In Rev. 14:14, John saw the Lord with a 

crown and sickle. Clearly, a crown suggests a throne, and the sickle a harvest. Ezekiel saw the 

Lord above the firmament on His throne (Eze. 1:26) with the four living creatures each having 

four wings (verse 6), "And when they went I heard the noise of their wings, like the noise of 

great waters, as the voice of the Almighty, the voice of speech, as the noise of an host."  Eze. 

1:24. 
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"And he said unto me, Son of man, I send thee to the children of Israel, to a rebellious nation 

that hath rebelled against me." Eze. 2:3. 

 

Ezekiel heard the noise of their wings--the voice of speech, as the noise of an host. 

 

Angels represent messages or messengers and as the angels fly, the truth is borne on their wings. 

Ezekiel heard the noise of their wings as their speech declared the truth. Therefore, the number 

of the wings being four on the angels or cherubims (Ezek 10:5), they represent the number of the 

message to be given. Consequently, the fourth angel's message of Rev. 14:14, 15 is the 

counterpart of the one, God, in His traveling throne, gave Ezekiel to convey to Israel, the church. 

 

Please note, the creatures or cherubims each have four wings, two with which to cover their 

bodies and two with which to fly. Therefore, the message to Israel in Ezekiel one and two and in 

Rev. 14:14, 15 is pre-harvest, or pre-judgment of the living, since the creatures do not have their 

faces and their feet covered as do the seraphims with six wings in Isaiah 6. In fact, you will 

notice the fourth angel of Rev. 14:15 with the loud voice, or righteousness by faith, comes to 

warn God's people that the harvest or judgment of the living is about to begin. After the angel 

delivered his message, "...he that sat on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth and the earth 

was reaped." Rev. 14:16. 

 

This reaping or investigative judgment for the living is the first-fruit harvest that takes place in 

the earth. (Rev. 14:16). Says the Spirit of Prophecy, "In the balances of the sanctuary the 

Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed. " 8T. 247:2. "Every individual has a soul to save 

or to lose. Each has a case pending at the bar of God. Each must meet the great Judge face to 

face .... The sanctuary in heaven is the very center of Christ's work in behalf of man. It concerns 

every soul living upon the earth. " G. C.488. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy tells us that "The efficacy of the blood of Christ was to be presented to 

the people with freshness and power, that their faith might lay hold upon its merits. As the high 

priest sprinkled the warm blood upon the mercy seat, while the fragrant cloud of incense 

ascended before God, so while we confess our sins, and plead the efficacy of Christ's atoning 

blood, our prayers are to ascend to heaven, fragrant with the merits of our Saviour's character. 

Notwithstanding our unworthiness, we are ever to bear in mind that there is One that can take 

away sin, and save the sinner. Every sin acknowledged before God with a contrite heart, He will 

remove. THIS FAITH IS THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH." T. M. 92, 93.  

 

Here we see that as the high priest sprinkled the warm blood of the animal sacrifice, on the 

mercy seat; just so, Jesus our High Priest sprinkles His own fresh, warm blood that comes forth 

from His nail-scarred hands, as penitential prayer ascends from the contrite heart. "Such prayer 

will bring before the Lord of hosts the wounds of Jesus, AND THEN WILL FLOW AFRESH 

THE LIFE-GIVING BLOOD, symbolized by the flowing of the living water for Israel." P. P. 

411. "As the life-giving waters flowed from the smitten rock, so from Christ, 'smitten of God, '. . 

, the stream of salvation (even His precious blood flows for a lost race. P. P. 411. 

 

"In Hebrews 9 the cleansing of both the earthly and the heavenly sanctuary is plainly taught. 

Almost all things are by the law purged with blood; and without shedding of blood is no  
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remission.  It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be purified 

with these (the blood of animals); but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than 

these. ' (Hebrews 9:22, 23), even the precious blood of Christ." G.C. 417. (Parenthesis theirs) 

 

". . . And what was done in type in the ministration of the earthly sanctuary is done in reality in 

the ministration of the heavenly sanctuary." G. C. 420. 

 

"As anciently the sins of the people were by faith placed upon the sin offering and through its 

blood transferred, in figure, to the earthly sanctuary, so in the new covenant the sins of the 

repentant are by faith placed upon Christ and transferred, in fact, to the heavenly sanctuary." G. 

C. 421. 

 

". . . Jesus was clothed with priestly garments. He gazed in pity on the remnant, then raised His 

Hands, and with a voice of deep pity cried, 'My blood, Father, My blood, My blood, My blood! ' 

" E. W. 38. 

 

"In that day there shall be a fountain opened to the house of David and to the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem for sin and for uncleanness." Zech. 13:1. 

 

". . . He enters into the presence of His Father. He points to His wounded head, the pierced side, 

the marred feet; He lifts His hands, bearing the print of nails. He points to the tokens of His 

triumph; He presents to God the wave-sheaf, those raised with Him as representatives of that 

great multitude who shall come forth from the grave at His second coming." D. A. page 834. 

 

"Since the Saviour shed his blood for the remission of sins, and ascended to heaven 'to appear in 

the presence of God for us,' light has been streaming from the cross of Calvary and from the holy 

places of the sanctuary above. But the clearer light granted us, should not cause us to despise that 

which in earlier times was received through the types pointing to the coming Saviour. The gospel 

of Christ sheds light upon the Jewish economy, and gives significance to the ceremonial law. As 

new truths are revealed, and that which has been known from the beginning is brought into 

clearer light, the character and purposes of God are made manifest in his dealings with his 

chosen people. Every additional ray of light that we receive gives us a clearer understanding of 

the plan of redemption, which is the working out of the divine will in the salvation of man. We 

see new beauty and force in the inspired word, and we study its pages with a deeper and more 

absorbing interest." P. P. 367, 368. 

 

As Seventh-day Adventists, who know much about the Bible, do we realize that when we sin, by 

transgressing God's law, we open again the wounds in our dear Saviours hands, and the blood 

flows forth afresh when our sins are confessed. Again, the pain is felt by our Redeemer, as the 

life giving stream flows from a wounded heart. A true realization, of this fact is the life of the 

church. Will we realize this and let the angel touch our lips with the live coal, taken with the 

tongs from the altar of God? 

 

"Then flew one of the seraphims unto me, having a live coal in his hand, which he had taken 

with the tongs from off the altar: and laid it upon my mouth, and said, Lo, this hath touched thy 

lips; and thine iniquity is taken away and thy sin purged." Isa. 6:6,7. 
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Seeing "the King, the Lord of hosts" caused Isaiah to realize that he was a man of unclean lips 

and that lie dwelt among a people of unclean lips. 

 

The live coal from God's altar placed on the lips of God's servant is symbolical of purification, 

not only of the speech of the receiver, but also the purging of his sins, and indicating the power 

with which the messenger was to speak. 

 

Just before the loud cry, all God's servants are to have their sins purged and mighty power. 

 

The Bible tells us what is keeping the Holy Spirit 's power from us. There are so many winds of 

doctrine blowing, with which agents of the enemy are keeping the truth for this hour from God's 

elect. The power of the Spirit depends on the unity of the remnant. "Thy watchmen shall lift up 

the voice; with the voice together, shall they sing for they shall see eye to eye, when the Lord 

shall bring again Zion." Isa. 54:8. 

 

When the 120 in the upper room saw eye to eye, the power of the Spirit came upon them. (Acts 

2:1-4). Therefore, wake out of sleep, brethren and go out to meet the Bridegroom (Matt. 25) in 

the truth and in confession of sin, and in acceptance of His righteousness God's Kingdom-bound 

saints must place themselves on vantage ground so as to be in a position to have their lips 

touched with the live coal by the angel. 

 

We must fully realize that there are five angel's messages in Rev. 14. The Spirit of Prophecy 

says, "In the Revelation all the books of the Bible meet and end. " A. A. 585. 

 

In order to understand the two soul-harvests, we must understand the two literal harvests taught 

in the ceremonial law of Moses. The first-fruit harvest, you will note, began immediately after 

the Passover and offering of the wave-sheaf, and ended with the offering of the two wave-loaves 

after fifty days (at the end of seven weeks) at the feast of weeks, or Pentecost. (Acts 2:1-4). See 

also Lev. 23:16, 17. 

 

The two wave-loaves, or first-fruits, in our day, are the 144,000 of Rev. 7:1-8; 14:1-5. Inspiration 

calls them first-fruits (Rev. 14:4). Those who sound the warning to wake up the sleeping virgins 

(Matt. 25:5), or first-fruits, are the first of the first fruits, or wavesheaf--a vanguard as it were.  If 

you will please note in Rev. 14:4 the 144,000 are called virgins, and Jesus said that all the virgins 

were asleep, but a cry was made at midnight to wake up the dozing virgins. Inspiration never 

sleeps and when the One on the cloud thrust in His sickle, the virgins were awakened by the 

noise of the cry, "Behold the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him." Matt. 25:6. 

 

Those who are studying and getting the messages (oil) trimmed, their lamps, but the foolish 

virgins, because of their prejudices or cares of this life, or for some other reason, failed to study 

and get the oil when it was flowing forth from the fountain of Inspiration. 

 

"They had boasted that they were rich and increased with goods and had need of nothing." 8T 

250. "The time has come for a thorough reformation to take place." 8T 251. 

 

This purification and reformation is the first-fruit harvest which John saw in vision. "And he that  
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sat on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth; and the earth was reaped." Rev. 14:16. 

 

The Lord reaps the first-fruits of Rev. 14:4. Some in the church are tares and not wheat --(wave 

-loaves) and will see where they made their mistake after it is too late. They will get the oil then, 

but it will avail them nothing. They let opportunity slip by unnoticed. "But there are many, many 

in our churches who know little of the real meaning of the truth for this time .... O, how many 

who have not sought their soul's salvation will soon make the bitter lamentation, 'The harvest is 

past, the summer is ended, and my soul is not saved!"' 8T 252:3. 

 

Says the Spirit of Prophecy, "The proud heart strives to earn salvation; but both our title to 

heaven and our fitness for it are found in the righteousness of Christ." D. A. 300. If the church 

will put on the robe of Christ's righteousness, withdrawing from all allegiance with the world, 

there is before her the dawn of a bright and glorious day." A. A. 601. 

 

At this time, it is the message for the church to prepare her for the loud cry. The wonderful 

message of Isaiah causes "many, many" in the church to wail, "The harvest is past.  

 

At the same time, Isaiah 6:13 has much encouragement for the gospel prophet, "But yet in it shall 

be a tenth, and it shall return, and shall be eaten: as a teil tree, and as an oak, whose substance is 

in them, when they cast their leaves: so the holy seed shall be the substance thereof. " 

 

"The message therefore was one of encouragement and hope. Isaiah's work was not to be 

entirely in vain; in the end a remnant would be saved. 

 

"The holy seed. In the 'stump' there would remain life, and this would ultimately spring forth 

again and become a new tree. A tree is a common OT figure for God's people (see Isa. 65:22; Jer. 

17:8; cf. Dan. 4:14, 23). From this 'holy seed' a new and glorious Israel would rise." S. D. A. 

Bible Commentary Vol. 4 Page 130. 

 

In S. D. A. there are tares (Matt. 13:30)--foolish virgins (Matt. 25:2; Isa. 6:10). Among these are 

the wheat (Matt. 13:30), wise virgins (Matt. 25:2), 144,000 that stand on Mt. Zion with the 

Lamb, and who are redeemed from the earth (land of the two horned beast Rev. 13:11); who are 

not defiled with women (churches), and who follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth: they are 

the first-fruits, or fruits of the first harvest (Lev. 23:17) in whose mouth is found no guile (false 

doctrine Rev. 14:1-5) these are they who have had their lips touched with the live coal from off 

the altar. They are the tenth-tithe, holy seed. (Isa. 6:8, 13). 

 

The 144,000 wheat (wave loaves) who have faith in the ever-flowing blood of Jesus, go out in a 

loud cry to gather the second fruits of the great multitude of grapes. (Rev. 14:18). No other 

people have, as a whole, been without fault before the throne of God having no false doctrine, 

since the 120 in the upper room. Therefore, let us work to understand a pure doctrine, seeing eye 

to eye, so we may have the upper-room experience. 

 

A tenth will stand on Mt. Zion to give the loud cry. It is well to consider the present number in 

the S. D. A. Denomination. "And this promise of Jehovah was made doubly sure; it was 

confirmed by an oath. As surely as God lives and reigns, his glory should be declared, 'among  
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the heathen, His wonders among all people.'  It was concerning the future fulfillment. . . " P. K. 

313. The captivity and Restoration. 

 

"In those days shall Judah be saved, and Jerusalem shall dwell safely: and this is the name 

wherewith she shall be called, The Lord our righteousness."  Jer. 33:16. 

 

Judah is to be saved in the day that David executes judgment and righteousness in the land. In 

that day she shall be called the Lord our Righteousness, when God takes away her sins in the day 

of judgment. "And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and thou 

shalt be called by a new name, which the mouth of the Lord shall name." Isa. 62:2. 

 

The prophecy of Isaiah 6:9-12 tells us how this message of Isaiah will cause a separation among 

the Lord's people; and also how the message is triumphant in the end. "But yet in it shall be a 

tenth, and it shall return, . ." "And saviours shall come upon Mt. Zion to judge the Mt. of Esau; 

and the kingdom shall be the Lord's. "Obadiah 21.  "...for the Law shall go forth of Zion and the 

word of the Lord from Jerusalem." Micah 4:2. 

 

Many Jews have already returned to the land God promised our father Abraham, and the way is 

now open for all Seventh-day Adventist Jews to return. Let us who are Jews labor earnestly for 

our Jewish brethren in the church, by telling them of the splendid opportunity to be in the land of 

Israel where we can keep the Sabbath when the law of God is made void among the nations. At 

that time, we well know that the headquarters of the General Conference cannot be operative in 

the same place as the headquarters of the two-horned beast, (while he is speaking as a dragon 

that no one may buy or sell lest he receives the mark or the number of His name. Rev. 13:11-18). 

 

Let us Pray for the complete covering of the Righteousness of Christ and the Pentecostal energy, 

and say with the disciple, "Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and my head." St. John 

13:9. 

  

                                                                 Prayerfully, 
 

                                                      THE BRANCH 

                                          P. O. Box 3088, Odessa, Texas 
 

                                                          "The Lord our Righteousness" 
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THY KINGDOM COME 
 

September 23, 1963 

 

Gem Thought: 

 

"In the time of the end, every divine institution is to be restored. The breach made in the law at 

the time the Sabbath was changed by man, is to be repaired. God's remnant people, standing 

before the world as reformers, . . . . In clear, distinct lines they are to present the necessity of 

obedience to all the precepts of the Decalogue. Constrained by the love of Christ, they are to 

cooperate with Him in building up the waste places. They are to be repairers of the breach, 

restorers of paths to dwe1l in. P.K. 678.  See Isa. 58:12-14. 

 

All truth and righteousness is to be restored before the end of probationary time. Therefore let us 

consider the truths that are restored in the time of the end after 1844, as follows:  

 

1.   The Third Angel's message. 

 

2.   There are five angels' messages in Rev. 14, prior to the Second Advent. (A Word                         

      to the Little Flock pp10, 11). In other words, two messages and two messengers  

      following Ellen G. White and the third angel's message to give the church all the  

      light on Rev. Chapter 14. 

 

3.   There are three sealing messages to seal the 144,000 (Rev. 3:12; E. W. 15;  

      1T59. 

        

      a. The seal of God by the third angel. (Rev. 14:6-12). 

 

      b. The seal of New Jerusalem by the fourth angel. (Rev. 7:1-8 ;14:15). 

 

      c. The seal of Jesus' New Name by the fifth angel. (Eze. 9:3,4; Rev. 14:17;  

          18:1,2. See Rev. 14:8 last part; G.C. 389, 390). 

 

4.   These three sealing messages, are the antitype of Isa. 11:1. 

 

5.   Elijah restores "all things even the Kingdom." 2 T.G. 7-11; T.M. 475; Mal. 4:4-6. 

 

The Restoration of God's Kingdom. When, How, and by Whom? 

 

The Lord said to pray, "Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth as It is in heaven." Matt. 

6:10. According to our Saviour's words, God is to have a kingdom. 

 

WHEN; the question is asked. Will God's righteous kingdom be restored before, during, or after 

the one thousand years? 
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The answer has already been given from the Spirit of Prophecy in the gem thought, "In the time 

of the end."  P.K. 678. 

 

By this statement we can see that the Kingdom is during probationary time, during the time of 

the end.  It is after the 144,000 have been sealed: for they are the antitypical two wave loaves 

since John called them first fruits (Lev. 23:17), which are offered on the Pentecost. (Acts 2:1-4). 

"The vision of the prophet pictures them as standing on Mount Zion, girt for holy service." A. A. 

591. They stand there as a Token of God's covenant promises to Abraham. (Gen. 17:7).   

 

The Atonement for the Living . . . 

 

"Thy way, O God, is in the sanctuary. " Ps. 77:13. "Hate the evil, and love the good, and 

establish judgment in the gate: it may be that the Lord God of hosts will be gracious unto the 

remnant of Joseph."  Amos 5:15. 

 

The atoning work of Christ has been going on for the dead for 119 years (See G.C.490), and the 

Spirit of Prophecy laments,  ''O that the atoning work of Christ might be carefully  studied."  

R.&H. Nov. 22-29, 1892. C.O.R. 127, 1941 ed. Our fore fathers understood the atoning work of 

Christ for the dead, that began in 1844.  Since Inspiration says,  "Beginning with those who first 

lived upon the earth, our Advocate presents the cases of each successive generation, and closes 

with the living." G.C. 483.  Evidently it is the atonement for the living, Mrs. White did not 

understand. 

 

Another statement from the Spirit of Prophecy lends precedence to this idea. "The  significance 

of the Jewish economy is not yet fully comprehended. Truths vast and profound are shadowed 

forth in its rites and symbols. The gospel is the key that unlocks its mysteries. Through a 

knowledge of the plan of redemption, its truths are opened to our understanding. For more than 

we do, it is our privilege to understand these  wonderful themes.  We are to comprehend the deep 

things of God." C.O.L. 133.   

 

In the rites and symbols of the Jewish economy, is the key of the gospel that unlocks, the 

mysteries of redemption. Ellen G. White understood what the key was, but did not know how to 

use it in its relation to the atonement work for the living, since this phase of the judgment was 

not present truth in her time.  If you will notice it is the fourth angel with the loud voice of Rev. 

14:15 who says it is time for the Lord to harvest or judge the living--the church first. (Rev. 

l4:16). Plain it is that the fourth angel does not reap the first fruits since he says it is time for thee 

to reap. Hence, more light must be revealed in order to have a full knowledge on the subject. 

 

Therefore, some time after the loud voice of the fourth angel ceased to be heard, the Lord begins 

to reap. (Rev. 14:15, 16). The Lord thrusts in his sickle in the first harvest to reap the first fruits. 

(144,000, wheat) (Ex. 34:22).  At this time the Lord has the reins in His hands. (T. M. 300). The 

fifth angel comes out, and after the antitypical Pentecost (Num. 28:26; See Rev. 14:18.first part), 

He thrusts in his sickle in earth in a loud cry to gather the second fruits of the great multitude 

(Rev. 7:9); of grapes (Rev. 14:18 last part; Zech. 14:16- 21).  When we keep the feasts (1Cor. 

5:7, 8), we have the key for the atonement. The Spiritual harvest in the New Testament is just 

like the literal in the Old Testament, except for sacrificing animals. 
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Herein lies the substance of the matter. The S. D. A. church has been proclaiming the judgment 

of the dead since 1844; the ten commandments, the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth, which were 

designed to gather the first fruits into the church. Seventh-day Adventists do not know how to 

separate the two phases of the judgment; the one of the dead from that of the living, which is 

given by the fifth angel who joins the third angel's message to give the Loud Cry. (E.W. 277; 

G.C. 604). 

 

The judgment of the living first begins with the church (1 Pet. 4:17), as taught by the fourth and 

fifth angel's messages of Rev. 14:15,11. 

 

The church must pass through the atonement before the "Remnant" (Rev. 12:17) of first fruits 

who escape the slaughter weapons of Eze. 9:5, 6, can go out in a loud cry to the world. (1T 186; 

See 5T 210, 211).  

 

Inspiration says, ". . . every weight, every besetting sin, must be laid aside .... The church will be 

weighed in the balances of the sanctuary." 5T 83. "In the balances of the sanctuary the 

Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed."  8T 247.  When the  purification shall take 

place in our ranks, we shall no longer rest at ease, boasting of being rich and increased with 

goods, in need of nothing."  8T 250. 

 

When the Seventh-day Adventist church passes through the judgment, the tares will be bundled 

and burned, and the first fruits wheat (Lev. 23:1; Rev. 14:1-5) put into the barn--Kingdom to 

give the loud cry. 

 

Please study and understand the Hebrew economy of the ceremonial feast laws of the first and 

second fruits. Then you will be able to see the two spiritual harvests after 1844 "in the time of 

the end'' are made simple... , Therefore let God's people keep the feasts (1Cor. 4:7,8; Acts 18:21; 

20:6, 16; P.P. 277, 539; A.A: 390), and be sealed to stand on Mount Zion with the Lamb of God.  

Also let us keep the atonement day (Lev. 23:23-32); for this is where our High Priest is making 

atonement for us.  The atonement day is the 10th day of the 7th month (Lev. 23:27); this year 

Sept. 28. 

 

"He will purify His church, even as Christ purified the temple during His ministry on earth. All 

that He brings upon His people in test and trial comes that they may gain a deeper piety and 

greater strength on earth."  A.A. 525. 

 

The church is divided into three divisions Jesse, 1844; Rod, 1929; Branch, 1955. Isa. 11:1), of 

the genuine S. D. A. movement, which were established by the Spirit of Pro-  

phecy (Rev. 19:10), in each of the three movements at the right time.  ` 

 

Do you think our interpretation applying the symbolic prophecy of Isa. 11:1, to the three 

divisions of the S. D. A. church is wrong? If so, we can be sure the three champion self 

promoters by the same names, who claim they are the 100%, the true McCoys, would not have 

shown up on the scene of action. This is proof positive that the Branch message gives the true 

and correct interpretation of the prophecy by Isaiah: for where there is no true, there cannot be  
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the counterfeit. 

 

Where there is the true, there is also the counterfeit. Moses experienced this in his day with those 

three, Korah, Dathan, and Abiraim. In Christ's time the people prefered Barabas to the Saviour. 

So it is today, articles of Barabas and Judas, as it were, are more popular than the messages of 

the Lord and His Righteousness.  In Moses time "the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed 

them up" (Num. 16:32). So is our day the false will be swallowed up when the earth opens her 

mouth in our time. (Rev. 12:16).  

 

Judas went out and hanged himself.  Likewise today the Judases are hanging themselves. They 

want to get into the Kingdom, but like Judas they choose to climb up some other way rather than 

going through the Door.  This is just as it was when the Son of God the Messiah was on earth. 

This perhaps will help us to understand what is taking place today a Spiritual Israel. 

 

Keep in mind also that Mrs. White did not have all the light necessary to seal the 144,000; let 

alone restore every divine institution; and give the loud cry of Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4. Therefore if 

there are some things in this article that is different from what we as S.D.A.s have believed in the 

past; please remember that if it is Scriptural it must be true.  

 

Just before Israel entered the promised land after 40 years wondering in the wilderness, and 

about the time Moses died, Israel thinking they should have been in the kingdom long before, 

had drifted from the Lord, and His commandments, statutes and judgments (Josh. 22:5). When 

Joshua assumed the leadership over Israel, he called for a revival and reformation, calling on 

Israel to forsake their sins (Josh. 23:7), renew their faith in God by returning to true worship. 

(Josh. 24:15-25). 

 

Joshua circumcised those that had not been circumcised in the way (Josh. 5:7), according to 

God's covenant promises to Abraham (Gen. 17:7). "And the Lord said unto Joshua, This day 

have I rolled away the reproach of Egypt." Josh. 5:9. "And the children of Israel encamped in 

Gilgal, and kept the Passover." Josh. 5:10.  The messenger of the Lord says, "The church has 

turned back from following Christ her leader, and is steadily retreating toward Egypt." 5T 217.  

We ask: God's people today if they are willing to about face, let the Egyptian bondage roll away 

from them, keep the atonement, encamp at Gilgal, keep the Passover feast (1 Cor. 5:7,8) and go 

into possess the land, that is to be like Eden? 

 

"When the tide of iniquity overspread the world, and the wickedness of men, determined their 

destruction by a flood of waters, the hand that had planted Eden withdrew it from the earth, ...  it 

is to be restored more gloriously adorned than at the beginning." P.P. 621.  Now since God did 

that to the original Eden, my question is, what is to become of the Eden that is in Eze. 36:35, that 

"ark" of the people in the last days? 

 

It is true that for a short while before the one thousand years mentioned in Revelation  20:2, there 

is to be a place like Eden, as a refuge for God's people. In order to locate this place of refuge for 

the faithful it will be necessary to go to the source of light--the Bible, and read the Scripture 

concerning this Eden. In Zechariah 1:14-21, we find that God is very jealous for Jerusalem and  
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Zion; the land promised to Abraham. 

 

"So the angel that communed with me said unto me, Cry thou, saying, Thus Saith the Lord of 

hosts; I am jealous for Jerusalem and for Zion with a great jealousy. And I am very sore 

displeased with the heathen that are at ease: for I was but a little displeased, and they helped 

forward the affliction. Therefore thus saith the Lord; I am returned to Jerusalem with mercies: 

my house shall be built in it, saith the Lord of host, and a line shall be stretched forth upon 

Jerusalem. Cry yet, saying, Thus saith the Lord of hosts; My cities through prosperity shall yet 

be spread abroad; and the Lord shall yet comfort Zion, and shall yet choose Jerusalem. Then 

lifted I up mine eyes, and behold four horns. And I said unto the angel that talked with me, What 

be these? And he answered me, These are the horns which have scattered Judah, Israel, and 

Jerusalem. And the Lord shewed me four carpenters. Then said I, What come these to do? And 

he spake, saying, These are the horns which have scattered Judah, these are come to frighten 

them, to cast out the horns of the Gentiles, which lifted up their horn over the land of Judah to 

scatter it."  Zechariah 1:14-21. 

 

While it is true that God permitted the horns of the heathen nations, because of the sins of His 

people, to come into the promised land and scatter Abraham's descendents, nevertheless the 

angel showed Zechariah that these nations would come back as carpenters and rebuild what they 

had destroyed. In fact they are to build up more than they destroyed, so much so that the land 

will become like Eden. (Eze 36:35). 

 

If we doubt this, let us turn and read the prophecy found in Isaiah. "Hearken to me, ye that 

follow after righteousness, ye that seek the Lord: look unto the rock from whence ye are hewn, 

and to the hole of the pit whence ye are digged.  Look unto Abraham your father, and unto Sarah 

that bare you: for I called him alone, and blessed him, and increased him. For the Lord shall 

comfort Zion: he will comfort all her waste places; and he will make her wilderness like Eden, 

and her desert like the garden of the Lord; joy and gladness shall be found therein, thanksgiving, 

and the voice of melody." Isa. 51:1-3. 

 

In this promise we are admonished to remember, that in the first place God created us, and in the 

second place He made a promise to Abraham and his children born to Sarah. and their 

descendents. Please turn to Gen 17:7-10 and read God's covenant promises to Abraham.  

 

Also, in Isaiah's prophecy the Lord promised to comfort Zion and "make her wilderness like 

Eden." Furthermore, because of God's great power to deliver those in whose heart is His law (Isa. 

51:7) He promises, "Therefore the redeemed of the Lord shall return, and come with singing unto 

Zion; and everlasting joy shall be upon their head: they shall obtain gladness and joy; and sorrow 

and mourning shall flee away." Isa. 51:11. This promise to Abraham had not been fulfilled in 

Isaiah's day, for he was in the promised land at that time, and spake of another coming to this 

land.  The Jews were taken captive to Babylon and returned of seventy years.  But the land did 

not become like Eden.  

 

Their capital city Jerusalem was destroyed in seventy A.D. by the Roman army because God's  
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people rejected the Son of God. The whole land has been in a desolate condition for nearly two 

thousand years. 

 

A few years ago it was generally believed by many, the Jews would never go back to Palestine. 

Especially was this true among Seventh-day Adventists. The  ministry strongly advocated this. 

The second coming of Christ has been the main theme with them. The atonement for the living 

and an earthly spiritual kingdom is inconceivable, 

 

                                                          --  INCOMPLETE - 

 

 

Benjamin Roden  
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OUR PASSOVER LAMB 
 

 

                                                                                                                         March 1, 1964 

 

The Ten Commandment Law is the transcript of God's character, and declares His righteousness.   

The Ceremonial Law, added because of transgression, declares the righteousness of Christ 

through the Lamb of God, and is our only remedy for sin. Therefore, by observing the Law of 

God (Ten Commandments) and the law that points to the Son of God as our Redeemer (the 

Ceremonial), we can become pure in heart through His grace.   

 

Sinners must repent for having broken God's law "for sin is the transgression of the law." 1 John 

3:4.  ". . . for by the law is the knowledge of sin. Rom. 3:20. "For all have sinned, and come short 

of the glory of God." Rom. 3:23. Through faith in the shed blood of Christ, our sacrifice, and by 

repentance for transgression, we may receive the grace of Christ to render obedience to the law 

of God. 

 

The remedy for sin; ". . . it is only necessary for those who seek the blessings of his grace to ask 

in the name of Jesus, pouring forth the heart's desire in penitential prayer. Such prayer will bring 

before the Lord of hosts the wounds of Jesus, and then will flow forth afresh the Life-giving 

blood.”  P. P. 41 “Jesus was clothed with priestly garments. He gazed in pity on the remnant, 

then raised His hands and with a voice of deep pity cried, ‘My blood, Father, My blood, My 

blood, My blood!’ “  E.W. 38.   

 

"Paul had ever exalted the divine law .... Wrong-doers must repent of their sins, and humble 

themselves before God, whose just wrath they have incurred by breaking His law; and they must 

also exercise faith in the blood of Christ as their only means of pardon .... By repentance and 

faith they might be freed from the condemnation of sin, and through the grace of Christ be 

enabled henceforth to render obedience to the law of God."  A.A. 393. 

 

"Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even 

Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us: Therefore let us keep the feast, not with the old leaven, 

neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and 

truth."  1 Cor.5:7, 8. 

 

"Three times in the year shall all thy males appear before the Lord thy God in the place which he 

shall choose; in the feast of unleavened bread (Passover), and in the feast of weeks (Pentecost 

Acts 2:1-4), and in the feast of tabernacles ( See PP 540-1): and they shall not appear before the 

Lord empty."  Deut. 16:16. "But unto the place which the Lord your God shall choose out of all 

your tribes to put his name there, even unto his habitation shall ye seek, and thither thou shalt 

come;" Deut. 12:5. 

 

Pagan feasts (worshiping the created) have been substituted for God's Feast Days which point to 

the Creator of All things--Sunday, in honor of the Sun instead of the seventh-day Sabbath 

honoring the Creator; Easter, honoring the Goddess of Spring instead of the Passover which  
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points to the sacrifice of the Lamb of God--all these are designed to take away the knowledge of 

creation and the redemption of man through the shed blood of the Son of God. 

 

Which Feasts shall we observe? "... As for me and my house we will serve the Lord." Josh. 

24:15. 

 

Passover services will be held is Odessa, Texas the week of March 27 through  April 4. 

 

Learn what decides our cases in the Judgment of the Living, a topic never before interpreted by 

the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

You are invited to attend and receive a blessing. Please airmail or call in reservations. 

 

                                                                            Yours to keep God's solemn feasts, and 

                                                                             perform every vow, and thereby enter 

                                                                             into His Peaceful Kingdom, 

 

 

                                                                            Benjamin Roden 

 

BR/jr 

 

Passover services for those in Israel will be held at headquarters in Amirim. 
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             THE LAMB OF GOD 
 

 

April 18, 1964 

 

 

"All is terror and confusion. The priest is about to slay the victim; but the knife drops from his 

nerveless hand, and the lamb escapes. Type has met antitypes in the death of God's Son. The 

great sacrifice had been made .... Henceforth the Saviour was to officiate as priest and advocate 

in the heaven of heavens .... There is now an end to all sacrifice and offerings for sin . . . . " D. A. 

757. 

 

Some folk are very zealous to teach the doctrine of the second coming of Christ; and this is well, 

for so He is coming to earth again. (1 Thes. 4:16). The apostolic church taught this fundamental 

doctrine of the Bible with zeal (1 Pet. 5:4); in fact, they taught all the Bible doctrines that had 

been revealed to them. 

 

The prophet William Miller zealously taught Jesus' second coming, even setting a date for His 

arrival at the end of the 2300 days (years-Eze.4:6), which ended according to the figures, 

October 22, 1844. Ellen G. White, who followed Miller with visions and dreams, wrote that he 

was correct in the time but that God (in order to bring about a reform) did not reveal to him the 

event to take place. (G.C. 400). 

 

Mrs. White writes, "...Had the disciples realized that Christ was going to judgment and death, 

they could not have fulfilled this prophecy. " (Zech. 9:9). In like manner Miller and His 

associates fulfilled prophecy and gave a message which Inspiration had foretold should be given 

to the world, but which they could not have given had they fully understood the prophecies 

pointing out their disappointment... The first and second angel's messages were given at the right 

time." G.C. 405. "Yet this disappointment was not so great as was that experienced by the 

disciples at the time of Christ's first advent." G.C. 404: 2. 

 

Had Miller known there was a message of the third angel to follow his messages of the first and 

second angel, he and his associates would not have brought about the great revival in the earth 

which they accomplished. 

 

Even so, says the Lord's servant, Ellen G. White, "The second angel's message of Revelation 14 

was first preached in the summer of 1844, and it they had a more direct application to the 

churches of the United States. But the message of the second angel did not reach its complete 

fulfillment in the summer of 1844. The churches then experienced a moral fall in consequence of 

their refusal of the light of the advent message; but that fall was not complete. As they have 

continued to reject the special truths for this time they have fallen lower and lower. Not yet, 

however, can it be said that Babylon is fallen, . . . because she made all nations drink of the wine 

of the wrath of her fornication. She has not yet made all nations do this."  G.C. 389. 
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Please note that there are two falls of Babylon. The moral fall of the churches in the summer of 

1844 was the result of rejecting the first angel's message. Since then, the Seventh-day Adventist 

church with the Third angel's message has been calling the first fruits--twelve tribes of Israel 

(Rev. 7:1-8; 14:1-4) out of these morally fallen churches into S. D. A. 

 

Some may ask who these Israelites are in S. D. A. These people are mainly the descendents of 

the early Christians and Apostles, such as Peters, Peterson, Johns, Johnson, Phillips, Mathews, 

Matheson.... etc. 

 

The 144, 000 are called first-fruits and when the Nations fall with the churches for permitting a 

religious organization that believes in the church ruling the state to take charge of the Civil 

Nations, then Babylon the great, has fallen. Then the call will be for the second fruits (Rev. 7:9) 

to come out of the fallen churches and the fallen Nations as well, that is, "Babylon the Great". 

(Rev. 18:1-4. See G. C. 390:0. 

 

In order to understand these two fruits, study the feasts of the literal harvest of the Levitical law 

of Ex. 23 and Lev. 23. By comparison we find the soul harvests are like the literal harvest. In the 

Hebrew religion the priest offered before the Lord, a wave-sheaf of grain at the Passover, and 

then the Hebrew farmer could begin the harvest (wheat) which lasted until Pentecost, the Feast of 

Weeks, fifty days later. 

 

After the harvest of the first-fruits of wheat and the Feast of Weeks offering, the farmers were to 

begin the second-fruit harvest of other grains and fruits which lasted until the Feast of 

Tabernacles, five days after the Atonement on the 10th day of the seventh month. Read all of 

Lev. 23. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy tells us, "In the time of the end, every divine institution is to be restored. " 

P. K. 678. "Therefore, let us keep the feast. " 1 Cor. 5:8. Paul and the early disciples kept the 

feasts after Jesus' ascension. Read Acts 18:21; 20:6,16. "At Philippi Paul tarried to keep the 

Passover..." A. A. 390:2. 

 

During the dark ages the church lost sight of the Sabbath and these Feast Laws as they apply to 

the soul harvest in the Christian period. In 321 A. D. Constantine made a law thinking to change 

the Sabbath to Sunday (Dan. 7:25). In 325 A.D., there was a law made thinking to change the 

feast of the Passover to Easter, honoring the mythical goddess of Spring. Let us unite in restoring 

the knowledge of the Creator by keeping the Sabbath instead of Sunday, and restore also the 

knowledge of the Redeemer by keeping the Feasts, beginning with the Lord's Supper as He 

instituted it on the night of the Passover. This is in harmony with the Feast laws which point to 

His sacrifice on the cross. 

 

These divine institutions are to be, and will be restored before Jesus comes. The church will 

receive the out-pouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost and only those who are observing 

the feasts will receive the true power of the Spirit. 
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"But after Christ's ascension His enthronement in His mediatorial kingdom (as High Priest) was 

signalized by the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit . On the day of Pentecost the Spirit was given.," 

C-.O. L. 120:0. "These scenes are to be repeated, and with greater power. The out-pouring of the 

Holy Spirit  on the day of Pentecost was the former rain, but the latter rain will be more 

abundant. The Spirit awaits our demand and reception. " C. O. L. 121:1. 

 

The church cannot demand the gift of the Spirit in such a marked way until she comes to see eye 

to eye (Isa. 52:8), as did the early church on the day of Pentecost. We must be united on these 

Feasts in harmony with the Bible. Then the church can demand the gift of the Spirit and receive 

it. Until then, we may as well console ourselves with a lifeless church. At the end of the 

first-fruit harvest of 144,000 (compare Lev. 23:1517; Rev.14:4, 16), when they are all together as 

were the 120 first-fruits in the upper room; the Spirit will come. Then they will go out from Mt. 

Zion and Jerusalem (Isa. 2:1-4; Micah 4:1-3), to give the Loud Cry and gather the second fruits 

of Rev. 14:18. After this the vine, the worthless material, will be cast into the "great winepress of 

the wrath of God". Rev.14:19. 

 

The Loud Cry cannot be given with headquarters of the work in Takoma Park, Washington, 

D.C., for at that time no one can neither buy nor sell in D.C., without receiving the mark of the 

beast (Rev. 13:17). Everyone should pray for the General Conference Brethren to sell G.C. and 

move to a Sabbath-keeping nation before it is too late. 

 

The two-horned beast started his dragon-speaking period in 1960 when the Jesuit-infiltrated 

Protestant churches influenced the election for President of the U.S.A., one whose religion 

demands the union of church and state. Time is short, let God's people act fast. 

 

Sr. White wrote many years ago, "...the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same 

event of which the Passover had been a. type. " P. P. 539. The Apostle Paul writes, "Purge out 

therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even Christ our 

Passover is sacrificed for us. Therefore, let us keep the Feasts, not with old leaven, neither with 

the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth." 1 

Cor. 5:7,8. 

 

If we follow the Lord's instructions and observe the Lord's Supper as a memorial of the same 

event of which the Passover was a type (on the 14th day of the first month at the going down of 

the sun), we will refrain to observe it as tradition has taught us (quarterly, in the morning), and 

follow instructions of Inspiration and observe it at the feast time as Jesus did. Messiah is our 

Passover, let God's true sheep hear the true Shepherd's voice. 

 

"In the seventh month came the Feast of Tabernacles, or of ingathering. This feast acknowledged 

God's bounty in the product of the orchard, the olive grove, and the vineyard. It was the 

crowning festal gathering of the year. " P. P. 540:2. In symbol, this is a type of the final 

ingathering during the Loud Cry of the Third angel's message. Read Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4; 

Zech.14:16-19. This joyous occasion is after the judgment of the S. D. A. church (8T 247; Rev. 

14:16). Then the first-fruit of 144, 000 stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion to give the loud cry to  
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"The Feast of Tabernacles was not only commemorative, but typical. It not only pointed back to 

the wilderness sojourn, but, as the feast of harvest, it celebrated the ingathering of the fruits of 

the earth, and pointed forward to the great day of final ingathering, . . . " P. P. 541:2. 

 

"Like the Passover, the Feast of Tabernacles was commemorative .... Well would it be for the 

people of God at the present time to have a Feast of Tabernacles ...." P. P. 540,541. 

 

The first-fruits of 144, 000 have been called from the fallen churches since 1844; (G. C. 389) and 

now that the Lord is judging S. D. A. (Rev. 14:16) to get His Loud Cry ministry of Rev. 14:4, we 

can look forward in the near future to the law going forward from "Zion, and the word of the 

Lord from Jerusalem. " Micah 4:2. At that time the Bible tells us, there will be a plague 

withholding rain from the nation and heathen that do not come up to Jerusalem to keep the Feast 

of Tabernacles. See. Zech. 14:16-19. Therefore, let all start keeping these Feasts of the Lord 

now, and "Strive with all the power God has given us to be among the 144,000, " (Review and 

Herald, March 9, 1905) for this is the way the Lord will decide who are the 144,000. 

 

We see that both of the claimed inspired writers--Ellen G. White for the Laodician S.D.A. and V. 

T. Houteff of the Davidian S. D. A. movements agree with the Bible that nailing the Lamb of 

God to the cross did not do away with the feasts that prophesy of the sacrifice of the Son of God 

since the Apostle Paul wrote that we should keep the feasts.  

 

The Bible teaches us to keep the feasts, so does the Spirit of Prophecy and the Davidian S.D.A. 

organizer. "While leading the Hebrew host from bondage to freedom, the Lord was firmly 

establishing them in the truth of all things, including the truth of the day on which the year 

begins, of the day on which the month begins; and of the day on which the week begins. 

Obviously, the Hebrew religion had largely to do with the days of the week, of the month, and of 

the year. 

 

"The Hebrews were forever to keep holy, (1) not a seventh, but the seventh, day of each week, 

the Sabbath; (2) the days from the fifteenth to the twenty-first day of the first month, the 

Passover week; (3) the fiftieth day after the sheaf of the first-fruits was offered, the Pentecost; (4) 

the tenth day of the seventh month, the Atonement; (5) the day from the fifteenth to the 

twenty-first of the same month, the Feast of Tabernacles; and (6) the feasts of the new moons.  

Thus the All knowing One, He who created the heavenly bodies and knows the very moment He 

set them in motion to govern the day, the month, and the year, decreed that the holy feasts be 

observed in the very month and on the very day on which they were first ordained. " 3A 9-10. 

Note, that God's elect in the earth made new will observe the new moon as a day of worship as 

well as the Sabbath. (Isa. 66:23). 

 

Without keeping the feasts we have nothing for the Orthodox Jew, therefore, let us harmonize 

the New Testament with the Old Testament. "Souls will be saved, from the Jewish nation, as the 

doors of the New Testament are unlocked with the key of the Old Testament. " Evang. 579:0. 
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Let God's elect ever remember that judgment must first begin at the house of God. (Pet. 4:17). 

And "The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of 

Zechariah concerning Him whose name is the Branch. 'Says the prophet: He shall build the 

temple of the Lord; and He shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon His (the Father's) 

throne; and He shall be a priest upon His throne; and the council of peace shall be between them 

both." Zechariah 6:12,13. (G.C. 415:3).  Therefore, Jesus as the Branch, pleads His precious 

blood in the sinners behalf when sins are confessed, in the Sanctuary above the Branch, Christ, 

awaits the plea of the repentant sinner at which time He raises His nail pierced hands and the 

living blood flows forth afresh in his behalf. See E. W. 38; P. P. 411. (Parenthesis theirs). 

 

"... By His sacrifice, (on the cross) and mediation (of His blood in the Sanctuary), Christ is both 

the foundation and the builder of the church of God."  G.C. 416. 

 

"The cleansing, both in the typical and in the real service, must be accomplished with blood: in 

the former, with the blood of animals; in the latter, with the blood of Christ: Paul states, as the 

reason why this cleansing must be performed with blood, that without shedding of blood is no 

remission ....The broken law of God demanded the life of the transgressor. The blood, 

representing the forfeited life of the sinner, whose guilt the victim bore, was carried by the priest 

into the holy place and sprinkled before the veil, behind which was the ark containing the law 

that the sinnner had transgressed: By this ceremony the sin was, through the blood, transferred in 

figure to the sanctuary."  G.C. 417, 418. 

 

". . . The goat upon which fell the lot for the Lord was to be slain as a sin offering for the people. 

And the priest was to bring his blood within the veil and sprinkle it upon the mercy seat and 

before the mercy seat. The blood was also to be sprinkled upon the altar of incense that was 

before the veil."  G.C. 419. 

 

"...but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than these. (Heb. 9:22-23), even the 

precious blood of Christ."  G.C. 417. Hence, the blood must be mediated in the sanctuary, 

(earthly and Heavenly) to be efficacious for the sinner.  Had the blood of the sacrifice remained 

without and not taken into the holy places and applied before the veil and sprinkled upon the 

mercy seat, no reconciliation would have been made.  

 

In this time of the harvest, or judgment for the living in the church, the Law of God must be 

restored to its rightful position. "It is only as the law of God is restored to its rightful position 

that there can be a revival of primitive faith and godliness among His professed people." G.C. 

478:3. 

 

The Ten Commandment Law condemns the sinner to die. But faith in keeping the Levitical feast 

laws that point to the Son of God as our sacrifice (our having broken the Ten Commandments) is 

our only remedy for sin. 

 

The Son of God promised the Father He would live on earth and die as a sacrifice for the sins of  
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man. The Feast Laws tell us that He died as our Passover and suffered death as we deserve that 

we may live without seeing death as He deserved. Therefore, the Feast Laws prove that He is 

righteous.  Hence, those who keep the Ten Commandments and the Feasts (1 Cor. 5:7, 8) are 

placing the law of God in its rightful place (G.C. 478:3) and showing their faith in the 

righteousness of the Son of God. Consequently, this is the message of the Righteousness of 

Jesus, the Branch. (Jer. 23:5,6). These are they in whose behalf He pleads His blood. This 

message God's people must learn speedily that the death angel may passover them, that they may 

live and never die--the Spirit is pleading. 

  

The Judgment of the dead began in 1844 (G.C. 490) and since then we have been teaching the 

Sabbath of the Fourth Commandment. The judgment of the living takes in the Feast Laws which 

point to our sacrifice for sin. This is the message that has come to join the third angel's message, 

and give power and force. Read T.M. 300; E.W. 277. 

 

For those unable to celebrate the first Passover this year (March 27, at evening, to  April 4th), 

there is a second Passover service (See Num. 9:6-15) this year, April 26, at evening, to May 3. 

Pentecost (Offering of two wave loaves--symbolic of two houses of Israel and Judah) this year is 

May 17th, fifty days from the offering of the antitypical wave-sheaf. Lev. 23:15-17). Those who 

have the opportunity and do not take advantage of these Feasts will not receive the blessing of 

God's Spirit when it is poured upon God's elect, the 144,000. 

 

The penitent must confess his sins, "But Jesus pleads in their behalf His wounded hands, His 

bruised body; and He declares to all who would follow Him: 'My grace is sufficient for thee.' 2 

Corinthians 12:9." G.C. 489. "Our Saviour was not to be sacrificed the second time; and it is 

only necessary for those who seek the blessings of his grace to ask in the name of Jesus, and then 

will flow forth afresh the life-giving blood." P.P. 411. 

 

Jesus ministers His blood in our behalf in the holy place (first apartment) of the Sanctuary above. 

Once a year on the tenth day of the seventh month (this year, Sept. 16), our High Priest goes into 

the Most Holy apartment of the Sanctuary before the Father to plead His blood in behalf of the 

repentant sinner. "The work of judgment which began in 1844 must continue until the cases of 

all are decided, both of the living and the dead; hence it will extend to the close of human 

probation."  G.C. 436. 

 

"Beginning with those who first lived upon the earth, our Advocate presents the cases of each 

successive generation, and closes with the living. Every name is mentioned, every case closely 

investigated. Names are accepted, names rejected. When any have sins remaining upon the books 

of record, unrepented of and unforgiven, their names will be blotted out of the books of life, and 

the record of their good deeds will be erased from the book of God's remembrance." G.C. 483. 

 

 

Yours to keep the Feasts, and 

stand on Mt. Zion with the Lamb. 

 

Benjamin Roden  

Box 3088 
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Note: Emphases and parentheses in quotations ours 

unless otherwise indicated. 

' 

 

Announcement: 

 

Those who observed the first Passover do not partake of the rites of the second.  They may 

administer the ordinances for those who did not observe the first Passover, however. 

 

 

 

 

THE BRANCH 

BOX 3088           
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      CALLING ALL DAVIDIANS, ADVENTISTS AND REFORMERS 
 

 

Dear Brethren in Present Truth:                                                               March 10, 1965 

 

We rejoice to be able to report to you that though there has been very strong opposition, the Lord 

has seen fit to overrule and place the option to purchase New Mt. Carmel in our hands. Along 

with this option, He has made it possible for us to arrange to use the facilities there for Passover 

Services.  This means that we are now in a position to press forward with definite plans for all 

present-Truth believers to celebrate the forthcoming Passover in that place. We cannot too 

strongly urge each one, as rapidly as possible, to lay plans to be there for Passover Services and 

days of unleavened bread; beginning April 16, 1965, at even, through April 24.  See Luke 22:7-

20; Exodus 12:14-20; Leviticus 23:4-7; and P.P. 537-539. 

 

"But the communion service was not to he a season of sorrowing. This was not its purpose. As 

the Lord's disciples gather about His table, they are not to remember and lament their 

shortcomings. They are not to dwell upon their past religious experience, whether that 

experience has been elevating or depressing. They are not to recall the differences between them 

and their brethren. The preparatory service has embraced all this. The self-examination, the 

confession of sin, the reconciling of differences, has all been done.  Now they come to meet with 

Christ." --D.A. 659. 

 

There is another item which demands our attention before Passover. Jesus plainly said, "Elias 

truly shall first come, and restore all things." Matt. 17:11.  Since "there have been... surprises all 

along from the dawn of history" 1 T.G.r 13:7:0, it is only to be expected that other surprises will 

come in the restoration of all things. 

 

"Furthermore, no one seems to know when and how to observe the sacrament. Some observe it 

every Sunday or every Sabbath, some occasionally, some every quarter and so on.  It seems 

logical to say that when God commands us to ordain it anew He will tell us also how and when 

to observe it properly. "--1 T. G, r 3:6:2. 

 

"Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets." 

Amos 3:7. 

 

" . . . the ordinance of the Lord's Supper was instituted as a memorial of the same event of which 

the Passover had been a type ." –P. P. 539:3 . 

 

"Here is what Inspiration Itself has to say concerning the prophet's means of taking his message 

to the church: "Behold upon the mountains the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that 

publisheth peace!   O Judah, keep thy solemn feasts, perform thy vows; for the wicked shall no 

more pass through thee; he is utterly cut off." Nah. 1:15" --General Conference Special, p. 34, 

1954 ed, p, 37, 1950 ed. 
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"Now after the death of Moses the servant of the Lord it came to pass, that the Lord spake unto 

Joshua the son of Nun, Moses' minister, saying, Moses my servant is dead; (for a delineation of  

Moses in antitype, see 1 S.R. pocket ed. p, 6) now therefore arise, go over this Jordan, thou, and 

all this people, unto the land which I do give to them, even to the children of Israel."  Josh. 1:1, 

2.   "Have not I commanded thee? 

 

Be strong and of good courage; be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed: for the Lord thy God is 

with thee withersoever thou goest. Then Joshua commanded the officers of the people, saying, 

Pass through the host, and command the people, saying, Prepare you victuals; . . . " Joshua 

1:9,10, 11.  

 

"And they answered Joshua, saying, All that thou commandest us we will do, and whithersoever 

thou sendest us, we will go. According as we hearkened unto Moses in all things, so will we 

hearken unto thee: only the Lord thy God be with thee, as he was with Moses."  Joshua 1:16,17. 

 

"At that time the Lord said unto Joshua, take thee sharp knives, and circumcise again the 

children of Israel the second time.  And this is the cause why Joshua did circumcise: All the 

people that came out of Egypt, that were males, even all the men of war, died in the wilderness 

by the way, after they came out of Egypt.... And their children, whom, he raised up in their stead, 

them Joshua circumcised: for they were uncircumcised, because they had not circumcised them 

by the way.... And the Lord said unto Joshua, This day have I rolled away the reproach of Egypt 

from off you. Wherefore the name of the place is called Gilgal unto this day." Joshua 5:2,7,9.  

Gilgal---Hebrew word for wheel rolling--"rolling away.'' 

 

And the children of Israel encamped in Gilgal, and kept the Passover on the fourteenth day of the 

month at even in the plains of Jericho. " Joshua 5:10. 

 

''. . . ye have brought into my sanctuary strangers, uncircumcised in heart, and uncircumcised in 

flesh, to be in my sanctuary, to pollute it, even my house, when ye offer my bread, the fat and the 

blood, and they have broken my covenant because of all your abominations .... Thus saith the 

Lord God; No stranger, uncircumcised in heart, no: uncircumcised in flesh, shall enter into my 

sanctuary, of any stranger that is among the children of Israel."  Ezekiel 44:7, 9. 

 

Of our type (1 Cor. 10:11), we read, "The suspension of the rite of circumcision since the 

rebellion at Kadesh had been a constant witness to Israel that their covenant with God, of  which 

it was the appointed symbol, had been broken. The discontinuance of the Passover, the memorial 

of their deliverance from Egypt, had been an evidence of the Lord's displeasure at their desire to 

return to the land of bondage.  Now, however, over the years of rejection were ended.  Once 

more God acknowledged Israel as His people, and the sign of the covenant was restored. The 

rite of circumcision was performed upon all the people who had been born in the wilderness.  

And the Lord declared to Joshua.  'This day have I rolled away the reproach of Egypt from off 

you." – P.P. 435, 456. 

 

As we study Joshua 5:2-10, we find that in the type the rite of circumcision was restored before 

the people celebrated the Passover.  In doing this, they were obeying the law that says: 
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". . . when a stranger shall sojourn with thee, and will keep the Passover to the Lord, let all his 

males be circumcised, and then let him come near and keep it; ... for no uncircumcised person 

shall eat thereof." Exodus 12:43. See also Eze. 44:5-9; Nah. 1:15; and 2 T.G. 37:25. 

 

As we study the immediate history of the children of Israel after the restoration of the rite of 

circumcision and the Passover, of which we read in Joshua 5, our hearts should greatly rejoice. 

Why?   Simply because it was immediately after this that the Lord started working for His 

people in a marvelous way. But, it was only as they explicitly obeyed the instructions which God 

gave them through Joshua, that He could thus work for them.  How is it with you, dear reader? 

Have you come to the place that you are ready to quickly obey in all things? 

 

May the Lord give each one of us the grace to be ready for the great things that lie ahead, that we 

may go through the gates without one Achan among us, with each one becoming a wonder in the 

hand of God.  We have been looking forward to this hour for many years. God forbid that any 

should lose out now! 

 

All should be in their places for worship on Mt. Carmel before sundown, Friday April 16, Let no 

one disappoint the Master by being either absent or late. 

 

Sincerely yours to keep the feasts and have the promised peace, 

 

Benjamin Roden 

 

 

ANNOUNCMENTS 

 

We are most grateful to our heavenly Father, and to each one of you who have helped to make 

possible our securing the option, and the use of the Mt. Carmel facilities at this time. 

 

However, there is still much to be done before the purchase of the property is completed. 

Therefore, we earnestly beseech the aid of everyone. `What can you do? The most important 

thing is something each one can do. That is, pray earnestly for the Holy Spirit  to work out His 

will concerning it.  Another very important thing you can do, is to search for any one whom you 

might influence to assign their second tithe credit at Mt. Carmel toward the purchase of the 

property, and then urge them to do so. 

 

A plan has been worked out whereby all can help in a very substantial way.  This plan is for each 

one to purchase a home at Mt. Carmel which can be lived in or used for the yearly Feasts and 

rented between times.  This plan has been worked out so the houses can be purchased and paid 

out in monthly payments, and these payments will go toward the purchase of Carmel.  There are 

now available in three different price ranges --$5,000.00 for single units, $10,000.00 for 

duplexes, and $7,500.00 for 2-bedroom houses.  We believe this makes it possible for everyone 

to find a house that will fit his needs as well as his pocketbook.  There will also be parcels of 

land available for those who have a trailer house or a tent. 
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Those who have assigned, or will now assign their second tithe credit, can apply that credit 

toward the purchase of a home, or one of the parcels of land.  Surely every present-Truth 

believer will earnestly pray for the Lord to remove all hindrances, and thus open the way for him 

to take advantage of this opportunity. 

 

Can you think of a simpler means of hastening the day when me can all unite and keep the Feasts 

in one place, and receive the outpouring of God's Spirit as did the Church on the Day of 

Pentecost and thus be prepared to give the Loud Cry to the world? 

 

Anyone who thinks he has a message for Adventists is invited to come and present his strong 

reasons in an atmosphere of freedom and courtesy. 

 

Sleeping quarters will be available and some light house-keeping facilities: however, all should 

bring bedding and camping equipment along if possible: Also secure Passover matzos, 

unleavened bread, at your nearest kosher delicatessen; to bring along for the week of unleavened 

bread. 

 

Until further notice please send all correspondence, names and addresses, and requests for 

literature, including additional copies of this letter to The Branch, Box 3038, Odessa,  

Texas. 

 

Be sure to bring rainwear and hiking clothes.  Recreation will be provided for young and old.  

Airmail your reservations for Passover facilities at once.  Passover Services will be held in the 

following countries: 

 

London, England             Pomeroon River, British Guiana 

Victoria, Australia             Domingo City, Dominican Republic 

Amirim, Israel                         Port Elizabeth, South Africa 

Kerala, South India             Leyte, Phillipines  

 

(Note--All parentheses and emphases in quotations supplied.) 
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                                                     A CALL TO SUPPER  
 
 
April 25, 1965 
 

Dear Sabbathkeepers: 
 

 Passover Services (Acts 20:6; A.A. 390, 391) for the first month (Lev. 23:5-8) at New 

Mt. Carmel Center, Waco, Texas were concluded April 24, 1965. Over 80 people representing 

various Sabbath keeping groups partook of the recently restored feast of the Lord's Supper (P.K. 

678, P.P. 539). 

 

 The beauties of Spring arrested the attention of all, The fields of Texas Bluebonnets and 

other wild flowers nestling in a deep carpet of green covered the ground and the full Passover 

moon shone brightly over the encampment. 

 

 The hand of God worked in the acquisition of New Mt. Carmel for keeping the Passover 

and Feast of Unleavened Bread.  All continued to see evidence of His working throughout the 

joyous occasion. 

 

 It was with great joy and solemn awe that a large group of believers from the four corners 

of the Nation and Canada assembled at New Mt. Carmel to celebrate the Passover on the 14th of 

Abib (April 16).  For many it was their first time to celebrate it properly and at the right time.  " . 

. . no one seems to know when and how to observe the sacrament. Some observe it every Sunday 

or every Sabbath, some occasionally, some every quarter and so on. It seems logical to say that 

when God commands us to ordain it anew He will tell us also how and when to observe it 

properly." 1 T.G. 3:6:2. "Therefore, let us keep the feast," 1 Cor. 5:8, as it is ordained anew; just 

as Christ ordained it in His day. (Luke 22:7-20). Hence, follow our Saviour's example of 

observing the Lord's Supper at Passover time. Mark 14:12-24; D.A. 652:2, 3). 

 

 At the ordinance of humility there were confessions and repentance, and hearts were 

turned to God. Communion was taken in the solemn joy of awareness that the blood was applied 

in the Heavenly Sanctuary for each repentant sinner. (P.P. 411). 

 

 A testimony meeting the first evening was an inspiration to all, and Sabbath was truly a 

high day of fellowship, joy, and sweet communion. The mid-day meal was enjoyed by all in the 

central dining hall. 

 

 On Sunday morning the wave-sheaf was offered according to the instruction in the 

Scriptures, "on the morrow after the Sabbath the priest shall wave it." (The Leviticus of D.S.D.A. 

3:2; Ex. 23:19; 34:26; Lev. 23:10,11; 3Tr. 79:2; 83:0). 

 

          During the Week of Unleavened Bread there were many inspirational meetings.  Prayer 

bands were a blessing to all who attended, and, answers to prayer were experienced. 
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 Leaders from two Davidian groups and the Mother church were present and expressed a 

desire for unity among God's people. All left the meetings with a deep realization of personal 

responsibility. 

 

 It is our prayer that those of you who were unable to attend the first Passover will make 

every effort to attend the second--May 16-24. 

 

 "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, If any 

man of you or of your posterity shall be unclean by reason of a dead body, or be in a journey afar 

off, yet he shall keep the passover unto the Lord. The fourteenth day of the second month at even 

they shall keep it, . . ."  Numbers 9:9-11. 

 

 "Also in Judah the hand of God was to give them one heart. . .by the word of the Lord. 

 

 "And there assembled at Jerusalem much people to keep the feast of unleavened bread in 

the second month, a very great congregation. 

 

               "Then they killed the Passover on the fourteenth day of the second month: 

 

               "For there were many in the congregation that were not sanctified: 

 

"For a multitude of people .... had not cleansed themselves, yet did they eat the Passover 

otherwise than it was written. But Hezekiah prayed for them, saying, The good Lord pardon 

everyone that prepareth his heart to seek the God of his fathers, though he be not cleansed 

according to the purification of the sanctuary.  

 

"And the Lord hearkened to Hezekiah, and healed the people."  2 Chr. 30:12,13, 15, 17-20. 

 

 Brother, Sister, is your faith sufficient to take God at His word, and be on hand for 

Passover in the second month at New Mt. Carmel, with your heart prepared to seek the Lord God 

of our fathers (Num. 9:11) and His blessings that all may be healed according to His Divine will? 

 

 Nothing would please the Lord so much as to see His Sabbath-keeping people united 

upon the principles of truth. Therefore, let us assemble at New Mt. Carmel and come to see eye 

to eye and receive God's richest blessings. 

 

 In accordance with the above divine instruction, second Passover will be held at New Mt. 

Carmel Center, Waco Texas, beginning at sundown May 16. Quite a number found it impossible 

to be here for the first Passover, beginning at sundown April 16, and a few who were here could 

not qualify for its hallowed rites. Doubtless there are many of you who did not recognize the 

necessity of its being restored at this time. But we must remember that "In the time of the end, 

every divine institution is to be restored." P. K. 678:2.  We believe that many of you will realize 

the importance of keeping the 2nd Passover and will earnestly plead with the Father for the truth, 

and that in response to your fervent prayers, He will definitely show you that now is the time for 

the restoration of these sacred feasts, and that as a result you will obey His commands by 

observing this second Passover. 
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           In fact, the types show that when Israel left Egypt, and when Judah left Babylon, they kept 

the feasts before reaching their homeland. Therefore, according to the types, those of Israel who 

continue to think they can wait until they are in the Kingdom to keep the feasts will be left 

without the wedding garment. 

 

           In other words, the Seventh-day Sabbath is the first feast day mentioned in Lev. 23. It is 

evident that the following feast days listed in Lev. 23; Ans. book 3:9; P.P. 539-541, are in force 

at the same time as the Sabbath. Therefore, if they are to be kept only after God's elect are in the 

Kingdom, logic tells us that the Seventh-day Sabbath would not be a test now. 

 

 It seems quite possible that the coming celebration of the second Passover may be the 

antitype of the Passover in the second month that was held in the days of king Hezekiah, (See 2 

Chron. ch. 30).  Surely all are longing for a thorough reformation in our ranks, and as we read 2 

Chron. 31:1-7, it is plain to see that a mighty reformation came as a direct result of all Judah and 

some from three of the ten tribes, coming up to the above-mentioned Passover in the second 

month. 

 

 This type leads us to the conviction that the time is near when Davidians and many 

Adventists will observe the Passover in the second month; that then they will be led to see eye to 

eye; and the mighty reformation, for which we have long waited, will become a reality. Could 

anything bring us greater joy? 

 

 In response to the invitation to all who have a burden to present their message before 

those assembled for the Passover, we have received a letter from Brother E. F. Reichmann of 

Vista, California, in which he wrote, "We received your general letter in which you extended an 

invitation to all who had a burden to speak before your assembly. Brother Warden and I have a 

burden to do so. . ." 

 

 We are sorry that Brother Reichmann's letter was delayed in the mail, and that by the 

time it arrived, it was too late to arrange for these Brethren to present their burden at the first 

Passover.  However, they have been informed of our plans for the second Passover.  Provisions 

are made for them and others to speak at Passover in the second month. We urge all to be on 

hand to hear what they have to present. Likewise, we urge all who are interested in true reform 

and who long for true unity, or who have a message to present to the congregation to be here at 

that time. 

 

 In his letter, Brother Reichmann also wrote, ". . .we long to see Davidians united in a 

great reformation that will actually seal the 144,000. " We believe that these words aptly express 

the longing of every believer today. How can this unity, that will bring about the mighty 

reformation, be accomplished? Surely it can never come about without careful, prayerful 

consideration of the position of all the factions among us. Remember the noble Bereans! (Acts 

17:10,11; and Acts of the Apostles, p. 232). 

 

 Now that antitypical Laban is chasing antitypical Jacob (according to some), it is very 

evident that Jacob, will get his name changed and be sealed by Jesus' new name (Rev. 3::12; 

E.W. 15) before he gets to the Kingdom; since, in the type, Jacob had his name changed while 

wrestling with the Angel on his way home. 
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 The Lord told Jacob of old what his new name was before he reached Canaan. Therefore, 

antitypical Jacob, the 144, 000, wrestle with the Angel who marks him (Eze. 9:3, 4) with Jesus' 

new name before he stands on Mt. Zion with the Lamb. (Rev. 14:1). 

 

 Jacob, are you willing to let the Angel change your name while on your way home? If 

not, then according to type you cannot be one of, or one with the 144,000, and stand on Mt. Zion 

with Him. 

 

 "The present is a time of overwhelming interest to all living . . . . They observe the 

intensity that is taking possession of every earthly element, and they recognize that something 

great and decisive is about to take place, --that the world is on the verge of a stupendous crisis. 

 

 "'Behold, the Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside 

down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof; . . . BECAUSE THEY HAVE 

TRANSGRESSED THE LAWS (Dan. 7:25 two times and two laws) CHANGED THE ORDI-

NANCE, BROKEN THE EVERLASTING COVENANT ....' 

 

 "'Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: it is even the time of Jacob's trouble; 

but he shall be saved out of it.' 

 

 "'Because thou hast made the Lord, which is my refuge, Even the Most High, thy 

habitation; There shall no evil befall thee, Neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling.' 

 

 "'Oh Daughter of Sion, . . . the Lord shall redeem thee from the hand of thine enemies. 

Now also many nations are gathered against thee, that say, Let her be defiled, and let our eye 

look upon Zion. But they know not the thoughts of the Lord, neither understand they His 

counsel.' God will not fail His church in the hour of her greatest peril: He has promised 

deliverance. 'I will bring again the captivity of Jacob's tents.' He has declared, 'and have mercy 

on his dwelling-places.' 

 

 "Then will the purpose of God be fulfilled; the principles of His kingdom will be honored 

by all BENEATH THE SUN."  P. K. 537, 538. 

 

                                                                  A Pure Church 

 

 "God is sifting His people, He will have a clean and holy church." A letter to Sister 

Howland. See 1T. 98-9. 

 

 For those in doubt of the authenticity of keeping the feasts and the Lord's Supper at the 

Passover time, the Lord's counsel is to carefully weigh the following evidences: Nahum 1:15; 1 

Cor. 5:7,8; 11:23-30; Acts 18:21; 20:6,16; A.A. 390-1; D.A. 652:3; P.P. 277, 310, 311, 539-541; 

Matt. 26:17-28; Mark 14:12-24; Luke 22:7-20. 

 

 "In the upper chamber of a dwelling at Jerusalem, Christ was sitting at the table with His 

disciples. They had gathered to celebrate the Passover. The Saviour desired to keep this feast 

alone with the twelve. He knew that His hour was come; He Himself was the true paschal lamb,  
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and on the day the Passover was eaten He was to be sacrificed. (first in the Lord's Supper). He 

was about to drink the cup of wrath; He must soon receive the final baptism of suffering." D.A. 

642:1. 

 

 "Christ is still at the table on which the paschal supper has been spread. The unleavened 

cakes used at the Passover season are before Him. The Passover wine, untouched by 

fermentation, is on the table. These emblems Christ employs to represent His own unblemished 

sacrifice. Nothing corrupted by fermentation, the symbol of sin and death, could represent the 

'Lamb without blemish and without spot.' 1 Peter 1:19." D.A. 653:2. 

 

" . . . As He ate the Passover with His disciples , he instituted in its place the service that was to 

be the memorial of His great sacrifice. 

 

 "The Passover was ordained as a commemoration of the deliverance of Israel from 

Egyptian bondage. God had directed that, YEAR by YEAR, as the children should ask the 

meaning of this ordinance, the history should be repeated. Thus the wonderful deliverance was to 

be kept fresh in the minds of all. The ordinance of the Lord's Supper was given to commemorate 

the great deliverance wrought out as the result of the death of Christ." D.A. 652-653. 

 

 Friends, lets get back to the Bible, follow the Spirit of Prophecy, and have the Lord's 

Supper "as a MEMORIAL of the SAME EVENT of which the PASSOVER had been a type."  

P.P. 539:3. 

 

 Refrain from longer observing the Lord's Supper in the day time; eating and drinking 

with the drunkards of tradition. Our Jewish brothers can not understand the tradition of a 

Passover Lamb eaten at noon day several times a year. Neither could Moses, or Paul or Jesus. 

 

 Therefore, cease from the traditions of men and follow only a "thus saith the Lord." Hear  

God's voice and "Blow ye the trumpet in Zion (the church), and sound an alarm in my holy 

mountain: let all the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the day of the Lord cometh, for it is nigh 

at hand." Joel 2:1. 

 

                                                                 Yours to wrestle and receive the New Name, 

 

 

                                                                   Benjamin Roden  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:    Kitchen facilities and sleeping accommodations will be provided from 

May 16 to 23 for those providing their own camping equipment and food. 

 

Please direct all correspondence to our new address: 

 

Rte. 7, Box 471 B 

New Mt. Carmel Center 

Waco, Texas 76705 
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If you have ever held a membership card in the Davidian Association from 1930-1962, 

please notify us immediately. If you have first and second tithe receipts, etc., be sure to preserve 

them and advise the office of the total amount, so that you may be considered when the property 

is liquidated, and receive your just compensation. 

 

Found: During the first Passover services, one pair of glasses in a leather case. 

 

                                                NEW MOON CALENDAR 

 

June 1, beginning at sundown May 31.           Sept. 27, beginning at sundown Sept. 26. 

 

July 1,   "      "       "      " "  June 30. Oct. 27,  "     "    "    "    Oct. 26. 

July 30, "      "       " " "         July 29. Nov. 25, "     "    "    "    Nov. 24. 

Aug. 29, "     "       "      "     " Aug. 28. Dec. 24, "    "     "    "     Dec. 23. 

 

SECOND PASSOVER--May 17-23 beginning at sundown May 16. 

PENTECOST--June 6 beginning at sundown June 5. 

ROSH HOSHANA (New Year)--Sept. 27 beginning at sundown Sept..26. 

ATONEMENT--Oct. 6 beginning at sundown Oct. 5. 

FEAST OF TABERNACLES --Oct. 11-18 beginning at sundown Oct. 10. 

 

(Note: All emphases and parentheses in quotations supplied unless otherwise indicated.) 

 

Rte. 7, Box 471 B 

Waco, Texas 76705 
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                          THE REMNANT CHURCH AND BABYLON 
 

The Seventh-day Adventist church is not Babylon.  Let no one call God's commandment-keeping 

church Babylon in order to call her members out into another movement. 

 

They are not to be called out of the church that is God’s only true witness to the world today. 

The church is to be called to reform and the sinners in Zion are to be thoroughly warned of 

God’s swift approaching judgments upon them.  All who truly love their brother will show their 

love by doing all they can to tell the people whom God loves above all others that He is to judge 

them before He does the world. If you love the world more than you do your brother in the 

church, then your duty is to those of the world.  Otherwise, do as Christ and the Apostles did. 

Tell them that although God will purify His church, by slaying the sinners in Zion (Eze. 9), and 

whereas the church militant is to become the church the triumphant for the Loud Cry to the 

world, we are not to call her Babylon. God will not tolerate anyone calling the church Babylon. 

Those who do so are placing themselves in a position for greater delusions. 

 

If it takes 7 protestant churches to complete the fall, as some believe, and the Rod movement is 

#7, how could the S.D.A. church have fallen in 1929 since it was only #6?  If Babylon fell in 

1929, at the giving of the reformatory message and that movement is #7, then it would have to 

declare its own fall. 

 

Would God send a message to reform the church and at the same time declare the reform to be 

Babylon? The Rod, some believe, is #7 protestant. A reformatory movement would not fall at its 

beginning. If at all, the fall would come by the giving of another message.  If rejecting light 

causes one to become Babylon, what light did the Rod reject in 1929 that would cause it to fall?  

If we say the Rod is Spiritual Babylon, then it could be only because she rejects light from 

another message. The Lord never calls His Sabbath keeping people Spiritual Babylon but rather 

the Sabbath keepers who think they have need of no more truth, He calls Laodicea, not Babylon. 

 

The angel of Rev. 14:8 declared in 1844: "Babylon is fallen".  But the Scripture, "is fallen, is 

fallen, that great city", shows that the message of her fall is to be repeated and although she was 

not great in 1844, some time after her moral fall she was to become great. Rev. 18:2 is the 

repeating of Rev. 14:8, and at the time of this fall, she is great. "Babylon the great is fallen is 

fallen", shows that the message is repeated. If her rejection of the message of the Judgment of the 

Dead caused her moral fall in 1844 (G.C. 389:2) then her rejection of the message of the 

Judgment of the Living will cause her complete fall, and great is that fall. 

 

Since the message of Rev. 14:8 is to be given again in a loud cry, then the Third Angel's message 

must likewise be given again, warning all of the mark of Babylon the Great. The Lord raised up 

Sr. White to proclaim the Third Angel's message and warn the world of the moral fall of 

Babylon, He will likewise use another instrument to proclaim the fall of Babylon the Great. 

 

"Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but He revealeth his secrets to His servants the prophets." 

Amos 3:7. 
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"How will any of our brethren know when this light shall come to the people of God? As  yet we 

have certainly not seen the light that answers to this description."  R&H April 1, 1890. 

 

"Revelation eighteen points to the time when, as a result of rejecting the threefold warning of 

Revelation 14:6-12, the church will have fully reached the condition foretold by the Second 

Angel, and the people of God still in Babylon will be called upon to separate from her 

communion. This message is the last that will ever be given to the world and it will accomplish 

its work." G.C. 390:2. 

 

The "church" spoken of here by Sr. White has reference to the churches that constitute Babylon - 

read rest of the paragraph. The 144,000 are Sabbath keepers and are sealed while in the true 

church, for they are virgins, not defiled by women (churches). Divine interpretation reveals that 

God is to deal differently with His church than He does with the other churches. Since, there is 

'time no longer" - not time to start another denomination - the Lord will purify His church by 

slaying the hypocrites and sinners (3T266-7;5T287-16,80; 2TI90-3; 1T190). Those that escape 

the slaying (Isa. 66:15-20; Eze. 9) will march on with the truth to hastily finish the work of the 

Third Angel. (Rom. 9:28; P.K. 725; E.W. 277). 

 

This S.O.S. is sent out to enlist all of God’s Sabbath keeping people to rally to the emergency 

call, and tell his brother who is in Laodicea, not Babylon, what great things the Lord is going to 

do for the righteous and that a terrible thing is to befall the sinners in Zion. Years ago God 

warned His people through the Spirit of Prophecy: 

 

"And I saw that the Lord was whetting his sword in Heaven to cut them down. Oh that every 

lukewarm professor could realize the clean work that God is about to make among His professed 

people.  Dear friends, do not deceive yourselves concerning your condition. You cannot deceive 

God." 1T190:0 (Emphasis Ours). 

 

The Testimonies, you know were written specifically for the church and for her instruction in 

righteousness. The Conflict Series and other volumes were written for the church and the world. 

Every Adventist home should have the Testimonies. Every honest soul who wants to know the 

truth of what the great controversy is about in these last days should avail themselves of Mrs. E. 

G. White’s books that explain the meaning of our times through the eyes of Inspiration. 

 

Please remember that many of the prophecies on which Sr. White commented were prophetic in 

her day, to be fulfilled at a later date, thus making her comment prophetic also. Sr. White should 

be consulted in regard to the true meaning of her comments, but as she is in the grave, if we are 

to know the truth of her statements, the Lord must reveal them to His people through Divine 

interpretation. No group or body of men, regardless how pious they may be, can do the work of 

true interpretation. (Read 2 Peter 1:19-21). The Sanhedrin made the sad mistake of 

misinterpreting the writings of Moses pertaining to the Prophecies of the Christ at Christ’s first 

advent. 

 

We see through the eyes of the Testimonies and the Bible that the destruction upon the sinners in  
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Zion is sudden and unexpected to them. (Read 2T191-2); whereas, the complete fall of Babylon 

is progressive. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy declares: " ...not until this condition shall be reached, and the union of the 

church with the world shall be fully accomplished throughout Christendom, will the fall of 

Babylon be complete. The change is a progressive one, and the perfect fulfillment of Rev. 11:8 is 

yet future." G.C. 390:0 (Emphasis Ours). 

 

"My brother, you are certainly off the track. The Second Angel’s message was to go to Babylon 

(the churches) proclaiming her downfall, and calling the people to come out of her.  This same 

message is to be proclaimed the second time.  And after these thing I saw another angel come 

down from heaven, having great power and the earth was lightened with his glory."  T.M. 59:1. 

 

From these statements in the Spirit of Prophecy it is made plain that since the perfect fulfillment 

of the Second Angel's message was yet future in Sr. White’s time, the perfect fulfillment of the 

Third Angel's message was yet future.  Inspiration declares that only a pure church can proclaim 

the Third Angel’s message to the world in its final phase.  "The number of this company had 

lessened. Some had been shaken out and left by the way. The careless and indifferent, who did 

not join with those who prized victory and salvation enough to perseveringly plead and agonize 

for it, did not obtain it, and they were left behind in darkness; and their places were immediately 

filled by others taking hold of the truth and coming into the ranks… 

 

"I heard those clothed with the armor speak forth the truth with great power.  It had effect."  

E.W. 271:1, 2 (Read all of E.W. 270, 271, and 277). 

 

Here we see that only those who are clothed with righteous robes speak forth the truth with 

power. (Jer. 23:5,6; 33:14-26). In fact, it is only the purified ones that speak the truth at that time 

and when they speak, it is with power. This company knows what it means to be saved. For 

declares Isaiah: 

 

"Behold, the Lord God will come with strong hand, and His arm shall rule for Him: behold, His 

reward is with Him and His work before him.  Isa. 40:10. 

 

This is not the coming of the Lord in the clouds when every eye shall see Him at the beginning 

of the 1000 years. At that time probation is closed, whereas, at this coming it is not; for behold, 

His work is yet to be done - the loud cry yet to be given. The next verse tells that He comes to 

"feed, gather" and "gently leads those that are with young", not to translate them.  Jesus has told 

us that marriage is confined to this earth.  In heaven His saints are as the angels. (Matt. 22:30). 

He uses 6000 years to populate the earth and when probation closes we understand there is to be 

no increase. This being true it must be that after He comes with His reward, He "gently leads" 

those with young on this earth - not to heaven.   

 

Sr. White says that those clothed with the armor speak with power. Isaiah says, "He giveth power 

to the faint; and to them that have no might he increaseth strength". 
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"But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings as 

eagles; they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint." Isa. 40:29, 31. 

 

This same people are brought to view in Joel 2. Truly this is the people who give the  Loud Cry 

of the Third Angel’s message, the like of which the world has never seen. 

 

Sr. White has told us that the Angel that lightens the earth with the glory of the Third Angel was 

yet future.  We see that it was not her work to direct the judgment of the Living.  Bro. Houteff 

declared his message to be the angel that ascends from the East; that it was not the Third Angel's 

message (1 SR15:1), for he says that John's explanation of them differs, also, that his message is 

the "final phase of the First Angel's message". White House Recruiter 37:1. Miller’s message 

was the first phase of the First Angel’s Message. 

 

This being the case, the Lord will necessarily reveal His secrets to someone else since Sr. White 

and Bro. Houteff are in the grave, for this is the way He preserves Israel (Hoses 12:13). To this 

they both agree and with the Bible. For instance: 

 

"Then take silver and gold, and make crowns, and set them upon the head of Joshua, son of 

Josedeck, the high priest. 

 

"And speak unto him, saying, thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying, Behold the man whose 

name is THE BRANCH; and he shall grow up out of his place, and he shall build the temple of 

the Lord: 

 

"Even he shall build the temple of the Lord; and he shall bear the glory, and sit and rule upon his 

throne; and he shall be a priest upon his throne; and the council of peace shall be between them 

both." (Zech. 6:11-13). 

 

The Bible tells us that Joshua was high priest at the time of rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem 

after the seventy years of captivity in Babylon. (Hag. l:l, 12, 14; 2:2, 4). But Zechariah had a 

vision of Joshua for the last days, at the time of the building of the Spiritual temple. This takes 

place in the time of Christ the BRANCH, in the Christian period, when Joshua is symbolized as 

not only a high priest, but also as a ruler.  At this time the office of high priest merges with, that 

of King, as typified by the priesthood of Melchizedek, King of Salem. 

 

The council is between them both - between Christ, the great Shepherd, and Joshua, the under 

shepherd.  

 

The Spirit of prophecy gives us information as to when this symbolism meets its fulfillment. 

"The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him whose name is the Branch." G.C. 415:3 

 

In the time of the investigative judgment, according to the Spirit of prophecy, is when this 

prophecy of Zechariah, concerning Him whose name is the BRANCH, meets its fulfillment. 
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"In the scene representing the work of Christ for us, the determined accusation of Satan against 

us, Joshua stands as the high priest, and makes request in behalf of God’s commandment keeping 

people."  

 

"Satan stands at the head of all the accusers of the brethren; but when he presents the sins of the 

people of God, what does the Lord answer? He says, ''The Lord rebuke (not Joshua, who is a 

representative of the tried and chosen people of God, but) thee O Satan; even the Lord that hath 

chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee is not this a brand plucked out of the fire?  Now Joshua was 

clothed with filthy garments, and stood before the Angel. Satan had represented the chosen and 

loyal people of God as being full of defilement and sin ....But they had repented, they had 

accepted the righteousness of Christ... "And I said, Let them set a fair miter upon his head, So 

they (the angels of God) set a fair miter upon his head and clothed him with garments.  And the 

Angel of the Lord stood by (Jesus their Redeemer).  And the Angel of the Lord protested unto 

Joshua, saying, Thus saith the Lord of hosts; If thou wilt walk in My ways, and if thou wilt keep 

My charge, then thou shalt also judge My house, and shalt also keep My courts; and I will give 

thee places to walk among these that stand by.  I wish that all who claim to believe present truth 

would think seriously of the wonderful things presented in this chapter."  -- The Remnant 

Church, by E. G. White pp 28: 2; 29:2, 30:1 (Emphasis ours). 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy’s explanation of this Scripture in Zech. 6 proves to us that Sr. White was 

not to be the last prophet to the church, but that antitypical Joshua is to "make request in behalf 

of God’s people in time of purification of the church, which did not take place in her time - the 

time when not only Joshua is clothed with change of raiment, but when every member of the 

church is clothed from his head to his feet with the righteousness of Christ.  "For they are men 

wondered at." Zech. 3:8. 

  

But while Joshua is getting the change of raiment the accuser of the brethren brings accusations 

against him.  And not only him, but he accuses all "these that stand by", those that believe the 

message that he (Joshua) brings and that are striving to overcome. Those that accuse Joshua and 

his followers are the accusers of the brethren according to the Scriptures and the Spirit of 

Prophecy. 

 

"And the council of peace shall be between them both."  Zech. 6:13. 

 

The council is between Joshua and the BRANCH, Christ. "He" instead of "they" shall build the 

temple, shows that Joshua and the Lord are one in purpose. In other words, Joshua’s message is 

as Christ to the people.  His message is God's voice just as Moses' message was the voice of God 

to the people in his day.  In the book, Education, Mrs. E.G. White says that the Bible is its own 

expositor. With this statement put another one from "Desire of Ages"; then we will have a clear 

understanding of Rev. 3:30 which says: 

 

Behold, I stand at the door and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come 

in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me." 
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"The True Witness says, 'Behold, I stand at the door and knock.' Rev. 3:20.  Every warning, 

reproof, and entreaty in the word of God or through His messengers is a knock at the door of the 

heart.  It is the voice of Jesus asking for entrance.' D.A. 489:5; 490:0. 

 

The messages of "warning, reproof, and entreaty" of Joshua is the voice of God to His people.  It 

is written: "Again, he limiteth a certain day, saying in David, today, after so long a time; as it is 

said, today if ye will hear his voice harden not your hearts." Heb. 4:7. 

 

When God brought Israel out of bondage in Egypt to the kingdom, the great issue in the 

wilderness was Sabbath observance (Ex. 16:30), and listening to man rather than to God’s voice 

through Moses. Those that disbelieved fell in the wilderness. (Heb. 3:17). They did not enter into 

God's rest because of their unbelief (Heb. 4:6). The Testimonies tell us:  

 

"Satan's snares are laid for us as verily as they were laid for the children of Israel just prior to 

their entrance into the land of Canaan. We are repeating the, history of that people." 5T160:2. 

 

"The work of God in the earth presents, from age to age, a striking similarity in every great 

reformation or religious movement. The principles of God's dealing with men are the same. The 

important movements of the present have their parallel in those of the past, and the experience of 

the church in former ages has lessons of great value for our own time." (GC 343:1). 

 

Those who do not know what is going on in the church today, read the history of ancient Israel. 

We are told in 1 Cor. 10:11 that their history is for "ensamples" to us and it is written for our 

admonition.   So, just as the carcasses of the sinners (Heb. 3:17)  fell in the wilderness prior to  

Israel's entrance into Canaan anciently, the same thing will befall the carcasses in modern Israel. 

(Read Eze. 9, Rev. l2:16). 

 

Carcass -- "The frame or main parts of a thing, unfinished ...hollow vessel." Webster. We usually 

think of a carcass as being a dead body, but Paul makes plain that it was the live carcasses, those 

that were dead to Christ and alive to self that fell in the wilderness.  Friends, it is far more 

profitable to be filled with the sweet Spirit of Christ, rather than to be an empty vessel.   

 

Since it was disbelief and in what God said through Moses of what constituted true Sabbath 

keeping that caused them to fall in the wilderness, and since now we are repeating their history,  

Satan has laid the same snare for modern Israel just prior to their entrance to the Canaan today. 

Since our forefathers listened to man and received his mark and fell in the wilderness; just so, 

many in Israel of today will listen to man and receive the mark of the beast and go down rather 

than hear God’s voice (His truth) and receive His mark by the Man in Linen (Eze. 9) and go up. 

 

It is not that Seventh-day Adventists will receive the mark of the beast by observing the false 

sabbath; but it will be because they listen to what the denomination says true Sabbath keeping is, 

instead of studying for themselves and knowing for themselves what constitutes true 

commandment keeping. You see, the mark of the beast covers a wider scope than being forced to 

go to church on Sunday or suffer the penalty of the law of the land. 
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Babylon constitutes a union of church and state - a "religio-political" organization and all alert 

Christians know that this is perhaps the next step that the world governments will take (Rev. 17).  

But many so-called Sabbath keepers will reject the mark of God and accept the mark of the beast 

before all the future developments of church and state rule. 

 

How can this be true, you may ask? Is this not contrary to our former belief ?  Perhaps so, but 

what saith Inspiration: Lets illustrate: When God withdraws His Spirit from man he becomes 

nothing more or less than as a beast. The four great world Empires are depicted as beasts in 

Daniel 7. These kingdoms were kingdoms of men without the spirit of God in their lives, you 

will agree.  However, a better illustration of this is found in the case of Nebuchadnezzar as we 

read in Dan. 4.  Nebuchadnezzar was a very religious man but when God completely withdrew 

His Spirit from him he became as a beast and lived among the beasts for seven years. When God 

put His Spirit back into him, he realized that it is God who sets up kings and gives the kingdom 

to whomsoever He will. Men need to know that they cannot control the conscience of the true 

people of God today any more than Nebuchadnezzar could remain king of Babylon when he 

came to the place where he thought that Babylon and all the people belonged to him and God had 

no hand in the matter. The experience of Nebuchadnezzar is very significant for us and should be 

an object lesson to all who would attempt to control the peoples' thinking. Better let them feed or 

whatever pasture they can find unless you have something better to offer, and even then they 

should be granted 1iberty to choose what is good and acceptable in the sight of God. Our 

business is to teach the truth and then let every mind be responsible to God for his salvation. 

Men are not to control their fellow men, for that is the work for the Holy Spirit  to direct men's 

minds toward God. 

 

Evidently this is what Jesus meant when He said that when the Spirit of Truth comes He will 

guide into all truth (John 17:13). The truth is designed to set men free, not to take one yoke off 

their necks just to bind them more securely in greater bondage. The Christian is to take the yoke 

of Jesus and be worked by the Holy Spirit. The command is to loose the bands of wickedness, 

undo the heavy burdens, let the oppressed go free and that ye break every yoke. (Isa. 58:6) Isaiah 

proclaimed: "Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that are cast 

out to thy house? When thou seest the naked, that thou cover him; and that thou hide not thyself 

from thine own flesh?  (Isa. 58:7). 

 

The call is for 144,000 self-sustained workers!  Men, women, and youth, God calls you to 

account to use your time, means, and intellect (7T 159) to proclaim the Judgment of the Living 

in Judah and Israel; first that you may receive the mark of God instead of the mark of the beast; 

and second, that you may have a part in proclaiming it (Judgment of Living) in a Loud Cry to the 

world. 

 

Jesus says: "I am the vine, Ye are the branches. He that abideth in me and I in him, the same 

bringeth forth much fruit: for without me you can do nothing." 

 

"Every branch in me that beareth not fruit he taketh away: and every branch, that beareth fruit, 

He purgeth it, that it nay bring forth more fruit." (John 15:5, 2). 

 

Inspiration tells us that God’s people are branches; either branches that bring forth fruit or those  
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who do not. The branches that do not bring forth fruit, God takes out of the way. The branches 

that bring forth fruit, He will purge so that they may bring-forth more fruit. (Great Multitude) In 

these Scriptures is depicted two fruits. Evidently the fruits that are borne before the purging 

represents the first fruits, the 144,000 of Israel (Rev. 14:4); and the "more fruits" then logically 

represent the second fruits, a number that no man can number of all nations. (Rev. 7:9). 

 

The admonition from our Lord Jesus is that those who have no part in the work of bearing of the 

first fruits (144,000) will be taken out of the way. Those that do take part in that work will be 

purged that they are fitted to bear more fruit in the Loud Cry to the world. In this parable Jesus 

teaches the purification of the church before the work is finished for the world. 

 

Friend, are you a branch; if so what kind of a branch are you? If you are a live branch prepare for 

the purging; and if you are a dead branch, become a live branch, or you might as well get ready 

for the burning. This message from Jesus means either life or death to you. Life if you hear this 

call by the Saviour, or death if you do not. (5T 505:2)... "for the wicked will no more pass 

through thee; he is utterly cut off." Nah. 1:15..:. "How long halt ye between two opinions? If the 

Lord be God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him". (1 Kings 18:21). 

 

Sr. White's message of the Third Angel was the message of the Judgment of the Dead which 

showed us the way in the most holy place (E.W. 261:0; 255:0) and takes place in heaven. This 

kingdom, Christ receives at His coming at the beginning of the 1000 years. (Rev. 20:1-5).  But 

the repeating of the Third Angel's Message, the message that proclaims and pronounces 

judgment upon the living, takes place on earth as well as in heaven. Read Ezekiel 9; Matt. 25:31; 

Isa. 58; 66:15-21. Those who receive the mark of the man in Linen with the writers inkhorn by 

His side in the time of the Judgment of the Living, make up the Kingdom that Christ receives at 

His invisible coming (Isa. 40:10) when He gathers all nations before Him; and at which time He 

sets the goats on the left and the sheep on His right. When He says: "Come, ye blessed of my 

Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world".  "Thy Kingdom 

come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven". (Matt. 6:10). 

 

"The disciples of Christ were looking for the immediate coming of the Kingdom of His glory; 

but in giving them this prayer, Jesus taught that the Kingdom was not then to be established. 

They were to pray for its coming as an event yet future. But this petition was also an assurance to 

them. While they were not to behold the coming of the kingdom in their day, the fact that Jesus 

bade them pray for it, is evidence that in God's own time it will surely come." The Mount of 

Blessings 107-108. 

 

"Christ is coming to establish His kingdom on the earth." (9T 63:0). 

 

"As a people we are to be reconverted, our lives sanctified to declare the truth as it, is in Jesus." 

(9T 63:1). 

 

Let us reason for a moment. When we became Seventh-day Adventists we were converted to the 

truth of the Third Angel's message of the Judgment of the Dead and of His coming in the clouds 

to receive that kingdom.  Now if we are to be reconverted and our lives sanctified by the truth it 

is evident that we must be converted to the repeating of the Third Angel's message - the  
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Judgment of the Living (1 Peter 4:17), that teaches the purification of the church and setting up 

of the earthly kingdom before the thousand years. For Jesus says: "So the last shall be first and 

the first last". (Matt. 20:16). 

 

The dead are judged first and the living last. So the living get their pay (reward) first in the 

kingdom.  But in the great resurrection day, the dead meet the Lord in the air first, then the living 

are changed and caught up in the air with them (1 Thes. 4:15-17), which is right the opposite of 

Matt. 20:16; Isa. 40:10. 

 

We do not need to be converted to the Third Angel's message of the Judgment of the Dead, for 

we all know that message. But all do need to be converted to the Third Angel's message that 

teaches the Judgment of the Living, if we are to be sanctified by the truth as it is in Jesus. (9T 

63:1) This is to the "Law and to the Testimony".  To teach the Bible and the Testimonies 

contrary to this light will never bring the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's Message. To be 

sanctified by the truth is to receive God's mark; but to receive not the truth means to receive the 

mark of the beast. Sr. White very plainly shows that she did not have this phase of the Third 

Angel's message. 

 

"As yet we have certainly not seen the light that answers to this description. God has light for His 

people, and all who will see the sinfulness of remaining in a lukewarm condition". R&H April, 

1890 . . . . . 

 

"In the manifestation of the power that lightens the earth with its glory, they will see only 

something which in their blindness they think dangerous, something which will arouse their fears 

and they will brace themselves to resist it. Because the Lord does not work according to their 

expectations and ideals, they will oppose the work. Why, say they, should we not know the Spirit 

of God, when we have been in the work so many years?"  R & H Nov. 7, 1918   

 

Bro. Houteff says that the angel that ascends from the East, (Rev. 7) (which Davidians -

understand and which the message teaches is the Shepherds Rod, the truth of the Kingdom) is 

not the Third Angel. (1 S.R. 15:1). But he does declare his message to be "the final phase of the 

First Angel's Message, which is presently announcing the stealthy approach of the judgment 

upon the living"... W.H.R. 37:1. 

 

The leader and organizer of the Seventh-day Adventist Church testifies that her message was not 

the final phase of the Third Angel's Message. Likewise, the leader of the Davidian Seventh-day 

Adventist movement proclaims that his message and movement is not the Third Angel's 

message. Since the phase of the Third Angel's Message that judges the living must come after 

their time and before the purification of the church, it must come in the same manner in which 

the two former messages came: by inspiration of the Holy Spirit  -- working through another 

individual -- not a multitude of ministers. 

 

Such a message is symbolized in the Bible and prophesied in the writings of the Lord's Servants. 

"All that prophecy has foretold as coming to pass, until the present time, has been traced on the 

pages of history, and we may be assured that all which is yet to come will be fulfilled in its 

order". (Ed. 178:3). 
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A symbolic prophecy that depicts an event future from Sr. White (in its direct fulfillment) is 

found in the book of Zechariah.  

 

"The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him 'whose name is the BRANCH'". G.C. 415:3.  "Even He shall build the temple of 

the Lord; and He shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon His throne; and He shall be a 

priest upon his throne; and the council of peace shall be between them both." (Zech. 6:13). 

 

"Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel applies with peculiar force to the experience of 

God’s people in the closing up of the great day of atonement." (5T472:2). 

 

The closing-up of the atonement would be the Judgment of the Living, which begins at the house 

of God (1 Peter 4:17) - the church.  

 

The council of peace between them both, means between the Lord and Joshua. Sr. White tells us 

that Joshua is not the Lord. "Then the Angel, who is Christ Himself, the Saviour of sinners, puts 

to silence the accuser of His People... PK 584:1 ... 'and the angel of the Lord stood by.' "What a 

gift!, and what a bodyguard for one to have in a world such as ours." (r 1T.G. 8-24:0). 

 

"What does all this mean? - just this: Joshua is Heaven's appointed judge, ruler. He himself, is  

crowned as such. And in response to the Lord’s own command, Joshua crowns (authorizes) his 

helpers whom the Lord Himself names. In other words, as members of 'the house of David', 

Joshua authorizes them to engage in the work. So, Joshua is responsible to the Lord, but his 

helpers are responsible to Joshua.  Here is seen an organization having a leader and an under 

leader - the Lord and Joshua. Thus that whatever is to be bound on earth, is also to be bound it 

Heaven." (Matt. 16:19) r 1T.G. 8-26:3. 

 

To make the truth solid that all may get the full force of the workings of the Spirit, of God, let us 

permit the Spirit of Prophecy to further explain:  

 

"Said the angel, 'The Third Angel is binding, or sealing them in bundles for the heavenly garner. 

This little company looked careworn, as if they had passed through severe trials and conflicts. 

And it appeared as if the sun had risen from behind a cloud and shown upon their countenances, 

causing them to look triumphant, as if their victories were nearly won." (E.W. 89:0). 

 

Joel 2 prophesies of a mighty and strong people in the last days. Likewise, Sr. White had a vision 

of God’s people as a mighty army. (P.K. 725) Read Isa. 4:2,3. The company that Isaiah, Joel, and 

Sr. White saw in these prophecies is the triumphant church - the one that proclaims the gospel of 

the Kingdom in all the world for a witness (Matt. 24:14) and the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's 

Message, and the Judgment of the Living. But the little careworn company that Sr. White saw as 

brought to view in E. W. 89 -- the one that the Third Angel is binding for the heavenly garner -- 

depicts the remnant people of God just before their triumph into that glorious Kingdom church. 

 

"Now learn a parable of the fig tree; said Jesus; when his branch is yet tender and putteth forth 

leaves, ye know that summer is nigh: 
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"So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near even at the doors." (Matt. 

24:32;33). 

 

"By the green tree, Jesus represented Himself, the innocent Redeemer." D.A. 743:2. The church 

of Christ then is likened to a green tree. Study the family tree of Isaiah 11:1. "When His Branch 

is yet tender know that the kingdom is at the door. Read Zech. 6:12 in connection with Rev. 

3:20; Heb. 4:7; D.A. 34:0 "The one whom all those types prefigured must explain their 

significance."  When Christ came the first time He explained what was meant by many of the 

types and symbols but not all because at that time He gave us many more types and symbols to 

be explained before He comes in the clouds. So, from the abundance of evidence brought to light 

here, one is enabled to see very plainly that Christ comes invisibly as symbolized in Zechariah 

3:1-10 and 6:11-14; Isa. 40:10,11. He comes to feed and instruct the remnant 144,000 first fruits 

and lead them to His everlasting Kingdom, then He gathers the great multitude (Rev. 7:9). 

 

"In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, shall ye call every man his neighbor under the vine (John 

15:1) and under the fig tree" Zech. 3:10. Read D. A. 743:2; Eze. 17:22-24; Matt. 24:32. 

 

"Cursed is everyone that hangeth on a tree." (Gal. 3:33) 

 

"And they that are far off shall come and build in the temple of the Lord." (Zech. 6:15). 

 

Since THE BRANCH builds the temple and Joshua is instructed in the building of this spiritual 

temple, and since the 144,000 are wheat and part of the temple, the light of truth shines as bright 

as the sun at noonday that Joshua’s message is the repeating of the Third Angel's Message - the 

Judgment of the Living to the church in preparation to give the Loud Cry to the world - an 

addition to the Third Angel's Message.  E.W. 277:2. 

 

"I then saw the Third Angel. Said my accompanying angel, 'Fearful is his work. Awful is his 

mission. He is the angel that is to select the wheat from the tares, and seal, or bind, the wheat for 

the heavenly garner. These things should engross the whole mind, the whole attention,"' (E.W. 

118:1). 

 

"Every energy of the soul should be awake, for what is done must be done quickly." (E.W. 

118:0). 

 

"I saw that the remnant were not prepared for what is coming upon the earth ....A great work 

must first be done for the remnant."  (E.W. 119:1). 

 

"GET READY! GET READY! GET READY! for the fierce anger of the Lord is soon to come. 

(E.W. 119:1). 

 

The servants of our Dear Saviour have thoroughly warned His people of their greatest danger. 

Let all read and understand. 
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"In spite of it though, human beings are very slow and hesitant to take their stand on the Lord' s 

side.  Most of them had rather have a man." (revised Timely Greeting 8:24:0). 

 

"The rebuke of the Lord will rest upon those who would bar the way that clearer light shall not 

come to the people. A great work is to be done, and God sees that our leading men have need of 

more light, that they may unite with the messengers Whom He sends to accomplish the work that 

He designs shall be done. The Lord has raised up messengers, and endued them with His Spirit, 

and has said, 'Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and show My people their 

transgression, and the house of Jacob their sins.'  Let no one run the risk of interposing between 

the people and the message of Heaven. This message will go to the people; and if there were no 

voice among men to give it, the very stones would cry out."  

 

"I call upon every minister to seek the Lord, to put away pride and strife for supremacy, and to 

humble the heart before God. It is the coldness of heart, the unbelief of those who ought to have 

faith, that keeps the churches in feebleness." G.W. 304: 2, 3 (Emphasis ours). 

 

This message of Heaven will go to the people says the Lord's Servant, and let no one run the risk 

of interposing between the people and the message. The message is depicted as a stone laid 

before Joshua. (Zech. 3:9) Isaiah says it is a stone (message) of stumbling and a rock of offence 

to "both the houses of Israel". (Isa. 8:14).  Both means two. The Seventh-day Adventist church is 

one house of Israel according to the Spirit of Prophecy. Since S.D.A. represents Israel and there 

are two, it is only logical to conclude that the other Israel of today would have the same name 

with a timely and Heaven-sent Addition to that name to show the division. The name of the other 

Israel must be providentially so-named as was the first Israel to show what caused the division, 

since it is the Lords purpose that there be no divisions among His people. 

 

The second coming of Christ and the Sabbath truth being taught to the world brought about the 

Seventh-day Adventist denomination; hence, the timely providential name. This is the sixth main 

basic fundamental truth. Seven is complete (A.A. 585:3). The reform that brings the seventh 

should likewise providentially named in compliance with the truth they bring. Therefore, the 

name Davidian Seventh-day Adventist shows the progress of truth and what caused the division: 

The Davidian kingdom before the millennium is fundamental and it is basic. Therefore, there are 

two Israels in the church today -- two Seventh-day Adventist churches. The Spirit of Truth 

reveals that this is prophetic truth and God calls on both the houses of Israel (Isa. 8:1.4) to 

reform. 

 

                                                                 SUMMARY 

 

QUESTION: Are the Tares Babylon or Babylon in Principle? 

 

ANSWER: No: Study the following 4 points: 

 

Read "The Remnant Church" by E. G. White, p. 27. or T. M. p. 37. which says that  

     the Seventh-day Adventist Church is not Babylon or part of Babylon. 

 

"The message to the Laodiceans is applicable to Seventh-day Adventists who have 
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had great light and have not walked in the light.  It is those who have made great profession, but 

have not kept in step with their leader, that will be spewed out of His mouth unless they repent.  

The message to pronounce the Seventh-day Adventist Church Babylon, and call the people of 

God out of her, does not come from angry heavenly messenger, or any human agent inspired by 

the Spirit of God."  

 

"Jesus is coming in to give the individual members of the church the richest blessings, if they 

will open the door to Him. He does not once call them Babylon nor ask them to come out." 

 

"Again I say, The Lord hath not spoken by any messenger who calls the church that keeps the 

commandments of God, Babylon." 

 

"Those who shall heed this false message and try to leaven others will be deceived and prepared 

to receive advanced delusions, and they will come to naught. (The Remnant Church 51:3; 

52:0,2,3; 53:0). 

 

The Protestant sects - the daughters that cling to the doctrines of Babylon the Great - (Rome) - 

are called "Babylon" (GC. 352, 383). 

 

The term "Babylon"  may be appropriately applied to these bodies which are many sects with 

conflicting creeds.  

 

Though separated from Rome, they still believe her wine of error found in the following cup of 

doctrines: 

 

T. M. page 61: 

 

1. The immortality of the soul; the eternal torment of the wicked. 

2. Denial of the pre-existence of Christ, prior to His birth. 

3. Exaltation of Sunday above the Holy Sabbath. 

 

All Seventh-day Adventists know that the aforementioned doctrines find no part in the 

"Fundamental Beliefs of Seventh-day Adventists". 

 

The term "Laodicea" is used to represent our church when she feels "rich and increased with 

goods and in need of nothing". Sr. White states that the "goods" of which she is satisfied and 

wants no more of, is "spiritual knowledge" -- more light. Because of her condition she rejects the 

Rod, etc. and in so doing is termed LAODICEA, not Babylon. (3T252 – 3T253). 

 

In 1844 Babylon "fell". For something to fall, it must first exist. The Protestant churches were 

Babylon before either Miller or White came on the scene of action.  When they did come the 

Protestant churches were already Babylon. The rejection of light did not make the Protestant 

churches Babylon, for they were already that; the rejection of light caused their fall. (G.C. 353; 

G.C. 389 -- A Moral Fall). 

 

Those that-came out of the churches and followed Miller became the ten virgins, (five wise and  
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five foolish -- G.C. 393-402) and Babylon, the place from whence they came, fell. This proves 

that the ten virgins do not indicate Babylon.  Inspiration shows the S.D.A. church to be the ten 

virgins (five wise and five foolish) (Matt. 25; G.C. 393 :1). 

 

If Christ, by assembling these seven churches in a group of seven candlesticks and giving the 

blackest record to the last one, is not calling the Laodiceans Babylon, then neither is the 

interpretation of the Seven "heads" doing so. It is not because the Laodiceans are better that they 

are not called Babylon, for their record is worse, but it is to show that on account of their 

increased light, He is to deal differently with them. It is to prove that if the "angel" (leadership) 

of the church of the Laodiceans should reject the message of the "True Witness", He cannot call 

the 144,000 out from the midst of them into another movement by the call of Revelation 18:  

"Come out of her my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 

plagues, "  (verse 4), but rather by the message of Revelation 7 and Ezekiel 9. Thus speedily 

releasing His people, and quickly "finish the work, and cut it short in righteousness: Because a 

short work will the Lord make upon the earth." (Rom. 9:28). 

 

"Disobedience to the Word of God is blasphemy, and blasphemy is hypocrisy; that is to say, they 

are not what they profess to be.  Hypocrisy hides the crying sins under the appearance of virtue. 

This sin of hypocrisy is hard to cure in that it is not easily discovered by men. We cannot 

understand the hearts of others nor discern between the cloak of hypocrisy and the life of 

holiness.  A spiritual deception has its beginning from a being other than human. Therefore, the 

scheme is so cunning that it cannot be discerned by finite observation. This kind of deception can 

only be recognized under the close scrutiny of the Holy Word of God and by the aid of His 

Spirit..." 2 S.R. 94:2; 95:0. 

 

On page 97 of Shepherds Rod Vol. 2, paragraph 1, Inspiration tells us that the term "Babylon'? 

referred to the churches PRIOR to 1844. After her rejection of the 1st Angel’s message by 

Miller, it was stated that Babylon had fallen. 

 

Beginning with Martin Luther, God began to deliver His people step by step out of Babylon.   

 

Luther, Knox, Wesley, Campbell, Miller were each a step in delivering God's people from 

Babylon. Not until William Miller did the people of God have deliverance from Babylon. With 

the acceptance of the Sabbath and the Sanctuary, Modern Israel came into existence. 

 

The Rod agrees with Sr. White that the Seventh-day Adventist Church is not Babylon. We must 

build on the foundation that the former prophets have laid down. Elijah's work is to harmonize 

the former rain (Sr. White) with the latter rain (Bro. Houteff). Therefore he must build upon the 

foundations already laid.  

 

(2) BABYLON, aside from retaining some of Rome's erroneous doctrines, has formed unlawful 

alliances with the world. 

 

LAODICEA has also followed the world, but in so doing they are called EGYPT. She may be 

worse than Babylon in some ways because she has greater light, and because she has committed  
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Babylons most noted blunder -- that of sticking a stake and refusing to move on with the light", 

but in doing so GOD calls her Egypt. 

 

God has certain terms He uses to designate His people found in His Church (the House of God), 

and He has other terms which He uses to designate those found in the other religious bodies. 

 

Notice: In following after the world and worldly customs the Seventh-day Adventist church is 

called EGYPT.   In rejecting light, she is termed ... LAODICEA.  The Protestant sects are called 

BABYLON.  Bearing in mind the correct titles, and keeping on the "track of truth", we should 

now be ready to understand when God sends a message to Pharaoh, King of Egypt. 

 

Sr. White tells us in Special Testimonies, Series B, No. 2, page 52:1, that "The track of Truth lies 

close beside the track of error, and both tracks may seem to be one to minds which are not 

worked by the Holy Spirit , and which, therefore, are not quick to discern the difference between 

truth error. 

 

My brother, you are certainly off the track.  This is what Sr. White said in T.M. p. 59, to one who 

called the church Babylon. 

 

The track of truth is the BRANCH, the true King of Babylon; the track of error is Satan, the king 

of spiritual Babylon whose queen is Satan’s bride. All who follow God, the true King of 

Babylon, Christ the Branch, and His under leader Joshua (Who brings the reformation in 

Laodicea -- T.G. 1:8, p: 24:, 26, and 28) will finally land on Mt. Zion with the Lamb. Those who 

stand on Mt. Zion with the Lamb are there because they recognized that the track of truth and 

error ran side by side,  and that their only safety was the King of Babylon's visible representative 

-- the Elijah, whom God sent to point out the track of truth. (C.C.S. p. 8b and p. 8t, in Reprint). 

 

(3) Some claim to speak by Inspiration when they say that the tares in the Seventh-day Adventist 

Church are Babylon in principle. However, even the Protestant churches are termed Babylon 

only in principle for they are not citizens of any country called Babylon. 

 

(4) If rejecting light makes the church Babylon, then Sr. White would have told us so in the 

period after the rejection of Righteousness by Faith in 1888. To the contrary, she wrote in 1893 

AFTER the church rejected Jones' and Waggoner's message, that they (the church) there not 

Babylon, but rather retreating toward EGYPT, the south country. Notice the Chariot Chart of the 

Shepherd Rod.  The S.D.A.s are in Egypt, while the rest of Christendom are in the north country,  

or BABYLON.  Symbols do not lie.  The Chariot Chart (with the Brass Mountains) shows that 

the 144,000 are tied down in Egypt with the tares, the grizzled horses.  The 144,000 will soon be 

freed from the grizzled horses. Then they will go throughout Babylon’s domain, calling out the 

honest.  Let us not confuse the spiritual EGYPTIANS with the spiritual BABYLONIANS.  Some 

claim Inspiration when they use the writings of the Shepherd’s Rod, to prove that the Church is  

Babylon. Sr. White strongly condemned those who used her writings to sustain their argument 

that the Church was Babylon.  Read T.M. p. 32, paragraph 3.  Likewise, how could any right 

thinking mind read the following quotation and continue to insist that the Church is Babylon, 

either in part or in principle:  
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"The ANTI-Rodists accusations that the Rod is calling the church Babylon is another     

FALSEHOOD. The Rod proves that the church is not Babylon and that is the reason for           

which its adherents stay in it instead of coming out of it, and this is the very reason for           

which the anti-Rodists are trying to keep them out of the churches." (Jezreel Letter 8:5). 

 

Here Inspiration is telling us that we be of the ANTI-ROD group if we indulge in the pet theme 

of Satan -- that of calling the House of God Babylon. Here again the writings of Sr. White and 

Bro. Houteff agree. 

 

Brethren, "It is not because the Laodiceans are better that they ARE NOT called Babylon, for 

their record is worse, but it is to show that on account of their increased light, He (God) is to deal 

differently with them." Shepherd's Rod 2:94:2. 

 

The very fact that God's church is likened unto ten virgins, shows that she cannot be termed 

Babylon; all ten are virgins or those not defiled with fallen women (Babylon).  Both the wheat 

and tares in the Seventh-day Adventist church (10 virgins) have left the fellowship of the fallen 

women and become virgins – no longer defiled with the fallen women.  Read S.R. Vol. 2, page 

181.  

 

May God help us to study more closely, that we may distinguish between the tracks of Truth and 

error that are even now running so closely side by side.  

 

        Yours in His Service, 

 

         Ben L. Roden 
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           GOD'S HOLY FEASTS 
 

 

AIM TO SHOW: 

1.  The Seventh-day Sabbath is the first feast-day recorded in Levitical Law. 

2.  Six Holy Feasts in the Old and New Testaments. 

3.  That, as the Seventh-day Sabbath is a memorial of Creation, the Lord's  

     Supper instituted at the Passover is a memorial of Redemption and re-   

     Creation. 

 

GEM THOUGHT: "The angel who unites in the proclamation of the third angel's message is to 

lighten the whole earth with his glory. A work of world-wide extent and unwonted power is here 

foretold. The advent movement of 1840-44 was a glorious manifestation of the power of God;... 

but these are to be exceeded by the mighty movement under the last warning of the third angel. 

 

"The work will be similar to that of the day of Pentecost." G.C. 611:1. 

 

INTRODUCTION: "The Spirit which characterized that wonderful meeting on the day of 

Pentecost is waiting to manifest its power upon the men who are now standing between the 

living and the dead as ambassadors for God. The power which stirred the people so mightily in 

the 1844 movement will again be revealed. The third angel's message will go forth, not in 

whispered tones, but with a loud voice." 5T. 252:2. 

 

The Bible teaches the observance of six feasts in the Hebrew economy (Lev. 23). 

"Concerning the feasts of the Lord, which ye shall proclaim to be holy convocations, EVEN 

THESE ARE MY FEASTS. 

 

"Six days shall work be done: but the seventh day is the Sabbath of rest (a feast day), an 

holy convocation; ye shall do no work therein: it is the Sabbath of the Lord in all your 

dwellings." Lev. 23:2, 3. 

 

Here we find that in enumerating the feasts of the Lord, the Bible says, the seventh-day 

Sabbath is a FEAST DAY. We are to keep the Sabbath feast-day holy and convoke an assembly 

to feast upon the precious Truths found in God's Holy Word. If the Sabbath is a feast day to be 

kept holy, then the other feast days are likewise to be kept holy, as no place in the Bible or the 

Spirit of Prophecy are we .told that they were nailed to the cross. 

 

In fact, the apostle Paul states, "Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new 

lump, as ye are unleavened. For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us: 

 

"Therefore let us keep the feast, not with the old leaven, neither with the leaven of malice 

and wickedness; but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth." 1 Cor. 5:7,8. 

 

Satan knows that these feast days, which point to our Saviour, are holy days, even if we do 

not. We know this by the fact that he has inspired his agents to instigate spurious feast days, such  
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as Sunday, Lent, Easter, etc. Let us be reasonable, logical thinkers and no longer continue to 

permit Satan to deceive us into rebellion against our Redeemer. Our Saviour has winked at our 

past failure to observe the Bible feast days because of our ignorance. But now that Inspiration 

has revealed the importance of observing the feast laws which portray the Son of God as our 

sacrifice for sin, God's people must awake and take heed, lest they provoke Him to anger by 

refusing to recognize His authority as revealed in the Ceremonial law. 

 

"Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an holy day, or of the 

new moon, or of the Sabbath DAYS:" Col. 2:16. 

 

Hence, if we strive to do all that Inspiration reveals in God's Word through the Gospel 

writers regarding the statutes and judgments of the Ceremonial Law, no one may judge us with 

the Scriptures unless we break them and put ourselves under their condemnation. 

 

"And they (God's ministers) shall teach my people the difference between the holy and 

profane, and cause them to discern between the unclean and the clean. 

 

"And in controversy they shall stand in judgment; and they shall judge it according to my 

judgment: and they shall keep my laws and my statutes in all mine assemblies; and they shall 

hallow my SABBATHS. 

 

"And they shall come at no dead person to defile themselves:" Eze. 44:23-25. 

 

The Apostles taught these laws, statutes and judgments to the Gentile converts in the early 

church as it is written, "That ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from 

things strangled, and from fornication: from which if ye keep yourselves, ye shall do well. Fare 

ye well." Acts 15:29. 

 

Here we see that not all of the Ceremonial law was nailed to the cross. Through Inspiration. 

Ellen G. White tells us what part of the ceremonial law was fulfilled at the cross. 

 

"The ceremonial system was made up of symbols pointing to Christ, to his sacrifice and His 

priesthood. This ritual law, with its sacrifices and ordinances, was to be performed by the 

Hebrews until type met antitype in the death of Christ, the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin 

of the world. Then all the SACRIFICIAI, offerings were to cease. IT IS THIS LAW that Christ 

took out of the way, 'nailing it to his cross.'" P.P. 365: 1. See Col. 2:14. 

 

It would be a denial of Holy Writ to say all the Ceremonial law of Moses was nailed to the 

cross. In fact, as Seventh-day Adventists and Davidians we believe we should not eat the unclean 

things, and those offered to idols, and that we should pay a faithful tithe in support of the Gospel 

ministry, all of which are requirements of the Ceremonial law. 

 

Are you aware the Scriptures tell us that in the earth made new the saved will observe the 

new-moon Sabbath? Hear Inspiration: ". . . from one new moon to another, shall all flesh come 

to worship before me, saith the Lord." Isa. 66:23. 
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"God teaches that we should assemble in His house to cultivate the attributes of perfect 

love. This will fit the dwellers of earth for the mansions that Christ has gone to prepare for all 

who love Him. There they will assemble in the sanctuary from Sabbath to Sabbath, from one 

new moon to another, to unite in loftiest strains of song, in praise and thanksgiving to Him who 

sits upon the throne and to the Lamb for ever and ever." 6T. 368:3. 

 

The past few years God has revealed great things though science, most of which have been 

perverted.  Is it not logical and reasonable to conclude that He would reveal to His church, 

through Inspiration, Truths in the Sacred Scriptures that have not heretofore been disclosed to 

view? 

 

The Lord's messenger, Ellen G. White, states as much in the following words: "The 

significance of the Jewish economy is not yet fully comprehended. Truths vast and profound are 

shadowed forth in its rites and symbols. The gospel is the key that unlocks its mysteries." C.O.L. 

133:1. 

 

As Davidians and Seventh-day Adventists we have taught very little regarding the Jewish 

economy aside from the truth of the seventh-day Sabbath. 

           

                   SIX FEASTS 

 

     "While leading the Hebrew host from bondage to freedom, the Lord was firmly 

establishing them in the truth of all things, including the truth of the day on which the year 

begins, of the day on which the month begins, and of the day on which the week begins. 

Obviously, the Hebrew religion had largely to do with the days of the week, of the month, and of 

the year. 

 

"The Hebrews were forever to keep holy, (1) not a seventh, but the seventh, day of each 

week, the Sabbath: (2) the days from the fifteenth to the twenty-first day of the first month, the 

Passover week; (3) the fiftieth day after the sheaf of the first fruits was offered, the Pentecost; (4) 

the tenth day of the seventh month, the Atonement; (5) the days from the fifteenth to the twenty-

first, day of the same month, the Feast of Tabernacles; and (6) the feasts of the new moons. Thus 

the All-knowing One, He who created the heavenly bodies and knows the very moment He set 

them in motion to govern the day, the month, and the year, decreed that the holy feasts be 

observed in the very month and the very day on which they were first ordained." Answerer 3:9:2; 

10:0. 

            

                    THE SABBATH FEAST 

 

"And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto 

them concerning the feasts of the Lord, which ye shall proclaim to be holy convocations, even 

these are my feasts. Six days shall work be done: but the seventh day is the Sabbath of rest, an 

holy convocation; ye shall do no work therein: it is the Sabbath of the Lord in all your dwellings. 

These are the feasts of the Lord, even holy convocations, which ye shall proclaim in their 

seasons." Lev. 23:1-4. 
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"Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy." Ex. 20:8. 

 

JESUS KEPT THE SABBATH: "And they went into Capernaum; and straightway on the 

Sabbath day he entered into the synagogue, and taught." Mark 1:21. "And He came to Nazareth, 

where he had been brought up: and, as his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the 

Sabbath day, and stood up for to read." Luke 4:16. 

 

PAUL KEPT THE SABBATH: "And Paul, as his manner was, went in unto them, and 

three Sabbath days reasoned with them out of the scriptures," . . . Acts: 17:2. 

 

"The seal of God's law is found in the fourth commandment. This only, of all the ten, brings 

to view both the name and the title of the Lawgiver. It declares Him to be the Creator of the 

heavens and the earth, and thus shows His claim to reverence and worship above all others." 

G.C. 452:1. 

 

"The Sabbath is not introduced as a new institution but as having been founded at creation. 

It is to be remembered and observed as the memorial of the Creator's work. Pointing to God as 

the Maker of the heavens and the earth, it distinguishes the true God from all false gods. All who 

keep the Seventh Day, signify by this act that they are worshippers of Jehovah. Thus the Sabbath 

is the sign of man's allegiance to God as long as there are any upon the earth to serve Him. The 

fourth commandment is the only one of all the ten in which are found both the name and the title 

of the Lawgiver. It is the only one that shows by whose authority the law is given. Thus it 

contains the seal of God, affixed to his law as evidence of its authenticity and binding force." 

P.P. 307:2. 

 

Neither is the Ceremonial Feast Law introduced as a new institution, but like the Ten 

Commandments was founded before Creation. ". . . the works were finished from the foundation 

of the world." Heb. 4:3. Christ was ". . . the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world." Rev. 

13:8, as is depicted in the Ceremonial Law. Here we find the memorial of the Re-Creator. 

 

                         THE FEAST OF PASSOVER 

 

"These are the feasts of the Lord, even holy convocations, which ye: shall proclaim in their 

seasons. In the fourteenth day of the first month at even is the Lord's Passover.  

 

And on the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of unleavened bread unto the Lord: 

seven days ye must eat unleavened bread. In the first day ye shall have an holy convocation; ye 

shall do no servile work therein But ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto the Lord seven 

days: in the seventh day is an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein." Lev. 23:4-

8. 

 

"And the children of Israel encamped in Gilgal, and kept the Passover on the fourteenth day 

of the month at even in the plains of Jericho." Josh. 5:10. 

 

Jesus instituted the Lord's Supper the very night that, for fifteen hundred years, Israel had 

observed the Passover Feast, the memorial of their deliverance from Egypt. The Lord's Supper  
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on the Passover night depicts our Saviour's sacrifice, a memorial to us of deliverance from the 

bondage of sin. 

 

"Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh, which is called the Passover. And he said 

unto them, With desire have I desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer… 

 

      And he took bread and gave thanks and brake, and gave unto them, saying, This is my 

body which is given for you: this do in remembrance of me. Likewise also the cup after supper, 

saying, This cup is the new testament in my blood, which is shed for you." Luke 22:1, 15, 19, 20. 

 

". . . the ordinance of the Lord's Supper was instituted as a MEMORIAL of the same event 

of which the Passover had been a type." P.P. 539:3. 

 

"Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are Unleavened. For 

even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us, therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven, 

neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and 

truth." 1 Cor. 15:7, 8 

 

"But bade them farewell, saying, I must by all means keep this feast that cometh in 

Jerusalem: but I will return again unto you, if God will.  And he sailed from Ephesus." Acts 

18:21. 

 

"And we sailed away from Phillipi after the days of unleavened bread, and came unto them 

Troas five days; where we abode seven days." Acts  20:6 

 

At Philippi Paul tarried to keep the Passover. Only Luke remained with him, the other 

members of the company passing on to Troas to await him there. The Philippians were the most 

loving and true-hearted of the apostle's converts, and during the eight days of the feast he 

enjoyed peaceful and happy communion with them." A.A. 390:4, 391:0. 

 

Here we see that Paul not only kept the Seventh-day Sabbath feast, but also the Passover. 

We find that he observed all the other feasts as well. He kept all the law. Therefore, Inspiration 

demands that God's elect restore this all-important and fundamental teaching which God's 

Church Lost when the man of sin substituted pagan feasts in place of the true. 

 

                  THE FEAST OF PENTECOST 

 

"And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the Sabbath, from the day that ye 

brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven Sabbaths shall be complete: Even unto the morrow 

after the seventh Sabbath shall ye number fifty days; and ye shall offer a new meat offering unto 

the Lord. Ye shall bring out of your habitations two wave loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be 

of fine flour; they shall be baken with leaven; they are the firstfruits unto the Lord." Lev. 23:15-

17. 

 

"Also in the day of the firstfruits, when ye bring a new meat offering unto the Lord, after 

your weeks be out, ye shall have an holy convocation; ye shall do no servile work:" Num. 28:26. 
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"Fifty days from the offering of first-fruits, came the Pentecost, called also the feast of 

harvest and the feast of weeks. As an expression of gratitude for the grain prepared as food, two 

loaves baked with leaven were presented before God. The Pentecost occupied but one day, which 

was devoted to religious service." P.P. 544:1. 

 

"And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one 

place." Acts 2:1. 

 

"For Paul had determined to sail by Ephesus, because he would not spend the time in Asia: 

for he hasted, if it were possible for him, to be at Jerusalem the day of Pentecost." Acts 20:16. 

 

"But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost." 1 Cor. 16:8. 

 

"The Pentecostal outpouring was Heaven's communication that the Redeemer's 

inauguration was accomplished. According to His promise He had sent the Holy Spirit  from 

heaven to His followers, as a token that The Holy Spirit  as priest and king, received all authority 

in heaven and on earth, and was the Anointed One over His people." A.A. 39:0. 

 

"Pentecost brought them the heavenly illumination. The truths they could not understand 

while Christ was with them were now unfolded. With a faith and assurance that they had never 

before known, they accepted the teaching of Sacred Word." A.A. 45:3, 46:0. 

 

" . . After Christ's ascension His enthronement in His mediatorial kingdom was signalized 

by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit . On the day of Pentecost the Spirit was given. Christ's 

witnesses proclaimed the power of the risen Saviour. The sight of heaven penetrated the dark-

ened minds of those who had been deceived by the enemies of Christ." C.O.L. 120:0. 

 

    "These scenes are to be repeated and with greater power. The outpouring of the Holy 

Spirit  on the day of Pentecost was the former rain, but the latter rain will be more abundant. The 

Spirit awaits our demand and reception. Christ is again to be revealed in His fullness by the Holy 

Spirit 's power." C.O.L. 121:1. 

 

       "When we bring our hearts into unity with Christ, and our lives into harmony with His 

work, the Spirit that fell on the disciples on the day of Pentecost will fall on us." 8T 246:2. 

 

"When the church is purified, her teachers will be recipients of a greater Pentecostal power 

than were even the 120 disciples." Answerer Book 5:59. 

 

"The statement, `upon all flesh,' shows that as a people, without one exception, all shall 

again receive the baptism of the Holy Ghost. 

 

"This scripture shows, moreover, that the manifestation of the Spirit, in the second 

Pentecost, is to be much greater than the former, that in comparison the former was but a sample. 

 

"When will this be?-- It will have to be just as soon as God can get a company of people to  
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`see eye to eye'  (Isa. 52:8) that, their own so called good deeds are but filthy rags, and thus be of 

one accord." (2 T.G. 19:10:2-4.)* 

 

It is to be remembered that the 120 disciples received the power of the Spirit on the very 

day of the Feast of Weeks (Pentecost). When the 144,000 receive the Pentecostal power, they 

too, will receive this Spiritual outpouring on the very day that Jesus offered the two antitypical 

wave-loaves which was ten days after his ascension, or fifty days after He offered the antitypical 

wave-sheaf in the courts of heaven. See  D.A. 785:4. 

 

Therefore, let us come up to keep the Feast of Weeks (Pentecost) which is June 6, 1965, 

starting June 5, in the evening (Lev. 23:15-17). 

 

The fact that Ellen G. White, through Inspiration, declares that Jesus offered the wave-sheaf 

(which is a ceremonial rite, Lev. 23:10-12) the second day after He was taken from the cross 

where He was nailed by sin, discloses to view the solid fact that this portion of the ceremonial 

law was not abrogated at the cross. 

 

Therefore, let us as God's true people gird up the loins of our minds and think. In harmony 

with the ceremonial law of Lev. 23:13, Jesus became our sacrifice for sin, and offered Himself in 

the holy place of the Sanctuary above as the true Pascal Lamb. God's people must study the 

Sanctuary subject in this light if they are ever going to understand what Jesus is doing now in the 

Sanctuary above. His people need to comprehend what they should do on earth to show its 

inhabitants the relationship of the Son of God to the plan of salvation, the repentant sinner, and 

God our Father. 

 

The church has been waiting years for the Spiritual outpouring. Therefore, let us "reason 

together", Isa. 1:18, and pray that we may come to the place that we can see eye to eye on this 

vital doctrine, so that God can bestow upon the church the antitypical Pentecostal power which 

she must have before she can finish the Gospel work in the world. 

 

Those who keep the Feast-day of the Pentecost will be in God's favor and receive the 

Pentecostal outpouring as soon as the church, through obedience to the Truth, brings herself into 

harmony with the work of our High Priest on this vital point. The Truth reveals that God will 

give the power of His Spirit on the very day of Pentecost. In this way He will distinguish His true 

followers, from those who receive the false power by Satan. (Acts. 2:1-4). 

 

                      THE ATONEMENT DAY 

 

Considered as one of the six feasts, the Day of Atonement is actually a day to afflict our 

souls with fasting. 

 

"And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Also on the tenth day of this seventh month there 

shall be a day of atonement: it shall be an holy convocation unto you; and ye shall afflict your 

souls, and offer an offering made by fire unto the Lord. And ye shall do no work in that same 

day: for it is a Day of Atonement, to make an atonement for you before the Lord your God. For  
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whatsoever soul it be that shall not be afflicted in that same day, he shall be cut off from among 

his people. And whatsoever soul it be that doeth any work in that same day, the same soul will I 

destroy from among his people. Ye shall do no manner of work: it shall be a statute for ever 

throughout your generations in all your dwellings. It shall be unto you a Sabbath of rest, and ye 

shall afflict your souls: in the ninth day of the month at even, from even unto even, shall ye 

celebrate your Sabbath." Lev. 23:26-32. 

 

"Once a year, on the great Day of Atonement, the priest entered the most holy place for the 

cleansing of the sanctuary. The work there performed completed the yearly round of ministration 

.... Every man was required to afflict his soul while this work of Atonement was going forward. 

All business was to be laid aside, and the whole congregation of Israel were to spend the day in 

solemn humiliation before God, with prayer, fasting, and deep searching of heart. Important 

truths concerning the atonement are taught by the typical service.  G.C. 419:1, 3; 420: 0. 

 

"Such was the service performed `unto the example and shadow of  heavenly things.' And 

what was done in type in the ministration of the earthly sanctuary is done in reality in the 

ministration of the heavenly sanctuary." Id. 420:2. 

 

"As in the typical service there was a work of atonement at the close of the year, so before 

Christ's work for the redemption of men is completed there is a work of atonement for the 

removal of sin from the sanctuary. This is the service which began when the 2300 days ended. At 

that time, as foretold by Daniel the prophet, our High Priest entered the most holy, to perform the 

last division of His solemn work-to cleanse the sanctuary. . . . Beginning with those who first 

lived upon the earth our Advocate presents the cases, of each successive generation, and closes 

with the living. Every name is mentioned, every case closely investigated." G.C. 421:2; 483:0. 

 

"As anciently the sins of the people were by faith placed upon the sin offering and through 

its blood transferred, in figure, to the earthly sanctuary, so in the new covenant the sins of the 

repentant are by faith placed upon Christ and transferred, in fact, to the heavenly sanctuary. And 

as the typical cleansing of the earthly was accomplished by the removal of the sins by which it 

had been polluted, so the actual cleansing of the heavenly is to be accomplished by the removal, 

or blotting out, of the sin, which are there recorded. But before this can be accomplished, there 

must be an examination of the books of record to determine who, through repentance of sin and 

faith in Christ, are entitled to the benefits of His atonement. The cleansing of the sanctuary 

therefore involves a work of investigation -- a work of judgment. This work must be performed 

prior to the coming of Christ to redeem His people: for when He comes His reward is with Him 

to give every man according to his works. Rev. 22:1".  G.C. 421:3, 422:0. 

 

"It was seen, also, that while the sin offering pointed to Christ as a sacrifice, and the high 

priest represented Christ as a mediator, the scapegoat typified Satan, the author, upon whom the 

sins of the truly penitent will finally be placed.  When the high priest, by virtue of the blood of 

the sin offering, removed the sins from the sanctuary, he placed them upon the scapegoat.  When 

Christ, by virtue of His own blood, removes the sins of His people from the heavenly sanctuary 

at the close of His ministration, He will place them upon Satan, who in the execution of the 

judgment, must bear the final penalty." G.C. 422:2. 
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God’s people are judged according to how they relate themselves to the Truth as it is 

revealed by Inspiration (TM. 437-8). This rule would apply to us as we relate ourselves to the 

newly restored feasts of the ceremonial Law. 

 

                      THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES 

 

"Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, The fifteenth day of this seventh month shall be 

the Feast of Tabernacles for seven days unto the Lord. On the first day shall be an holy 

convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein. Seven days ye shall offer an offering made by 

fire unto the Lord: on the eighth day shall be an holy convocation unto you; and ye shall offer an 

offering made by fire unto the Lord: it is a solemn assembly; and ye shall do no servile work 

therein." Lev. 23:34-36. 

 

In the last days the nations that do not come up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles will 

receive no rain. (Zech. 14:16-19). 

 

"The land had yielded its increase, the harvests had been gathered into the granaries, the 

fruits, the oil, and the wine had been stored, the first-fruits had been reserved, and now the 

people came with their tributes of thanksgiving to God, who had thus richly blessed them. 

 

"This feast was to be pre-eminently an occasion of rejoicing. It occurred just after the great 

day of atonement, when the assurance had been given that their iniquity should be remembered 

no more." P.P. 540:2, 3. 

 

"And his feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem 

on the east, and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward the east and toward 

the west, and there shall be a very great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove toward the 

north, and half of it toward the south. And ye shall flee to the valley of the mountains; for the 

valley of the mountains shall reach unto Azal: yea, ye shall flee, like as ye fled from before the 

earthquake in the days of Uzziah king of Judah; and the Lord my God shall come, and all the 

saints with thee. 

 

"And it shall come to pass, that every one that is left of all the nations which came against 

Jerusalem shall even go up from year to year to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to keep 

the feast of tabernacles." Zech. 14:4, 5, 16. 

 

"Well would it be for the people of God at the present time to have a Feast of Tabernacles,-

-a joyous commemoration of the blessings of God to them." P.P. 540:6. 

 

The Feast of Tabernacles was not only commemorating, but typical. It not only pointed 

back to the wilderness sojourn, but, as the feast of harvest, it celebrated the in gathering of the 

fruits of the earth, and pointed forward to the great day of final ingathering, . . ." 
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                    THE FEAST OF NEW MOON 

 

"Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, In the seventh month, in the first day of the 

month, shall ye have a sabbath, a memorial of blowing of trumpets, an holy convocation. Ye 

shall do no servile work therein: but ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto the Lord." Lev. 

23:24, 25. 

 

". . . and on the New Moons and on the solemn feasts of the Lord our God. THIS IS AN 

ORDINANCE FOREVER TO ISRAEL. " 2 Chron. 2:4. 

 

"Also in the day of your gladness, and in your solemn days, and in the beginnings of your 

months, ye shall blow with the trumpets over your burnt offerings, and over the sacrifices of your 

peace offerings: that they may be to you for a memorial before your God: I am the Lord your 

God." Num. 10:10. 

 

"Thus saith the Lord God; The gate of the inner court that looketh toward the east shall be 

shut the six working days; but on the sabbath it shall be opened, and in the day of the new moon 

it shall be opened . . . Likewise the people of the land shall worship at the door of this gate 

before the Lord in the sabbaths and in the new moons."  Eze. 46:1, 3. 

 

"Blow up the trumpet in the new moon, in the time appointed, on our solemn feast day." Ps. 

81:3. 

 

Isaiah the Gospel prophet declares that the redeemed of all ages will come before the Lord 

to worship on the Feast of the New Moon Sabbath as well as the Sabbath day. Therefore, God's 

true people will not only keep the Seventh-day Sabbath in honor of the Creator, but likewise will 

show devotion and reverence to our Redeemer and Recreator on all His Holy Feast days. 

 

Multitudes reverence the Pope by the observance of his spurious feast days. Therefore, 

since the importance of God's Holy Feast days has now been revealed, all true worshipers of 

Jehovah will show their devotion to Him by ceasing their work on all of God's Sabbaths. 

 

This, dear Brothers and Sisters, is the message of the Fifth Angel of Rev. 14:17, the Angel 

with the message of the Judgment of the Living who joins the Third Angel's message to give the 

Loud Cry. Read T.M. 59, 300; E.W. 277; 6T 406; G.C. 604. 

 

                           "THOUGHTS ON REVELATION 14" 

 

"A Word to the Little Flock:"-- Review and Herald Publishing Association, Washington, 

D.C. 

 

"The 13th chapter of Revelation, and the first five verses of the 14th, is one connected chain 

of past, present, and future events. down to the complete redemption of the 144,000: then the 6th 

verse commences another chain of events, which carry us down through the history of God's 

people in this mortal state . . . . 
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"All classes of second advent believers agree, that the angel brought to view in the 6th, and 

7th verses of this chapter, represents the advent message, to the church and world. If this is true, 

then all five of the angels brought to view in this chapter, represent five distinct messages, prior 

to the advent, or we are left without a rule to interpret this chapter. 

 

"The last two angels are messages of prayer. We shall, no doubt, better understand them at 

the time of their fulfillment." W.L.F. page 10:4, 5; 11:0, 2. 

 

"My accompanying angel cried out with awful solemnity, 'Get ready! get ready! get ready! 

for the fierce anger of the Lord is soon to come.' " E.W. 119:1. See also pages 64 & 65. 

 

  Everyone must pray for our Brethren at the Headquarters of the work in Tacoma Park, 

Washington, D.C. The warning of the Fifth Angel is, that soon no one will be permitted to buy or 

sell in Tacoma Park without receiving the mark of the beast which is enforced by the image beast 

of Rev. 13:11-18. Therefore the admonition to Headquarters in Takoma Park is to sell General 

Conference and move before they are forced to either flee (Isa. 30:15, 16) or receive the mark of 

the beast.  Failure to act promptly will not only jeopardize their own chance of salvation, but will 

risk the safety of the whole church.  Every true-hearted Seventh-Day Adventist, Davidian, and 

Branch S.D.A. should agitate the Brethren concerning this very serious matter, that they may be 

alerted to Satan’s efforts to deceive, if possible, the very elect. 

 

In a dream  the Lord showed Mrs. White what the Satanic power is devising in these last 

days.  ". . . I dreamed that I was in Battle Creek looking out from the side glass at the door and 

saw a company marching up to the house, two and two.  They looked stern and determined.  I 

knew them well, and turned to open the parlor door to receive them, but thought I would look 

again. The scene was changed. The company now presented the appearance of a Catholic 

procession, One bore in his hand a cross, another a reed. And as they approached, the one 

carrying a reed made a circle around the house, saying three times: `This house is proscribed. 

'The goods must be confiscated. They have spoken against our holy order.'" 1 T. 578:0. 

 

Even though every detail of Sr. White's dream has not been understood, one thing is sure: 

this event has not taken place up to this time. The statement, "This house is proscribed, The 

goods must be confiscated," shows without doubt that this state of things is for our time. 
 

Since Sr. White says, "The scene was changed.", regarding Battle Creek, Headquarters of 

the denomination in her day, could it possibly be that she was really sounding a warning for 

today, regarding the property at Headquarters in Tacoma Park? 

 

Jesuits have infiltrated the church to undermine it from within. However, this does not 

mean that all the many Catholics who have been converted to this wonderful message of the 

Third Angel, are Jesuits: no, not all! No doubt many of them are just as honest and sincere as 

those from other churches. But we must understand that the enemy of the remnant church has his 

agents, the Jesuits, working from within God's organization as in all other churches to corrupt, 

tear down, and lead God's elect astray. 

 

Some may say that no such experience is to occur in the Seventh-day Adventist church.  
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Yet, we must be straight thinkers, and realize that the enemy is at work to destroy the woman--

the Church of God--and will not leave any stone unturned to devour her. 

 

A statement from the Great Controversy gives credence to the thought that Satan will work 

from the inside in one of his greatest efforts to overcome the Remnant Church. 

 

"As the storm approaches, a large class who have professed faith in the third angel's 

message, but have not been sanctified through obedience to the truth, abandon their position and 

join the ranks of the opposition . . . Men of talent and pleasing address, who once rejoiced in the 

truth, employ their powers to deceive and mislead souls. They become the most bitter enemies of 

their former brethren." G.C. 608:2. 

 

"If after a time the Lord says, move away from Washington, we must move . . . When the 

Lord tells us to move, we are to obey, however inconvenient and inconsistent such a command 

may seem to us." R.H. August 11, 1903. By E.G. White. 

 

The conclusion is that if the General Conference Brethren wish to be a step ahead of the 

arch-enemy of Jesus, they will quickly move headquarters to the place where the Bible says it 

will be located in the last days, preparatory to giving the Loud Cry. 

 

The Lord says, "But in the last days it shall come to pass, that the mountain (church) of the 

house of the Lord shall be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above 

the hills; and people shall flow unto it. And many nations shall come, and say, Come, and let us 

go up to the mountain of the Lord, and to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of 

his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the 

Lord from Jerusalem.''  Micah 4:1,2.  

                                

"For, lo, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will bring again the captivity of my people 

Israel and Judah, saith the Lord: and I will cause them to return to the land that I gave to their 

fathers, and they shall possess it." Jer. 30:3. 

 

Here we are told by Inspiration that not only two-tribe Judah is to return to the land God 

promised our father Abraham and his seed, but the ten tribes are also to return. The two tribes of 

Judah were the only ones to return from their captivity in ancient Babylon since they were the 

only tribes taken captive by the Babylonians. The Jews have returned in our day, and became a 

nation in 1948. This prophecy by Jeremiah has not yet been fulfilled for the ten tribes. However, 

since God's word never fails, we may be assured that it will meet its fulfillment in modern Israel, 

and that very soon. 
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At four o'clock in the afternoon of May 13, 1948, in a museum in Tel Aviv, David Ben-Gurion solemnly proclaimed the 

rebirth of the Jewish state in the ancient homeland of the Jewish people. 

 

    "At the same time, saith the Lord, will I be the God of all the families of Israel, and they 

shall be my people. Again I will build thee, and thou shalt be built, O virgin of Israel: thou shalt 

again be adorned with thy tabrets, and thou shalt go forth in the dances of them that make 

merry." Jer. 31:1, 4. 

 

    "For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of all countries, and will 

bring you into your own land . . . . And they shall say, This land that was desolate is become like 

the garden of Eden; and the waste and desolate and ruined cities are become fenced, and are 

inhabited. Then the heathen that are left around about you shall know that I the Lord build the 

ruined places, and plant that that was desolate: I the Lord have spoken it, and I will do it." Eze. 

36:24, 35, 36. 

 

    "The fierce anger of the Lord shall not return, until he have done it, and until he have 

performed the intents of his heart: in the latter days ye shall consider it." Jer. 30:24. 

 

    The above Scriptures give the location of the General Conference for the last days-a place 

where God's people can buy and sell during the proclamation of the Loud Cry, the last warning 

of mercy to a dying world. 

 

                      THE FIFTH ANGEL 

 

    The Atonement of the Dead started in 1844 (G.C. 490), and the message of the third angel 

(Rev. 14:6-13), the Sabbath and Sanctuary truth, has been in progress these many years. But the 

message of the fifth angel with a sickle, denoting a harvest, is the Judgment of the Living (Rev.  
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14:16-18) and the last work of the Atonement (G.C. 483). It joins the message of the third angel 

(E.W. 277) and establishes Headquarters for the General Conference in Jerusalem. The call is 

then to be heard for God's people (the great multitude) to come out of Babylon the Great, the 

fallen Nations. (Rev. 17). See Rev. 18:1-4. 

 

   The Spirit of Prophecy declares: "Different periods in the history of the church have each 

been marked by the development of some special truth, adapted to the necessities of God's 

people at that time. Every new truth has made its way against hatred and opposition; those who 

were blessed with its light were tempted and tried. The Lord gives a special truth for the people 

in an emergency. Who dare refuse to publish it?" G.C. 609:1. 

 

   Certainly, we dare not refuse to publish this all important message which will deliver God's 

church from the horns of the image beast (Rev. 13:11-18) and the great multitude (Rev. 7:9) 

from the clutches of Babylon the Great (Rev. 17). 

 

   While under the influence of Inspiration, Ellen G. White wrote much concerning the 

prophetic message of the Fifth Angel. For example: "There will be those among us who will 

always want to control the work of God, to dictate even what movements shall be made when the 

work goes forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel in the message to 

be given to the world. God will use ways and means by which it will be seen that He is taking the 

reins in His own hands. The workers will be surprised by the simple means that He will use to 

bring about and perfect His work of righteousness." T.M. 300. 

 

   "Prophecy must be fulfilled.  The Lord says: 'Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet 

before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.' Somebody is to come in the spirit 

and power of Elijah, . . .'' T.M. 475. 

 

    ". . . . the truth stands forth like the light of day that Elijah's message is the message of the 

Judgment of the Living." G.C.S. 26:0. 

 

    "Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I command unto him in Horeb for all 

Israel, with the statutes and judgments."  Mal. 4:4 

 

     "Ye shall diligently keep the commandments of the Lord your God, and His testimonies, 

and His statutes which He hath commanded thee. 

 

     And the Lord commanded us to do all these statutes to fear the Lord our God, for our good 

always, that He might preserve us alive, as it is at this day. And it shall be our righteousness, if 

we observe to do all these commandments before the Lord our God, as He hath commanded us." 

Deut. 6:17, 24, 25. 

 

    "Your obeying `all the commandments, and the statute's, and the judgments' of the moral 

law of Moses, you see, is evidence that you have been born again, that you have been endowed 

with power from above, that you are enabled to choose the good and to refuse the evil, that you 

are the children of God. Keeping the commandments and the statutes in the Lord, then, is the 

light and shield of your life. It is the outward sign that by the life of Christ you have overcome  
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the Enemy of your soul and body. This system of worship, therefore, is truly the Righteousness 

by faith that brings the righteousness of Christ in the people of God."  2 T.G.37:24. 

 

   Yours to keep by faith, all of God's commandments, testimonies, and statutes and receive 

Christ's Righteousness, 

 

 

Benjamin Roden 
 

 
Note: All emphases and parentheses supplied unless otherwise indicated by* 
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THE FALL OF ASSYRIA 

AND 

THE LIBERATION OF THE SAINTS 
 

 

Who is Modern Assyria?  What causes his fall?  If they overflow Immanuel's land, (Isa. 8:8) 

what nation or nations drive them out since the saints possess the kingdom?  Dan. 7:18, 22; 2:44, 

45. 

 

While there is no such nation known to the world today as Assyria, the prophecies for the last 

days show that there is a power so designated.  "... the evidence clearly stands out that Nahum's 

prophecy is to meet its fulfillment in our day, and that the 'Assyria' here in prophecy, therefore, is 

not ancient Assyria, but another widespread power that exists 'in the time of the end' (Dan. 12:9, 

10), the time in which its yoke is removed from God's people." 1 TGr 24, p. 13:3).  The name 

Assyria is figurative of some nation or nations of today.  In order to prove who this power is, it is 

necessary to go back to ancient history just prior to the time in Sacred history when ancient 

Assyria overthrew the Ancient Israel-Syria confederacy and scattered them through the land of 

the Medes.  This confederacy of Israel-Syria, you recall, had been formed to war against Judah.  

Since there is an antitypical Israel-Syria confederacy in the period of Immanuel (Christian). 

 

To be sure, there is a state called Israel today and a nation Syria, but let us not confuse these two 

with the Israel-Syria confederacy of Isaiah eight in our day; for these two nations are practically 

at war with each other and, besides, the type demands that Israel be of the ten tribes; whereas 

temporal Israel of today is two-tribe Judah.  The Seventh-day Adventist church is modern Israel 

(5T 160, etc.) and the nation they are confederating with is the United States.  Therefore, the 

U.S. is Syria.  Tract 14 of the Shepherd's Rod shows the one who dashes in pieces in Nahum's 

war to be Hitler and Assyria to be England and her allies.  Read carefully.  Inspiration says ... 

"the riches of Damascus (capitol of Syria) and the spoil of Samaria (capital of Israel) shall be 

taken away before the king of Assyria." Isa. 8:4. 

 

To take the riches away from the U.S. certainly would spoil SDA.  Just how this can come about 

we do not have the slightest idea.  Here is an economic situation we are unable to explain at the 

present time.  However, the Spirit of Prophecy does say that England will humble the U.S. to the 

dust (1T 259:1).  There are two periods of Modern Assyria just as there were of ancient assyria - 

when they broke up the Israel-Syria alliance, and when as the Medes they overthrew Babylon.  

This aspect brings in another factor - Persia, which we have no light on.  But, since the U.S. is 

the type of Syria and also Babylon because of the moral fall of the churches (GC 389:2) in her 

midst, the fall of Babylon and Syria would come at the same time, and the Syria-Israel 

confederacy is dissolved.  Instead of Syria, civil, the U.S. and allies become religo-political 

Assyria. 

 

There are also two periods of the two-horned beast:  (1) when he is lamblike; (2) when he speaks 

as a dragon.  The assimilation of Israel and Syria evidently brings on the period when the 

Assyrian smites God's people with a rod.  "For the Lord God of hosts shall  make a consumption,  
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even determined, in the midst of all the land.  Therefore, thus saith the Lord God of hosts, O my 

people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian: he shall smite thee with a rod, and 

shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of Egypt.  For yet a very little while (42 

months, Rev. 13:5) and the indignation shall cease, and mine anger in their destruction.  And the 

Lord of hosts shall stir up a scourge for him according to the slaughter of Midian (Gideon) at the 

rock of Oreb: and as his rod was upon the sea, so shall he lift it up after the manner of Egypt.  

and it shall come to pass in that day, that his burden shall be destroyed because of the anointing." 

Isa. 10:23-27. 

 

This Scripture suggests that it is not Germany, Russia, or any other mighty nation that causes 

Assyria to fall and flee out of Jerusalem; but, rather, it because of the anointing that his yoke is 

broken.  The Lord is going to stir up a scourge according to the slaughter of Midian.  One only 

needs to read about the type of the fall of Assyria recorded in Judges 7.  Here Gideon and three 

hundred men broke their clay pitchers with lights inside and blew their trumpets, and the camp of 

the Midianites became so confused that they slew each other.  So it will be with the fall of the 

Assyrian. 

 

"The question then arises, if Assyria is to fall, and if the one that starts the war, 'he that dashes in 

pieces', is himself to lose out first, then at whose hands is Assyria to fall?  For the answer, let us 

turn to Isaiah 31, where this same Assyria is again brought to view." 1TGr 24-15:1. 

 

"Turn ye unto him from whom the children of Israel have deeply revolted.  For in that day every 

man shall cast away his idols of silver and his idols of gold, which your own hands have made 

unto you for a sin.  Then shall the Asyrian fall with the sword, not of a mighty man; and the 

sword, not of a mean man, shall devour him: but he shall flee from the sword, and his young men 

shall be discomfited." Isa. 31:6-8. 

 

When God's people cast away their idols and turn to Him, the Assyrian will fall, but not by the 

sword of a mighty or mean man (mighty nation).  If not a sword of a nation, then it must be the 

sword of God (after the manner of Midian - Isa. 10:26; Judges 7) that causes Assyria to fall.  

Assyria becomes confused just as did the Midianites (verse 8).  The thing that really causes the 

Assyrian to flee out of the Holy Land is that his princes are afraid of God's ensign and because 

God's "fire is in Zion and His furnace in Jerusalem." v.9.  "For through the voice of the Lord 

shall the Assyrian be beaten down, which smote with a rod." Isa. 30:31.  Read also Zech. 14:1-4; 

1TGr 23-24. 

 

You see, brethren, it is not some powerful nation that causes Assyria to flee out of the Holy 

Land, but it is God working through His "anointed" that causes him to flee.  Although they say 

stand, stand, Assyria gets out as fast as he can without even looking back (Nah. 2:8). 

 

Read Tract 14; last page in tract.  Timely Greetings, Vol. 1, 24-28:2 shows that Assyria to be 

England (Assyria and allied strength, Tract 14 - 8:1; 16:1), "English speaking people, in whose 

midst is the church, and from whose midst the Gospel and the Bible flow out to all nations." 1 

TGr 23-6:3. 

 

The United States is destined to fulfill (1) Two-horned beast, a local power - not universal - first  
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phase, lamb-like; (2) Figurative Syria, a local power confederating with Israel, SDA; (3) 

Babylon, first phase, as the nation that harbors the churches during moral fall (GC 389:2); (4) 

Assyria, first phase, allied with England; (5) Two-horned beast, second phase, as he makes an 

image to the beast, dragon-like (Rev. 13:10); (6) The Assyrian, second phase, that smites God's 

people with a rod, "... after the manner of Egypt." Isa. 10:24, as the image to the beast spreads to 

the allies. 

 

At this point Assyria overflows Immanuel's land (Palestine).  (Isa. 8:7, 8.) What brings Assyria 

to the Holy Land?  For the answer read Zech. 14:1, 2.  At this time God's everlasting kingdom is 

beginning to be set up. 

 

Verses 3, 4:  "Then shall the Lord go forth, and fight against those nations, as when He fought in 

the day of battle.  And his feet shall stand in that day upon the Mount of Olives, which is before 

Jerusalem on the east, and the Mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward the east 

and toward the west, and there shall be a very great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove 

toward the north, and half of it toward the south." 

 

"At the time Jerusalem, that now is, falls, the Lord's feet shall stand on Mount of Olives and 

there make a very great valley; that is, remove the obstacles and hindrances, and thus prepare the 

land for the returning of the people.  Then it is that the prophecy of Zechariah 10:8 - that the 

Lord shall hiss for His people - will have met its fulfillment." 1 TGr 19-4:2. 

 

"... (1) NOTE that the Lord's feet stand on the mount in the day of the war in which Jerusalem is 

taken by the wicked nations.  (2) Those that flee to the valley do not descend from Heaven.  (3) 

They can not be the wicked for they do not flee away from the Lord, but flee to Him, to where 

His feed stand.  (4) All the saints follow after them.  'Early Writings', p. 75, makes a double 

application of this scripture, a post millennial one."  His feet stand on the Mount of Olives 

evidently before the 144,000 stand on Mount Zion with the Lamb.  (Rev. 14:1)" 1 TGr 19-5:0. 

 

"In that day, saith the Lord, I will smite every horse with astonishment, and his rider with 

madness: and I will open Mine eyes upon the house of Judah, and will smite every horse of the 

people with blindness.' Zech. 12:4.  That is God surprisingly confuses the wicked that they begin 

to act like mad men.  At the time the Lord brings this to pass, He protects the house of Judah." 1 

TGr 19-5:1.  Read Par. 3. 

 

You see, Brethren, it is not a strong nation that drives Assyria (Gentiles) out of Jerusalem, but it 

is God Himself that drives them out with His Voice and by smiting them with a plague of 

blindness and confusion.  Those who are leaning on a "rod" that teaches the driving of the 

Assyrian (Gentiles) out of Jerusalem as accomplished by Germany or Russia or any other nation 

are certainly not leaning on a strong "rod". (Eze. 19:14).  Instead, they are resting their hopes on 

a worm-eaten reed and are sure to go down to destruction with those who propagate such private 

theories. 

 

"Most important of all, though, the prophet Nahum plainly tells that all these things take place in 

our day, and that the fall of Assyria takes place while God's people are turning to Him." 1 TGr  
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24:19:1.  "Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change? -- THE BRANCH."  1 

TGr 8:24:3. 

 

When war starts we can be sure there will be plenty of trouble for God's people as well as the 

nations.  But we can be sure also that God is then ready to set up His everlasting kingdom.   

"Clearly, then, the kingdom of Judah is set up in time of war and turmoil."  1 TGr 24-13:1. 

 

Please Brethren, get some of these private interpreters to explain to you the difference in coming 

to Israel before war starts as a sign to wake up our Laodicean Brethren, or wait till the war starts, 

the winds loose (Rev. 7), and the sealing over?  When the two-horned beast makes an image to 

the beast, there will be as much trouble in America perhaps as in Israel.  It requires no faith to sit 

back in sealed houses and use un-Christian methods to tear down the work and those who have 

the burden of the work.  But it does require faith to go forward with the work into a country you 

know nothing of, and to a place where war may break out at any moment. 

 

(7) and last step: 

 

The U.S. fulfills the prophecy of Babylon the great (Rev. 17) as they join with all the nations for 

one hour with the beast. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod chart, "The Harvest Period and the Close of Probation", shows that after 

Eze. 9 the two-horned beast makes an image to the beast.  But in one of the late Codes, the 

author allows for the fact that the four winds (Rev. 7) might be let loose before Eze. 9.  It is plain 

to see, as soon as the two-horned beast makes an image to the beast, the period of the Assyrian 

that smites with a rod would begin.  This period is the same as the one in which the leopard beast 

has a mouth speaking great things:  "... and power was given him to continue forty and two 

months." Rev. 13:5.  At this time there is war among the nations and the Assyrians (Gentiles) are 

treading Jerusalem. 

 

"As birds flying, so will the Lord of hosts defend Jerusalem; defending also he will deliver it; ... 

For in that day every man shall cast away his idols ... Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, 

not of a mean man; ... but he shall flee from the sword, and his young men shall be discomfited.  

And he shall pass over to his stronghold for fear, and his princes shall be afraid of the ensign, 

saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem." Isa. 31:5, 7-9. 

 

The Lord will defend Jerusalem and in passing over He will preserve it.  "Because of idolatry, 

the Assyrian was permitted to take God's ancient people and their pleasant land.  And certain it is 

that the Assyrian will control the land just so long as God's people continue in idolatry.  But, just 

as soon as all idols are cast aside, - yea, as soon as the great revival and reformation takes place 

in the hearts of the people, then the Assyrian (the power that now rules them) shall certainly fall, 

and God's people shall just as certainly return.  The Assyrian shall thus fall, not at the sword of a 

mighty man, and not of a mean man, but 'through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be 

beaten down, which smote with a rod.' Isa. 30:31." 1 TGr 33-4:3. 

 

Again we see that is is not Russia or the UAR that causes the Assyrian to fall, but is is the Voice 

of God that causes his fall.  He flees over to his stronghold.  His stronghold evidently is "...  
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between the seas in the glorious holy mountain ..." Dan. 11:45.  The reason this is his stronghold 

is because all other nations have joined him (Rev. 17:12, 13).  The Assyrian flees out of 

Jerusalem because God has built a fire in Zion and a furnace in Jerusalem.  Actually he is not 

afraid of Russia, but it is the ensign that he flees from because God's fire is too hot for him in 

Jerusalem. 

 

When the Assyrian flees out, God's people flee in.  (Zech. 14:5).  While the Assyrian is treading 

Jerusalem is the time of Jacob's trouble. (Jer. 30:7) The yoke of the Assyrian is broken (v. 8).  

During Jacob's trouble there is war among the nations.  But when Assyria falls and becomes 

Babylon the Great, war among the nations has ceased.  "For God hath put in their hearts to fulfill 

his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be 

fulfilled." Rev. 17:17. 

 

"And many nations shall come, and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and 

to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: 

for the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.  And he shall judge 

among many people, and rebuke strong nations afar off; and they shall beat their swords into 

plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not lift up sword against nation, 

neither shall they learn war anymore." Micah 4:2, 3.  The nations, we see, have finally agreed to 

disarm and there will be no more war among the nations because God has put it into their minds 

to agree.  They have one mind, they see things alike; therefore, they are not fighting each other.  

But there is war, and let us see just what kind of war is going on during the one symbolic hour 

and which side wins.  "These (ten horns - all nations) shall make war with the Lamb, and the 

Lamb shall overcome them: for he is Lord of Lords, and King of Kings; and they that are with 

him are called, and chosen, and faithful." Rev. 17:14. 

 

When God sets up His Kingdom, the nations cease fighting among themselves and all turn 

against those nations as He fought in the day of battle. (Zech. 14:3)  This gives us a clear view of 

just what is to happen and how.  We found the thing that brings Assyria to Jerusalem is the war 

among the nations - when all nations come to battle against Jerusalem.  It seems that God sends 

Assyria there to do a special job that he (Assyria) is not aware of.  Isaiah 10 tells the story. 

 

"O Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and the staff in their hand is mine indignation.  I will send 

him against a hypocritical nation, and against the people of my wrath will I give him a charge, to 

take the spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets." Isa. 10:5, 

6. 

 

The Lord sends Assyria to Jerusalem (v. 11) to spoil a hypocritical nation, a people of His wrath.  

He uses Assyria to tread down the people of His wrath.  They profess to be serving God but He 

finds them to be hypocrites.  So the Lord uses the Assyrian as a rod of correction.  "Behold the 

day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoil shall be divided in the midst of thee." Zech. 14:1.  "... then 

is the prey of a great spoil divided; the lame take the prey." Isa. 33:23, last part. 

 

"Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so; but it is in his heart to destroy and 

cut off nations not a few." Isa. 10: 7. 
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When Assyria comes to Jerusalem it is not in his heart to tread down the people, but his real 

reason in coming is to cut off nations not a few.  In other words, his real purpose in coming to 

Jerusalem is to protect his interest in the Middle East, and to cut off other nations. 

 

"For he saith, Are not my princes altogether kings?  is not Calno as Carchemish? is not Hamath 

as Arpad?  is not Samaria as Damascus?" Isa. 10:8, 9. 

 

The Assyrian has a high opinion of his princes and the cities of Israel are just the same to him as 

the cities of the Gentiles.  In verses 10, 11, since he has been able to handle kingdoms whose 

idols are far greater than those of Jerusalem and Samaria, he thinks he would have no trouble 

with them.  To be sure as he has done unto Samaria (applying Samaria in the last days, it would 

read SDA, same as Isa. 8:4, last part) and her idols, can he not also do to Jerusalem and her 

idols? 

 

"Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon 

Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and 

the glory of his high looks." Isa. 10:12. 

 

The Assyrian thinks because of his cleverness, might, and wisdom, it has been possible for him 

to accomplish all these things.  He evidently does not realize that God has been using him as a 

rod to correct His people.  For as soon as the Lord has performed His designed will on Mount 

Zion and Jerusalem, He will punish the king of Assyria for his pride (v. 13).  Is the axe able to 

boast itself against the one who uses it?  Can a saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it?  Is 

the rod able to shake itself against them that lift it up? or the staff be as though it had life? (v. 

15). 

 

"Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send among his fat ones leanness; and under his 

glory he shall kindle a burning like the burning of a fire.  And the light of Israel shall be for a 

fire, and his holy One for a flame: and it shall burn and devour his thorns and his briers in one 

day." Isa. 10:16, 17. 

 

"... his princes shall be afraid of the ensign, saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, and his furnace 

in Jerusalem." Isa. 31:9.  "... O my people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian." 

Isa. 10:24.  "For now will I break his (Assyria's) yoke from off thee." Nah. 1:13. 

 

"Recently, you recall, we studied the tenth chapter of Isaiah and found that this chapter brings us 

to the time when the period of antitypical Assyria is to come to its end.  We might naturally 

expect Babylon to follow next, because that period comes after the fall of Assyria.  But that is 

not correct, for Christ's Kingdom must also come in its proper time,  that is the child (Immanuel - 

Isa. 7:14) -- His people when they have become mature, born again Christians." 12 Symbolic 

Code, 1:7. 

 

"The people are illustrated as trees.  The Lord is first to take out the people -- clean the land -- 

and then a Branch shall stand.  In other words, one set is to be taken out completely and a new 

set is to stand in its place.  The land of our father, Palestine, then will be clean from all wicked  
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and wickedness, and Christ's people will be there with Christ's principles and influence ruling 

over them." 12 Symbolic Code, 1-8:2. 

 

Since it is the Voice of the Lord that beats down the Assyrian ... "not by the sword of a mean 

man, not by him who dashes in pieces", 1 TGr 24-15:2, and not by Russia either, and since a 

Branch shall stand; then we can only conclude that the Branch is here at the time the Assyrian is 

driven out.  Now we see that the Shepherd's Rod writings are very clear on the events of setting 

up the Kindgom when Inspiration is working to put the truth of the various statements in their 

proper order.  According to the above statement it is not the Rod (John the Baptist) that sets up 

the kingdom, but it is, according to type, the child, the Branch that stands when Assyria is driven 

out.  Since the Assyrian overflows Immanuel's land (Isa. 8:8), the truth stands out that the 

Immanuel (God with us) - the child (Isa. 7:14) has been born of the virgin and is in his own land 

when the Assyrian overflows it. 

 

But to clear for once and all the subject of setting up the Kingdom for those who are supposed to 

be Davidians and those who are claiming to be "the Rod", little ones, and what not, remember it 

was not Moses with his rod who set up the kingdom of Israel (type of Israel today), but rather it 

was Joshua, Moses' successor with the Ark who crossed the Jordan with the Israelite host into the 

promised land.  "Purporting to be the antitype of the first exodus, The Shepherd's Rod takes it 

name from Moses' rod, the instrument through which the Lord manifested His power in the 

deliverance of the children of Israel.  The Shepherd's Rod, the only Rod that has ever spoken, is 

predicted and recommended in Micah 6:8; ..." 1 SRPE 6:2.  "Finally, Moses' arrival in Egypt and 

his success in freeing the Hebrew host and restoring order and religious liberty in 2513 A.M. 

coincides with the arrival of the Shepherd's Rod in 1930 A.D., and with its endeavor to effect 

revival and reformation and to free Israel today." 1 SRPE, p. 71:1.  "... thus making John's work 

an example of our work - John's work the type, ours the antitype." 1 TGr 36-4:1. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod - the Moses of our day - cannot any more be an antitype of Joshua with the 

Ark than can John's work be a type of Christ's work.  Friends, to teach the Truth by type and 

antitype we must be sure we keep the types straight so as to learn a lesson of Truth and unmask 

error.  A work cannot be an antitype of Moses' work and at the same time be an antitype of 

Joshua's for the simple reason Joshua was Moses' successor.  However, it is perfectly legitimate 

to blend Moses' work with that of John's, for both had a successor who were types of each other - 

Joshua in the first place, setting up the kingdom; and Jesus in the second - the King.  (Heb. 4:8). 

 

So we see that the Shepherd's Rod author knew perfectly well what he was writing.  "Thus 

through types and symbols He makes wise the simple and confounds the prudent by showing that 

where there is no type there is no truth. ... A close study of the type is the only possible way to 

clear the Truth, ... This light being transmitted by marvels of typical events, is a clear 

manifestation that there is a type for every incident of vital interest to the church of God; which 

are the only positive proofs and clear explanation of divine providences.  As there is no type for 

that which is false, teachers of theories without a typical representation for their claims of so-

called Bible truths, and those who believe in them, are as the blind leading the blind.  The types 

are worked out to expose the error and reveal the truth.  The honest ones will shun the devil by 

embracing the facts, and by walking in the light. ... A great searchlight by the power of the Spirit 

shining through the types, is the only medium that can remove the obstruction and clear the way  
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to an understanding of these and many other mysteries that are considered incomprehensive and 

that baffle the human mind.  Therefore, the temple type of the church (woman) is the only 

channel by which these questions can be answered." 2SR 10:2; 266:5; 255:2; 267:0. 

 

And, finally, Brethren, the Spirit of Prophecy by Mrs. E.G. White says the truth is taught by 

types.  "Thus through patriarchs and prophets as well as through types and symbols, God spoke 

to the world concerning the coming of a deliverer from sin." P.K. 697. 

 

Friends, "a great searchlight by the power of the Spirit is shining through the types" as taught by 

the Branch, and now we must wait to see who is honest.  Friends, why, O why will you listen to 

those who even claim they are not inspired, yet claim to be the head and in the same place where 

they say they do not have a message, give their private interpretation and opinions.  They even 

go so far as to say that Russia will drive the Assyrian out of Jerusalem when neither the Bible, 

the Spirit of Prophecy, nor the Shepherd's Rod say so.  Why pay tithe and offerings to "... the 

idol shepherd that leaveth the flock!"  "... he shall eat the flesh of the fat, and tear their claws in 

pieces".  Zech 11:17, 16.  The Sword of God will be upon the "idol shepherd" and those that 

follow after his sophistries.  "Woe", unto them "... for his right arm shall be clean dried up, and 

his right eye shall be utterly darkened." Zech. 11:17. 

 

Naturally, the "Idol shepherd" would not want you to sell all and go all out for the Lord by 

coming to Israel to help build up the land.  Those that let these self-promoters fleece and rob 

them of their hard earned money that the Lord has placed in their hands to advance His cause and 

build up God's Kingdom, are committing the worst sin they can commit.  For he is not only 

robbing you of your means, but he is also robbing you of your crown and eternal life. 

 

If you pay tithes to any one other than the SDA church, the DSDA, or the Branch, you are 

robbing God and you will certainly pay the penalty of Mal. 3:9.  Even so, SDA and DSDA are 

not giving you the latest in Spiritual food, but you can see the Branch is right up to the latest, in 

correct interpretations - "meat in due season".  If the devil cannot get you one way he has other 

schemes.  He will make you think you need to get rid of your money because you are going into 

the kingdom, so he gets you to squander your money upon your own lusts or give it to some 

pretended friend.  Or he causes some to pull their purse strings even tighter as far as God's cause 

is concerned, thinking that they may come to want.  God's word teaches that only those who have 

made a covenant with Him by sacrifice will make up the kingdom.  Sacrifice does not consist of 

just selling what you have and leaving all behind, but it means to sacrifice and put your money to 

the right use.  We have been hesitant in the past to give counsel on money matters.  But God says 

that many are pursuing the wrong course.  Any place you put your money where they are 

fighting Present Truth,  you are robbing God.  While the Lord is inspecting the wedding guests, 

be sure you can give a good account of every talent. 

 

"The Lord has shown me repeatedly that it is contrary to the Bible to make any provision for our 

temporal wants in the time of trouble.  I saw that if the saints had food laid up by them, or in the 

field in the time of trouble, when sword, famine, and pestilence are in the land, it would be taken 

from them by violent hands, and strangers would reap their fields.  Then will be the time for us 

to trust wholly in God, and He will sustain us.  I saw that our bread and water will be sure at that 

time, and that we shall not lack or suffer hunger; for God is able to spread a table for us in the  
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wilderness.  If necessary He would send ravens to feed us, as He did to feed Elijah, or rain 

manna from heaven, as He did for the Israelites. 

 

"Houses and lands will be of no use to the saints in the time of trouble, for they will then have to 

flee before infuriated mobs, and at that time their possessions can not be disposed of to advance 

the cause of present truth.  I was shown that it is the will of God that saints should cut loose from 

every encumbrance before the time of trouble comes, and make a covenant with God through 

sacrifice.  If they have their property on the altar, and earnestly inquire of God for duty, He will 

teach them when to dispose of these things.  Then they will be free in the time of trouble, and 

have no clogs to weigh them down. 

 

"I saw that if any held on to their property, and did not inquire of the Lord as to their duty, He 

would not make duty known, and they would be permitted to keep their property, and in the time 

of trouble it would come upon them like a mountain to crush them, and they would try to dispose 

of it, but would not be able.  I heard some mourn like this:  'The cause was languishing, God's 

people were starving for the truth, and we made no effort to supply the lack; now our property is 

useless.  Oh, that we had let it go, and laid up treasure in heaven!'  I saw that a sacrifice did not 

increase, but it decreased and was consumed.  I also saw that God had not required all of His 

people to dispose of their property at the same time, but if they desired to be taught, He would 

teach them, in a time of need, when to sell and how much to sell.  Some have been required to 

dispose of their property in times past to sustain the Advent cause, while others have been 

permitted to keep theirs until a time of need.  Then as the cause needs it, their duty is to sell. 

 

"I saw that the message, 'Sell that ye have, and give alms,' has not been given, by some, in its 

clear light and the object of the words of our Savior has not been clearly presented.  The object 

of selling is not to give those who are able to labor and support themselves, but to spread the 

truth." EW, pp. 56; 2, 3; 57. 

 

"Do not, though, let any one fool you into believing that the Recruiter is calling you out of the 

Seventh-day Adventist Denominations and into something else.  Such allegations and 

insinuations come only from those who are enemies of God's eleventh-or-Judgment hour Truth, 

and who are therefore neither his servants nor your friends.  God's servants get their orders from 

God, and friends are ever cautious not to push friends into accepting propagated falsehood, 

especially when the Scriptures are under consideration.  The plain truth about the Recruiter is 

that Its mission is to make sure that you stay in the Denomination, and to keep you from being 

cast out not by men, but by the Lord when he proceeds to inspect the guests therein and to cast 

out those who have failed to put on the 'wedding garment' which the Recruiter brings." W.H.R. 

53:1. 

 

The thought here is that it is not the work of the Recruiter to call the people out of the 

Denomination into something else, but that to stay in the Denomination means more than having 

one's name on the church books.  It is better to accept the wedding garment that the Recruiter 

brings and be cast out by men, than to reject truth, stay in the church, and be cast out by the 

Lord.  Actually, to stay in the denomination means to accept and live up to every ray of light.  So 

it is not a matter of being in good standing with the church which constitutes being in God's 

Denomination of today.  In fact, Inspiration says, "and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel", Isa.  
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11:12.  To be specific, to remain in God's Denomination of today is to be cast out by men for 

accepting the truth - the wedding garment that the Recruiter brings. 

 

"The wise will not let the enemies of Truth fool them.  Rather, they will do their level best to 

disillusion these pretended friends, and to encourage them to let this Recruiter anoint their eyes 

so they may see that 'In that day shall the Branch (outcast - not the main body of the church) of 

the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for 

them that are escaped of Israel.  [God's denomination of today]" White-House Recruiter, p. 53:2. 

 

The wise will not let these pretended friends fool them, but rather they will be able to see that the 

author of this article has no thought, whatsoever, that it is Israel which constitutes God's 

denomination of today; but, rather, it is, in that day, the escaped (outcasts - the Branch of the 

tree) of Israel, the purified church, God's Denomination of today. 

 

Actually, (1) to judge and remove sins from the sanctuary, means to make the house white, (2) 

the white house is the New Jerusalem, the capital city of the kingdom, (3) to call the escaped of 

Israel, those that are made white with the blood of the Lamb, means to recruit them.  Therefore, 

three steps: 

 

White - House - Recruiter 

  1              2             3 

 SDA  -  DSDA - Branch, God's denomination of today.  (Isa. 11:1; Zech. 6:12; A.A. 395:2). 

 

"Now go, write it before them in a table, and note it in a book, that it may be for the time to come 

for ever and ever." Isa. 30:8. 

 

The time is come for ever and ever:  from the time it was written till the setting up of the 

kingdom,  That which was written in a book is, "That this is a rebellious people, lying children, 

children that will not hear the law of the Lord:  Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, 

Because ye despise this word, and trust in oppression and perverseness, and stay thereon:  

Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, 

whose breaking cometh suddenly at an instant."  Isa. 30:9, 12, 13. 

 

God's people are a rebellious house.  They prefer to trust in those that oppress them and say to 

God's seers to see not, and to the prophets to prophesy not the truth, but to speak smooth things 

and prophesy lies. (v. 10). Their iniquity is as a breach in a high wall which will fall suddenly at 

an instant. 

 

"For thus saith Lord God, the Holy One of Israel; In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in 

quietness and confidence shall be your strength:  and ye would not.  But ye said, No; for we will 

flee upon horses; therefore shall ye flee: and, We will ride upon the swift; therefore shall they 

that pursue you be swift." Isa. 30:15, 16. 

 

Here the Lord says to the people that they have the opportunity to return to their home land while 

there is peace; but they flatly refuse; they asked to be excused.  Rather, they prefer to wait and 

flee on the swift; so shall they flee.  But remember, they that pursue you shall be swift. 
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"One thousand shall flee ("a little one shall be come a thousand" Isa. 60:22) at the rebuke of one; 

(idol shepherd) at the rebuke of five, (five symbolic nations - Assyria) shall ye flee: ("and ye 

shall flee to the valley of the mountains" Zech. 14:5) till ye be left as a beacon (ensign - Isa. 11:1. 

"and a small one a strong nation, I, the Lord, will hasten it in his time" Isa. 60:22) upon the top 

of a mountain, and as an ensign on an hill." Isa. 30:17. 

 

Although God's people are not interested in returning to the land of their fathers, yet He is a God 

of patience, longsuffering, and tender mercy.  Therefore, will He wait that He may show mercy 

unto them.  (v. 18).  The Lord is determined that His people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem, and 

then they shall weep no more.  He will be very gracious unto them at the voice of their cry, when 

He shall hear their weeping He will answer.  (v. 19).  If they will absolutely not hear the Lord in 

the time of peace, He will cause the Assyrian to smite them with a rod. (Isa. 10:24).  Says He, "I 

will yet for this be inquired of by the house of Israel, to do it for them; I will increase them with 

men like  flock." Eze. 36:37. 

 

The Lord increases, which would necessarily be in probationary time, for after probation there is 

no increase.  To get the full picture of what the Lord is going to do, read all of Ezekiel, chapter 

36. 

 

"For the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and without a prince, and 

without a sacrifice ... Afterwards shall the children of Israel return, and seek the Lord their God, 

and David their king; and shall fear the Lord and his goodness in the latter days." Hosea 3:5. 

 

All these many hundreds of years the children of Israel have been without a king and many of 

them without God; but in these last days they are going to return and seek God, His 

righteousness, and David their king.  It must be that God's Righteousness is to be found by 

returning; also, their king David must already be there when they come seeking (looking) for 

him. 

 

"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous branch, and a 

king (David) shall reign and prosper, ... in his days Judah shall be saved and Israel shall dwell 

safely." Jer. 23:5,6. 

 

Earlier in our study we found out that one group would be driven out of the land, and a righteous 

Branch would stand.  The righteous Branch that is raised unto David evidently is the same 

Branch that stands when the other people are driven out.  Although Christ is a King of kings, 

ruler of heaven and earth, this David evidently is not the Lord, for Inspiration says they seek the 

"Lord their God and David their king". -- Christ the Invisible King and David the visible king.  

Since there is going to be a visible kingdom, it is logical to conclude that there will be a visible 

ruler.  Since the Kingdom is in existence during probationary time, and before Christ comes in 

the clouds, it is evident He is not the visible king.  Since the Scripture teaches that David will not 

die, "I shall not die, but live, and declare the works of the Lord", Ps. 118:17; it is obvious that the 

David spoken of here is not either King David of old, or Christ. 

 

This leaves the field open for one (for there can only be one) of the many candidates for the 

coveted crown.  Now since David and the "Branch that stands" are in the Land before it is 

cleansed, even before the Assyrian overflows it, we may suppose there will come many false  
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branches and a large number of would-be Davids.  Some, however, have more or less eliminated 

themselves from the race, because they have gone to great lengths to prove that is it not now time 

to go to Israel according to man's thinking.  But what saith Inspiration?  The very great valley of 

Zech. 14:4 is made before the 144,000 flee there.  What these imposters do not see though, is that 

the Lord's feet stand on the Mount of Olives before the valley is made.  The way some act and 

the unchristian tactics they use, and lies they tell to prevent people from coming to the land of 

butter and honey, you would think that these blood thirsty ones never intended to come to the 

land of promise in the first place.  This is about right, for they want the people to stay where they 

can fleece them of their wine, flax and oil. 

 

"The good man is perished out of the earth: and there is none upright among men: they all lie in 

wait for blood; they hunt every man his brother with a net". Micah 7:2.  "Woe unto you, lawyers!  

For ye have taken away the key of knowledge: ye have entered not in yourselves, and them that 

were entering in ye hindered." Luke 11:52. 

 

No one, though, is to be so concerned over who may or may not be, or whether they are the king 

David; for his name is in the Bible, even both names, and at the proper time it will be revealed.  

So, no one is to worry and get into a stew over the matter.  The thing that we should be most 

concerned over is that ye "Sanctify the Lord of hosts himself; and let him be your fear, and let 

him be your dread".  Isa. 8:13.  Read prayerfully 1 TG 8:28; 1 TG 8:10:1-4; 1 TGr 7:12:4; 2 TGr 

37:24,25; 2 TG 41:3. 

 

"Rejoice not against me, O mine enemy; when I fall, I shall arise; when I sit in darkness, the 

Lord shall be a light unto me". Micah 7:8.  But rather, take heed, friends, to what saith the Spirit. 

 

"He hath shewed thee, O man what is good: and what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do 

justly and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?" Micah 6:8. 

 

Yours for a place in His Kingdom, 

 

Benjamin Roden 
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THE LAW OF MOSES 

IN THE LIGHT OF REVELATION 14 
 

 

 

"Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all 

Israel, with the statutes and judgments."  Malachi 4:4 

 

For many years the Seventh-day Adventist church has been giving the judgment hour message, 

which began with the judgment of the dead in 1844.  Just prior to October, 1844, voices were 

heard everywhere saying:  "Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is 

come." Rev. 14:7.  Because of the seriousness of the work, ministers proclaiming the third 

angel's message since 1844 have likened their work to that of Elijah of old. 

 

Jesus said that John the Baptist was Elijah (Matt. 11:14).  In EW 233 the Lord's servant says that 

William Miller was "raised up in the spirit and power of Elijah to proclaim the message."  

(Davidians read 2SR 241).  Here we have three types of Elijah and by this we understand that the 

prophetic office of Elijah is progressive. 

 

There were two servants endowed with the prophetic gift to proclaim the Judgment of the Dead 

(Rev. 14:6-11):  (1) William Miller (GC 321) (2) Mrs. E.G.White (EW 255); hence the two 

movements:  (1) First-day Adventists (Rev. 14:6-8), and (2) Seventh-day Adventists (Rev. 14:9-

13).  However, these two movements do not represent all the messages contained in Revelation 

14.  For instance, "All classes of second advent believers (Rev. 14) represents the advent 

message, to the church and world.  If this is true, then all FIVE of the ANGELS brought to view 

in this chapter present FIVE DISTINCT MESSAGES, PRIOR to the advent, or we are left 

WITHOUT A RULE to interpret this chapter."  A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK, pp. 10-11. 

 

In Early Writings, page 258, Sr. White says, "I was shown three steps - the first, second, and 

third angels' messages."  On page 259 of EW she writes:  "I was again brought down through 

these messages. ... God had led them along step by step until He had placed them upon a solid, 

immovable platform." 

 

Here the Lord's servant shows five steps, five angels' messages.  You may say the two steps on 

page 259 are just a figure of speech.  But please note that it was in her second vision of the 

advent people where Sr. White saw that God had led His people on two steps beyond the three 

steps of her vision recorded on page 258.  When the two additional steps were taken, God's 

people were on a solid, immovable platform.  Therefore, the three steps are the first Three 

Angels Messages of Rev. 14:6-11 (EW 258).  The two additional steps (EW 259) coincide with 

the last two angels' messages of Rev. 14:15-17.  The angel of Rev. 14:15 is the same angel as the 

one in Rev. 7:1-8; and the angel of Rev. 14:17 is the same as Rev. 18:1.  The five angels' 

messages constitute the three sealing truths for the 144,000.  See Rev. 3:12; EW 15.  The Three 

Angels Messages are but one three-fold message since 1844 (GC 693).  These three messages fly 

in the midst of heaven and tell us that the correct way to worship God is by keeping His 

commandments; they constitute the first sealing truth.  The angel of Rev. 14:15 comes out of the  
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temple, or from the judgment scene in Heaven.  (Rev. 4:2-4).  He has a message of the judgment.  

The message of this angel is also represented by the angel ascending from the east, Rev. 7:1-8.  

Here we see that the first angel that follows the third angel has also a sealing message of the New 

Jerusalem, or the second sealing truth for the 144,000.  Since this angel's message is also telling 

about the judgment (from the temple) and since we have seen that the antitypical prophetic office 

of Elijah is progressive, it is easy to realize that the angel of Rev. 14:15 can well be called an 

Elijah message.  Therefore, this angel has a two-fold work to do, - the sealing of the 144,000 and 

announcement of the judgment of the living. 

 

Likewise, the angel of Rev. 14:17; Eze. 9:3,4 comes out of the temple, from the judgment scene 

in Heaven, which denotes the judgment is still going on and that probation has not closed for 

everyone.  Since this angel is the same as Rev. 18:1 which comes down to lighten the earth with 

his glory, to pronounce judgment upon the wicked, and to separate the unjust from the just, 

which is represented by the sickle, his message can truly be called the Elijah message.  The 

message of this angel is the second angel's message that follows the third angel and therefore is 

the fifth step of EW 258-9 and the fifth angel's message of Rev. 14.  We see that there are two 

sealing messages for the 144,000, (1) the third angel of Rev. 14:6-11 (2) and the fourth angel of 

Rev. 14:15 that have gone before the angel of Rev. 14:16-20, which is the same as Rev. 18:1-4.  

This angel of Rev. 18:1, Eze. 9:3, 4, has the third and last sealing truth for the 144,000 and 

inhabitants of the earth.  This is, therefore, the Elijah message that restores all things (Matt. 

17:11); it marks and delivers the 144,000 who stand on Mount Zion with the Lamb, Rev. 14:1. 

 

If you have taken three steps toward the Kingdom and your feet are well-grounded, and firmly 

planted in the third angel's message, through great effort and an open mind you may be able to 

take the fourth step and thereby be strengthened to take the fifth and last step into God's 

everlasting Kingdom.  Likewise, for those of you who have taken the fourth step, if you are of a 

mind to continue progressing with Truth, you will no doubt take the fifth step, overcome in the 

strength of the Mighty One and be saved in the Kingdom.  There is a danger signal for those who 

have taken the five steps and planted their feet upon the solid, immovable platform, but who are 

prone to criticize God's method of laying the foundation.  The warning here to those who take 

the sixth step and begin to examine the platform:  beware, lest you fail to hear the warning cry 

and fail to get back upon the firm, immovable platform of the fifth angel's message.  Read EW 

14, 15, 259; Word to the Little Flock, p. 14.  God forbid that any who have started out for the 

city should get discouraged and fall from the path into the dark wicked world below. 

 

Let us reason yet a little further.  All Seventh-day Adventists know that the message of the 

Judgment of the Dead began in 1844 (Rev. 4:2-5; Dan. 7:9) which includes the three angels' 

message of Rev. 14:6-11.  But the Lord's servant says, "...our Advocate presents the cases of 

each successive generation, and closes with the living." GC 483.  Therefore, there are two 

prophetic movements, Millerite and SDA, for the judgment of the dead and two prophetic 

movements for the judgment of the living.  These four angels' movements are bound in the river 

Euphrates (Babylon), Rev. 9:14.  Inspiration tells us that the judgment of the living begins with 

the church first, then goes to the world (1 Pet. 4:17).  Therefore, the last two messages are what 

God uses to judge His people, - the living. 
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The message of Rev. 14:15 announces the judgment of the living and the message of Rev. 14:16, 

17, separates the tares from the wheat.  First the tares are bound in bundles to be burned and the 

wheat is to be put into His barn, Matt. 13:30. 

 

Plainly, then, the last two messages of Rev. 14 necessarily would be different from the first three 

and will test God's professed people just as the third angel's message was different from Rev. 

14:6-8 and was a test to God's people in Miller's day.  The Son of man reaps the first fruits 

(144,000 of Rev. 14:1, 4) before the Loud cry of Rev. 14:18; 18:4, and therefore is the message 

of Mal. 4:4.  Since all Israel was commanded to keep His statutes and judgments throughout their 

generations (Lev. 23:14, 24-28, 34-39; Ex. 23:15) we see that where it says for us to 

"Remember" the laws of Moses, the Bible means in reality not to forget them. 

 

Therefore all who keep holy the first day of the Bible seventh month and likewise keep the 

Atonement, confessing sins and afflicting their souls (GC 419-422) along with keeping the other 

laws of statutes and judgments (Ex. 23, Lev. 23) and the ten commandments will have pardon 

written after their names.  In the end they will have their sins blotted out. 

 

"As anciently the sins of the people were by faith placed upon the sin offering and through its 

blood transferred, in figure, to the earthly sanctuary, so in the new covenant the sins of the 

repentant are by faith placed upon Christ and transferred, in fact, to the heavenly sanctuary.  And 

as the typical cleansing of the earthly was accomplished by the removal of the sins by which it 

had been polluted, so the actual cleansing of the heavenly is to be accomplished by the removal, 

or blotting out, of the sins which are there recorded.  But before this can be accomplished, there 

must be an examination of the books of record to determine whom through repentance of sin and 

faith in Christ, are entitled to the benefits of His atonement.  The cleansing of the sanctuary 

therefore involves a work of investigation -- a work of judgment.  This work must be performed 

prior to the coming of Christ to redeem His people; for when He comes, His reward is with Him 

to give to every man according to his works. Rev. 22:12."  GC 421-2. 

 

Some may object to keeping these laws of Moses, but remember that the saved in the earth made 

new will from one new moon to another and from one sabbath to another "come to worship 

before me, saith the Lord." Isa. 66:23.  Why not keep them now since they are so important? 

 

When the Judgment of the Dead began the message began warning the world that the seventh-

day (Saturday) was the Sabbath.  So the message of the Judgment of the Living begins to warn 

the world that Israel's national laws are to be kept along with the ten commandment law.  The 

warning begins in the church and ends in Babylon.  This is the difference in the Judgment of the 

Dead, Rev. 14:6-13, and the Judgment of the Living, Rev. 14:14-20.  When this judgment work 

is finished for the church and the world, the plagues will fall.  See Revelation, chapters 15, 16. 

 

"The solemn scenes of the Judgment, the great day of atonement, should be kept before the 

people, and urged upon their consciences with earnestness and power.  The subject of the 

sanctuary will give us correct views of the importance of the work for this time." 5T 421. 

 

"While the investigative judgment is going forward in heaven, while the sins of penitent  
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believers are being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a special work of purification, of 

putting away sin, among God's people on earth.  This work is more clearly presented in the 

messages of Revelation 14." G.C. 425. 

 

Revelation 14 as we have explained is divided into four periods:  (1) The first and second angels 

before Oct. 22, 1844, of Rev. 14:6-8; (2) The work of the third angel since 1844, the seal of God; 

(3) The loud voice of the fourth angel of Rev. 14:15, the seal of New Jerusalem; (4) The work of 

separation by the fifth angel of Rev. 14:16-20, the seal of Jesus' new name. 

 

Please note that the first four angels of Rev. 14:6-15 do not have a sickle with which to harvest 

the living.  Evidently, the Judgment work carried on during their periods is the investigative 

Judgment of the Dead in the courts above.  The angel with the loud voice of Rev. 14:15, the 

fourth angel, announces the fifth angel, or the one with the sickle.  The sickle in the hand of this 

last angel suggests a harvest of the standing grain - the living.  Obviously, since the fourth angel 

announces the work of the fifth angel, his loud voice must have been heard by the professed 

people of God, telling them about the cleansing work that is done by the fifth angel. 

 

Now in order to get the proper understanding of the progress of the work under the fourth and 

last period of Rev. 14 by the fifth angel, we shall sub-divide the last period into three steps.  

These three steps of the harvest of the living souls who are to possess God's everlasting 

Kingdom, we shall liken unto the three steps of the natural harvest and to the three harvest rites 

of the laws of Moses.  (1) The wave-sheaf of barley at the Passover (Lev. 23:11-14).  The wave-

sheaf is the first of the first-fruits (Ex 23:19).  This harvest rite of the wave-sheaf does not 

represent any certain number.  It finds its counterpart in Rev. 14:16. (2) The two wave-loaves of 

Lev. 23:15-18.  This is the first fruit harvest (Ex. 23:16, first part), and represents the bundling of 

the tares first and putting the wheat into the barn.  Being two in number (Lev. 23:17) and made 

from wheat, the wave-loaves are figurative of Judah and Israel, Twelve tribes.  Being baken with 

leaven, shows that His people will be filled with the Holy Spirit . (Acts 2:1-2).  (3) The Feast of 

Tabernacles, Rev. 14:19; Lev. 23:34-44. 

 

The Passover lamb (Lev. 23:12) was symbolic of the Lamb of God, Christ. (1 Cor. 5:7) 

Therefore the seven lambs without blemish that are offered with the bread are figurative of God's 

people.  See John 21:15.  "The number seven indicates completeness." AA 585.  Obviously the 

seven lambs are figurative of the seven thousand of Israel who had not bowed the knee to Baal in 

ancient Elijah's day (1 Kings 19:18).  Since seven thousand indicate a complete number of 

thousands, they are therefore a type  of the 144,000 (Rev. 7:1-8) who have not bowed the knee to 

Baal in antitypical Elijah's day.  Plainly then, the seven unblemished Lambs are figurative of the 

144,000 guileless servants of God, Rev. 14:1-5.  The two rams of Lev. 23:18, being the fathers of 

the seven unblemished lambs and the rams' bodies, being offered for a meat offering made by 

fire, a symbol of the Holy Spirit , and the meat being a symbol of God's word (Heb. 5:14), we 

conclude that the bodies of the two rams are figurative of the Old and New Testament Scriptures 

-- the Bible, that which begat the Bible people, the Old and New Testament churches. 

 

Now since the lambs are symbolic of God's elect and the two rams are figurative of the Bible, the 

bullock must also be symbolic of something.  Of what then, could the bullock be a symbol?  Let  
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us reason; a bullock is the father of cattle, and God's people are likened unto cattle (Eze. 34:17).  

This bullock then, represents something that begets God's people.  The bullock being younger 

and much larger than the rams seems to indicate that since the rams represent the Bible, the 

bullock would represent some inspired writing, written after and much more voluminous than the 

Bible.  The young bullock, therefore, is figurative of the writings of the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

Here we see that the harvest rite of the offering of the wave-loaves, first fruits, is figurative of a 

people "which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ." Rev. 

12:17.  "For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." Rev. 19:10.  They are men 

wondered at; they are the 144,000 guileless first fruits of the twelve tribes of Israel, which follow 

the Lamb whithersoever he goeth.  (Rev. 14:4) 

 

In Lev. 23:19, the priest was commanded to offer one kid of the goats for a sin offering and two 

lambs for a peace offering.  These were waved with the two wave-loaves.  Now that we see that 

the symbolic service of the gospel in the days of Ancient Israel pointed forward to the gospel in 

our day and by the fact that "In the Revelations all the books of the Bible meet and end." AA 

535.  It is easy to see that Rev. 14 is the counterpart of Lev. 23.  It stands to reason that since the 

wave-loaves, the seven lambs, the two rams, and the bullock are symbolic of God's Word and 

His people, then by the fact the goat is an offering for sin and the two lambs for peace offerings, 

they evidently are figurative of the forgiveness for sin and the gospel of peace in our day. 

 

The goat which was offered on the day of Atonement, anciently (Lev. 16:8), represented the 

Lord's atonement for our sins.  The blood of Christ is offered for the forgiveness of our sins in 

this day of antitypical atonement.  Hence, the goat represents the message of the investigative 

judgment -- Third Angel's message of Rev. 14:6-11.  In the light of this fact the two lambs that 

were holy unto the Lord and offered for a peace offering and waved with the two wave-loaves 

are symbolic of the two angels' message of Rev. 14:15-17 which tell of Christ's peaceful 

kingdom.  "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto 

all nations: and then shall the end come." Matt. 24:14.  "Behold upon the mountains the feet of 

him that bringeth good tidings, that publish peace! O Judah, keep thy solemn feasts" Nah. 1:15.  

Plainly, the goat offered for sin and the two lambs as peace offerings are symbolic of the three 

sealing truths for the 144,000, "God, New Jerusalem and ... Yahshua's (Jesus')s new name." EW 

15. 

 

Please note that there are no more messages represented in Lev. 23 after the messages that have 

been given as represented by the goat and two lambs in the wave-loaf ceremony.  For the third 

and last harvest rite, the Feast of Tabernacles, there are sacrifices, but the Scripture does not 

specify what they are.  We conclude, then, for this harvest rite, which typifies the great harvest 

during the loud cry, the message of the two former harvest rites (wave-sheaf and wave-loaves) 

will be repeated, offered by fire (Lev. 23:34-44).  This is just what Rev. 14:9-11 teaches.  After 

the purification and out-pouring of the Holy Spirit  in Rev. 14:18, the angel that had power over 

fire cried with a loud cry, to the angel which had previously been given the sickle (message) to 

thrust in his sickle to reap the second fruit harvest, which is the great harvest of the earth and is 

represented by the Feast of Tabernacles.  Revelation 14:19.  Read Zech. 14:16-19; PP 541; GC 

612:2.  So we see that the five angels' message of Rev. 14 are given before the out-pouring of the 

Holy Spirit .  This none can deny. 
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By the weight of evidence presented in this study, one can readily see why Inspiration says, 

"Remember ye the law of Moses my servant which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all 

Israel, with the statutes and judgments." Mal. 4:4.  By this also we can see why the Lord's 

servant wrote of the Elijah to come:  "Let Heaven Guide.  Prophecy must be fulfilled.  The Lord 

says: 'Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day 

of the Lord'.  Somebody is to come, in the spirit and power of Elijah, and when he appears, men 

may say: 'You are too earnest, you do not interpret the Scriptures in the proper way.  Let me tell 

you how to teach your message.'" TM 475. 

 

The Bible student can easily see that the Elijah message in Rev. 14:16, 17, comes after the Elijah 

message in Rev. 14:6-11 and the Elijah message in Rev. 14:15.  The Elijah message with the 

sickle is the fifth and last message and comes before the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit .  We see 

the Elijah spoken of here is an interpreter of the Scriptures.  He has a message of the great and 

dreadful day of the Lord.  Some say he is teaching his message in the wrong way, and they wish 

to tell him how it should be taught.  This Elijah message is the Judgment of the Living and has 

come to call Israel to repentance and call their attention to the law of the statutes and judgments 

of Moses.  This message is to restore all things (Matt. 17:11). 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy declares:  "The purpose which God seeks to accomplish through His 

people to-day is the same that He desired to accomplish through Israel when He brought them 

forth out of Egypt...It is His purpose that those who practice His holy precepts shall be a 

distinguished people.  To the people of God today as well as to ancient Israel belong the words 

written by Moses through the Spirit of Inspiration:  'Thou are an holy people unto the Lord thy 

God; the Lord thy God hath chosen thee to be a special people unto Himself, above all people 

that are upon the face of the earth.' Deut. 7:6.  'Behold, I have taught you statutes and judgments, 

even as the Lord my God commanded me, that ye should do so in the land whither ye go to 

posses it.  Keep therefore them; for this is your wisdom and your understanding in the sight of 

the nations, which shall hear all these statutes and say, Surely this great nations is a wise and 

understanding people. ...' Deut. 4:5-8." 6T 12-13. 

 

According to the Jewish calendar, September 21 (Sept 30 at even) is the first day of the seventh 

Hebrew month, this year; and October 1 (Sept. 30, at even) is the day of Atonement. 

 

Here we see that the man with the dirt brush has come in and swept up the jewels of truth in Rev. 

14 that so many have scattered on the floor and trampled upon.  (See Miller's dream, EW 81).  

Since the porter (John 10:3) has come in and started the housecleaning, we see that the dirt has 

disappeared out the window and now the jewels of truth are shining ever so brightly and the 

casket containing them has become much larger than the former one. 

 

All who do not wish to be bundled with the tares, keep the Atonement. 

 

Benjamin Roden 
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JOINING THE TWO STICKS--THE TWO HOUSES OF ISRAEL 
 

 

Sept. 22, 1965 

 

GEM THOUGHT: 

 

"The disciples of Christ were looking for the immediate coming of the kingdom of His glory; but 

in giving them this prayer Jesus taught that the kingdom was not then to be established. They 

were to pray for its coming as an event yet future. But this petition was also an assurance to 

them. While they were not to behold the coming of the kingdom in their day, the fact that Jesus 

bade them pray for it is evidence that in God's own time it will surely come. " Mount of 

Blessing., p. 108:0. 

 

AIM: 

 

Our study is found in Eze. 37:15-28 and includes supporting Bible texts and statements from 

other Inspired writings. The purpose of this study is to disclose to view God's true Israel and His 

Loud Cry Church combined with the fulfillment of His promise to Abraham, to give his seed the 

land of Palestine. Read Gen. 12:1-4; Heb. 11:8-10; Acts 6:1-5. 

 

DESTRUCTION OF GOG AND BLESSINGS TO ISRAEL: 

 

God is to use the nation of Gog as an example of His wrath of destruction to the heathen nations 

who are not converted, and His protecting care for His people Israel. "And thou shalt come up 

against my people of Israel, as a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in the latter days, and I will  
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bring thee against my land, that the heathen may know me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, O 

Gog, before their eyes." Eze. 38:16. "After many days thou shalt be visited: in the latter years 

thou shalt come into the land that is brought back from the sword, and is gathered out of many 

people, against the mountains of Israel, which have been always waste: but it is brought forth out 

of the nations, and they shall dwell safely all of them." Eze. 38:8. 

 

ISRAEL'S LAND LIKE EDEN 

 

"And they shall say, This land that was desolate is become like the garden of Eden; and the waste 

and desolate and ruined cities are become fenced, and are inhabited. Then the heathen that are 

left round about you shall know that I the Lord build the ruined places, and plant that that was 

desolate: I the Lord have spoken it, and I will do it. Thus with the Lord God; I will yet for this be 

enquired of by the house of Israel, to do it for them; I will increase them with men like a flock." 

Eze. 36:35-37. 

 

The prophet Jeremiah says, ". . . in the latter days ye shall consider it perfectly." Jer. 23:20. 

Isaiah says it is in the last days (Isa. 2:2-4) and Micah says the same. Read Micah 4:1-8. 

 

Telling of this event Ellen G. White explains it by Moses’ experience: "Moses saw the chosen 

people established in Canaan, each of the tribes in its own possession." P. P. 475:1. "And now a 

panoramic view of the land of promise was presented to him. Every part of the country was 

spread out before him, not faint and uncertain in the dim distance, but standing out clear, distinct, 

and beautiful to his delighted vision. In this scene it was presented, not as it then appeared, but as 

it would become, with God's blessing upon it, in the possession of Israel. He seemed to be 

looking upon a second Eden."  P. P. 472:3. 

 

This statement by Ellen G. White is in perfect agreement with Ezekiel 36:35 which shows the 

land of Palestine is to become like Eden before probation closes for the world. 

 

You will please note that Ezekiel says the Lord will build up the "ruined places", Joining the two 

sticks. 

  

Verse ”16.  One Stick. The prophecy of vs. 15-28 is undated, but it was probably given shortly 

after the vision of vs. 1-14.  The two are closely related.  The divided nations of Israel were to be 

reunited and placed under the beneficent rule of David. 

 

Verse “21.  Will gather them. The restoration of Israel from captivity among the heathen was the 

first step in the fulfillment of the divine promises.  This remnant was to consist of those who had 

profited from the discipline of the Exile and had become spiritually pure.  Since the prerequisite 

revival was never attained, either before or after the return under Zerubbabel, the fulfillment of 

these promises was prevented.  God did for Israel all that their obdurate disobedience would 

allow Him to do, but they remained rebellious.  Therefore, eventually, He had to reject them 

utterly.  The unfolding of the divine promise here and in the following verses applies to the 

picture as it would have been if God’s purposes had been carried out.”  SDA Bible Commentary,  

Vol. 4 page 701. 
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“The glorious destiny that might have blessed Jerusalem had she accepted her Redeemer, rose 

before the Son of God.  He saw that she might through Him have been healed of her grievous 

malady, liberated from bondage, and established as the mighty metropolis of the earth.  From her 

walls the dove of peace would have gone forth to all nations.   She would have been the world’s 

diadem of Glory.”  D.A.  577:0. 

 

“That which God purposed to do for the world through Israel, the chosen nation, He will finally 

accomplish through His church on earth today.”  P.K.  713, 714.  

 

“Christ is coming to establish His kingdom on earth.”  9T62:1. 

 

"...they gather themselves together, they come to thee: thy sons shall come from far, and thy 

daughters shall be nursed at thy side. Then thou shalt see, and flow together, and thine heart shall 

fear, and be enlarged; because the abundance of the sea shall be converted unto thee, the forces 

of the Gentiles shall come unto thee. " Isa. 60:4, 5. 

 

"Thy watchmen shall lift up the voice; with the voice together shall they sing: for they shall see 

eye to eye, when the Lord shall bring again Zion. " Isa. 52:3. 

 

Eze. 37 verse "22. One king shall be king. In v. 24 he is described as being 'David my servant.'" 

S.D.A, Bible Commentary, Vol. 4, page 701. 

 

Verse "26, Multiply them. This would have resulted from the natural increase of the population 

and from the influx owing to diligent missionary activities." Ibid. 

 

Let us remember that David of old reigned around 1000 B. C, This prophecy by Ezekiel was 

given about 575 B. C. which was over 400 years after David's time, and yet Ezekiel declares 

David is to reign some time in the future from Judah's captivity in Babylon. 

 

Since David had been in the grave for many years, Ezekiel must have been speaking of the 

antitypical David who is to be king of Israel when the Gentiles are to see her righteousness and 

glory in the last days when "the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord from 

Jerusalem in the time of the Loud Cry (Micah  4:3) of the "desolate land" of Palestine which will 

become like Eden while the heathen nations are still "left round about. " God does this in order to 

teach the world of His ability to save and to bless His "holy flock" "...and they shall know that I 

am the Lord." Eze. 36:38. To His people who have not known about this promise of the Lord to 

do it for them in this life, the Lord says, "I will yet, for this be inquired of by the house of Israel, 

to do it for them; I will increase them with men like a flock." Eze. 36:37. 

 

ISRAEL IN THE LAST DAYS 

 

"The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying Moreover, thou son of man, take thee one 

stick, and write upon it, for Judah, and for the children of Israel. his companions: then take 

another stick, and write upon it, For Joseph, the stick of Ephraim, and for all the house of Israel 

his companions:" Eze. 37:15,16. 
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'Anciently the Lord commanded Moses to write the names of each of the twelve tribes of Israel 

on a rod (stick) and lay them up before the Lord "in the tabernacle of witness." Num. 17:7. 

 

Here the Lord commands Ezekiel to write on. “one stick" for Judah, the Two-tribes or southern 

kingdom and another "stick" for Joseph - the stick of Ephraim, the ten northern tribes. 

 

"And join them one to another into one stick; and they shall become one in thine hand." Eze. 

37:17. 

 

Bible students are familiar with how; shortly after the death of Solomon, the twelve tribes of 

Israel were divided, making two kingdoms, The sticks representing these two nations were to be 

joined, making "one" stick in Ezekiel's hand. 

 

Consequently, since the sticks were not joined in the hand of Ezekiel of old in the captivity in 

ancient Babylon, it must be that antitypical Ezekiel is to accomplish the task in our day. 

Therefore, let us consider what the Bible has to say about the way the literal sticks are joined, 

which is a figure of joining the two kingdoms of Israel. 

 

Hence: "And I will strengthen the house of Judah, and I will save the house of Joseph, and I will 

bring them again to place them; for I have mercy upon them: and they shall be as though I had 

not cast there off: for I am the Lord their God, and will hear them. " Zech. 10:6. 

 

Here is God's promise to strengthen Judah and to save Joseph, placing them in their own land, 

never again to cast them off. 

 

"The Lord also shall save the tents of Judah first. " Zech. 12:7. 

 

The tents are the common people. The Spirit of Prophecy declares, "When this gospel shall be 

presented in its fullness to the Jews, many will accept Christ as the Messiah .... 

 

"In the closing proclamation of the gospel, when special work is to be done for classes of people 

hitherto neglected, God expects His messengers to take particular interest in the Jewish people 

who they find in all parts of the earth. As the Old Testament Scriptures are blended with the New 

in an explanation of Jehovah' s eternal purpose, this will be to many of the Jews as the dawn of a 

new creation, the resurrection of the soul as they see the Christ of the gospel dispensation 

portrayed in the pages of the Old Testament Scriptures, and perceive how clearly the New 

Testament explains the Old, their slumbering faculties will be aroused, and they will recognize 

Christ as the Saviour of the world. Many will by faith receive Christ as their Redeemer.  

 

"Among the Jews are some who, like Saul of Tarsus, are mighty in the Scriptures, and those will 

proclaim with wonderful power the immutability of the law of God. The God of Israel will bring 

this to pass in our day.  His arm is not shortened that it cannot save." A. A. 380, 301. 

 

At the time this statement was written the gospel was not being presented in its fullness. Since 

The Acts of The Apostles was copyrighted in 1911, it is quite obvious that this statement must 

have been written some time after 1888. Let us now present the gospel to the Jews in its fullness. 
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The Apostle Paul states, "For if thou wert cut out of the olive tree which is wild by nature, and 

wert grafted contrary to nature into a good olive tree; how much more shall these, which be the 

natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree? For I would not, brethren, that you should 

be ignorant of this mystery story, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits; that blindness in 

part is happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel shall be 

saved: as it is written, There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away 

ungodliness from Jacob: for this is my covenant unto them, when I shall take away their sins.  As 

concerning the gospel, they are enemies for your sakes: but as touching the election, they are 

beloved for the fathers' sakes."  Rom. 11:24-28. 

 

Here it is shown that the Jews are to be "grafted (back) into their own olive tree." 

 

"The time has come when the Jews are to be given light. The Lord wants us to encourage and 

sustain men who shall labor in right lines for this people; for there are to be a multitude 

convinced of the truth, who will take their position for God. The time is coming when there will 

be as many converted in a day as there were on the day of Pentecost, after the disciples had 

received the Holy Spirit ." R. & H. June 29, 1905. 

 

"It has been a strange thing to me that there were so few who felt a burden to labor for the Jewish 

people, …. Memory will be awakened as Christ is seen portrayed in the pages of the Old 

Testament. Souls will be saved, from the Jewish nation, as the doors of the New Testament are 

unlocked with the key of the Old Testament. Christ will be recognized as the Saviour of the 

world as it is seen how clearly the New Testament explains the Old. Many of the Jewish people 

will by faith receive Christ as their Redeemer. – Letter 47, 1903. 

 

"CONVERTED JEWS IN THE CLOSING WORK -- There will be many converted from among 

the Jews, and these converts will aid in preparing the way of the Lord, and making straight in the 

desert a highway for our God. Converted Jews are to have an important part to act in the great 

preparations to be made in the future to receive Christ, our Prince. A nation shall be born in a 

day. How? By men whom God has appointed being converted to the truth. There will be seen 

'first the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear.' The predictions of prophecy will 

be fulfilled.--Manuscript 75, 1905: " Evangelism, 578, 579. 

 

In the light of these statements from Inspiration, let us continue to pursue Holy Writ for more 

light on the subject. 

 

Speaking to the Jews, God says, "Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation not 

desired;" Zeph, 2:1. 

 

The Jewish people are the one nation that is undesired by all nations. Here the Lord tells them to 

gather together -- in Palestine, of course. 

 

"Before the decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before the fierce anger of the 

Lord come upon you, before the day of the Lord's anger come upon you. Seek ye the Lord, all ye 

meek of the earth, which have wrought his judgment; seek righteousness, seek meekness: it may 

be ye shall be hid in the day of the Lord's anger. Zeph. 2:2,3. 
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The Jews have become a nation in fulfillment of God's commanding prophecy. Here we see the 

command is for the nation "not desired" to gather together before a certain decree is brought 

forth. They, as well as all the meek of the earth are to seek the Lord. By seeking righteousness 

and meekness it may be that we shall be hid in the day of the Lord's anger. 

 

We are now better able to understand God's plan to join the TWO STICKS.  Here it is plainly 

seen that the Jews are the first to be gathered to their homeland and made "one" nation. Then the 

gathering of the ten tribes will be accomplished. Thus is fulfilled the Lord' s promise to 

Abraham. (Gen. 7.3:14,15). 

 

"When I have bent Judah for me, filled; the bow with Ephraim, and raised up thy sons, O Zion, 

against thy sons, O Greece, and made 'thee as the sword of a mighty man. And the Lord shall be 

seen over them, and his arrow shall go forth as the lightning: and the Lord God shall blow the 

trumpet, and shall go with whirlwinds of the south." Zech. 9:13,14. 

 

After Judah is bent it is, of course, a bow.  Then Ephraim, the ten tribes as an arrow goes forth as 

lightning in the Loud Cry. (Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4). 

 

Let the string on the stick of Judah represent the tents of Judah, or the humble Seventh- Day 

Adventists, Davidians, and Branches who pull together toward the Lord, and the Jews will see 

this victory over Satan's dividing power, and thus they will be bent toward God. This symbolism 

of God's elect, as a bow and arrow, is stronger than words can tell. 

 

John the Revelator had a vision of this work and he explained it in the following manner in the 

first seal. "And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat or: him had a bow and a crown 

was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer." Rev. 6 :2 . 

 

Let this symbolism of a man on a white horse with a crown and with a bow in his hand represent 

the first man Adam and the bow in his hand with which to conquer, represent Eve in the garden 

of Eden. Here is a symbol of the pure church before sin entered. 

 

On the other hand, let this same symbolism of the last man Adam (Christ) (1 Cor. 15:22, 45) on a 

white horse with a crown and a bow. His hand represents the Lord's pure church (white - 

denoting purity) restored to this land that "is (will soon) become like the garden of Eden;" Eze. 

36:35.  Read: To The Seven Churches. Tract 15:39-40 by V.T. Houteff. 

 

This symbolism represents God's pure church in the time of the judgment of the Living in the 

world, the time of the Loud Cry of the Third Angel’s message. However, the Judgment for the 

Living must first take place in God's church (SDA) to make her pure. The tares in her midst must 

be bundled and the wheat put into the barn (Matt.13:30). 

 

"That part of the Investigative Judgment of the living, by which is determined who are to have 

their sins blotted out and, as a result, "be given eternal life, is paralleled on earth by the work of 

the angel with the writer's inkhorn, who is charged to 'mark' (seal), everyone who sighs and cries 

for all the abominations in Judah and Israel--the church. And the work of the five others who  
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follow on to slay all who have not the 'mark' (seal), is paralleled in heaven by the blotting out of 

the sinners names from the Book of Life." 2 Ans. 41:2 

 

"We have been inclined to think that where there are no faithful ministers there can be no true 

Christians, but this is not the case. God has promised that where the shepherds are not true he 

will take charge of the flock himself.  God has never made the flock wholly dependent upon 

human instrumentalities.  But the days of purification of the church are hastening on apace. God 

will have a people pure and true.  In the mighty sifting soon to take place we shall be better able 

to measure the strength of Israel. The signs reveal that the time is near when the Lord will 

manifest that his fan is in his hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor. 5T 80:1. 

 

"While the investigative judgment is going forward in heaven, while the sins of penitent 

believers are being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a special work of purification, of 

putting away of sin, among God's people upon earth. This work is more clearly presented in the 

messages of Revelation 14" G. C. 425:1. 

 

"Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, the church is to enter upon her final conflict. 'Fair as 

the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners,' she is to go forth into all the 

world, conquering and to conquer." P.K. 125:1. 

 

"And the Lord shall be seen over them, and his arrow shall go forth as the lightning: and the 

Lord God shall blow the trumpet, and shall go with whirlwinds of the south." Zech. 9:14. 

 

These words of Inspiration tell the most wonderful story ever spoken by human lips--the story of 

God's pure church, soon to be disclosed to view. Therefore, Brother, Sister, and young people, 

"Let this mind be in you, which was also in Messiah Jesus:" (Phil.2:5) that your hearts and minds 

may be purified with the most wonderful promises ever beheld. There is nothing here to lose; 

and everything to be gained. 

 

“And when the children of thy people shall speak unto thee, saying, wilt thou not shew us what 

thou meanest by these? Say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I will take the stick of 

Joseph, which is in the hand of Ephraim, and the tribes of Israel his fellows, and will put them 

with him, even with the stick of Judah, and make them one stick, and they shall be one in mine 

hand. And the sticks whereon thou writest shall be in thine hand before their eyes." Eze. 

37:13-20. 

 

The two sticks are joined and are as one stick in Ezekiel's hand in plain sight before their eyes. 

 

"And say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I will take the children of Israel from 

among the heathen, whither they be gone, and will gather them on every side and bring them into 

their own land: and I will make them one nation in the land upon the mountains of Israel; and 

one king shall be king to them all: and they shall be no more two nations, neither shall they be 

divided into two kingdoms anymore at all:" Eze. 37:21 22. 

 

The meaning of this symbolism is that God will gather the 12 tribes of Israel from among the 

heathen nations and will bring them into their own land. They are, in that day, to be no longer  
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"two" divided and scattered nations among the wicked nations, but rather, are to be "one" nation 

and "one" king is to rule over them. Some may contend this Scripture was fulfilled at the 

gathering of the Jews from ancient Babylon. However, the Bible says, "they shall be no more 

two nations, neither shall they be divided into two kingdoms any more at all:" Surely, anyone 

can see this prophecy has not been fulfilled. Therefore, the Lord counsels, "Turn, O backsliding 

children, saith the Lord; for I am married unto you: and I will take you one of a city, and two of a 

family, and I will bring you to Zion: And I will give you pastors according to mine heart, which 

shall feed you with knowledge and understanding." Jer. 3:14,15. 

 

In that day God's ministers will be appointed by Inspiration from the Lord and not by a council 

or committee of uninspired men. Here, also, we see the Lord is married to His ministry. 

Therefore, since the church is married to Him she is to be called by His name. 

 

"And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called by 

a new name, which the mouth of the Lord shall name. " Isa. 62:2 

 

The name is a new one to the Gentiles which is in harmony with a righteous and holy people 

who are married to a Holy God. They are no longer to be called by the familiar name Christian, 

or the present name of the S.D.A. church, but rather by a new name. 

 

"In those days, and at that time, will I cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David; 

and he shall execute judgment and righteousness in the land. In those days shall Judah be saved, 

and Jerusalem shall dwell safely: and this is the name wherewith she shall be called, The Lord 

our righteousness." Jer. 33:15,16. 

 

The Branch of righteousness "grows up" unto David and SHE, the Branch church is called, "The 

Lord our righteousness." 

 

"Neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor with their detestable things, 

nor with any of their transgressions: but I will save them out of all their dwellingplaces, wherein 

they have sinned, and will cleanse them: so shall they be my people, and I will be their God." 

Eze. 37:23. 

 

After the restoration of God's people to their homeland they are cleansed from their idols and 

detestable things wherein they have sinned among the heathen. Therefore, the Loud Cry church 

(Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4) is a pure, holy church without one sinner in their midst. 

 

"And David my servant shall be king over them; and they all shall have one shepherd: they shall 

also walk in my judgments, and observe my statutes, and do them. And they shall dwell in the 

land that I have given unto Jacob my servant, wherein your fathers have dwelt; and they shall 

dwell therein, even they, and their children, and their children's children for ever: and my servant 

David shall be their prince for ever." Eze. 37:24, 25. 

 

God's servant David is king over His people. The BRANCH is raised up unto David the King. 

(Jer.23:5) They are led by "one" shepherd in the land the Lord gave to Jacob. His servant David 

is a prince over His people for ever: Here is an organization after God's own appointment,  
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having God's leader and an under leader, the BRANCH and David. 

 

We are now able to understand what Sister White meant when under the influence of Inspiration 

she wrote, "Counselors of the character that God chose for Moses are needed by the president of 

the General Conference " T.M. 343.  Moses was guided by Inspiration. Hence, it is plain to see 

Ellen G. White was shown that the G. C. President should be appointed by the Lord Himself 

through the gift of Inspiration and not by a popular vote of the people. 

 

This is made very plain when we consider another statement by the Spirit of Prophecy. "As a 

people we should study God's plans for conducting His work.  It is not wise to choose one man 

as president of the General Conference." T. M. 342.  Had the General Conference and the church 

at that time accepted this counsel by Inspiration and cooperated with the Lord by recognizing 

that God had appointed Mrs. White the General Conference President, and that they were to 

follow her directions as she followed the example of Moses when commanded by the Lord to 

choose the seventy, the church would have been led by the Lord through Inspiration, rather than 

by uninspired, so-called educated men who were elected by the people. Jesus chose the twelve 

and the seventy. The Apostles chose the seven after the example of Moses. See Num. 11:16,25. 

 

"At times, when a small group of men entrusted with the general management of the work have, 

in the name of the General Conference, sought to carry out unwise plans and to restrict God's 

work, I have said that I could no longer regard the voice of the General Conference, represented 

by these few men as she voice of God. But this is not saying that the decisions of a General 

Conference composed of an assembly of duly appointed, representative men from all parts of the 

field should not be respected. God has ordained that the representatives of His church from all 

parts of the earth, when assembled in a General Conference, shall have authority." Testimonies 

Vol. 9:260, 261. 

 

The General Conference is to be composed of men who are to be "respected," and who are to 

have authority when they are "duly appointed."  The Bible explains the instructions Sister White 

was given by Inspiration for the church in her day and for God's people at this time and for all 

time. 

 

"And the Lord said unto Moses, Gather unto me seventy men of the elders of Israel, whom thou 

knowest to be the elders of the people, and officers over them; and bring them unto the 

tabernacle of the congregation, that they may stand there with thee. And I will come down and 

talk with thee there: and I will take of the spirit: which is upon thee, and will put it upon them; 

and they shall bear the burden of the people with thee, that thou bear it not thyself alone." Num. 

11:16,17. 

 

The remnant church "which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus 

Messiah" Rev. 12:17, is to follow Bible order. God's chosen Instrument appoints to the executive 

offices men whom God names, and to whom His Spirit is given. This is what Inspiration means 

by men "duly appointed."  A General Conference organized after this pattern is Divinely called 

and chosen. This is what Ellen G. White meant when she wrote: 

 

"'A revival and a reformation must take place under the ministration of the Holy Spirit . Revival  
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and reformation are two different things. Revival signifies a renewal of spiritual life, a 

quickening of the powers of mind and heart, a resurrection from spiritual death. Reformation 

signifies a reorganization, a change in ideas and theories, habits and practices. Reformation will 

not bring forth the good fruit of righteousness unless it is connected with the revival of the Spirit. 

Revival and reformation are to do their appointed work, and in doing this work they must 

blend.'” -- Review and Herald, Feb. 25, 1902.   C. O. R. pp. 154,155.  

 

The Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist leader taught this same truth in his Organizational manual, 

The Leviticus of D.S.D.A. "The Associations literature The Shepherd's Rod Series draws its title 

from the rod of Moses the shepherd of Midian."  The Leviticus page 4, Section 2.  

 

"ARTICLE IV – OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES 

 

"Section 1. 

 

"(a) The regular officers of this Association shall be a president, a vice president, a secretary, and 

a treasurer. 

 

"(b) The president shall be called and chosen in accordance with the procedure set forth in 

Exodus, chapter three, verses ten fifteen, and sixteen; chapter four, verse seventeen; Ezekiel, 

chapter three, verse seventeen; and Luke, chapter six, verse thirteen."  The Leviticus pages 5,6. 

 

Moses was called to deliver Israel from Egypt. Since in Mrs. White's day she wrote, "The church 

has turned back from following Christ her Leader and is steadily retreating toward Egypt" 5T 

212, is it not logical to conclude that God would send an antitypical Moses with a Shepherd's 

Rod to deliver modern Israel out of modern Egypt--from their worldly practices? 

 

We find that Sister White compared the leadership of the Denomination to ancient Pharaoh. 

Notice her words: 

 

“The ways and works that have been developed in Battle Creek since the General Conference of 

1901, cause me to tremble for those who are there; for many have been acting as if blinded by 

satanic agencies.” Series B, No. 7, p. 52:2. 

 

"I am instructed that those who follow on in a wrong course, regardless of the lessons taught by 

the burning of the Sanitarium and the Review and Herald Office, are revealing the stubbornness 

of Pharaoh." Id., p. 19:2. 

 

"I am sorry, so sorry, that men will be willfully obstinate, as was Pharaoh the king of Egypt..." 

Id., p. 20:2. 

 

"Unless they repent, the Lord will surely repeat His judgments, as He repeated them to the king 

of Egypt." Id., p. 19:2 

 

Since Sister White said the G. C. men were acting like Pharaoh, the weight of evidence 

overwhelmingly demands an antitypical Moses with an antitypical shepherd's Rod to face  
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modern Pharaoh. This, the Davidian leader, V. T. Houteff, states was his mission with the 

message of the Shepherd's Rod. 

 

"(c) All other officers of this Association shall be appointed in accordance with the procedure set 

forth in Numbers, chapter eleven, verses sixteen, seventeen, twenty-four, and twenty-five and in 

Acts, chapter six, verses one to seven; and chapter thirteen, verses one to three." The Leviticus, 

p. 60 

 

Here we see all officers of the Association are chosen in harmony with God's command to Moses 

of old.   It is also plainly seen that Moses chose his co workers (the 70) according to God's 

direction. Read Num  11:16, 17, 24, 25. 

 

"The president shall, as typed in Exodus, chapter four, and in Numbers, chapter sixteen, verses 

twelve and twenty-five to thirty-two, act as chairman of the Executive Council; as chief 

administrator of the affairs of the Association, and as a worker and minister in the general 

interest of the Association."  The Leviticus, p. 6, Section 2. 

 

That is, the president of the Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist Association's Executive Council, 

or the General Conference president, in this final analysis, is to take the place of the antitypical 

Moses with The Shepherd's Rod, who led the church to the border of the kingdom. The 

antitypical Joshua who takes Moses place as the president and chairman is to be chosen by 

inspiration to lead Israel into the Kingdom of God as was Joshua of old. No other interpretation 

of the Davidian S.D.A. Leviticus by V.T. Houteff or of the Spirit of Prophecy by Ellen G. White 

will suffice. 

 

Therefore, it is plainly seen that the President of the General Conference or the Davidian 

Association is called and chosen by Inspiration and not by a majority vote of any committee or 

body of people. Again we state, the President, the antitype of Joshua (Num. 27:12,23), follows 

the antitypical Moses and acts as chairman of the Executive Council, which is called and chosen 

by him under God's direction, the same as in the type of Moses. Read Ex., 3:10-25 . Those who 

follow any other procedure in organizing an Executive Council or General Conference are not 

following Bible order, or instruction by Inspiration. Those who do not follow the plan and order 

set forth by the Lord Himself, are proceeding after the manner of Gentiles, or those wicked 

princes in Moses' day who were swallowed up when "the earth opened her mouth" to consume 

them. Read Num. 16:12 -13. 

 

"ARTICLE V--SESSIONS 

 

"This Association shall hold regular sessions at such time and place as the Executive Council 

shall designate by a notice published in The Symbolic Code, the official organ of the 

organization, in two consecutive issues before the opening of the session." The Leviticus, p. 7, 

Section 1. 

 

This article provides for the Association, which is already organized by a President who was 

called of God to hold regular sessions or special sessions (Sec. 2 (a)), the time and place 

designated by the Executive Council whose chairman is the President of the Association who is  
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called by Inspiration (Eze. 3:17), and who is the publisher or "The Symbolic Code." Therefore, 

Article V does not make provision for a session or special session to be called to organize an 

Executive Council or to elect a President or vice-president or council members of the 

Association or General Conference. 

 

"BY-LAWS" 

 

"ARTICLE  I -- EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 

 

"Section 1. 

 

"(a) The Executive Council shall be patterned after the council described in Acts, chapter six, 

verses two to six. 

 

"(b)  It shall have full executive and administrative power between sessions of the Association. 

 

"(c) It shall be vested with authority to grant credentials and licenses, and to fill vacancies that 

may occur in any of the association's offices, save the office of President. " The Leviticus, p. 9. . 

 

The twelve Apostles, the governing council at that time, asked a multitude of disciples who had 

received the "gift of the Holy Ghost" Acts 2:33, to look out "seven men of honest report, full of 

tine Holy Ghost and wisdom, whom we may appoint over this business." Acts  6:3. 

 

When Moses, God's chosen Instrument (as were the twelve Apostles), followed God's 

instructions in calling the seventy (Num. 11:1.6, 17) God put the Spirit that was upon Moses 

upon there, "and they prophesied." Num. 11:25. The President of the Davidian Seventh-Day 

Adventist Association, the chairman of the Executive Council, and author publisher of "The 

Leviticus By-Laws" states the Executive Council members "shall be" called and chosen as the 

seventy in the days of Moses, and also the seventy who were chosen by Jesus (Luke 10:1). 

Consequently, there will be the twelve and the seventy appointed and named by the Lord in the 

Branch, fulfilling the type of Jesus’ work. 

 

The Executive Council, with its President-Chairman (the antitype of Moses--Lev. Art. 1 Section 

2, page 4:2; 1 S.R.p.e. pages 6:2;71), "shall be vested with authority... to fill vacancies that may 

occur in any of the Association's offices, save the office of President. " Ibid, Sec. 1. (c) p. 9. 

 

As in the type, when Moses of old came near the end of his task for God, he was commanded by 

the Lord to lay his hands upon Joshua to lead Israel into the land promised to Abraham and his 

SEED.  In the antitype, the Moses of our day, V. T. Houteff, lays his hands, by the medium of 

the "Shepherd's Rod," upon the antitypical Joshua to succeed him (Num. 27:18; 1 T.G.r 8:24) to 

purify the church (Josh. 7) and lead Israel into the Kingdom. 

 

Therefore, the President-chairman of the Executive Council, the antitypical Moses, fills the 

vacancy of his office after the pattern of Moses, in the type, as foretold by Inspiration. The 

Leviticus, page 6. 
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"These scriptures plainly show that the Exodus Movement of old led by Moses through his 

shepherd's rod, from Egypt to Canaan, points forward in type to the final deliverance of God's 

people from their long servitude to the kingdoms of this world, to freedom in the kingdom of 

God.  Accordingly, this final and latter day Exodus Movement is to be led by the antitypical 

Shepherd's Rod, and liberated from all earthly bonds--from sin and from sinners. 

 

"But let it be remembered that the Exodus Movement, the type, was in two sections, the first 

section being led by Moses, and the second by Joshua, and that it was the last, the purified, 

section (that which grew up after the forty years' wilderness wandering, and after all but two who 

were over twenty years of age when they left Egypt, had died) that possessed the land. 

 

"The Movement led by the Rod today is the only Movement in Christendom fitting the type--the 

Israel of Joshua's day: like it, drawing its followers only from the parent Movement, and having 

as its threefold objective the deliverance of God's people from bondage, the possession of the 

land, and the establishment of the kingdom….   

 

"Thus we see that it was not until after the murmurers were eliminated, in the ensample, that 

Joshua took over, and led the Exodus Movement in the land of Canaan. " 3 Ans. 19-21. 

 

In order to make clear the two sections of the antitype, we must establish the first section of the 

type as it applies in the antitype. To do this we shall use three statements from the pen of Brother 

V. T. Houteff, author and publisher of the Shepherd's Rod. 

 

(1) "Purporting to be the antitype of the first exodus, The Shepherd's Rod takes its name from 

Moses' rod, the instrument through which the Lord manifested His power in the deliverance of 

the children of Israel." 1 S. R. p.e. 6:2. 

 

Let us please keep in mind that Moses led ancient Israel under the first section of her deliverance 

from bondage in Egypt, and Joshua the second section. The Shepherd's Rod, therefore, was sent 

to the Seventh-Day Adventist church, modern day Israel, which had turned back from following 

Christ her leader and steadily retreated into Egypt. Read 5T217. 

 

(2) "Finally, Moses' arrival in Egypt and his success in freeing the Hebrew host and restoring 

order and religious liberty in 2513 A.M., coincides with the arrival of The Shepherd's Rod in 

1930 A.D., and with its endeavor to effect revival and reformation and to free Israel of today, " 1 

S. R. p.e. 71:1. 

 

(3) "Hence, anyone can see that the 430 typical years and their interwoven events from the time 

Abraham went out of Ur to the time Moses with the Lord's rod went out of Egypt and delivered 

the law at Mount Sinai, match the 430 antitypical years from the time Luther discontinued his 

study of law and began the study of the Bible, to the year in which The Shepherd's Rod, 

proclaimed the sealing of the 144,000, the deliverance of modern Israel." Ibid, 71:3 . 

 

There were 430 years from the call of Abraham to typical Moses with the rod, and 430 years 

from the call of Luther in 1500 A. D. to antitypical Moses with the Shepherd's Rod in 1930. 
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Hence, in plain simple words, antitypical Moses with the Shepherd's Rod as leader of the first 

section of modern Israel's exodus from bondage in Egypt, is none other than Brother Victor T. 

Houteff. 

 

Likewise, in the same manner, let us answer the question in many minds today as to who is the 

antitypical Joshua, leader of the second section of the Exodus of modern Israel from antitypical 

Egypt and her wilderness wandering, into Canaan's land today. 

 

Joshua, not Moses is the leader of the second section, the one that brings purification as Joshua, 

the type, did anciently. Read Joshua 7. 

 

"Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change?--The BRANCH, And according 

to Isaiah 11:1-5, the Branch is the Lord, the Son of David." 1 T.G.r 8:24:3. 

 

THE JUDGE AND RULER--INTERPRETER OF THE LAW 

 

"What can all this mean?--Just this: Joshua is Heaven's appointed judge [interpreter of the law] 

ruler.  He himself is crowned as such. And in response to the Lord's [The Branch's] Own 

command,  Joshua crowns (authorizes) his helpers [on the Executive Council] whom the Lord 

Himself names. In other words, as members of  'the house of David, Joshua authorizes them to 

engage in the work. So, Joshua is responsible to the Lord [The Branch], but his helpers are 

responsible to Joshua. Here is seen an organization having a Leader [The Branch] and an under 

leader--the Lord [The Branch] and Joshua. " 1 T. G. r 8:26:3. (Parenthesis belongs to quotation). 

 

THE BRANCH---THE NEW NAME OF JESUS 

 

Let this mind be in you, that the Branch is the Lord, the Leader, and Joshua is Heaven's 

appointed judge, "ruler" (king) the "underleader."  It is easy to see, there is nothing here difficult 

to understand. Joshua is chosen by Heaven to tell the church and the world about The Branch 

(the Lord), and to interpret His law.  When we consider that the BRANCH grows up unto David 

in the land promised Abraham and his seed "and this is the NAME (BRANCH) wherewith SHE 

shall be called, The Lord our Righteousness, it is simple to understand that Abraham's seed is 

called by the Lord's name--The BRANCH OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS (Jer. 33:15,16), Jesus' new 

name. Read Rev. 3:12. 

 

THE 144,000 SEALED WITH THREE SEALS 

 

"The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united. On their foreheads was written, God, New 

Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' new name." E.W. 15:1. 

 

This was Ellen G. White's first vision. This statement tells us that when the 144,000 are perfectly 

united they will be sealed with three seals:  (1) The seal of God's name is found in the Sabbath 

(G.C, 452).  (2) The seal of New Jerusalem, the capital city of the Kingdom, is in the message of 

the angel from the East (Rev. 7:1-4), (3) The seal in the glorious Star, representing the kingdom 

of David, containing Jesus' new name (Rev, 2:17; 3:12; Jer. 23:5,6; 33:15,16; Zech. 3:8; 

6:12,1.3; Isa. 11:1; T.M. 449). 
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"Obviously, then, as a result of this revival and reformation within the Laodicean church, another 

church emerges of which Joshua (not antitypical Moses) is in charge (and), not the angel of 

Laodicea." 1 T. G . r 8:24: 2. 

 

Many Years ago Ellen G, White wrote regarding this most important step in the Lord's work, to 

wit: "I saw that God would raise up, a Joshua that would lead us into the kingdom."   Review and 

Herald,  May 29, 1860. 

 

"Zech. 6:11—‘Then take silver and gold, and make crowns, and set them upon the head of 

Joshua the son of Josedech, the high priest." 

 

"The angel is commanded to take silver and gold, and to make crowns -- not one, but more than 

one. These are set upon Joshua's head. 

 

"Verse 14—‘And the crowns shall be to Helem, and to Tobijah, and to Jedaiah, and to Hen the 

son of Zephaniah, for a memorial in the temple of the Lord. 

 

"Verse 14 reveals that Joshua is to pass the crowns on to his helpers whom the Lord Himself 

names. This is to be a memorial, an everlasting reminder in the temple of the Lord." 1 T.G. r 

8:26:1-4. 

 

Let all who are honest and wish to receive the Truth on its own merits (regardless from whence it 

comes), and, likewise, to receive a crown and be in God's everlasting Kingdom of Glory, 

thoroughly consider the following facts: (1) Since Sister Ellen G. White's work and message was 

for the world and the church, while the church (SDA) was retreating into Egypt (5T 217), 

Brother Houteff's work and message of the Shepherd's Rod was, in antitype, to deliver modern 

Israel (SDA) out of Egypt as Moses with the rod was sent to lead ancient Israel from Egypt (1 

S.R. p.e., p, 6) (2) Neither of these messengers could be the antitypical Joshua who leads the 

purified church into the kingdom. Remember Joshua of old, chosen of God, followed on after 

Moses to lead ancient Israel into Canaan. Therefore, Joshua, the type, demands an antitypical 

Joshua, chosen of God, some time after Mrs. White and V.T.Houteff, to lead modern Israel into 

the kingdom. He that receives this Present--Truth of Jesus' new name will receive a crown 

passed on to him by Joshua. 

 

Joshua has the knowledge of the "new name" of Jesus with which to crown or seal the 144,000 

first fruits of Israel (Rev. 7:1-8; 14:1, 4) and a great multitude of second fruits of all nations 

(Rev. 7:9). This is indeed the Marriage Supper of the Lamb (Rev. 19:9). It is the Supper at this 

mid-night hour, as it were, to which the Lord calls you. Can you hear His Voice as He pleads 

with you through His servant, Joshua the High Priest, Judge, and ruler? Please remember though, 

the Lord cannot name you unless you accept His new name which is the crowning act of the 

Gospel of Christ that Joshua wishes to present to you. 

 

The young lady cannot receive the young man's name, his home, and all that he has provided for 

her, unless she is willing to forsake her name, her home, and all that she has to go live with him. 

Therefore, the young man waits until he finds a young lady who wishes to share all that he has. 
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Consequently, the Lord cannot name you unless you are willing to receive His New 

Name--BRANCH.   Hence, Joshua is unable to pass the crown on to any whom the Lord does  

not name--with His NEW name. 

 

Friends, do you wish a crown of eternal life? "Let us be glad and rejoice, " therefore," and give 

honor to him: for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and has wife hath made herself ready." Rev. 

19:7. 

 

All who are willing to forsake all that they have to share all that He has are making themselves 

ready. They are changing their own self-righteousness for His righteousness. 

 

"And to her (His church) was granted that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white: 

for the fine linen is the righteousness of saints. " Rev. 19:8. The righteousness of the saints is the 

message of Christ's Righteousness. 

 

In Ezekiel 9:3, 4 we see one of the six men clothed in "linen" with a "writer's inkhorn by his side. 

He is clothed with the message of the Righteousness of Christ--His new name--with which to 

mark or seal the 144,000 first fruits in their foreheads---put it in their minds. (Rev. 7:4: 14:1, 4). 

"And he saith unto me, Write, Blessed are they which are called unto the marriage supper of the 

Lamb. And he saith unto me, These are the true sayings of God." Rev. 19:9. 

 

THE MARRIAGE SUPPER OF THE LAMB 

 

This message of the white linen (Christ's Righteousness) is the marriage supper of the Lamb. 

"And I fell at his feet to worship him, And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy 

fellowservant, and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the 

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy, " Rev. 19:10. 

 

Some felt like worshiping Joshua for bringing such a wonderful message, but he reminds them 

that we are not to worship man even though he has the Testimony of Jesus which is the Spirit of 

Prophecy. But God's elect should worship Him by following the instructions of the message in 

the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS--THE CEREMONIAL LAW 

 

The Testimony of Jesus is an Inspired message pertaining to our Saviour. For instance, a true 

knowledge of the ceremonial law testifies of Jesus our sacrifice and Redeemer. Brother V. T. 

Houteff, in his study on "The Temples Type," explains this Truth in the following statement: "the 

typical temples represent both sections of the church with two divine laws; namely, moral and 

Ceremonial. Thus the 'woman' represents a church that keep the 'commandments of God--moral 

law, and have the testimony of Jesus Messiah,'-- ceremonial law… ."  2 S.R. 268:2 . Our Creator 

is disclosed to view in the moral law whereas our Redeemer and Re-creator is revealed in the 

ceremonial law, which is the Testimony of Jesus. 

 

"I entreat of you to read the third and fourth chapters of Zechariah.  If  these chapters are 

understood, if they are received, a work will be done for those who are hungering and thirsting  
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for righteousness, a work that means to the church: 'Go forward and upward."' 6T. 296:1. 

 

This message of The Lord Our Righteousness, Zechariah states, is brought by Joshua  the "judge, 

ruler," the interpreter of the law, who is crowned as king over God's people. Read 1 T.G.r 8:26. 

Whereas in the time of the Investigative Judgment of the Living in Eze. 23:36, Ezekiel is told to 

judge Israel, Aholah (SDA) and Judah, Aholibah (DSDA) by declaring to them their 

abominations.  

 

Ellen G. White states, "In the balances of the sanctuary the Seventh-Day Adventist church is to 

be weighed." 8T. 247:2. 

 

RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST--JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING 

 

However, under another symbolism Jesus shows that the one who has the keys to the Door 

(Yahshua) and His Kingdom is the "porter" (John 10). This same Truth of Christ's Righteousness 

is taught by joining the two sticks; the two kingdoms of Israel: Ephraim (SDA) with 

headquarters at the north--Takoma Park, D.C. and Judah (DSDA) with headquarters in the 

South--Texas, and showing antitypical David as their shepherd who joins the two sticks and 

teaches God's people to walk in the Lords judgments and to observe His statutes. David is God's 

servant, king, and prince over His people "forever." 

 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND DAVID THE KING 

 

"And David my servant shall be king over them; and they all shall have one shepherd: they shall 

also walk in my judgments, and observe my statutes, and do them. And they shall dwell in the 

land that I have given unto Jacob my servant, wherein your fathers have dwelt; and they shall 

dwell therein, even they, and their children and their children's children for ever: and my servant 

David shall be their prince for ever. Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them; it shall 

be an everlasting covenant with them: and I will place them, and multiply them, and will set my 

sanctuary in the midst of them forevermore. My tabernacles also shall be with them: yea; I will 

be their God, and they shall be my people. And the heathen shall know shat I the Lord do 

sanctify Israel, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for evermore." Eze. 37:24-28. 

 

Even the heathen shall know that the Lord sanctifies Israel when they are in His kingdom. "And 

the Gentiles shall see thy riqhteousness and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called by a new 

name, which the mouth of the Lord shall name." lsa. 62:2. 

 

WE WILL NOT HAVE THIS MAN 

 

With this abundant knowledge of the most glorious truth; of the Righteousness of Christ in our 

midst, people still doubt and say by their actions, if not by their words, that they will not have 

this man. 

 

"But his citizens hated him, and sent a message after him, saying, ‘We will not have this man to 

reign over us.’''  Luke 19:14. 
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The Lord is hated by His citizens, because of His choice of the person He appoints to reign over 

them. 

 

Says the Lord's servant regarding this Scripture, "As they sent a message after Him, saying ‘We 

will not have this man to reign over us,’ the only conclusion admissible is that shortly before His 

return, Christ shall inform His 'citizens' that He is taking 'the reins in His own hands' to set up 

His kingdom, and that they; upon hearing the announcement, shall, refuse to submit themselves 

to the one through whom He is to rule. 

 

"Observe that in the message which they 'sent after Him:' his servants did not say; 'We will not 

have YOU to reign over us,' but rather  ' we will not have THIS MAN to reign over us.' What 

they objected to was Christ's reigning over them through someone else. Clearly, then, before He 

is coronated and prior to His return to reckon with His servants, He appoints a 'man' to reign over 

them in His stead. Whereupon they say to Him, by their attitude and stand toward His message, 

'We will not have THIS MAN to reign over us,' although ‘this man’ as we now see, is the 

Antitypical David (the 'simple means'), the visible king." 8 Tr. 71:1,2. (Capitals for V.T.H. 

italics.) 

 

Notwithstanding, all of His citizens who hate Him and who send their messages showing their 

displeasure with the Lord because of the antitypical David He places over His flock, there will be 

many who 'shall take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew saying, We will go with you: for we 

have heard that God is with you." Zech. 8:23.  " …that is, the one who is a Jew represents Christ 

in the person of His saints (the 144,000), 'His skirt represents truth or the church as a whole, by 

which the 144,000 are symbolically clothed.'"  2 S.R. 281,282. 

 

JESSE-ROD -BRANCH 

 

"Plainly, therefore, the 'rod,' coming from the stem of Jesse; is symbolical of David; and the 

Branch, coming from the rod, is symbolical of the son of David--Christ. 

 

"Upon this ' ensign' (Branch and rod) 'the Spirit of the Lord shall rest.'" 8 Tr. 46:0,l. (Parenthesis 

belongs to quotation.) 

 

"Since therefore from the 'stem' of Jesse came the 'rod'--(David), and from the rod sprang the 

Branch (Christ), David the visible king and Christ the invisible King of kings shall ‘in that day’ 

--in our time-- constitute the 'ensign,' and to it shall the Gentiles seek: and His rest (or His resting 

place--the location where the ‘rod’ or ensign stands--the kingdom) shall be glorious.' Yea 'I will 

make the place of My feet glorious' (Isa. 60:13), saith the Lord."  8T. 47:1. 

 

Whereas antitypical Ezekiel is depicted as the judge, at the same time, Zechariah says he is 

"Joshua," In the symbolism of joining the two sticks, Ezekiel calls God's servant "David." In 

John (chapter ten) Jesus says he is the "porter" who opens the Door to the Kingdom. Luke states 

he is the "one" left in charge of the work and His citizens are so displeased with the "one" to the 

point where they hate the Lord for it and send Him a message saying so.  Malachi states he is the 

"one" the Lord puts in charge with whom His citizens are displeased is Elijah." (Mal. 4:4-6).   
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Read Testimonies To Ministers 475:3. Joshua of old was chosen to lead Israel (Num. 28:17-23) 

into the Promised land and to purify the camp (Josh. 7). So it is with antitypical Joshua. 

 

All these are depicted as one and the same individual. Who brings to the church the message of 

Christ's Righteousness, the Investigative Judgment of the Living--the message that judges the 

present-day church, Aholah and Aholibah. 

 

Jesus says, "He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the 

word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day." John 12:48. 

 

SAMUEL ANOINTS DAVID KING 

 

David of old was anointed by Samuel to be king of Israel while Saul was yet king. "Then Samuel 

took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his brethren: and the Spirit of the Lord 

came upon David from that day forward. So Samuel rose up, and went to Ramah. But the Spirit 

of the Lord departed from Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lord troubled him." 1 Sam. 16:13,14. 

 

Antitypical David, Joshua, et cetra, is anointed while antitypical Saul (S.D.A. Gen. Conf.), ruler 

of modern Israel, and his son Jonathan (D.S.D.A.) are yet living. You recall Jonathan ate honey 

against Saul's instructions to fast. "He put forth the end of the rod that was in his hand, and 

dipped it in an honeycomb, and put his hand to his mouth; and his eyes were enlightened.  Then 

Saul said to Jonathan, Tell me what thou hast done. And Jonathan told him, and said, I did but 

taste a little honey with the end of the rod that was in mine hand and, lo, I must die." 1 Sam. 

14:27,43. 

 

In Zechariah chapters three and six, Joshua is shown with the Angel which is Christ the Branch. 

(See 1 T.G.r 8:24-27; ST 467-476.) At the same time Jeremiah shows that the church that is 

called by Jesus' new name Branch, SHE the Lord our righteousness, grows unto David, their 

“judge, ruler."  Read Jer. 23:5,6 ; 33:15,16.  This is in the days for the salvation of Judah and 

Israel, the time in which they are saved--probationary time. 

 

THE THREE DIVISIONS OF THE TRUE CHURCH 

 

Here it is plain to see that the three divisions of the Seventh-day Adventist church are shown in 

typology, which explains and establishes the prophecy pertaining to them. It is necessary to 

obtain this information so that the elect will not be deceived by one of the three divisions of the 

false, who claim to be the true. Through type and antitype we have a sure way to prove who is 

the True Remnant Church 

 

SAUL, JONATHAN, AND DAVID--IN ANTITYPE 

 

Although Saul was wroth with David and threatened his life, even pursuing after him to slay 

him; yet, when David found Saul asleep in a cave, he would not harm Saul but cut off only the 

skirt of his robe. (Just a part of his covering) Read 1 Sam. 24:1-4. 

 

When David's men saw Saul sleeping, they reminded him of God's promise to deliver Saul into 

his hands (1 Sam. 24:4).  Nevertheless, David did not fall into the enemy's trap, but rather, "cut  
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off Saul's skirt." Even so, afterwards David's conscience smote him with the realization that he 

had committed a discourtesy to the reigning King; therefore, he apologized to Saul. 

 

However, the incident helped Saul to realize David's love and respect for him as his superior. At 

the same time, both men were conscious of the fact that David was to be king over Israel, rather 

than Saul's posterity. Therefore, Saul had compassion on David as he saw the genuineness of his 

character. The result of this co incidence was that the two men were made conscious of the close 

bond between them. David called him "father" and Saul called David "son". 

 

So it is in the closing work for the church the General Conference Brethren (the antitype of Saul) 

realize that they will not be permitted to continue conducting the Lord's work from Takoma 

Park, Washington D.C. in the time of the Loud Cry, since they cannot then buy or sell without 

receiving the mark of the beast (Rev.13:17). 

 

Here is wisdom: Antitypical Saul (the G .C. Brethren) is well aware of the fact that His posterity, 

the General Conference with an elected President at Takoma Park, D.C., will not be the 

governing body for the church in the last days.  In studying the Bible regarding this subject and 

making the application of type and antitype in this manner, they are made aware of antitypical 

David's love for them, and his great zeal and desire for their salvation and progress of the work 

of the message by the Angel who joins the Third Angel's message as it swells to a loud cry. Read 

Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4, T.M. 59, 300; E.W. 277. 

 

THE TRUTH ESTABLISHED BY TYPE, SYMBOLS, AND ANTITYPE 

 

"The whole system of types and symbols was a compacted prophecy of the gospel, a presentation 

in which were bound up the promises of redemption." A.A. page 14. 

 

"Thus, through patriarchs and prophets , as well as through types and symbols , God spoke to the 

world concerning the coming of a Deliverer from sin." P. K. page 697. 

 

"Thus through types and symbols He makes wise the simple and confounds the prudent by 

showing that where there is no type there is no truth."  2 S.R. page 10:2. 

 

"Again, we see there is a type for every event, and let none despise types, for where there is no 

type, there is no truth." 2 S.R. page 153:0. 

 

"A close study of the type is the only possible way to clear the truth." 2 S.R. 266:5 

 

" . . . ancient Babylon became a type; and had it not been so, there would have been no modern 

Babylon--the anti-type. (Rev. 18:2)."  2 S. R. page 268:3. See also Rev. 14:8. 

 

"Now, if never before we should see that where there is a type there is also an antitype, and that 

where there is no type, there is no Truth." 1 T.G. 47:15:1. 

 

When we consider the leadership of God's people, Israel, anciently and make application to the 

Lord's leadership of modern day Israel (S.D.A.), we see that since the Philistines of old slew 

Jonathan, Saul's son, first (1 Sam. 31:2-6), then we are made conscious of the fact that to be true  
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to type, the antitypical Philistines must slay Jonathan (D. S. D. A. Executive Council) before 

they slay Saul (S. D .A. General Conference). 

 

With the enmity exerted by evil influence, it can well be seen that there is an attempt to persuade 

antitypical David to use the advantage that God gives him to slay Saul (1 Sam. 24:4 first part). 

 

However, like David of old, the David of today only cuts off the skirt of Saul's robe while the 

angel of Laodicea uses his own righteousness with which to cover his feet (see 1 Sam. 24:4 last 

part) in his Laodicean (sleeping), condition (See Rev. 3:13-19). 

 

ISHBOSHETH, SAUL'S SON, A TYPE 

 

It was thought by many in Israel that since Ishbosheth was Saul's son he should be the rightful 

heir to his father's throne. Read 2 Sam. 2. There were two brothers, Baanah and Rechab, 

"captains of bands," who slew Ishbosheth. Later David had his young men slay them ( 2 Sam. 

4:12). "But they took the head of Ishbosheth, and buried it. 

 

In this act, David of old, showed his loyalty to the king of Israel and his respect for Saul by 

avenging the blood of his son. There is a nobility of character shown in right actions, and the son 

of Jesse, although faulty, did show forth a dignity and certain qualities of moral excellence in his 

regard for the King's office. 

 

REVIVAL AND REFORMATION 

 

During world war I the General Conference failed to take a stand for Conscientious Objection or 

Noncombatant Service and Sabbath privileges with a diet free from unclean meats for 

Seventh-Day Adventist boys in Germany. They permitted and even encouraged the S.D.A. 

young men to take up arms and fight. 

 

"For proof that the spirit of persecution was manifested by our 'former brethren' please notice the 

following document which appeared in the 'Dresdener Neuesten Nachrichten' April 12 , 1918. 

 

"Adventist Ministers and Fatherland 

 

"'At the beginning of the war our denomination divided into two parts. While ninety-eight per 

cent of our membership took the position on Bible ground that it was their conscientious duty to 

defend the Fatherland with weapons, and that also on the Sabbath, and this united position of the 

leaders was at once forwarded to the War Department; two per cent, however, did not submit 

themselves to this united resolution, and therefore, had to be disfellowshiped because of their 

unchristian conduct. These unprofitable elements set themselves up as preachers, and with small 

results, made propaganda for their foolish ideas. They call themselves falsely preachers and 

Adventists, they are not, they are deceivers. When such elements shall receive their merited 

punishment, we regard it, in fact, a favor done toward us. Our leaders have, up to this day, 

invested our surplus church money in war loans, in the fullest assurance that Germany, with 

God's help, would come through the struggle victorious. Everywhere our members are sharing 

the self evident duty, in giving into the hands of the Fatherland the so-much-needed means. The  
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Adventist men are practically all in the field, or Army service, faithfully performing their duty, 

and expect a just treatment as thanks from the Fatherland also." The Truth about the Reform 

Movement in the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, pp. 10,11. 

 

Please note the above statement from the official German S.D.A. publication as quoted in The 

Truth about the Reform Movement in the Seventh-Day Adventist Church. It says ninety-eight 

percent took the stand that it was their duty to defend the Fatherland (Germany) with arms. The 

refusal to take up arms, and defend Germany, even on God's Holy Sabbath Day was considered 

unchristian by all but two percent of the church membership. Because the two percent stood firm 

for principle they were disfellowshiped.  

 

If those who stood firm for their faith were killed, it was recorded by the rebellious majority as a 

service to them. 

 

"Our leaders have invested church money the tithe, etc. in war loans," to arm Adventist young 

men in Germany to fight, disregarding even the Sabbath, and to kill Seventh-Day Adventist boys 

from France, England, America, etcetra. What greater deception can come upon human minds 

than for men to think they have an exalted position before God, when, in fact, they incur His 

Divine Wrath by their wicked actions? 

 

"I was shown that God's people, who are His peculiar treasure, cannot engage in this perplexing 

war, for it is opposed to every principle of their faith. In the army they cannot-obey the truth and 

at the same time obey the requirements of their officers. There would be a continual violation of 

conscience. Worldly men are governed by worldly principles. They can appreciate no other. " 

1T. 361:2. 

 

As a result of the wrong course taken by representatives of the General Conference of S.D.A.s in 

Germany, the Reform Movement --Ishbosheth-- an offspring of the Mother Church, was born. 

 

Saul and his posterity ruled in Israel, for only, a season after David was anointed by Samuel to 

become king of Israel. For soon after David was anointed by God's prophet, the Philistines slew 

Jonathan and Saul, and two brothers arose in one combined effort and slew Ishbosheth as he "lay 

on a bed at noon." 2 Sam. 4:5. 

 

CAPTAINS OF BANDS 

 

In making a right application of type and antitype, remember, it must be done in a correct 

manner in order to teach a present-truth lesson, unmasking error, making wise the simple, and 

confounding the so-called wise. We must realize that there is a key, revealed by Inspiration, with 

which to unlock the mysteries of Heaven. 

 

Through the Spirit of Prophecy by Ellen G. White, Inspiration reveals the key with which we are 

able to unlock the mystery of the identity of the true Israel of today--God's remnant--"which keep 

the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Messiah. " Rev. 12:17. 
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Speaking on ancient Israel Sister White states, "We are repeating the history of that people. 

5T.160:2 . 

 

Since we are repeating the history of Israel, it must be that our history compares with theirs. 

Thus, Inspiration's key unlocks the mystery, and identifies the true remnant of Israel. 

 

Therefore, as a result of the combined efforts of two brothers in the type (Baanah and Rechab) 

"captains of bands," who slew Ishbosheth, the son of Saul, at noon; we now have two brothers in 

antitype, who, in one combined reform movement, are zealously attempting to bring about a 

reform in the church. They figuratively slay the Reform S:D.A. Church- antitypical Ishbosheth, 

while he is resting at noon-day--while the light is shining from Heaven. 

 

Here we see one coming up and the other going down. However, antitypical David commands 

his young men (helpers) to slay the two brothers---a non-prophetic Reform Movement, with the 

Sword of Inspiration--Present Truth.  If the Truth cannot save it destroys. At this late hour, the 

reform that has the Living Testimony of the Spirit of Prophecy consumes all non-inspired reform 

movements. 

 

"I have been shown that the Lord is reviving the living, pointed testimony, which will develop 

character and purify the church." 1T. 216:1. 

 

"I was shown that the pointed testimony must live in the church. This alone will answer to the 

message to the Laodiceans." 3T. 260:1. 

 

"God designs that there shall ever be a living testimony in the church." Id. 360:2, - 

 

"This (unity) cannot be accomplished without a clear, pointed, living testimony in the church." 

Id. 361:3. 

 

Many years ago Ellen G. White wrote, "I saw angels hurrying to and fro in heaven, descending 

to the earth, and again ascending to heaven, preparing for the fulfillment of some important 

event. Then I saw another mighty angel commissioned to descend to the earth, to unite his voice 

with the third angel, and give power and force to his message." E.W. 277:1. 

 

Here is been the mighty angel (message of Rev. 18:1), which is Christ, THE BRANCH, THE 

LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS. (Jer. 23:5, 6). Our Lord rebukes Satan and stands before 

Joshua, removing his iniquity and the sins of His people, Israel. 

 

Sister White says, "Then the Angel, who is Christ Himself, the Saviour of sinners, puts to silence 

the accuser of His people, declaring, 'The Lord rebuke thee, O Satan; even the Lord that hath 

chosen Jerusalem, rebuke thee. Is not this a brand plucked out of the fire?"' 5T. 469:1. 

 

When we realize that Joshua escaped from captivity in Babylon a few hundred years before 

Christ, we are made aware of the fact that the preceding statement by the Lord's servant shows 

this symbolism in Zechariah 3 refers to antitypical Joshua in our day. She speaks metaphorically 

of Judah returning from Babylon of old in comparison with God's remnant 144,000, returning to  
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their homeland from spiritual Babylon today, to stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion (Rev. 14:1). 

Our Saviour who has chosen New Jerusalem, the capital city of His Kingdom, rebukes Satan. 

 

"But while the followers of Christ have sinned, they have not given themselves to the control of 

evil. They have put away their sins, and have sought the Lord in humility and contrition, and the 

Divine Advocate pleads in their behalf. 

 

"The assaults of Satan are strong, his delusions are terrible; but the Lord's eye is upon His 

people. Their affliction is great, the flames of the furnace seem about to consume them; but Jesus 

will bring them forth as gold tried in the fire. Their earthliness must be removed that the image 

of Christ may be perfectly reflected; unbelief must be overcome; faith, hope, and patience are to 

be developed." Id. 474:2,3. 

 

" . . . the remnant are not only pardoned and accepted, but honored. 'A fair miter' is set upon their 

heads. They are to be as kings and priests unto God." ST. 475:2. 

 

Speaking of the leader of God's remnant--Joshua--who has the Living Spirit of Prophecy, Mrs. 

White states, "He would be honored as the judge or  ruler over the temple and all its services; he 

should walk among attending angels, even in this life, and should at last join the glorified throng 

around the throne of God." 5T. 469:3. 

 

Here we see that not only Joshua---the General Conference, or Executive Council president--has 

a crown during the Loud Cry but all his hearers will have crowns also. 

 

Consequently; since V.T. Houteff Says that the Branch (the Lord) brings the, revival and 

reformation, the great change, and He crowns Joshua as His under-leader, and the church that 

goes by the "new name" of the Lord--the Branch, grows up unto David (Jer. 33:15,16), the truth 

stands out that Brother Houteff with the oil of Truth is the Shepherd's Rod, is antitypical Samuel 

who anoints antitypical David to be king o£ Israel in place of antitypical Saul (the General 

Conference) and his posterity. 

 

Truth is established by a true application of the types. Never forget that "...there is a type for 

every event, and let none despise types, for where there is no type, there is no truth." 2 S.R.153.   

Also, “. . .that where there is a type there is also an antitype, and that where there is no type, 

there is no Truth. " 1 T.G.r 47:15 . 

 

The facts speak for themselves. Here Inspiration reveals the Truth, and the weight of evidence 

proves it correct.  For example, Ellen G. White said that William Miller was a type of John the 

Baptist (E.W. 233). Yet, the world and the church as a whole rejected William Miller and called 

his messages of the First and Second angels of Rev. 14:6-8 false. Only a very few of 

approximately fifty thousand who followed Miller, accepted E.G. White with the Third Angel's 

Message of Rev. 14:9-13. Only a small percent of the million and a half or so of S.D.A.s, have 

progressed with the Truth of the Kingdom message by the angel ascending from the East (Rev. 

7:2), which, incidentally, is the Fourth Angel's message of Rev. 14:15 that was brought by V.T. 

Houteff in the Shepherd's Rod (Micah 5:9).  He not only proclaimed the sealing of the 144,000 

of Rev. 7:13, but  
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also announced the Harvest Angel--the fifth angel of Rev. 14:16-18--the Branch, with the seal of 

Jesus' new name. Rev. 3:12; E.W.15.  Likewise, it was only a remnant of those who had 

followed on with the fourth angel's message, that continued to follow the Truth in the fifth, or 

Harvest Angel--the Branch, when He came.  Never has the leadership accepted a reform message 

from the Lord except in the case of Nineveh. However, the Scriptures indicate the possibility of 

this precedent soon being broken. 

 

If Miller was a false prophet, then E. G. White, V. T. Houteff, and the Branch Messenger are 

likewise false prophets. Not only that, but John the Revelator would be false also, because on 

Patmos he proclaimed that these messages would come. 

 

Therefore, since John proclaimed the five angels' messages of Revelation 14, which later were 

revealed successively to God's church through His messengers--Miller, White, Houteff, and the 

Branch messenger, and as the founders of the S.D.A, denomination saw that there are five 

messages in this chapter (WLF 10,11), and since Inspiration has now linked these messages 

together, link after link, into an unbreakable chain of prophecy (Ed. 178), they must be true. 

 

Satan works constantly, and uses every force possible to keep God's people from advancing with 

the Truth. Consequently, it is difficult to teach a new message to the church or the world.  

Nevertheless, John declares that 144,000 from the church (Rev. 7:1-8), and a great multitude 

from all nations (Rev. 7:9) will receive the seal of these messages. The messages of (1) the seal 

of God (G. C. 452); (2) New Jerusalem (Rev. 3:12,); and (3) Jesus' new name (E. W. 15) by the 

Branch, have been catching on quite readily in the S.D.A. church-Israel, and are picking up 

momentum . They will continue to grow in the church till the 144,000 are sealed, then they will 

go like wild fire to the world in the Loud Cry. 

 

We had the non-prophetic messages in 1500 A.D. and onward by Luther, Knox, Wesley, Calvin, 

and Campbell, et cetera.  Then the prophetic reform messages by Miller, White, the Shepherd's 

Rod, and now the Branch, followed in succession.  

 

As a result of these movements and messages, we have the denominations of today, a fact which 

conclusively shows that not "all Israel" is willing to progress with the Light as God chooses to 

send It. 

 

Reform messages are vitally necessary for the church in her backslidden condition when they are 

properly conducted and are free of fanaticism. The Lord has always used prophets to guide 

straying Israel back to Him. Never has Israel, as a whole, given heed to God as He spoke to them 

through His prophets; it is only a remnant that has ever progressed with Truth. Therefore, the 

tares in the church will be bundled, but the wheat, the remnant (Rev. 12:17), will be put in the 

barn--Kingdom (Matt. 13:30). 

 

Let us ever keep in mind that we are drawing- a parallel between the leadership of Ancient Israel 

and Modern Israel--the Seventh-day Adventists, and the principal reform move within her ranks. 

 

Davidians believe that V. T. Houteff had the prophetic voice, and if the leaders of the S.D.A.  
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church do not think so, that fact alone does not make him false. The history of Israel shows that 

she has never accepted the prophets God has sent. The Jews did not accept Jesus as the Messiah 

when He came. The weight of evidence from the Bible proves the Shepherd's Rod message to be 

true. 

 

Are you catching on, brothers and sisters? Do you understand? The young people seem to be the 

ones who are able to grasp this message by the Branch more quickly than the older members of 

the church. Sister White said the young people would finish the work. They are able to count the 

"five" angels' messages in Revelation 14, as were the founders of the S.D.A, church, who stated, 

"All classes of second advent believers agree, that the angel brought to view in the 6th, and 7th 

verses of this chapter (Rev. 14), represents the advent message, to the church and world. If this is 

true, then all five of the angels brought to view in this chapter, represent five distinct messages, 

prior to the advent, or we are left without a rule to interpret this chapter. " A Word To The Little 

Flock, 10,11. Published by The Review and Herald Publishing Association, Washington, D. C. 

 

Older members have difficulty counting more than three angels in Rev. 14, and Davidians more 

than four. Since their disappointment some Davidians can only count three, w h i 1 e there are 

yet other Davidians who can not count at all, since they were blinded by their leaders in 1959. 

 

For those who wish to learn about the fifth angel of Revelation 14, consider what Brother V. T. 

Houteff has to say regarding, 

 

"WHY DAVID A TYPE?" 

 

"Inevitably because he is the only one who perfectly fits the antitype--the leadership in the time 

of the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's Message. This being so, then it necessarily follows that 

Saul, the first king who reigned over Israel, and who was largely responsible for the early 

experience of David's life, is a type of the church leadership in the period preceding the Loud 

Cry--the leadership which was raised up in 1844, and for the sole purpose of gathering the 

144,000, the first fruits of the kingdom. In each case, type perfectly matches antitype. 

 

"On account of his outwardly kingly appearance, Saul was chosen by the people, as the reader 

will remember, to be their king, in spite of God's disapproval (1 Sam. 8:7). Then finally when 

God rejected him and anointed David to be a king in his stead, he was determined to retain the 

throne by attempting to kill David, but ended up, ever before David ascended it; by deliberately 

killing himself (1 Sam. 31:4). 

 

"Time has already demonstrated that the S.D.A. organization is fulfilling the type. Preferring to 

incorporate, and to elect officers by the people's vote, they have thereby manifested that they 

have cared not so much to please God by being 'a peculiar people,' as He would have them to be, 

as they have to please themselves by being as much as possible like the other, 

denominations--just as in Saul's time the people wanted to be like the nations round about them 

(l Sam. 8:5, 7). And although chosen by the people, yet the General Conference officers were 

nevertheless accepted by God to be the rulers over His people now, as Saul was anciently.  Just 

as he betrayed his trust, however, by disobeying the Word of God as spoken to him by the 

prophet Samuel, so the present church organization, ‘the ancient men … before the house,' have,  
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says the prophet to the church today, ‘betrayed their trust.' – Testimonies, Vol. 5 p. 211."  Tract 

8:47-49. 

 

Saul consulted with familiar spirits (1 Sam. 28:7-25).  Reporting on the Full Gospel 

Businessmen’s Fellowship International’s 10th Annual Convention in Seattle, July 1962, the 

F.G.B.’s magazine, "Voice,"  September 1962, states, “The Holy Spirit  came down upon the 

people,… spoke in tongues,… many faiths assembled… Presbyterians, … 

Methodists,…Baptists, Seventh-Day Adventists… all meeting at the feet of Jesus.”  (pages 3 & 

5).  "Dr. H.M.S. Richards,… was the featured speaker." (page 6 on opening day.)   The 

September 1956 issue of  "Eternity" magazine carried the following statement by Dr. Donald 

Barnhouse concerning his meeting with S.D.A. leaders:  "Further, they do not believe, as some 

of their earlier teachers taught, that Jesus' atoning work was not completed on Calvary but 

instead that he was still carrying on a second ministering work since 1844.  This idea is also 

totally repudiated." 

 

"Speaking to the S.D.A. leadership, the servant of the Lord says: "You have no right to manage, 

unless you manage in God’s order.  Are you under the control of God?  Do you see your 

responsibility to Him" … That these men should stand in a sacred place to be as the voice of God 

to the people as we once believed the General Conference to be, -- THAT IS PAST. What we 

want now is REORGANIZATION.’  GENERAL CONFERENCE BULLETIN, 34th Session, 

Vol. 4, Extra No. 1, April 3, 1901,  p. 25 Cols. 1,2."  Tract 8:49.  (Caps for V.T.H. italics.) 

 

THE TWO STICKS GRAPHIC – see appendix  

The Finished Product  - Zech. 10:6 – 9:13 

 

Judah – D.S.D.A. (The Bow)  Israel -  Isa. 49:2  S.D.A. (Arrow) 

 

Tents of Judah  B.D.S.D.A. 

 

"The Lord also shall save the tents of Judah first."  Zech. 12:7.  

 

Ezekiel 37, you recall, prophetically proclaimed that David is to rule at a time when the two 

"sticks" (houses) of Israel are joined together in the land God gave to Jacob.  This prophecy has 

not as yet been fulfilled. The twelve tribes have never returned since Ezekiel's time. Only a 

remnant of the Jews returned from Babylon and were in the land when the Messiah was anointed 

in 27 A.D., sixty-nine weeks--483 years, Dan. 9:25--from the time the decree was issued by 

Artaxerxes for the Jews to return from their captivity in Babylon to Jerusalem and Palestine 

(Ezra 7:13). 

 

At that time the Kingdom of God was to have been set up. (Read D.A. 577.) Even though our 

forefathers rejected the Lord, and thereby thwarted His plan to give them the Kingdom in their 

day, "That which God purposed to do for the world through the chosen nation, He will finally 

accomplish, through His church on earth today." P.K. 713, 714. 

 

Because Ezekiel and all the prophets wrote of the coming Messiah and His Kingdom, the 

followers of Jesus expected Him to set up the Kingdom in their day. However, Sister White  
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clearly tells us it will still come. Prayerfully ponder her words: "The disciples of Christ were 

looking for the immediate coming of the kingdom of His glory; but in giving them this (the 

Lord's) prayer, Jesus taught that the kingdom was not then to be established. They were to pray 

for its coming as an event yet future. But this petition was also an assurance to them. While they 

were not to behold the coming of the kingdom in their day, the fact that Jesus bade them pray nor 

it, is evidence that in God's own time it will surely come."  Mount of Blessing, p. 159. 

 

A remnant of Jews have now returned from the lands of Spiritual Babylon in fulfillment of the 

prophecy, "Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation not desired:" Zeph. 2:1. 

The Lord's command to Spiritual Israel (the church) is, "Behold the bridegroom cometh; go ye 

out to meet him." Matt. 25:6. God calls for His church, Spiritual Israel, the 144,000, to go out of 

the lands of Spiritual Babylon, and stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion. 

 

Declares the Revelator, "And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sion, and with him 

an hundred and forty and four thousand, having his Father's name written in their foreheads." 

Rev.. 14:1. 

 

Please note that John says the 144,000 are lineal descendants of the twelve tribes of Israel. Read 

Rev. 7:4-8. They have accepted Jesus as the Messiah, joining the Christian church. As virgins 

(Rev. 14:4; Matt. 25:1-13; C.O.L. 406:2, 3) they are found in God's true church (the one teaching 

the Sabbath and Sanctuary truth) when they are sealed as first-fruits, not being contaminated 

with spiritual Babylon and her false doctrines. 

 

The first 12,000 sealed are from the tribe of Judah (Rev. 7:5), and we conclude that some are 

descendants of the early Christian Jews who lost their Jewish identity and who are not now 

known as Jews, but Christians. However, some may yet be known as Jews. 

 

WHAT IS IN A NAME? 

 

One way to identify Christian Jews today is by their names, Names are significant in the marking 

work done by the man in linen (Eze. 9:3, 4). The names, Johns, Johnson, James, Peters, Peterson, 

Matthews, Paul, etc., from the lineage of the Apostles indicate Hebrew origin. 

 

Other names are significant. "Roden means "ruler" in Hebrew. Rod, referring to the king of 

Israel, Isa. 11:1 states, would come from the stem of Jesse, the father of King David. See Matt. 

1:6; Acts 13:22. Thus the Shepherd's Rod believers who were from the S.D.A, church 

(antitypical Jesse), were providentially called Davidians. Hence the message about the Branch 

(Christ) prophetically followed the S.D.A. and D.S.D.A. messages in fulfillment of the type. 

 

In printing... en . . . (is) a space half as wide as an em; used as a unit of measurement. An "em… 

used as &, unit of measure of printed matter . . . (is) commonly used as a standard of 

measurement." Webster.  Therefore by adding two "ens" together we have one "em," a standard 

of measurement.  Since the name "Roden" means ruler, then by taking the “en” of the name 

“Roden (or ruler), Heaven’s representative on earth, and joining it  
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with the "En" of the Great Ruler (or Roden in Hebrew) in Heaven, the Son of God, we have an 

“em” on earth—God’s standard of measurement for all printed matter. 

 

Also, consider that "em" is "The portion of a line formerly occupied by the letter m, then a 

square type, used as a unit of measure for printed matter.”  Webster. 

 

Hence, the 144,000 rulers (Rodens in Hebrew—"kings and priests", Rev. 5:10, crowns passed to 

them by Joshua 1 T.G. 8:26), standing in  a perfect “em” (square) on Mt. Zion (Rev. 14:1)—the 

two sticks joined as the finished product, seeing "eye to eye, when the Lord shall bring again 

Zion" Isa. 52:8, perfectly united with the Great Ruler (or, "Roden," in Hebrew) of the universe, 

as His wife… the BRANCH….she, the Lord our righteousness" Jer. 33:15,16; then, the church 

will be the standard of measurement for all the nations.  "In those days shall Judah be saved, and 

Jerusalem shall dwell safely:" Jer. 33:16.  "And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all 

kings thy glory; and thou shall be called by a new name (in the last days, see Rev. 3:12) which 

the mouth (or mouthpiece) of the Lord shall name."  Isa. 62:2.   

 

To further consider the name which means ruler in the Hebrew, Isaiah says, "And there shall 

come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots:" Isa. 11:1.   

 

DEPICTION – THE KINGDOM ILLUSTRATED – The Two Trees joined together "Salvation 

is of the Jews" – Jews and Gentiles grafted in.  Jesse The Stem.  Isaiah 11 -- The promise of the 

Kingdom is to the Jews only, but the privilege to be grafted in is to all. 

 

"In this illustration there are three persons brought to view: Jesse (the father of David), the rod 

(David), and the Branch (Christ).  The relationship shows that David (the rod) is not Christ (the 

Branch), for the ‘rod’ sprang from the stem of Jesse, and the Branch from the rod."  Tract 

8:45,46. 

 

"Plainly, therefore, the 'rod,' coming from the stem of Jesse, is symbolical of David; and the 

Branch, coming from the rod, is symbolical of the son of David--Christ. 

 

"Upon this 'ensign' (Branch and rod) 'the Spirit of the Lord shall rest . . . , the Spirit of wisdom 

and understanding, the Spirit of counsel and might, the Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the 

Lord; and shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord; and he shall not judge 

after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears: but with righteousness 

shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth: and he shall smite the 

earth with the rod of his mouth: and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked, And 

righteousness small be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins ..... 

 

"So though the 'ensign' emblematizes the connection of three persons (Jesse, the root; David, the 

Rod; and Christ the Branch) yet the power and wisdom of Christ is its underlying and controlling 

force. Wherefore says Christ: `I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and 

morning star' (Rev 22:16), bearing out that He is all and in all. 

 

"Since therefore from the 'stem' of Jesse came the 'rod' (David), and from the rod sprang the 

Branch (Christ), David the visible king and Christ the invisible King of kings shall 'in that  
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day'--in our time-constitute the 'ensign,' and 'to it shall the Gentiles seek: and His rest [or His 

resting place, --the location where the 'rod' or ensign stands--the kingdom] shall be glorious.' Yea 

'I will make the place of My feet glorious' (Isa.. 60:13), saith the Lord." Tract 8:46, 47. (Brackets 

and parentheses belong to quotation). 

 

"This prophesied era of absolute righteousness, peace, and knowledge of God (in the kingdom) 

under the reign of the 'rod' (David) and of the 'Branch' (Christ), must begin before the close of 

probation.  

 

"The Scriptures show that the kingdom is set-up before, rather than at, the beginning of the 

millennium; for 'in that day [in the day the kingdom is set up and peace reigns]… a root of Jesse 

[the rod and the Branch]... shall stand for an ensign of the people [of the kingdom] says Isaiah, 

and 'to it shall the Gentiles seek,' Isa. 11:10.  And as after the close of probation, the doors of the 

kingdom will be shut to all, the ensign must therefore be set up before probation closes: the only 

time that the Gentiles will have a chance to be converted to the Lord and to His kingdom,--a 

conclusion common to the following scriptures: 

 

"'Also,  Judah, he hath set an harvest for thee, when I returned the captivity of My people.' Hos. 

6:11." Tract 9:45,46, (Brackets and parentheses belong to quotation). 

 

"As ancient David is in his grave, the king here promised must be an antitypical David, just as 

the Elijah of Malachi 4:5 must be an antitypical Elijah. Otherwise, in order to fulfil the 

prophecies, ancient David must necessarily rise from his grave, and ancient Elijah descend from 

Heaven." Tract 9:43:2. 

 

"As 'God has promised that where the shepherds are not true He will take charge of the flock 

Himself' (Testimonies, Vol. 5, p. 80; Testimonies to Ministers, p. 300; Jer. 3:17), and as the 

descendants of Jacob, again becoming a kingdom, appoint themselves one head (Hos. 1:11), 

'David their king' (Hos. 3:5), 'and seek the Lord their God,' it is evident that the church, in the 

time of the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's Message, Will Be A Theocracy.  

 

"'The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh 

come; and unto him shall the gathering of the people be.' Gen. 49:10. 

 

"'Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment, And a man shall 

be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covert from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry 

place, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land." Isa. 32:1,2. " Tract 8:43:2-4, (Parentheses 

belong to quotation.) 

 

We are reminded, that it is not by one's scholarly background that a correct understand- of the 

Bible can be obtained, but only by Inspiration--Heaven's method of interpreting the Scriptures.. 

"Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but He revealeth His secret unto his servants the 

prophets." Amos 3:7. "While Jesus ministers in the sanctuary above, He is still by His Spirit the 

minister of the church on earth. " D.A. 166:2. Only through a close connection with the Spirit of 

God are we able to understand Bible prophecy after it has been interpreted by the gift of 

Inspiration. The lack of a vital connection with God's Spirit is the reason that the majority of  
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earth's inhabitants have, as a rule, rejected God's messengers who were endowed with 

Inspiration, regardless how indubitable their message. 

 

"As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for the bridegroom, He told His disciples the 

story of the ten virgins, by their experience illustrating the experience of the church that shall 

live just before His second coming." C.O.L. 406:2. 

 

"Then take silver and gold, and make crowns, and set them upon the head of Joshua the son of 

Josedech, the high priest; And speak unto him saying, Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying, 

Behold, the man whose name is The BRANCH; and he shall grow up out of his place, and he 

shall build the temple of the Lord: Even he shall build the temple of the Lord; and he shall bear 

the glory, and shall sit and rule upon his throne, and he shall be a priest upon his throne: and the 

counsel of peace shall be between them both. And the crown shall be to Helem, and to Tobijah, 

and to Jedaiah, and to Hen the son of Zephaniah, for a memorial in the temple of the Lord." 

Zech. 6:11-14. 

 

Zechariah shows how closely Joshua is related to the Branch (Christ).  Joshua is Yahshua 

(Messiah) in Hebrew. "Jesus-- 1. A name, the Greek form of Joshua." Webster's New Twentieth 

Century Dictionary, p. 931. Paul indicates this also. See Heb. 4:8, margin. Jesus was a Jew by 

birth: being a Jew also, Joshua is His brother: Since Ruth, a Gentile, was the mother of Obed, the 

father of Jesse (Ruth 4:17; Luke 3:32), the father of David, the father of Jesus, not only Israel, 

but the Gentiles also are related to Jesus by birth.  

 

Consequently, through Jesus, all living saints who receive the seal of Jesus' new name, become 

the adopted sons and daughters of God--Branches, Saviours. (Obadiah 21). 

 

The crowns (plural) set on the head of Joshua are passed to his helpers whom the Lord names. 

These are those who labor with, him in building the temple. In other words, Joshua has the gift of 

interpretation through Inspiration; this is his crown as priest and ruler of the temple. (5T. 469:3; 

1T.G.r 8:26.) His own crown, he cannot pass on to others. This gift comes directly from God and 

is not to be passed on at will. The crown Joshua gives to his helpers, in building this Spiritual 

house, is the "knowledge" of the message God gives to him, so they may teach it to others. In 

this manner the Spiritual temple, the 144,000, is built. 

 

"Upon the foundation that Christ Himself had laid, the apostles built the church of God. In the 

Scriptures the figure of the erection of a temple is frequently used to illustrate the building of the 

church Zechariah refers to Christ as the Branch that should build the temple of the Lord.  He 

speaks of the Gentiles as helping in the work." A.A. 595:2. 

 

"The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah 

concerning Him 'whose name is The Branch.' Says the prophet: ' He shall build the temple of the 

Lord:. . ." G.C. 415, 416. 

 

"The despised remnant are clothed in glorious apparel, never more to be defiled by the 

corruptions of the world. Their names are retained in the Lamb's book of life, enrolled among the 

faithful of all ages .... And the remnant are not only pardoned and accepted, but honored. 'A fair  
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mitre' is set upon their heads. They are to be as kings and priests unto: God . . . . These are they 

that stand upon Mount Zion with the Lamb, having the  Father's name written in their foreheads. 

They sung the new song before the throne, that song which no man can learn save the hundred 

and forty and four thousand, which were redeemed from the earth . . .  

 

"Now is reached the complete fulfillment of those words of the Angel: 'Hear now, O Joshua the 

high priest, thou, and thy fellows that sit before thee: for they are men wondered at.'" ST. 475, 

476. 

 

"His church is to be a temple built after the divine similitude, and the angelic architect has 

brought his golden measuring rod from heaven, that every stone may be hewed and squared by 

the divine measurement, and polished to shine as an emblem of heaven, radiating in all directions 

the bright, clear beams of the Sun of Righteousness. The church is to be fed with manna from 

heaven, and to be kept under the sole guardianship of His grace. Clad in complete armor of light 

and righteousness, she enters upon her final conflict. " T. M. 17. 

 

Joshua is the ruler of the temple. "Those who sit before Joshua are 'men wondered at.' As such 

they are depicted [in Zech. 3:9] by the 'stone' (church, or kingdom) that is in Joshua's sight. It has 

seven eye--perfect vision. " 1T.G.r 8:25:1. (Paren. belongs). 

 

The enemy of souls causes a deep sleep to come upon the Laodicean angel so he will not study 

and understand the message from Heaven by putting into his mind that we are not to look for the 

Lord to reveal Himself through the prophetic voice in these last days. "Times have changed. 

These words strengthen their unbelief, and they say: The Lord will not do good, neither will He 

do evil." 5T. 211:2. 

 

On the other hand he excites, if possible, those who do study and learn the message, and leads 

them to think that if "so and so" has the gift of the Spirit to interpret, so do they. Hence, in either 

case, confusion is brought in, to keep the church from seeing eye to eye, so that they may lose 

out in the sealing time of the Investigative Judgment of the Living in the church, and thus fail to 

stand with the Lamb on Mt. Zion. Nevertheless, the Lord overthrows the wiles of the enemy by 

building the temple through Joshua His under leader, and those who are willing to teach Truth 

rather than prophesy falsely.  As depicted by the Branch, those who stand before Joshua are 

willing to teach what the Living Spirit of Prophecy has revealed rather than prophesying their 

own devisings, saying, "let me tell you how to teach your message." T.M. 475. 

 

Consider the fact that Isa. 11:1 was proclaimed some three hundred years after David had 

become king of Israel, and yet Isaiah places the entire prophecy in the future from his 

time--(there shall come forth a rod). Therefore, Isaiah must have been referring to these three 

persons in antitype, pointing out God's true people of today. "Since, as has already been pointed 

out, Christ (Immanuel') did not live in the time of such a confederacy [of Isaiah chapters 12-14], 

it must be that not only Israel, Syria, and Assyria are types, but Christ Himself is also a type. We 

learned that Immanuel (meaning, 'God with us') could represent only His true followers, the 

born-again Christians." 12 S.Code, 1:5,6. (Parentheses belong to quotation). 

 

Since Christ is a "type" we are to conclude that the work done in His name, the Branch is the  
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antitype in the time of the confederacy of the antitypical nations--Israel, Syria, and Assyria, as 

shown to Isaiah in vision. Jesus brought a reform among the Jews in His day, and we are 

bringing a revival and reformation (Read C.O.R. 126, 1926 ed.) in Israel, the church today, in 

His new name, the Branch. 

 

Branch (Isa. 11:1; Jer. 23:5, 6; 33:15,16; Zech. 3:8; 6:12; John 15:1-5) is the new name of Jesus 

that seals (Rev. 7:1-8) or "marks" (Eze, 9:3,4) the 144,000 Branches (remnant) of the twelve 

tribes of Israel, who stand with the Lamb (BRANCH) on Mt. Zion. (Rev. 14:1). They speak a 

pure language; "These are they which follow the Lamb (Branch) withersoever he goeth. These 

were redeemed from among men, being the first-fruits unto God and to the Lamb. And in their 

mouth was found no guile: for they are without fault before the throne of God." Rev. 14:4,5. 

 

The 144,000 are without guile (false doctrine), in their mouths. They are not defiled by 

Babylon's traditions. They speak only Bible Truth, and since they are the first-fruits it must be 

that they are the Lord's ministry in the time of the Loud Cry, who bring into the Lord's house "a 

great multitude which no man could number of all nations" Rev. 7:9, second-fruits, or grapes 

(Rev. 14:18). Therefore, Brethren, no longer follow tradition and vain imaginations, but rather, 

teach the Truth as it is in Jesus, the Branch. 

 

The bride, the Lamb's (Branch's) wife, is evidently the church whose righteousness the Gentiles 

see and all nations her glory; the church that goes by her Husband's "new name," the Branch, 

which the mouth (mouthpiece) of the Lord names. Some say that if you claim to be a Branch, 

you are anti-Christ. To such a one we say, did you ever hear of a young lady going by her own 

name after she was legally married to her husband? Were those who were called Christians first 

at Antioch: (Acts 11:26) anti-Christ, or were they the true followers of our Saviour? 

 

Jesus says, "I am the vine, ye are the branches." John 15:5. 

 

Friends, do you not want to be a Branch of the true Vine, Christ, the Branch? Fruit grows on the 

branches of a tree- Jesus says, "every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring 

forth more fruit." John 15:2. 

 

If, as Branches we bring forth the fruits of righteousness in this harvest (judgment) time for the 

living in the church (8T 247:2), Jesus will purge us and we will bring forth more fruit, the great 

multitude, in the time of the great harvest or the Loud Cry when the Branch (church), she, is 

called "The Lord our righteousness." Read Jer. 33:15,16. At that time antitypical David will 

reign: 

 

Taking names into consideration so as to understand who are of the 12,000 to be sealed of Judah 

in the house of David (1T.G.r 8:26), keep in ruled that "en" as a prefix means "in or into." 

Webster But "en" as a suffix, means "out of." Therefore, since in the prophecy of Isa. 11:1, the 

prophet saw the rod, David, coming from the stem of Jesse, and the Branch coming "out of his 

roots," It not only points back to King David's reign, but forward to the fulfillment of this 

prediction in antitype: Jesse--S.D.A. rod-Davidian  S.D.A., and Branch -- Branch D.S.D.A., from 

"their roots." In these three movements is found the true remnant (Rev. 12:17) of Israel that will 

be sealed with the seal of God (the Sabbath by S.D.A.), New Jerusalem (message of the  
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Kingdom by D.S.D.A.), and Yahshua's (Jesus') new name Branch (by the Branch D.S.D.A.) . See 

Rev. 2:17; 3:12; E.W.15; LS. 61; 1T. 59; 1 S.R. 32. 

 

Furthermore if we consider that "rod" refers to David and "en" means "out of;" we will see that 

the two, "Rod" and  “en” -- Roden, refers to a ruler "out of" David, or in other words, from the 

house or lineage of David.  Still further, his name, "Roden," discloses that (in antitype) he is of 

the house of David-the "ruler," or Roden, according to the Hebrew definition.  

 

Prophetically speaking, as it was declared, the name of Cyrus, king of Persia was found in the 

Bible (Isa. 45:1-8), so it is with him who is to deliver God's people now. "For Jacob my servant's 

sake, and Israel mine elect, I have even called thee by thy name: I have surnamed thee, though 

thou hast not known me.... Surely shall one say, in the Lord have I righteousness and strength 

even to him shall men come; and all that are incensed against him shall be ashamed. " Isa. 45:4, 

24. "Let students put to the stretch their mental faculties that they will comprehend the forty-fifth 

chapter of Isaiah. " Counsels to Teachers, 455:3. 

 

Ezekiel declares this truth for our day, "Thy mother is like a vine in thy blood, planted by the 

waters: she was fruitful and full of branches by reason of many waters." Eze. 19:10. 

 

Jesus is the true vine, we are the branches (John 15:1-5), "...so it became a vine, and brought 

forth branches, and shot forth sprigs (the false)." Eze. 17:6. The vine, the mother church, is truly 

in our blood: not only Judah and the house of David, but also S.D.A. and  D.S.D.A., We are truly 

branches from this lineage. 

 

"And she had strong rods for the sceptres of them that bare rule, and her stature was exalted 

among the thick branches, and she appeared in her height with the multitude of her branches. But 

she was plucked up in fury, she was cast down to the ground, and the east wind dried up her 

fruit: her strong rods were broken and withered; the fire consumed them. And now she is planted 

in the wilderness, in a dry and thirsty ground." Eze. 19:11-13. 

 

When the Spirit of Prophecy ceased at the death of E.G.White, and the former and latter rain 

(Joel 2:23) ceased with the death of V. T. Houteff, the churches of S.D.A., and D.S.D.A. became 

dry. "as a vine planted in the wilderness," without Inspiration--the "Living Spirit of Prophecy." 

 

And fire is gone out of a rod of her branches , which hath devoured her fruit, so that she hath no 

strong rod to be a sceptre to rule. This is a lamentation, and shall be for a lamentation." Eze. 

19:14. 

 

Fire is a consuming agent, and especially so where there is no water. The fire of the Holy Spirit  

(Acts 2:2) consumes the tares, but prepares the wheat for the barn--the kingdom (Matt. 13:30). 

The Lord showed His approval of Elijah's work when He accepted the offering of his sacrifice on 

Mt. Carmel by consuming it with fire from Heaven; so it is in the days of antitypical Elijah (Mal, 

4:4--6). History repeats itself, we are told, and so it is with religious history: "Satan's snares are 

laid for us as verily as they were laid for the children of Israel just prior to their entrance into the 

land of Canaan. We are repeating the history of that people." 5T. 160:2. "Wherefore, thus saith 

the Lord God of hosts, Because ye speak this word, behold, I will make my words in thy mouth  
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fire, and this people wood, and it shall devour them. " Jer. 5:14. 

 

What devoured her fruit? Fire from a "rod" "out of" her branches. "She had strong rods (princes 

of the house of David) for a sceptre of them that bare rule." "For a sceptre of them" applies in a 

sense to Judah when she was a strong nation in her royal dignity, contrasted with her sunken 

state, under the pronouncement, "she hath no strong rod (ruler) to rule," However, since this 

prophecy is a symbolic parable by Ezekiel, we must understand that it applies to modern Judah, 

the Davidian S.D.A., in the antitype. 

 

Because of the failure in 1959 of Sister Houteff's false prediction of the 42 months, her 

movement was plucked up and cast down to the ground as was foretold in Ezekiel 19:12. " ... her 

strong rods (Dividian leaders) were broken and withered;" "And now she (the Davidian 

movement under the leadership of Mrs. Houteff, now Mrs. Eakin (Achan), and her Council) is 

planted in the wilderness (land of the Gentiles, away from the vineyard-the promised land). See 2 

T.G. 16:18; 18:16:3, in a dry and thirsty ground." Eze. 19:13. 

 

Without water, a plant cannot continue to grow. So it was with the Davidian movement after the 

death of Brother V. T. Houteff. The Latter Rain (Joel 2:23) message of the Shepherd's Rod 

ceased, and without Inspiration the movement came to naught in a few years as predicted by the 

Branch in 1955.  In other words, fire (a Spirit-filled message) is gone out of a rod (a Davidian 

ruler--Hebrew word for ruler is roden) of her branches, which hath devoured her fruit:" Eze. 

19:14: The Davidian messenger, V.T. Houteff, predicted this when he wrote: "Who is to bring 

this revival and reformation, this great change?--The BRANCH. And according to Isaiah 11:1-5 

the Branch is the Lord, the Son of David." 1T.G.r 8:24:3. 

 

"Obviously, then, as a result of this revival and reformation within the Laodicean church, another 

church emerges of which Joshua is in charge, not the angel of Laodicea" 1 T.G. 8:24. 

 

"What can all this mean?-- Just this: Joshua is Heaven's appointed judge, ruler (Roden). He 

himself is crowned as such, And in response to the Lord's Own command, Joshua crowns 

(authorizes) his helpers whom the Lord Himself names. In other words, as members of the house 

of David, Joshua authorizes them to engage in the work. So, Joshua is responsible to the Lord, 

but his helpers are responsible to Joshua. Here is seen an organization having a Leader and an 

under leader--the Lord and Joshua. Thus it is that whatever is to be bound on earth, is also to be 

bound in Heaven (Matt. 16:19)." 1 T.G.r 8:26. 

 

        Signed: Benjamin Roden 

 

(To be continued) Part II following. 

 

Announcement: Send all correspondence, Tithes, and offerings to: 

The BRANCH Davidian  S.D.A.  

New Mt. Carmel-Center 

Rte. 7, Box 471 B 

Waco, Texas 76705 USA 

 

RETURN REQUESTED 
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ELIJAH 

THE PURIFICATION OF THE SONS OF LEVI 
 

 

March 21, 1965 

 

GEM THOUGHT: 

 

"We have been inclined to think that where there are no faithful ministers, there can be no true 

Christian; but this is not the case. God has promised that where the shepherds are not true He 

will take charge of the flock Himself. God has never made the flock wholly dependent upon 

human instrumentalities. But the days of purification of the church are hastening on apace. God 

will have a people pure and true. In the mighty sifting soon to take place, we shall be better able 

to measure the strength of Israel." 5T 80:0. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Serious days confront the Israel of God; grand and awful times are before us; we have come to a 

crisis hour: momentous events are to take place immediately in such chaotic times of the past, 

what has God done to assure His people of His leadings? Study the past history of Israel. These 

are God's promises for Israel today. 

 

WHO IS THE ELIJAH? 

 

In Hebrew:       Eliyahu; ELI - My God; YA - Jehovah; HU - He Is; 

                         Tishbite:  Inhabitant - dwelling 

 

"And Elijah said unto all the people, Come near unto me. And all the people came near unto him. 

And he repaired the altar of the Lord that was broken down." 1 Kings 18:30. 

 

"Prophecy must be fulfilled. The Lord says: Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the 

coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord: Somebody is to come in the spirit and power 

of Elijah, and when he appears, men may say: 'You are too earnest, you do not interpret the 

Scriptures in the proper way: Let me tell you how to teach your message,'" T.M. 475. 

 

Here we are assured by the Lord’s messenger, Mrs. White, that at the right time He would send 

His messenger to deliver His people out of their distresses. By the fact that Elijah was a man of 

like passions as we, shows us that Elijah was the dwelling place of God's Word. We conclude, 

therefore, those who are declaring a message of judgment are  
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doing a work, the antitype of Elijah, the Tishbite, and those proclaiming a message of "the 

Kingdom nigh at hand" are doing a work, the antitype of Elijah, John the Baptist. These are the 

Elijah messages and the people proclaiming them are the Elijah message bearers. (E.W. 233) 

However, since these messages are brought by inspiration, they must originate with one person 

after the manner of Elijah, the Tishbite; and Elijah, John the Baptist. 

 

Elijah, the Tishbite, proclaimed, "How long halt ye between two opinions? if the Lord be God, 

follow him: but if Baal, then follow him." 1 Kings 18:21. 

 

Elijah, John the Baptist, declared, "Repent ye: for the Kingdom of heaven is nigh at hand." Matt. 

3:2. 

 

It was believed among the Jews that Elijah would come to announce the Messiah's reign in His 

Kingdom (Matt 17:10). "If the Jews had received him (John), it would have been accomplished 

for them." D.A. 135. Jesus said of John, "And if ye will receive it, this is Elias, which was for to 

come." Matt. 11:14: 

 

Jesus further declared, "Elias truly shall first come, and restore all things." Matt. 17:11. By 

studying the Scriptures it can well be seen that John did not come to restore Israel's lost kingdom 

(John 1:21) and the desolate land "like the garden of Eden". Eze. 36:35. But rather, John came to 

baptise and introduce to the Jews their King, the Messiah, who was the Word of God (John 

1:1-14), and who was at that time to restore the Kingdom, and all things. Had the Jews received 

John they would have had no difficulty in accepting the Word of God, Who is the Elijah that 

restores all things, even the Kingdom (Matt. 17:11). As Jesus and the great procession was about 

to descend the Mount of Olives, and as the great concourse of people reached the rulers of 

Jerusalem, and "As they question, 'Who is this?' the disciples, filled with the spirit of inspiration, 

answer this question. In eloquent strains they repeat the prophecies concerning Christ: 

 

Adam will tell you, It is the seed of the woman that shall bruise the serpent's head. 

 

Ask Abraham, he will tell you, It is 'Melchizedek King of Salem, 'King of Peace'. Gen. 14:18. 

 

Jacob will tell you, He is Shiloh of the tribe of Judah. 

 

Isaiah will tell you, 'Immanuel', 'Wonderful, counselor, The mighty God,' The everlasting Father, 

'The Prince of Peace.' Isa. 7:14; 9:6. 

 

Jeremiah will tell you, The Branch of David, 'the Lord our Righteousness.' Jer. 23:6" Desire of 

Ages, page 578. 

 

The glorious destiny that might have blessed Jerusalem had she accepted her Redeemer, rose 

before the Son of God.  He saw that she might through Him have been healed of her grievous 

malady, liberated from bondage, and established as the mighty metropolis of the earth. From her 

walls the dove of peace would have gone forth to all nations. She would have been the world's 

diadem of Glory." D.A. 577. 
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"That which God purposed to do for the world through Israel, the chosen nation, He will finally 

accomplish through His church on earth today." P.K. 713;4. "And the Gentiles shall see thy 

righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called by a new name, which the mouth 

of the Lord shall name." Isa. 62:2; Read Isa. 60:15. 

 

TYPE AND ANTITYPE 

 

"Thus through types and symbols He makes wise the simple and confounds the prudent by 

showing that where there is no type there is no truth." 2 S.R. 10. "Through types and symbols, 

.…God had spoken to the world." D.A. 34:1. See also 2 S.R. 25.5; A.A. 14. 

 

Ellen G. White states that "William Miller and servants of God were raised up in the spirit and 

power of Elijah to proclaim the message. Like John, the forerunner of Jesus, felt compelled to 

lay the ax at the root of the tree." E.W. 233. 

 

V. T. Houteff, speaking of the Davidian message, declares, "John's work our work - John's work 

the type, ours the antitype." 1 T.G. r 36-4:1. The Davidian messenger further states, "That as the 

Elijah of Christ's first advent was one person, and also as the Elijah of Mt. Carmel of old was one 

person, not a multitude of priests, then by parity of reasoning the Elijah of today must also be 

one person, not a multitude of ministers." G,C.S. 32:1, 1950 ed. 

 

Now let us consider the type of work Elijah the Tishbite did. In slaying the priests of Baal on top 

of Carmel, his was a work of purifying the sons of Levi, the priesthood. It was, then, an effort to 

restore righteousness in the land of Israel. This was God's kingdom for His people to be separate 

from the world and influences of the heathen. 

 

Elijah, John's work, the type, was similar, inasmuch as he was bringing about a reform. 

However, one aspect of John's work was different from that of Elijah of old, in that he came to 

announce the Messiah and the Kingdom that was to have been set up then, had the Jews accepted 

him. (D.A. 135). 

 

Now that we have a clearer view than ever before of these types, let us scrutinize God's messages 

to Israel in the antitypes. 

 

ELIJAH, JOHN-TYPE AND ANTITYPES 

 

We have: (1) Elijah, John, announcing the Messiah's reign. "Repent ye: for the kingdom is at 

hand." (2) William Miller, antitypical Elijah (John) E.W. 233, proclaiming Jesus' second coming 

(1 Thess. 4:16), with the Messiah's reign in His heavenly kingdom for 1000 years. (Rev. 20:2,3).   

(3) The Shepherd's Rod, or Davidian message, announcing Messiah's literal kingdom here on 

earth (Isa. 2:2; Eze. 36), a gathering place where God's people will be made holy, clean and pure, 

prepared for translation; a place from which to give the Loud Cry (the Judgment of the Living), 

calling His people out of Babylon the Great, from all nations, just a short period before the one-

thousand years reign in Heaven. 

 

ELIJAH THE TISHBITE -TYPE AND ANTITYPES 
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We have: (l) Elijah the Tishbite who declared, "How long halt ye between two opinions?" 1 

Kings 18:21, in his work of purifying the priesthood and attempt to bring Israel back to God and 

establish a righteous Kingdom. 

 

(2) Jesus, Elijah-God in the flesh and spirit, cleansed the temple. "...the Lord, whom ye seek, 

shall suddenly come to his temple." Mal, 3:1. "And Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast 

out all them that sold and bought in the temple." Matt. 21:12.   In the overall picture, "Elias truly 

shall first come, and restore all things," applies to Jesus and His messages of judgment or 

'harvest', the work which separates the tares frown the wheat." 2 J.L. 1:4. The Harvest. - John 

12:48. 

 

After John announced lsrael's King and the Kingdom (John 2:15), the cleansing of the Temple 

and the Purification of God's church; Jesus came suddenly to His Temple and cleansed it at the 

beginning of His ministry on earth and at its close (Matt. 21:12). Furthermore, He cleansed the 

twelve on the night of the Passover when He instituted the Lord’s Supper and Judas went out. 

This is symbolic of the purification of the church and the minister. Afterwards, began the reaping 

of first fruits and two wave-leaves were offered. See Lev. 23:16,17.  After this, began the reaping 

of second fruits (Acts 2:47) which is symbolized by the feast of Tabernacles, Lev. 23:34. 

 

We are told, "in the time of the end, every divine institution is to be restored." P.K. 678:2. 

Someone is to come with a message in the spirit and power of Elijah to do this work of 

restoration: It is God and His Word through the medium of inspiration that restores all things. 

"Do you see that the prophet appears in a day he can restore all things, everything that was lost 

through sin, even the Kingdom?" 2 T.G. 7 p. 11:3. Prior to 1844, William Miller and co-workers 

came in the spirit and power of Elijah (John) to announce the Kingdom of Heaven at hand and 

the "hour of God's Judgment" at the end of the 2300 days. (Rev. 14:6-8; a day for a year Eze. 

4:6). 

 

(3) God called Ellen G. Harmon, later Mrs. White, and the Seventh-day Adventists, who began 

to proclaim the Third Angel's message (Rev. 14:9-13) after 1844. This message declares the 

Sabbath and tells of the Sanctuary service in Heaven where Christ separates the tares from the 

wheat in the Investigative Judgment of the Dead. (G.C.490). 

 

(4) The Harvest, or Atonement for the Living, is the last work of the Atonement (G.C. 483).  As 

it is first proclaimed in the house of God (1 Pet. 4:17) before it goes to Babylon the Great from 

Mt. Zion (Joel. 3:16), there would be a need for God to send another message of Inspiration to 

the church, declaring that the Son of God, the True Elijah, was judging here and setting up His 

Kingdom, since she had no knowledge of this fact. 

 

Hence, "The work of Christ as man's intercessor is presented in that beautiful prophecy of 

Zechariah concerning Him 'whose name is the Branch.'  Says the prophet: "He shall build the 

temple of the Lord, and HE shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon His (the Father's) 

throne; and He shall be a priest upon His throne: and the counsel of peace shall be between Them 

both." Zechariah 6:12,13." Great Controversy,  page 415:3. Parentheses belong to the quotation. 

 

At this time of investigations, in the Courts above for the church (2 Ans. 41.), a mark by the 

"man in linen" is set upon the righteous (Eze. 9:3,4).  But to the wicked, those who do not 

receive the  
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pure mark of truth by the “man in linen”, the Lord says, Depart from me, ye cursed, into 

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels." Matt. 25:41. The message of the Harvest, 

Atonement, Investigative Judgment for the living," is the mark by the "man in linen." Eze. 9:3,4.  

After the harvest message is over for the church, Ezekiel shows the five men with slaughter 

weapons follow on after him to slay all in the church who have not the mark. Read Eze. 9:5,8.  

See also 3T 266-7; 5T 211. 

 

Those who are unconcerned in the time of harvest (Investigative Judgment for the living), those 

who listen to the false teachers and the blind leaders of the blind, after it is too late, will say, 

"The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved." Jer. 8:20, Again, let us not 

forget that the harvest spoken of here is the Investigative Judgment for the living'. Those people 

either failed to take heed to the harvest message of Elijah or said it was at a later date. It is 

evident they had been warned of this harvest, or Investigative Judgment for the living in the 

house of God; for they came to realize it was too late for them to do anything about it, when it 

had already passed. The door of mercy had closed for them. 

 

(1) John came to announce Christ. (2) William Miller came to announce the Third Angel's 

message - judgment of the dead by Ellen G. White.   (3) V. T. Houteff came, like John, to S. D. 

A. to announce the message of Christ the Branch - the Investigative Judgment of the living, the 

marking of Eze. 9:3,4. 

 

HOW TO DISCERN TRUTH AND UNMASK ERROR 

 

"And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, 

which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Messiah." Rev. 12:17.   

It is a well known fact that, always in the past, when God sent a message of reform, lighting the 

path of His people, calling them up to a higher experience and a closer walk with Him, only a 

remnant, and never the whole church, responded. The leadership feel self-sufficient and those 

who rely on them for spiritual guidance fail to study for themselves the light God sends. 

Therefore, the blind and their blind guides will all lose out in the end. 

 

There is really no need for so much confusion in God's church today.  If His people would only 

use their minds and think, they could very readily see that the mark of the remnant church is 

keeping the Commandments of God and having the Testimony of Jesus; which is the Spirit of 

Prophecy--prophets, the living voice, (Rev.19:10). "Again: we are forewarned that there would 

be false prophets in the last days... If there were to be no true prophesyings in the last days, how 

much easier to have stated the fact, and thus cut off all chance for deception." E.W. 138. Gifts in 

the church are apostles, prophets, etc." "God would have his people disciplined and brought into 

harmony of action, that they may see eye to eye, and be of the same mind and of the same 

judgment... God designs that there shall ever be a living testimony in the church." 3T.360:2 

 

The S.D.A. inspired leader, E, G. White, has long been laid to rest. Also, the inspired messenger 

for the Davidian S.D.A. movement is now asleep in the grave. The S.D.A.'s believe that Mrs. 

White was to be the last inspired messenger before Jesus comes; and that they are the "remnant" 

as they have her books called the Spirit of Prophecy. Some Davidians, likewise, feel the same 

about V. T. Houteff, since his work was an antitype of Elijah, John. Even the Protestant  
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Denominations think they are the "remnant" which has the Testimony of Jesus (Rev. 12:17) 

since they have the writings of the dead Bible prophets. However, in a special resurrection, 

Elijah, John's, followers would want to follow him, but refuse the teachings of Elijah, William 

Miller. The followers of Miller would refuse to accept the teachings of E. G. White, and at the 

same time Mrs. White's followers would refuse the teachings of Elijah, V. T. Houteff. This 

would cause much confusion. Therefore, we cannot look to the dead prophets and the grave for 

Present Truth, but, rather, to the living Voice of God through His living prophets. 

 

Mrs. White says, "I have been shown that the Lord is reviving the living, pointed testimony, 

which will develop character and purify the church." 1T216:1. She did not accomplish this in her 

day. In fact, she said that in her time, "The church has turned back from following Christ her 

leader, and is steadily retreating toward Egypt." 5T 217. Nevertheless, God had her write, "I was 

shown that the pointed testimony must live in the church. This alone will answer to the message 

to the Laodiceans." 3T 260:1. "This cannot be accomplished (unity) without a clear, pointed, 

living testimony in the church." 3T 361:3. 

 

As we well know, Mrs. White and V. T. Houteff are not living. Since their writings were written 

under the influence of Inspiration, they are not living either, any more than the Inspired writings 

of the Bible prophets. God makes them live through His delegated messengers who have the gift 

of Inspiration from Him. One might ask, Where is God's Inspired Messenger Today? 

 

V. T. Houteff wrote with Inspiration: "So important is the living Spirit of Prophecy in the church 

.... Inspiration insists that it is absolutely impossible for one to privately (without the Spirit of 

Truth) interpret the sealed prophecies. And let us remember that no revealed Truth ever came, 

nor ever will come through the halls of learning:" 1T.G. r 12:17. "Ever have your ears open to 

any claimant of Inspiration if you are not to repeat the history of the Jews," 1 T.G. r. 12:18. "We 

are to pray for the impartation of the Spirit as the remedy for sin-sick souls. The church needs to 

be converted." T.M. 64:1. "They are not willing to exchange their own righteousness, which is 

unrighteousness, for the righteousness of Christ, which is pure unadulterated truth.  The Holy 

Spirit flatters no man, neither does it work according to the devising of any man. Finite, sinful 

men are not to work the Holy Spirit . When it shall come as a reprover, through any human agent 

whom God shall choose, it is man's place to hear and obey its voice," T.M. 65:0. "The Jews 

refused to receive Christ, because He did not come in accordance with their expectations. The 

ideas of finite men were held as infallible, because hoary with age." T.M. 64:2. 

 

The Davidian messenger declares his work was an antitype of Elijah, John (1T.G. r. 36:4) and 

the Shepherd's Rod writings were an antitype of Moses' rod (1 S.R. p 6:2, 71:1). Also, he states 

that Mrs. White was an antitype of Moses. However, let us understand that in Mrs. White's time 

the church went into Egypt. "The church has turned back from following Christ, her Leader, and 

is steadily retreating toward Egypt," 5 T 217:2.  The Shepherd's Rod, like Moses, was sent to 

deliver the church out of its Laodicean condition and bondage to Egypt-world, not into the 

Kingdom, any more than was Moses. If you recall, God laid Moses of old with the rod, away to 

rest on the borders of the kingdom and called Joshua to lead Israel over Jordan into the Promised 

Land. Josh. 1:1-9). 

 

All the "little Davidian movements" with their Councils and vice-presidents looking to V. T.  
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Houteff as President, makes one wonder when they will conjure him up to deceive the simple. 

When did God ever depend on a dead man to lead His people anywhere? When Moses finished 

his task, God laid him away to rest, then resurrected him; but not to lead Israel to the land of 

Canaan. As a reward for his faithful service, God resurrected him and took him to Heaven. If 

Brother Houteff was faithful to the end, he, too, will be resurrected to eternal life, but not to lead 

modern Israel into the Kingdom. There is no type for this: "Where there is no type there is no 

truth." 2 SR10:2. 

 

THE JUDGMENT OF THE DEAD AND JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING 

 

The only safe way to keep our bearing and know where we are today is to follow Inspiration as it 

reveals the Truth, regardless whom the Lord uses to disclose light, knowledge, and 

understanding for His people. 

 

If we review, from 1844, the Third Angel's message by Ellen G. White, we find it was two-fold: 

the Sabbath and Sanctuary truth or the Atonement for the dead G.C. 490:2). It began in October 

1844 in the Autumn, the season for the "former rain." This is the time of year the farmer in 

Palestine plants the seeds of wheat. 

 

Going back to 1929, in review of the Fourth Angel's message of Rev. 14:15; 7:18, we see that it, 

likewise, is a twofold truth, the sealing of the 144,000 and setting up God's righteous Kingdom 

(Isa. 62:1-5).  Here we find the Kingdom message of the last 13 chapters of Isaiah came through 

the Sabbath School Quarterly the first quarter of that year. It came as the "Latter Rain" in the 

Spring of the year, God gave a Sabbath School teacher, V.T. Houteff, Inspiration, or the Spirit of 

Prophecy, to interpret the message to the Laodicean church (Rev. 3:14-18): Since then, we have 

had a much better understanding of the Third Angel's message than before. 

 

"Be glad, then, ye children of Zion, and rejoice in the Lord your God; for he hath given you the 

former rain moderately, and he will cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain, and the 

latter rain in the first month." Joel 2:23. 

 

The Shepherd's Rod was truly a "latter rain" message, since it was the "last" rain of Truth before 

the message of the Harvest, or Atonement for the Living in the house of God (1 Pet. 4:17). In the 

Spring of the year, the "latter rain", which, by nature, is the heaviest rain of the year in Palestine, 

comes just before the harvest to mature the grain. As in the natural, so it must be in the Spiritual 

Harvest. 

 

While it is pouring down rain, a farmer does not cut the stalks of grain. In the first place, the 

grain is not yet mature; and, in the second place, so much water would spoil the cut sheaves of 

grain. Therefore, for best results in a bountiful crop, one waits until the "latter rain" is over 

before he puts the sickle to the wheat. We must keep in mind there are two principal rains in 

Palestine. The lighter rain comes in the Autumn to sprout the seeds after they are sown, and 

continues on through the winter months to keep the plants growing. In Palestine, when the winter 

months have passed, the heavy rains come to mature the grain for the harvest. 

 

As we study the angels’ messages through the eyes of Inspiration, we must keep in mind the  
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Sacred Scriptures are written in an agricultural setting. In the Old Testament the religious 

services were conducted according to the Ceremonial law of the harvest feasts and the animal 

sacrifices, which pointed forward to the sacrifice of the Messiah for the sins of this fallen race. In 

the New Testament, Jesus says, "The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a man which sowed 

good seed in his field." Matt. 13:24, In another parable, our Lord states, "I AM the true vine, and 

my Father is the husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not fruit he taketh away: and 

every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit." John 15:1,2. The 

Apostle Paul declares, "For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us: Therefore let us keep 

the feast." 1 Cor. 5:7,8. 

 

Paul and the early Christians did keep the Passover at Philippi (Acts 20:6; A.A. 390). 

Consequently, since Jesus kept the Passover, and instituted the Lord's Supper on the, very night 

of the Passover as a memorial of the same event as the typical Service (P.P. 530); and since it is 

recorded in the Scriptures and the Spirit of Prophecy that the early Christians kept the feast of the 

Passover in honor of Christ's death on the cross to deliver us from sin (1 Pet. 1:19); let God's true 

church no longer observe the Lord's Supper from tradition after the manner of all the pagan 

feasts. Surely, Paul, when he wrote under the influence of Inspiration, commanding the 

Christians to "keep the feast," did not have reference to Sunday, Lent, Easter, etc. since they 

were all pagan feasts, instituted a few hundred years after his death. 

 

God, through Inspiration, has revealed the importance of observing the feasts at the proper time 

and season to expose the spurious feasts of the beast powers of Revelation 13. We can well see 

that we are in the time of the Harvest, the Investigative Judgment for the living in the church, the 

marking time by the "man in linen." (Eze. 9:3,4). The Third Angel's message, by Ellen G. White, 

is the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth, the Investigative Judgment for the dead; whereas, the Loud 

Cry of the Third Angel, the message of the Investigative Judgment for the living, is the 

Ceremonial Law placed is its proper setting and relationship to the Messiah and His people; 

hence, two laws. 

 

Indeed, says Daniel the prophet, speaking of the beast, "And he shall speak great words against 

the Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to change times (at least 

two times) and laws (at least two laws, Moral and Ceremonial) and they shall be given into his 

hand until a time and times and the dividing of time. But the judgment shall sit, and they shall 

take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the end. And the kingdom and 

dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people 

of the saints of the most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions 

shall serve and obey him." Dan. 7:25-27. 

 

These verses of Scripture need no explanation other than what is commonly understood among 

us as Seventh-day Adventists in regard to the changing of the 7th day Sabbath of the Moral Law, 

or Ten Commandments, to Sunday, the first day. However, in the past, even we have not 

considered that Daniel says more than "one law" and "one time" was changed. Since Paul says to 

keep the feast, and went so far as to set us an example by keeping it himself; it must be the other 

law was the Ceremonial feast law, the beast thought to change. He changed the Lord's Supper 

honoring Christ our Sacrifice, or Passover Lamb, from the night after Abib 14 and beginning of 

Abib 15, to Easter Sunday, Abib 18, in honor of Eostra, goddess of light (Natl. Ench. Vol. 4 p.8).  
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In the past, we have thought all the Ceremonial Law was nailed to the cross. We have not 

stopped to consider that we believe in the Atonement work of Christ in our behalf in the Most 

Holy place of the Sanctuary in Heaven, which is ceremonial. Therefore, we must think a bit 

when we say the Ceremonial Law was all abolished and consider that it was only the sacrifice, or 

the lamb, that was nailed to the cross. Hence, we should be willing to follow what Ellen G. 

White has to say in the Spirit of Prophecy about the death of Christ when she says, "Then all the 

sacrificial offerings were to cease. IT IS THIS LAW that Christ 'took out of the way, nailing it to 

his cross.'" P.P.365:1. 

 

The Davidian messenger, V. T. Houteff, says regarding the woman, “the church with two divine 

laws: namely, moral and ceremonial. Thus the 'woman' represents a church that keep the 

'commandments of God-moral law, and have the testimony of Jesus Messiah--ceremonial law, or 

the plan of salvation revealed in the light of 'The Spirit of Prophecy.'   (Rev. 12:17)." 2 S.R. 

268:2. 

 

Here it is plain to see that the writings of these two messengers, Ellen G. White and V. T 

Houteff, are in perfect harmony with each other, as well as with the Scripture.  We must 

understand, however, that their writings were written under the influence of the Holy Spirit  and 

it will take some time to understand them (especially the things they wrote that they did not 

understand themselves): it requires the same gift they had, the gift of Inspiration. 

 

We are to conclude, therefore, from the foregoing explanation, that the Remnant Church has two 

laws: Moral Law of Ten Commandments, which tell us who is our Creator (here is the message 

of the Investigative Judgment of the Dead), and the Ceremonial Law that tells us our Re-creator 

is the Lamb of God that "taketh away the sins of the world." Here we find the Investigative 

Judgment of the Living, which is the "mark by the man in linen", the Righteousness of Christ. 

This, Friends, is the Testimony of Jesus revealed in the light of the Spirit of Prophecy, and the 

"mark" of the true Remnant church (Rev. 12:17). 

 

If God's people are keeping the Moral Law of Ten Commandments, including the fourth or 

Sabbath precept, they may go to the grave, be judged righteous by the moral law in the judgment 

of the dead, and come forth in the resurrection to eternal life. Whereas, those who wish to live 

and never die must not only be faithful to the Lord in keeping all the precepts of the Moral Law 

of Ten Commandments; but must, likewise, faithfully observe all the harvest feasts and 

Atonement of the Ceremonial Law pointing to our Redeemer as the Lamb of God who is 

mediating His own blood for us in the Heavenly Sanctuary. 

 

Therefore, our conclusions are: 

 

FORMER RAIN OF TRUTH 

 

Beginning in the Autumn of 1844, we have the Third Angel's message of Rev:, 14:6-13: This is 

the "Former Rain" of Truth in the seventh Hebrew month, or the harvest message of the 

Atonement of the dead (G.C. 490) since 1844.   It has been calling Israel (5T160; P K 372) the 

144,000 (Rev. 7:1-8; 14:1-4), from figurative Babylon (Rev 14:8), the morally fallen churches, 

into S.D.A.. At the death of Ellen G White, the message of the "Former Rain" of Inspiration 

ceased falling. 
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LATTER RAIN OF TRUTH 

 

The Spiritual wheat could only be sprouted and nurtured by the "Former Rain", but could never 

be developed to maturity for the "barn", Matt. 13:30, without the "Latter Rain" of Truth by the 

Fourth Angel's message of Rev. 14:15. The "Latter Rain", bringing with it the "Former Rain" of 

Truth (Joel 2:23) falls on "the field", the church, with tares and wheat co-mingled (Matt. 

13:24-30).  It is easy to see that so much "Rain" on the field, just before the harvest, would fully 

develop the tares as well as the wheat. 

 

The foregoing conclusion must be correct since the tares are bundled in the time called harvest 

(Matt. 13:30), or Atonement for the living in the house of God (1 Pet. 4:17). At the time of this 

Investigative Judgment of the living in the courts above (G.C. 425:1) for the house of God, the 

Fourth Angel of the "Latter Rain" has finished his work; for he says to the Lord, "Thrust in thy 

sickle, and reap, for the time is come for thee to reap; for the harvest (of first fruits of the earth) 

is ripe," Rev. 14:15: Then the Lord thrusts in His sickle to bundle the tares in the church (rev. 

14:16), "but gather the wheat into my barn," Matt. 13:30, under the message of the Fifth Angel 

from the temple with the sickle (Rev, 14:17). The wheat is gathered into the barn (the Kingdom) 

just before the great outpouring of fire from the altar (Rev. 14:18), by the Holy Spirit. 

Afterwards, the Fifth Angel thrusts in his sharp sickle on the earth in the Loud Cry (Rev, 18:1-4), 

to gather a great multitude (Rev. 7:9) of second fruits, of grapes (Rev. 14:18). At this time, the 

woman "MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS," Rev. 17:5, is 

riding the beast. 

 

The Davidian messenger of the "Latter Rain" stated in his last published works to the S.D.A. 

Church, "Our part of the Judgment message since 1844 has been, as you know, to proclaim the 

Judgment for the dead, not for the living as yet."  2 Jezreel Letter p. 1:2. 

 

"While the Investigative Judgment is going forward in heaven, while the names of believers are 

being removed from the sanctuary, there is to be a special work of purification, of putting away 

of sin, among God's people upon earth. This work is more clearly presented in the messages of 

Revelation 14." G.C. 425:1. 

 

"The fourteenth chapter starts with the 144,000 standing with the Lamb on Mount Zion ... The 

chapter itself shows that the harvest is in two sections, the first of which is reaped by the 'Son of 

Man,' and the second by "an angel." Evidently these two harvests yield the first and the second 

fruits." 2T.G. 14:18. The first fruits, 144,000 of Rev. 14:1-4 are wheat, or two wave-loaves, 

offered on the day of Pentecost.  See Lev. 23:16, 17. Consequently, the second fruits of grapes of 

Rev. 14:18 (great multitude of Rev. 7:9) are gathered after the fire of the Spirit falls on the first 

fruits the very day of the antitypical Pentecost.  This is fifty days after the offering of the 

antitypical wave-sheaf at the Passover season. See Acts 2:1-4. To teach otherwise is to be out of 

harmony with the Bible, the Spirit of Prophecy, the Davidian Message, and the Levitical law. 

 

In order, then, to be one of the 144,000 we must keep these feasts as Paul commands. Keeping 

the feasts is the key to the work for the Jews (Evang. 578), and is what causes a shaking in 

Laodicea, the church. Regarding this, the Davidian messenger, V. T. Houteff, has this to say, 

"Accordingly, the antitypical Pre-pentecostal harvest takes place in a self-deceived church, the  
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Laodicean, 'the house of God'; and through miracle working power manifested by Heaven itself 

in the angels (Matt. 13:39), it yields the 144,000, the first-fruits of those who are never to die. 

Whereas, the antitypical Post-pentecostal harvest takes place among the nations; and through 

miracle-working power manifested by the Spirit-filled 144,000, it yields the great multitude 

which no man can number (Rev. 7:9), the second fruits, of those who are never to die." 2T.G. 

46:28. 

 

The Lord and the Fifth Angel of Rev. 14:17 have the sickles with which to reap. The judgment 

work for the church is first investigative in the courts above (Eze. 9:3,4) and then executive on 

earth in the church (Eze. 9:5-7; Rev. 12:16). After the judgment work has been completed for the 

church, the Fifth Angel's work in the world is both investigative and executive at the same time 

as it was in the days of Moses. (Num. 16:32; 26:10), and in the days of the Apostles. (Acts 

5:1-5). 

 

After this reaping of the first fruits (Rev. 14:1-4), the fire of the Holy Spirit comes down to 

consume the tares (Rev. 14:18; Ps. 118:12) and give power to the righteous wheat (Rev. 14:18; 

Joel 2:28). The first fruits (Rev. 14:4) of two wave-loaves (Lev, 23:16, 17) are, in a loud cry, to 

thrust in their sickle of the Fifth Angel's message, to harvest the second fruits of grapes (Rev. 

14:18; 18:14; Lev. 23:34; Zech. 14:16-21). During the "Loud Cry" of the Third Angel's message, 

Zechariah tells us the nations that do not come up to Jerusalem to worship the Lord and keep the 

Feast of Tabernacles, "upon them shall be no rain." Zech. 14:17. 

 

The conclusions are plain and simple, instead of only Three Angels Messages in Revelation, 

Chapter 14, before Jesus comes, as S.D.A.'s believe, and only four angels' messages, as many 

Davidians believe, before the slaughter of Eze. 9:5-7; we see in this chapter, there are five angels' 

messages before the slaughter and before Jesus' coming in the clouds (1 Thes. 4:16).  Please 

count them for yourself. See "A Word to the Little Flock", page 10, 11. 

 

Consequently, going back to the former messages starting just prior to 25 A.D.: (1) There came 

Elijah, John (Matt, 17:12) to introduce and baptize Elijah, Jesus (Matt. 17:11). There was a 

disappointment among John's followers, who thought Messiah's Kingdom was to be set up at that 

time.  Jesus cleansed the Temple and the ministry - the twelve Apostles (2) Prior to 1844 there 

came William Miller, antitypical Elijah, John (E.W. 233) with the message to announce the 

Atonement, or Elijah message of the Third Angel of Rev, 14:9 -13 for the dead, which was to 

begin in the Autumn of 1844. There was a disappointment (Rev. 10:10).  (3) In the 1929 

Davidian message and movement of the Fourth Angel, the "latter rain" of Rev. 14:15, which was 

to precede the Lord's harvest - Investigative Judgment or "mark by the man in linen." (Eze. 9:3,4; 

2A41 and the Fifth Angel of Rev. 14:16, 17) there was also a disappointment. The Davidians 

thought that in 1959 there should be the slaughter of Eze. 9:5-7 in the S.D.A. church, as in the 

days of Moses and Israel's going out of Egypt. They gathered at Mt. Carmel at the Passover time, 

anticipating this event.  When the expected event did not occur, they had a disappointment (Rev. 

10:10; 2T.G.r 15:6:1. See also Rev. 10:1; 2T.G. 15:6:3). 

 

As the Millerite movement felt their work for the world was finished in 1844 (G.C.429); so the 

Davidians felt their work for the church was over since the slaughter of Eze. 9 did not take place 

in 1959.  They became confused and called the S.D.A. ministry to come down and clear things 

for them. They threw out of their meetings and off the Davidian properties, those who could have 

cleared these miscalculations. 
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However, the Scripture of Rev. 10:10 told of the bitter experience that should come to those 

following the message of Rev. 10:1, the "Latter Rain" (2T.G. 15:3) which should come before 

the judgment, This disappointment is two-fold, both before the Atonement of the Dead (the Third 

Angel, Rev. 14:9-13, starting in 1844) and the harvest, or Atonement for the Living (the Fifth 

Angel of Rev., 14:17, 18). 

 

To illustrate what is meant regarding the harvests: The wheat farmer in Palestine relates himself 

to the seasons for a good yearly crop. Let us ever keep in mind, the seasons in Palestine, in the 

light of Bible prophecy and the Levitical law, also teach the truth of the spiritual harvest in its 

progressive steps. If we study our Bibles as we should, in this light, we, too, can progress with 

the truth of the Angels' Messages concerning the "Investigative Judgment. To do otherwise is to 

be classed as a tare, which no spiritually-minded person would choose. 

 

The harvest of the Third Angel (Rev. 14:9-13), pertaining to Judgment for the Dead starting in 

1844) was preceded by the First-day Adventists with the "Latter Rain" angel of Rev. 10:1,10. 

See 5 Tr. 100. 1953 reprint.  Also, it is the First Angel of Rev. 14:6,7, the hour of God's 

judgment is come, and Babylon is fallen by the Second Angel. (Rev. 14:8, first part). “The 

subject of the sanctuary was the key which unlocked the mystery of the disappointment of 1844.” 

G.C. 423. 

 

The harvest of the Fifth Angel (Rev,. 14:17) who joins the Third Angel (T.M. 300) and pertains 

to the Judgment for the Living, was preceded by the Davidian Seventh-day Adventists, or the 

"Latter Rain" Angel of Rev. 10:1, 10 in its second phase. See 2 T.G. 15:3. The Davidian, or 

Fourth Angel, is the final phase of the First Angel of Rev. 14:6,7 as it pertains to, and precedes 

the Atonement for the Living," ....the final phase of the First Angel's Message, which is presently 

announcing the stealthy approach of Judgment upon the Living, and which is knocking at each 

heart's door" W.H.R. 37.  "Here you plainly see that 'The Shepherd's Rod has arrived just before 

the Judgment for the Living commences."'  4 Jezreel 1:4. 

 

Yes, it is simple for God's people to see now, since the fog of the disappointment of 1959 has 

settled, that the subject of the sanctuary is the key which unlocks the mystery of this 

disappointment (G.C. 423). The Davidian messenger asserts, "And since there was a special 

message for the Judgment concerning the dead, it is even more important that there should be a 

special message concerning the Judgment of the Living, the announcement of which is already 

here." 5 Jezreel letter 2:1. 

 

"Now, since the message of the Judgment for the Living is of far greater importance than the 

message of the Judgment for the Dead, it is but expected that the Bible will have more to say 

about the latter than the former. This is so because the Judgment for the Living has to do with the 

living themselves, with the message bearers, rather than with the dead;  In importance, therefore, 

there is no comparison between the two. How will we get the message of the Judgment for the 

Living? 

 

"The answer is clear to all". We will get it the same way we got the one in 1844. Since it then 

came through Inspiration and through God's own chosen instrumentality, it is certain  
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that the additional message ('Early Writings,' page 277), too, is to come in the same way; that is, 

by Inspiration through God's own chosen agency, Indeed, Truth is never revealed in any other 

way but by Inspiration. See 2 Peter 1:20."  2 Jezreel 1:4,5. Parentheses belong to the quotation 

 

To say that William Miller had the last message for the world is to say that Ellen G. White and 

the S.D.A, church, with the message of the Investigative Judgment for the Dead, starting in 1844, 

is false. Also, to say that Ellen G. White had the last message (Judgment for the Dead) and 

S.D.A.'s, with headquarters in Tacoma Park, Washington, D.C., is the last movement, is to 

disregard the message of the Fourth Angel, Rev. 14:15, the sealing message of Rev. 7:1-8, the 

second phase of the First Angel's message of Rev. 14:6,7, and the "Latter Rain" message of Joel 

2:23; Rev. 10:1; all brought by V. T. Houteff, the Davidian messenger, who came with these 

messages of Inspiration after Sr. White's time. 

 

To say that V. T. Houteff was the last messenger, and his message of the "Latter Rain" was the 

last, the one that sets up the Kingdom, is to fool one's self into thinking there is to be no message 

by the Fifth Angel of Rev. 14:17. This harvest message, or Investigative Judgment for the 

Living, is the mark by the "man in linen" of Eze. 9:3,4 for the 144,000 in the church. After the 

Holy Spirit is poured out, Rev. 14, 18, the Fifth Angel gives the Loud Cry of the Third Angel's 

message of Rev. 18:1-4.  This message then gathers the second fruits of grapes (Rev- 14:18), a 

great multitude that no man can number from "all nations". Rev. 7:9. 

 

(1)  The pre-harvest for the dead was brought by Inspiration of Rev. 14:6-8. 

 

The harvest for the dead came through Inspiration of Rev. 14:9-13, starting in the Autumn of the 

year in time to be the "Former Rain." 

 

The pre-harvest for the living, likewise, was brought to us through Inspiration of Rev. 14:15. It 

came in the Spring, the time of year to be the "Latter Rain" before the harvest for the living. 

 

The harvest for the living (the most important message to the living) would necessarily have to 

be brought by Inspiration, since it has not been revealed in the former messages. The Atonement 

or harvest for the living, a true judgment message, "Former Rain", in harmony with the seasons 

in Palestine and the Levitical law, like the harvest for the dead, originated in the Autumn. 

 

Elijah of old came to King Ahab in the Autumn, declaring a drought for three and one half years 

in Israel. At the end of that time, which was at the Passover season, he called a meeting of Israel 

upon Mt. Carmel, where he slew the false priests of Baal in an effort to purify the sons of Levi. 

 

Jesus had a harvest message which judged the Jews, and, as a result of their rejection of Truth, in 

70 A.D., Jerusalem was destroyed. He said, "....the word that I have spoken, the same shall judge 

him in the last days," John 12:48. Jesus was baptized by John in the Autumn and then started His 

ministry: His was a judgment message, or "Former Rain" of Truth, and started at Atonement 

season. His message to Israel of that day was the last before the "Latter Rain" of Power on the 

day of Pentecost. Jesus was the true Elijah with the Judgment message of that day. 
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The Third Angel's message of the Judgment for the Dead, starting in the Autumn of 1844, was 

brought by Inspiration through Ellen Harmon White. 

 

The Fifth Angel's message, the judgment for the Living through Inspiration, came to the 

Davidian movement in the Autumn of 1955. It then declared judgment upon the Leadership and 

organization at Old Mt. Carmel if they refused to allow the message to be presented to the entire 

congregation of Davidians. They refused, and three and a half years later, at the Passover, they 

had a special meeting of all Davidians who would come to New Mt. Carmel. At this gathering, in 

1959, they still refused to hear the message of the Investigative Judgment for the Living. This 

time marked the end of their organization. They became so confused that in the Spring of 1962 

their organization disbanded. 

 

In the Spring, February, 1955, the Inspired Davidian leader was laid to rest. Like Moses of old 

(1S.R. pocket ed. page 6), God saw fit to lay him, with the antitypical Shepherd's Rod of the 

Fourth Angel's message away, and the Davidian sheep were scattered. 

 

However, they should not despair. The Fifth Angel's message of Rev. 14:16-18 from God, 

through Inspiration and the antitypical Joshua, Moses' minister (Joshua 1:10) declares to them 

and all honest S.D.A.'s at this gathering time of the 144,000: "Moses, my servant is dead; now, 

therefore arise; go over this Jordan, thou, and all this people, unto the land which I do give to 

them, even the children of Israel." Joshua 1:2. 

 

The four following messengers and messages: (1) Elijah to Ahab and Israel; (2) Jesus to the Jews 

and Jerusalem; (3) Ellen G. White with the Judgment for the Dead to the First-day Adventists 

and the world; and (4) The Branch and Joshua with the Judgment of the Living (Zech. 3:1-10; 

6:11-13; 1T,G,r 8:25; 5 T 476) to the Adventists; all started in the Autumn, at the Atonement 

season. They are "Former Rain" messages. 

 

Speaking of the fourth judgment-message, V.T. Houteff wrote under Inspiration, "Who is to 

bring this revival and reformation, this great change? - THE BRANCH." 1T.G.r 8:24:3. 

"Obviously, then, as a result of this revival and reformation within the Laodicean Church, 

another church emerges, of which Joshua is in charge, not the angel of Laodicea." Ibid. 8-24:2. 

"Christ Himself is also a type." 12 S. Code 1 page 6:0. 

 

Evidently, since Christ's work on earth was a type, it shows there would be a work done in 

antitype in His church in the last days. It would be similar, in some respects, to the work He did 

while on earth, and would reveal the nature of His ministration in the Heavenly Sanctuary, "...a 

lamb as it had been slain,... ."  Rev. 5:6. 

 

Regarding this same judgment message, Inspiration tells us this work, at the time of its 

fulfillment, "... is presented in that beautiful prophecy of Zechariah concerning Him 'whose name 

is The Branch' " G.C. 415:3 "Zechariah's vision of Joshua and the Angel (who is Christ Himself. 

5T 469:1) applies with peculiar force to the experience of God's people in the closing up of the 

great day of atonement." 5T 472:2. 

 

However, when we come to the message of the "Latter Rain" preceding the judgment messages  
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of the "Former Rain", we find that John the Baptist announced the judgment work of Christ 

Christ's message of "Former Rain" was the last message, and he was the last Messenger before 

the "Latter Rain" of power on the day of Pentecost, which fell upon the 120 first-fruits - two 

wave-loaves, (Lev. 23:16,17; 3 Tr. 85:0). Afterwards, the harvest of second fruits started. 

 

Prior to 1844, William Miller brought the "Latter Rain" that announced the beginning of the 

"Former Rain", or judgment for the dead, by Ellen G. White and the S.D.A. church.  It is plain to 

see, since this movement and message is only the judgment for the dead, that the "Latter Rain" of 

power would not come until after the Investigative Judgment for the Living, who are found 

righteous after the judgment. 

 

Furthermore, the judgment for the dead and the living are two separate and distinct messages. 

God has been very particular to warn the world before the judgment for the dead started and 

while it has been going on for the past 120 years.  It is only logical to conclude the Lord would 

send a message, "Latter Rain" of Truth, to warn the church that He would soon start to 

investigate the cases of the living in the church with a message (all whose names are recorded in 

the books above). 

 

The "Latter Rain" message God sent to warn the church of the pending Investigative Judgment of 

all her living members was given by the Davidians with the Shepherd's Rod Message The 

Shepherd's Rod messenger, V. T. Houteff, wrote that he did not know when this judgment would 

start, but that it was very near.  He died February 5, 1955; and, in the following Autumn, the 

"Former Rain" of the Investigative Judgment for the Living started to the Davidians. The next 

year it began for the Laodicean church, 

 

(1)  What is the "Latter Rain" by Miller? Answer- Jesus is coming at the end of 2300 days 

(years-Eze 4.6) Oct. 22, 1844. 

 

(2)  What is the "Former Rain" by E. G. White, or Atonement for the Dead? Answer: The 

Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth.  Jesus coming to the sanctuary in 1844 to investigate the cases of 

the dead with the Ten Commandment law - not to the earth, 

 

(3)  What is the "Latter Rain" by V. T. Houteff, before the Judgment message for the living in 

the house of God (1 Pet 4:17)? Answer: A message to seal the 144,000 (Rev, 7:1-8) and 

announce the setting up of  Christ's Kingdom to give the Loud Cry from Zion and Jerusalem 

(Micah 4:1-4): 

 

(4)  What is the Investigative Judgment of the Living? Answer; It is the light of the three former 

messages, plus the Mark of Jesus' "new name" by the "man in linen" (Eze. 9:3,4), and the 

Ceremonial law of the New Testament harmonized with the O1d Testament in the light of the 

Spirit of Prophecy. The dead are judged by the Ten Commandment Law. But the living are 

judged by how they relate themselves to both laws - the Ten Commandments and the Ceremonial 

feasts of the Sabbath, Passover, Pentecost, Atonement, Feast of Tabernacles, and New Moon. 

The Sabbath marks the weeks; the Moon the months, the seasons, and Feasts; and the Sun, the 

days and years. 
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Many have tried to make a perfect calendar (some just recently) in this imperfect world with 

approximately 365 1/4 days in the year. No one has been able to accomplish the perfect calendar, 

as yet, since the flood. 

 

At the time of the flood, the natural thermostatic system that encircled the earth was broken 

down, and the resulting ice slightly moved the earth off its axis. See Ps. 82:5; 2 Sam 22:8;9  Tr. 

24:1. 

 

In the beginning, the sun and moon were created on the fourth day (Gen. 1:14-19). At this time, 

the day and night Vernal Equinox, the fourth day of the week.  3 Ans. Book p. 11.  Since the 

flood, the new moon varies.  Here it is seen that God created this world in the Spring of the year. 

When Christ ascended to Heaven and offered the wave-sheaf early the morning of Abib 18, re-

creation began.  Since then, salvation has been sure; until then it was not. 

 

On the day of the Vernal Equinox, the New Year and the first month should begin. However, 

since the new moon marks the months, no one is able to make a perfect calendar now, starting 

the calendar year on the day of the Vernal Equinox March 20-21. Since 1959, we have used the 

Jewish Calendar and have found it to be correct with God's Calendar, thus far. Hence, in 

accordance with the Jewish Calendar, Passover is Friday, April 16, 1965, in the evening. The 

Jewish Calendar was with God's Calendar this month, March.  Therefore, we anticipate it will be 

in harmony with Creation's Calendar in April. 

 

Speaking of calendars, we are all well aware of much talk about changing our present calendar; 

so that we cannot tell the correct day for the Sabbath, God's people are not to despair, as we can 

be well assured that the Lord will look after His own. 

 

There is always a bright ray of hope.  It is not at all improbable ---- if either the "great 

earthquake," Rev. 11:13; "and an earthquake," Rev. 8:5; or "the earth helped the woman, and the 

earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth," 

Rev. 12:16, can be classified as a physical disturbance of this globe, as well as a shaking or 

purification in the church of Laodicea (E.W. 270-2,3), like it was in the days of Moses, when the 

earth opened its mouth and swallowed up the false prophets, office-seekers, and self-promoters 

(G .C. S. 33:2) ---- for the Lord to set the earth back on its axis as it was originally. 

 

In this case, then, it would be possible to make the perfect calendar. The year and the first day of 

the first month of the year would always start, as in Creation, on the very day of the Vernal 

Equinox... "on which Spring, the first season of the year, commences, AND ON WHICH THE 

SUN AND THE MOON WERE CREATED (THE FOURTH DAY FROM THE BEGINNING 

OF CREATION)...THE ONLY POINT IN TIME AT WHICH, IN THE VERY NATURE OF 

THINGS, THE YEAR COULD BEGIN." 3A11:0.  In this way, if the present calendar is 

changed, God's people could always use the unvarying sign-post of the Vernal Equinox (on the 

fourth day of the week) to know the date of the Sabbath, and all the feast days. As long as the 

earth is out of its course (Ps.82:5), with the "foundations destroyed" Ps. 11:3, God's beloved 

saints can only "Flee as a bird to your mountain" Ps. 11:1, if the Calendar is changed. 
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One thing is certain: the false prophets, self-promoters, and office seekers, with their spurious 

calendars, only have a very short time to engage in their crafty work. We can be sure of one 

thing - these skillful artisans, with their archaic devices, will come to naught, along with their 

ingenious schemes. 

 

In the meantime, God has given the honest a sign by which to test the true prophetic voice: "The 

typical temples represent both sections of the church, with two divine laws; namely, moral and 

ceremonial. Thus, the 'woman' represents a church that keeps the 'commandments of God-moral 

law, and have the testimony of Jesus Messiah - ceremonial law, or the plan of salvation revealed 

in the light of 'The Spirit of Prophecy.' (Rev.  12:17) " 2 S.R 268:2. 

 

"This system of worship, therefore, is truly the Righteousness by faith that brings the 

righteousness of Christ in the people of God: Let us now, with ears wide open, hear the crier's 

bell." 2 T.G. 37:24. "Here is what Inspiration itself has to say concerning the prophet's means of 

taking his message to the church: 

 

'Behold upon the mountains the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace.  O 

Judah, keep thy solemn feasts, perform thy vows: for the wicked shall no more pass through 

thee; he is utterly cut off.' Nah. 1:15." General Conference Special 37; G.C.S. r 34, 35. 

 

Years ago, V. T, Houteff wrote, commenting on the statement, "The Lord shall take the reins in 

His Own Hands." T.M. 300. 

 

"The foregoing prophetic statement reveals two definite things. First, that the Lord is not (in his 

day) holding the reins in His Own Hands (setting up His Kingdom); and, second, that at some 

time He will do so. That is, as God is not now ruling the denominations through its present 

organization, He must reorganize it." The Symbolic Code Oct-Dec. 1938, page 5. 

 

"Therefore, the Lord's taking the reins in His Own Hands is the beginning of the establishing of 

His everlasting Kingdom, just prior to His visible coming in the clouds." Ibid. page 6:4. 

 

These statements by the Lord's servant, V. T. Houteff, makes it quite clear that, when the Lord 

begins to set up His Kingdom, He will take the reins in His Own Hands, At that time, the Lord's 

message, through Inspiration, publishes peace and calls for Judah to keep 

 

GODS SOLEMN FEASTS 

 

"Here you see that the announcement of this long-expected event is to be made by someone's 

publications. Moreover, he publishes peace, and thus announces the restoration of the Kingdom.  

This is the only peace that the world can have.  There is to be no other.  Those who keep God's 

solemn 'feasts' and perform their vows shall have this peace.   None others shall. "  2 T.G. 42:41. 

 

We must be logical thinkers and stop to realize that neither Sister White or Brother Houteff 

called for Judah the church, to keep the feasts.  Yet, Paul commands (1 Cor.5:7,8) the Christians 

to keep them. Therefore, the church must keep God's feasts and be marked with this Truth by the 

"man in linen" (Eze. 9:3,4).  All who fail to do God's will by observing His Solemn Feasts will  
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either go down in the slaughter by the five men (Eze. 9:5-7) who follow on after the marking for 

the 144,000 has been completed; or they will receive the mark of beast by keeping his spurious 

feast. 

 

Jesus instituted the Lord's Supper the night of the Passover, (Matt: 26:17-28). Those who 

observe this meaningful, all important, and necessary part of Christ's law on Sunday, at 11 A.M.; 

or Sabbath quarterly, at the same time, are doing it from tradition, not from Bible authority. 

 

Ellen G. White thought the Lord's Supper should be observed often: She had the message of the 

Third Angel of the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth of the Atonement for the dead, (1T.G.r 5 page 

12:3). And, since V. T. Houteff only had the announcement of the Ceremonial law with the 

Feasts, the message of the Investigative Judgment for the Living; it is plain to see they would 

have no comprehensive understanding of this all-important subject for the church in this marking 

time, or harvest, of the first fruits of 144,000. 

 

Indeed, Brother Houteff states, "Furthermore, no one seems to know when and how to observe 

the sacrament.  Some observe it every Sunday or every Sabbath, some occasionally, some every 

quarter, and so on.  It seems logical to say that when God commands us to ordain it anew, He 

will tell us also how and when to observe it properly." 1 T.G.r 3 page 6:2, "Our chief duty right 

now is not to urge the observance of the Lord's Supper." Ibid. 3 page 5:1. 

 

Evidently, he was never told to ordain the Lord's Supper among Davidians, since he did not 

before his death. When we consider that Brother Houteff's work is, as he says, the antitype of 

John the Baptist (1T.G. r 36 page 4:1), we can very readily see; since John did not ordain the 

Lord's Supper in his day, neither would Brother Houteff ordain it anew among Davidians, so 

long as he taught in harmony with type and antitype, Christ was the one who instituted the Lord's 

Supper; and, if we are to stay in harmony with type in our antitypical teachings, the Truth tells us 

Inspiration would call another movement, as an antitype of Christ's work (12 S. Code 1 page 

66:0). This movement, called forth by Inspiration, would give the knowledge of how and when 

to observe this ordinance in the same manner as Christ, our example; hence, Israel, the Church, is 

rescued from its Egyptian and Babylonian bondage of tradition. 

 

"John the Baptist preached repentance to show that they were in sin and needed to repent and be 

converted." 12 S. Code 6,7: 9:2. 

 

This was the work of the Davidian messenger, V. T. Houteff.  "Since we as Adventists have been 

in the habit of celebrating the Lord's Supper, it is clear that our not having this ordinance among 

us for the time being, signifies that it is a temporary restriction peculiar to us (Davidians, in the 

day of antitypical John, V.T.H.). In order for us to become ready for this ordinance, something 

must take place." Ibid. 

 

In the light of the type and antitype as we have studied thus far, we can very well see why it was 

not time for this ordinance among Davidians in the days of V. T. Houteff. 

 

" - Something must take place - " 

 

"John (and antitypical John, V.T.H.) said that He who would come after him would baptize with  
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the Holy Ghost and with fire. That baptism is still future. And, if it is still future from John's (and 

antitypical John, V.T.H.) time, it must be performed some time before we get into the Kingdom." 

Ibid. par. 3. 

 

What a statement!  So plain and simple it is, since Jesus (our type for today) baptized with fire, 

the Apostles and the seventy, sending them out, two by two; the antitypical twelve and seventy 

today, likewise, are to receive this baptism of fire, as in Christ's day. This evidently is to take 

place according to type and antitype, before the Kingdom is fully established, and the 144,000 

stand with the lamb on "Mount Sion". Rev. 14:1 

 

Brother!  Sister! do you wish to be among this number? Are you ready and prepared for this 

FIRE? The Lord's Voice says, “My accompanying angel, cried out with awful solemnity, 'Get 

ready' get ready' get ready' for the fierce anger of the Lord is soon to come. His wrath is to be 

poured out, unmixed with mercy, and ye are not ready.  Rend the heart, and not the garment. A 

great work must get done for the remnant." E. W. 119 

 

The Davidian Association "purports itself to be the first of the first fruits (wavesheaf, Lev. 23:15; 

Ex. 23:19; 34:26) of the living, the. vanguard (that which precedes the army) from among the 

present-day descendants of those Jews who composed the Early Christian church." The Leviticus 

page 3. 

 

The offering of the wave-sheaf takes place, we are told (Lev. 23) at the Passover. Evidently, 

since the Davidian Association has now accepted the advanced light of Present Truth of the 

Ceremonial law with the harvest feasts in their proper setting, it will be waved at the proper time, 

at the Passover. 

 

PLACE:  NEW MT., CARMEL CENTER, WACO, TEXAS 

 

TIME:  APRIL 16-24, 1965 

 

LOCATION: Approximately 12 miles East of Waco; turn right as you go over the bridge. Then 

follow signs, approximately three miles Southwest. 

 

Time, courtesy, and freedom of speech will be given all who have, or think they have, a message 

for Seventh-day Adventists, Davidians, etc.   You are urgently requested to be there.  Invite your 

friends to attend, also. Let's unite our efforts to accomplish the utmost in unity of beliefs, 

thought, and action. The hour is late and time hasteth greatly. 

 

The General Conference, the Brinsmeads, all S.D.A.'s, D.S.D A.'s, and Reformers are invited to 

send their representatives and all of their following who possibly can come. Come one and all. 

Let us study and pray together to accomplish the goal.  A good time and a Spiritual feast, the like 

of which we have not seen, is anticipated. 

 

"Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord; awake, as in the ancient days, in the 

generations of old. Art thou not it that hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon? Art thou not it 

which hath dried the sea, the waters of the great deep; that hath made the depths of the sea a way  
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for the ransomed to pass over? Therefore, the redeemed of the Lord shall return, and come with 

singing unto Zion; and everlasting joy shall be upon their head: they shall obtain gladness and 

joy; and sorrow and mourning shall flee away," Isa. 51:9-11. 

 

 

Yours to keep God's Feasts and have peace, 

 

 

Benjamin  Roden 

 

 

 

NOTE:  All emphasis and parentheses ours unless otherwise indicated. 
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                              THE STONE 
 

 

 

The mountains of Israel are literally covered with stones, so much so that none of the nation's 

desire to have them.  For many centuries the land of Palestine has lain desolate just as Inspiration 

prophesied.  (Ezekiel 33:24-29).  This shows that the land was to lie waste because of the sins of 

His people.  Since the Jews have come back and are uncovering the rocky soil to beautify the 

land by taking out the stones and building beautiful buildings with them, all nations want this 

land.   Marvelous things have been accomplished by the Jews in ten short years.  In a few years 

more Israel will be the most beautiful nation in all the world.  (Ezekiel 36:35; Joel 2:3). 

 

There is no doubt about the restoration of Israel in these last days, for the restoration is taking 

place right before our very eyes; and all the wonderful prophecies of the Bible (read Isa., 

chapters 2, 11, 14, 35, 41, 49; Ezek. 36, 37; Isa. 52, 58; Joel 2,3; Isa. 42, 60, 61, 62, 66 ; 

Jeremiah 23, 30, 31) will be fulfilled in their order as God's servants have prophesied.  Some say 

there won't be an earthly kingdom before the millennium because Sr. White wrote: "I also were 

shown that old Jerusalem would never be built up." E.W. 75:2. Either Sr. White did not know 

what she was talking about or she meant something else for Jerusalem is being built up.  

Hundreds of beautiful structures - commercial buildings, residences and apartments - are being 

built.  There are two large hotels and several smaller ones on the Israel side of Jerusalem. If Jesus 

were to visit Jerusalem today and had thirty pounds, He could get a room at the Kind David 

Hotel, if there were a vacancy.   Yes, Jerusalem is being built up.   If you were in Jerusalem one 

quick look would explain to you what Sr. White meant, for Old Jerusalem is in the Trans-Jordan 

territory and there's no building going on there; but just across the line in Israel, Jerusalem is a 

modern city with much building in progress.  The admonition that His people where not to go to 

old Jerusalem, for "it would take a long while to make a very few of the Jews believe even in the 

first advent of Christ, much more to believe in His second advent." E.W. 75:2, means just what 

she said.  It is not ".... the present work (her time) of Lord, under the message of the third angel."  

E.W. 75:2. 

 

If we as Seventh-day Adventists are to take this statement in E.W. 75 to mean what we always 

thought it meant - namely, that none were ever to go to Jerusalem, then we had better throw out 

all of scriptures that say otherwise.   Even John while on Patmos had a vision of the 144,000 

standing on mount Zion, Rev. 14:1.  Isaiah wrote:  " And it shall come to pass in the last days... 

for out of Zion show go forth the law, of the Lord's from Jerusalem."  Isa. 2:2,3.  "And in that 

day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign of the people; to it shall the 

Gentiles seek."  Isa. 11:10.  "And the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and kings to the brightness 

of thy rising."  "Lift up thine eyes round about, and see: all they gather themselves together, they 

come to thee: thy sons shall come from far"... "the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee"...  

"Surely the isles shall wait for me, and the ships of Tarshish first to bring thy sons from far, their 

silver and their gold with them" ... "that men may bring unto thee the forces (wealth) of the 

Gentiles, and that their kings may be brought."  Isa. 60: 3, 4, 5, 9, 11.  "But ye, O Mountains of  

Israel, ye shall shoot forth your branches and yield your fruit to my people of Israel; for they are 

at hand to come, For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of all countries, 
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and bring you into your own land."  Ezek. 36:8, 24.  "And I will cause the captivity of Judah and 

the captivity of Israel to return, and will build them, as at the first... And I will cleanse them from 

all their iniquity whereby they have sinned against Me..."  Jer. 33:7,8.  "But this shall be the 

covenant that I will make with the house of Israel: After those days, saith the Lord, I will put my 

law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts..."  Jer. 31:33.  "If those ordinances (sun for 

light by day and moon for a light by night) depart from before me, saith the Lord, then the seed 

of Israel also shall cease from being a nation before me forever."  Jer. 31:36. 

 

Several years after Sr. White wrote the statement in E.W., God had her write:  "When this gospel 

shall be presented in its fullness to the Jews, many will accept Christ as the Messiah."   A.A. 

380:2.  Whereas the Jews would not accept the second coming of Christ under the Third Angel's 

message (E.W.75) we see (..."under the direction of the Angel who joins the Third Angel" T.M. 

300) many of the Jews will accept Christ as the Messiah.  They cannot understand the second 

coming of Christ under the Third Angel's message.  But they surely will understand the Loud 

Cry of the Third Angel's message as it is proclaimed by that "other Angel" from Mt. Zion 

(Testimonies Vol. 6 406:5; Rev. 18:1), when this gospel of the kingdom is preached for a 

witness. Now, read carefully what the Spirit of Prophecy says:  "In the closing proclamation of 

the gospel (Loud Cry), when special work is to be done for classes of people hitherto neglected, 

God expects His messengers to take particular interest in the Jewish people whom they find in all 

parts of the earth.  As the Old Testament Scriptures are blended with the New in an explanation 

of Jehovah's eternal purpose, this will be to many of the Jews as the dawn of a new creation, the 

resurrection of the soul. As they see the Christ of the gospel dispensation portrayed in the pages 

of the Old Testament Scriptures and perceive how clearly the New Testament explains the old, 

their slumbering faculties will be aroused and they will recognize Christ as the Saviour of the 

world.  Many will by faith receive Christ as their Redeemer..." Among the Jews are some who, 

like Saul of Tarsus, are mighty in the Scriptures, and these will proclaim with wonderful power 

the immutability of the Law of God. The God of Israel will bring this to pass in our day." A.A. 

381:1,2. G.W. 297-99. 

 

If Jerusalem is not to be built up and no one is to go there, pray tell us, why are the Jews by the 

thousands going back to the land that God gave then? And if the land of Palestine is never to be 

built up, what are all these hundreds of buildings that are being built from the borders of 

Lebanon to the Negev? If the land is not to be built, why did God tell us this land would be like 

the "Garden of Eden" (Ezek. 36:35) while the heathen are still round about? (verse 36); also Joel 

2:3. If you cannot give a satisfactory answer, seeing that the building up of the land of Palestine 

is being accomplished, just as Inspiration has prophesied it would, then you had better wake out 

of slumber and take God at His word and quit listening to all those false prophets in the church 

that prophesy, lies unto you, if you desire salvation. If you do not believe and you have no faith 

in God's word, just make a trip to Israel and you will see that these fellows have been pulling the 

wool over your eyes. You had better wake out of your lethargy before it is too late. Israel is the 

only nation that believes in the Sabbath as a nation; all other nations, if they profess to believe in 

God, either teach that Sunday or Friday is the Holy day. Soon they will begin to put  

pressure on you who keep holy the Seventh day. God advises you to prepare to come to Israel 

where God's people will gather in preparation to be translated, and where there will be no 

plagues. (Ps.91). 
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How is this kingdom to come about? Jesus said: "The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of 

mustard seed." Matt. 13:31. Zephaniah explains how we may know when this kingdom is near to 

be established. 

 

"Gather yourselves together, yea; gather together, O nation not desired; ...before the fierce anger 

of the Lord come upon you, before the day of the Lord's anger come upon you."  Zeph. 2:1,2. 

 

Here we see that the "nation not desired" (the Jews) is to gather back to Palestine before the great 

time of trouble begins. This gathering really took on form in 1948 when Israel became a free 

state. Verse 3 tells us what we should do at this time. "Seek ye the Lord, all ye meek of the earth, 

which have wrought his judgments: seek righteousness, seek meekness; it may be ye shall be hid 

in the day of the Lord's anger." Zeph. 2:3. 

 

While the Jews are gathering back to Palestine (just before the great and dreadful day of the 

Lord) and God's true people are seeking Him also righteousness and humbleness, and we know 

for a certainty where we are today, we need to know what Inspiration says the nations will be 

doing at this time. For this information let us turn to Isaiah. 

 

"Associate yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces; and give ear, all ye of far 

countries: gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces; ... take counsel together, and it shall 

come to naught; speak the word, and it shall not stand; for God is with us." Isa. 8:9, 10. 

 

The nations are to be associating themselves in their council meetings as they are doing today, 

we are told. Nevertheless, their councils will come to naught, and they themselves will be broken 

in pieces; the reason is because they do not take God into their plans. God is not with them for 

He is with us, those who love the Truth. 

 

"After Isaiah mentions the ancient Historical confederacy and then the sign of Immanuel, which 

we have just reviewed and applied to the experience of the early Christian church history, verse 9 

of chapter 8 warns against another association of peoples, saying that this confederacy will 

likewise surely fail and fall to pieces. And for us, this is the main lesson in these chapters. We 

are instructed as to what to expect and what to do about it. 

 

The period we are now in is antitypical Assyria. The Assyrian period is about to pass away and 

the period of Babylon to be ushered in. But there is another thing that is to happen between the 

setting up of the confederacy of Isaiah 8:9 and the rise of Babylon: it is the setting up of God's 

Kingdom. God's people are to be taken to their own land and made free." Symbolic Code Vol. 

12, #1, p.p. 6, 7. Also read 1 TGr #22. 

 

The Assyrian will pass through Immanuel's land some time after the Emmanuel (Matt. 1:23) had 

come - in the Christian period - our time. We are admonished not to walk in His way (verse 11), 

nor do after the manner of the world. And while the nations are forming confederacies (which we  

see today) because they are afraid, the church of God is admonished not to do likewise … His 

people are not to say “a confederacy” (compromise with the world). Nor are we to fear as they 

fear, for He pleads with us to "Sanctify the Lord of hosts Himself; and let Him: be your fear, and 

let Him be your dread." Isa. 8:13. 
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If we sanctify the Lord in our hearts, we do not need to be afraid of anything for  Inspiration 

says: "And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence to both 

the houses, of Israel. (S.D.A. and D.S.D.A. - first) for a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of 

Jerusalem." Verse 14. 

 

Sr. White had a vision of the 144,000 (E.W.15). John also saw this number standing on Mt. Zion. 

Rev. 14:1. The Spirit of Prophecy says about the vision: "The vision of the prophet pictures them 

as standing on Mt. Zion, girt for holy service." A.A. 591. "The Lord has a people on the earth 

who follow the Lamb withersoever He goeth. He has His thousands who have not bowed the 

knee to Baal. Such will stand with Him on Mount Zion. But they must stand on this earth, girded 

with the whole armor (all truth) ready to engage in the work of saving souls who are ready to 

perish." (Great Multitude, Rev. 7:9) E.G. White, R.H. April 12, 1898. 

 

The 144,000, Inspiration says, are Israel (Rev. 7:1-8). And the number that no man can number 

(Rev. 7:9) are of all nations. So, it is plain to see that the 144,000 stand on Mt. Zion girded with 

the whole armor in a last great effort to save the honest from Babylon (Rev. 18:4). At this time 

Isaiah says: " ....for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. 

And he shall judge among the nations, and rebuke many people." Isa. 2:3,4. 

 

Please notice that Rev. 14 shows that the 144,000 stand on Mt. Zion with the Lamb in 

probationary time – while judgment is going on because "the four beasts and twenty-four elders" 

are still around the throne. (verse 3).  If probation had closed, the beasts and elders would not be 

around the throne. And if John had seen them (144,000) in heaven during the 1000 years judging 

the wicked dead, the Lamb would not be there, for at that time our Saviour does not stand before 

the throne as a bleeding Lamb, but rather, He is "King of Kings".  Inspiration says: "And I saw 

thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them ....and they lived and reined 

with Christ a thousand years." Rev. 20:4. 

 

Here Inspiration says that the 144,000 are kings sitting on thrones, but John saw them (Rev. 14) 

as the first fruits.  If they are first fruits standing girt for the holy service, we may be assured they 

stand with the Lamb (Isa.4) ready to gather in the second fruits (Rev. 7:9), for where there are 

first fruits we can be sure there will be second. The same reasoning applies here as it does to the 

two resurrections. (Rev.20). 

 

Inspiration says that the Lord's Truth is a stumbling stone to both the houses of Israel (Isa. 8:14) - 

Judah and Israel. If we say that S.D.A. is Judah (two tribes) and the other churches are Israel (ten 

tribes), then, since the 144,000 (Rev. 7:4-8) are of all twelve tribes we may conclude that there 

will be 24,000 from S.D.A. and 120,000 from the other churches. Then they would gather in a 

great multitude, second fruits, of heathen.  But, since Sr. White's first vision was of the 144,000 

(E.W. 15) we believe that S.D.A. was organized to gather the 144,000 into the church during the 

time that Babylon has her moral fall. (Rev. 14:8, (G.C.389:2). The 144,000 are then to gather 

into God's purified kingdom the second fruits from the other churches and the world or from 

Babylon the Great. (Rev. 18). 
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Now, since the 144,000 are the Seventh-day Adventists and 12,000 from each of the twelve 

tribes (Rev. 7:4-8); and since the Lord is a stumbling stone and a snare to "both the houses of 

Israel", there must be some positive way to prove this fact. In the first place, Seventh-day 

Adventists know that there is a Davidian S.D.A. church.  Since the Adventists are modern Israel 

(P.K. 417, 5T.160) and there is S.D.A. and Davidian  S.D.A., the names show us quickly that 

there are two houses of Israel, in modern Israel, the church, Let us not overlook the fact that 

Inspiration says that the Lord is a stumbling stone (Isa. 8:14) to both S.D.A. and D.S.D.A., Christ 

being symbolized as a stone (Isa. 28:16) and His being a stumbling stone to both the houses of 

Israel - both S.D.A. and D.S.D.A. - it is easy to see that He sends a stone message, a message of 

Himself, that both houses can stumble over if they are not watching. The truth of the matter is 

that they both think the message they bear is the last, and no more light is to be revealed unless it 

is revealed through them. The Lord's message, however, comes to then: as a snare - it takes them 

by surprise; and not only them, but the stone kingdom comes as a snare to all people. (Luke 

21:31-36). 

 

In other words, the Lord "hath a vine-and in a very fruitful hill (Isa. 5: 1) ...."He looked that it 

should bring forth grapes, and it brought forth wild grapes." verse 2. "For the vineyard of the 

Lord is the house of Israel and the men of Judah is his pleasant plant." "And he looked for 

judgment, but behold, oppression; for righteousness, but behold a cry." verse 7.  And now, O 

inhabitants of Jerusalem, and men of Judah, judge, I pray you, betwixt me and my vineyard." 

verse.3. 

 

Here we see that the Lord's vineyard that He planted is the house of Israel and when He looked 

for grapes He found wild grapes. Then there was only one thing left for Him to do, and that was 

to take away the hedge of Inspiration. This He did by laying away Sr. White in the first instance 

and Bro. V. T. Houteff in the second. And now He tells His people to judge betwixt Him and His 

vineyard. Either choose Him or His vineyard. They are at liberty to follow the leadership of 

either of the houses of Israel (in the house of wild grapes) without Inspiration, or they have the 

privilege of following Him inside the hedge of Inspiration (2TG 46-47:3.) by following present 

truth. 

 

Let us make this so plain that even the little ones can understand it, even though it does not look 

as if it could be made any plainer than the above explanation - the admonition is to make it so 

plain that even the foolish need not err therein. (Isa. 35:8). 

 

Note that Sr. White saw that the 144,000 living saints were sealed in their foreheads with a 

threefold seal God, New Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus' NEW NAME."  E.W. 

15:1.  Jesus says: "...I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my 

God which is New Jerusalem ....AND I WILL WRITE UPON HIM MY NEW NAME." Rev. 

3:12. 

 

We know that God's name is in the fourth commandment. The Third Angel's message taught us 

the seal of God. God gave us His sealing truth through Mrs. E. G. White. (E.W.254:2) Then the 

angel (message) of Rev. 7:1-8 ascended from the East with the Truth about the New Jerusalem or 

Kingdom message. (Palestine is known as the Middle East to all the world).  So the 144,000 are 

sealed by the Davidian kingdom truth which God sent to His people through the Shepherd's Rod 
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message and its author, Bro. V. T. Houteff: "...Hear ye the rod and who hath appointed it." 

Micah 6:9. 

 

These two messages - the Sabbath and Sanctuary truth and the New Jerusalem or kingdom 

message - only give us the knowledge of two sealing truths. The full and complete sealing truth 

is taught by the threefold. Since both of His former servants are in the grave, it becomes evident 

that, for His people to have the knowledge of the third sealing truth (the truth of His new name), 

there must necessarily be the third inspired message through which God reveals the third sealing 

truth. It is written: "Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto His 

servants the prophets." Amos.3:7. 

 

For many centuries the knowledge of Jesus' new name has remained a secret and now at the 

proper time He reveals it as a “stumbling stone” to both the houses of Israel. For says Inspiration: 

" ....To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna and I will give him a white 

stone and in the stone a new name written." Rev. 2:17. 

 

The Son of God is the bread of life (manna) and the knowledge of Him is the gospel - the pearl 

of great price (Matt. 13:46). "Behold, I send an angel (message) before thee, to keep thee in the 

way, and to bring thee into the place which I have prepared. Beware of him, and obey his voice, 

provoke him not; for he will not pardon your transgressions: for my name is in him. But, if thou 

shalt indeed obey his voice, and do all that I (Jesus) speak; then I will be an enemy unto thine 

enemies, and an adversary unto thine adversaries." Ex. 23:20-22. 

 

The angel (message) that goes before thee has His name in it and His people are admonished not 

to provoke Him for He will not "pardon your transgressions". But if we will indeed obey His 

voice (do all the message says) then He will be an enemy to our enemies. Jesus says: "He that 

rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him; the word that I have 

spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day.". John 12:48. "The Lord said moreover unto 

me; Son of man, wilt thou judge Aholah and Aholibah? Yea, declare unto them their 

abominations." Ezek. 23:36. 

 

Now let us see who Inspiration says Aholah and Aholibah are. In the first place, the Timely 

Greetings says that the women who are at ease (Isa. 32:9) are "Aholah and Aholibah", the 

figurative names of Judah and Israel," 1 TGr 33:6. The Spirit of Prophecy says: "We are 

repeating the history of that people." 5T160:2. Since modern Israel is repeating the history of 

ancient Israel and the figurative names of ancient Judah and Israel were Aholah and Aholibah; 

therefore, we do no violence to the text by applying these figurative names to modern Judah and 

Israel. Furthermore, Ezekiel was commanded to judge - "....declare unto them their 

abominations." Ezek. 23: 6. But, since ancient Israel had been assimilated among the nations 

many years prior to Ezekiel's time and never has been a nation since, and also at that time ancient 

Judah was in captivity in Babylon, the truth of the matter is Ezekiel never judged either. 

 

Since the text has never been applicable in the past in its fullest sense, then we see no reason to 

withhold the true interpretation of the figurative names and thereby miss the lesson.  One thing is 

certain – the lesson teaches us that S.D.A. and D.S.D.A. are true people. Dear ones, the 

knowledge of this fact should ease the sting a bit. But only Christ can take away your 

abominations, if you will let Him, by obedience to the whole truth. 
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To further illustrate: "Son of man, there were (are) two women, the daughters of one mother." 

Ezek. 23:2. Now, since women are symbolical of churches (Isa. 4:1, Rev. 12:1) and S.D.A. and 

D.S.D.A. are modern Israel, therefore only can it be said of them, they are "the daughters of one 

mother." 

 

"And the names of them were Aholah the elder, and Aholibah, her sister; and they were mine, 

and they bare sons and daughters. Thus were their names; Samaria is Aholah, and Jerusalem 

Aholibah. Eze. 23:2,4. Read the rest of the chapter to find out what some of the abominations in 

the church are. Inspiration says that Aholibah did worse than Aholah. (Verse 11) This is true in 

face of the fact they profess to believe advanced truth. There is much more evidence in the Rod 

message for the Branch than there is in the Spirit of Prophecy for the Rod. Therefore, Aholibah 

is worse than Aholah for not advancing with the Truth. No one, however, will be exempt in the 

judgment for not advancing with Truth. 

 

In Ezekiel 16 the Lord says: "Son of man, cause Jerusalem to know her abominations. Verse 2. 

Here the prophet is admonished to declare unto Jerusalem her abominations. Since Jerusalem in 

this chapter applies to the Jews instead of the church, we will not take time and space to study 

the whole chapter. However, there is a present truth lesson in it for the church. Therefore, we 

shall study that portion which is present truth for us. 

 

"Wherefore, O harlot, (Jerusalem) hear the word of the Lord; Thus saith the Lord God; Because 

thy filthiness was poured out, and thy nakedness discovered through thy whoredoms with thy 

lovers ....Behold, therefore I will gather all thy lovers with whom thou has taken pleasure, and all 

them that thou hast loved, with all them that thou hast hated; I will even gather them round about 

against thee, and will discover thy nakedness unto them, that they may see all thy nakedness." 

Eze. 16:35-37. Zechariah gives the answer to what God means when He says He will bring 

against Jerusalem all that they have loved and all that they have hated. "Behold, the day of the 

Lord cometh, and thy spoil shall be divided in the midst of thee. For I will gather all nations 

against Jerusalem to battle; and the city shall be taken, and the houses rifled, and the women 

ravished; and half of the city shall go forth into captivity, and the residue of the people shall not 

be cut off from the city. Then shall the Lord go forth, and fight against those nations as when he 

fought in the day of battle.  And His feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives..." 

Zech. 14:1-4. 

 

These verses need no comment save what is meant by: "And his feet shall stand in that day on 

the mount of Olives." For the explanation of this statement see Rev. 14:1. "And I looked, and lo, 

a lamb stood on the mount Zion, and with him an hundred forty and four thousand, having his 

Father's name written in their foreheads." Isaiah gives us the answer as to how the Lord will 

stand there. "And the Lord will create upon every dwelling place of mount Zion, and upon her 

assemblies a cloud and smoke by day and the shining of a flaming fire by night; for upon all the 

glory shall be a defense." Isa. 4:5. 

 

We understand that Zech. 14:4 has its complete fulfillment at the end of the 1000 years. But 

when we study the entire chapter together, we see that it has a partial fulfillment before the 1000 

years. 
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Going back to Ezekiel 16, we see now that all that Jerusalem loves and all she hates includes all 

the nations. 

 

"Behold, every one that useth proverbs shall use this proverb against thee, saying, As is the 

mother, so is her daughter." Verse 44. Although we as SDAs taught for many years that the Jews 

would never go back to Jerusalem, we see that we are forced to admit that we did not understand 

all that is to take place before the Lord comes. The Scripture says that Jerusalem is like in 

character as Jerusalem of old. Use the proverb, like mother, like daughter. 

 

"Thou art thy mother's daughter, that loatheth her husband (God) and her children; and thou art 

the sister of thy sisters, which loatheth their husbands and their children (church members); your 

mother was an Hittite, and your father an Amorite." Verse 45. 

 

The fact that the kingdom of Judah had a sister - the ten tribe Israel (Samaria) - and since this 

Scripture was written long after the ten tribes were dispersed among the nations, if the text has 

reference to them, Ezekiel could only be pointing back to the time when they were a nation. But 

the scripture says that Jerusalem is a sister of her sisters. If sisters, plural, could mean the other 

cities of Judea, then Ezekiel could be pointing back to Jerusalem in the time of the kingdom of 

Judah. However, logic and reason disallow this for at the time of ancient Jerusalem the other 

towns of Judah were not considered as sister churches. At the time of ancient Judah and Israel 

there were no other forms of worship generally known, and, if there were, it could only have 

been a type of Pagan worship which, in such case, would not be considered a sister to Jerusalem. 

Therefore, we conclude that the text has its more direct fulfillment when Jerusalem has sister 

churches. As we study some of the following verses of this chapter, we will see the application, 

verse 45. 

 

"And thine elder sister is Samaria, she and her daughters that dwell at thy left hand: and thy 

younger sister, that dwelleth at thy right hand is Sodom and her daughters." verse 46. 

 

If one stood in Jerusalem looking eastward; the location of ancient Samaria would be to the left 

or north and the place where ancient Sodom stood, the Dead Sea, would more or less be on the 

right. Jerusalem is almost in line geographically with the upper end of the Dead Sea, with the 

remainder of the Dead Sea lying to the south or, as the Scripture says, on the right.   So far, the 

text is perfect but a second glance at the Scripture tells  us that there is something wrong, for 

Inspiration says that Sodom is younger than Samaria, even younger than Jerusalem. History tells 

us that Sodom was destroyed long before the kingdom ever came into existence. Sodom was a 

city of Gentiles and Lot, a Gentile, was its mayor. Logically speaking, then, Sodom could not be 

called Jerusalem's sister. But we believe that this Scripture was divinely inspired as well as all 

other Scripture (2 Tim. 3:16). Therefore, we must sink the shaft of thought (Truth) deeper into 

the Word of God that we may know the full meaning of this Scripture and, therefore, receive a 

present Truth lesson. 

 

Only could it be said of the Seventh-day Adventist church that she is a sister and yet be older 

than New Jerusalem, the daughter of ancient Jerusalem.  Therefore, SDA is modern Samaria – 

Ten Tribes of the 144,000.  The foregoing application is as reasonable and logical as can be 
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made and leaves the mind of the honest with the assurance that he has gained a lesson of worth. 

But what can be said of Sodom? She is a sister of the Daughter of Jerusalem.  Keep in mind that 

Sodom represents the Gentiles. With this key we may be able to unlock the mystery of the other 

sister.  If, then, Sodom represents the Gentiles or heathen, we may conclude she represents the 

Sunday keeping churches. Inspiration, however, says she is younger than SDA (Samaria), even 

younger than Jerusalem. And furthermore, in order to be a sister, Sodom must be a Sabbath 

keeper, with perhaps heathen (Gentiles) ruling her, because Jerusalem is a Sabbath keeper.  The 

Scriptures says that all three loath their husbands. Then who is Sodom, seeing that the daughter 

of Jerusalem has just passed her tenth birthday, and Sodom is her younger sister? Here is a truth 

that God has held His hand over for many centuries, to be revealed at the proper time; that the 

simple things may confound the so called wise - those that think they know so much. There is 

only one Sabbath keeping church that "loatheth" her Husband - not following Inspiration, that is 

under ten years old.  

 

The only one we know of that fits this description is DSDA. But, you say, DSDA began in 1930. 

Perhaps but she did not become one that loatheth her Husband until after the death of Bro. 

Houteff in 1955. While the messenger was living he admonished the SDAs to remain in the 

church, even though he realized that the SDA leaders would cast them out for believing the 

Shepherd's Rod.  But, shortly after Bro. Houteff's death, the rulers at Mt. Carmel rejected the 

Branch message and started a big campaign to get the people to leave SDA (Egypt - Ezek. 17:15, 

5T217) and come to DSDA, thereby creating another SDA church, which makes them under ten 

years old – younger than the daughter of Jerusalem. 

 

From October 1955 to the spring of 1959 marks the time of the Gentiles "be fulfilled". Luke 21:2 

 

The Scripture says: " ....until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." Evidently, there is more than 

one fulfillment of this text. One group may fulfill the text but not do away with it, just as Jesus 

came to fulfill the law but He did not do away with the law. John the Baptist fulfilled the type of 

Elijah but he did not destroy the type. 

 

Sr. White and Bro. Houteff both said that Wm. Miller fulfilled the type of Elijah (E.W. 233:1; 

2SR241:1). In fact, many believe that Bro. Houteff himself fulfilled the Elijah type, but some 

believe that even he did not destroy the type. It is not, however, clear just what is to happen at 

the end of the Gentile period here mentioned. Evidently, it marks the end of one thing and the 

real beginning of something else. One thing we do know, and that is the Gentiles are to lose out. 

 

The Spirit of Prophecy says: "Those who have trusted to intellect, genius or talent, will not then 

stand at the head of rank and file. They did not keep pace with the light. Those who have proved 

themselves unfaithful will not then be entrusted with the flock." 5T80:1. 

 

Jerusalem is the center of the world and just a fraction below the 32nd meridian. The map shows 

that the thirty- second meridian runs almost halfway between Dallas and Waco, Texas.  Midland 

is right on the line and Odessa just a fraction below the thirty-second. So, standing in Jerusalem, 

Israel, and looking east, Samaria is on the left and the place where ancient Sodom stood (the 

Dead Sea) is on the right. Continue to face East, and following fire line around the world to the 
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United States and you will find that the location of antitypical Samaria (SDA) is to the north - 

left; and antitypical Sodom (DSDA) is on the right. 

 

To be sisters means to be of the same family - Sabbath keeping people - the seed of Abraham. 

Israel, with its government in Jerusalem, is the only nation that recognizes the Sabbath as a 

nation. So, all Sabbath- keepers who wish to continue keeping the Sabbath day holy, rather than 

receive the mark of the beast, had better make preparations now to come to Israel. There is an 

SDA church in Jerusalem and you do not have to leave the church; and besides, you can make a 

living in Israel as well as where you are. 

 

Jesus said, "Come and see". This is a startling fact, for all other nations will be lined up with 

those who keep Sunday. Therefore, those who bow to these other nations will be bowing to the 

beast.  "For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem." Isa. 

2:2. 

 

Friend, why continue to stay in Sodom? Why not let the angel (message) that joins the third 

angel (TM300; 6T406; E.W.277) take you by the hand and lead you out as the angel did Lot? 

"Now that the city is spiritually called Egypt (SDA) it denotes that it is holding God's people in 

slavery. The name Sodom (DSDA) denotes that God's true people will have to be rescued from 

it, as was Lot." 2TGrl5:12,1. "THE SAME ANGEL WHO VISITED SODOM IS SOUNDING 

THE NOTE OF WARNING. ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE." TM 466:1. 

 

"And now she (Sodom) is planted in the wilderness (away from the vineyard) in a dry and thirsty 

ground. And fire is gone out of a rod of her branches, which hath devoured her fruit, so that she 

hath no strong rods (prince of the house of David) to be a scepter to rule. This is a lamentation, 

and shall be for a lamentation." Ezek. 19:13,14. God will not use one in DSDA to rule for Him, 

for fire is gone out of a rod of her branches and has devoured her fruit, and now she hath no 

strong rod to be a scepter to rule. This is a lamentation and it always will be. 

 

From verse 46 on we find that Sodom's failures were because of "pride, fullness of bread, and 

idleness".  Even so, she and Samaria have not committed half the sin or abominations that 

Jerusalem has done. Verse 51. Because of the magnitude of Jerusalem's sins, the sins of Samaria 

and Sodom are as nothing. (Verse 52). But when God returns the captivity of Sodom (DSDA) 

and Samaria (SDA) - the 144,000 - He will return the captivity of Jerusalem (Verse 53). "In the 

closing proclamation of the gospel, when special work is to be done for classes of people hitherto 

neglected, God expects His messengers to take particular interest in the Jewish people whom 

they find in all parts of the earth ." AA 381:1, Rom. 11:24, G.W. 297-299. 

 

When Samaria and Sodom return to their former state (following the Spirit of Prophecy -both 

SDA and DSDA were led by a prophet - Sr. White and Bro. Houteff) by following the Living 

Spirit of Prophecy, then Jerusalem will return to her former state of following the living prophets 

instead of the dead ones, (Verse 55) but before this He must deal with her for "despising the 

'oath' in breaking the covenant:" Verse 59. This covenant was made with Israel on Sinai when He  

brought them out of Egypt. Nevertheless, God will make a new covenant- an everlasting 

covenant with them (v.60, Jeremiah 31: 31-34). When God gives Jerusalem her two sisters unto 

her for daughters and makes a new covenant with all, but not by their old covenant, all will loath 
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themselves instead of their Husband (God). (Verse 61; Zech. 12:10.) When God establishes His 

new covenant with Jerusalem, they will know that He is the Lord and they will remember and be 

confounded and never again open their mouth against Him because of their shame when He is 

pacified toward them. (Verse 62,63). 

 

In the preceding explanation of Ezekiel 16, we have mainly pointed out the mistakes and failures 

of God's people. There is, however, one bright hope in the ending of this chapter. Although the 

main part tells His people how bad they really are, in the end He also tells how good they will be 

when He establishes His new covenant with them. For a true picture of the ending of Ezekiel 16 

let us turn to Romans 11. "For if thou wert cut out of the olive tree which is wild by nature, and 

wert grafted contrary to nature into a good olive tree: how much more shall these, which be the 

natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree. For I would not, brethren, that ye should be 

ignorant of this mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits; that blindness in part has 

happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles be come in." Romans 11:24, 25. These two 

verses give us a true picture of the matter. But we should cherish the following: "And so all 

Israel shall be saved: (all three sisters) as it is written, There shall come out of Zion the Deliverer 

and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob. For this is my covenant unto them, when I shall 

take away their sins." Rom. 11:26, 27. 

 

Christ, the Deliverer, made this possible when He died on Calvary, but the sins of Jacob have not 

been taken away, as yet.  We must know, however, that the time of the purging of Jacob's sins is 

very near, very near, or these things would not have been revealed to us. Take courage, brethren, 

and be led by the Spirit, ever in prayer lest you be taken away in your sins. Our prayer is that the 

things we have written will not be a stumbling stone unto you, brethren, but rather a deliverer 

and salvation to both the houses of Israel. Let all beware lest he be caught in the snare of the 

devil and lose out at the last mile. "The scroll is making a turn. Shall we pray to God that we fall 

not out by the way in making the bend?" 1 SR 101:3. "This truth, you see, supercedes all truths, 

for without it your other truths will not profit you, will not take you into the kingdom. It is the 

last mile of all the miles of our faith through life that takes us Home. We have gone this long: let 

us, therefore, keep on going right on to glory land, which is no longer beyond the horizon. The 

mile ahead is indeed the last mile that will take us Home." 2TGr44:51. 

 

"Therefore, thus saith the Lord God, Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a 

precious corner stone, a sure foundation...Judgment also, will I lay to the line, and righteousness 

to the plummet: and the hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies, and the waters shall overflow 

the hiding place." Isa. 28:16, 17. Moses prophesied of the Messiah "…from thence is the 

Shepherd the Stone of Israel." Gen. 49:24. "He is the Rock, his work is perfect; for all his ways 

are judgment: A God of truth and without iniquity, just and right is he. But Jeshurun waxed fat, 

and kicked; …then he forsook God which made him, and lightly esteemed the Rock of his 

salvation ....Of the Rock that begat thee thou art unmindful." Deut. 32:4 ; 15,18. "All things were 

made by him; and without him was not anything made." John 1:3. "There is none holy as the 

LORD: for there is none beside thee: neither is there any rock like our God... who is a rock save 

our God. The God of Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to me." 1 Sam. 2:2; 2 Sam. 22:32; 

23:3. For thou art my rock and my fortress ....my God is the rock of my refuge." Ps. 31:3; 94:22; 

178:22. 
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These Scriptures explain why Paul wrote: " ....for they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed 

them: and that Rock was Christ."  l Cor.10:4. 

 

When Jesus asked Peter, "whom say ye that I am?", Peter answered: "...Thou art the Christ, the 

Son of the living God.  Jesus then said: "… Upon this rock will I build my church; and the gates 

of hell shall not prevail against it." Matt. 16:15,16,18. 

 

Upon this rock of Truth, that the Father (v17), revealed to Peter through the Spirit (not flesh and 

blood) that Jesus was the Son of God, is what Jesus said He would build His church upon. It is 

plain to see that the fact, that Jesus is the Son of God as revealed through the Spirit, is the rock 

Christ builds His church on. All through the Old and New Testament Scriptures the Truth is 

taught that Christ is the Son of the Living God. But the Spirit must first reveal it to every heart, it 

cannot be revealed by flesh and blood. When we understand Matt. 16:17, it is easy to see why 

Paul wrote … "flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of Heaven." (1 Cor. 15:50). Further 

proof: "But as many as received him, to them gave He power to become the sons of God, even to 

them that believe on His name. Which were born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of 

the will of man, but of God ....verily, verily I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he 

cannot see the kingdom of God ....Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit he cannot 

enter into the kingdom of God." John 1:12,13; 3:3,5. 

 

Those who believed on Christ's name revealed through the Spirit, "to them gave He power to 

become the sons of God." Christ came and told the people that He was the Christ, the Son of the 

Living God, and all to whom the Spirit revealed this fact became part of the kingdom. But first, 

Christ must come and then those who believed Him were His kingdom. 

 

To illustrate: one brother wrote, "I have seen many more mistakes in the branch message. I 

wonder what was wrong with me when I accepted the branch message. I never loved the 

message. I found it was hard."   The fact that God is going to have a kingdom called by Christ's 

new name (Isa. 62:2; Rev. 2:17; 3:12), the Truth stands out boldly that Christ must first come 

and tell us what the name is to be; or He sends an angel (message) revealing His new name, and 

all to whom the Spirit reveals that name will be a part of the kingdom. They must be born again 

in order to have a new name. 

 

David went forth to fight against Goliath with his staff (manna) in one hand and a sling and a 

stone (white stone) in the other and slew the giant. David said that the battle was the Lord's. So it 

is today. All those who do not have a love for the Truth will lose out, for the battle is the Lord's. 

Of course, the message is hard, even a stumbling stone and a rock of offence to both the houses 

of Israel. (Isa.8:14). By close observation one will find that there is also gentleness, a kindness, 

to break the flinty heart. So, to all who fight against the Truth: if the stone of love cannot break 

their flinty hearts, the Rock of Truth will grind them to powder. 

 

"Jesus saith unto them, "Did ye never read in the Scriptures, the Stone which the builders 

rejected, the same is become the head of the corner? This is the Lord's doing, and it is marvelous 

in our eyes?" Matt. 21:42. To those who do not have the Truth He says: "Therefore say I unto 

you, the Kingdom, of God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits 
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thereof.  And whosoever shall fall on this stone shall be broken: but on whomsoever it shall fall, 

it will grind him to powder." Matt. 21:43, 44. 

 

Those who fall on the Stone and are broken will go forth like David of old "...and they shall 

devour, and subdue with sling stones; ...for they shall be as the stones of a crown (head stone), 

lifted up as an ensign upon his land." Zech. 9:15, 16. "Not by might, nor by power, but by my 

Spirit, saith the Lord, of hosts. Who art thou, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel thou shalt 

become a plain: and he shall bring forth the headstone (stones of a crown) thereof with 

shoutings, crying, Grace, grace unto it." Zech. 4:6,7. "And in the days of these kings shall the 

God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be 

left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall 

stand forever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without 

hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great 

God hath made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, 

and the interpretation thereof sure." Dan. 2:44, 45.  

 

We see that it is the headstone (remnant) that receives grace and not the mountain (church). After 

the mountain becomes a plain, God will give grace to those who are left. Like David, the true 

Davidians will go forth leaning on their staff (the Lord) and with the sling stone (message) not 

feeling worthy to wear the King's armor, but having faith that they will have the victory. For the 

battle is the Lord's. Let us therefore, "make a joyful noise to the 'rock of our salvation' ", Ps. 

95:1.  "Ye also, as lively stones ....Unto you, therefore, which believe, he is precious: but unto 

them which be disobedient, the stone which the builders disallowed (Alpha), the same is made 

the head (Omega) of the corner. And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to them 

which stumble at the word being disobedient: whereunto also they were appointed." 1 Pet. 

2:5,7,8. 

 

Here Inspiration tells us that it is the sinners who are offended at the preaching of the Word 

(Truth).  Let us not be confounded, dear children, but rather let everyone repent, for the kingdom 

of heaven is at hand. 

 

"Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into His rest, any of you should 

seem to come short of it ....Again, he limiteth a certain day, saying in David, Today, after so long 

a time; as it is said, Today if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts." Heb. 4:1,7. The 

Lord's word is certain and His promises sure for He says: "Hear now, O Joshua the high priest, 

thou, and thy fellows that sit before thee: for they are men wondered at: for, behold, I will bring 

forth my servant the BRANCH. For behold the stone (message) that I have laid before Joshua; 

upon one stone shall be seven eyes: behold, I will engrave the graving hereof, saith the LORD of 

hosts, and I will remove the iniquity of that land in one day." Zech. 3:8,9. 

 

The Lord declares that it is certain He will bring forth His servant the BRANCH, for the 

BRANCH is engraved (written, Ex. 28:11) in the stone (message) that He laid before Joshua. 

John puts it this way..."And will give him a white stone and in the stone a new name (BRANCH) 

written (engraved)". Rev. 2:17. It is also written (engraved) in the stone (message) that the Lord 

of hosts will remove the iniquity of the land in one day. (Rev, 2:17) All should praise the Lord 
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for He is going to have a pure church and a pure people and then the work will quickly be 

finished and all His saints can go home to glory. "Let the people praise thee, O God; let all the 

people praise thee.  O, let the nations be glad and sing for joy: for Thou shall judge the people 

righteously, and govern the nations upon the earth. Selah. From the rising of the sun unto, the 

going down of the same the LORD'S name is to be praised." Ps. 67: 3,4; 113:3. 

 

Regardless of how much evidence one gives from the Scriptures there are some who will always 

want to question and quibble and say: "Give us a sign. Have any of the leading brethren believed, 

where are your members? Are there many who believe as you do? Is not this Branch just an 

offshoot of the Shepherd's Rod?" To such questions Jesus said in His day: "...an evil and 

adulterous generation seeketh after a sign: and there shall be no sign given to it, but the sign of 

the prophet Jonas: for as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the 

Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth." Matt. 12:39, 40. 

 

The evildoers in Christ's time witnessed the sign of Jonah but to no avail, seeing that they had an 

evil heart of unbelief. Inspiration says: "And speak unto him, Thus speaketh the LORD of hosts, 

saying, Behold the man whose name is the BRANCH; and he, shall grow up out of his place and 

he shall build the temple of the LORD: Even he shall build the temple of the LORD; and he shall 

bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon his throne: and the council of peace shall be between 

them both'"  Zech.6:12,13. 

 

Since Inspiration says that the BRANCH is to build the temple, logic tells us that it is not the 

Stem - Jesse (SDA). It is not the message that was to gather the 144,000 that builds the temple, 

nor the Rod message (DSDA) that tells us about the Davidian kingdom and seals the 144,000, 

but rather, it is the Branch that marks and delivers the saints, the 144,000 - the message that tells 

of the STONE, the ROCK of AGES. Therefore, those who are getting off the Branch and back 

onto the Stem or Rod, those who remain and set their stakes and refuse to advance with the light 

as the scroll unrolls, will not be stones of the temple but, rather, they will be only wood for the 

fire. Ezekiel explains perfectly what we are trying to say: "...and the east wind", (Hos.13:1_ dried 

up her fruit: her strong rods were broken and withered; (top of Carmel withers, Amos 1:2); the 

fire consumed them ....This is a lamentation (tragedy) and shall be for a lamentation (mourning). 

Therefore, I will judge you, O house of Israel, everyone according to his ways, saith the LORD 

GOD. Repent, and turn yourselves from all your transgressions; so iniquity shall not be your 

ruin. Cast away from you all your transgressions, whereby ye have transgressed; and make you a 

new heart and a new spirit: for why will ye die, O house of Israel? For I have no pleasure in the 

death of him that dieth, saith the LORD GOD; wherefore, turn yourselves, and live." Ezek. 

19:12,14; 18:30-32. 

 

So we see perfectly that it is not the councils of the nations, but it is that council between the 

BRANCH (Christ) and Joshua that will bring peace and everlasting happiness From these 

explanations by the Arm of Inspiration, the subject is as clear as the noon day sun that it is not 

the Rod with the Davidian name written on it which is laid before Joshua, but, rather, it is the 

Stone with the BRANCH name engraved.  Furthermore, Inspiration declares through the servant 

of the Lord: "Who is to bring this Revival and Reformation, this great change? the BRANCH 

....Joshua is well instructed that the burden and the ingenuity for building this spiritual temple 

belongs to Him whose name is the BRANCH. 
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He is to grow up out of His place. To Him be the glory. He alone is to be exalted. He is to build 

the temple of the Lord...In other words, as members of the 'House of David', Joshua authorizes 

them to engage in the work. So, Joshua is responsible to the Lord, but his helpers are responsible 

to Joshua. Here is seen an organization having a leader and an underleader - the Lord and Joshua. 

l TGr 8-24:3-27:1-26:3.  Finally, Brethren: "In that day shall the Branch of the Lord be beautiful 

and glorious, and fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of 

Israel." Isa. 4:2. (God's denomination of today.) WHR 53:2 

 

"Now you see every additional timely Truth brings an additional time name.  And you who have 

not been baptized in the name of the church but in the name of Christ through the Truth of the 

Spirit, cannot help going on with the Spirit of Prophecy Who unfolds the Truth and names its 

people." 2TGr 34-25:1. (1TGr 9-12:2 

 

Wherefore, this timely Truth has revealed to us the name (Isa. 62:2) of the church purified, this 

no one can deny. Although the logical name of the church is to be Davidian and Seventh-day 

Adventist till the kingdom is set up (2TGr 34-25:0) the name of His servant from thence will be 

called by Christ's new name - BRANCH. It is ordinarily to be expected that when a virgin 

marries the Bridegroom she would necessarily take His name. And since this is to be a church 

wedding, the Bridegroom announces His name to his bride-to-be and sets the wedding date and 

His Father invites the wedding guests. "You, therefore, dear children, cannot afford to calmly 

stand by (not prepare for the wedding), dreaming of being rich and increased with goods, in need 

of nothing, while in fact you are spiritually poor and naked. And you will stay that way if you 

neglect to advance with the Truth for this time." 2TGr 34-25:0. 

 

Whereas the visible church's name is Davidian and Seventh-day Adventist, the invisible church 

is BRANCH. For, said Jesus: "I am the true vine, and My Father is the husbandman. Every 

branch in me that beareth not fruit He taketh away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he 

purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit. Now ye are clean through the word which I have 

spoken unto you .... I am the vine, and ye are the branches:...for without me ye can do nothing 

....If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done 

unto you." John 15:1-7. 

 

Regardless, dear friends, what you call yourselves you are, nevertheless, Branches. You are 

either true branches or false branches, and if you abide in the true Vine and bring forth fruit, He 

will purge you that you may bring forth more fruit. So what kind of Branch are you? "Because I 

will publish the name (BRANCH) of the LORD: ascribe ye greatness unto our God. He is the 

Rock, His work is perfect: for all His ways are judgment: a God of truth and without iniquity, 

just and right is he." Deut. 32:3,4. 

 

Those who take part in publishing the new name of Jesus (Rev. 3:12; E.W. 15) will be ascribing 

greatness unto our God and speaking forth words of judgment. Not only this but Jesus said..."Ye 

shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you." Give ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak; 

and, hear, O earth, the words of my mouth (mouthpiece). My doctrine shall drop as the rain 

....Because I will publish the NAME of the LORD." Deut. 32:1,2,3.  Publishing the name of the 

Lord (BRANCH) is our doctrine, and though it is hard (rock-like) to the disobedient, it 

nevertheless is a gentle rain like dew to the tender Branches. Dear friends, are you ready to stand 

for Truth and take your place in the work of publishing the new name - 
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BRANCH - throughout the church? You can see that Jesus' new name is the last sealing truth 

(doctrine) of the threefold seal of the 144,000. (E.W.15; Rev. 3:12). Now, as the first showers of 

rain have begun to fall for the new crop on the fields in Israel, the seeds of Truth are being sown 

in the hearts of His church to bear fruit in the great harvest (John 15:2). The showers that are 

now falling in Israel to bring up the literal crop, we are told, will soon turn into a downpour. So, 

likewise, the gentle rain that is now falling is the former rain for the great harvest (Loud Cry). 

And when the "latter rain" (Holy Spirit 's power) is poured upon the church on the day of the 

antitypical Pentecost after the worthless material has been removed in the slaughter of Ezekiel 9, 

she will be clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, to enter upon her final conflict. "Fair as 

the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners, she is to go forth into all the 

world, conquering and to conquer." PK 725:1. 

 

Dear little flock, some have already gone to the land God promised Israel to make preparation so 

that you might likewise come. So won't you now put on the whole armor of truth and 

righteousness that you may be delivered when the death angel passes through the city (church)? 

It is taught in the Spirit of Prophecy and Davidian message (Shepherd's Rod) that there will be an 

earthly kingdom. For many years some have been spending their strength and means in an all out 

effort to point out the wonderful prophecies of the kingdom before the millennium (9T63) which 

are promises to God's true people. Until now we have only been preaching, but now God says to 

get your stuff and go into captivity. That is, go before the kingdom of God is actually set up, or 

while the nation not desired (Zeph. 2:1) is building up the land. True, Ezekiel was writing about 

the experience of Judah going into Babylon. But we must remember that the Jews were already 

in captivity some years before Ezekiel was called to the prophetic office. Therefore, he was only 

making a record of this experience. Since Inspiration says: "The days are at hand, and the effect 

of every vision," .Ezek. 12:23 we see that this vision by Ezekiel is in effect in our time - in the 

twilight (v6) just before it gets dark, the time when darkness covers the earth and gross darkness 

the people. (Isa.60:2). 

 

You say, there is going to be war in the Holy Land. Right you are. Some, though, go ahead in 

fulfillment of the Scriptures for a sign to you. They go, bearing the reproach, and taking no 

thought of their lives. They go, seeking death that you, dear brethren, might "consider" the 

kingdom and live, and if we die, we die. This may sound foolish to some. Remember, though, 

that God's people have always done foolish things according to the way the carnal mind thinks. 

Prepare to follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth that you may stand with Him on "Mount 

Sion" (Rev.14:1)..."for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from 

Jerusalem". Isa.2:2. "And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies then know that 

the desolation thereof is nigh. And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and 

lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh." Luke 21:20,28. "Now learn a parable of 

the fig tree (church DA743:2). When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know 

that summer is nigh: Matt. 24:32. "So, likewise, ye, when ye see these things come to pass, know 

ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand." Luke 21:31. 

 

In these verses there are at least two good signs for the righteous: First, the armies compassing 

Jerusalem. Let us think. On the South of Israel Egyptians are ready to march on Jerusalem, on 

the Southeast is Saudi Arabia; East, Jordan, and Northeast, Syria; and North, Lebanon. All of 

these Arab nations are antagonistic toward Israel, with perhaps Egypt, Syria, and Jordan leading 

the way.  Jordan is held back because of her relations with the allied nations. Just last month the 
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United States and England withdrew their armies from Lebanon and Jordan. Brethren, could we 

say that this is the sign that God's people have been looking for these many years? Now the 

armies have withdrawn, and there is more or less a lull, but we may be assured that the respite 

will be a short one, and when hostilities start, the nations will be back to the destruction of 

Jerusalem. (Zech. 14:1-4). Desire of Ages 633:3 tells us what is to happen. Read GC 36:2.  This 

is the sign of the kingdom of God and our redemption. This is interesting if not alarming. When 

Jerusalem falls God sets up His kingdom. Jesus says, "Come and see." Cannot you hear His 

voice? 

 

Second sign: There is a tender branch growing in the fig tree (church) Matt. 24:32. Friends, there 

is a Branch-kingdom movement within the church, whether we know it or not. This is the sign 

and this is the parable that Matthew admonishes us to learn: the fig tree, modern Israel (the 

church) - the tender branch, a very young movement (the Branch) within the church. "This 

generation shall not pass till all these things be fulfilled." Matt. 24:34. Praise God for these signs: 

 

Whereas the evil and the adulterers are asking for a sign, no sign is to be given them, save the 

sign of Jonas. The Lord says: "And the head of Ephraim is Samaria (not Jerusalem), and the head 

of Samaria is Remaliah's son (not God). If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established." 

Isa. 7:9. 

 

The sinners in the church are looking for a sign today just as they were in Christ's day; but like 

those wicked men then, the disobedient today will not be looking for the sign that God pleases to 

give them. God tells the Ahaz of today to ask of Him a sign either in the "height above or depths 

below" (v11), but he says: "I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord." (v12). "And he said; 

Hear ye now, O house of David; Is it a small thing for you to weary men, but will ye weary my 

God also?" (vl3). The house of David today is so sure they know what is going to happen that 

they won't trouble God by asking of Him a sign.  But in this very way they trouble Him. 

 

"Therefore, the Lord Himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a 

son, and shall call his name Immanuel.  Butter and honey shall he eat that he may know to refuse 

the evil, and choose the good. For before the child shall know to refuse the evil, and choose the 

good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings." (Read also verses 17-20.) 

"And it shall come to pass in that day that a man (not a woman) shall nourish a young cow and 

two sheep. And it shall come to pass for the abundance of milk that they shall give he shall eat 

butter: for butter and honey shall everyone eat that is left in the land." Isa. 7:14-16, 21, 22. 

 

Isaiah, chapters 7-10, are interlinked prophecies, and should be studied together in their entirety. 

But since we have limited time and space and also since the Lord's servant has given much 

information on them, we shall consider only a few high points. This will give light to all as the 

scroll unrolls to illuminate our paths, to keep us from stumbling and losing sight of Jesus. 

 

Go back and restudy the limited lesson we gave on chapter 8 in this letter, then study the 

references that we will give and look at it in the light of present truth, and you will be greatly 

benefited. The applications made by the Spirit of Prophecy are not to be discredited, but as the 

scroll unrolls we will see new beauty in His word. 
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In the Scriptures quoted above, we find pointed out: 

 

1.  The time in which the virgin gives birth to the child - (type of Christ) ...."but Christ Himself is 

also a type. We learned that Immanuel (meaning God with us) could represent only His true 

followers, the born-again Christians." (Sermon by Bro. V. T. Houteff, on March 14 and June 30, 

1942. Reprinted in the Symbolic Code, .Vol. 12, #1, p.6:0. Read page 7.) At this time the child, 

God with us, eats the butter and honey, but he does not yet know how to choose the good and 

refuse the evil. (vl6). 

 

2.  The time in which he eats the butter and honey after he is left in the land (v22), last part ...The 

time, our time, just before the purification of the church, the time in which Israel (the church) 

and Syria (the nation) that abhor Judah, are forsaken of both her kings. 

 

But this confederacy of Israel and Syria against Judah avails them nothing for God will bring 

Assyria upon them. Even Assyria herself is to fall, and while she is falling, God sets up His 

kingdom which shall never be destroyed. (Dan. 2:44,45): "for He will hiss for the fly that is in 

Egypt and the bee that is in Assyria." Isa. 7:18. God will call the 144,000 to their homeland 

while Assyria falls (E.W. 250:0; 372); and then while they (144,000) are giving the call to "come 

out of her my, people", the woman, Mystery, Babylon the Great will be riding the scarlet colored 

beast of Rev. 17.  So we see plainly that, while Assyria is falling and the kingdom is being set 

up, the Leopard-like Beast is passing off the scene and the, two-horned beast speaks as a dragon. 

In other words, the scarlet colored beast brings to an end the rule of the Leopard-like and 

two-horned Beasts. If anything is clear, this one thing is. Light is shining on our pathway, Read 

Tract 14, p.31-40,47; 2TGr45;19:4, 20:25; Tract 6:27-,32,42; 2TGr41:19. 

 

In the birth of this child we see that not only Christ is a type but that Mary Jesus' mother; is also 

a type. Woman is a symbol of the church (Rev. 12). For a virgin (church) to give birth to a child 

(movement within the virgin) could only be symbolized by a church that had not known man, or 

one who had not given her message to the world. The virgin had not gone out into the world to 

make a home for herself, but rather stayed at home in order to help her dear old mother. There is 

only one such church in existence today that fulfills this prophecy and that church is 

Davidian-Seventh-day Adventist. Likewise, there is only one movement within a virgin 

movement that so perfectly fits the type and fulfills prophecy, and that child is the Branch - the 

ones symbolized by those who are eating the butter and honey (Christ with us). (Tract 14:33:0) 

"But since ancient Assyria overthrew the Israel-Syrian confederacy centuries before Immanuel 

was born, and since modern Assyria overthrew the church-state alliance of the Middle Ages 

centuries after He was born, logic demands that as Syria, Judah, Israel, and Assyria are types, so 

also Immanuel must be. Wherefore, the virgin-birth prophecy does not refer alone to the birth of 

Christ, but even more significantly to His followers - the birth and development of Christendom.  

Correspondingly Maher-shalal-hash-baz must be symbolical of another group in the Christian 

era.  And, as he knows only to say "my father, and my mother," while Immanuel (Christ in the 

person of His people) knows to refuse the evil and choose the good, Maher-shalal-hash-baz 

manifestly cannot symbolize any who lived before Immanuel. "Still further, the fact that both 

were to be born into Judah (the church), one of the Spirit and other of the flesh, is conclusive 

evidence of their being, as the prophet says, for ‘wonders’ and for ‘signs’ of two classes of 

church members, living at the same time." Tract 14:34, 35. So this answers the questionings - 

"where are your members?"  "Is not this Branch just an offshoot from the Shepherd's Rod - a 

carpenter's son, an illegitimate child?" But we see that the child, like 
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Christ, is begotten by the Holy Spirit . “Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great 

change? - the BRANCH” 1TGr8:24;3. The BRANCH builds the temple with those who eat 

Branch food - butter and honey  “...for butter and honey shall everyone eat that is left in the 

land.” Isa. 7:22. “That is the child - His people when they have become mature, born-again 

Christians.” Symbolic Code Vol. 12:7, 3. 

 

"True Christianity is a growth. It is plant-like. Christ Himself is represented as a Branch (Isa. 

11:1) and His kingdom as a mustard seed (Matt. 13:31, 32), which, after it is planted becomes a 

tree, the greatest of its kind. But since the literal tree must necessarily feed on physical food, 

likewise the spiritual tree must necessarily feed on spiritual food on such as the Branch Itself was 

fed." 2TGr 45:3. 

 

Isaiah, chapter 8, is a continuation of chapter 7, which is shown by the word "moreover", 

showing that something happens immediately after the virgin gave birth to the child.  A comment 

on the first four verses of the chapter will make our subject exceedingly clear and all the honest 

in heart will be greatly benefited by the lesson. 

 

"Moreover the LORD said unto me, Take thee a great roll, and write in it with a man's pen 

concerning Mahershalalhashbaz."Isa 8:1. There is much to be written (great roll) with a "man's 

pen" concerning Mahershalalhashbaz. "And I took unto me faithful witnesses to record, Uriah, 

the priest, and Zechariah, the son of Jeberechiah." (v.2) There are also faithful records kept to 

witness to the Truth. (Read v.3) 

 

The faithful record of God's servant puts the key in our hand to unlock the mystery of the child 

born to the prophetess" ....Wherefore, the virgin-birth prophecy does not refer alone to the birth 

of Christ, but even more significantly to His followers - the birth and development of 

Christendom. Correspondingly, Mahershalalhashbaz must be symbolical of another group in the 

Christian era. And as he knows only to say 'my father and my mother', while Immanuel (Christ in 

the person of His people) knows to refuse the evil and choose the good, Mahershalalhashbaz 

manifestly cannot symbolize any who lived before Immanuel. Still further, the fact that both 

were to be born into Judah (the church) one of the Spirit and other of the flesh, is conclusive 

evidence of their being, as the prophet says, for 'wonders' and for 'signs' of two classes of church 

members, living at the same time." Tract 14, 34:2; 35:0. 

 

These two children, Immanuel, those born after the Spirit, and Mahershalalhashbaz, those born 

after the flesh" ....are for signs and for wonders is Israel (SDA), from the LORD of hosts." Isa. 

8:185 that her alliance with Syria will in reality profit her nothing, that both will be taken captive 

by Assyria. 

 

Here we see that the scroll has unrolled and exposed the General Conference plans to 

confederate with the world in order to war against Judah, (144,000). But the church is taken in 

the snare, for at this time the Two-Horned Beast speaks as a dragon, makes an image to the Beast 

- the Assyrian period. But do not fear, dear ones, for Michael will stand up and deliver His saints 

into the Kingdom, every one whose name is found written in "the book". (Dan. 12:1). Jacob, the 

144,000 returns to the land that God gave to our fathers, (Ezek.37:25) and this is his time of 
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trouble. Assyria herself, however, will fall, and Babylon the Great will come up in her piece 

(Rev. 17) and bring on the great time of trouble. 

 

We are told that Mahershalalhashbaz is born in Judah after Immanuel, but that both classes of 

Christians live at the same time. Or in other words, there are two groups of Sabbath-keeping 

Christians, both born of Judah who are for "signs" and "wonders" to SDA (Israel). 

"Consequently, they must attain to this knowledge (of Bible) in the Assyrian (Protestant) period, 

for the confederacy of Israel and Syria, let us remember, was to be broken by Assyria after 

Immanuel was born but before He could "refuse the evil, and choose the good"; and not only 

after Mahershalalhashbaz was born, but also before he could say 'my father and my mother'. And 

the fact that the church is still imperfect, shows that even the 'born-again' Christians are to this 

day unable to choose consistently between good and evil, and that those who are merely born 

after the flesh are so undeveloped as to be unable even to lay positive claim to knowing their 

father (God) and their mother (the Church)." 14 Tr. 36:0. 

 

The Immanuels, those eating the butter and honey, are not developed enough in Bible knowledge 

to consistently choose the good and refuse the evil.  But Mahershalalhashbaz does not even know 

his Father (God) nor his mother (the Church). We might say the latter class represents the 

unconverted in SDA, but in reality they are depicted as the sinners in Zion, and although they do 

not know their Father (God) they most certainly know who is their mother (the Church), for it is 

the unconverted who are in the majority and, therefore, in control of the church. But 

Mahershalalhashbaz does not know who is his mother. This class must represent those who do 

not know God, who are outside of the mother church. And since they are represented as a child 

movement born after the Immanuel child and since they are born of the prophetess (following 

her private interpretations of the prophetic writings (Isa. 8:3), there is only one conclusion, and 

that is, this class represent those who did not follow God when the Immanuel (Branch) was born. 

Therefore, of them only could it be said here that they do not know their mother (Church) for 

their mother is the prophetess and they do not know it. The present DSDA movement very 

evidently is the child represented in the prophecy of Isa. 8:1-3 and before this child has the 

knowledge to cry my father (God) and my mother (Church) the riches of Damascus and the spoil 

of Samaria shall be taken away before the king of Assyria. 

 

Therefore, there are three sealing Truths for the 144,000 (E.W.15; Rev. 3:12), God, 

(Rev.14:6-11-SDA) New Jerusalem (Rev. 7:1-8-DSDA) Jesus' new name (Rev.18:1 - Branch). 

Now it is plain to see that the message (Mouth of the Lord) must come before Michael stands up. 

Any message other than the three mentioned here, regardless of how high sounding the title, are 

not of God. They are designed to confuse God's people, and lead souls astray. The Judases, the 

Herods, the Sauls, the Ahabs, the Jezebels, the hirelings, the Korahs, Dathans, and Abirams, are 

making an all-out effort to destroy the child Immanuel. But, since God is with us, their efforts 

will avail them nothing for the true Davids, Elijahs, Josephs, and the child will escape their 

grasps and they themselves will fall into the pit. (Rev. 11:13). 

 

And though the Assyrian be successful in killing the Two Witnesses (Rev. 11:7), he nevertheless 

is destined to fall (Isa. 30:31) when God's people turn to Him. "The Assyrian is to fall because of 

his wickedness, and because God's people return to Him; because of a thorough revival and 

reformation." 1TGr 24-16:1 "When God's people cast aside all their idols, fully turn to Him, then 

it is that the Assyrian falls." ibid 17:9. "Through His messenger He is urging His people to 
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his wickedness, and because God's people return to Him; because of a thorough revival and 

reformation." 1TGr 24-16:1 "When God's people cast aside all their idols, fully turn to Him, then 

it is that the Assyrian falls." ibid 17:9. "Through His messenger He is urging His people to 

perform their vows, for He is to take away the wicked from among them. Assyria is to vacate and 

give room to Judah. 'For through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down, which 

smote with a rod. (Isa.30:31) '...Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of a mighty man; 

and the sword, not of a mean man, shall devour him: but he shall flee from the sword, and his 

young men shall be discomfited. And he shall pass over to his stronghold for fear and his princes 

shall be afraid of the ensign, saith the Lord, Whose fire is in Zion, and His furnace in Jerusalem.' 

Isa.31:6,9. The purification (Judgment) here you see, is conducted from Zion and Jerusalem." 

1TG 15-16:0-2. 

 

"...the children of Israel, return and seek the Lord, their God, and David, their king; and shall fear 

the Lord and his goodness in the latter days." Hos. 3:5. 

 

The events that are immediately before us and which are to transpire in quick succession are the 

standing up of Michael (Dan. 12:1); the two-horned beast (the 6th, Rev.17: 10) makes an image 

to the Beast (Rev.13:11); but the Assyrian who smites with a "rod" (Isa. 30:31); (Rev.13:5) will 

fall, that is, he will give way to the scarlet colored beast and Babylon the Great. (Rev.13:7,8; 

Rev.17.) The time of trouble starts with the nation represented by the two-horned beast, and 

extends to other nations. At this time, Jacob will be delivered, everyone whose name is written in 

the "book''. This is his time of trouble, "but he shall be saved out of it." Jer.30:7. "For it shall 

come to pass in that day, saith, the Lord, of hosts, that I will break his (Assyria) (Rev.17:10, first 

part) yoke from thy neck, and will burst thy bands, and strangers shall no more serve themselves 

of him: But they shall serve the Lord their God and David their king, whom I will raise up unto 

them." Jer.30:8,9. After seeing Jacob escape his grasp, the dragon will become so furious that 

this trouble will extend to all nations. (Rev.17:12-14) This is the great time of Trouble but it is 

cut short in righteousness. (Rev. 17:10,14,16). 

 

To the little flock who are torn and bleeding as a result of the dragon's roar, Jesus has raised His 

glorious right arm and lightened your pathway ahead. (EW15). Be strong and of good courage, 

for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. ''But unto you that fear my name 

shall the Sun of righteousness arise with healing in his wings; and ye shall go forth and grow up 

as calves of the stall." Mal. 4:2. 

 

Yours to fall on the STONE and be broken, that we may not be ground to powder, 

 

 

 

                                                    

    Ben L. Roden 

 

 

  

NOTE: 

                 Emphasis and parentheses in quotations ours unless otherwise indicated. 
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THE STONE 

Summary 
 

 

The closing events and setting up of the kingdom are: (1) The nation not desired (the Jews) are to 

gather together in Palestine--before-the-Lord's anger come upon them and before the decree goes 

forth that God's servants are sealed (Zeph. 2:1,2). (2) The statement in EW 75 that says that no 

one is to go to old Jerusalem to teach the Jews the second coming of Christ because they would 

not believe, simply means what it says: "It is not our present work. (Her time)." But when the 

gospel is presented in its fullness to the Jews, many will believe (AA 380). The gospel in its 

fullness, we found out, is "this gospel of the kingdom" (Matt. 24:14). The General Conference 

Headquarters is to be moved from Takoma Park to Jerusalem (Isa. 2:2,3). (3) Before this hap-

pens, though, we see that the Immanuel is born to the virgin movement - DSDA (Isa. 8: 14). As a 

result of the rulers at Mt. Carmel rejecting the message (The Branch) that gave birth to the 

Immanuel, the prophetess (leaders) gave birth to the child Mahershalalhashbaz (Isa.8:1-3). These 

two children are for "signs and wonders" in Israel (SDA) that her confederacy with Syria to war 

against Judah will come to naught and the 144,000 will stand on Mount Sion, Palestine, with the 

Lamb (Rev. 14:1). (4) The two horned beast (USA) makes an image to the beast (Rev.13:11).  

"For before the child shall have knowledge to cry, My father, and my mother, the riches of 

Damascus (capital of Syria) and the spoil of Samaria (capital of Israel - SDA) shall be taken 

away before the king of Assyria" (Isa.8:4). This simply means, as far as we can see at this time, 

the civil powers represented by Assyria, and the religious powers represented by Assyria, merge. 

This automatically spoils Samaria; for figurative Samaria finds herself in figurative Syria. 

During this Assyrian period is the time of Jacob's trouble (Jer. 30:7). Both Syria and Samaria 

lose their kings, power as kings (Isa.7:16). This is a time of war, famine and pestilence. 

 

(5) The Assyrian passes through Judah even to filling the breadth of Immanuel's land (Isa.8:8). 

This is the great and dreadful day of the Lord (Ma1.4:5), the day in which God causes all the evil 

beasts to cease out of the land (Eze.34:25): "And I will make with them a covenant of peace, and 

will cause the evil beasts to cease out of the land: and they shall dwell safely in the wilderness, 

and sleep in the woods." These things happen to Jacob, you see, because the rulers of Samaria 

refuse the waters of Shiloah - the message that comes softly to seal them (Isa.8:6). The remnant 

of Jacob, however, do not need to fear for God is with them (Isa.8:10). He will break the 

Assyrian yoke from off his neck (Jer.30:8). Although the Assyrian smites God's people with a 

rod, nevertheless, he falls because of the voice of the Lord (Isa.30:31). When God's people cast 

away their idols and take up the sword of Truth, the Assyrian will fall (Isa. 31:7,8). 

 

The investigative Judgment in the courts above having been finished for the church when 

Michael stands up, the judicial judgment (3Tr.47:3) for the 144,000 then begins, and while 

Assyria is smiting with a rod, the true Israel will be disclosed to view all whose names have not 

been blotted out of the books as a result of the investigative judgment. This is the time in which 

the Nobleman comes in to inspect the wedding guests, and cast out those who have not on the 

wedding garment. There will be wailing and gnashing of teeth. They will say: "The harvest is 

past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved." Jer. 8:20. 
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As ancient Babylon came up and was the dominating power after ancient Assyria overthrew the 

ancient Syrian-Israel confederacy, we see history is being repeated by antitypical Syria and 

Assyria - Judah and Israel of today.  Babylon of old became a world power after Assyria. So, the 

daughter of Babylon (Zech. 2:7) will take over when Assyria falls. God puts it in the hearts of the 

ten horns (all the kings of the earth) to give their power one hour to the beast. (Rev.17:12). 

 

(6) When the 144,000 are sealed and the names of the wicked in the church are blotted out of the 

books, Michael stands up to deliver His people, also a special resurrection of those who have 

died under the third angel's message. So when Israel (144,000) leaves modern Egypt, they take 

Joseph's bones with them. 

 

The two-horned beast makes an image to the beast. Assyria (church and state by allied nations) 

overthrows the Syria-Israel confederacy, and assimilates them. On the way home Jacob wrestles 

and his sins are blotted out and his name changed to Branch. The Assyrian is beaten down by the 

voice of the Lord, and God sets up His kingdom. The earth is lightened by the glory of the third 

angel as it goes forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel (TM300). 

 

(7) The crown that passed from the last king of Israel (Zedekiah – Ed.179) to Babylon, 

Medo-Persia, Greece and Rome, now passes from the kingdoms of this earth back to Israel as the 

144,000 stand on Mount Sion with the Lamb (Gem. 49:10). God makes a new covenant with 

them (Jer.31:31). They are kings and priests; an holy nation. Babylon the Great is set on the 

scarlet colored beast (Rev.17:3). The cry is heard by that other voice (the 144,000) - "Come out 

of her, my people." (Rev.18:4).  There is no war among the nations while the woman is on the 

back of the beast (Rev.17:12-14).  He cries mightily, "Babylon the Great is fallen" (Rev.18:2). 

The nations learn war no more (Micah 4:3). The nations stop warring among themselves, and all 

turn on the Lamb; but He overcomes them "for He is Lord of Lords and King of Kings." Rev. 

17:14. 

 

The coming war, which destroys Jerusalem (Zech.l4:1-4) will be the finishing up of the war 

Hitler started. World War Two, which Nahum wrote about, has not really stopped; for, when the 

shooting stopped, the cold war began. Ever since then there have been wars and rumors of wars 

among the nations. This is only the beginning of sorrows. We have just witnessed the fulfillment 

of the marvelous prophecy in Luke 21:20. The United States and Great Britain have just pulled 

their armies out of the Middle East. When the shooting really begins, it will involve all nations 

and there will be no safety in any of the large cities. Cities like New York, San Francisco, 

Houston, London will be bombed. There will really be no peace anywhere on earth. Our only 

safety, then, will be in the Son of God. He alone can protect us. To realize this fact is the only 

peace we can have. This war will bring famine and pestilence (Jer.29:17). Who knows what a 

year may bring forth? Yea, even six months may bring destruction upon Jerusalem and upon the 

earth, for this time destruction cometh suddenly. If, in God's providence, war should not come 

next year, we know for sure it cannot be long deferred. According to the Spirit of Prophecy on 

the chart in Branch Lesson #2, it shows the spring of 1960 to be the date of Eze. 9. This being 

right, next year is the last year to labor for Mother (Hos.2:2). 

 

We do know when Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 A.D., the Roman armies came against  
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Jerusalem at the time of the Feast of Tabernacles. They withdrew for some unknown reason; but 

at the time of the Passover they came back and destroyed Jerusalem. We have had the sign 

fulfilled that was prophesied by Luke 21:20. If this is the time and the signal in God's great 

prophetic time chart, and if the antitypical destruction of Jerusalem meets the typical fulfillment; 

then, next spring should mark the destruction of Jerusalem (Zech.14:l-2).  But, if not next year, 

then surely it cannot be long; for the present government of Jerusalem is destroyed and God's 

theocratic government is set up.  We know that the 144,000 will be delivered in time of war. It 

will be said to them: "Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from 

the foundation of the world:" Matt.25:34.     

 

"... I lay in Sion a chief corner stone, elect, precious:" 1 Pet.2:6. Christ came and laid the 

foundation for the temple. He, being that cornerstone, comes this time as the Headstone to set up 

His kingdom - to-build the temple (Zech.6:12). To those who are obedient to His word, He gives 

a "white stone" with His new name written in it (Rev. 2:15). His elect "....as lively stones, are 

built up a spiritual house." 1 Pet.2:5. "...for they shall be as the stones of a crown, lifted up as an 

ensign upon his land." Zech. 9:16. 

 

Wherefore, His church today is to be a reflection of His church in the day of Pentecost. 

Therefore, Christ is the " ....Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending..." Rev. 1:8. His 

people are to be "...an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus 

Messiah." 1 Pet. 2:5. "in that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious...for them 

that are escaped of Israel ....he that is left in Zion, and he that remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be 

called holy, even everyone that is written among the living in Jerusalem:" Isa.4:2,3. 

 

This is the Loud Cry Church. God's denomination of today, "clad in the armor of Christ's 

righteousness, the church is to enter upon her final conflict. "Fair as the moon, clear as the sun, 

and terrible as an army with banners, she is to go forth into all the world, conquering and to 

conquer." PK 725. 

 

The Word of God came and was manifest in the flesh (John 1:14). The Holy Spirit revealed to 

Peter that Jesus was the Christ, the Son of the living God, and upon this solid rock of Truth 

Christ builds His church (Matt. 16:16). Peter being the first to receive the revelation by the Spirit 

of God, the keys of the kingdom were placed in his hands. Jesus ratified His Sonship by 

shedding His blood; therefore, the Stone that men rejected became the chief cornerstone of the 

temple (church). Down through the ages the church has been built upon the same Truth that was 

revealed to Peter. This is the alpha of the plan of salvation. This was revealed to Abraham when 

he offered his son Isaac on that great rock on Mount Moriah.  Isaac was a type of Christ, and 

Abraham became our father, or the beginning of God's everlasting kingdom; for to him was the 

promise made. 

 

King Solomon, the son of David, built the temple over this huge rock, where Isaac was offered. 

It is said that in this rock is a hole, and over this hole was where the sacrificial animals were 

offered. At certain times of the year, when the tide of the Mediterranean Sea (which is about fifty 

miles away) comes in, water, we are told, supernaturally comes up through this hole and 

overflow's the rock. The blood of the animals that were slain for the sins of the people 

represented the blood of the Messiah that was to be spilt in behalf of sinners. The water which  
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comes up through the rock signifies the cleansing fountain that comes from the Rock of Ages 

which supernaturally cleanses our blood and washes away our sins. 

 

There are two classes of people that will make up God's everlasting kingdom - those that die and 

those that never taste death. Therefore, the plan of salvation is divided into two divisions - for the 

dead and for the living. 

 

The Messiah came and died (Isa.53:12), rose from the dead, and now He ever liveth to make 

intercession for us. Therefore, He is not only the Saviour of the dead, but also of the living. He 

came in the flesh and was established as the corner, or foundation stone of the temple. This time 

He comes in the Word of God, the BRANCH, as the Head Stone (Cap-Stone) - the Omega of our 

salvation which is to complete the temple (Zech. 6:12). This Stone is laid before Joshua 

(Zech.3:9) and it brings forth the BRANCH, God's servant (Zech. 3:8; Isa. 4:2). When He 

cleanses His people by the Spirit of Judgment and burning (Isa. 4:4), His people, as stones of a 

crown (Zech.9:16), will cap the hole in the Great Rock, which signifies that no longer does blood 

need to be shed for their salvation; for they have become saviours (Obadiah 21) to the living. 

Then the waters of salvation will issue "out from under the threshold of the house eastward." 

Ezek.47:1. 

 

“As the tiny rivulet immediately swells into a mighty river, it represents something of very rapid 

growth.”  2SR295:0.  This tiny stream represents people with saving Truth. "The Lord of hosts 

shall defend them; and they shall devour, and subdue with sling stones;..." (Zcch.9:15). "...and he 

that is feeble among them at that day shall be as David; and the house of David shall be as God, 

as the angel of the Lord before them." (Zech.12:3). "And everything shall live whither the river 

cometh." (Ezek.47:9). 

 

We see that the Loud Cry starts in a small, insignificant way and quickly spreads to all nations. A 

"rivulet" means a small stream, so Ezekiel's river, like all natural rivers, begins as a Branch.  And 

as all lasting streams come from God's earthly fountains, so the Branch comes from the Source 

of all living waters. We see that Christ came in the flesh and was revealed by the Spirit of God to 

Peter as the Son of God. Christ also was established as the cornerstone of the church that was to 

die. He is revealed by the Spirit of God at this appearing as the BRANCH, the new name of the 

Son of God (Rev. 3:12), to Joshua (Zech.3:8,9); and is to be established as the Head Stone (King 

Stone) of the church that will never die. (Zech .4: 7). 

 

To those who die, the Son of God is Christ (Greek for Messiah). But when "...the times of the 

Gentiles (Greeks) be fulfilled" (Luke 21:24), to the living, His name is BRANCH (Hebrew for 

Messiah). Read John 4:22. He is one name to the dead and a new name to the living, but the 

same Saviour to all. This is proof to show to the world that some will never die. The keys to the 

church that was to die were given to Peter, but to the living church the keys are given to Joshua. 

 

Our prayer is that you might be healed by the cleansing Fountain. 

 

Yours in the name of the BRANCH, 

 

 Benjamin  Roden  
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NOTE: Emphases and parentheses in quotations ours, unless otherwise indicated. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: All planning to return to Palestine send in questionnaire and fare as soon 

as possible. 

 

Continue to direct all correspondence, etc. to Box 3088, Odessa, Texas until further notice. 

 

THE WISE SHALL UNDERSTAND 

 

"And now, O ye priests, this commandment is for you. If ye will not hear, and if ye will not lay it 

to heart, to give glory unto my name, saith the Lord of hosts, "I will even send a curse upon you, 

and I will curse your blessings: yea, I have cursed them already, because ye do not lay it to 

heart." Malachi 2:1, 2  (Read verses 14 - 17).    

  

"Our message must be as direct as was the message of John. He rebuked Kings for their 

iniquity." 8T333:0. 
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11TH HOUR EXTRA  -  RIDDLE #1 

 
WHAT DID THE KING OF EGYPT SAY TO THE KING OF BABYLON? 

  

  

 There is no such country as Babylon existing today and therefore no visible King of 

Babylon; but yet the Bible teaches there is to be a call to come out of her. In order then to know 

when and from where to make the call, it would be necessary for the Lord to reveal it to us.  

There can be no Kingdom without a king, and vice versa, for the King is the head or beginning 

of a Kingdom. Therefore, the beginning of the King of Babylon would be the key that unlocks 

the mystery.  

 

 To get a present truth lesson and thereby a better understanding of the subject of the king 

of Babylon it is necessary to identify Egypt and her king. Since the Bible refers to Babylon as 

being spiritual as well as civil, it is by token of the same logical reasoning that we, can be safe in 

saying there also exists a spiritual Egypt, a Church doing after the manner of the world.   We are 

justified, however, to make application only as the Spirit dictates; hence, to the law and to the 

testimony -- to the Spirit and the Word -- our only safe rule to go by. Beginning with the Spirit of 

Prophecy by Mrs. E.G. White, we read: 

 

 "The church has turned back from following Christ her Leader, and is steadily retreating 

toward Egypt.  Yet few-are alarmed or astonished at their want of spiritual power. Doubt and 

even disbelief of the testimonies of the Spirit of God is leavening our churches everywhere. 

Satan would have it thus.  Ministers who teach self instead of Christ would have it thus. The 

testimonies are unread and unappreciated. 

 

 Many are eagerly participating in worldly, demoralizing amusements which God's word 

forbids. Thus they sever their connections with God, and rank themselves with the pleasure 

lovers of the world."  5T217:2; 218:1. 

 

 Here the Lord has spoken to the church through the testimonies, explaining that to 

disregard His instructions, preach self, and take up worldly practices is what it means to go into 

Egypt - become Spiritual Egypt. The Church then is a type of Egypt not Babylon.  Just as Israel 

of old went into literal Egypt, so - modern Israel, the church, has by her practices gone into 

figurative Egypt, the world. (Read Eze. 19:1-4, also Eze. 23). 

 

 The Exodus Movement is in a way a type (photograph) of the closing work of God under 

the Advent Movement."  "Each movement rise in fulfillment of time prophecy." Certainties of 

the Advent Movement, by W. A. Spicer. "The fact that Israel after the flesh is a type 

(photograph), their experience must be duplicated by the true, otherwise there can be no type." 1 

S.R. 65:0. 

 

 It has been explained that Pharaoh represented the church organization, or leadership."  1 

S.R. 71:2. 

 

 "Now there arose up a new King over Egypt, which knew not Joseph. Ex. 1:8. "If the first  
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Pharoah, who exalted Joseph (Christ) represented the leadership in the days of the Apostles, then 

this new Pharaoh must represent the leadership of this present movement at the time this subject 

became known. Note this new Pharaoh knew not Joseph (Christ). The meaning is that the 

leadership of this organization has left following their Master - Christ." Volume 5 page 217. 1 

S.R. 77:2 (Read 1 S.R. page 64-80). 

 

 The words quoted from the leaders of the two Adventist churches make the conclusion 

simple: Joseph was a type of Christ and Pharaoh put him in charge of his kingdom and sent the 

people to him for food; then Pharoah must at that time be a representative of the one who made 

Christ ruler over all His goods. 

 

 Since the Seventh-day Adventist Church is a type of Egypt and the leadership is a type of 

Pharaoh, who knew not Joseph, then by the same line of reasoning, her younger sister church is a 

type of Babylon of Chaldea. (Eze. 23:13-19); also Eze.19:5-9).  As to who typifies Babylon of 

Chaldea, the Spirit of Prophecy again gives the clue. 

 

 "The final overthrow of all earthly dominions is plainly foretold in the word of truth. In 

the prophecy uttered when sentence from God was pronounced upon the last king of Israel is 

given the message: - 

 

 'Thus saith the Lord God: Remove the diadem, and take off the crown; ... exalt him that is 

low and abase him that is high. I will overturn, overturn, overturn it; and it shall be no more, 

until He comes whose right it is; and I will give it Him.  "The crown removed from Israel passed 

successively to the kingdoms of Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome. God says, "It shall be 

no more, until He come whose right it is; and I will give it Him." Education  p. 179:1-3.   Mrs.  

E.G. White. 

 

 The Lord, through His servant, tells us that when the prophecy that pertains to the 

overthrow of the last King of Israel is applied to the message, the time has come for the final 

overthrow of all Earthly Kingdoms.  Not only that but the low (humble) are now to be exalted 

and the high (proud) are to be abased. Zechariah prophesied of our time over two thousand years 

ago. 

 

 "The Lord also shall save the tents of Judah first, that the glory of the house of David and 

the glory of the inhabitants of Jerusalem do not magnify themselves against Judah." Zech. 12:7. 

 

 "He shall save the tents of Judah first. The tents, you, understand, are the dwellings of the 

common people. These the Lord shall save first.  For what reason? -- In order that He may 

humble the more prominent ones (the ones who lead His people), that they may not exalt 

themselves above the tents of Judah, and that all may learn to give the glory to God, not to any 

man." Un. 1 T.G. 9:5. 

 

 ''And I will turn mine hand upon the little ones'. Zech. 13:7. The Lord is using the humble 

people, the ones he can work with, to humble the more prominent ones - the leadership - those 

that rule over His people; that all may learn lessons of humility. The time has come that His 

people are to feel their responsibility to God rather than man. The crown that passed from Israel's  
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last King, King Zedekiah, to Babylon that was not to be restored to Israel until "He come whose 

right it is," has now come and is being restored "inch by inch.'' (2 T.G. 11.) 

 

 "The time is at hand. Today the signs of the times declare that we are standing on the 

threshold of great and solemn events.  Everything in our world is in agitation. Before our eyes is 

fulfilling the Saviour's prophecy of the events to precede His coming." 

 

 "… They are watching the strained, restless relations that exist among the nations. They 

observe the intensity that is taking possession of every earthly element, and they recognize that 

something great and decisive is about to take place that the world is on the verge of a stupendous 

crisis." Ed. 179:4, 5. 

 

 The prophecy of the testimony pertaining to King Zedekiah comes to us as a confirming 

statement just as it reads, rather than to pointing out the prophecy to us. For when the application 

to the prophecy of Zedekiah, last King of Israel, was given to the message of the Branch in 1955, 

we did not have a knowledge of this statement written many years ago by the Lord's servant, 

Mrs. White. 

 

 The prophecy of King Zedekiah and the King of Babylon is so important to us that it 

points out where we are in the stream of time. In order then to get a present truth lesson we need 

to prove the prophecy and make the proper application. In solving a mathematical equation we 

begin with the known quantity and, going step by step, we arrive at the correct answer. 

 

 In solving a spiritual mystery one must begin at the beginning of all things which is God.  

Man is to know that he is nothing, even as grass. (Isa. 40:6). Man is only an instrument in God's 

hand to do good to them that are oppressed; to bless and curse not; or he is a tool in the hand of 

Satan to rule, oppress, and curse God's heritage. Every act of mercy, every deed of kindness to 

our fellowman in lightening his burdens is representing God and showing what He is like. Every 

unkind thought and deed and desire to rule over or oppress mankind is showing what Satan is 

like. God is in nature, in the flowers of the field, the birds of the air, the trees of the forest, and 

even in the hearts of men; while Satan is the opposite of God and rules in the hearts of evil men. 

Brother and Sister, to what do you say God is compared, to what do you liken Him? This is a 

most solemn question. 

 

 In the beginning God had a plan in creation and He followed that plan. God has a plan of 

salvation and recreation and He is following it today. In past history when man failed to follow 

God's plan and do the things He had instructed them to do, He (God) was forced to take the reins 

in His own hands and thwart the plans and purposes of man. A good example is when the Lord 

came down and talked things over with Abraham, His servant, before He destroyed Sodom. Sr. 

White says: 

 

 "The same angel who visited Sodom is sounding the note of warning, 'Escape for thy 

life.'  The bottles of Gods wrath cannot be poured out to destroy the wicked and their works until 

all the people of God have been judged, and the cases of the living as well as the dead are 

decided."  T.M. 446:1. 

 

 There is another occasion when man failed to follow Gods plan, so the Lord came down  
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and changed man’s plan that His own plan might be put into operation.  Satan is limited to this 

earth and some seem to think by their actions that God is limited to heaven. We need to consider 

this.  If the Lord should come down and examine our works, would they be according to His plan 

and meet His approval? The Lord is not limited to heaven.  He is free to come and go as He sees 

fit.  If the angels go back and forth to heaven and we do not see them, can it not be so with the 

Lord? 

 

 "And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto 

heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth: 

 

 "And the Lord came down to see the city and the tower which the children of men 

builded. 

 

 "And the Lord said, behold, the people is one and they have all one language; and this 

they began to do; and now nothing will be restrained from them which they have imagined to do. 

 

 "Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the Lord did there confound the 

language of all the earth: and from thence did the Lord scatter them abroad upon the face of all 

the earth." Gen. 11:4-9. 

 

 We need to know, if we do not already, that the Lord is King over all the earth. The 

people of Shinar learned to their dismay that He was the King of Kings. He was certainly the 

King of the tower builders and ruled to change their plans. When Daniel said to Nebuchadnezzar, 

"Thou art this head of gold" (Dan. 2:38) he was in reality saying that God was this head of gold 

and he, the King, was only the Lord's servant. We can see the connection with heaven and earth 

in Dan. 4:22. 

 

 It is thou, O King, that art grown and become strong: for thy greatness is grown, and 

reacheth unto heaven, and thy dominion to the end of the earth." 

 

 To know that the God of heaven was also the God of earth and a King of heaven and 

earth - a King of Kings, even the King of Babylon - was a hard lessen for Nebebuchadnezzar to 

learn. The Lord pointed this out to the King’s grandson, Belshazzar. 

 

 "But when his heart was lifted up, and his mind hardened in pride, he was deposed from 

his Kingly throne, and they took his glory from him." Dan. 5:20. 

 

 As long as we strive to do God’s will and to carry the plan of salvation, He will prosper 

us; but if we become lifted up in pride and begin to work our own works, God will in time upset 

our tower as the one in Shinar. 

 

 When the Lord sent William Miller to the world with the message of the hour and the 

religious leaders rejected the message, Babylon had a moral fall. Miller and his co-workers were 

then taken captive by them, figuratively speaking, in as much as they did not go on to greater 

light. But Sister White and a few of the humble laity stayed in figurative Jerusalem after the 1844 

disappointment and continued to study and went on to greater light. But the devil laid a trap for  
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them (the Church) and, because they disregarded the testimonies, there was a spiritual famine in 

Israel - the Church went into figurative Egypt (5T217) - Worldliness. 

 

 This message of righteousness by faith that was to lead them into the Righteousness of 

Christ and presented in 1888 was in figure like the King of Babylon coming to Jerusalem and 

Egypt. The parable here is found in the book of Jeremiah, - the Jews were yet in Jerusalem 

before being carried away captive to Babylon.  Many of them were in Egypt as well as other 

surrounding nations. At this time Jeremiah was commanded by the Lord to proclaim to his 

brethren that the King of Babylon was coming to take them captive. If they would submit to go 

into Babylon, Jerusalem would remain and the people would be saved; but they would not listen 

to Jeremiah. The false prophets said that the King of Babylon would not come up against 

Jerusalem. Before he was put into prison, just as he had prophesied, the King of Babylon came. 

Now let us see what happened. 

 

 "Then Pharaoh's army was come forth out of Egypt: and when the Chaldeans that be-

sieged Jerusalem heard tidings of them, they departed from Jerusalem. 

 

 Then came the word of the Lord unto the prophet Jeremiah, saying, "Thus saith the Lord, 

the God of Israel; thus shall ye say to the King of Judah, that sent you unto me to inquire of me; 

Behold, Pharaoh’s army, which is come forth to help you, shall return to Egypt into their own 

land. 

 

 "And the Chaldeans shall come again, and fight against this city, and take it and burn it 

with fire." Jer. 37:5-8. 

 

 Because the Chaldeans retreated when Pharaoh came up to help the Jews, the false 

prophets thought Jeremiah was a false prophet and that he had turned traitor and was just spying 

for the Chaldeans.... It is false; I fall not away to the Chaldeans. But he hearkened not to him: so 

Irijah took Jeremiah, and brought him to the princes...and smote him, and put him in prison." Jer: 

37:14, 15. 

 

 Here is a parable of the Jews of Jeremiah's day and modern Israel - Seventh-day 

Adventists.  When Elders A. T. Jones and E. J. Waggoner brought the message to General 

Conference in 1888 at Minneapolis, the brethren would not accept the message, although Sr. 

White (type of Jeremiah) said it was of the Lord.  The G.C. brethren reportedly denied them the 

use of the Conference meeting place to preach the message.  In this we find the type of the 

Pharaoh’s army coming up to aid of the disobedient Jews to keep them from being taken captive 

by the King of Babylon's princes (Jer. 38:18). 

 

 It is very easy to see how that modern Israel is repeating the history of that people 

(5T160). By rejecting the Lord’s message they figuratively put His servant in prison and 

wandered 40 years in the wilderness. But, mind you, Jeremiah prophesied that the Chaldean 

King would return. Sr. White prophesied the return of the 1888 message, Righteousness by Faith. 

 

 About 40 years later in 1929, the Lord did send the message through the Sabbath School 

quarterlies to prepare the Church for the Kingdom and lead her out of Egypt. A Sabbath School 

teacher, Bro. V. T. Houteff, was given an understanding of the message and through the Lord’s 

direction it developed into the Shepherd's Rod movement. So, Sr. White’s predictions met a  
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partial fulfillment as did Jeremiah’s at first, for on the second return of the Chaldean King only a 

part of the Jews were taken. In this group was Ezekiel. 

  

 Likewise, on the second return of the message of Righteousness by Faith only a part of 

Judah was taken captive and led away into the figurative land of the Chaldeans - Mt. Carmel 

Center, Waco, Texas. (Read Eze. 23:11-18).  This movement grew until it developed into the 

Davidian Seventh-day-Adventist Association. Since the tribe of Judah throughout Israel's history 

has been the one to follow on with truth (Ps. 108:8) then Mt. Carmel became the land of the Jews 

- or Jerusalem, her capital city. The Church then, because of the division, became a type of 

Israel, the 10 tribes and their headquarters is Samaria. 

 

 "Now, all these things happened unto them for ensamples and they are written for our 

admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come." 1 Cor. 10:11. 

 

 In the two Seventh-day Adventist movements is depicted the history of ancient Israel, 

which was a shadow (photograph) of the true 144,000.  Before the Church was divided by the 

Shepherd Rod message in 1929, modern Israel was an antitype of the 12 tribes in Egypt. After 

the division in 1929 we have the antitype of the division of ancient Israel after Solomon. (1 

Kings 11:28-43). 

 

 This all came about because of Solomon's sins and Israel’s wanting to go back into 

Egypt. Now that time is short and history is fast fulfilling, evidently the antitype of the 70 years 

of Babylonian captivity would be figured from 1890 - at the end of the two years allotted to the 

church to accept the message of Righteousness by Faith. We figure 70 years from that time after 

which the church should be delivered. The Lord will cut His work short in righteousness, and can 

be accomplished by the people getting down to business, working, and earnestly pleading with 

the Lord for deliverance. 

 

 Solomon reigned forty years. From 1844 to 1884 is forty years. Since in 1845 they had a 

better understanding of the disappointment and what was really taking place, the 40 years then 

would bring us up to 1885, the year of the 1885 edition of the Great Controversy when Sr. White 

predicted that "Soon, none know how soon, the judgment would pass to the living." (G.C.490). 

Seventy years would bring us to 1955, the investigative judgment of the church, the bundling of 

the tares, and the marking of the 144,000 - fulfillment of Eze. 9:3,4.  At this time the Lord 

evidently receives His kingdom of the living in figure as He did for the dead in 1844. (Read G.C. 

480; 2 S. Rod 164)  The tares must be investigated in the time of the Judgment of the Dead in the 

time of the sixth seal, or marking time of the 144,000, for they are destined to die.  They are 

declared to be "carcasses".  (Heb. 3:17; Eze. 23:22-24; G.C. 489, 491:1). 

 

 Are you a spiritual carcass, Brother and Sister, or are you determined to be one of God's 

saints in His kingdom? There is only one way to fail the Kingdom - that is by failure to hear and 

heed the Lord's voice - His truth. 

 

 In this parable of the two Israel’s - ancient and modern - we have S.D.A., ten tribes in the 

north, Takoma Park, D.C. (Samaria), and D.S.D.A. - two tribes in the south, Mt. Carmel Center, 

Waco, Texas.  After the second siege of the Chaldeans, many of the Jews were in Egypt, so it is 

with Judah of today. Many still remain in Egypt.  But there is a worldliness that is worse that that  
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of Egypt and that is the worldly practices of the Assyrians: Both of the sisters -Aholah (S.D.A.) 

and Aholibah (D.S.D.A.) (Eze. 23:24) fell captives to modern Assyria  (worldly practices) even 

as ancient Israel and Judah were taken captive by ancient Assyria.  Aholibah went a step farther 

than her sister, Aholah, (Eze. 23:11) in that she fell a prey to the Chaldeans that were not serving 

God. They were fair to look upon (Eze. 23:14-17). When Aholibah discovered her mistake it was 

too late, for the Lord's mind was alienated from her like as it was for her sister. 

 

 The church would not follow the admonitions that were sent through God’s servant, Mrs. 

White, so she was laid away to rest.  He made another attempt to save his people from the world 

when He sent Bro. Houteff to work a reformation in the church. The people would not follow the 

Lord's instructions through the testimonies and the Shepherd’s Rod, and Bro. Houteff was laid to 

rest. Consequently, we see modern Israel has stoned the prophets by rejecting the message they 

bring, and failure to conform their lives to the revealed will of God. Modern Israel is guilty of the 

blood of the prophets just as ancient Israel was in their day. 

 

 The Lord says, "Today, if ye will hear my voice, harden not your hearts." Heb. 4:7. With  

the two houses of Israel, Judah and Israel, in existence at this time, and a reform needed in both, 

the voice of the Lord is heard saying: "Son of man, wilt thou judge Aholah and Aholibah? Yea, 

declare unto them their abominations." Eze. 23:36. "For behold the stone that I have laid before 

Joshua, upon one stone shall be seven eyes." Zech. 3:9.  "But for a stone of stumbling and for a 

rock of offence to both the houses of Israel." Isa. 8:14. 

 

 With the evidence-presented here it is plain to see how the Lord has led His people step 

by step through the years, and how the devil has tried to thwart His plans. It is plain to see there 

is one sure rule to prove who Modern Israel is -- that is by the way in which God's people have 

repeated the history of ancient Israel. Ancient Israel’s history is an example to us upon whom the 

ends of the world are come. (1 C.O.R. 10:11). 

 

 In this study we see that there is a King Pharaoh who was God’s representative and 

blessed Israel and the world through Joseph. Then there was a Pharaoh that knew not Joseph who 

did all he could to curse Israel. There is also a King of Babylon whom the Lord calls His servant. 

(Jer. 25:9).  His descendants failed to follow God's instructions until the wings (truth - 2 S. Rod 

142:1; 76:1) were finally plucked from off the Lion's back. Spiritual Babylon has not completely 

fallen as yet. This symbolism then shows that plucking the wings is a type of her civil fall and a 

picture, or preview (2 S. Rod 186:1) of the events to take place just before the complete fall, or 

when the nation enforces the Sunday blue laws.   

 

 The picture now is made plain for the first time - the full reason for establishing Mt. 

Carmel.  In the first place it was done that the history of ancient Israel might be repeated by 

modern Israel. This all happened to the church in our time for her own good - to keep her out of 

Egypt and is to establish her in her own land, separate from the world as was God’s great plan 

for ancient Israel, so it is today. Where His purpose was not completely fulfilled for ancient 

Israel, it will be accomplished for the Church today. Furthermore, the Lord will use this 

historical picture to prove to the world who modern-day Israel is and through this, exalt her 

above the hills. (Isa. 2:2). 

 

 Thus far has been shown how the Church has lived out in miniature the history of ancient  
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Israel: First, by the Lord’s attempts to deliver the 12 tribes completely from Egyptian bondage 

before the division in the Church; then, after the division, by Samaria (Aholah, S.D.A.) and 

Jerusalem (Aholibah, D.S.D.A.), or Judah., as an antitype of her captivity in Babylon (Mt. 

Carmel Center, Waco, Texas). In case you do not understand how this can be, just go back and 

restudy the history of ancient Israel and compare it with the history of the Seventh-day Adventist 

Church. 

 

 The Church still finds herself in figurative Babylon and Egypt just before her deliverance. 

So, in order to get the full picture of her final deliverance we must consider the last part of her 

history before the dispersion into all the world. The last portion of Israel’s history was just before 

the first coming of Jesus, at which time Israel - the ten tribes - was  dispersed throughout the 

nations and Judah - the two tribes - were in bondage to Rome.  

 

 Just as "the Jews remaining in Babylon were in danger of having their religious liberty 

restricted",  P.K. 614:0, so it is with God’s people today. 

 

 To rightly divide the words of truth and make the proper application according to history, 

we would find ourselves in the period just immediately after John the Baptist’s time. John came 

at the time mentioned above, therefore, his message was not to ten tribe Israel, but to the two 

tribes (Judah) Israel, the ten tribes being dispersed among the nations. The work of the 

Shepherd’s Rod was the antitype of John’s work - thus making John's work an example of our 

work - the type, ours the antitype (R 1-TG36:4), and as his preaching divided the Church then, 

so, likewise, did the preaching of the Shepherd’s Rod message to the Laodiceans divide the 

Church in our day. The Shepherd's Rod message was the Elijah message to the Church as we can 

plainly see, the type of John the Baptist, which was for the two tribes - Judah; whereas, Elijah 

(the Tishbite) had a message for ten tribe Israel; therefore necessitating another message after the 

Shepherd's Rod for ten tribe Israel. 

 

 Here is wisdom that you be not lost in the fog of unbelief and, hence, lose out in the end. 

The only safe rule is to follow a message only as far as it links together - link after link - in the 

golden chain of prophetic truth, as revealed in repeating the history of ancient Israel.  In this only 

is there salvation: when prophecy reveals history and history reveals prophecy - the tie that 

binds. 

 

 Judah and Israel are still in the land of the Gentiles. His desire being to get them back to 

their homeland, it is imperative that God continue to speak to His people through the voice of 

prophetic truth until their feet are planted solidly on Mt. Zion. 

 

 His sheep hear His voice and another will they not follow. Many so-called sheep will turn 

out to be goats as they nibble and sniff from wind to wind, until the final and great deception.  It 

is true we are admonished to prove all things and hold fast that which is good; at the same time,  

we are commended to not be carried away with every wind of doctrine. When once we are 

settled on a prophetic message based on type and antitype, reinforced by history, it is certain that 

we will not go too far wrong, as long as the message continues to unfold and providing we do all 

that it commands. Something new and exciting, unless it is solid, will wear away and leave us 

stranded and weakened by the enemy of souls until, finally, he puts that vise grip about his prey;  
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which, incidentally, brings us to the last historical prophetic step to the purification of the church 

- the slaughter of Eze. 9. 

 

 It was not until the third siege that Jerusalem finally and completely fell - "and as the 

armies of the Chaldeans came for the third and last time to besiege Jerusalem, hope fled from 

every heart." PK 466.  So, likewise, it is the third decree of the Great King of Babylon - the King 

of Kings, the Lord of hosts - that will in the end, set His people free from Babylon and Egypt 

today. Then will Judah and Israel be joined together into one stick, never to be two sticks - two 

Kingdoms - two churches - any more at all." (Eze. 37:15-28). 

 

 The first besieging and decree by the Lord -sending the angel (message) of Rev. 18:1 to 

release His people was in 1888 at General Conference, and the second was in 1929, through the 

Sabbath School quarterlies which developed into the Shepherd's Rod. This message developed 

into the Davidian Seventh-day Adventist movement - type of two tribe Judah.  The third decree 

was in 1955, by the BRANCH, the Lord Himself taking the reins (TM 300) in His own hands 

through the message to join the two sticks and place them on Mt. Zion.    

 

 Since the Lord called and none of His capable servants answered, He turned to the 

humble laymen. With all of the inefficiencies and most of the laymen asleep, it is plainly left for 

the Lord to do the job.  Few seem anxious to go all out for the Lord, and those partially awake 

are busy promoting their own ideas. 

 

 "And he saw that there was no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor; 

therefore, his arm brought salvation unto him; and his righteousness, it sustained him." Isa. 

59:16.  

 

 "And I will bring you out from the people, and will gather you out of the countries 

wherein ye are scattered, with a mighty hand and with a stretched out arm, and with fury poured 

out. 

 

 "And I will bring you into the wilderness of the people, and there will I plead with you 

face to face." Eze. 20:34, 35. 

 

 As stated at the beginning, the key or starting of a kingdom begins with, its King; so the 

key to the Eternal Kingdom is its King - the King of the North, who dwells in the sides of the 

North. The Lord of hosts is His name! 

 

 Ezekiel was commanded to go speak to the people." When considered in the light of the 

four main facts so far established, these questions are virtually self-answering: (1) the Lord 

comes to earth in His chariot; (2) from it He commands Ezekiel to go speak to His people; (3) 

Ezekiel did not bear the message to the people of his day; (4) he will bear it to the people at the 

commencement of the "Loud Cry."  1 Tr. 36:5. 

 

 At this time there are two houses of Israel - Judah , the two tribes as symbolized by 

D.S.D.A. - "Aholibah" and Israel, the ten tribes or S.D.A. - "Aholah."  The women here referred'  
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to are doubtless "Aholah" and "Aholibah." (Eze. 23), the figurative names of Judah and Israel. U 

l TG 33:6. 

 

 "Son of man, wilt thou judge Aholah and Aholibah? Yea, declare unto them their 

abominations." Eze. 23:36 

 

         "The inference here is that the message from the Lord, to be borne to figurative Judah and 

Israel, is to reform them.   As the honest hear the message they will reform in order that they 

might be saved.  Is your heart right with the Lord, brother and sister, that you may be able to hear 

His voice through the message, or are you too busy with the many cares of this life that you 

cannot hear?  

 

"Since there are two Israel’s - two S.D.A. Churches - the question arises: who is to be spoken to 

first? As the Bible is the only safe guide, one must turn to Holy Writ for the answer.  

 

 "Again in the ninth year in the tenth month, in the tenth day of the month, the word of the 

Lord came unto me saying, 

 

 "Son of man, write thee the name of the day, even of this same day: the King of Babylon 

set himself against Jerusalem this same day. 

 

 "And utter a parable unto the rebellious house, and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord 

God; set on a pot, set it on, and also pour water into it." Eze. 24:1-3. 

  

 Jesus taught in parables and we find that Ezekiel uttered parables. These Scriptures (Eze. 

24:1-3) are a parable, so it is not the real coming of the King of Babylon, to Jerusalem to take her 

captive, but rather a likeness to that event.  It must mean that the one to whom the Lord gave the 

message which effects the reform, was to go to figurative Jerusalem on a certain day.  Since 

Ezekiel was in captivity when he got the vision from the Lord, then it must mean the ninth year 

of his captivity - "and it came to pass in the twelfth year of our captivity." Eze. 33:21.  Let us 

remember some were in captivity and some were not. The tenth day of the tenth month in our 

time would be October 10 - nine years after the one who was to deliver the message had been 

taken captive by the former message of the King of Kings. 

 

 Davidian Seventh-day Adventists, because of their advanced light, (Ps.  108:8) were 

recognized at this time by the Lord as Judah. Therefore, on October 10, 1955, the third and last 

siege started. 

 

 "In the ninth year of Zedekiah, King of Judah, in the tenth month came Nebuchadnezzer, 

King of Babylon, and all his army against Jerusalem and they besieged it. 

 

"And in the eleventh year of Zedekiah, in the fourth month, the city was broken up.  And all the 

princes of the King of Babylon came in, and sat in the middle gate." Jer. 39:1-3. 

 

 Whatever significance these Scriptures hold for us, we may be sure that the message of 

the third decree will gloriously triumph; for it is the Great King of Babylon - the King of Kings - 

that has proclaimed the third decree. 
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 Since we are in the anti-typical day of Christ’s ministry, and if our first effort was a type  

of calling the twelve, then the second would be a type of calling the seventy.   

 

 Furthermore, our mourning is for Jerusalem of today, even as Jesus wept over Jerusalem 

in His day. 

 

 "But thou, son of man, hear what I say unto thee: Be not thou rebellious like that 

rebellious house: open thy mouth, and eat that I give thee. 

 

 "And when I looked, behold, a hand was sent unto me; and lo, a roll of a book was 

therein; 

 

 "And he spread it before me; and it was written within and without and there was written 

therein lamentations, and mourning, and woe."  Eze. 2:8-10. 

 

 The Lord commands Ezekiel to hear what He is to speak to him and not rebel like His 

people had rebelled. Ezekiel was to open his mouth and eat what the Lord was going to give him, 

which was a roll of a book that was written within and without, and which contained 

lamentations, mourning, and woe - not a peace and safety message. 

 

 "The writing 'within and without', moreover signifies also that the message will be in type 

and antitype." 1 Tr. 31:2. 

 

 "Moreover, he said unto me, Son of man, eat that thou findest; eat this roll, and speak 

unto the house of Israel. 

 

 So I opened my mouth, and he caused me to eat that roll. 

 

 "And he said unto me, Son of man, cause thy belly to eat, and fill thy bowels with this 

roll that I give thee.  Then did I eat; and it was in my mouth as honey for sweetness." Eze. 3:1-3. 

 

 "When Ezekiel ate the 'book', it was, as is also to be noted, in his mouth 'as honey for 

sweetness', but not 'bitter' in his 'belly', as was the one which John ate (Rev. 10:10). Though, 

therefore, as the Word shows, there will be no disappointment with this message as there was 

with the one in 1844; yet, sadly, it declares that to its warning the people to whom it is sent 

WILL STOP THEIR EARS AND CLOSE THEIR DOORS."  1 Tr. 31:3 

 

 The S.D.A. Church is an antitype of Israel - ten tribes - Samaria. Davidian S.D.A. would 

be antitypical Judah - two tribes - Jerusalem. Otherwise, Bro. Houteff was wrong in giving the 

movement the name, Davidian, for David was from the tribe of Judah.' 

 

 This Jerusalem, of course, is not really the geographical Jerusalem, but a city that stands 

for what Jerusalem itself stood.' U 2 TG 39:10. 

 

 The prophet Jeremiah’s prediction that the Jews were to spend seventy years in 

Babylonian captivity had ended although they were still in Babylon. But since this  
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symbolical prophecy finds its fulfillment in our day instead of in Zechariah's day, the angel's plea 

for mercy on Jerusalem and on the cities of Judah, therefore, finds its direct application in this 

day. R 1 TG 11:7. 

 

 With the abundance of evidence here presented, only a deceived Laodicean from Samaria 

would think of trying to find an excuse for not accepting the authenticity of this allegorical 

history of modern Israel and Judah. Only the proud son of a modern Pharisee would be so bold 

as to question the authority of this allegory. The only logical and sensible thing left to do is to 

bow the knee to God's highest authority on earth (THE BRANCH - Christ), rather than worship 

Baal. Even the blind, through faith, can see that God is stripping the clothing (self righteousness) 

off piece by piece. This will continue until they find themselves without the wedding garments - 

lest they repent. It is a terrible thing to find oneself walking through the rain of the bright beams 

from the Sun of Righteousness with an umbrella drawn overhead and without sufficient clothing. 

It is never too late, though, as long as God's merciful Grace pleads for repentance. One never 

knows how long the Spirit that leads into all truth will continue to plead for those in unbelief. 

Repent now for the Kingdom of God is nigh at hand - lest He find you in the cold, chilling 

atmosphere of unbelief, is the Spirit's plea. 

 

 We have come to the time of the third division of the Church.  As Israel was divided into 

three parts just before the cross, so at this time, there are three great divisions of the genuine 

Seventh-day Adventist movement - S.D.A., D.S.D.A., and Branch.  (Life Incidents 306, 307 by 

Mrs. E. G. White/James White). 

 

 God called the S.D.A. and D.S.D.A. movements into the field of action for a certain 

purpose. Just so, all other denominations have had their part in the plan of salvation; but, 

Adventists, like all others, have failed to go on to perfection. The Branch Message has come on 

the scene at the proper time to bring about a reconciliation between Judah and Israel, the true (the 

144,000) and lead them to Mt. Zion, and as a body be called by His name. 2 TG10:30:8. 

 

 Israel’s history, as well as prophecy, shows that Christ made His personal appearance 

before the purification of the Church to confirm the covenant and establish the Kingdom of 

Grace in His day. Likewise, He comes to the Church today, before the purification, to confirm 

the covenant and establish the kingdom of Glory. This is not His visible coming, but His 

coming in the Spirit and the word to purify the sons of Levi.   (Mal. 3:1-3). 

 

 Jesus, at His first coming, represented the three members of the Godhead; therefore, His 

symbolic number is three. The Trinity, plus the power of the Spirit, plus the written word, equals 

five, the symbolic number of Christ in the Word - the Bible. The Bible plus Israel, the true - 

144,000, equals six, the symbolic number of the purified Church, The Branch (Is. 4:2) - "the new 

name named by the mouth of the Lord (Isa.52:2). This kingdom goes forth into all the world 

conquering and to conquer. (P.K.725). 

 

 But the Lord, the invisible King David, Himself, must first slay the Lion of Babylon and 

the Bear of Egypt before He takes the one smooth stone from the Shepherd’s bag to slay Goliath.  

Just as David slew first the lion and then the bear, so the judgement must first begin at the 

figurative Jerusalem (Eze. 24:1-3; 17:10,12) and then at figurative Samaria.  (Eze. 29:1-6, 

31:1,2). 
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 After reading this letter, what do you say the King of Egypt said to the King of Babylon? 

What does God say to you, is He still speaking to your heart? "Let us strive with all the power 

that God has given us to be among the 144,000." R&H March 9, 1905.  

 

(NOTE: Emphasis in quotations ours)  Your brother in Christ,   

    

 

 

 

       Benjamin L. Roden  
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THE FLYING ROLL 

Zechariah 5 
 

 

Information contained in a portion from the minutes of the Executive Council meetings, sent out 

by the Court Reporting Committee, explains simply enough, what Mrs. Houteff and her 

Executive Council were doing after Brother Houteff's death in 1955.   For instance, in their 

minutes you will notice J. O. Conrad made a motion to dissolve the Davidian Association. 

 

"Before the discussion was opened, J.O. Conrad read his suggestion for a wage adjustment and 

asked the Council to consider his proposals.  In his proposed adjustment he mentioned that the 

Association be dissolved...  The wage adjustment that the office had prepared was now under 

discussion." - Minutes of the Meeting of the Executive Council of the General Association of 

Davidian Seventh-Day Adventists, November 19, 1961. 

 

In a letter from their Executive Council to the field, dated Dec. 12, 1961, they took the stand that 

the Shepherd's Rod was wrong in its interpretation of the prophecy of Eze. 9, stating that the 

Bible does not sustain either V. T. Houteff or E. G. White in their latter-day application of Eze. 

9. 

 

Just nineteen days later, Dec. 31, 1961, they voted in Council Meeting to divide among 

themselves and others (a minority group of 72 Davidians - antitypical Achan's house), according 

to the canceled check record, the sum of $172,551. 25.  These precious dollars from the second 

tithe fund for the care of the aged, the poor, and needy were brought into the true D. S. D. A. 

Association by Victor T. Houteff's interpretations of Eze. 9 and other kindred doctrines. To 

soothe their conscience they called him a false prophet, 

 

Regarding such astounding thievery among so-called Christians these Bible prophets Isaiah and 

Zechariah have this to say:  

 

The show of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare their sin as Sodom 

(See Rev. 11:8), they hide it not.  Woe unto their soul! for Sodom have rewarded evil unto 

themselves. 

 

Say to the righteous, that it shall be well with him; for they shall eat the fruit of their doings. 

 

Woe unto the wicked! it shall be ill with him: for the reward of his hands shall be given him. 

 

"The Lord standeth up to plead, and standeth to judge the people. 

 

"The Lord will enter into judgment (Eze. 9) with the ancients of his people, and the princes 

thereof: for ye have eaten up the vineyard; the spoil of the poor is in your houses." - Isa. 3:9-11, 

13, 14. 
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"Then I turned, and lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and behold a flying roll, 

 

"Then said he unto me, This is the curse that goeth forth over the face of the whole earth: for 

every one that stealeth shall he cut off as on this side according to it; and every one that sweareth 

shall be cut off as on that side according to it. 

 

"I will bring it forth, saith the Lord of hosts, and it shall enter into the house of the thief, and into 

the house of him that sweareth falsely by My Name: and, it shall remain in the midst of his 

house, and shall consume it with the timber thereof and the stones thereof." - Zech. 5:1, 3, 4. 

 

We have the report from a real estate agent that Florence Houteff (Eakin) paid $43,000 for a lot 

in California. This seems quite a sum of money for one who all supposed to be dedicated to the 

self sacrifice required of all Davidians who worked for the Davidian Association. 

 

She swore under oath on the witness stand, in Waco, that she received $20,000 in wage 

adjustment (taken from the second tithe). Yet, she wants as much more now from the sale of 

New Mt. Carmel as she can get while our elderly Davidians, who so faithfully paid their second 

tithe to the Davidian treasury, are dying in worldly rest homes, eating swine's flesh, and without 

Sabbath privilege.  They anticipated care by the Association in fulfillment of its promises to 

them in their last days.   If this isn't enough to arouse one's indignation against this wickedness of 

robbing the poor asking for a refund of the second tithe, then we must be a hopeless, cold, and 

naked Super-Laodicean as can be found.  Yes, robbing the poor of their promised second tithe 

benefits is what God is angry about and He will surely punish all the offenders unless they 

repent. There is no place in the Bible which states that tithe, once paid, is refundable or is to be 

paid off in a wage adjustment.  Victor T. Houteff never interpreted the Scripture to mean that a 

man's rich widow could receive a wage adjustment from the poor fund for him after he had been 

seven years in the grave.  This is what her council did in 1961. 

 

He was declared a false prophet by those who robbed the treasury of the second tithe which he so 

zealously labored to accumulate for the care of the poor. This treason was committed by the 

Davidian leadership after 1955. Not even a false prophet would be so bold as to claim the Bible 

teaches a provision be made for thousands of dollars from the poor fund to be given his wife to 

spend having a good time in the world while his message goes unpublished; neither would a true 

one, while the aged, needy, and poor go without care. 

 

By all means, they should put this ill-gotten gain back into the treasury of the Lord to meet the 

needs of the elderly. You say the Davidian Association was dissolved in 1962.  

 

This is untrue for the Court ruled this dissolution was illegal since they did not have proper 

representation from the membership. Furthermore, there is no provision made in the Constitution 

and By-Laws of the Leviticus of D. S. D. A. for dissolving the Davidian Association.  Therefore, 

according to the Courts, the Constitution of the United States, of the State of Texas, and the 

Courts of Heaven, the original D. S. D. A. Association at Mt. Carmel Center is not dissolved.  In 

accordance with Heaven's Laws it is not, can not, and will not be dissolved.  Not one of these 

little splinter groups of D. S. D. A. s with their majority elected and self-appointed vice-

presidents are the original true D. S. D. A. Association. 
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In the first place, Florence Houteff and her Executive Council were operating illegally and 

contrary to the Leviticus of D. S. D. A. from the time Brother Houteff passed away Feb. 5, 1955. 

 

They forcibly took charge of the Association without asking God or the people about it until 

1962.  After depleting the minister's fund (1 T. G. r. 5:21:3) they quit and ran off with the old 

people's second tithe money. The only Association they could have possibly dissolved in '62 was 

their own illegal Executive Council which operated illegally for seven years. 

 

You say, how is one to know that Florence and her Council were not operating in harmony with 

God or the State of Texas? To begin, Florence knew she was not the rightful leader at Mt. 

Carmel after Brother Houteff died.  God appoints a  president as head of the Davidia Association 

not a vice-president.  The president is chairman of the Executive Council and appoints all other 

officers (The Leviticus of D. S. D. A., page 6, par. 1-3). The chairman calls all Council meetings 

or appoints someone to do so (Id., page 9, Sec: 3 a). 

 

After Brother Houteff's' death they could have no legal meeting until God called another 

President.  Brother Wolfe and the Council admitted this in their meetings as is shown in the 

minutes. 

 

Minutes of the Meeting of the Executive Council Held May 7, 1955. 

 

"The chairman is the one who knows what should be presented to the Council, and he is the one 

and the only one who can call the Council together according to the Constitution, Art. IV Sec. 

2&3 and the By-laws Art. 1 Sec. 3(a)." 

 

In order to understand this statement regarding the chairman of the Council we must first find out 

how he is selected. "The president shall, ...act as chairman of the Executive Council, as chief 

administrator of the affairs of the Association..." - The Leviticus of D. S. D. A.  Article IV, Sec. 

2, p. 6. 

 

The president is the chairman. This is very important to know, never forget. "The president" is 

the "chairman" and "chief administrator" of the Association and a vice-president or anyone else 

can not hold that office without the gift of Inspiration.   

 

Therefore, to find out how the chairman is selected, we must first find out how the president of 

the D. S. D. A. Association is selected.  To do this, go to The Leviticus. 

 

"The president shall be called and chosen in accordance with the procedure set forth in Exodus, 

chapter three, verses ten, fifteen, and sixteen; chapter four, verse seventeen. . ." - The Leviticus 

of D. S. D. A. , Art. IV, Sec. 1 (b), page 6. 

 

The president - chairman of D. S. D. A. Association was called after the manner of Moses. God 

said to Moses, "Come now therefore, and I will send thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring 

forth my people the children of Israel out of Egypt. . . And God said moreover unto Moses, Thus 

shalt thou say unto the children of Israel.... Go, and gather the elders of Israel together, and say 

unto them... I have surely visited you, and seen that which is done to you in Egypt. .. And thou 

shalt take this rod in thine hand, wherewith thou shalt do signs." - Ex. 3:10,15,16; 4:17. 
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What Moses, in the type, was commanded to do, Moses - V. T. Houteff, the President-chairman 

of the Executive Council did, in antitype, with his rod (the Shepherd's Rod).  He went to the men 

who were acting like Pharaoh (Series B, No. 7, pages 19, 20) and to Israel, the church, which had 

"turned back from following Christ her Leader and is steadily retreating toward Egypt. " - 5 Test. 

217:2. He went to the children of Israel (the S. D. A. Church) and gathered the elders (in 

California - 7 Tr., pages 14-16) and told them that God had visited them and had seen how Israel 

was treated in Egypt. 

 

With all this information in hand plus the fact Moses died on the border of the Kingdom as did 

Brother Houteff, we can plainly see that Brother Houteff with the Shepherd's Rod (over 3,000 

years after Moses), makes an exceedingly accurate antitype of the Shepherd of Midian. 

 

Going back to the minutes of their Executive Council meeting of May 7, 1955, we see some 

controversy over Florence Houteff's contention for the position of vice-president. 

 

"Bro. Wolfe:  'How can you prove that the president appointed you to be Vice - president? 

"Florence's Answer:" I cannot prove it. I have nothing in writing.  But since Brother Houteff did 

not appoint anyone else you are going to have to believe me when I tell you that he appointed 

me. Now I (Florence Houteff) would like to ask you (Bro. Wolfe), a question? How can you 

prove that you are a member of the Executive Council? 

 

"It developed that some of the members had received written notice that they were to serve as 

members of the Council for a limited time only (one year), and that time limit had expired years 

ago."- Minutes of the Meeting of the Executive Council, May 7, 1955. 

 

Evidently Brother Wolfe and the rest believed that Sister Houteff was asked by Brother Houteff 

to be vice-president, or they made themselves believe it and went on pretending it was so, for a 

position.  All who did not believe or pretend to believe she was the vice-president were cast out 

if they contested her authority. Furthermore, if Brother Houteff (being the antitype of Moses) had 

asked Florence to be vice-president to succeed him as leader of the Davidians he would have 

made it public, according to the type. (See Deut, 34:9,10). If this had been the case, she would 

not have been vice-president, but the president.  Therefore, there is no way Florence could have 

been vice-president.  Acting as such she was illegal. 

 

Florence and all her illegal Executive Council finally realized this; so, she decided to make 

herself president. In order to be a legal president, she must have the gift of Inspiration, as in the 

type, Moses passed that gift on to Joshua, "And Joshua... was full of the spirit of wisdom; for 

Moses had laid his hands upon him. . ." - Deut. 34:9. 

 

Satan made her believe she could interpret the 42 month prophecy of Revelation 11 and this 

caused her downfall in 1959, at Passover time, on New Mt. Carmel and consequently brought the 

resulting disrepute upon the Davidian movement. 

 

The prophecies show there was to be a disappointment in the Davidian movement. The 

Shepherd's Rod message (the 4th angel – Rev. 14:15) was only the announcement (of the 5th  
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Angel - Rev. 14:16-18; 18:1) of the Investigative Judgment of the Living as Brother Houteff 

states: 

 

"The Shepherd's Rod' has arrived (in 1930) just before the Judgment of the Living (Rev. 18:1) 

commences."- Jezreel Letter, No. 4, page 1:4. 

 

"… the investigative judgment of the living (Rev. 18:1) is obviously, then, (in 1942) YET 

FUTURE." - Tract No, 3, page 43:3, 1942 Edition. 

 

". . . we have come (1953) ALMOST to the time of the harvest (Rev. 18:1)... these are the 

closing hours of (Rev. 14:15) the pre-harvest period, . . . the harvest (Rev. 14:16-18; 18:1) will 

soon begin." - 1 T. G. r. 21:19:2. 

 

". . . the Judgment for the Living (Rev. 14:16) is ABOUT TO BEGIN. . ." - Timely Greetings, 

Vol. 1, No, 27 Revised, page 8:2. 

 

"What indeed, if she (S. D. A.) does not now (1951) accept and practice the message of _very 

present truth (1 S.R. 32 - Rev. 7:1-8), the FINAL PHASE OF THE FIRST ANGEL'S 

MESSAGE (Rev. 14:6,7), which is presently announcing the stealthy approach of (Rev. 18:1) 

Judgment upon the Living . . ." - White House Recruiter, page 37:1. 

 

". . . the Judgment of the Living begins after this announcement of it has sounded throughout 

Laodicea." - Timely Greetings, Vol. 1, No. 5 Revised, page 21:3. 

 

It is true Davidians thought Brother Houteff was the last messenger before the Kingdom. Indeed, 

we thought he was the Elijah who would restore the Kingdom. "Do you see that the prophet 

(Elijah) appears in a day he can restore all things, . . . even the Kingdom?" - Timely Greetings, 

Vol. 2, No. 7, page 11:3. 

 

However, after he passed away, we saw quickly, if we were alert Davidians, that God would call 

someone else to restore the Kingdom.  There was no type for Brother Houteff, antitypical Elijah - 

John the Baptist, to be raised (1 T. G. r. 36:4) and lead Israel; or for antitypical Moses to be 

resurrected and lead Israel into the Kingdom. In fact, neither Moses who died on the borders of 

the Kingdom nor John who was beheaded (Matthew 14:10) was called to restore the Kingdom. 

But, God called Joshua to lead Israel into the land He promised our father Abraham. Since the 

plan for Israel failed in the promised land, because of their sins, He sent His Son, Jesus, to 

establish the Kingdom that is to be like Eden. (See Eze. 36:35). 

 

It is plain to see as we study the Rod message that Brother Houteff was not the antitype of Jesus 

("Christ Himself is also a type." - 12 S. C., No. 1, page 4:0). "The old cry is repeated; 'We know 

that God spoke unto Moses; as for this fellow (Christ in the messenger whom He sends), we 

know not from whence he is.' John 9:29." - Christ's Object Lessons, page 79:1. 
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Antitypical Moses (S.R. Tract 6:2; 71:1; The Lev. of DSDA Sec. 2, p. 4:2; 1 
S.R. 244:0; 1 T.G. revised, 9:11:1) 

/ 

Victor T. Houteff 

\ 

Antitypical John the Baptist (1 T.G.r. 36:4:1, 2 Ans. 79:0; 1 T.G.u. 42:19:2) 

 

 

After studying this article surely you do not still contend that Brother Houteff was the antitype of 

Joshua who with the ark led Israel into the promised land? Aside from the evidence given here 

let us remember that Joshua, in the type, spied out the promised land before Israel entered. This 

Brother Houteff did not do but he had a vision like Moses of that glorious land "like Eden".  

Another thing, there was no antitypical Achan in Brother Houteff's day as there is today. If there 

had been an Achan, the people would have had only a Rod to beat him, for there were no (lively) 

stones (Zech. 3:9) with which to stone him and his house to death. Let's be reasonable and 

logical thinkers, friends, Do not throw away your opportunity to arrive safely in God's 

everlasting Kingdom because of prejudice or dislike of the one whom God might use to bring 

about the eradication of sinners and cleansing of the camp from evil doers in the time of the res-

toration of all things. To be sure, the one God chooses to lead out in this work is certainly not the 

choice of the Davidian or Laodicean leaders. 

 

Nevertheless, here is what is happening in our day. Yes, to get the picture of what is taking place 

now, at this very present time, we must consider the types. Moses of old, with his shepherd's rod, 

led ancient Israel out of Egypt and died on the border of Canaan. Joshua, with the ark and the 

sacrificial Judgment of the Living (judging Achan and his house), led Israel into the Kingdom. 

Consequently, since there is to be a Spiritual Kingdom like Eden (Eze. 36:35) with the heathen 

left round about (Eze. 36:36) in our day, and since, in fulfilment of the type, antitypical Moses 

(V.T. Houteff with the Shepherd's Rod) died on the borders of the Kingdom today; therefore, 

logically speaking, there is to be an antitypical Joshua with the message of the Judgment of the 

Living - judging antitypical Achan and house, on earth, with the Sanctuary Service in the 

Heavenly Ark. With this message, God's true people Israel, are guided into God's everlasting 

Kingdom. 

 

Come now, let us reason together, saith the Lord."- Isa. 1:18. There was, in a type, in Joshua's 

day in ancient Israel, Achan who stole the tithe, (that which belonged to God). He and his house 

were sought out by Joshua of old and punished by the Israelites stoning them to death with 

stones. Logically enough, since type meets antitype in our day, modern day Joshua will seek out 

the antitypical Achan and house in present Spiritual Israel, and the people will stone the whole 

house of Achan in our day with the Spiritual "Stone" of "seven eyes" (Zech. 3:9).  Let us 

remember that Achan was of the house of Judah, DSDA in our day. 

 

To put it another way, Zechariah says: "Then I turned, and lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and 

behold a flying roll." - Zech. 5:1. 
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Jeremiah was commanded by the Lord to take "a roll of a book" (Jer. 36:2), and write therein all 

the words that He had spoken to him for Israel, Judah, and all nations. The words Jeremiah was 

to write in the roll were God's words to His people, Israel and Judah, and all people of the 

nations.  This roll of a book Jeremiah wrote was the Lord's Words to us - the Bible. 

 

"And he said unto me, What seest thou? And I answered, I see a flying roll; the length thereof is 

twenty cubits, and the breadth thereof ten cubits." - Zech. 5:2. 

 

Ten is a number figurative of universality. Twice ten is twenty or twice universal. This could 

mean the word of God to ancient Israel and the world, (universal in her day) and again in the 

New Testament period, our day - both B. C. and A. D. .  In other words, ten by ten is the Bible 

and twenty by ten is representative of both Bibles - the Old and the New. Just as in Zechariah 

4:11-14, the two olive trees, one on each side of the "golden candlestick", are figurative of the 

Word of God to Zerubbabel, or Israel, in both the Old and the New dispensations.  The Word of 

God, ten by ten, is depicted as a closed book. On the other hand, the Bible represented as twenty 

by ten symbolizes the Bible as an "open Book" with the active Spirit of Prophecy at work (Rev. 

12:17; 19:10). 

 

For instance, there is shown in Zech. 3:9, the stone with "seven eyes" ("The number seven 

indicates completeness." – A.A. 585:3) representing the stone church with a complete vision of 

the plan of salvation. 

 

In the Revelation, John tells us that he saw the "mighty angel" come down from Heaven. "And 

(He) cried with a loud voice, as when a lion roareth: and when he had cried, seven thunders 

(seven - complete thunders) uttered their voices. 

 

"And when the seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write: and I heard a voice 

from heaven saying unto me, Seal up those things which the seven thunders uttered, and write 

them not." - Rev. 10:3, 4. 

 

William Miller gave his first lecture on the message of the angel of Revelation 10 in 1831 (G. C. 

331:0), "the little hook" was in his "mouth sweet as honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly 

was bitter." - Rev. 10:9, 10. 

 

William Miller taught that Jesus was to come in the autumn of 1844.  The second coming of 

Jesus truly is the sweetest story ever told since His ascension, and when He did not appear as 

anticipated the experience was a bitter one to take. 

 

After this experience, those who were zealous for truth and understanding and who would know 

no defeat continued to study. They took their problem to the One Who knows all things.  A new 

message, the third angel (Rev. 14:6-13), proclaimed by a new messenger, Ellen G. Harmon 

White, revealed the truth that "this coming" of Jesus was His coming before the Father, in the 

Most Holy, to begin the investigative Judgment of the Dead (G. C. 490). 

 

The disappointment under the first angel's message was a result of the mistaken belief that Christ 

was literally coming, in the clouds of Heaven, to the earth in judgment on sinners.  Instead, He 

entered the Most Holy Place in 1844 for the investigative Judgment of the Dead.  Davidians  
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(who had the final phase of the first angel's message – W. H. R. 37), likewise, experienced a 

similar disappointment because they chose to believe Sister Houteff's false 42 month prophecy 

that Christ was coming to the church to execute judgment (slaughter of Eze. 9:5, 6), in 1959 

before the investigative Judgment of the Living (Eze. 9:3, 4) was completed to the church. 

 

 As a result of rejecting the new message (the second angel - Rev. 18:1, 2) and messenger who 

could have explained their dilemma, we now have this present embarrassing situation of Achan 

and the misappropriation of the second tithe funds. 

 

                                            COVETOUSNESS - Achan's Sin 

 

It was the tithe, that which belonged to God, which Achan stole and hid in his tent as explained 

in the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

"Achan understood well the reserve made, and that the treasures of gold and silver which he 

coveted were the Lord's. He stole from God's treasury for his own benefit." - Testimonies, Vol. 

3, page 269. 

 

"Achan's taking the Lord's money represents that class of church members who covet the 'silver' 

and the 'gold' which He has set apart for Himself, and who thereby rob Him of that which is His 

Own - tithes and offerings." - 4 Tr. 43. 

 

"Achan's covetousness was excited by the sight of that costly robe of Shinar; even when it had 

brought him face to face with death he called it 'a goodly Babylonish garment.'  One sin had led 

to another, and he appropriated the gold and silver devoted to the treasury of the Lord -- robbed 

God of the first-fruits (tithe) of the land of Canaan. 

 

"The deadly sin that led to Achan's ruin had its root in covetousness, of all sins one of the most 

common and the most lightly regarded.... The enormity of this sin, and its terrible results, are the 

lessons of Achan's history. 

 

"Covetousness is an evil of gradual development. Achan had cherished greed of gain until it 

became a habit, binding him in fetters well-nigh impossible to break. While fostering this evil, he 

would have been filled with horror at the thought of bringing disaster upon Israel; but his 

perceptions were deadened by sin, and when temptation came, he fell an easy prey. 

 

"Are not similar sins still committed, in the face of warnings as solemn and explicit? We are as 

directly forbidden to indulge covetousness as was Achan to appropriate the spoils of Jericho.  

God has declared it to be idolatry.  We are warned, 'Ye cannot serve God and mammon, '. . . And 

yet, notwithstanding all these warnings, covetousness abounds. 

 

"Everywhere its slimy track is seen... And this evil exists... in the church. How common even 

here to find... robbery of God 'in tithes and offerings. ' Among church-members... there are, alas! 

many achans... For a goodly Babylonish garment, multitudes sacrifice the approval of conscience 

and their hope of heaven.  Multitudes barter their integrity, and their capabilities for usefulness, 

for a bag of silver shekels. The cries of the SUFFERING POOR are unheeded; the gospel 

light is hindered on its course... 
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"Achan's sin brought disaster upon the whole nation.  For one man's sin, the displeasure of God 

will rest upon his church till the transgression is searched out and put away... 

 

"When the church is in difficulty, when coldness and spiritual declension exist, giving occasion 

for the enemies of God to triumph, then, instead of folding their hands and lamenting their 

unhappy state, let its members inquire if there is not an Achan in the camp." - Patriarchs and 

Prophets, pages 496, 497. 

 

According to what the Spirit of Prophecy is saying here, one can readily see what is causing the 

Spiritual weakness of Davidians in our day. In case you do not know, it is Florence and her 

Council who committed the crime of Achan by stealing the second tithe. Likewise, all who sign 

the Claim Form sent out by Mr. Kultgen, the Catholic lawyer for Florence and Street, or those 

who sign NO FORM at all wishing to be neutral, are guilty of the sin of Achan. They are taking 

the side of the State which is attempting to take control of the Church. All know what this means. 

Also, they are siding with Florence Eakin and her defunct Council who are using the State to 

cover up their embezzlement of Davidian property and funds. Furthermore, when you sign the 

Claim Form you are taking sides with Florence and her Executive Council in declaring Brother 

Victor T. Houteff and Sister Ellen G. White false. (See S. C. Feb. 1962, page 7) The seventy-two 

Davidians who got a portion of the second tithe agreed with this position.  All who now get a 

portion of second tithe and those who stand by as neutral, refusing to take the Lord's side by 

signing the Retainer Form, are aiding Florence and her crime syndicate to rob the poor, elderly, 

and needy. 

 

What stupidity!!! These so-called vice-presidents of the small Davidian groups who pretend to 

be 100% Davidians and claim to know it all but are so blind as to side with Florence in her crime 

and command all to sign a Claim Form, are thinking they will get a bigger amount of second 

tithe since the people might turn their share to them. These are the ones who are fighting against 

the truth.   Yes, these jackals, little leaders of the Davidian groups ought to have, at least, enough 

wits in this time of the investigative Judgment of the Living to know they cannot keep the honest 

in darkness.   One would credit them with enough intelligence to know that if a religious organ-

ization could be required by the State to refund money donated, that they themselves could be 

sued by their constituency and be forced to pay back this ill-gotten gain - something to think 

about, fellow Davidians!  HERE IS THE MARK OF THE BEAST WHICH IS IN THE 

CHURCH FIRST AND WHICH COMES AS A SNARE - A TRAP,  E. G. White, the messenger 

of the third angel of Rev. 14:6-13, and V. T. Houteff, the messenger of the fourth angel of Rev, 

14:15, teaches in types and symbols how to understand whether a new message is true or false. 

There are many voices crying that they have the "only way". 

 

The Fifth Angel's message and messenger of Rev. 14:16, 17 (See "A Word to the Little Flock", 

pages 10, 11) are to restore all things, even the Kingdom. The types and symbols are worked 

out to prove the Truth. So then, the message must meet the requirements of its particular type, to 

be true. 

 

If you sign the Claim you are saying in essence, that neither Florence or Street should have to 

give an accounting and that the State should have the right to handle church affairs, and dictate  
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what she must do. Close down if the State says so! 

 

                                                     TYPES AND SYMBOLS 

 

Voice of Inspiration: "The language of the Bible should be explained according to its obvious 

meaning, unless a symbol or figure is employed... if there were no false teachers to mislead and 

confuse... a work would be accomplished ... that would bring into the fold of Christ thousands 

upon thousands who are now wandering in error." - Great Controversy, page 599:0. 

 

"The true Interpreter must come. The One whom all these types prefigured must explain their 

significance. 

 

"Through nature, through types and symbols, through patriarchs and prophets, God had spoken 

to the world. Lessons must be given... The messenger of the covenant must speak."- Desire of 

Ages, pages 33, 34. 

 

"The whole system of types and symbols was a compacted prophecy of the gospel, a presentation 

in which were bound up the promises of redemption." - Acts of the Apostles, page 14. 

 

"The types of the Jewish economy are made plain by the gospel.  Every principle in the word of 

God has its place, every fact its bearing." - Education 124. 

 

"In types and symbols the great truths of redemption were veiled." - COL 105:0. 

 

"While the enemy has succeeded in confusing the written Word, God lightens the earth with His 

Glory by these symbolic revelations ('prophetic symbols of beasts, wings, horns, heads, crowns, 

etc.' - 2 S. R. 10:0); and by which He discloses the entire truth and uncovers the traps of the 

devil! Thus through types and symbols He makes wise the simple and confounds the prudent by 

showing that where there is no type there is no truth." - The Shepherd's Rod, Vol. 2, page 10:2. 

 

These convincing statements pertaining to the types, show how to detect the traps of the devil 

and show that every principle and every fact of the Gospel has a bearing in God's Word. To 

enlighten the mind in regard to that which is true, the Word teaches that where there is no type 

there is no truth. Likewise, where there is a solid type, a message of truth discloses to view the 

work of the enemy, unmasking error. Consequently, since a fact and a principle are involved in 

Achan's sin anciently (stealing the tithe at Jericho), just before the Kingdom was set up in 

Joshua's day, and Florence Houteff appropriated the tithe just before the Kingdom is fully 

established in our day; she became antitypical Achan (Eakin). Type meets antitype; hence, all 

who want to be in God's everlasting Kingdom will certainly not want to be on her side (signing 

the Claim Form), but, rather, be on the side of antitypical Joshua (signing the Retainer Form). 

 

Now that God has disclosed to view the trap of the devil by revealing the antitypical Achan, the 

intelligent thing to do is not to rest until we find the antitypical Joshua and accept his message. 

Logically his place would be opposite that of antitypical Achan. 

 

There can be no position of neutrality now, for the mark of the beast, in the church is involved.  
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Davidians will automatically be on one side or the other, on Joshua's side to receive the mark of 

God by the man in linen (Eze. 9:3, 4) and possess the Kingdom or on Eakin's side to miss God's 

Kingdom by receiving the mark of the beast, in the church first, and be slaughtered by the five 

men with slaughter weapons of Eze. 9:5, 6. On which side will you be? There is a very short time 

to make up your mind. 

 

Therefore, "We must stand - stand against the most ingenious special trap ever set by the Evil 

One! But how shall we do this (stand against this special trap) if we know not what it is or where 

it is?" - Symbolic Code, Vol. 8, Nos. 1-12, Jan. - Dec. 1942. 

 

                                                                 MONEY 

 

"Our money has not been given us that we might honor and glorify ourselves. As faithful 

stewards we are to use it for the honor and glory of God. Some think that only a portion of their 

means is the Lord's. When they have set apart a portion for religious and charitable purposes, 

they regard the remainder as their own, to be used as they see fit. 

 

But in this they mistake.  All we possess is the Lord's, and we are accountable to Him for the use 

we make of it.   In the use of every penny, it will be seen whether we love God supremely and 

our neighbor as ourselves.  

 

"Money has great value, because it can do great good. In the hands of God's children it is food 

for the hungry, drink for the thirsty, and clothing for the naked.  It is a defense for the oppressed, 

and a means of help to the sick." - Christ's Object Lessons, page 351. 

 

This sin, taking the second tithe, was done openly, one that they were proud of because they gave 

others (their special friends) a portion. This they felt was a good deed and one in which they 

were delighted to have a part. The sinfulness of this act was like Achan's, when he stole the 

silver, the gold, etc. (the tithe) at Jericho.  A sin of the nature Florence and her Council 

committed, of those who agree with them and of those who attempt to take a neutral position is 

as Sodom according to Isaiah.  It is "Woe unto the soul" of the wicked. They have brought "evil" 

upon themselves and it shall be "ill" with these "wicked": for the Lord standeth up to "plead" and 

to judge the people (Eze. 9:3, 4). 

 

He will enter in to judgment (Eze. 9:5, 6) because they have the "spoil of the poor" (second tithe) 

in their houses: unless they repent. The prophecy of Isaiah 3:9-16 pronounces judgment upon 

those who have participated in the crime of spoiling the poor (taking the second tithe to 

themselves). God will surely punish. However, there is indication of a ray of hope for those 

whom you felt were near to you because of the Davidian message and to whom all looked -- the 

leaders at Mt. Carmel.  That one last ray of hope, that one fleeting opportunity of repentance for 

their crime is offered because of the tender mercies of the Lord.  That is, "the Lord standeth 

up to plead", in the investigative Judgment of the Living (Eze. 9:3,4) before He enters into 

"executive judgment" - the slaughter of Eze. 9: 5, 6.  The time is fast approaching. 

 

"The sealing time, (marking of Eze. 9;3, 4) is very short, and will soon be over. Now is the time, 

while the four angels are holding the four winds, to make our calling and election sure." 
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- Early Writings, page 58:2.  If your probation has not already closed, if you have not realized 

before now the sinfulness of your crime of having the "spoil of the poor" in your house; make 

things right with God and all concerned, immediately, without delay, Why hesitate; "To-day if ye 

will hear his voice. Harden not your heart, as in the provocation." Psa. 95:7, 8.  Do not wait until 

too late as did Achan who stole the tithe (Josh. 7:16-21; P. P. 496-497) and was stoned to death 

by his people (Josh. 7:24-26). Let not Achan's calamity (the type), befall you (in antitype)! 

 

Brother V. T. Houteff comments on Isaiah 3:13,14: "This scripture emphatically declares that the 

Lord is pleading while He stands to judge the people, showing that the Judgment of the Living 

[Rev. 14:16, 17] begins after this announcement [Rev. 14:15] of it has sounded throughout 

Laodicea.  The charge against the ancient and the princes [Davidian] (leaders and ministers) is 

that they have eaten up the vineyard, that they have consumed the entire income, and that they 

have robbed His people to enrich themselves.   It is a known fact that not only the tithe (the only 

lawful allowance for the ministry) but also the offerings (the portion for the poor) and all else, 

[the second tithe and all they are able to get in their hands] are consumed by the (Executive 

Council of Florence Eakin) ministry.  

 

"Seeing that nearly all are overcome by the Enemy of souls, we should, therefore, so much the 

more fear God and walk closer with Him, else we, too, fall into the Devil's kidnapping bag. We 

should be careful and considerate shepherd's, not cruel grafters. 

 

"You will find that the Devil will fight for life and violently contest this Judgment message, 

[using unscrupulous attorneys in a prejudiced court to cover up for this thievery, if possible] and 

will try to convince all that these prophecies will not be fulfilled. God's true people, though, will 

see the importance of their fulfillment at this special time, and will gladly take what God's Word 

says." - Timely Greetings, Vol. 1, No. 5 Revised, pages 21, 22. (parentheses belong to V. T. 

Houteff). 

 

They will sign the Waiver-Retainer and thereby vote against State handling of Church affairs and 

dictating what is to be done with the second tithe which God provides for those in need. Not only 

this, but God requires that we do all in our power to see that those who have robbed the poor of 

their means in the wage adjustment, be required to return it with interest. 

 

"Then it shall be, because he hath sinned, and is guilty, that he shall restore that which he took 

violently away, or the thing which he hath deceitfully gotten... Or all that about which he hath 

sworn falsely; he shall even restore it in the principal, and shall add the fifth part more thereto, 

and give it unto him to whom it appertaineth, in the day of his trespass offering." - Lev. 6:4, 5; 

 

"And if a man eat of the holy thing unwittingly, then he shall put the fifth part thereof unto it, 

and shall give it unto the priest with the holy thing. " - Lev. 22:14. 

 

"And if a man will at all redeem aught of his tithes, he shall add thereto the fifth part thereof." –  

Lev. 27:31. 
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"And he shall make amends for the harm that he hath done in the holy thing, and shall add the 

fifth part thereto, and give it unto the priest: and (Christ) the priest shall make an atonement for 

him and it shall be forgiven him." - Lev. 5:16. 

 

"We are called to be reformers, not deformers, gatherers with God, not scatterers with Satan. 

Let's be what we profess to be, and thus stand before the Throne of God, without guile in our 

mouths, and eventually, without sinners in our midst." - Timely Greetings, Vol. 1, No. 5 Revised, 

page 22. 

                                                  THE MARK OF THE BEAST 

 

Brother V. T. Houteff states emphatically that the mark of the beast is, first in the church and 

then in the world. How can we escape the "mark of the beast" if we do not know what it is? Do 

you know what the mark of the beast is in the church?  If not, it would be well to consider the 

weight of evidence presented in this article; for, to be sure, it is something that will take us by 

surprise because it is right among us, in the midst of our Davidian Brethren in the church. It is 

indeed a trap to catch all who are asleep and not alert to the Devil's tricks. 

 

"The beast we are told is a man (Rev. 13:18). The demand to worship, obey the beast's 

command, therefore, is a demand to worship (obey) man in place of God.  Both marks are for no 

other purpose but to define who is who – who is for God and who is for the beast. Those who 

obey God's Judgment message rather than the beast's decree receive God's mark. And these who 

obey the beast's decree rather than God's message receive the beast's mark. These two different 

marks, you see separate the worshippers of God from the worshippers of men.  And since Jesus 

declares that the separation takes place during the harvest [not before or after], and as you now 

see that the 'harvest' and the 'Judgment' for the living are synonymous terms, then the conclusion 

is that as the mark of God is urged upon the believers of His Judgment message in the church, 

and as the mark of the beast is urged upon the worshippers of the beast during the Judgment in 

the world, the subject becomes clear: The enemies of the judgment message in the church, and 

the enemies of the Judgment message in the world are both imbued with the spirit of the beast - 

both doing the same kind of work against God's people, first in the church then in the world.  The 

only difference between the two is that in the world the mark of the beast is enforced by civil 

law, whereas in the church it is not, though the enemies against the Judgment message already 

have done everything in their power to secure the arm of the law against us.  It is now left up to 

every individual member of the church to either take heed to God's Judgment message and 

receive His mark of deliverance, or to give heed to men's vain talk and die under the slaughter 

weapons of the angels." - Jezreel Letter, No, 2, page 5:5 (paren. VTH) 

 

Here Inspiration says the mark of the beast is first in the church before it is in the world. 

 

Ellen G. White states: "The 'mark of the beast' still remains to be defined." - Great Controversy, 

page 445. 

 

"The mark of the beast is exactly what it has been proclaimed to be. Not all in regard to this 

matter is yet understood nor will it be understood until the unrolling of the scroll." - Testimonies, 

Vol. 6, page 17:1. 
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Inspiration says that in E. G. White's day not all was understood regarding the mark of the beast 

and would not be understood until the scroll unrolled. V. T. Houteff shows he did not know all 

about the mark of the beast but states it is in the church first before it is in the world. Do you 

have minds that can think or has the Enemy benumbed your senses with lies, false theories, and 

prejudice so that you are unable to see?  If this is so, then you had better take time out and do a 

lot of praying, for your soul's salvation is at stake. You are sure to get hooked by that something 

you "just know" is not true; yet, is surely the truth. 

 

The Constitution of the U.S.A states that the civil courts of the land have no right to make laws 

regarding religion, "Such action would be directly contrary to the principles of this government, 

to the genius of its free institutions, to the direct and solemn avowal of the Declaration of 

Independence, and to the Constitution. The founders of the nation wisely sought to guard against 

the employment of secular power on the part of the church, with its inevitable result intolerance 

and persecution." - Great Controversy, page 442:2. 

 

Consequently, the church should make its own laws and decide questions pertaining to its 

business operations. Therefore, any Court that interferes with church affairs is in defiance of the 

Constitution and is infringing upon our religious liberty. We state again; the Court has no legal 

right to interfere with church business. 

 

This is why Protestantism was born in America.  Davidians and SDAs are well instructed by the 

Davidian Message and the Spirit of Prophecy that the Two-Horned Beast will make "an image to 

the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did live." - Rev. 13:14. 

 

It was unthinkable a few years ago that the Two-Horned Beast would attempt to use New Mt. 

Carmel and the Davidian Association for a proving ground and as a tool for his "image" beast - 

for setting a precedent in Texas, Davidians of today would perhaps call fanatic and out of his 

mind anyone who would make such a statement even when the evidence is plain. Call it what 

you may. When the government attempts to take charge of church money und orders what must 

be done with it there is a violation of the Constitution, E. G. White, V. T. Houteff, and the Bible 

show there is to be a "mark" of the Two Horned Beast who "went to make war with the remnant 

of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. " 

Rev. 12:17. 

 

Nevertheless, the decision is yours and the question you must answer for yourself is: On which 

side will I be? Will I sign a Claim Form for a few paltry dollars (blood money) and provide for 

the State to handle church matters, according to the image beast; or will I sign a Retainer Form 

and put church affairs under its own authority and oppose State rule. 

 

It is not too late to do your part, even if you have already signed the Claim Form, and have 

boldly advocated that others sign it, and have fought against those who have signed the Waiver-

Retainer Form which provides for the separation of Church and State, The Court has granted a 

little more time for you to change to the Retainer Form. You may not have known that the case at 

New Mt. Carmel was such a vital issue and of such grave importance in showing who is who - 

who is for the beast and who is for God."  Now that God has furnished you with this information 

and made known the seriousness of the question concerning the second tithe at New Mt. Carmel  
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and you do not wish to sell your soul for a pittance, change your Claim to a Waiver-Retainer 

before it is too late. You gave the second tithe to God for those who are at this very time being 

cared for by the Gentiles in worldly rest homes or who are with unbelieving relatives where they 

are eating swine's flesh and the abomination.  Is this really what you want for them? 

 

October 9 is the Court deadline for Retainer Forms, However, we are asking for an extension of 

time. 

 

                                                                 THE TRAP 

 

Isaiah 8 "Verse 10 -- 'Take counsel together, and it shall come to naught; speak the word, and it 

shall not stand: for God is with us.' 

 

"God's people take a strong and independent attitude because they believe that God is with them. 

Most human beings are somewhat like Peter. We have a great faith until we meet face to face a 

trial. When the trial here prophesied comes, though, God's people must know that God is with 

them, and they must firmly stand on His side.  Through this verse we are made to understand the 

real reason for the certain failure of the nations in their attempt to obviate the fulfillment of their 

fears; God is not with them. It becomes distinctly apparent, therefore, that it is the pressing duty 

of every God-fearing country and individual sincerely to seek God's will and be with Him, if we 

are to survive and prosper. 

 

"Verses 11,12 -- 'For the Lord spake thus to me with a strong hand, and instructed me that I 

should not walk in the way of this people, saying, Say ye not a confederacy, to all them to whom 

this people shall say, A confederacy: neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid.' 

 

"God's people are not only commanded not to participate in the confederacy, but they are to 

oppose it 'to all them to whom this people shall say, A confederacy:'  

 

"'Neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid.' It is upon the root of some fear that the confederacy is 

formed.  But that which constitutes their fear is not to constitute the fear of God's people. 

 

"Verse 13 -- 'Sanctify the Lord of hosts Himself; and let Him be your fear, and let Him be your 

dread.' 

 

"God alone is to be revered; God alone is to be feared and dreaded.   If there were no possibility 

for fear at the fulfillment of this chapter, there would, be no need for this reassurance and 

instruction. It is indicative of the fact that God's people will see themselves absolutely helpless, 

and they will appear helpless to all others. Then they will receive deliverance from God, and all 

will behold it. 

 

"If God's people are approaching the time when they must either confederate or sacrifice their 

lives, they must be developing that faith which will cause them to believe that 'in those days shall 

men seek death, and shall not find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.'  

Rev. 9:6. 
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"Verse 14 -- 'And He shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling and for a rock of 

offense to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.' 

 

A sanctuary is a place of refuge. Besides being a place of refuge to God's faithful ones, He is also 

to be a rock of offense to both the house of Israel -Judah and Israel -- and a gin and a snare to the 

inhabitants of Jerusalem. Jerusalem was the ruling city of Judah.  From this it is plain that 

through this confederacy God is to be a gin and snare to antitypical Judah (D. S. D. A). 

 

"Verse 15 -- 'And many among them shall stumble, and fall, and be broken, and be snared, and 

be taken,' 

 

"This prophecy declares that the confederacy will be a snare -- a trap -- and that many will fall 

and be taken in it. It will be a fearful trap and will separate God's people. Thus is the Lord going 

to test all His people and let them reveal just how much faith each of them has.   In the face of 

this warning, we must make the necessary preparation so that we will not fall into the snare. God 

has clearly forewarned His people so that they will not be taken by surprise. 

 

"In Isaiah 24 (verse 13) we are told that there would be a shaking as of an olive tree and but few 

men would be left. 

 

"The confederacy... commences before the Loud Cry and before the slaughter of Ezekiel 9. It is 

not the Image of the Beast (the Woman on the Scarlet Beast of Rev. 17), for this association 

precedes the Image of the Beast, and the confederacy is formed when the nations are girding 

themselves for war.  Put another way, the confederacy will commence after the sealing and 

perhaps just before the slaughter of Ezekiel 9.  Moreover, it is in the time when the Christian 

nations are united that the woman "Babylon" will sit on the seven "heads" (Rev, 17:9), depicting 

also the union of the churches under Babylon." – V. T. Houteff September 30, 1939 and June 22, 

1940, quoted in The Symbolic Code, Vol. 13, Nos. 3 & 4, pages 9, 10. 

 

The confederacy among the nations is formed after the sealing of the 144,000, who are sealed in 

the time of the sixth seal, but who are judged (counted) in the time of the seventh seal (See .2 S: 

R: 220). Let us remember though, that probation for all SDAs, DSDAs, and BDSDAs as 

individuals, closes at the opening of the seventh seal which is at Atonement time, a short while 

before the slaughter of Eze. 9 - at the half an hour silence, at the Passover (See 2 S. R. 216). 

 

After the seventh seal opens and before they go down in the slaughter of Eze. 9, the tares will 

realize the harvest (investigative judgment of the living – See 1 T. G. r. 11:6:2, 11:2; 2 T. G. 

42:31:3; 44:33:1) is past and they are not saved (See Jer. 8:20).  The tares in the world will 

realize this after the Loud Cry (Rev. 14:18; 18:1-4) for the world is finished and probation closed 

just before Jesus comes in the clouds of Heaven and destroys the wicked with the brightness of 

His coming (See 1 Thess. 4:16; 2 Thess. 2:8). 

 

All those who are not expecting the confederacy... are going to fall into this snare, for it will 

appear to them harmless and perhaps even a good thing.  But it will be their trap." - Symbolic 

Code, Vol. 13, Nos. 3 & 4, page 10:3 
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Just give this experience at New Mt. Carmel an opportunity to develop if you will. Organized 

Religion, with the Court's Protestant judge and Catholic lawyer, is attempting to set a precedent. 

If they can close the Davidian Church down by closing its doors, seizing its property, and 

deciding what is to be done with its finances, they have made a big step in the direction of the 

Rev. 13:11-18 organization.  At present, it looks like the only way the Davidian groups can 

defeat this SNARE-TRAP is to forget their dislikes for each other, unite and go to work for the 

Lord, if only in a business way, forgetting self, and appoint a board of directors to handle God's 

money and property and defeat the enemy. Yes, this makes your faces red with embarrassment at 

the suggestion of such a thing. This would be better than having your faces pale with fear and 

eventually black with mortification if you fail to act in the proper way at this time. What is your 

decision Brother, Sister?  The hour is late - later than you think. Make your decision now to save 

your souls, Davidians!!!  Perhaps it is not even too late for Florence, if she can get on the 

opposite side from the "image beast". 

 

"We are to enter into no confederacy (agreement or compromise) with the world." - Testimonies, 

Vol. 6, page 17:2. It may look to some that the Court ruling to turn the second tithe back to all 

who have paid a second tithe into the Davidian Association is "harmless and perhaps even a 

good thing. " But all who feel thus haven't stopped to think that they are playing into the hands of 

the Two-Horned Beast - into his plan to take over the churches and eventually, "saying to them 

that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a 

sword, and did live." - Rev. 13:14. 

 

Perhaps you have not thought this through, much less understood about the second tithe situation 

in this light; or you have not previously been rightly informed about this matter in its true light. 

The whole thing has been unfair to all concerned, it is true. 

 

Now that the case is being opened and Light shed upon matters and thrown open to your 

inspection, you will have an opportunity to act with some intelligence. Doubtless, all Davidians 

and Davidian groups who are second-tithers to the original Davidian Association will want to 

forget their prejudices and doctrinal differences and join together in the cause of a right principle 

and defeat the enemy in his efforts to close the trap on us and to get all under his control, in-

cluding, the SDAs and all other churches. The issue is a matter between Second - tithers and the 

Two-Horned Beast - keeping Church and State separate or joining Church and State. You are to 

make your own choice. 

 

There are several aspects to this situation.  One that especially needs your attention is, that if you 

sign the Claim Form, Tom Street will not have to furnish an accounting of the sum of $80,000 or 

more that he handled.   Who knows how much he has received while an illegal trustee and 

Receiver of the Mt. Carmel property and other properties outside of Mt. Carmel.  When you 

study the situation you will find there is much more involved than anyone has ever imagined. 

Why settle for 1/7th of the second tithe you have paid into the Davidian Association, which is to 

come out of the $70,000 appraised value of New Mt. Carmel property when all that is involved is 

many times more. 

 

There is the Executive Council and Florence (Houteff) Eakin's side. Sign the Claim and in so 

doing you agree that her illegal Association was legally formed and dissolved. The Leviticus  
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shows it was illegally formed in the first place.  A Council elected by the people could not have 

dissolved the original Association which was God appointed, it could never be dissolved. In the 

first place Florence was not a legal Vice-President because the Constitution and By-laws say the 

Vice-President is appointed by the President of the Association, who is God appointed. Florence 

was elected by an illegal Council, Feb. 6, 1955. (The Council voted Florence Vice-President. See 

the Minutes of the Executive Council Meetings from the Court Reporting Committee.) 

 

Florence and her Council met in her office at 7:45 P. M., May 7, 1955. Notice the conversation 

between Brother Wolfe and Florence quoted on page 9 of this study. 

 

                                           THE LIVING SPIRIT OF PROPHECY 

 

Since this Executive Council that Florence formed was contrary to the Constitution of the 

Davidian Association - not God appointed, we call it her Executive Council. The works they 

performed were illegal since an illegal Council was at the head of the work. 

 

"The Council members expressed themselves as believing that with Brother Houteff's death a 

decided change in the status of the Executive Council had taken place and that the Council 

should decide all issues and that the voice of the people should be followed." - Minutes of the 

Meeting of the Executive Council, May 4, 1955. 

 

"God's church has never prospered when it was ruled by the voice of the people or by the 

majority vote." - Id., May 7, 1955. 

 

"It was reported that Elder Wilson received a letter from M. W. Wolfe and he wants to give a 

study to show publicly that we (Davidians) do not have the living Spirit of Prophecy." - Id. , 

Sept. 15, 1955. 

 

"In a conversation with Fred Campbell, Brother Custer reported that Fred said that the Council 

members were puppets and also liars; that since we no longer have the living Spirit of Prophecy 

in our midst everything we do and even our best intentions will be wrong." - Id., Aug. 29, 1955. 

 

Without the living Spirit of Prophecy in their midst they had a false Davidian Council, following 

the voice of the people - not guided by the Voice of God after Brother Houteff's death. Florence's 

false prophecy of the 42 months of Rev. 11, which fooled the people with other things, is what 

caused her Council and Association to fold up after 1959.  But, by far the greatest blunder and 

the greatest sin she committed was stealing the tithe, disclosing herself to view as antitypical 

Achan: hence, changing her name from Houteff to Eakin. 

 

                            THE SEAL OF GOD OR THE MARK OF THE BEAST? 

 

Therefore, if you do not wish to miss the Kingdom, have your memoirs published, all your sins 

disclosed to view without repentance, be without Christ's Robe of Righteousness for a covering, 

be on the side of the Two-Horned Beast and go down into the pit with the house of antitypical  

 

Achan; THEN, REFUSE TO SIGN THE CLAIM FORM. Now that you have found out the true 

facts (there are yet more) of the matter, reverse your decision to sign the Claim Form for the  
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beast power, and before it is too late, turn about face and sign the Waiver-Retainer to be on 

God's side.    If you have not signed either, before, preferring to be neutral, you must hurry and 

send in your signed Retainer, for by your silence you sanction Church-State rule. In a crisis, 

neutrality is the highest treason. 

 

"If God abhors one sin above another of which his people are guilty, it is doing nothing in case 

of an emergency. Indifference and neutrality in a religious crisis is regarded of God as a grievous 

crime, and equal to the very worst type of hostility against God." - Testimonies, Vol. 3, page 

281:0. 

 

"What mean ye that ye beat My people to pieces, and grind the faces of the poor? saith the Lord 

God of hosts." - Isa. 8:15. 

 

Here is Brother Houteff's condemnation of those who do this: "What an awful charge for one to 

be taking advantage of the poor.  It is too bad that our brethren have fallen down so low. And 

still worse it is that they do not pay any attention to these Heaven-sent messages, rather than to 

welcome them, they are doing all to dodge them and keep the (Davidian) laity away from 

coming in contact with them. 

 

"May their mistakes (Achan stealing the silver, the gold, and the goodly garments and hiding 

them in his tent, in the type of Joshua 7:20, 21, or Florence Eakin and her Council hiding God's 

second tithe in their fine homes etc., in the antitype) became our stepping stories to success. That 

where they (Florence and her false Council) grind the faces of the poor (stealing God's second 

tithe - signing the Claim Form, thereby aiding the State in an effort to beat God's Sabbath-

keeping people to pieces here at Mt. Carmel with their Catholic lawyer and then on to the world 

with the Image Beast of Rev. 13:11-18, and "Mystery Babylon The Great" of Rev. 17:5), may we 

make them happy (and insure their future. By signing a Retainer Form we can require Tom 

Street, Florence Houteff Eakin, and her Executive Council to return to God's treasury, the 

aforementioned funds, plus other unreported assets and bring about an accounting), and may we 

realize that to receive one of the least of God's people, is to receive God Himself.  How thankful 

we ought to be for the great privilege (to sign a Waiver-Retainer Form and thus expose the 

Achans who stole the money that Brother Houteff's message brought into God's storehouse)." - 1 

T. G. r. 5:22, 23. 

 

How low in the bog of sin can one get to commit the grievous act - casting lots for the Lord's 

garment (covering of Christ's righteousness), the means for care of the poor.  God's servant spent 

25 years of heartrending, nerve-racking physical effort to accumulate these means and publish 

the truth.  Now his works are called a bundle of rubbish by the unfaithful servants.  This is 

beyond comprehension to those who believe and can prove His message of Truth.  One does not 

know whether to weep or explode at this gross insult. On second thought, it makes one more 

determined to strive with all his might to see justice brought to the evil-doers, because of, not 

only the hardship they have brought upon the needy who expected second tithe benefits from the 

Association they supported, but because of those who have brought the terrible disgrace upon the 

Lord's Truth and the Davidian name. 

 

It may be you have come to the Kingdom for such a time as this, to do what you can to bring 

these thieves to justice. Will you? Or will you continue to call their works of iniquity an act of  
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mercy and "perhaps a good thing"? The day of reckoning has come!  Will you do your part, the 

part the Lord expects of you? For those who are aroused from their Spiritual slumber to come to 

the aid of the needy and the Lord's Truth, we can say with the Psalmist; 

 

"Praise ye the Lord: for it is good to sing praises unto our God; for it is pleasant; and praise is 

comely. He healeth the broken in heart; and bindeth up their wounds. The Lord lifteth up the 

meek; he casteth the wicked down to the ground. Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem; praise thy God, 

O Zion. Praise the Lord." - Psalms 147:1, 3, 6, 12, 20. 

 

It has been suggested that a committee of seven be appointed to handle the affairs of the 

Davidian Second-tithers. This would relieve the State of its control, and any Davidian from the 

responsibility of aiding the Courts of the land to shut the church doors of the Association and to, 

forever, disband its congregation.  If this should be done and you were asked to which church 

you belonged, you could not say, Davidian.  If you did, they would say, "oh, no, the Court has 

disbanded your church. If you must belong to a church, you will have to join some other to get to 

heaven." 

 

If you desire to preserve Brother Houteff's integrity and stand for separation of 'Church and 

State' you cannot be on the side of the Court (State) in its handling of church affairs:   Davidian 

second-tithers should unite to form a committee to handle religious matters and encourage others 

to do likewise. What is your decision? What will you do Brother, Sister? Will you stand for 

separation of Church and State or will you stay with your Claim Form for Tom Street, Kultgen, a 

Catholic lawyer, and the State to handle the Davidian Association (Church) affairs? Send in your 

Waiver-Retainer Form and preserve your interest in the Mt. Carmel property. This is your God-

given duty. Otherwise, you will receive the mark of the beast in the church first by voting for 

Church and State rule. 

 

Yours for separation of Church and State 

Benjamin Roden 

 

 

                                                            A REMINDER 

 

Please send your choice of seven names of Davidian or former Davidians who paid second tithe, 

prior to 1962. These names will be considered in the selection of a board to direct the affairs of 

the Second-tithers Association. 

 

In the Judgment of the Living even the most secret things are to be shouted from the housetops; 

even the "memoirs" of some who are presently "acting" vice-presidents of the "so-called" 

Davidian 'Associations and who are advocating that all their members sign a Claim Form. Why?  

That all may choose the good and refuse the evil. 

 

In closing, we admonish all Davidians and Davidian groups to unite, disregard their differences  

about the Davidian message, and put forth a tremendous effort to retrieve the Davidian property. 

We owe it to ourselves, to Brother Houteff, and to the Lord, to do all in our power to get the 

Davidian property from the control of Florence Eakin, Tom Street, and their Catholic lawyer 
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who represent State Rule.  Let none stand back and do nothing at this critical time and, this late 

hour; lest they be taken in "that great snare." 

 

"While one class, by accepting the sign of submission of earthly Powers, receive the mark of the 

beast, the other, choosing the token of allegiance to divine authority, receive the seal of God." 

"With the issue thus clearly brought before him whoever shall obey a human enactment receives 

the mark of the beast; he accepts the sign of allegiance to the power which he chooses to obey 

instead of God." - Great Controversy, pages 605:2, 604:3. 

 

This prophecy (Isa. 8:15) declares that the confederacy will be a snare -- a trap -- and that many 

will fall and be taken in it.  It will be a fearful trap and will separate God's people.  The 

confederacy is not the image of the beast." - Symbolic Code, Vol. 13, Nos. 3 & 4, pages 9, 10.  

"We must stand -- stand against the most ingenious special trap ever set by the EVIL ONE!  But 

how shall we do this if we know not what it is or where it is?" - Symbolic Code, Vol. 8, Nos. 1-

12, page 6.  "….the mark of the beast is . . . first in the church then in the world." - Jezreel Letter, 

No. 2, page 5:5. 

 

How are we ever to know what the mark is and where it is without the Living Spirit of Prophecy 

(Amos 3:7) to reveal it to us and to uncover the trap of the devil? 

 

Please return your Retainer Form airmail, postmarked by midnight Oct. 1969.  

Send cash donations to Box 121, Waco, Texas -76703. 
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